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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation thick description provides the basis of an interpretive analysis

of conceptual images of the goddess Durga and her worship in Banaras, a city regarded

as a microcosm of the Hindu tradition. The exploration begins at the renowned Durga

Ku~c;l temple which is studied synchronically and diachronically. During the annual

autumn festival (Navaratra), however, the focus shifts to typical forms of Durga worship

throughout the city, and the Durga Puja ritual in particular.

A metaphysical portrait of Durga is developed by concentrating on formal

devotional worship (paja), blood sacrifice (bali), and the Nine Durga Pilgrimage (yatra),

three salient devotional acts especially related to Durga worship in Banaras. The study

shows that cosmologically and epistemologically Durga is envisioned through a yogic

science (vidya) of energy (jakti) and material creation (Prakrti). Ontologically, she

provides a model of power, purity, orderly change, and maternal protectiveness from

which worshippers may derive security within the cosmos. As a feminine image of the

divine, Durga offers different but complementary visions of reality to male and female

devotees. The study suggests that the goddess offers women a model of chastity and

strength, particularly in the face of misfortune. Despite the potential of this image to

transform the traditional roles of women in Hindu society, this report offers evidence that

Durga sustains the orthodox social structure.

The study's contribution to scholarship continues with its detailed interpretive

description of Durga temple worship and the Durga Piija ritual. It also connects many

of the threads which link the mythology, legend, and history of Durga worship in

Banaras. The interpretations of symbolic clusters and structural patterns (e.g., yantra)

deepen our understanding of Saktism, a major Hindu sectarian tradition. Since the study

offers substantial evidence of the meaningful relationship between symbols and worship

rituals, it critiques theories which deny such relationships.
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A Word on Transliteration

There are mainly Sanskrit and Hindi foreign words in this dissertation. For the

Sanskrit words I have followed the standard transliteration currently used by most

scholars. The only exception is that for the "guttaral nasal," which is generally

represented by an "n" with a dot above it, or with an anusvara, I have used an "n" with

a bar above it. Therefore, I write afiga, not a1?1ga.

The letter "r" represents both the Sanskritic vowel and the Hindi consonant which

is pronounced like the "rd" in "hardy." Therefore I write the Sanskrit r#, and the Hindi

ban.

The transliteration of Hindi is problematic because of its silent vowels. Since

many Banarasis speak Bhojpun, a dialect of Hindi, I have essentially transliterated Hindi

phonetically, not grammatically. If a Hindi word had a Sanskrit equivalent with which

I was familiar, I use the Sanskritic transliteration when the word is represented in

isolation. Therefore, I write kisamiSa instead of kishmish, or kismiS. My reasoning is that

it is more useful for the reader to trace the word dharmaSala (e.g., write it correctly or

find it in a dictionary), than its numerous Hindi/Bhojpun phonetic equivalents, such as

dharamsala, or dharamsala.

Proper names are represented in a variety of ways. I write place names as they

are commonly transliterated. Therefore I write Durga Kut:l9 temple, but refer to a tank

or pond as a kulJ4a. I write people's names as they represented themselves in oral or

written form. These may but often do not include diacritical marks. Therefore I write

Ram Shankar Dubey, and not Rama Saiikara Dubey.

Note: Although I have made efforts to place translations of foreign words at each of their

occurrences, a Glossary of many of the Sanskrit and Hindi words found in this

dissertation is located before the Bibliography for the reader's convenience.
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INTRODUCTION

Subject of this Study and its General Theoretical and Methodological Framework

When the opera Padmavatr opened in Paris in 1923, Europeans were treated to

a vision of Indian culture through the composer Albert Roussel's curious, sympathetic,

but somewhat distorted eyes. In the last scene, as the tragic heroine PadmavatI in the

company of the women of the court, prepares to join her husband on his funeral pyre,

four white and two black daughters of the god Siva emerge out of the flames. One of the

black daughters is Durga, "serpent of perfidious sweetness," who dances sinuously.

Together with KalI, she draws the women to their death. l

Since Roussel's time Western fascination with Hindu culture has steadily grown

as has our understanding of it. While early efforts to understand Hinduism depended on

the accounts of travellers and missionaries, scholarly translations of important

philosophical and scriptural texts deepened and corrected our knowledge. The discipline

of anthropology has played an indispensable role in rounding out the imbalance which

may occur if one tries to understand literate cultures solely through their literature. The

anthropologist emphasizes fieldwork, but complements the observations made by close

participation in the lives of a social group with information drawn from all available

germane sources such as literature and art. Anthropologists seek to understand human

culture "holistically" (Peacock 1986:10) and thus try to understand specific human

activities and ideas within their widest context. For instance, anthropologists attempt to

ISee, for instance, the libretto in Marilyn Horne in Padmiivatf (Albert Roussel), Pathe Marconi EMI,
1983. Durga is not generally considered to be Siva's daughter. My thanks to Dr. Eric Williams for drawing
my attention to the many Eastern themes in European opera.
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understand a particular contemporary religious ritual within the culture's world view and

cosmological framework. If possible, the ritual's historical roots and its pertinent social,

economic, and political dimensions would not be overlooked. Naturally there are limits

to this endeavour which is "currently undergoing serious critique and revision," but the

"essence of holistic representation (is) ... to contextualize elements of culture and to

make systematic connections among them" (G. Marcus and M. Fisher, 1986:23).

Furthermore, efforts are made to understand a foreign culture from "the native's point

of view" (Malinowski [1922] 1961:25), or as Clifford Geertz has put it "to figure out

what the devil they think they are up to" (1988:58). In his own work on the sense of

personhood in various cultures, Geertz says he searched out and analyzed "the symbolic

forms - words, images, institutions, behaviors - in terms of which, ... , people actually

represented themselves to themselves and to one other" (1988:58).

My research, on which this study is based, followed these guidelines. I did not

focus on personhood but on godhead, SPeCifically the Hindu goddess Durga, alluring and

deadly in Roussel's portrait. Like Roussel, I had a sympathetic curiosity about Hindu

culture, and initially, a visceral fascination with certain Hindu images of the divine,

which I had seen in my childhood. In particular, the many armed goddess Durga, often

portrayed astride a lion and slaying a human being, captivated my imagination. Here was

an image of godhead which was beautiful and majestic, yet dreadful in its power.

Particularly intriguing was the image of the divine as feminine, a notion which was, to

me, culturally remote. What were the assumptions and values of the culture which

created this particular vision of divinity? Why did the Hindu symbolic construct affect

me in a manner that hinted at meaning but which was ultimately enigmatic? What were,

I wondered, the corpus of symbolic forms through which these people represented Durga

to themselves and each other? What would enable me to understand better my own

attraction to and confusion about these conceptual images? Paul Rabinow, picking up on

Paul Ricoeur's definition of hermeneutics, suggests that a goal of the anthropological

endeavour is to move towards an understanding of human experience, in general, and a

comprehension of our own culture, through "the detour of the comprehension of the other

[culture]" (Ricouer, in Rabinow 1977:5). In some measure, this is precisely what I have
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attempted. I chose to focus on a single, though complex and multivocal cultural symbol,

namely the goddess Durga, deeply meaningful to her worshippers and potentially

enriching to ourselves.

In an influential book, Edward Said (1978) has criticized what he terms

Orientalism, a tendency in the West to view Eastern culture through pervasive and

enduring stereotypes. To quote James Clifford (1986: 12) on Said:

the Orient is "textualized"; its multiple, divergent stories and existential
predicaments are coherently woven as a body of signs susceptible of virtuoso
reading. This Orient, occulted and fragile, is brought lovingly to light, salvaged
in the work of the outside scholar. The effect of domination in such
spatial/temporal deployments . . . is that they confer on the other a discrete
identity, while also providing the knowing observer with a standpoint from which
to see without being seen, to read without interruption.

I hope that my study does not oppressively weave a coherent tapestry of Durga and her

worship if no such coherence exists in the rich variety of her forms and her devotees'

behaviours. However, I have striven for intelligibility and accuracy in descriptions, and

have tried to discern and elucidate patterns where these revealed themselves. Such

coherent systematizations may at times be my structural imposition upon the material,

or they may reflect the culture's own categories. For instance, in interpreting the

relationship between myth and behaviour, I have used a variety of Western scholarly

perspectives, such as Mircea Eliade's notion of cyclical regenerations of the cosmos and

Claude Uvi-Strauss's structuralism, which I adapt and apply in my analyses. Often, I

have tried to remain with the Hindu culture's analytic categories, SankhyalYoga

philosophy, for example, which have their own internal consistency.

I did not address such questions as "Does the divine exist independent of its

worship, or does Durga exist independent of her worshippers?" Nevertheless, in my

participant observation with devotees in their worship practices, although I inquired into

the causes and effects of their need or desire to worship Durga, I focused on their

conceptions of Durga herself, revealed through her images, through her worship, and

through her devotees' reflections on both of these. This dissertation is an interpretive

analysis of the myths, legends, and conceptual terms used by Durga worshippers, the
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material images through which she is represented, and behavioral patterns of worship in

which her devotees, in groups or as individuals, are engaged. My study therefore

contributes to our knowledge of a cultural symbol cluster, loosely termed the "goddess

Durga, " which informs the attitudes and behaviours of those in whose symbolic universe

she is included. In his discussion of the interpretive approach to the cultural study of

religion, Geertz says:

The anthropological study of religion is therefore a two-stage operation:
first, an analysis of the systems of meanings embodied in the symbols
which make up the religion proper, and, second, the relating of these
systems to social-structural and psychological processes (1973: 125).

Geertz points out the lack of attention paid to the first stage in much anthropological

work. When elaborating upon systems of meaning, he says, "It is a cluster of sacred

symbols, woven into some sort of ordered whole, which makes up a religious system"

(1973: 129). This broad, and now classic perspective, provides the underlying order for

my treatment of symbols. I first attempt to uncover, describe, and analyze some of the

symbols which, under the rubric of "Durga," constitute part of the cluster of symbols

which inform Durga worship as a whole. Where possible I try to show how these

symbols blend with the larger portrait of Durga, which is itself connected to a still larger

system of Goddess worship (Saktism) in India, and to indicate relationships and

connections to the web of sacred symbols which constitute Hinduism as a whole. The

uncovering of the symbol cluster derives primarily from observations of Durga worship

at a major temple and during an annual festival of goddess worship in Banaras. With the

symbol cluster identified I proceed to an analysis of its "systems of meaning" and then

relate these to social and psychological processes.

An illustration of this process follows. Through examining worship at the Durga

Ku~q temple in Banaras, I uncover that the goddess thought to reside there, Ku~manda

DevI, is but one within a symbol cluster of nine Durgas, each of whom resides in

separate temples in the city. Each of these Nine Durgas has distinctive aspects which

together contribute to the larger portrait of Durga. These goddesses are considered to be

Durga primarily during the Navaratra festival in autumn, but otherwise function in a
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broader universe of symbols of Saktism, and the Hindu religious tradition as a whole.

Through the interpretations offered by devotees orally and by examining the literature

(e.g., purfu:1ic myths and popular modem pamphlets) to which I was directed by

devotees, I offer an analysis of the meanings they attach to these Nine Durgas. For

instance, the Durgas are understood to be guardians of the city and to represent the

stages of womanhood. Finally, this body of meanings is applied to understanding such

social structural and psychological processes as the Nine Durga Pilgrimage and the sense

of strength and security which results from community solidarity and divine protection.

The analysis further reveals how variant interpretations of this cluster of Nine Durgas

offer differing but complementary meanings to groups of devotees (e.g., male versus

female), shaping and reinforcing their worldview.

It is noteworthy that the interpretations of symbols and their social structural and

psychological ramifications often reflexively elucidate the activities within which the

symbols were uncovered, even though they have broader social implications. The

worship rituals and actions of devotees, often the source of the symbols, when

interpreted, help to explain the enigmatic structural forms which worship itself may take.

To illustrate: accompanying a devotee during worship at a certain temple leads to the

discovery that this is but one temple in a larger circuit. When interpreted, the larger

cluster of temples provides a meaningful framework in which to understand the devotee's

activities in the temple where slhe was first found. This then is one of my main

objectives, to understand better the relationship between forms of worship and the symbol

system which informs them. My intended emphasis in this study is more on the objects

and forms of people's devotion than on their sources and implications, although these are

not ignored. Put differently, I am concerned with the internal dynamic of Durga worship,

the structure and significance of its rituals, and how the conceptualizations of the goddess

informs those behaviours.

But why study Durga? How has she been studied so far, and in what way is this

goddess and her worship a good choice for the examination of the relationship between

image and activity in Hindu religion? To begin, Hindu goddesses are disproportionately

understudied. If one considers that the goddess worshipping (Sakta) sectarian strand of
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devotional Hinduism is the third largest after Saivism and Vai~Qavism, this neglect

becomes obvious. When one considers the relatively short history of modern

anthropological studies in Hinduism, it is not unusual to find that the majority of work

has been directed to the more prominent sectarian traditions. The Sakta strand of

Hinduism is, however, vibrant and complex, and permeates Vai~Qavism and Saivism in

indismissable ways. My research joins with the growing corpus of goddess-related

literature which is currently emerging. One of the complexities which arises in examining

Sakta Hinduism is its multiplicity of goddesses, which for the sake of convenience, are

often lumped together and studied as Sakti, the Feminine Power which pervades the

universe (e.g., Das 1934), or studied under specific groupings, epithets, or aspects. Thus

one has studies of village goddesses in general (e.g., Brubaker 1978) or the goddesses

of a particular village (e.g., Beck 1979). There are studies of~mI (e.g., Dhal 1978),

or Ganga (e.g., Sivaramamurti 1976), and other specific goddesses. Under aspect studies

one may find examinations of Mother Goddesses (e.g., N. N. Bhattacharya 1971) or the

Great Goddess (e.g., Kramrisch 1975).

Choosing Durga reveals my desire to bridge the broad and pervasive, and the

specific. Durga is essentially a pan-Indian deity. I have seen innumerable venerated

lithographs of her from the Himalayas to Kanya Kumari, from Gujarat to Calcutta. Her

lion riding image is ubiquitous on buses and trucks throughout the sub-continent. A study

of Durga, then, is a study of a symbol system which has wide ranging commerce in the

Hindu tradition. Since it would be overly ambitious to carry out such a study throughout

India, I chose Banaras, renowned as a microcosm of Hinduism, a city which attracts

pilgrims and residents from allover India. I further restricted myself by concentrating

on Durga worship at a particular temple in Banaras through the course of a year, and on

Durga worship in general in the city during a specific time of the year. These selections

were not accidental, for the Durga KUQQ temple in Banaras is perhaps the most renowned

temple to Durga (under that epithet) in all of India, and the nine night autumn festival

of Asvina Navaratra is virtually synonymously referred to as the devotional worship of

Durga (Durga Puja). Interestingly, the most visibly dramatic expressions of worship

during Navaratra take place outside the Durga Kut:lQ and other permanent temples to
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Durga. Popular attention shifts to temporary places of worship, called palJ4als, where

beautiful multicoloured images of Durga and accompanying deities are worshipped very

elaborately. In this study I have restricted my use of the term Durga Piija to refer not to

the Navaratra worship of the Goddess, but to the ritual worship of Durga on the sixth,

seventh, eighth, and ninth days of Navaratra, as well as on Vijaya DaSaro!, the day which

follows it. Pajii is the quintessential term for "worship" in everyday Hindu religious

practice. Durga Piija is one of the most elaborate of the worship rituals commonly

performed in Banaras. I thus felt it would be ideally suited to the examination of the

relationship between the meaning and dynamics of worship and the symbolic universe

which informs it.

The intellectual position of some theorists is to refute the value of such an

enterprise. Fritz Staal, for instance, best known for his monumental work on Vedic

ritual, has suggested that ritual is essentially "meaningless" (1979:2-22). Staal highlights

the purity of action in ritual, and its emphasis on structure and form. Ritual, he argues,

is quite similar to grammar, but different from language. In particular, these structured

actions are utterly divorced from thought. Thus ritual cannot be "understood" and does

not lend itself to theoretical analysis. "Ritual . . . is primarily activity. It is activity

governed by explicit rules. The important thing is what you do, not what you think,

believe or say" (1979:4). Yet "neither ritual nor mantras constitute a 'language'," since

acts and sounds are "related to each other in accordance with rules without reference to

meaning" (1989:433). Although I concur with certain aspects of Staal's position on the

"meaninglessness" of ritual I will explore and challenge his position through an

examination of the Durga Piija ritual.

My own theoretical position on the analysis of religious rituals is somewhat

aligned with Geertz who, like Max Weber, feels that "man is an animal suspended in

webs of significance which he himself has spun" (1973:5). Geertz continues to say, "I

take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be, therefore, not an experimental

science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning" (1973:5). Geertz

diverges from approaches which seek only to isolate symbolic elements, and proceed by

"specifying the internal relationships among those elements, and then characterizing the
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whole system in some general way - according to the core symbols around which it is

organized, the underlying structures of which it is a surface expression, or the ideological

principles upon which it is based" (1973: 17). Rather these symbolic webs are "models

of" and "models for" reality. Sherry Ortner summarizes this aspect of Geertz's position

thus:

The 'model or aspect refers to how cultural symbols . . . attempt to render
intelligible the immediate problems of social structure, economic structure,
kinship, ecology and the like - not to mention the more existential dilemmas of
suffering, evil, and bafflement - in a given society. And the same symbolic
models which 'represent' the complex realities of the group, represent them in
such a way - the 'model for' aspect - as to provide for the respondents a
reasonable way, a sensible way, a meaningful way in which to deal with them
(1975: 134).

Ritual is the place where these two functions of the symbol set meet. "In ritual, the world

as lived and the world as imagined, fused under the agency of a single set of symbolic

forms, turns out to be the same world" (Geertz 1973:92-93). Staal, incidentally spends

twenty pages arguing against Geertz's theory of the interpretability of ritual (1989:326

346). Put succinctly, their divergence of opinions stems from differing assumptions about

the way ritual is constructed. For Geertz, ritual is grounded in intention, or at least

symbolic action, while for Staal, it is activity which most closely resembles instinct or

biological compulsion.

Although essentially aligned with Geertz theoretically, I am not sure if I have

successfully fulfilled the interpretive aspect of his agenda. The reasons for my uncertainty

are at least twofold. First, I found the array of symbols uncovered in the study of Durga

to be virtually inexhaustible, with connections leading into almost every aspect of the

highly complex world of Hinduism. I have made a substantial and necessary effort to

contextualize the Durga symbols within the larger symbolic universe of Hinduism for the

benefit of non-specialist readers. Secondly, as Geertz himself acknowledges,

interpretation is a matter of degree which has no limit. My hope is that I have struck a

reasonable balance between breadth and depth in this study trying to avoid "both of the

characteristic crimes of exegesis: seeing more in things than is really there, and reducing

a richness of particular meaning to a drab parade of generalities" (Geertz 1988: 103).
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My objective in this research has been primarily to learn, to discover, and to

understand aSPects of a culture somewhat opaque to me. This dissertation is a report on

those discoveries. If there is a general thesis which I am substantiating through the

entirety of this work, it is that a fundamental relationship exists between religious

symbols and religious acts (i.e., ritual) and that this relationship is to an extent

intelligible and meaningful. By offering evidence in support of the meaningful

relationship between ritual and worldview, in the context of Durga worship, I am arguing

against the position held by those who feel no such relationship exists (e.g., Fritz Staal).

Yet, I neither wish to frame this study as a polemic against a particular theoretical

perspective, nor as a wholesale application of a theory or method in order to show up

its strengths or inadequacies. Instead, I approached the study of Durga worship armed

with an unformulated theoretical perSPective, within which the influence of Geertz's

definition of religion as a cultural system looms large. But I am also influenced by

Wilfred Cantwell Smith whose approach to the study of religion resembles the holism of

the anthropological endeavour. Smith says:

a good historian of religion will learn all that he can from any insights that are
or can be made to be pertinent: sociological, philological, historical,
psychological, typological (sometimes called "phenomenological"), introsPective,
... asking [worshippers] - and many more (Smith 1975: 13-14).

However, "given the uniquely subtle, elusive, [and] volatile quality of the religious,"

Smith's attitude to method is that it "should be developed out of the particular problem

that one is considering, not vice versa, and it should be ephemeral, subordinate, and

fundamentally dispensable" (1975:15).

As previously mentioned, in interpreting particular symbols and behavioral

patterns, I have on occasion selected the methods of many well-known scholars. I find

Mircea Eliade's (1959) notion of the cyclical re-creation and renewal of the cosmos

particularly illuminating in the study of the myths and rituals of Durga worship. Eliade

points out how within myths, people in certain societies find exemplary models for their

acts. The myths tell these people that "everything (they) do or intend to do has already

been done at the beginning of Time, in illo tempore" (1963: 125). Such people are
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engaged in a sort of philosophical remembering (anamensis), which "does not recover

the memory of events belonging to former lives, but of truths, that is, the structures of

the real" (1963: 126). This model is extremely helpful in understanding the relationship

between the myths about Durga and the actions of Durga-worshipping devotees. Victor

Turner's (1966) model of the ritual process as leading participants from a particular

status in structured society, through a phase of anti-structure, to renewed and transformed

status in a restructured society is also useful, particularly in understanding the

psychological dynamics of certain types of pilgrimage. Turner, himself (1973, 1974), and

his wife, Edith (1978) applied his model to the pilgrimage process. Although I agree with

Sax (1991) that the model's applicability to Hindu pilgrimage is inadequate, it

nevertheless, provides useful insights. I will discuss such orientations in the contexts in

which they are utilized in the study.

Scholarly Work on Durga and Related Goddesses

Among the clusters of studies of Hindu goddesses, there are few which focus

directly on Durga, although certain goddesses who may have been studied under another

epithet or aspect are virtually synonymous with Durga. These goddess-centred studies

may be broadly divided into those which are primarily textually-based and those which

are primarily anthropological. Among the textually-based studies one finds the

noteworthy works of R. C. Hazra (1963), T. Coburn (1984, 1991), and C. M. Brown

(1990) which involve examinations of the goddess in pu~ic (and upa-pur~c) myths.

Their work on such topics as the concept of Sakti in the Pu~as, or on the Devf

Mtihiitmya and the DevfBhiigavata Purii1Ja, provides us with valuable information on the

myths, epithets, and conceptualizations of the goddess in general, and Durga, in

particular, in Hindu religious literature.

Noteworthy anthropological studies of Durga-related goddesses are W. Sax's

(1991) Mountain Goddess, which is an examination of the Himalayan goddess Nandi

DevI through her pilgrimage, K. Erndl's (1987) The Lion Riding Goddess ofNonhwest

India, a study of Si~havahinIDevI (Durga.) in Punjab, and neighbouring states, and R.
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Preston's (1980) Cult of the Goddess, which examines worship at a CaQ.~ temple in

Orissa. C. Humes's forthcoming work on the ritual use of the Devr-Mtihiitmya in

Vindhyavasin'i temple is another example of the anthropological approach.

Studies in which Durga (under that epithet) is the central focus are less numerous

or voluminous. There are some works which may be considered more devotional than

scholarly such as P. Bandyopadhyay's (1987) Mother Goddess Durgti. On temple studies

there is the slim work by M. Kandiah (1990) entitled Sn- Durgti Devf Temple of

Tellippalai, dealing with worship in Sri Lanka. Outstanding general studies are D.

Kinsley's (1987) chapter on Durga in Hindu Goddesses and P. V. Kane's (1930-62)

chapter on Durga Piija in his History ofDharmaJtiStra. Kane's discussion of Durga Piija

draws on material from ritual texts. Kinsley draws a large portrait of Durga by using

material from his field research and existing scholarship, both textual and

anthropological. Kinsley points out how Durga "represents a vision of the feminine that

challenges the stereotyped view of women found in the traditional Hindu law books"

(1986:99). He suggests that Durga "exists outside normal structures and provides a

version of reality that potentially, at least, may be refreshing and socially invigorating"

(1986:99). In this dissertation I will try to address certain questions which derive from

Kinsley's comments. What sort of a vision of reality does Durga provide to her

worshippers in Banaras? What vision of the feminine does she represent? How do men

and women relate to these conceptualization of the feminine and of reality? In what

manner, if any, is the potential social invigoration realized?

P. Ghosha's Durgti Pajti, although detailed, is now dated, and not easily

accessible to the general public, having been published in 1871. It is marred by the

absence of scholarly references to the sources of the descriptions and by his interpretive

efforts. Ghosha points out how the constellations of Virgo, the Centaur, and Leo appear

in the autumnal night sky and represent the goddess Durga, the demon Mahi~asura, and

the goddess's lion respectively (Ghosha 1871:v-vi). He continues to develop the

interpretation that Durga is essentially a deification of the dawn (1871:xxii). Ghosha's

creative efforts are fascinating and erudite, but belong to a period when it was
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fashionable to highlight the Indo-European culture circle, and the near universality of

certain principles, thoughts, sentiments, and forms "in different climes and among

different families of man" (1871:i).2 My point of departure is different from Ghosha for

I do not begin with a search for universal principles or a singular overarching

interpretation of the Durga symbol set. Rather, I begin with particulars, with individual

worshippers in specific places. It is through their directed perceptions, their actions, and

their explanations that I try to discern patterns of meaning.

A.kos Ostor's (1980) examination of Durga Piija in the Bengali town of Vishnupur

is excellent. This is because it is fully half of a study where insightful comparisons are

made to a Siva worship ritual. It treats the dynamics ofpUja and the interaction between

the Siva and Durga rituals in their social context with remarkable dexterity. Liturgical

details, however, are missing from Ostor's work. The highly localized nature of his

study, set in a temple and in which the king' s involvement in the puja is great, contrasts

strongly with this study of Durga worship and Durga Piija. Although the king of Banaras,

Vibhiiti Narain Singh, visits the main goddess temples in the city, especially the Durga

KUI~q temple, during Navaratra, his Durga Piija is a less public affair. It is held at his

palace in Ramnagar, on the opposite bank of the river Ganga. His current involvement

in the city's celebrations of Durga Piija is not central. Another contrast to Ostor's work

is that the Durga Piija ritual described in this study occurs outside of permanent temples.

It takes place in temporarily erected places of worship and in private homes and is

rapidly growing in popularity in Banaras and other urban centres throughout India. I feel

that my work contributes to our understanding of this pan-Indian phenomenon, which is

of growing importance to Hindus, through a detailed, but judiciously chosen, localized

study.

From this brief, but telling survey of the literature, it is clear that there is a need

for a detailed scholarly study of Durga worship in a temple and a home, and during the

2The pervasive influence of solar mythology on tum of the century folklorists and its decline is
examined through a focus on the debate between Max Muller, one of its most articulate supporters, and
Andrew Lang, who spiritedly ridiculed it. Ghosha's interpretive work is set clearly within the camp of the
solar mythologists of that period. See Richard M. Dorson (1965).
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Navaditra festival. I hope that my work on Durga worship in Banaras helps to fill this

lacuna. I see it as complementary to astor and Ghosha's studies of Durga Puja in

Bengal. Unlike the town of Vishnupur, Banaras is a non-Bengali city and far more

representative of the Hinduism of the sub-continent. Furthermore, this study (see

Appendix) supplies the thick description of the ritual worship of Durga during Durga

Piija with attention to the content of the Sanskrit liturgy and its interpretation by ritual

specialists which is missing from both the astOr and Ghosha studies. In that sense, the

work also complements Van Kooij's (1972) textually based description, Worship o/the

Goddess According to the Ktilika PurtilJa. It joins with C. Humes (forthcoming), R.

Preston (1980), and K. Erndl's (1987) studies in fleshing out our understanding of the

forms and symbols of goddess worship in temples. In its treatment of the legends and

myths of Durga which were alluded to by worshippers, the dissertation meshes with the

textually based studies by T. Coburn, C. M. Brown and others.

The Focus of the Study

I set out with the theoretical assumption that there is a relationship between

cultural symbols and human activity. As previously mentioned this position is essentially

in accordance with Clifford Geertz's now classic definition of religion as a cultural

system.3 The Hindu tradition is known for its many gods and goddesses, each with

distinct personalities, symbolic forms, attributes, and mythologies. The cult of a

particular god or goddess could, I thought, provide an ideal medium through which to

study an aspect of the highly complex Hindu tradition. In what way, if at all, does the

set of symbols which constitute the image of Durga inform the activities of her

worshippers, I wondered? My focus is on religious activities although I recognize and

allude to the ramifications of the image of Durga in other spheres of human action, such

as politics. My interest focuses not only upon the enigmatic nature of the image of

3Geertz's definition states "a religion is: (1) a system of symbols which acts to (2) establish powerful,
pervasive and long-lasting moods and motivations in men by (3) formulating conceptions of a general order
of existence and (4) clothing these conceptions with such an aura of factuality that (5) the moods and
motivations seem uniquely realistic. " See Geertz 1965:206.
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Durga, but on the equally enigmatic ritualized religious behaviours of devotees. To

dismiss these rituals as essentially meaningless is in my mind as extreme as suggesting

that one has solved the enigma, for I see the relationship between symbol and sentiment,

myth and ritual, or worldview and human endeavour in a constant process of dialectical

interaction. All of these aspects of religion feed off and stimulate each other.

Three activities which are central in Hindu worship quite naturally lend

themselves to examination in the context of a study of Durga in Banaras. The first is

puja, the quintessential act of common worship to any and all deities. When one

considers that the Durga Piija celebrations in Banaras last for over four days, and are

longer and ritually more elaborate than any of the other popular religious festivals such

as Hoff or DlpavalI, the relationship between the conception of Durga and the act of puja

cries out for investigation. Even the great festival of Siva (Mahasivaratri), the city's

patron deity, is but a single night long. The second activity is blood sacrifice (ball),

which in Banaras is singularly associated with Durga. The Durga Kut:l<:l temple is the only

one in Banaras generally sanctioned as a place for such sanguinary offerings.4 Why is

there such a close relationship between the goddess and blood? The third religious

activity is pilgrimage (yarra). In Banaras there is a popular and special pilgrimage

performed to the city's Nine Durgas. Is there some relationship between the

conceptualization of the goddess formed by these nine images and the pilgrimage to

them? Thus, in Banaras, Durga is related in particular and unique ways to these three

important worship activities. Is there something in the various conceptualizations of the

goddess which helps us to understand better these forms of worship? Do these forms of

worship, in turn, tell us more about the image of the deity?

In addition to these activities ofpuja, sacrifice, and pilgrimage, which I examine

throughout the study every time the opportunity arises, I focus on the interpretation of

specific aspects of the image of Durga. I make efforts to interpret related symbols such

as the goddess's lion, her weapons, the buffalo demon she is most often depicted as

41 have seen blood sacrifice take place elsewhere in the city (e.g., pig sacrifice at PiSiicamocana
K~<:Ja). The occurrence of such sacrifices is not acknowledged by the Baniirasi public generally.
Furthermore these do not take place on the premises of one of the city's most famous temples.
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slaying, her specific symbolic forms such as yantras, and her mythological exploits, all

of which contribute to a portrait of the DevI which can improve our understanding of her

cult. I am not challenging a theoretical perspective or methodological approach in my

investigations. Insofar as the observations and interpretations which follow do not conflict

with existing theories or methods they probably support them, but that is not my primary

intention either. As W. C. Smith suggested, I consider methodology subordinate to the

subject matter, and theory still in the process of formulation. My focus then is neither

on anthropology nor on the history of religions, but on religious belief and behaviour.

My point of departure is religious individuals and groups, worshippers of the goddess

Durga. Who are they? What do they have to say about the goddess they worship? Where

do they go to worship her? What do they make or do during their religious activities?

What pertinent literature do devotees read? To whom do they listen as authoritative

sources of religious precepts? Such simple questions, however, do not always have

simple answers. More challenging is the question of meaning, which I attempt to answer

throughout this study. Why do worshippers do what they do? What do their symbols

mean?

In addition, I try to answer questions which naturally and immediately emerge

from the general conception of Durga as Sakti, the vitalizing energy or power of the

cosmos, a power personified as feminine. Does Durga, the goddess, offer a vision of

reality which empowers men and women? And if so, is this empowerment similar for

both sexes?

Methodology in Research

I selected Banaras as the location for the fieldwork to avoid the regional

affiliations common to studies on Durga. Most Bengalis whom I encountered in India

would say: "Oh you are studying Durga, you should go to Calcutta." Similarly,

Rajasthanis often told me that I should have done my study of Durga in their region. It

was precisely this variety of possible locations in which to do a study of Durga, that

made me reject the more secure regional study, and choose a site with all-India

significance. However, despite my efforts to choose a city more broadly representative
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of an all-India Hinduism, I found the Bengali influence on Durga worship in Banaras to

be great, although interestingly, not pervasive.

I had spent two years in India and South Asia in the late nineteen-seventies and

had then first visited Banaras and its Durga KuI).~ temple. Over a decade later, I

returned, and from July 1990 to November 1991, based myself in Banaras where I

focused on Durga worship at the Durga KuI).~ temple throughout the course of the year.

This latter stay constitutes the field-work on which this dissertation is based. My research

was funded in part by a grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council

of Canada and by the School of Graduate Studies at McMaster University, and the

project's approval in India was facilitated by the Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute. While

in Banaras I was affiliated with the History of Art department at Banaras Hindu

University. I am grateful to all these organizations.

I spent all of some days and some of most in or around the Durga temple in

Banaras, chatting with the priests, owners, local devotees, or visiting pilgrims. The

temple owners and priests were cordial and superficially friendly at first, but more

reserved as I continued to probe and ask questions. The temple manager, Bans Nath

Dubey, was particularly enthusiastic and helpful during this trying period. To my good

fortune, I was befriended by Raju, the youngest son of Paras Nath Dubey, the largest

shareholder of the temple, who also came to trust me because of my relationship with

his son. This friendship gave me excellent access to the temple and its personnel. I was

soon initiated into the pleasures of betel nut (pan) chewing, an activity which I had

initially found altogether distasteful. Taking a gift of betel nut when on a visit to the

temple priests and chewing together with them, was one of the surest ways of having a

pleasant and productive conversation.

During the two yearly Navaratras, which occur in the spring and autumn, I found

that sites of Durga worship virtually blossomed like flowers throughout the city. Worship

was not restricted exclusively to the Durga KuI).~ temple or the other permanent Durga

temples in the city. Many people focused on a different Durga temple on each of the nine

days of Navaratra. Furthermore, scores of temporary temples were set up in public

places and images installed and venerated there. Special forms of worship also occurred
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in private homes. During this time of the year, I tried to examine this spectrum of

worship patterns (e.g., in the homes, the temporary temples, and the cluster of nine

permanent temples) as best I could. In particular, I did a thorough study of the elaborate

Durga. Piija. ritual as celebrated in a private home, thanks to the generous hospitality of

Mr. M. Lahiri and his family. In Pandit Hemendra Nath Chakravarty, student of the

renowned Tantric scholar Gop'inath Kaviraj, I found a competent mentor and guide

through the complexities of the Durga. Piija. ritual. Pandit Chakravarty is a scholar who

has performed the ritual on numerous occasions. He is frequently consulted by and serves

as a mentor for several of the ritual practitioners in the Bengali Tola quarter of the city,

one of whom is Pandit "Nitai Babu," the ritualist who performs the Durga. Piija for the

Lahiri family. This is not the place to offer thanks to the many people who helped me

in my research. And yet this study would have been quite impossible without their

patience and aid.

So much of anthropological theory is based on the notion of the encounter with

a foreign culture which at times is portrayed as startlingly different and densely opaque.

In certain studies, this cultural unknown finally and dramatically yields to the powerful

analysis of the researcher.5 Fieldwork is said to be able to plunge the researcher into

life-transforming experiences through encounter with the Other (Peacock, 1986:55). I can

certainly acknowledge the powerful effects of the encounter with a different culture. I

was born in Bombay in an English-speaking Christian family with a Portuguese cultural

heritage. Since my father was a Forest Officer who was frequently posted to various

locations to supervise the conservation of woodlands and wildlife, I spent my first nine

years in parts of Maharashtra and in Gujarat. The mythic exploits of Rfuna or the

P3.Q.<;lavas, the heroes of India's great epics, were as much a part of my experience as

were Samson's adventures with Delilah. Although I grew up in an essentially "western"

household, shaped by the values and norms of European culture, my encounter with the

West was excitingly bewildering. But I was young, still maturing, and so adapted

5See James Clifford's (1988 [1983]:21-54) essay, "On Ethnographic Authority," in which he describes
the way anthropologists in the post-Malinowski to the pre-postmodem period established authoritative
presence and interpretive power in their reports.
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quickly. Later, I spent about five years travelling in various parts of the world. My

reencounter with India at that time, sixteen years after I had left it, still affected me

tremendously. It was strangely familiar, and yet there was so much I did not understand.

It was precisely this combination which fueled my interest to pursue deeper systematic

study of the culture. In all honesty, I was still somewhat bewildered when I arrived in

Banaras in 1990 for my fieldwork, despite my many extended encounters with India. But

this time I had come specifically to learn what I could about certain aspects of its

puzzling culture. Unfortunately, I did not arrive with the "advantage" of a singularly

Western viewpoint. The circumstances of my birth and travels had already changed that

irrevocably. I would not be able to write about my impressions of the Other from the

vantage point of the culturally virginal Westerner. As Kirin Narayan has aptly stated,

"rather than being a discovery of the exotic, this work is in many ways a deepening of

the familiar" (1989:9).

I shared many of the experiences and face many of the concerns so well

articulated by Narayan (1989) and Abu-Lughod (1991, 1993). For instance, my

"Indianness" in appearance gave me an immediate measure of insider status, although my

initially faltering Hindi impaired my work in the early stages. Not only did my language

skills restrict my capacity to inquire and understand, but more importantly, the moment

I opened my mouth, I stood out as an outsider. Even at this early period of fieldwork,

however, I was almost immediately told confidentially about my companions' attitudes

to "foreigners" (videsi), which I took as a sign of being accepted as an Indian. My lack

of knowledge of Hindu culture, quickly discerned by the nature of my questions and

occasionaljaux-pas (such as drinking water from a common container by placing my lips

to the vessel), was generally seen as something unfortunate, owing to my family's

departure to the West. I was being helped to catch up and know what I should have

automatically absorbed had I remained in the country. In religious matters, I was almost

always initially spoken to, by religious specialists such as pandits, stidhus (holy men),

and temple priests, as if I knew virtually nothing about Hindu religion, and thus it would

often take many encounters before I could reach a sufficiently complex level of inquiry.

My rudimentary knowledge of Sanskrit (I can read it with the aid of a dictionary) and
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familiarity with the relevant religious literature compensated for some of these

difficulties. When groping for a Hindi word, I would on occasion try a Sanskrit

equivalent. To my pleasant surprise, very often such words were deemed as pure

(suddha) Hindi. Ironically, as my Hindi improved, I became the butt of greater criticisms

about my lack of abilities, in dramatic contrast to my Western friends whose improving

language skills were greeted with awe and approval.

While most non-English speaking Indians were curious to find out about Western

culture through me, I was far less interesting to many of the more educated English

speaking Indians than were my Western friends. They were authentic Westerners, while

I was not. Despite this handicap, one of my best connections for the study of Durga

worship came about through such a cultural dynamic. Since there are only a handful of

families in Banaras which celebrate Durga Piija in an elaborate fashion, I had for the

most part, psychologically, ruled out the possibility of witnessing such a celebration

which was to occur not long after my arrival in the city. However, one day while my

fellow Canadian friends, Christoper Justice and Patricia Seymour, were watching Durga

Piija images being made by the craftsmen in Bengali Tola, a particular quarter of

Banaras, they were befriended by some members of the Lahiri family and invited to visit

their home celebration. Christopher and Patricia, aware of my research, naturally

informed the Lahiris about me and asked if I could accompany them on the visit. I was

thrilled to have this valuable door to research opened for me and went along eager to

make a suitable impression on my hosts. On that first visit it was clear that although I

was cordially welcomed, I was quickly appraised and relegated aside as culturally less

interesting. Besides Durga, my Western friends were the centre of attention, and I, in

an almost pushy fashion, had to ask if I could return on the following days to continue

to study the ritual. Fortunately, I soon developed an excellent relationship with the

Lahiris, who invited me back many times and gave me invaluable help and information

over the year and at the following year's celebration. Yet I am certain that my

"Indianness" was not an asset in those early encounters.

Fieldwork in an urban center of religious learning and sectarian plurality raises

many of the issues with which the anthropology of modern societies is grappling. I am
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an Indian-born scholar with an essentially Western perspective and education, studying

Indian culture. Many of my sources of information were highly educated Indians who had

read and absorbed Western scholarly treatments of their tradition. Some of my sources

of information were people who had written scholarly papers or translated texts into

English which I had read prior to going to Banaras. From what perspective, then, was

I asking questions? A Western or an Indian one? Were People I spoke to giving me the

pure, unadulterated, Hindu interpretation of their culture, or a syncretic composite,

drawn from the East and the West? To whom were they answering: the Indian or the

Westerner they perceived me to be? Should I try to sort these out and craft a report

which is free from cultural ambiguities and odd juxtapositions, like photographing a

primitive village scene, taking care not to include the case of Coca Cola bottles and

television antennae in the picture? Or should I highlight these very things?

My decision is to follow the middle way between these extremes, neither

highlighting apparent discrepancies, nor avoiding them, neither striving for cultural purity

nor making an issue of cultural syncretism. This brief preface, has I hope, provided the

reader with some sense of my cultural predicament and philosophical orientation. It is

the filter through which my observations occurred, through which I asked my questions,

and the screen through which interpretations and understanding arrived. 6

Methodology in the Report

I have adopted a conservative stance in reporting my findings, although I have

tried not to exclude evocative elements in my writing. Here, I am referring to

contemporary scholarly concerns in anthropological accounts. To whom is the report

addressed and how is one best able to transmit the complexities of another culture

through the limited medium of a written account? To some extent, every

anthropologically based study is an act of cultural translation, where the "language" of

the Other's culture is first understood by the researcher and then translated into the

6In thinking about the task of cultural interpretation and the act of reporting it I have been influenced
by the writings in such works as Clifford Geertz (1973, 1988), James Clifford (1988), James Clifford and
George Marcus (1986), and Victor Turner and Edward Bruner (1986).
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cultural language of the audience. Heterogeneous aspects in both the other culture and

the audience in a post-modern world make such a task difficult. For instance, this study

is not a literary account about a non-literate culture. Hindu Durga worshippers may read

this account. Would they readily recognize themselves, relate to the interpretations, and

understand themselves better through the process? I hope so, for it would be a shame if

they did not. A scholarly study should not be essentially Western, although it derives

from a Western educational tradition. I hope that this study is intellectually accessible to

any who share the same language of scholarly discourse, be they from the Hindu culture

or from one which has virtually no knowledge of the Hindu tradition.

The condensation of vastly complex dimensions of culture into a report without

dilution or distortion poses another challenge. In some measure it grows out of the

acknowledgement that despite cultural commonalities widely shared by members of a

society, there are also numerous variations. Certain groups or individuals within that

society may favour particular symbols and ascribe meanings to these which serve their

own needs. In the endeavour to tell the story of a culture, how does one represent the

different voices of these many groups? An extreme position is that one should report only

transcribed and translated dialogues, for every paraphrase is somewhat distorting. Other

scholars favour narrative approaches, or highly subjective accounts, each for compelling

reasons. I am aligned with those who feel that one should attempt to let the voices of

various groups be heard in the most effective means possible. Folklore may demand

narrative and dialogue; philosophical analyses do not. Thus multivocality is achieved

through the use of direct quotations, paraphrased conversations, summarized accounts,

diagrams, photographs and the like, all of which combine to give a multi-faceted picture

of the culture. The "voice" of Durga image makers is therefore also present in a

photograph of their work. If such multivocality is combined with descriptions of sensory

perceptions (e.g., sights, smells, sounds), if individual stories are woven with broader

generalizations, if the researcher's presence and effect on the situation is not excised, a

more complete, less distorted, and ultimately more accessible picture of the culture may

be evoked.

My research in Banaras was carried out mainly through observations and
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interviews. I also spent time translating sections of commercial printed material on DevI

worship. Almost all the descriptive material which follows in this study is derived from

direct observations, while almost all of the "first level" interpretations are derived from

interviews with worshippers or from popular religious literature on the Devi. I have been

careful to indicate where I have inserted my own interpretive or analytic efforts (e.g.,

the meaning of the Nine Gaud pilgrimage). Further interpretive efforts on my part stem

from attempts to interpret the "first level" interpretations.

I feel justified in reporting summaries of certain "well-known myths" without

documenting the sources, particularly if there is no variant in the "telling," or if the

nature of the source (e.g., text or oral tale) is not germane to the subsequent discussion.

For example, as a child, I "knew" that RavaJ:la abducted SIta, and that Rama rescued her

with the aid of the monkey Hanuman, long before I came to know of the existence of the

Rtlmi1yalJii, either as an oral or a written text. Of course, by the time I had completed

my fieldwork, I had continued to hear this myth from scores of others, and had read

versions or portions of it in dozens of books ranging from elementary school primers to

an edition in Sanskrit. I feel it would be artificial and even inappropriate, to frame the

telling of such a myth in the words of "an-Other" individual. My footnote references to

texts where ·a written version of a myth may be found, are not intended to imply that

these are the original sources. Similarly, in such cases, I do not wish to give primacy to

the oral account, to the individual variant, or to the social or economic status, gender,

or political orientation of the source. I am actually implying that the version of the myth,

as I have reported it, is a generic account, one which is virtually endemic among the

population, shared and told by hundreds of sources. I believe that in citing summaries

of such myths I am using an aspect of Uvi-Strauss's structuralism, in which, after

absorbing numerous variants, the common if not the deep structural patterns within the

cycle of myths emerge. Wendy O'Flaherty (1973:30-32), for instance, applied such an

analysis to the mythology of Siva, and discerned a simple story line which forms the

basis of all the variants. I have intuitively and qualitatively applied such a method in

places.

I have written this account heuristically in the sense that I lead the reader along
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the discoveries I have made. The varied assortment of conceptual images of Durga which

are uncovered are interpreted in relationship to the worship activities from which these

symbols emerge. I also offer interpretive schemes which connect subsets of these

conceptual images (e.g., the Nine Durgas of Banaras; the triad of MahaIak~mI,

MahasarasvatI, and MahakalI). These ordering schemes essentially derive from

worshippers, either explicitly or implicitly. An explicit interpretation offered by a

particular worshipper often serves as the foundation upon which I have continued to

elaborate. These so-called second level interpretations (of mine) are based on evidence

culled from many other sources, including the comments of other worshippers, the

literature, art, and other aspects of Hindu culture. Wherever possible, I have made

scrupulous efforts to document these sources. Implicit interpretations, however, derive

much more strongly from these multi-faceted sources of information than from the words

of any individual. Such interpretations represent an attempt to understand and explain

culture from a holistic perspective. Here, by holism, I stress the concept of "synergy, "

where the nature and qualities of the whole are more than can be deduced by the mere

sum of its many constituent parts. The dynamic interrelationship between these many

sources of information which derive from the culture studied and the researcher together

lead to interpretations (made by the researcher) which cannot be honestly credited to

either the researcher or the Other. They derive from neither one, but from the synergetic

relationship between both these. If I have neglected to document the sources of an

interpretation, it is probably because it of this sort. I have avoided the tendency to snip

away or tie up loose ends, to create coherencies or offer interpretations where none were

forthcoming. The resultant "untidiness" is strategic in that it is a more accurate picture

of the complexities of the culture described. To trim away opaque symbols and (to me)

undeciphered acts from a description of ritual would be a form of distortion. Therefore

I have grounded my report not in interpretation, but in "thick" description, having said

neither the last word on any of it nor some word on all of it.7

71 concur with Steven Tyler's statement that "a post-modern ethnography is fragmentary because, ...
life in the field is itself fragmentary" (1986:131). See also Marilyn Strathem's aptly entitled section
"Complex Society, Incomplete Knowledge" in Partial Connections (1991:19-27).
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My agenda was to write about Durga worship in a city renowned as a microcosm

of India. Were I interested in a highly regional study, with a focus on extreme cultural

particulars, a village or small culturally homogenous town would have been a better

choice. In essence, I was trying to uncover generalized types of spiritual activities in

which Durga devotees engaged, and if these behaviours were informed or shaped

intrinsically by their conceptual images of the Devi. To my surprise, despite the

variations of worship patterns which I observed, I also found a frustrating consistency

in the interpretations offered by devotees. Durga is most frequently thought of as a

protective maternal deity and as the all-pervading power of the cosmos. These common

and previously articulated interpretations of the nature of the Dev! did not appear to

illuminate satisfactorily some of the forms her worship took, such as the establishment

of a jar, the sprouting of seeds, blood sacrifice, or the Nine Durga pilgrimage.

The bulk of my formal interviews and casual conversations with devotees did not

reveal anything particularly novel concerning if and how their images of the DevI

affected their devotional behaviours. I did find that there was quite a variety of

devotional activities in which worshippers could engage, such as visits to Durga temples,

pilgrimage circuits, making pledges, and keeping observances. Any given devotee might

partake in a selection of these forms, and that selection may vary from year to year. The

microcosm of Banaras provides a range of devotional options from which devotees may

freely choose. If their families originated from places other than Banaras, devotees may

initially adhere to regional styles of worship, especially at home, but are eventually

influenced by worship patterns of other groups in public arenas. Bengali aspects of Durga

worship are particularly influential in Banaras, but these too are undergoing modifications

as they are adopted by non-Bengali groups.

Despite the frequent assertions of well-worn interpretations, on occasion,

fascinating interpretations emerged which, though they cannot be said to belong in any

conscious manner to the majority of Durga worshippers, are part of the corpus of

conceptual images of the Dev!. Among these interpretations, I found intriguing and

telling explanations for common devotional acts and ritual practices. Although the sources

of these more rarely encountered interpretations were often the well-educated or sacred
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specialists (e.g., priests, religious scholars, renouncers), less educated lay persons also

made many contributions. I recognize that socially and economically disenfranchised

women with little formal education are a potentially rich source of information on Durga

worship. I would have liked to have been able to have more contact with them.

In writing this account, I have included both the common and the rare

interpretations which I encountered. I have tried not to give unnecessary primacy to the

common and secondary status to the rare. Readers interested in the most frequently

encountered conceptual images of Durga may refer to Kinsley's thorough and accurate

treatment in Hindu Goddesses. By including less frequently encountered interpretations

I wish to give voice to regional variations, to cultural elements which may be

disappearing or emerging, and to gender, class, or occupationally specific sources, all

of which are likely to be encountered in the cultural diversity which also characterizes

Banaras. By not making a disproportionately serious effort to draw hard historical,

geographical, or sociological distinctions, the report mirrors a devotee's range of

interpretive options. Said differently, Durga worshippers in Banaras are likely to

encounter any of the rare interpretations regardless of their sociological position or

regional affiliation, and they may either incorporate these interpretations into their world

view or reject them. Thus a certain female devotee may adopt the idea that the Nine

Durgas represent various stages of womanhood while a male devotee, although

encountering the idea, may not incorporate it into his conceptual framework. In this study

I have made efforts to indicate if a particularly interesting interpretation came from only

one source. More often than not, at some point while in the field, I offered such ideas

to someone else in order to ascertain their reactions, thus exposing them to what had

been until then, in my experience, a singular interpretation.

I am aware of the cautionary voice among anthropologists such as Roger Keesing

(1987), who have pointed to the need to distinguish the social strata from which cultural

knowledge emanates. Cultural knowledge (and therefore power) may be hierarchically

stratified, and forms of knowledge distributed and controlled. Knowledge holders, sacred

specialists, for example, may manipulate or weave webs of mystification, cultural

ideologies, which serve their own ends at the expense of others. To ignore the
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stratification of knowledge and read a social formation purely as a "cultural text" is to

run the risk of being dangerously, politically naive. It would be quite absurd to suggest

that such a stratification of knowledge and power does not exist in Banaras. Its presence

is in fact almost impossible to ignore. In my experience, lay persons almost always

defered to sacred specialists, suggesting I go to them for "correct" answers to my

probing queries. Similarly, among sacred specialists, the less educated (e.g., a brtihmalJa

priest at a small temple) deferred to those of greater learning (e.g., brtihmalJa pandits).

"I am just a ritual specialist (karmak1i1J4i) , " said Acarya Purusottama Panditji when I

pressed him for an interpretation. "If you want to know what 'the demon' is, a man like

Karpatriji at Kedarnath temple could have told you. All I know is what to do." Later in

the conversation, however, he suddenly blurted out that demons (rtilqasa) were people

who disrupted religious rituals. Nevertheless, in general, women deferred to men,

children to elders, and so on. India has been an ideal society in which to study the

stratification of cultural knowledge and its dynamics. Louis Dumont's (1970) Homo

Hierarchicus, R. Redfield and M. Singer's (1954) work on the interaction of "great" and

"little traditions," and M. N. Srinivas's (1965) notion of Sanskritization are early classic

examples of the ongoing work on the "sociology of knowledge" within Indian culture.

Yet it is also true that Banaras is something of a melting pot. The city is growing

rapidly.8 People are flooding in from the surrounding villages, but also from cities

throughout India especially the northern states. One thus finds a mixing of rural and

urban classes, and changing economic and educational statuses among these. Milton

Singer's (1972) insightful discussion of some of these processes of modernization in the

city of Madras are quite applicable in Banaras. According to Singer, "parochialization"

is the process wherein an idea which often emanates from the upper strata of the

hierarchy (e.g., brtihmalJO male) and thus deemed (by them) to be universally true, is

81 do not have exact figures of population growth in Banaras. This is the unanimous opinion of the
residents and coincides with my qualitative appraisal of the city in comparison to when 1 had seen it in the
late seventies. The 1991 Census listed the city's population at 1,026,467, and indicated that the population
of the state of Uttar Pradesh had increased by almost thirty million inhabitants in the last decade
(110,862,013 in March 1981 to 139,031,130 in March 1991). See the Demographic Yearbook. 1991. 43rd
Issue. New York: United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Development, Statistical Division.
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adopted by some small group, perhaps lower in status, and gradually transformed into

something novel. "Universalization" is the process through which a cultural item from

a particular place or group is adopted by the upper classes and deemed (by them)

universal and authoritative. Such processes are clearly at work in Banaras where ideas,

like items cast in the Ganga, flow in and out, submerge and surface, and though retaining

some constancy are transformed. They subvert the notion of "authoritative" interpretation

in many areas of cultural discourse.

In a recent study, C. J. Fuller strikes a cautionary note when he concludes his

appraisal of such sociological approaches by pointing out that

impatient dismissal of the concepts of Sanskritic Hinduism and the great and little
traditions as uselessly distortive, as well as their uncritical adoption, have both
contributed to misunderstanding popular Hinduism and its relationship with Indian
society (1992:28).

Popular Hinduism, he points out, consists of beliefs and practices in which there are fluid

connections within structures of relationships, which vitiate the notion of distinct strata

within the religious system (1992:28). Durga worship in Banaras is particularly

vulnerable to the ambiguities evident in all the aforementioned processes.

The term "popular religion" has been ubiquitous in scholarly studies certainly

after the seminal paper by Robert Redfield (1956), based on his previous work with

Milton Singer (see Redfield and Singer 1954), in which he drew attention to the

difference between the "great" and "little" traditions in societies. Singer continued to

apply this two-tiered model to his study of Indian society and elaborated upon the

dynamics which emerge from their interaction. Popular religion, then, was not merely

a contamination or a misunderstood embracing of the religion of the elite upper classes

by the lower classes, but a legitimate and complex form of religious belief and practice

in its own right. However, the term "popular" still referred to the religion of the lower

classes, the less-educated, generally illiterate masses, although it acknowledged a circular

interaction of mutual influence on elite religious culture.9

9See for instance, Ginsburg (1980), Singer (1972), Brown (1981), and Badone (1990).
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I have, in fact, grown reluctant to designate this work as a study of "popular"

Hinduism because I did not focus exclusively on those aSPects commonly considered

"popular". Like many scholars (e.g., Brown (1981), Christian (1981a), Badone (1990)),

I find the term problematic since it often tacitly denigrates what is considered "popular"

and creates a dichotomy between "real" religion and the religion of the people. If

"popular" religion is the religion of the masses as opposed to the elite then this is not

such a study, not because I have emphasized "elite" elements, but precisely because I

have not ignored their significant influence on the religious traditions of Banaras. The

same holds for the classic oppositions between the religion of literate, brahmalJa males

and that of illiterate, calJ4ala females, or between textual traditions and oral traditions,

and between religion as prescribed and religion as practiced. to It is not that such

distinctions do not exist, but that when the focus is not primarily on them, they recede

owing to their very interconnectedness. Not unlike the application of a prism to white

light, the conceptual category of "popular religion" facilitates and directs perceptions to

constituent social and cultural elements which are not always apparent without the

inspecting apparatus. If, however, a study of "popular religion" is an effort to understand

a religious system of a people comprehensively, holistically rather than fragmentedly,

then this may be considered such a study.

I am attracted to the suggestion made by William Christian (1981a) that

geography can play an important part in shaping religious styles. Christian points out

how certain regions may exhibit a religious style which cuts across social and economic

boundaries. "Local" religion then is a term which is, in such instances, preferable to

"popular" religion. There is no doubt that Banaras qualifies as a geographical location

which has its distinctive style of religiosity. But unlike an isolated valley in rural Spain,

Christian's area of research, Banaras is an urban centre with a high percentage of

transient traffic, and is a melting pot of Indian society, its cultural values, and religious

beliefs. The distinct character of Banaras derives not from its isolation but from its

IOChristian (1981a: 178) makes an argument for applying the term "popular religion" to "religion as
practiced" rather than to "religion as prescribed. "
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unique diversity and accessibility. Here "local" religious style is less easily isolated for

examination, since it is both a blend and a mosaic of the interacting religious "cultures"

of its inhabitants. It is thus ideally suited for a study of the goddess Durga. Durga is

worshipped in different ways by males and females of both the lower and upper classes.

She is also worshipped by rural and urban societies throughout India. It is hardly

surprising that in Banaras the interaction between all these groups, each with its own

internal dynamic, should result in Durga worship which is vibrant, diverse, and evolving.

This examination of "local religion" attempts to evoke these characteristic qualities of this

city's worship of Durga.

There is a problem posed in interpreting aspects of culture where the hierarchical

layering of knowledge is somewhat fractured or fluid, and where "authoritative"

interpretations, if not entirely absent are at least diverse and questionable. To cope with

such situations, I have relied upon a strategy suggested by anthropologists such as Simon

Charsley (1987). Charsley suggests that rare or novel interpretations of an ambiguous or

opaque symbol whether emanating from the anthropologist or participant may be tested

by playing off their "appropriateness" on other participants in that culture. Interpretations

which are tendentious or unwarranted are generally ignored by the group since they have

power neither to reinforce nor damage existing practices. Valid interpretations are found

acceptable to the group since they reinforce existing practices. They generally remain

latent. Valid interpretations may also challenge such practices and, if so, do not remain

latent. They are not rejected outright by the group but expounded, defended, or

challenged. They often reflect changing or differing cultural values among members of

the same society. As an example in this study, the extraordinarily revealing interpretation

of the cluster of Nine Durgas as the stages of womanhood, was quickly accepted and

developed by other women, but virtually ignored by men, almost leading one to designate

the genders as separate cultures (although this is, of course, extreme).

Clearly, then, my objective has not been to find out the single "true meaning"

behind the cluster of symbols which constitute Durga and inform her worship. Rather,

I have tried to give voice to a range of meanings, most of which are accepted as

"appropriate" if not "authoritative" within the cultural domain of Durga worship. The
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structure of this study is not based on "patterns of meaning" but on symbols and

symbolic act. I decided against constructing the account by following a few exemplary

individuals on their devotional rounds through the year. Instead, I have chosen the

strategy of describing in detail two important foci of Durga worship. The first focal point

is the Durga Kut:l9 temple, the most renowned temple to Durga in Banaras and a

significant nexus of her worship. The second focal point is the Durga Piija ritual which

takes place not at the temple but at other locations during the autumn Navaratra, the most

important nine-night festival of the goddess. These serve as the foci of an elliptical orb

encompassing a large array of sacred places, times, and activities which are also

discussed. Among these are other permanent Durga temples, other important times within

an annual cycle, and the devotional activities of sacred specialists and lay persons.

Interpretations of symbols and behaviours are either woven in with the descriptions or

dealt with separately. Where descriptions are detailed and lengthy, I have relegated

pertinent information and some interpretation to footnotes to avoid confusion. Detailed

interpretations and analyses are then appended to the essentially descriptive material.

The reader should be aware of my efforts to use the terms goddess, DevI, Durga,

and Great Goddess (MahadevI) with some method. Devotees who worship at Durgaji use

these terms, and many other epithets, seemingly indiscriminately, and it would probably

be most authentically representative of the culture to do the same. However, I have tried

to use the epithet Durga only when it is almost unequivocal that the goddess in question

is known by that name, such as the goddess of Durga Kut:l9 temple. I use the terms

"DevI" and "goddess" to refer to any feminine conception of deity which may be known

as Durga and by other epithets. Therefore I may talk about the mythological exploits of

"the DevI" as they are recounted in a text known as the Devr Miihatmya or the Durgii

Saptafatr. I restrict usage of the term Great Goddess to those cases where reference is

made to the goddess as the Absolute or the Supreme form of the divine. Durga, however,

is also a goddess whose epithet is most often identified with the Mahadevl.

Note: In citing anecdotes or reporting dialogue, I have on occasion used pseudonyms,

especially when referring to people who indicated to me that they did not wish to be
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identified. I indicate such usage in a footnote appended to the first occurrence of the

pseudonym.

A Sample Interview

The following condensed version of part of an interview illustrates the form and

dynamics of my relationships with people to whom I spoke in Banaras about Durga

worship. The interview was conducted on October 7, 1991 on the eve of the Autumn

Navaratra, in Hindi, although Shanti Devi's Hindi was peppered with the Bhojpurl

dialect, and the odd English word (e.g., "hushbaind" for husband), for my benefit. When

reproducing Shanti's words, I have omitted my intermittent questions, particularly where

they concerned clarifying points of misunderstanding in language. I had known Shanti

casually, as the maid servant of friends, for about a year. The mood of the interview was

extremely pleasant. Nevertheless, the interview contains examples of typical tensions in

such a process. I was frequently trying to elicit information of a "spiritual" nature. Shanti

was interested in educating me, and at the same time taking the opportunity to bemoan

her lot, and even solicit employment. Yet there was a quality of carefreeness in her

responses, a self assurance and strength, some inconsistencies, and many surprises. This

interview is not included here merely to illustrate one form of the information acquisition

process. Shanti typifies a woman whose life circumstances demanded that she find a

source of personal empowerment in order to survive. Durga was such a source. I will

refer back to Shanti throughout the study in arguments I will make concerning some of

the roles Durga plays among her worshippers.

I: Could you introduce yourself?

Shanti Devi: I am Shanti Devi of the Mallaha caste. My father was a
boatman who worked taking tourists along the Ganga to see the sights.
After his death (gujre), thirty years ago I went to live with his brother's
family. I was two when he died. I am thirty-two now. My mother died
twenty-two years ago, when I was ten. I have two older sisters and then
there is me, and then one younger. So we are four sisters, each two years
apart: thirty-six, thirty-four, thirty-two, and thirty.

I: It must have been very difficult for you since your mother died when
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your eldest sister was fourteen.

s: Sure it was difficult. When I was eight, my mother arranged my
marnage.

I: Did you say eighteen?

I: No. Eight. My uncle (cacajf) , who put us up (dekhbhal kane), he
arranged the marriage. All my sisters were married, similarly, at eight
years of age, two-two years apart.
-My husband was forty years old when 1 was eight. And he has been dead
for four years.

I: What kind of a man was he?

S: He drank. He wasn't a good man. He gambled with cards (patti/tas).
-After my father's death, my mother was very ill, and so there was great
neccessity to have the daughters married. She believed a man who told her
a lie (jhiltha bhole). He told her that the man 1 was to marry was alright,
that he had seen him.
-We are fisherfolk who catch fish in the Ganga, and we didn't see him
since he was away fishing. When the day of the wedding came and he
arrived at the door it wasn't possible to cancel the wedding. Neither my
mother nor 1 had seen how he was or wasn't. Bandha, that was the village
where he had been fishing.
-It was a big surprise when he arrived at the wedding ceremony. It was
quite a problem (muSkil). Many people said, the wedding will [should?]
not take place. But we had spent a lot of money, one or one and a half
thousand rupees, in preparatIon for this wedding. The food which we had
bought was already prepared. The rice, vegetables, kacauris would all go
bad.

I: What was going on in your head at the time about this marriage and
this man?

S: Nothing. 1 was too young, 1 understood nothing.
-I went to stay with the husband of my elder sister, until I was old enough
to live with him. My husband left after the wedding. He came back now
and then, but was away most of the time. He returned to stay ten years
later, when 1 was eighteen. He was fifty when he came back, and that's
why he died so soon.
-Between the ages of eight and eighteen, I cooked and cleaned around the
house. I didn't do anything else. My mother had died two years after the
marriage. 1 was staying with my eldest sister's husband (jrja). Her
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husband (patideva) was alright. In fact all my sister's husbands were
alright. Only mine was a product of a deception (dhoke vale).
-When my husband returned he took me to his house where I currently
live in Shivala ghat. I was born near D~svamedha ghat.
-There was no happiness in my life. He drank liquor. He would come
home for a few days and be gone for several days. This continued for all
those years.
-I have two children. One is twenty and the other is fifteen.
-My husband was not a good lover. He drank a lot and so slept a lot. It
was very difficult.

I: So you had your first child when you were twelve!

s: Yes, and the second when I was seventeen. One year later my husband
came back to stay.

I: Despite this difficult life you seem to be in good spirits now. Why is
that?

S: I don't know about that. When the children came I was busy with
taking care of them. My happiness certainly didn't come from my
husband.
-Both children are good boys. The younger boy is still in school. The
older boy will marry after three years. I will arrange both their marriages.
-I too could marry again, but don't want to. Because I feel that since I
didn't find happiness the first time, why should I find it the second time
around.

I: Why don't you? You aren't old.

S: (Laughing) It's not a question of age. But it is pointless (beklir). If the
first love/deed (klima) was bad, who wants a second?

I: But maybe the second time will be better?

S: When the children are grow up, then I will consider it.

I: Is it easy to get married again? Don't people not want to marry a
widow, or someone who has married before?

S: No, not really. Among our people, remarriage is normal. You can also
bring your children if you have them. My elder sister's husband has told
me that he will gladly marry me after her death. He gave me his promise
[Literally: He did not disown me (inakar nahi'!l diya)]. My life is good
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now.

I: What do you think the condition is among Indian women? Is their life
good?

s: In Banaras, there are very few widows (patilsai bina) , very few women
who live without men. Money is a big thing. People do all sorts of illegal
things to get money. In India there are a lot of people living corrupt lives.
People living pure lives are rare. Things aren't moving ahead (age nahi'!l
barrhe hai).
-It isn't easy to earn a living. No matter how much I work, I don't earn
enough. I start work for M. at six a'clock and work there till nine. Then
I do some work for G. I have another job where 1 make rotzs, etc. and
then go home.

I: But you earn money in these jobs don't you?

S: Hah. Look how little I get. There is so much work to do and the wages
are so low. Before I was very strong (tagOije) but for the last four years
I have become quite weak (thuble?). I am very worried. There are all the
household chores of cooking for and caring for my children. Washing
clothes, and so on. I go to sleep at midnight.
-I get out of bed at half past three in the morning. I make the food. Then
I brush my teeth. Then I go to the toilet. Then I bathe (there is a well
behind my house). I bring water from there. Then I go to the temple for
darsana. Then I come to work. I stop and have a tea along the way. Oh
yes, and I eat a pan, and then I arrive at M's house at six.
-I do the work of two men on three and a half hours sleep. How hard my
life is!

I: But you don't do this every day? Sunday is a day of rest.

S: Yes, I rest on Sunday. But otherwise, I follow this routine regularly.
-Even though there is not much in the way of money left over after my
expenses, I stick with this. I think differently from most people. If I have
ten paisa in my hand, 1 stick with this rather than go after something else.
-What I get Ma Durga gives me. This is why I remain pleasantly
intoxicated (mastf rahti hai). If! worked for you, you could trust me with
the lock and key.

I: Do you go to the temple daily?

S: Yes.
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I: How did you begin?

S: 1 used to be sick regularly. Daily. Before. After the children were
born. 1 visited a man, some slidhu, but I couldn't tell you what kind, I
don't know. He told me I should go take darsana of Ma Durga daily in
the morning or evening, anytime, just make sure it is regular.
-Camphor (kapura) , incense sticks (agarbamj, cloth scarf (cunn) ,
cardamon sweets (ilayacr dana), coconut (nariyala), flower garland (phul
ki mala), these are offered.
-1 prefer to go in the morning. It has been fifteen years since I started
doing this. I've been strong since then. I began to find work and earn
money. My children have been healthy. They haven't been hungry, or
suffered from colds and I've been happy.
-If I miss taking darsana, I get dizzy (ham ko cakkar line lagthe hai). I
don't eat. I normally would eat rice, vegetables or rorr, but I only drink
water, eat bananas or curd until I take darsana. Then I start to eat
normally again. That's why I go daily. How can I work without a proper
meal?

Where better to begin the examination of Durga worship than at the place where

Shanti began hers? As an illiterate widow from a "low" class of Ganga fisherfolk, Shanti

comes from a subaltern segment of native Banaras society. Suffering from poor health

and forced to be independent for much of her life, she took up the prescription of a holy

man (slidhu), which she put into practice. Whatever the slidhu's original class (he might

have been a brlihmalJ,a or sadra), as a person treading the spiritual path he was much

higher than her in status. Thus her engagement with Durga worship began with a precept

from a member of an "elite" group. What is so special about this temple where Shanti

Devi was enjoined to worship? Who is its deity, the goddess Durga, and what forms does

her worship take? Who worships there and why? These are a few of the many questions

I hope to answer in the subsequent chapters.

Structure of the Study

The first chapter of my study deals with a description of the layout of the Durga

KUl)Q temple and its subsidiary shrines. Through this examination of architechtonic and

other symbols I uncover and interpret elements and organizational patterns within the

symbol set associated with Durga. I also look at the temple site diachronically, examining
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its mythic, legendary, and historical origins. I describe the personnel and structure of the

temple's religious and economic management. Incidentally, this chapter provides the most

detailed written record, thus far, of one of the city's most popular temples, and perhaps

the most famous temple to Durga, under that epithet, in all of India. Since the temple is

expected to undergo major renovations shortly as a result of generous patronage, these

descriptions might serve some historical function. I begin my examination of blood

sacrifice (bali) in this chapter. Since many subordinate deities (e.g., Gat)esa, Kat!) play

a part in the conceptual matrix of Durga, I begin my discussion of their relevant

symbolism here. I begin to extract an indigenous goddess-centred (Sakta) metaphysical

perspective which, in certain respects, resembles the philosophical science of SankhyaJ

Yoga, and which links many of the elements of the Durga symbol set.

Chapter Two deals with the cycles of worship at Durga Kut:l<;l temple and thus is

a different type of diachronic examination. It begins with an intepretive description of

the daily routine from the perspective of the chief priest who ministers to the Durga

image housed there. The weekly routine highlights the cadences of worship according to

solar and planetary patterns. The monthly routine introduces the lunar calendrical cycles

which are relevant in Durga worship. When discussing the yearly worship cycle, which

is quite lengthy, I locate the occurrences and significance of the four most important

festivals to Durga, particularly the spring and autumn Navaratras. Just as the subsidiary

shrines at the temple site did, the yearly cycle points to the connections between Durga

and other deities through the interrelationship of their festivals. The yearly cycle shows

how the Durga KUI).<;I temple functions in the cycles of worship of other deities, and

illustrates the waxing and waning of Durga's divine presence during the year. The mythic

and legendary backdrop to these festivals of Durga and related deities are also presented

here. These are interpreted in tandem with general patterns of worship behaviours since

they shed light on each other. The deities and festivals examined in this chapter are

selected due to their significance to worshippers during the yearly cycle, and since they

provide an opportunity to discuss the relationships between Durga and other deities. The

point of crucial importance is that although Durga is atypical among Hindu goddesses,

especially in her independence, she does not exist in isolation, but derives her image and
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character through her association with other Hindu deities. The investigation of puja

begins in earnest in this chapter. I continue to describe the Sakta metaphysical system

which develops and show how it informs the religious activities of devotees.

In Chapter Three I focus on the Asvina Navaratra, held in the autumn month of

Asvina, the most important festival to Durga, describing and interpreting patterns of

worship evident in Banaras at this time. Thus the initial focus of the first two chapters,

on a particular sacred place (Durga KUIl<;l temple), yields to a focus on a particular sacred

time (autumn Navaratra) throughout the city. Among the discernible worship patterns are

the Nine Durga Pilgrimage, and worship of the goddess in public temporary temples

(pa1J4,al) and in various domestic settings. Interpretations of the Nine Durgas and Nine

Gauns of Banaras are presented. The relationship between the Durga Kur:t<;l temple and

the larger sphere of Durga worship in the city is treated here. This chapter also continues

the examination of the recitation, by individuals and groups, of the Durga SaptaSatr, the

most important text ritually read in Durga worship. The worship patterns of various types

of Durga worshippers (e.g., devotees, tantrics, healers), are further developed in this

chapter. While certain behaviours such as recitation of the Durga SaptaSatfare performed

throughout the year, I have chosen to discuss them in this chapter due to the remarkable

intensification of these activities during Navaratra. The triad of ritual actions, namely

pilgrimage, puja, and blood sacrifice, which are central to this study are examined here

in further detail. Further dimensions of the Sakta philosophical framework of the ritual

action of devotees are discussed.

Chapter Four is a detailed description and interpretation of the entirety of the

Durga Piija ritual as it is performed in certain Banarasi homes and some of the oldest

public pa1J4,als. In some sense it is a still more focused continuation of the previous

chapter since it concentrates on the last days of Asvina Navaratra in a particular location.

Although the description is drawn essentially from the Bengali tradition, its elaborateness

makes it a good basis against which other Durga Piija rituals in the city and elsewhere

in the country may be compared. Important symbolic dimensions of Durga are uncovered

here and interpretations draw upon the symbolic actions of the ritual specialists as well
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the Sanskrit liturgy in the paja. Both puja and sacrifice are examined in greater detail.

The ritual contributes substantially to the formulation of the Sakta metaphysical system

which I have been developing in the previous chapters. Ideally, this chapter should be

read in tandem with the Appendix which provides the reader with a most thorough

description of the Durga Piija ritual.

The Concluding Discussion examines the discoveries made in Chapters One to

Four and appraises them in the light of the questions asked in this Introduction. The

comprehensive metaphysics of Durga worship which emerged from the study is discussed

in its cosmological, epistemological, and ontological dimensions. Here, in particular, the

social, political, and gender-related implications of this metaphysics are discussed.

Finally, the evidence from the study is used to appraise two divergent theoretical

positions on the interpretability of ritual. Although this critique of theoretical perspectives

is not central to my study, I feel my work is pertinent and serves as a suitable entry into

the discussion on the nature and function of ritual. A Summary of the main findings of

the research is included in this section.

The Appendix contains the full description of the Durga Piija ritual, along with

the Sanskrit liturgy, as it would be performed by a ritual practitioner (purohita) who was

the primary source of information. The form of the puja essentially follows the Purohita

Darpana (Mirror for the Priest), an influential ritual manual among Bengalis. The

description contains interpretive translations of the Sanskrit liturgy which derive from the

ritualists. A slightly modified form (e.g., blood sacrifice is omitted or fewer items are

offered) of this puja is performed in certain homes and public arenas in Banaras. I have

closely observed the performance of this particular type of Durga Puja several times and

have derived my interpretations from these observations and discussions with priests and

worshippers.



CHAPTER ONE

TIlE DURGA TEMPLE

Location

The Durga temple stands south ofBanaras's busy downtown crossing of Godaulia,

on one of the two main roads leading to Banaras Hindu University (please refer to

Diagram 1). This road, called Durga Kut:l9 Road, is named after the temple's landmark

water tank (kulJ4,a), a one acre large, square structure finished with stone walls. The

temple itself is striking because of its location beside the kulJ4,a whose waters reflect the

tall red spire (sikhara) topped with a copper flag (dhvaja) , and pillared rest quarters

(dharmaSiila) for pilgrims (See Figure 1). It is built of pink sandstone, probably quarried

at a town thirty-five kilometers upriver from Banaras. Chunar, the source of much of the

stone which graces the homes and temples of Banaras, is also known for its brickwork,

pottery, and brightly coloured Plaster of Paris images of gods and goddesses which are

sold as souvenirs at religious fairs. The pink sandstone of the Durga temple (mandira)

has been painted with a maroon-red ochre supposed to give greater durability to the

stone. Owing to the tall spire (sikhara) on the main structure of the temple sanctum

(garbhagrha), and the presence of an adjacent covered porch (malJ4,apa) fashioned with

ornate stone pillars, the temple may be seen as belonging to the northern or nagara style

of architecture. 11

When approaching the temple one is greeted by the fragrance of fresh flowers

llThis is in contrast to the southern (dravitja) style, characterized by tall gateways (gopuram), and the
vesara style, with its apsidal and curving features.

39
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which overflow from the baskets of vendors who line the temple's entrance. The gateway

and outer courtyard of the temple is flanked by the circular umbrellas and baskets of

these flower vendors who are present daily, and whose numbers proliferate on Tuesdays

and festivals. Durga Mandir (the Durga temple) is a main distribution point for flowers

in the south of the city. One sees yellow marigold blossoms (gendli) , a white flower

called katua, and red hibiscus (japa or arhul), flowers which are grown in such rural

outskirts of the city as Nagwa. They are brought to the downtown flower market in

Chauk, and move from there to various distribution points in the city. Devotees may buy

flowers for offerings at the temple, but also for worship at their work-place and home

shrines. A few people are seen bathing in the tank, whose waters are not especially

inviting. A stream of bluish smoke rises from the shelter beside the tank where pilgrims

prepare food on cowdung fires. In a small rectangular unpaved section of the outer

courtyard a pool of fresh blood sprinkled with flower petals is a tell-tale sign of a recent

decapitation of a sacrificial goat. Devotees hurry in and out, touching the floor of the

doorway before entering the inner courtyard and then ringing one of the many bells to

announce their presence to the Devi. They circumambulate the main structure, often

touching a lotus carved in the temple stonework, located on the exterior directly behind

the goddess image in the sanctum. Dozens of precocious monkeys inhabit the premises,

ready to snatch offerings from the hands of unwary visitors. In one comer, flames rise

from the fire pit (havan ku1J4a) and a healer, his body gleaming with sweat, his eyes

deep in trance, smears a handful of red powder on the forehead of a female patient. After

worship at various peripheral shrines, devotees mount the stairs of the porch (maTJ4apa),

move between its ornately sculpted pillars, peer into the inner sanctum, and pay

obeisance to Ma (Mother) Durga. The DevI (goddess), garlanded and clad in a bright

stirf, gazes out from behind a golden mask, the face she presents to her devotees.

Writing in 1868, the Reverend M. A. Sherring called the Durga Mandir "one of

the popular and most frequented temples in Benares." He observed that "no Hindu in the

neighbourhood, of any pretensions to earnestness in his religion, neglects to visit the

temple occasionally. Pilgrims, also, from a distance find their way to it" (1868: 158).
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Sherring's observations are still quite applicable today, although the temple services the

needs of a much larger population within its nebulous catchment area. Why is this temple

special? How did it come to be here? Who is the DevI who commands the devotion of

so many and accepts sanguinary offerings?

The Main Structure

The main image of Durga is located within the inner sanctum (garbhagrha)

located within the spire bearing structure of the temple known as the silmara. This is the

structure originally constructed by RanI BhavanI, the pious Bengali queen and generous

patron of the post-Islamic Hindu revival in Banaras. A porch (maTJ4,apa) adjoins its

western face. Although sikhara and maTJ4apa appear to be one continuous structure, they

were built in successive stages, eighty to a hundred years apart. The maTJ4apa is a raised

square platform accessible by steps from the north, south, and west. It has a large stone

canopy supported by twelve ornately sculpted stone pillars. The canopy displays little

sculptural ornamentation. It is a square pyramid, whose lines from apex to base appear

to curve due to the presence of smaller spires at the four corners. It is fairly obvious that

the designers made a cursory effort to emulate the design of the main sikhara. The pillars

combine square and circular elements in their design. Sporting numerous decorative floral

motifs, they display carved figures of devotees on each of their four faces. The west

facing figures on the four western pillars which form the main entrance onto the porch

are most immediately visible to visitors. The inner two depict entrance guardians

(dvarapala), while the outer two depict the monkey deity Hanuman and a club-wielding

Bhairava, in their traditional roles as protectors. The marble floor of the pavilion has a

small convex swelling, called a lotus, in its very centre. The main entrance to the

garbhagrha is blocked by a three foot high marble barricade within which those acting

as priests (pujan) sit. A pair of marble footprints (ptiduka) serve as the physical presence

of Durga, which devotees and their offerings can touch. A small indentation contains a

paste of red powder (ron) which is applied to the forehead. On either side of the

barricade are two magnificently cast bronze winged lions which also receive their share
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of devotion.

The garbhagrha is an ornate silver structure, said to house the ancient shrine and

image of the Devl. 12 The sikhara is multi-spired (aneklilJ4,aka), possessing many small

spires (karIJa smga) which culminate in a single, large, central spire (ural! smga

sikhara). Each small spire is topped with a gilt point, and the central spire possesses a

classic gooseberry/myrobalan capstone (lima/aka), which is crowned by a lotus, and a

gilt pitcher (kalaia) and trident (trisula). Typical of eighteenth century C.E. Banaras

temples, the Durga Mandir lacks the profuse ornamentation which again emerges in the

nineteenth century C.E.. Nevertheless, a row of small animal figures in full relief (lions,

buffalo, elephants, monkeys, etc.) graces the base of the spire. Bas-relief images of

Durga Mahi~suramardinI,Kr~Qa GopaIa, and ~mI-NaraYaQa are carved in niches the

south, east, and west faces, at the base of the sikhara, suggesting a Vai~t:lava orientation

on the part of the original builders. The doors to the garbhagrha from the north, south,

and west are elaborately sculpted and possess inner and outer arches. The northern and

southern outer arches are surmounted with bas-reliefs of men (gandharva?) seated on

birds and playing stringed musical instruments, while the inner arches are ornamented

with figures of Durga and other deities. While figures of men riding lions are carved on

the outer arch, the inner arch features GaQesa and two female figures, probably Ganga

and Yamuna.

Interpretive Observations

One of the symbolic features of the temple most frequently mentioned by both

priests and worshippers concerns the sikhara. The five uppermost spires (the central and

four subsidiary ones at the cardinal directions) are said to represent the five gross

elements (mahlibhuta) constituting the material universe. This interpretation needs to be

explained further for it derives from a metaphysics which pervades this entire study of

Durga. By metaphysics, I mean a philosophical science which encompasses an

12Literally meaning "womb room" or "house of the embryo, " the garbhagrha is the inner sanctum in
which the deity resides. The symbolism of a deity as the creative source of all manifestation, and the entire
manifest creation itself as an egg (brahmii1J4a), is partly signified by this term.
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understanding of how the universe came to be as it is (cosmology), how we comprehend

this reality (epistemology), and our place in relationship with the cosmos (ontology). This

metaphysics was never systematically and comprehensively described to me by anyone

person, and thus the system which I will describe as it develops through the course of

this study is an amalgam of various viewpoints. For instance, tantric practitioners or

purfu:1ic scholars may have offered some teachings to the temple priests on particular

occasions, which in turn were passed down by the priests to other devotees. The result

is that the metaphysical persPeCtive of any individual Durga worshipper is an incomplete

composite culled from many fragmentary sources. Naturally, scholars familiar with

particular schools of Indian philosophy will probably recognize elements belonging to

these schools in the interpretations which follow in this study.

Despite the nebulous philosophical basis of most PeOple's views, a distinctly Sakta
metaphysics with many aspects resembling the orthodox system of Sankhya/Yoga

appeared to be most pervasive in a startlingly high percentage of the interpretations

offered to me. It is to this "system" that I will most frequently allude. I do understand

that the Saiikhya/Yoga philosophical science served as a basis for many philosophical

systems which developed later in India. It may well be that the composite metaphysics

which emerges from this study more closely resembles a particular school of Sakta
philosophy with whose name I am unfamiliarY In traditional Saiikhya/Yoga, as

articulated by Pataiijali and Vyasa, reality is dualistic, being composed of transcendent

Puru~, which is pure spirit or consciousness, and Pralqti or Pradhana, which is pure,

unmanifest matter. The intrinsic constituents of Pralqti are the three gU1Jlls, qualities or

attributes which exist in a state of equilibrium when Pralqti is inactive. When in the

presence of Puru~a, Pralqti is activated and the equilibrium of the gUlJas is disturbed.

The sattva gU1Jll, most closely aligned with pure spirit, is reduced in favour of the rajas

and tamas gUlJas. The manifest creation grows out of this disturbance of Pralqti. This

evolution of materiality, or the devolution of pure spirit (i.e., sattva gUlJa not Puru~a,

13A helpful discussion of various systems ofSakta metaphysics derived from influential textual sources
is found in Kaviraj 1990:46-88.
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which is never affected), may be characterized by various constituent elements (tattva),

each of which consists of the three gw:zas in varying proportions. The Sankhya system

enumerates twenty-three such elements (plus Pralqti and Puru~), which derive

sequentially from the purest and most subtle to the grossest. The mahlibhatas are the last

five of these elements. The Yoga system teaches the method through which one may

reverse the process and move from gross diversified materiality back to integral spirit

and immortality. 14

Therefore when devotees identify the temple iikhara as the five bhatas they are

implicitly pointing out that the entire temple symbolically represents the downward

manifestation of Pralqti into its gross and subtle elements. Visually moving up the

ii/mara, the structure suggests that these gross and subtle constituent elements merge to

form a single entity symbolized by the si/mara's apex. At the apex one finds the lotus,

a symbol of the unfolding or blossoming of the cosmos from its single source, the jar

(kalaia), a symbol of containment, integration, and immortality (amrta), and the trident

which carries the symbolism of the three gUlflis. This interpretation meshes with those

which follow which indicate that the goddess Durga, who is identified with Pralq:ti, is

embodied in the temple which in turn serves as a source of yogic reintegration or

liberation. One of the many things which distinguish this informal metaphysics from pure

SaiikhyalYoga is that it is less rigidly dualistic. Durga, as we shall later see, often

incorporates the nature of both Prak:rti and Puru~.

The Central Image

The nature of the central image in the Durga Mandir is something of a mystery.

People either do not know, will not say, will concoct an answer, or are unable to

describe what they see. The mystery of the image behind the mask is, in fact, one of its

cardinal attributes. M. A. Sherring's comments reveal that he believed there was an

anthropomorphic image beneath the mask.

1
4See The Yoga SOtras of Patafljali. Particularly good is the translation and commentary by the

traditional Saiikhya scholar Swami Hariharananda Ara~ya (1983). Also see Eliade (1958) and Larson
(1969).
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The idol within is covered with tinselled cloth, and has a face of brass, or of
silver, or of other kind of metal, according to the whim of the priests, who keep
a stock of masks on hand, which fit the head of the image (1868: 166).

E. B. Havell, writing in 1905 said, "the image of Durga in this temple is an insignificant

doll-like figure of no artistic merit" (1905: 165). It is not clear if he was referring to an

underlying image or to the decorated mask. It is quite clear that only a privileged few

are permitted to see the image beneath the mask, and those persons guard this vision

closely. The late owner of the temple, Paras Nath Dubey, told me that the image was an

anthropormorphic sculpture of the DevI as Mahi~suramardinI (Crusher of the Buffalo

Demon). This is a common answer given to the curious.

Confused by the many differing opinions, but unable to view the DevI behind her

mask, I continued probing at every opportunity. After many unsuccessful attempts, I

finally received these two answers, both from chief priests (pujari) of the temple, who

minister to the DevI most intimately. Ram Prasad Dubey, current chief pujari of the

temple, said,

I cannot and will not draw the image behind the mask. It is a yantra. It is a
triangular (trikolJa) yantra, not the Durga Yantra. Also there are footprints
(caralJa) on the wall. At one time there was a desire to install a mani there, but
people felt that the yantra was adequate. There is nothing written on the wall. No
one knows if there is perhaps something installed inside the wall.

SItala Prasad Chaubey, former chiefpUjari of the temple who was expelled from this role

partially substantiated this description. According to him,

the Bengali queen [RanI BhavanI] made a Yantra of Twenty (bisa yantra) and
installed that in the temple. There is no image (mum). On the wall, there is
simply a carved sign. It is very ancient. In such old images one normally finds
bits of hand, arm, head, and such, but here there are only vague lines, like a
trident (trisula). These lines are a yantra.

Were I to hazard a guess as to the nature of the image on the wall, I would suggest that

the central image of Durga is a gold and silver mask surmounting a stone image which

is concealed by a sarf and decorative garlands (See Figure 3). I believe the image is an

obscured instrument (yantra) of Durga, consisting of vague lines interpretable as a

triangle (triko1JQ) or trident (trisula) and a set of footprints (paduka) on the wall.
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A small well in front of the image carries the water, consecrated (caralJa amrta;

literally, nectar from the feet) by washing the image, to an outlet on the northern side,

where it is sipped by devotees. Coconut water from offerings mix. with this water, all of

which eventually flows into Durga KUt:l4, continually sanctifying it.

Interpretive Observations

It is interesting that secrecy, even deception, concerning the image seem

important. There is a real mystery, to which I will allude later, concering the fate of the

original images which were on the site before RanI BhavanI built the temple. However,

the most compelling reason for the secrecy or deception is that the prestige and

reputation of the temple as a place of power and attainment (siddha pf(ha) is enhanced

by the mysterious nature of the Devi. Her form at the source, in the core of the inner

sanctum, is unknowable, except to her most ardent devotees. By preserving this

underlying mystery, the custodians of Durga Kut:l4 temple oblige worshippers to project

their own imaginative conceptions of the DevI onto the form behind the mask. I often

heard that the image was the brsa yantra (Yantra of Twenty), the Durga Yantra, or the

Sri Yantra (Yantra of the Goddess SrI). Other accounts were that the image is a full

eight-armed, or ten-armed image of Durga as Mahi~suramardinI, complete with buffalo

demon and lion mount (vtihana).

The common Yantra of Twenty (bisa yantra) of Durga is a design of multiple

triangles, symbolic of the female generative organ (yoni), containing the numerals one

to nine, which add up to twenty (blsa) (See Diagram 3). Here it would appear that the

number twenty is important because of the magical potency of the number nine, which

is closely associated with the goddess. There is a certain numerological "magic" in the

number nine for cultures which utilize the decimal system. IS The origins of the

15For instance, the sum of the digits of any multiple of nine adds up to nine (e.g., nine times nine is
eighty-one, and eight plus one equal nine).

An interesting paper on the significance of the number three in American culture (which
incidentally uses the decimal system) is found in Alan Dundes, 1980. Three times three is nine. Dundes
argues that such numerological significances, and 'pattern numbers· generally, are shaped by culture and
are not intrinsic structures in human consciousness.
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association of the number nine with the goddess is not known, but explanations may be

offered in some Tantras. The number nine is quite frequently encountered in the Indian

tradition to enumerate clusters of items, such as the nine astrological bodies (navagraha).

I will refer to such groupings in the course of this study. Interestingly, just as the letters

of the Sanskrit alphabet are each associated with an aspect of the goddess (as Vac) ,

making every linguistic creation examples of her diverse creative manifestations, so also,

in the symbolism of the Yantra of Twenty, each numeral from one to nine is associated

with an aspect of the goddess. Therefore, it is not just the number nine which is

significant in relationship to the goddess, but every numeral from one to nine and their

combinations. An implication suggested by this yantra is that every conceivable

enumeration is a manifestation of the DevI.

Symbolic Key

The temple has twenty corners. It is built according to a yantra, with the use of
mantras. Although hundreds of years old, not a brick has fallen. There is some
special metal buried under each corner, and a mantra recited for each corner. A
havan was performed for each corner during the temple's construction. Each
activity has separate mantras. Because there is metal inside each corner, the entire
temple is a yantra (Sitala Prasad Chaubey, May 13, 1991).

These words from SItala Prasad Chaubey, former priest (pujari) of the Durga

KUQ.<;l temple, articulate certain opinions common among the Dev!' s devotees. The Durga

temple is a yantra, a construction which serves as an instrument or tool. Yantras,

generally seen in the form of two dimensional drawings, are often intended to be

visualized as three dimensional spaces into which a spiritual practitioner is expected to

enter. Hindu temples are essentially material forms of these visualizations. Without the

aid of highly developed powers of visualization less adept devotees may partake in the

yantric exercise through a visit to the temple. As yantras, Hindu temples are also

embodiments of the deity, and possess an anthropomorphic form. In the words of Krishna

Deva, a resident of Banaras and a renowned scholar of Hindu temple architecture,

a temple is basically a foundational plan of the cosmic being (vastupu~a). It is
essentially compared to the human body. The lower mouldings are like our feet
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and legs. The walls are called the thighs. The largest amount of ornamentation
on a handsome lady, garlands, necklaces and so on, is located in the region from
the trunk to the thigh, and this is also true of the temple. The sikhara, which
means head, is actually the upper part of the torso plus the head. It conveys a
soaring feeling. The head itself is represented by the gooseberry capstone
(limalaka) and jar of nectar (kalaia) , which are crowned with a symbol of the
deity, such as a discus (cakra), or trident (trisala). You see, even on the ground
level, the temple is a vastupu~a. The ritual of temple construction begins with
laying the human form on the ground. The sanctum with its recesses and
projections, the wall and the sikhara, these are like the human body with its
limbs, and so on. Organic unity or integrity is there. Without these, the structure
would be lame (October 5, 1991).

S!tala Prasad suggested that blood sacrifices (bali) were probably performed in the

process of the temple's construction. Without these and the mantras, "which place the

power of the Dev! inside the bricks and joints of the temple, the building would have

fallen apart" (Sitala Prasad Chaubey, May 13, 1991).

Clearly Durgaj!, as the Durga KUI).<;l temple is also called, is to many devotees a

. visible manifestation of the goddess, not merely an edifice in which she is housed. She

inhabits the very matter and space of the sacred site. From this perspective, to equate

solely the central image with the Dev! would be as erroneous as considering that a deity

rests only in the centre point (bindu, bija) of a yantra. 16 The entire temple with its

ochre paint is the DevI shrouded in a red sari. This is precisely why many devotees are

often insistent in referring to the temple as Durgaj!, not as Durga KUI).<;la or Durga

Mandir. 17 Durga is immanent within the kufJ4a and permeates the subsidiary shrines

located within the orbit of her influence. It is to these shrines and symbolic elements that

I will next tum in an attempt to understand how they supplement the portrait of the Dev'i

Durgajl after a brief interpretive section on yantras.

16From an examination of Tantric textual material, Sanjukta Gupta concludes a similar equation of
representation in which the matJ4ala is identified with the cosmos, the deity, and the human religious
practitioner. As an example of a ma'!4ala, she offers a diagram of the Sn Yantra. See Sanjukta Gupta
(1988).

17Ji is a suffix of respectful familiarity added to people's names.
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Interpretive Observations

Although there are many examples of yantras used in the worship of male deities

in Hinduism, yantras are particularly closely related to the worship of the goddess. For

instance, the Lalittisahasranilma (205), a famous text extolling the epithets of the

goddess, refers to her as the Essence of All Yantras (sarvayantriltmikli). The most

famous of yantras is the SrI Yantra, dedicated to the goddess as SrI (Honour/Prosperity).

Even Borobudur, in Java, the largest Buddhist monument is an enormous yantra or

mafJ4,ala fashioned on the SrI Yantra. 1S

A Durga Yantra (see Diagram 3) depicts a central point (bindu) surrounded by

one ascending and two descending triangles which produce a descending triangle in the

very centre. This configuration is precisely the inner core of the SrI Yantra which is

composed of several more and larger ascending and descending triangles. The point may

represent the first manifestation of the Supreme Transcendent Goddess (Pradhana, Adi

Sakti).19 In variant forms of this Durga yantra this bindu may be represented by the

seed syllable (bfja mantra) of Durga, "Durp.." It suggests that the primary manifestation

of the goddess is as the most subtle of vibrations. The less subtle vibrational and

representational form of this primordial manifestation is sound. The metaphysics which

underlies this symbolism is different from classical SaiikhyalYoga since reality thus

perceived is not dualistic. The DevI is the singular primordial reality.

The DevI then manifests as male and female principles, whose union is

symbolized by the intersecting ascending and descending triangles. The symbolism of the

ascending triangle resonates with the symbol of the upright phallus, the sign (linga) of

Siva, while the descending triangle represents the yoni, the female reproductive organ,

symbol of Sakti. Some interpreters see this as the relationship between Siva and Sakti,

18See Khanna 1979:148 and Mus 1935.

19My interpretations are a condensed summary of information derived from conversations with Durga
worshippers (specialists, scholars, and lay persons) and from readings in popular devotional literature such
as the Srf Durga Kalpararu.
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or between Puru~a and Pralqt:i. The central downward pointing triangle is thought to

symbolize the triadic nature of the goddess, who is pure consciousness (cit sakti). This

triad is either described as the three gUlJas, or as the combination of desire or volition

(iccha), knowledge (jfliina, vidyti), and action (kriya). The many triangles which emerge

as a result of this union represent the growth of both male and female entities, each of

which contains the triad of the gUlJas. The circles which enclose the triangles symbolize

the outward expansion of this creation which blossoms (lotus petals) into the complex

diversified cosmos. The tridents which are sometimes drawn on the tips of the lotus

petals reveal the presence of the three gUlJas in all of creation.

Most yantras are surrounded by a square wall (bhupura) with four gateways at

the cardinal directions. It represents the barrier which separates worldly existence from

spiritual understanding. In order to attain liberation, which is achieved through full

understanding of the nature of the goddess, one must penetrate the barrier and travel to

the centre. The physical structure of the temple is a three-dimensional manifestation of

such a yantra. It provides devotees with an entry beyond the walls of their mundane

reality (samsara), into the divine presence of the goddess.

Symbolic Attributes of Durga at Her Temple

The interpretive key that DurgajI is a yantra suggests an approach with which to

examine the structural elements of the sacred site. I am not using yantra in the narrow

sense of a construction fashioned in accordance with rigorous specifications, such as the

Srl Yantra, but in the spirit of the term as conveyed by devotees. The yantra which is

DurgajI is an instrument or tool for communing with the DevI. It embodies her presence

in a variety of symbolic forms, which when taken together contribute to an elaborate and

more profound vision of the Divine. I will begin by examining important DevI shrines

and symbols, and then move to male deities and other symbolic associations.
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Goddesses at Durgaji

The most obvious subsidiary abode of the Dev! at DurgajI is the kulJ4a. Although

it is nowadays little used for bathing, the pond was likely the original site of the DevI's

presence. The KiiSr KhalJ4a of the Skanda PurtilJa, to which I was frequently referred

by temple priests, tells of the merit of bathing in Durga Kut:lQ and worshipping the DevI

there. 20 Although the dates of this text are unclear, it appears to belong to a period prior

to the current construction of the temple suggesting an early sanctity to the site. This is

the unanimous opinion of people whose families have long resided in the area. Banvari

Lal, a devout Durga worshipper who lives a block from the temple, in nearby KabIr

Nagar, is typical in this regard. He runs a store on the temple site which sells items such

as coconuts and incense, commonly used in worship of the DevL In his words,

four hundred years ago, this whole area was jungle. Few people came to this area
since powerful dacoits lived here. 21 RanI BhavanI decided to build a temple
based on a dream. In the dream, the DevI told her to locate the place where she
was toppled over and lying down here and there. The RanI sent her servants who
found a small image besides a large pippal tree which was growing here beside
Durga Kut:lQ. The DevI also lived in this tree. RanI BhavanI asked the DevI if she
should build the temple here. The tree instantaneously withered and died and the
RanI was able to cut it down and erect the temple. The kulJ4a was very deep and
she built four deep wells on the four comers to keep it full of water. These have
since filled with mud.22

It is difficult to imagine the condition of the original kulJ4a when RanI BhavanI, the

Bengali queen who built Durga Mandir, first arrived upon it. Perhaps it tended to dry

out during extended periods of drought. The association of kulJ4as with goddesses is

quite ancient. D. C. Sircar (1948 [1973]), in his study of the Sakta pi(has, abodes or

2DSee Verse 87, in Kasi KhafJ4a (Skanda PurdTJa), GuruIDaI;l(,lala Granthamalaya No. XX, Vol. IV
(Calcutta, 1961), p. 521.

2JffDacoitff is the word commonly used to describe bandits and highway robbers who still roam the
more lawless parts of the Indian countryside. Dacoitry is reputed to be particularly endemic in the
Bundelkund and in the state of Bihar.

Z2Th.is story is quite typical of shrine foundation legends in India and Europe. The legend of the famous
Sriraiigam temple in South India, for example, tell how a king while out hunting heard a parrot tell him
to unearth the shrine which was buried closeby. See Auboyer (1969). European examples are found in
Christian (1981b).
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seats of Sakti, the Divine Feminine thought of as power, traces the relationship between

kulJ4as and the female generative organ (yoni) , which is a symbol of the generative

power in nature. He identifies this strand of worship which conceptualized the fecundity

of nature as the symbolic union of male and female principles with the non-Aryan people

of India (1973:7-8). Whatever their original source, these ideas are also at the root of

Tantric philosophy and practice and are still vital today.23 The landscape is sacralized,

since it is considered to be the body of gods and goddesses. Hills and mountains, rivers

and ponds are the self-existent signs (svayambhu linga) of a deity, or the places from

which creation emerges (yonipf{ha).24 Durga Kut:lQ was and still is one such yonipifha.

The area around Durga Kut:lQ was thickly forested and the quite recent presence

of large trees in its vicinity is testified to by many sources. A sketch of the temple site

made in 1838, by a certain Sutherland, on display at Bharat Kala Bhavan of Banaras

Hindu University, suggests that this part of Banaras was then only just outgrowing its

epithet as the "Forest of Bliss" (See Figure 2). Similar to rivers and ponds, plants and

trees as bearers of sap and providers of nourishment have often been associated with

feminine deities. The antiquity of these associations are suggested in certain Indus Valley

seals which depict feminine forms merged with trees, but there are numerous

contemporary examples. The sacred tulasfplant is considered a consort of Vi~t:lu, and the

goddess SItala is often worshipped as a niin tree. Durga herself is worshipped in certain

important rituals as a cluster of nine plants (navapatrikii) (see Figure 18), and as a wood

apple (bi/va) tree. The pippal is a well known sacred tree in India, since it is the tree

under which Siddhmha Gautama attained Buddhahood. As such it is venerated in nearby

Sarnath and Bodh Gaya, as well as more distant Anuradhapura, in Sri Lanka. It is

23After citing some evidence of Tantric elements in Vedic sources, Sanjukta Gupta et aI, state that
"without doubt, the Tantra is rooted also in very old traditions of unsystematized yoga and body cult,
shamanism, medicine, magic white and black, astrology, religious eroticism, and folkloristic ritual which
found little or no place in pre-Tantric literature" (Gupta et al 1979:17).

24See Bagchi (1980) and Kinsley's (1987) chapter, "Goddesses and Sacred Geography,· in Hindu
Goddesses (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass), pp. 178-196.
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sometimes called the yak$ataru, or tree which is the abode of nature deities (yak$a/yak$f).

An important association of y~rs with Durga comes from the Jaina pantheon.

The great spiritual teachers in Jainism, called TIrthaiikaras, are each associated with a

yak$r consort or helper. The yak$r consort of the twenty-second Jaina TIrthaiikara,

Neminatha, is Ambika, a lion riding deity, associated with the mango tree and fruit, who

suckles an infant. This Jaina Ambika is rather closely related to the Ambika/Durga of

Hinduism who appears at some time to have been incorporated into the Jaina pantheon.

It is not clear whether the Jainas developed and elaborated upon the conception of

Ambika themselves, or merely adopted and inserted her into a prominent, but

appropriately subordinate position in their divine hierarchy.25 What is intriguing,

however, is that the Jaina Ambika is also called Ku~maQQa or Ku~maJ:l<:li DevI. After

Durga, this is precisely the next most common epithet by which the DevI of Durga KUI:J.Q

is known. DurgajI is renowned as Ku~maJ:l<:la DevI through her association with the

cluster of Banaras's Nine Durgas, but otherwise this epithet for Durga is quite rare in

Hinduism. 26

The DevI abandoned the pippal tree, allowing it to wither and die with miraculous

rapidity and took up abode in the temple. It is as if the tree yielded its organic form to

the stone of the temple. An informant told me that the priests of the original site refused

to cut the tree in which the DevI resided, since "iron must not cut living wood." The

tree's natural demise was the sign they sought. As the DevI permeated the pippal tree,

so too, she permeates the temple.

Besides the ku1J4a and the temple structure, the most popular subsidiary goddess

shrine belongs to Bhadrakali (Auspicious/Gentle KaII). It is located at the southwest

corner of the quadrangle which surrounds the central temple and is accessible from the

25M. N. P. Tiwari argues that the Jaina influence in shaping the image of Ambika should not be
underestimated or unduely disOllSsed (1987:11-14).

26Although lack of evidence must keep this speculative, it is quite likely that the Jainas adopted
Durga/Ambika into their pantheon when her worship under the epithet of K~mat;l~Devi was prominent.
It is beyond the scope of this study to explore to what extent they contributed to the epithet, or to ascertain
whether Durgaji, as K~J.DaJ;l~ Devi, was a prominent site of worship for Hindus and Jainas. Useful
information is contained in Dr. Maruti Nandana Prasada Tivari 1981:222-231.
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inner courtyard (See Diagram 2). I was told that the image was installed in the temple

by a king of Nepal. He also donated a large brass bell which hangs from a stone

scaffolding ornately sculpted with lions and other designs. The bell stands besides the

shrine of BhadrakalI who is always shrouded in cloth and represented by a bronze mask

with a lolling red tongue (See Figure 3). Despite her name, BhadrakaII is a fierce form

of Durga, evidenced by her pairing with CaJ.l<;la Bhairava, a fierce form of Siva, who

shares her shrine.

Several devotees told me, quite insistently, that the goat sacrifices occasionally

made in the outer courtyard are for BhadrakalI, not Durga. I was told about a purfu:1ic

myth in which Siva creates BhadrakalI and the male demon VIrabhadra to destroy the

Vedic sacrifice (yajfia) of Dak~ Prajapati, his father-in-law. 27 Dak~a had insulted his

daughter, the goddess San, Siva's wife, and resulted in her death. D~a was beheaded

by VIrabhadra and BhadrakalI lapped up his blood with her lolling tongue. Eventually

Dak~ recanted and asked Siva's forgiveness. His head was replaced by the head of a

goat and he became a devotee of Siva.28 The symbols of beheading, blood offerings to

the goddess, and the head of a goat are all evident in this myth but its relationship to the

kind of goat sacrifice performed at DurgajI is not obvious. In the myth, Siva (on behalf

of the goddess), via VIrabhadra, decapitates D~a (the goddess's father). In temple

sacrifice, the devotee sacrifices a goat. In both myth and temple ritual Bhadrakali drinks

the blood but, in the former, D~a' s head is replaced with the head of a decapitated

goat. There is no explicit replacement of heads in the temple ritual.29

21A version of this myth is found in the Siva Puriil}a 2.11-2.42.

281 have also witnessed this version of the myth reenacted by Kathakali dancers in Kerala.

29Kramrisch (1981:68-70), from the study of Vedic and Pur~c literatures, states that "the goat, as a
sacrificial animal, ritually belongs to Agni, and is Agni's animal. ft However, she relates a myth in which
Siva slays the goat headed demon Viistupa. In a gracious act, Siva then gives the "dimensionless, demonic
phantoI!l, tenuously though intimately related to himself, a name of its own, Viistupa, and alots to this being
the plan of the sacred sites on earth, the temples and the houses, as residence. On it the gods will have
their appointed stations. They will dwell on earth in the sacred geometry of the vastu-ma'!4ala, the magic
diagram and form of the fallen demon, the symbolic architectural plan" (1981:69). The conceptual image
of Durga appears to incorporate this myth in significant ways. Durgii, in her acceptance of goat sacrifices
symbolically re-enacts the slaying of the goat-headed demon. The spilling of the goat's blood onto the
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The application of the term "bhadra" to both fierce forms produced by Siva,

suggest that their auspicious or gentle nature stems from where they direct their destruc

tion. Their ferocity is directed towards the destruction of evil, demonic forces, as

personified by the arrogant Dak~, for instance. In this vein, other worshippers told me

that this Bhadrakall was the same KIDI described in the Durga Sapta.satr (Seven Hundred

[Verses] to Durga), the most important text utilized in Devl worship. The Durga

SaptaSatf, also called the Devr Mahatmya (Glorification of the Goddess), or the Ca¢i

([Text of the Fierce Goddess] CaI).lf1) still circulates as an independent text, and is

included in the Marka¢eya Pura1Ja. Durga devotees are generally quite familiar with the

content of text and frequently provided explanations drawn from its episodes. In one such

episode, when attacked by the demons CaI).da and MUI).9a, Durga turned black with anger

and from her forehead the dreadful goddess KIDI emerged. She destroyed the demons,

thus earning the epithet CamuI).9a, and continued in the fray. At a later point, when

confronting the demon RaktabIja, whose drops of blood acted as seeds from which demon

clones sprouted, it was KIDI who lapped up the blood which flowed from his wounds and

brought about his demise. 30

It soon became obvious to me that this BhadrakaII, like most of the other symbols

at DurgajI, was polyvalent, having a variety of meanings or mythic associations. But

multivalency is not omnivalency. Thus, in a cultural system with a vigorous dynamic in

the fluidity of "meanings," it is necessary, where possible, to highlight the constellation

of key interpretations which demarcate the essential character of a symbol, while

simultaneously pointing to currents or tensions within that fluid dynamic. The Bhadrakali

at DurgajI is an excellent illustrative example, for she is understood in many ways and

associated with different myths. The viewpoint of those who see her as the recipient of

sacrificial plot and at the foundations of temples re-enacts the movement of the demon Yastupa into the
very fabric of sacred architecture. But furthermore, Durga, herself, is that very permeating presence which
gives form and structure to the edifices of humans and gods.

30Durga SaptaSatf, Chapters 7 and 8. Versions of the Raktabija myth are also found in the Vdmana
Purd7}a 44.30-38, Kanna PurlilJa 1.16.123-240, Matsya Purii.7}a 179.1-86, and the Padma Purii.7}a 5.43.1
95.
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all the blood sacrifices offered to Durga is vigorously contested by others. This conflict

in interpretations reveals cultural currents and tensions between social strata. Blood and

meat stand in contrast to vegetarian nourishment. In the SaiikhyalYoga philosophical

systems, the manifold, hierarchical creation results when the three aspects (gUlJa) of

material creation are thrown out of balance and rajas and tamas dominate over sattva.

Orthodox brtihmaf,lGs strive to maximize their sattvic associations, since they identify

themselves as a strata of society in which the sattva gU1JG is greatest. Blood (rakta) is

identified with the dynamic rajas gU1JG (they derive from the same Sanskrit root rafij, "to

redden" or "to grow excited"). Treatises of orthodox propriety such as the Manava

Dharma Stistra (The Laws of Manu V.26-56) state that brtihmalJas may eat meat that has

been consecrated in sacrificial rituals, but should refrain from meat eating on a regular

basis.31 The early Buddhist and Jaina position on not causing harm to sentient beings

(ahi'!lsti) is well known. It is not clear to what extent the notion of ahif!lSti valued by

these groups influenced Hinduism but animal sacrifice, once fairly common in Vedic

ritual and therefore a significant part of orthodox brahm~ical ritual, became rare in this

segment of Hindu society. Meat is implicitly linked with the opaque or impure (tamas)

aspect of creation and contrasts with fruit and vegetables which correspond to pure,

stable existence (sattva gUlJa).32 As a result of such Sastric prescriptions, brtihmalJas

who rank themselves high due to their pure sattvic affiliations, would naturally rank

deities who accept blood sacrifices, or devotees who offer them, hierarchically lower in

purity.

In that conceptual universe, if Durga were to be the recipient of such rajasic and

tamasic offerings as blood and flesh, she could not be a deity of commensurate or

superior purity to her sattvic devotees. Such worshippers judge that blood offerings are

31 "There is no sin in eating meat, in (drinking) spirituous liquor, and in carnal intercourse, for that is
the natural way of created beings, but abstention brings great rewards" (Laws ofManu V. 56). See Biihler
1886:177.

32"By subsisting on pure fruit and roots, and by eating food fit for ascetics (in the forest), one does not
gain (so great) a reward as by entirely avoiding (the use of) flesh" (Laws of Manu V.54). See Biihler
1886:177.
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directed to other, lesser deities. The current head pujari of DurgajI, who considers the

DevI to be a power more akin to Vi~Q.u (Vai.plava sakti) insists that the sacrifices are for

the Yoginls, a class of fierce female deities. His interpretation is consistent with the

above mentioned Sastric view. Certain Vai~Q.ava sects, in particular, are most noted for

their criticism of blood sacrifice. In the rhetoric of the groups which are against blood

sacrifice, the act is said to contradict"orthodox brahmanical" values. Nevertheless, blood

sacrifice continues to be performed in villages, at the back of temples, and at festivals

by a certain segment of members of Saiva and Sakta sects.

The Vai~Q.ava or alleged "orthodox brahmanical" posItIOn was and is not

unanimously held among brahma1Jas and conflicts with certain Hindu attitudes to meat

eating. Large percentages of Bengalis and Kashmiri Hindus, brahma1Jas included, for

instance, ate and still eat meat.33 Ironically, some of the more recent criticisms of

animal sacrifice came from missionaries and currently come from foreign tourists, most

of whom are themselves meat-eaters. These criticisms have nothing to do with dietary

concerns or matters of purity. Instead, these groups perceive (in my view, incorrectly)

blood sacrifice as an inhumane and barbarous treatment of the sacrificial animal. Also,

there is a definite sense of surprise, and some horror or revulsion, experienced by those

who are perhaps for the first time seeing an animal slaughtered, and worse, on temple

premises.

Another source of criticism derives from modern Hindu reformism which gave

preeminence to tolerance and non-violence, in particular, ideas which were said to be

rooted in India's most ancient traditions. Such views, initiated by people such as

Mohandas Gandhi and Ram Mohan Roy, reflect an ideological notion of Indian national

identity shaped on peace and pluralism through unifying values. These values were not

entirely secular but centered on a humanistic spirituality. A classic example of an

eloquent and influential voice with these values directed against blood sacrifice to the

331 base this comment not on statistical evidence but on meals eaten with Bengali and Kashmiri friends
who claimed that this was the case.
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goddess is found the Nobel laureate Rabindranath Tagore's play Sacrijice. 34 In it, the

courageous king Govinda, inspired by the goddess herself, who speaks to him through

the pure and innocent love which he discerns in a beggar girl named Aparna, prohibits

blood sacrifices in his kingdom. Although he experiences severe resistance from the

priesthood, his wife, and his closest subjects, the goddess's will triumphs over dark

conspiracies which could have cost him his life. The play ends with the stone image of

the DevI discarded, and her presence embodied in the all-embracing love of individual

women. 35

Despite efforts to uplift spiritual humanism, Hindu reformism, in its search for

a basis in tradition, has also given superior status to what are thought to be orthodox

brahmanical values. At present, opposition to blood sacrifice is generally perceived by

most Banarasis to belong to orthodox brahmat:lism. Moreover, at the national level, C.

J. Fuller observes that

contemporary opposition to animal sacrifice rests on an old foundation, although
it also stems from the very widespread influence of reformism, whose antipathy
to ritual killing has spread well beyond the self-consciously nationalist political
classes.... Popular "superstitious" practices, like animal sacrifice, are no longer
just devalued as inferior; they are now condemned as wrong and not even a part
of authentic Hinduism. (Fuller, 1992: 101)

DurgajI is considered by many to be the only sanctioned sacred place in Banaras

for the performance of blood sacrifice. I was also told on more than one occasion that

the small rectangular plot of earth in the outer courtyard where sacrifices occur is

deemed to be "outside the sacred field of Banaras (Kosi ~etra)." The ongoing disputes

as to whether the sacrifices take place within or outside of Banaras, whether Siva, the

city's main deity condones these sacrifices, and whether or not it is Durga herself who

accepts the blood points to a vital role played by the temple. Durgajl is one of the most

visible arenas in this influential city where the polarities generated by blood jostle for

34See Tagore 1962 [1936]:501-532.

35"Sbe has burst her cruel prison of stone, and come back to the woman's heart" (Tagore 1962
[1936]:532).
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hierarchical supremacy. Blood, then, is an extremely important symbol, explicit and

implicit, in the temple complex, and quite central to our understanding of the Devl. As

a symbol of the rajas gU]Ja, it heightens the profile of this aspect of the gUlJa triad within

the conceptual image of Durga.

Two other goddess images share the shrine with Bhadraka.1I. One is a small Durga

SiqiliavahinI (Durga who Rides the Lion). The image, which depicts a many handed

Durga atop her lion mount and holding numerous weapons, is relatively newly installed

and not much discussed. Far more intriguing is the small and somewhat indistinct figure

called the "Tantric KalI" (see Figure 4). Unlike more common KalI images, this image

appears to be a squatting nude female figure, reminiscent of the so-callt~ Lajja Gaun

(Shameless White Goddess) found in ancient Chalukyan and other sites throughout the

subcontinent (see Figure 4). J. N. Tiwari examined the "nude squatting goddess" cult in

his Goddess Cults in Ancient India (1985:182-220). He concluded by saying that "it is

not impossible that the cult of the nude squatting goddess had some meeting points with

the beliefs and rites of the Tantric religion" (1985:219). The image at the Durga Kut:l9

temple, perhaps of great antiquity, was installed there by one of the members of the royal

family of Vijayanagara, from where it was apparently brought. Ram Prasad Dubey, the

most elderly pujari of DurgajI, remembers the frequent visits and generous donations to

the temple made by the King of Banaras and the "king" of Vijayanagara. The

Vijayanagara empire was the last great Hindu empire, which flourished from the 14th to

the 17th centuries C.E. Its capital was located in present day Hampi, Kamataka. After

an almost overnight defeat at the hands of the Muslims, at the battle of Talikota, a few

surviving members of the royalty fled to Madras.36 Eventually, some made their way

to Banaras, and recent history records their rivalries with the King of ~iSI. Although

known as great worshippers of Vi~t:lu and Siva, they left substantial evidence of enduring

DevI worship at the ruined imperial capital.

The "Tantric Kalf" cannot have been an ordinary image. There has always been

36See, for instance, J. Allan, et al (1964:139). On the rivalries between various kings and the ruler of
Baniiras, see Moti Chandra (1962).
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a close relationship between the power of the royalty and the DevI. Whille it is clear that

this "Tantric KalI" had a sPeCial place in the lives of the royal family of Vijayanagara,

the precise nature of this relationship is not known. S. Gupta and R. Gombrich point out

that although the kings of Vijayanagara worshipped Narasif!lha as the family or dynastic

deity (kula-devatti) , they also identified themselves with Siva as PampeSvara, the

Lord/husband of the sacred river goddess Pampa (1986: 125). It is quite likely that this

"Tantric KalI" was a goddess who served in some sPeCial way to sanction and legitimate

the power of the Vijayanagara kings. Gupta and Gombrich suggest that

for at least the last thousand years, perhaps longer, the concept of power in its
political and social application has been intimately connected with tantric theology
- so intimately, one might suggest, that the one cannot be adequatdy understood
apart from the other (1986: 123).

With the erosion of the power of the Indian princely states, such socio-political

dimensions of the Nepali BhadrakaII and the Vijayanagara goddess are greatly

diminished, although not entirely absent. I was told that the King of Nepal rarely neglects

a visit to Durgaji when in Banaras, and I have seen the King of Banaras pay homage to

Durga DevI at least once yearly during the autumn Navaratra.

Although the political dimensions of Durga worship may have weakened, the

tantric theological connection has not. Tantrics and sorcerers (jadu kame vala) who

frequent the Durga temple often worship at the Bhadrakali shrine. Since all the images

are housed behind a wrought-iron door, it is not clear to which deity these practitioners

are addressing their worship, but the "Tantric Kali" is certainly a recipient of secret

devotion. Secrecy is essential, I was told, because people might overhear the magical

formulae (mantra) or recognize that sorcerers are directing destructive energies at

victims. Secrecy is also common at the BhadrakaIT shrine because the worship is often

of a private nature, directed toward cures for infertility, impotence and! other sexual

ailments, or for enhanced fertility and sexual powers.

The "Tantric KalI" is nude and wears a garland of human heads. She is squatting

upon Siva's supine naked body holding his long erect penis (linga) in ~,vo of her six

hands. The linga extends upward before her to make contact with ht~r (indistinct)
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extended tongue. The top of her head has an unusual, rounded shape, reminiscent of the

top of most Siva lingas. M. A. Sherring referred to this image as "an immodest figure

of a woman in bass-relief (sic)" (1868:164). The common images of Kall on a bloody

rampage, tongue extended, atop the reclining body of Siva cry out for interpretation. The

interpretation generally encountered is that when KIDI was in the grips of an

uncontrollable blood-lust and about to destroy the cosmos, Siva laid down on the battle

field in front of her. When she trampled upon him and realized that this was her spouse,

KaII stuck out her tongue in embarrassment.

This interpretation has always struck me as unsatisfactory since KalI's extended

tongue is generally associated with the drinking of blood (as in the Raktablja myth).37

Also, there are not infrequently encountered depictions of KaII standing or squatting in

sexual union atop an ithyphallic prone Siva. The "Tantric KalI" image is particularly

fascinating and illuminating because it makes explicit a connection betwe€~n semen and

blood. 38 The "Tantric KalI" drinks up the semen which contains the seeds of life just

as she drank up the blood seeds of the demon RaktabIja. Her phallic shape identifies her

with the Zinga of Siva which retains its potency without spilling its seed. KalI is the

power, itself within the linga, which reabsorbs the seed before it is spilt. She is the

power which can hold the spilt semen of Siva without producing offspring, t.hus bringing

an end to the cycle of creation.39

DurgajI is composed of overlapping spheres of power. This is quite consistent

with the notion of a yantra through its symbolic equivalent, the mGlJ4ala. A mwuJ.ala

may represent a ruler's sphere of influence. The deities which reside in subsidiary shrines

are powerful representatives of kings or sources of spiritual power for certain types of

sacred specialists. But all are subordinate to DurgajI herself. When the king of Banaras

37Durga Saptaiatf, Chapter 9.

380'Flaherty offers substantial evidence from purat;lic sources that "blood often appears ,as a metaphor
for male semen or as a seed substitute" (1980:33-34).

3%e semen of Siva, once spilt, is extremely difficult to hold due to its immense potency. In a well
known myth, Siva's semen cannot be held by a variety of deities, including Agni and Ganga, and finally
produces his son, Skanda. See, for instance, the Siva Pura1}a, Rudra-saqthita 4.2.9-70.
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worships DurgajI, he implicitly asserts his supremacy, through her, over the other royal

powers present in his kingdom. When people worship a deity at a subsidiary shrine, they

indirectly honour Durga who is at the apex of the hierarchy.

The "Tantric KatI" also highlights the diachronic nature of the material which

constitutes the DurgajI yantra. DurgajI was raised upon the spot of an ancient venerated

tree, where old images perhaps lay toppled and scattered. Furthermore through images

like the "Tantric KatI, " DurgajI is connected to the distant and glorious past. The prestige

of antiquity, which is accorded to scriptures like the Vedas or the Purfu:1as is also evident

in the worship of images. Newer images, such as the Durga Sirp.havahinI, or the Lak~mI

and SarasvatI shrines on the south-east side of the quadrangle are considered to be of

lesser importance. They have not developed a body of legendary asslxiations with

miraculous power. A temple draws some of its prestige from its antiquity, and so if the

building is new, the sacrality of the site is often considered to be ancient. The installation

of ancient sacred images is another way in which the prestige of the past can be

transplanted. In addition to the "Tantric Kali" there are two small templ€::s which flank

the main entrance to the inner courtyard. Knowledgable members of the History of Art

department at Banaras Hindu University suggested that these temples n~sembled 12th

century C.E. GahadvaIa temples which, if not fashioned later on those designs, may have

actually been transplanted here. These stone shrines are visible in the 1838 sketch by

Sutherland (see Figure 2). When viewed in relationship to the inner sanctum of the main

temple, they lie somewhat south of the symmetrical ideal where one might expect them

to have been placed merely to comply with arbitrary architectural design (see Diagram

2). Their placement suggests that they were erected over previously renowned images or

sites. This is quite likely true of the more southern of the two temples whilch houses the

linga of Tilapa.rt).esvara (Lord of Sandalwood), considered to be one of KaSi's twelve

Rudras (see Figure 5). Rudra is a fierce deity with a Vedic heritage.

Essentially, the sacred site of DurgajI overlays and incorporates other sacred sites

of lesser but supplementary significance. The sacrality of the site of DurgajI draws not

only on the antiquity of the explict DevI symbols, such as the ku1J4a, but on the ancient

sanctity of subsidiary shrines. Furthermore, the very material of certain shrines or
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specific images may bring with them the sanctity of age. Although the ~mI and

SarasvatI images are relatively new, they too have begun to be associated with tales of

power.

Once, when the temple owners were thinking about installing a new image in the
main shrine, a man wanted to build a new temple for Lak~mI and SarasvatI and
install new images there. The old images are quite dirty and even cracked, and
normally one does not worship damaged images. That night the man went home
and died. This was a message that the DevI wished to remain as she was. Many
holy men from KaS! were asked the reason for this. They said that if an image
has been worshipped continuously for over one hundred years, it should not be
replaced or moved, but worshipped in whatever condition it is in" This is found
in the Dharma Sastras (Ram Prasad Dubey, September 20, 1991).

Like many goddess temple images, Lak~mI and SarasvatI are draped in a cloth and gaze

out from metal masks. Ram Prasad Dubey's comments suggest that masks are often used

to present a visible face for goddess images that are extremely worn or damaged. Often

goddess images are amorophous blobs (pilJ4a) of stone, outcroppings of the living earth.

Such images are also given a mask or equipped with large, eye-catching eyes.40

Ram Prasad's tale also illustrates a common notion about how the DevI

communicates with her devotees. Although it may be through words, it is far more likely

to be through an act of power. At the risk of over-simplification, I will suggest that an

interpretive strand in DevI worship is that "might is right." When two powers contend

for supremacy, they are both essentially manifestations of the DevI's power at work. Her

will is revealed in the outcome. In the above example, she revealed her power and will

by restraining the worshipper who wanted to build her a more splendid shrine and image.

Unlike RanI BhavanI, who based her actions on cues given by the DevI (e.g., a dream

and the natural demise of the sacred pippal tree), this male devotee's will contradicted

the DevI's wishes. The following story is a better example.

Once there was a big "miracle" worker (bWa siddha) who came regularly to the
temple, offered things in the havan, and jumped here and there with his powers.
He would push people around when making his circumambulations (parikrama)

40J use the term "eye-catching" precisely because the central act of devotion, oftt~n called darsana
involves reciprocal viewing. The devotee comes to the shrine to catch a glimpse of the deity, but as Diana
Eck (1981) has cogently pointed out, also to be seen by the deity.
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and basically was a terrible nuisance for all the worshippers. To verify his power
(sakti) some temple workers one day grabbed him and threw him down in front
of the DevI and thrashed him soundly with sticks. If the goddess's power was
with him, they would not be able to do it. He finally ran away and never
returned. (Ram Prasad Dubey, July 16, 1991).

Power is certainly an important component of the DurgajI yantra. It permeates the place

and is certainly present on the site and within those who visit it. Durg~jI is commonly

referred to as a seat of power (saktipitha) and place of miraculous attainments

(siddhapi(ha).

The foregoing incidents illustrate the volitional aspect of sakti, which is referred

to as the DevI's icchli. While SankhyafYoga does not allocate a separate element (tattva)

to the notion of will or desire, in this Sakta metaphysics icchii is one of sakti's three

primary qualities. The goddess acts or creates merely out of her will or desire to do so.

Creation is not an automatic process, as in the SankhyafYoga system, where Pralqti

begins the process of manifestation when in the presence of Puru~. Creation is initiated,

and the paths of human lives are animated by the desire of the DevI. This notion is not

far afield from the parallel notion of divine playfulness (lila) attributed to a deity like

~~t:Ia. Where the DevI's desire lies, there power flows. And human beings can discern

the DevI's will through observing the manifestations of power.41

There is an eight petalled (~?adala) lotus carved in bas-relief on the exterior of

the eastern projection of the main temple structure, in a position located directly behind

the main image. When circumambulating the temple, either before or after worshipping

Durga in the inner sanctum, devotees often reach up and touch this 101tus. With their

fingers in contact with this most sacred spot high on the wall, they pivot around as if this

is the centre of their spiral path (See Figure 5). The eight-petalled lotus is a symbol of

Durga. It is found in the Durga Yantra, as well as the Sarvatobhadra MaJ:lc,iala, another

important Durga yantra (see Diagrams 3 and 4). The ritual act of touching the lotus

reinforces the yantric interpretation of DurgajI. Devotees have already made or will make

41It is conceivable that the somewhat unpredictable nature of these manifestations characterize sakti as
feminine, for the feminine in the Hindu tradition (e.g., The Laws of Manu) is generally associated with
qualities of fickleness and inconstancy. See Jacobson and Wadley 1992: 118.
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contact with Durga in the inner sanctum, by touching the marble footprints (ptiduka,

caralJa) placed at the doorway. The lotus is the cardinal contact point of the devotee with

the DevI in her entirety as the temple complex. As the Zinga is the sign of Siva, the lotus

is the yoni of the DevI, the matrix from which all creation blossoms.

The bas-relief of Durga as Mahi~asuramardinI (Crusher of the Buffalo Demon)

is carved in a niche in the south face of the main structure, above the walls but at the

base of the spire (sikhara). The image recalls the extremely important mythic tale of

Durga's victory over the powerful and arrogant shape-shifting demon Mahi~a, the

Buffalo. Rivalled in popularity only by the epic tale of Rama's victory over the demon

Raval).a, Durga's battle with the Buffalo Demon is perhaps the best known of mythic

battles between good and evil. The tale, recounted in the Durga SaptaSatr follows in the

tradition of Indra's victory over the demon V:rtra.

The items which crown the si/mara, although standard elements: in temples to

male or female deities nevertheless have significant associations with the DevI. The

limalaka or myrobalan/gooseberry, though serving as a protective capstone, carries the

symbolism of healing. It has a prominent place is ancient Hindu medicine (ayurveda) for

its purifying properties. It is considered an excellent representative of the primary flavour

(rasa) of astringency. The fruit is itself offered to the DevI during elaborate worship

rituals (puja). The jar (kalasa), thought to contain the nectar of immortality (amrta) is

another common symbol through which the DevI is worshipped. The trident (tnsala) ,

although most often associated with Siva, is an ancient goddess symbol. The goddess

San, Siva's first wife in pur3.l).ic mythology, is often depicted as a trident shaped symbol

with two eyes placed between the three prongs.42 Such a symbol may well be the

4zrhere is a relatively newly constructed temple to the goddess San in a small park, not far from
Durgaji. The central image of Sati is such a trident-shaped symbol which resembles the Greek capital letter
psi (1).

See Gimbutas 1989:89-97 for evidence of the triline symbolism of the goddess in ancient Europe
and West Asia. Often the triline symbols are associated with eyes (1989:53,55,57,89,90,97). Gimbutas also
illustrates examples of the trident-like symbols of the goddess in her epiphany as a bee (1989:272). These
symbols closely resemble the auspicious marks (svtistika) used to represent San, Durga, and other Hindu
goddesses in shrines and on sacrificial offerings (~ )~ ). Significantly, the Durga SaptaSatf (11.50)
explicitly refers Bhraman DevI, the goddess's bee epiphany.
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yantric diagram behind the mask of the main image of DurgajI. The trid~~nt symbolizes

the fundamental triadic nature of the DevI. This may be the three gtllJ(Js or the energy

triad of desire, knowledge, and action (icchii, jfitLna, and kriyli ~akti). Th~~ flag (dhvaja)

is a victory banner, and Durga is often personified as Victory (vijayli). All these symbols

work harmoniously to provide an integrated vision of the temple as the DevI.

Interpretive Observations

The three main subsidiary goddess shrines within the inner courtyard are to

BhadrakalI, Lak~mI, and SarasvatI. This goddess triad is not infrequently referred to as

Mahakali, Mahillak~mI, and MahasarasvatI by some worshippers. They are further

connected by worshippers with the three gUlJas. SarasvatI represents the pure sattva

gUlJa. She is the creative principle. ~mI represents the rajas gUlJa (but sometimes the

sattva gUlJa) and is the principle of stability and abundance. KalI is the tamas gUlJQ, dark

and symbolizing the principle of destruction or dissolution. Durga encompasses all these

three principles. These interpretations by devotees again support the metaphysics of the

triad of gUlJas. Durga is the composite of these three principles, each of which is

personified as a goddess. Incidentally, ~mI and SarasvatI appear prominently in the

cluster of images worshipped during Durga Plija, where they are sometimes referred to

as Durga's daughters. KillI is conspicuously absent but her symbolic associations are

incorporated in the Durga PUja ritual, in meditative visualizations, for instance.

Important Male Deities at Durgaji

The shrine of Kukkutesvara Mahadeva is mentioned in the~ Srfmat Devf
Bhligavata. He was a brlihmalJQ pujliri, like me, who worshipped here at DurgajI,
long ago. One day early in the morning he went out for his toilet, and was
grabbed by some bandits (dacoit). He asked them what they wanted. They said
that they had promised the DevI that if they were successful in a particular act of
dacoitry they would offer her a human sacrifice. She granted them their wish but
now they could not find a suitable offering. He was the best person to offer.
Hearing this the pujliri went to pay homage (pra1Jlima) to the Devil. He prayed,
saying, "I have done your service for so long, and now is this to be my fate?"
The DevI appeared to him and said, "You cannot escape your fate because in a
previous life you performed seven murders. These are the people who are outside
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waiting for you. Therefore you must tell them that all seven must kill you at the
same time. Then there will be no remaining karma. "

Kukku~esvara Mahadeva was then sacrificed to the DevI and cremated
here. If darsana of his temple is not done, half the merit of the worship is lost.
Pilgrims know about this temple and ask where it is. (Ram Prasad Dubey, July
16, 1991).

The shrine of the deified pujliri, Kukku~svara Mahadeva contains many small

lingas surrounding a large central one. It is located to the south of the quadrangle on

Durga Mandir property. It is probably the most important shrine of a male deity at

DurgajI, certainly from the perspective of the temple priests. Pilgrim guides tell

Kukku~esvara Mahadeva's story to their groups and thus the shrine gets some attention.

However, in general, the shrines of male deities at DurgajI are quite peripheral for

worshippers.

Most dramatic in the Kukku~esvara Mahadeva story, of which there are virtually

as many variants as people asked, is the element of human sacrifice. From the very

mouths of the same people who insist that the substance of animal sacrifiGe goes not to

Durga but to some other blood-accepting goddess, comes the tale of Durg~i's acceptance

of a human sacrifice. This remarkable capacity for devotees to carry such seemingly

contradictary notions simultaneously is not uncommon. For instance, although death

within the sacred perimeter of KasI is commonly said to grant one permanent release

(mok$a) from worldly existence, rituals for the proper installation of souls in the ancestral

realms (Pitr loka) are routinely performedY Such psychological propensities to hold

sets of beliefs which are only marginally based on logical consistency, underscore the

need for caution in any oversimplified sociological analysis of religious phenomena.

Although ideas may emanate from a particular class and be absorbed by another group,

percolation or sedimentation of values are not simple sociological processes. At the level

of the individual these processes become psychological. And within the human psyche,

contradictory ideas, whatever their sociological source, can co-exist. One idea is not

always abandoned for another. Nor is it necessarily justified and rationalized into some

43A detailed study of the attitudes of people who come to die in Baniiras will appear in the forthcoming
Ph.D. dissertation by Christopher Justice, Department of Anthropology, McMaster University.
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other, larger, syncretic and meaningful worldview. Instead, multiple clusters of symbol

sets, each with its own inner consistency may inhabit a worshipper"s worldview. A

particular symbol set may then generate meaning in appropriate circumstances.

To the briihma1Ja pujiiri, Kukku~esvara Mahadeva's fate revea1,ed something of

Kukku~esvara'sdedication to the DevI, his purity, his efficient expiation of previous bad

karma, and his ultimate deification. These are aspects with which the pujari identifies

and through which he finds meaning. In a variant version of the tale th\e Dev! offers to

restore the life of Kukku~esvaraMahadeva but he declines, unable to imagine a better

fate for himself. A version from the temple owners (mahant) tells how the owner/priest

(panda) had a dream that although Kukku~esvara was beheaded directly in front of the

DevI, his shrine should not be installed there, but on the south side.44 I was also told

by temple priests that sometimes, late at night, when the temple is closed, a pious pujiiri

may hear the footfalls of Kukku~esvara'swooden sandals as he walks to the garbhagrha

to worship the goddess.

Kukkutesvara Mahadeva's story provides pujaris in particular with special status.

His is the shrine of a deified human, the highest state achievable by any Durga devotee.

There is no explicit divine male consort shrine of Durga present at Durgaj'L Many Dev!

temples have some sort of male consort present in a marginal location. This is often a

Bhairava, a fierce form of Siva. There is an important Bhairava at DurgajI, but this

CaJ).<;la Bhairava, one of eight protectors of Banaras, is paired with the BhadrakaII whose

shrine he shares (see Figure 4). CaJ).<:la Bhairava is depicted with his vehicle, the dog.

Hardy dogs are often seen prowling the cremation grounds (smasana) of Banaras where

they manage to feed on bits of bone and flesh which escaped the flames of the funeral

pyres. It is likely that this contributes to the connection between the dog and Siva, lord

of the cremation ground.

Another divine contender for the role of Durga's male consort is TilaparJ;lesvara

44It is not uncommon for the chief priest of a goddess temple to be buried at the south side, the place
of Yama (Paul Younger, personal communication).

The mahant's tale struck me as more indicative of the special relationship between the Devi and
temple owner (whom she graced with a vision) rather than between the Devl and Kukku~esvara Mahadeva.
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(Lord of Sandalwood), one of KaSi's twelve Rudras (see Figure 5).45 His shrine is

located outside the main quadrangle and is possibly quite old. This temple: is also known

as JalesvaraII (Lord/Lady of the Waters), causing some confusion with the nearby

Jvalesvara shrine to a fever deity. Jalesvara is so called because dur:ing periods of

drought village groups worship at the shrine in hope of rain. The central linga, which

is set in a rectangular well (kuTJ4a) a foot or two deep, is slowly submerged by

worshippers, who fill up the kuTJ4a with sprinkled consecrated water (abhi~eka jala). 46

The temple also contains a GaJ).esa image and two small lingas. Jalesvara is an epithet

of Varut:\a, the Vedic deity, whose name and role here appears to be taken over by Siva.

While it might seem extreme to call the linga of VaruJ).a/Jalesvara/Rudra/Siva a DevI

linga (used here in the sense of "sign"), I am inclined to do so since Durga seems to

have subsumed some of the salient aspects of this group of deities. I develop this idea

in the concluding chapter. Not a single person suggested to me that

TilaparJ).esvara/Jalesvara was either Siva or the DevI's consort, although many referred

to the shrine as JalesvarI DevI.

Other than occasionally encountered general statements that the DevI was

Vai~J).ava or that she was the spouse of Siva, the most intimate relationship consistently

articulated by worshippers linking any subsidiary shrine to the main image was that

enjoyed by Kukku~esvara Mahadeva. And he was not a consort but a devotee. Therefore,

these symbols and their interpretations construe to indicate that the highest relationship

one can enjoy with Durga, at DurgajI, is devotional service in which one's life is the

most sublime offering which can be made. The person who best exemplifies this

45Rudra is a Vedic deity whose name translates as "the Howler." He is associated with a series of wind
deities called the Maruts, and eventually is identified with Siva, in one of his terrible aspects. The temple
was so named by the late mahant of Durga Mandir. I also found it named thus in Sri Kas[ Yarra Vidhi, an
undated, anonymously authored manuscript (#337.89, page 28) in Bbarat Kala Bhavan, probably belonging
to the late nineteenth or early twentieth century.

46Although Banaras came close to experiencing a drought in 1991, when the rains were delayed by a
month, I have not seen this worship performed. The pujaris who have been at the temple for a long time
have seen such ritual performances which have occasionally "worked." They attribute success or failure
to the degree of sincerity of the worshippers, to the exactness of ritual performance, as well as to the
discretion of the deity.
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relationship is the head temple priest who ministers to the goddess tirelessly everyday.

Despite the low status generally accorded to temple priests by the brtihmalJas, who do

not perform temple rituals, Ram Prasad Dubey was by far the most respected of persons

among the majority of regular worshippers at DurgajI for his spiritual purity and access

to the DevI's grace. "If Ma gives me so much for so little that I do for her, how much

more must she give Ram PrasadjI whose whole life is dedicated to her," said one

devotee. This respect, however, is of a different order than that granted to kings or

politicians who wield immediate power. Their power is temporal and, although dependent

on the DevI's grace, does not indicate spiritual purity. The goddess is thought to grant

favours to whomever serves her well. Devotional service to the goddess gives one the

spiritual power to influence those wielding temporal power. Although modesty dictates

silence, worshippers and priests are easily persuaded to cite examples of this influential

power. I was on occasion told how Ram Prasad was graciously received by the former

prime minister of India, Indira Gandhi, when he visited New Delhi. 47 He has influenced

doctors on behalf of the ailing and bureaucrats on behalf of those seeking his help.

Nevertheless, his status is low among brtihma1Jlls who do not value the overt display of

such this-worldy powers. His piety and devotional service grant him status and access

to power in the next life, and it is primarily from this that he derives his respect.

In Louis Dumont's (1970b:27-31) terms, Kukkutesvara Mahadeva enjoys

relational and not substantial divinity. He draws his prestige entirely from his relationship

with the DevI, possessing little independent divine substance. An example of a substantial

deity would be Gat:tesa who, although identified as Durga's son, does not derive his

divinity primarily from her substance but from his own inherent qualities. Ganesa is

certainly represented at DurgajI. On the northeast corner of the site of DurgajI one finds

the Mahamaya SItala Mandir, the temple of the Gat:tesa called Durga Vinayaka, and a

small new shrine of Santo~I Ma (See Diagram 1). The Mahamaya SItala Mandir was

reputedly built by a certain RanI Bhiiiga, a benefactress queen, less well known than

47The significance of this reception is increased when one recognizes that Indira Gandhi is often
compared to the goddess Durga due to the manner in which she wielded power.
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either RanI Ahalyabal or RanI BhavanI who were the most renowned benefactresses in

Banaras. RanI Bhiiiga is also said to have rebuilt the Durga Vinayaka Mandir and a

tantric Siva shrine on the southeast corner of Durga KUQ.9. The Durga Vinayaka is one

of the city's important Gar:tesas. It is an old and renowned temple, mentioned in the KtiSr

Kha1J4a as the thirty-first spot to visit on the pancakrosrpilgrimage route. There are one

hundred and eight important spots to visit on this famous pilgrimage circuit which

circumscribes Banaras. Gar:teSa (Vinayaka, "the Remover [of Obstacles]") is highly

revered in the city due, in part, to his identity as leader (rsa) of Siva's gang (ga1Ja) of

demonic spirits. Like the city's Bhairavas and BIrs (literally, heroes), he also functions

as a guardian. This particular Vinayaka is associated with Durga, both by his guarding

presence beside her temple and by his identification as her son. Most people relate Durga

to GaJ:leSa via ParvatI, Siva's spouse, when discussing GaJ:leSa's origins. ParvatI fashioned

GaJ:lesa from her skin rubbings while Siva was away and the boy guarded the entrance

to her chamber. When Siva returned and was impeded by the boy, he beheaded him in

anger. When the goddess interceded, GaJ:lesa's head was replaced with that of an

elephant.48 The Durga-GaJ:leSa relationship is more explicit in the image cluster

worshipped during Durga Piija celebrations where he is often referred to as her son.

There are GaJ:leSas of little consequence in some of the other shrines on the site

of DurgajI. An interesting one is found in the inner courtyard which is paved with marble

and allows devotees to circumambulate the temple. The courtyard is surrounded by the

quadrangle which is a sheltered platform which houses rooms for pujaris and workers,

shrines, and pillar-supported ceilings over open spaces to shelter visitors. Upon entering

the inner courtyard, one is flanked by two large stone lions. Each is unique and they are

said to have been donated to the temple by a Maharaja of Nepal. To the immediate left

of the entrance is a small shrine, inset into the wall and protected by a wrought-iron

grill. It houses a vermillion GaQ.esa, a white marble, multi-hooded serpent deity, called

Se~anaga (on occasion identified as Siva, "Sankara Jl"), and a small linga and Nandi

(Siva's bull mount) which are placed in front. The GaJ:lesa and Se~aga are said to have

48A version of this myth is found in the Siva Puraf}a 2.4.13.
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been installed by a certain Prem Shah, from a shoemaker's (mochz) family. Cobblers and

leather workers (camara) are ranked extremely low due to the "polluting" nature of work

with animal hide. They are often considered outside the class (varTJO) system. Sherring,

writing in 1868, mentioned these images (1868: 163, 164). This means that devotees from

hierarchically low castes worshipped within the temple more than a century ago. Temple

authorities, with classic inconsistency, currently claim that such classless worshippers

were only permitted into the temple after 1955, when Parliament passed an Act which

permitted these classless groups to enter all temples without discrimination. "Even now

these people know their place," says the head pujari of DurgajI. "They stay in the outer

courtyard. If they approach the entrance to the inner courtyard, they often start to

shudder and cannot enter." It would appear that accessibility was not an issue at DurgajI

until the passing of the government legislation, which made the hierarchical distinction

explicit. To preserve the DevI's purity some pious devotees suggested the construction

of a barricade to the inner sanctum. Although both brlihma1Jas and untouchables are now

kept out of the sanctum, the barrier is a symbol of the potentially polluting presence of

certain social groups (see Figure 7).

On the same lines, there is a marble plaque by the entrance to the inner courtyard.

It is placed just beside a large painting of Durga astride her lion, holding many weapons.

The plaque, inscribed in Hindi, Urdu, and English, states that people not belonging to

the Hindu faith are not permitted to enter the temple. The significance of the sign varies

according to the religio-political climate. It is clear that non-Hindu writers such as

Reverend M. A. Sherring and E. B. Havell entered the temple over a century ago. Over

the years I have noticed a waxing and waning of this policy. Fourteen years ago, when

I first visited DurgajI non-Hindus were generally restricted to the outer courtyard and

upper terraces of the quadrangle. The increase in tourism over the last decade has seen

the temple open up to all visitors. However within the last year there has been renewed

opposition to the entry of non-Hindus by a few of the singularly devout. This has been

precipitated by the increase in non-Hindu tourists visiting the temple, occasionally with

uninformed disregard for acceptable religious etiquette. For instance, unwilling to step
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barefoot on monkey droppings, these visitors, despite signs to the contrary, sometimes

stroll around the upper terrace with their shoes on, secure in the thought that they are not

within the temple. The terrace, however, is the rooftop of several important shrines,

making these tourists guilty of the extremely disrespectful act of placing their "highly

polluting" footwear on top of deities' heads. The unfortunate result of this practice is that

many other innocent visitors with deep respect for the religion and the deities, and who

have a genuine interest in learning about their worship, have been hastily ejected from

the temple.

What is quite ironic is that the definition of what constitutes a Hindu is rather

vague. Westerners who have married Hindus and practice the religion may be confronted

and expelled because of their colour. Some female western friends of mine, who had

been in Banaras for several months and who dressed in traditional Hindu female attire

such as sar[s told me of incidents in which they were rather randomly confronted by

temple personnel and asked to leave. If they refused on the grounds that they had come

to worship, and if they showed a familiarity with the process of worship, they were no

longer bothered. Non-Hindu Indians on the other hand are allowed unchallenged into the

temple because their appearance does not distinguish them from Hindu Indians. The

growing popularity of the ideology of Hindu"ism" (Hindutva) as a viable possibility for

Indian national identity definitely underlies this policy of segregation. The problem of

identifying Hindus, and distinguishing Hindus from other Indians, revealed in the

implementation of the temple policy mirrors the difficulties faced nationally by

ideologues who hold simplisitically formulated notions of Hindu sectarianism.

Other Sites and Shrines at Durgaji

The outer courtyard of the temple is paved with marble and contains the following

structures: the sacrificial plot and pillar, the lion pillar, the naubhat kJuina, two large

temples flanking the main entrance to the inner courtyard of Durga Mandir, and a Radha

Kr~t:la shrine. The naubhat khana is an impressive two story structure which used to

house an enormous kettle drum. It stands directly in front of the main entrance to the

temple. The drum used to be beaten three times daily, from the open upper pavilion, in
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honour of Durga. The naubhat khana is no longer used for that purpose, since the drum

broke some twenty five years ago. "Monkeys jumped on it," I was told. The front of the

naubhat khana which faces Durga Kul).c;l Road now houses a small ptin stall, a favorite

meeting place for the owners (mahant), priests (pajtiri), workers, and devotees.

Pan, also called tambala, is a preparation chewed with addictive relish throughout

Southeast Asia, and especially in India, where the Banaras style is famous. Plain (sada)

pan consists of a leaf of the betel vine, originally cultivated by the bar-til caste (jatt), and

sold by the tamboli jiitf. Onto this is spread a liberal amount of catechu (katthii), a thick,

whitish liquid extracted from any of several trees, such as the acacia. Finally, pieces of

the hard areca nut (also called betel nut) are folded into the leaf, and the quid placed in

the mouth between the cheek and the teeth, from where it is slowly masticated. On

contact with saliva, it oxidizes to a blood red colour whose tell-tale stains on lips and

tongues is the subject of some poetry. The majority of Banaras men prefer their pan with

some tobacco and slaked lime (cunam). The resulting headiness (nasa) contributes an

acceptable, even commendable, trait in the character of the Banarasi male, called

mastl.49 It is characterized by a easy-going, heavy eye-lidded, mildly euphoric

intoxication associated with the city's patron deity, Siva. Pan is also chewed by Banaras

women, although in smaller numbers and more privately. I have observed women of all

classes chewing it, although I sense that it is chewed more by those of village than urban

origin, and more by the "traditional" than the "modern" women. Not unlike blood

sacrifice, tambala is an offering which, from the sattvic perspective, can diminish the

status of the deity who accepts it. Hanuman and Durga are among the deities who accept

it. Hanuman, at the immensely popular Sankata Mochana temple, is offered tambala

daily, while Durga is offered tambala during parts of the Durga Piija worship rituals

during Navaratra.

Although it is purely coincidental, the pan stall is located in the naubat khtina,

directly in front of the Durga image in the inner sanctum allowing everyone who comes

4%e trait is also acceptable, although the practice is less common, among Banarasi women. See, for
instance Shanti Devi's interview in the Introduction.
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to purchase the preparatIon a glimpse (darsana) of the DevI. There is undoubtedly an

implicit connection between the blood-red colour of the saliva when chewing pan and the

DevI's association with blood, but no one offered such an association explicitly. The

Deyj's connection to blood is most explicit in the presence of the sacrificial plot, a four

by five foot unpaved rectangular area which is located directly in front of the main

entrance and Durga image (see Figure 8). On one end of the plot is a metal, tuning-fork

shaped yoke into which the necks of sacrificial goats are secured. In front of the plot,

also facing the main entrance and image is a small stone pillar, about two feet high, with

a concave depression at the top. This cup catches the blood from the severed heads

placed in offering upon the pillar.

A larger stone pillar is set off to one side, on the south of the outer courtyard.

It rises perhaps twenty feet high, and is topped with a sculpted stone lion. Some say it

was a gift from the King of Nepal. There are other lions at DurgajI, two carved in stone

just within the entrance to the inner courtyard (see Figure 10), and two brass images

flanking the entrance to the inner sanctum. The lion is the mount or vehicle (vahana) of

Durga and is a symbol of royal power. A king' s throne is called the sirrzhiisana (literally,

lion seat). The DevI reigns from her cosmic throne. The lion is the seat (prrha) and

symbol of her power (sakti). The DevI's great power is illusion, maya, with which she

envelops the world. The lion is the symbol of maya and bondage to worldly existence.

Although this is not the case at DurgajI, certain temples such as those at Khajuraho, have

numerous and ubiquitous depictions of the DevI's lion on the body of the temple. These

leogryphs or sardalas are each different, symbolizing the magical transformations of

maya. Human warriors battle against the sardala in what appears to be inevitable defeat.

The placement of leogryphs on the temple walls testify to the presence of the DevI's sakti

within the structure itself, giving it strength and stability. In its association with royalty

and vital energy, the lion symbolizes the active rajas gw:za.50

SOStella Kramrisch makes similar identifications of the sardilla and lion with takti through evidence
drawn from Vedic sources. "The sardiila, an animal of perfervid ingenuity, composed of rhythm. is an
embodiment per artem of the Lion, the Lordly Power of the wild beasts, who is Pralqti, Sakti, Maya. This
image, composed of Rhythm, is Vale. Vak is life" (1974:337). The High Altar (uttara vedi) in Vedic ritual
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The more northern of the two Gahadvala styled temples which flank the entrance

to the inner courtyard has no name. It houses three central lingas on the floor and an

assortment of other images most in great disrepair. These include a ~mI-NaraYaI).a

murti, a GaI).esa, and an image of the solar deity, Siirya, after whom it is occasionally

named. 51 Flush with Durga KUI:}(;l, in the outer courtyard, is a newer Radha-~~Q.a

temple, housing a linga in an outer right alcove, with central murtis of Radha and Kr~Q.a.

There are two shops located in the outer courtyard. The larger of these belongs to Om

Prakash Agarawal, a Sakta merchant (baniya) who was extremely helpful and

informative. A good friend of the mahant, he has run the shop for about two decades.

Such shops sell toys for the children of visiting pilgrims and worshippers, and trinkets,

such as bangles and ornamental forehead stickers (bindu) for the ladies. The outer court

yard, which is never closed, is also frequented by a few mendicants, male and female,

who make their living from alms (dana). These people never enter the inner courtyard

(See Figure 7). The large square structure diagonally situated at the southwest corner of

the temple, is a stone-pillared shelter (dharmaiala), which contains a well, the drinking

water source for visiting pilgrims (yatn).

To the immediate right of the main western entrance is an enormous brass bell,

suspended with a few other bells from a wood scaffolding. This may be the large bell

which originally hung from the porch, described by Sherrlng (1868: 165). Further to the

right, near the southwest corner one finds the fire-oblation pit (havan ku!J4a), the scene

of much activity on Tuesdays, when it is frequented by healers (ojha) (see Figure 6). A

is called a lioness, and the presiding priest when sanctifying the four comers of this earthen altar says,
"through thee may we worst our enemies" (Satapatha BrtihmalJa. III.5 .1.33). Even today, table legs carved
in the shape of the legs of lions are a ubiquitous design in Indian carpentery. The lion symbolism conveys
regal power and gives firm support to a structure.

51 A 1930 manuscript in Bharat Kala Bhavan in a listing of one hundred and twenty six hierophanies
(tlrtha) to be visited during the month of SravaI)a (srava~ masa snana prarambhah) , enumerates ten (#50
60) in the Durga Kut:l~ area. These are #50 Durga KUt:J.~, #51 Durga Vinayaka, #52 Durga Devi, #53
Kalaratn (this would likely be the BhadrakaIT in Durgiimandir), #54 Cat:l~ Bhairav (also in Durgamandir),
#55 DvareSvaraji (this is Jvalharesvara/ri or Jvaresvara/ri), #56 Siirya KamesvaIji (possibly the Siirya
temple at Durgaji), #57 Kukku~svaIji, #58 Jaiigr1.SvaIji (Lord of Jungle People; Location: unknown), #59
Tilapa~esvaraji, and #60 MukteSvaIji (Lord of Liberation; Location: unknown). See Pandit Sudarsanlal
Trivedi Vaidya Sastri (1930:116/117).
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metal grating in the ceiling above it, permits the sanctified smoke to be ventilated to the

upper terraces.

To the south of the main quadrangle of DurgajI, not far from the shrine of

Kukkutesvara Mahadeva is the small temple of Jvalharesvara/ri and a ~mI-NaraYaJ:la

Mandir. The JvaIharesvaraII temple contains two signs (linga) of the generative power

of Siva in the centre of the floor in front of a sculptural image (muni) of what appears

to be a goddess on the back wall. The image faces east. Besides the goddess muni is

another obscure image. JvaIharesvara/I means "The Deity who Removes the Heat of

Fever (jvala)." The deity is also called JvaIesvarali (Lord/Lady of Fever) or Jvaresvara/I,

and Dvaresvarali (Lord/Lady of the Portal). Actually it is rather difficult to ascribe a

gender to the muni, possibly the reason for confusion. I have heard that the deity is a

form of Vi~t:lu, but the central positions of the lingas make this questionable. My feeling

is that, whatever the origins of the images may have been, it is the linga/mum combina

tion which currently gives the devotee a sense of worshipping either a male or female

deity. The relationship of goddesses such as SItala (She who is Coldness) to the chills and

fever of diseases such as smallpox is well-known, making JvaIharesvarI or JvaIesvarI

more likely. The role of male gods in fever is less common, but Siva's association with

the inner heat (tapas) of ascetic practice is well known. He is known as jvalin. The

~mI-NaraYaJ:la temple is managed by thepujari, Ram Khelawan Tiwari, and his wife.

Besides the deities after whom it is named, it houses other Vai~t:lava images, including

Hanuman.

Hanuman, the monkey deity, son of Vayu (the Wind) is associated with Vi~t:lu

through his seventh incarnation, Rama, whom he helped in the war with Ravaz:1a. He is

also known in Banaras as an "incarnation of Siva" (~aflkar suvan) through the famous

lines of the Hanuman CaUsa (Forty Verses to Hanuman), composed by Tulsidas. 52 The

avadhi dialect of Hindi, used by Tulsidas, in composing the highly popular, Ramacarita

manasa (The Lake of Rama's Acts), and the Hanuman CaUsa, makes the translation of

~aflkar suvan, ambiguous. The colour, or radiance of Safikara are other possible

52See for instance, Hanumiin Cdlisa of Goswami Tulsidas (1989).
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translations. This "incarnation" interpretation perhaps raises the status of Hanuman

through his identification with Siva, associates the yedic deity Vayu with Siva, and

subordinates Siva to Rama and Vi~r:tu through Hanuman's absolute service to them. It

reflects ongoing SaivalVai~r:tava sectarian tensions. The sacrality of monkeys, through

Hanuman, bears on their presence in large numbers at the Durga Mandir. They are fed

by devotees, and given relative freedom in the temple unless they are directly engaged

in molesting visitors. Perceived as "devotees," "servants," "guardians and soldiers" of

Durga, it is not clear whether this Sakta dimension has Vai~r:tava or Saiva associations.

For most visitors, it is the monkeys at DurgajI which are the temple's most

memorable characteristic. For this reason it is often called the Monkey Temple and thus

sometimes mistaken for a Hanuman temple. Although the presence of monkeys at DurgajI

originated from the temple's location within their forested habitat, their presence is not

discouraged and they can find ample food and shelter at the temple. It is interesting that

another temple noted for its animal population is the DevI temple of KafQ.I Mala, located

near Bikaner, Rajasthan, which is home to thousands of rats. At Karr:tI Mala I was told

that the rats would reincarnate as religious sages (muni) in their next lives, but I heard

no such interpretations about the monkeys at DurgajI. The monkey is a well known

symbol of the restless mind in the Hindu and Buddhist tradition.53 The monkey mind

is capricious, easily distracted from concentration, and quickly pulled in many directions

by sense desires. Monkeys thus represent the antithesis of yogic control over the mind

and the senses. It is my feeling that the monkeys at DurgajI also serve as living icons of

the Dev!'s power over human consciousness. They embody, in the extreme, our"animal"

or "sensual" nature which can only be overcome by the DevI's grace. Of course, the

grasping, animalistic "monkey" mind, is itself an element of human consciousness. It is

often associated with aspects of the ego (ahankara), which is a manifestation of Pralqti,

and which keeps us enmeshed in worldly existence. Epistemologically, the DevI's power

manifests both as our deluded consciousness (moha) , as well as the elevated

53$ee Dunnigan 1989:65-66, who also notes a spousal relationship between Hanuman and the Mother
Goddess. "Whenever a hamlet was founded in Western Bengal, the villagers' first duty was to erect an
image of Hanuman, protector of crops and cattle, and virile consort of the Earth Mother" (65).
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consciousness which spiritually liberates us. Therefore, the monkeys in the Durga temple

yantra tacitly convey to visitors qualitative attributes and powers of the DevI which rule

the physical senses and the subtle aspects of consciousness.

Santo~I Ma (Mother of Complete Satisfaction) is a new resident in what was a

tiny, dilapidated shrine (near the Durga Vinayaka and Mahamaya SItala temple), whose

original inhabitant was no longer identifiable. Santo~I Ma is a goddess gaining rapid

popularity in India. Her worship is easy. In a classic reversal of the norm, devotional

vows (vrata) to her which involve fasting permit the eating of sweets (mi!hal). Some feel

that this is because her worship was introduced from Sind, and Sindi merchants (baniya)

are often sweet merchants. She was referred to as a "goddess of the Kali Yuga." There

is good reason to believe the local tales that her shrine was originally a Naga (snake

deity) temple. Naga temples are often located beside SItala shrines. The presence of the

ku1J4a gives good reason to expect a Naga shrine close by since snakes frequent such

water sources during the hot season. Quite typical in spiritual economics, the original

sanctity of the site is not ignored (or wasted) but used as the location of the new shrine.

The Mahamaya SItala, and Durga Vinayaka Mandirs are essentially independent

of the Durga temple and do not pay rent, however, the chief pujari of the SHaIa temple,

SItala Prasad Chaubey, was a pajari at DurgajI until his expulsion some years earlier.

Also the chief pujari at Durga Vinayaka, Hrdaya Narayan Dubey, a self-described

practitioner of tantric ritual arts (tantrika), is a shareholder in the Durga Mandir (see

Chart 1). The SItala shrine's main image consists of seven small golden masks, facing

west, emerging from a single cloth garment. The garment is said to be spread over seven

distinct images. According to the temples's pajari, this SItala is not one of the city's nine

Gauns or nine Durgas, but is a form of parvatI. "She is not different from Durga." In

the words of the temple priest: "women generally perform devotional worship (puja),

while men come to exchange glimpses (darsana) with the goddess." She is mainly

worshipped by women for their children's health. "Her worship is difficult (ka{hin)."

During an epidemic, the entire village may gather to perform a fire oblation (havan), and

a male sheep is releaSed at night. I was told that if it is not performed properly, the
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goddess can become very angry.

SHaHi does not bring problems (k~ta), but takes them away. Demons enter the
bodies of children, and the goddess enters also to protect them. So whenever a
demon apPears in a house or body, so does the goddess.

There are many important implications in the above account for the relationship

between illness and health, demons and the DevI, and Siva, as heat (tapas), and Sakti,

as coolness (sftata). The alternation of heat and cold, as fever and chills, in the

experience of diseases like malaria and small pox, may also be interpreted as the battle

between demon and the goddess (deVl). This contributes to an interpretation of

Mahi~asuramardinI (She who Crushes the Demon Buffalo), in which the goddess is

depicted engaged in the process of vanquishing the demon. The identification between

Siva and the demon, in these images, is not remote, and will be discussed later.

Interpretive Observations

The numerous deities and symbols uncovered in this examination of subsidiary

shrines at DurgajI and structural elements in the temple architecture are not incidental but

pertinent to our understanding of the Dev!. When viewing the temple as a yantra of

Durga, every element within that instrument must be recognized as contributing

meaningfully to the whole. The goddess is not merely housed at the centre, within the

inner sanctum, but permeates the entire temple and its environs. Every deity (e.g.,

BhadrakalI or SItala) should be understood as subordinate to Durga, or as an aspect of

her. I have illustrated in detail earlier how conceiving of deities as subordinate to Durga

satisfies sectarian, political, and social needs. Thus Vai~D-ava and Saiva groups may

identify with particular images (e.g., ~~D-a GopaIa or C~c;Ia Bhairava) or view Durga

within their sectarian framework (e.g., as Vai~t:lava sakti or as Siva's wife). Members

of royalty (e.g., the kings of Nepal and Banaras) may assert their position on the

hierarchy of power by identifying with particular images (e.g., BhadrakalI or Durga

herself). Those orthodox brahma1Jlls who abjure any form of meat-eating may worship

Durga, comfortable in the idea that blood sacrifices are offered by lower classes to

subsidiary deities (e.g., BhadrakalI).
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Those adhering to a predominantly Sakta metaphysics are likely to see the entire

yantra of Durgaj! as a integral manifestation of the Dev!. The subsidiary deities are not

subordinate to Durga; in fact, they are her. This is why the priest at the remote

Mahamaya SHala Mandir said his goddess is "not different from Durga." This

identification of myriad forms with Durga does not extend only to the female deities but

includes the male deites and the other presences in the yantra. Even the diagramatic

Durga Yantra possesses male and female elements. The bells, the sculpted lions, GaJ:leSa

and Hanuman, even the monkeys who frequent the temple are constituent parts of the

yantra, and therefore of the Dev! herself. Variously conceived of as her ornaments, her

vehicles, her children, or her helpers, all such elements ultimately also represent her

manifest form. This embodiment of the Devi, which is DurgajI, further reveals itself in

such subtle forms as the beauty of its sculptural work, the capriciousness of the monkeys,

and the mystery of its main image.

The Origins of Durga Worship in Banaras and at Durgaji

To continue with the interpretive key of DurgajI as a sacred instrument (yantra)

for communing with the goddess or realizing her in a psycho-spiritual manner, we must

turn to the construction of the yantra, for this is an important component of yantric

practice. Again, I stress that I am using the term yantra broadly, but not inappropriately.

DurgajI is not a yantra built according to a formal design. Only the si/mara bearing

structure was so constructed. DurgajI developed organically and as tradition tells us, the

current structure is only the latest in a series of manifestations. The development of a

shrine, especially if it is perceived as the embodiment of a deity, is a process of some

significance to worshippers. To them, it reveals something about how power and the

sacred make themselves manifest. Eliade refers to manifestations of power as

kratophanies, and manifestations of the sacred as hierophanies (1958: 14). Kratophanies,

by virtue of their association with power, often generate in people the ambivalent feelings

of fear and veneration, both of which are attributes of the sacred (1958: 14-37). In the
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case of the DevI, who is perceived as the awesome power which underlies the entire

creation, all her hierophanies are kratophanies. Every manifestation of Durga is a

manifestation of sacred power. This is why the very fabric of the temple is attributed

with strength and durability. Later, I will illustrate how Durga's presence in armour, in

weapons, in fortified constructions, in the human body, in the family, and even among

communities is thought to imbue these diverse items with an unassailable strength and

irresistible power. In particular, every Durga shrine is an altar of sacred power (sakti

pl(ha). When myths allude generally to the presence of Durga in Banaras, the custodians

of DurgajI infer that that presence is embodied in the temple. This section on the origins

of Durga worship in Banaras although overtly describing myths, legends and history, is

covertly telling the story of Durgaj1 in Banaras.

In Banaras, the worship of ancient male and female nature deities, often

associated with trees and pools, predate the worship of the great gods and goddesses like

Siva and Durga.54 These female deities were referred to variously as y~ls, yoginls,

and devis (Eck 1982:51). Buddhist Jataka tales tell how such tree-dwelling y~ts were

propitiated with offerings of flesh (bali) (Eck 1982:54). As we have seen, DurgajI, who

accepts flesh sacrifices and who is still associated with the sacred ku1J4a, has her origin

and abode traced to a sacred pippal tree. Such associations connect her with the earliest

strands of worship in Banaras, even prior to the great god Siva.55 Just as Siva rose to

prominence in the ensuing centuries "incorporating many of the yalqa deities into his

entourage" (Eck 1982:69), the cult of the Great Goddess (Mahadevi) also developed

"gathering together the powers and the domains of countless devis into a grand theistic

vision of a single MahadevI" (Eck 1982:75). It is not easy trace this development of the

worship of the Great Goddess in Banaras but ringstones found in the earliest layers of

archeological excavations at Rajghat, the city centre of ancient Banaras, suggest the

54See Chandra 1962:32-34 and Eck who places this worship at "early in the first millennium B.e. "
(1982:51).

SSAccording to Eck, as early as 2,500 years ago, in the G,:hyasutras of Hiranyakesin (II. 7.10.6) Siva
is referred to as the Lord of KaSi (KaSisvara Siva) (1982:68).
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protean forms of the yoni and the yantra, which are important symbols in DevI

worship. 56 However, as Eck points out, one could not meaningfully talk about the Great

Goddess until about Gupta Period (4th to 6th century), because prior to that there were

thousands of goddesses (1982:74). The Devf-mlihlitmya orDurgli SaptaSatf, now the most

renowned text to the Great Goddess, which apPeared in perhaps the sixth century, is one

of the earliest examples of the emergence of the MahadevI (see Coburn 1984: 1). In it the

DevI is called by such names as Cat:l<:lika, Ambika, and Durga, which are virtually

synonymously applied to the Great Goddess (See Coburn 1984:95,99,115-116).

The advent of Durga worship in Banaras is not as yet traceable, but there is

evidence from the sixth century of worship of a goddess whose fierce nature and weapon

vaguely suggest a similarity.57 A seventh century image on display in Ramnagar Fort

depicts Uma-Mahesvara, the goddess as the consort of Siva, equal in status. Although

Durga is now identified by many worshippers with Siva's wife, Uma is more often an

epithet for the goddesses Sat! or ParvatI, who are not unequivocal representations of

Durga (see Kinsley 1986:36). Similarly, the eight century images of the dreadful

Camunda or the tenth century weapon-wielding Vai~l)avI are related but essentially

different goddesses (see Eck 1982:75n). An image of Durga as Mahi~mardinI (Crusher

of [the demon] Mahi~a), from the Chaukhamba quarter of Banaras, is on display in the

Bharat Kala Bhavan of Banaras Hindu University. It is dated at the eighth century and

is the earliest iconographic evidence of Durga worship in the region which I encountered.

Other Mahi~amardinI images from the eleventh century on display at Bharat Kala Bhavan

confirm Durga's presence and continued worship in the city up until the Muslim

56See BaneIjea 1974:168-73. Diana Eck, referring to the studies ofP. Kumar (1974), and J. N. Tiwari
(1985), says Wit is clear to scholars who have studied the emergence of the Great Goddess, that the primary
source of her worship was non-Vedic and non-brahminical" (1982:158).

57 An inscription describes an image of a goddess, covered with serpents, with a necklace of human
heads, holding an axe (paraSu) in her hand, installed in a temple erected in her honour. According to
Altekar, the iconographic description indicates a goddess resembling Kali or Ca1;llTt. See A. S. Altekar
1937:27 in which he refers to Epigraphica Indica IX:69.
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invasions. 58

Jayachandra, the king of the Gahadvalas, the dynasty which ruled Banaras in the

twelfth century was defeated in 1193/4 by the Muslim armies of Muhammad Ghiirl. A

thousand temples in Banaras were destroyed and mosques erected on their foundations

(Eck 1982:82). Muslim rule by the Delhi Sultanate dominated the city for the next five

hundred years. The temples of Banaras were plundered and destroyed at least six times

in those five centuries (Eck 1982:82,83). As a result, "there is no major religious

sanctuary in all of Banaras that pre-dates the time of Aurangzeb in the seventeenth

century" (Eck 1982:84). Had there been any major temples to Durga in Banaras in those

years, they undoubtedly would have met the same fate as the other Hindu shrines. It was

only in the mid-e'3htteenth century, when Muslim rule began to wane in North India,

owing, in part, to the rise of British power, that Hinduism began a revival. It was then

that wealthy patrons began to rebuild temples in order to reestablish the contours of

Hinduism that had been surpressed for almost half a millenium. The Bengali queen, RanI

BhavanI, is one such benefactress. She is credited with building the current structure of

the Durga KUI~4 temple, but according to local legend this construction is merely a

reestablishment of an ancient temple which stood on the site.

When Reverend M. A. Sherring wrote his account of Banaras in 1868, a hundred

years after RanI BhavanI had built the Durga Mandir, he said,

formerly, a small shrine was situated on this spot, in the midst of what, it is
asserted, was then wild jungle; but it seems to have been very little resorted to;
and far from clear when, or by what means, the shrine began to become famous.
(1868: 157-166).

This view is consistent with the legends told by most locals and worshippers at the

shrine. However they claim that the site, although neglected when RanI BhavanI

revitalized it, enjoyed great prestige in the past. In order to explore the origins of the

ancient sanctity of the site we must refer to the pur3.Q.ic sources to which devotees and

temple officials point.

S8Some examples are found in the Bharat Kala Bhavan (Nos. 153, 177) at Banaras Hindu University.
A photograph of an eleventh century image is found in Eck 1982:73.
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During fieldwork it soon became obvious that oral accounts would not provide a

suitable history of DurgajI since the dates given to me, even for historical persons like

RanI BhavanI varied from two hundred to five hundred years. In fact, RanI Bhavanl's

time was most often cited as "four hundred years ago." My initial ambition to find out

the "true story" of the temple, based on facts, yielded, after some frustration, to the

realization that this was of little consequence to the worshippers at DurgajI. Their

"history" of the temple was woven from myth, legend, and historical fact seamlessly

connected. The current temple is only the latest in a series of re-creations following the

earlier activities of divine and semi-divine beings as recounted in the PUl·fu~as. What

follows is the worshippers' story of the origins of DurgajI. Its seamless flow is intruded

upon by my attempts to nail down "facts," particularly concerning historical dates.

The PuraJ.1ic Mythological Backgronnd59

Diana Eck points out how detailed geographical descriptions may constitute

portions of glorifications of place (sthalamiihtitmya).60 These exist, in part, owing to the

importance placed on sanctified space, and in a more practical vein, to provide

information for wandering pilgrims. Ultimately, they also serve to identify sites which

have been cast into obscurity. For instance, many of the ancient temples in Banaras had

been obliterated, often after several attempts at reconstruction, during the Muslim rule

from the 12th to the 17th centuries C.B.. The 18th century C.B., RanI BhavanI's period,

saw a strong spirit of Hindu revivalism, in which many of the city's forgotten temples

were restored to prominence. In those efforts, the KMr KhalJ4a of the Skanda PurtifJa

has proved indispensable. It is the text most often referred to by priests and pandits as

the authoritative source for identifying the locations of the city's ancient shrines. 61

Although the date of the KliSr KhalJ4a is uncertain, as part of the Skanda PurtifJa,

59portions of this section are taken from my article entitled "Some Pur3J;Uc Myths of the Durga Temple
in Baniiras," forthcoming in Purti1JO., KiiSliiriij Publications.

60See for instance, Diana Eck 1980:81-101.

61A good example, in print, of such efforts is found in Kuber Nath Sukul (1977).
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it is considered to have timeless authority. 62 The Ktisf KhalJ4a unequivocally states that

the person who performs the worship of Durga through her pilgrimage in Banaras, is

freed from thousands of afflictions, and more specifically, that bathing in Durga Kut:l~

cleanses one from the sins accumulated in nine rebirths (navajanma).63 Furthermore,

the Dev! is particularly pleased with sacrificial offerings, which, although not stated

explicitly, are most likely construed as blood sacrifices (mahtibali).64 These two

references strongly link the Dev! of the Skanda PurtilJa to Durgaj!, for there is no other

goddess temple in Banaras which currently is so obviously associated with both a kwu!a

and with blood sacrifice.

The KtiSf KhalJ4a also recounts how the Dev! got her name.65 Once, when a

great demon named Durga (or Durgama) threatened the gods with the power he had

acquired through the performance of asceticism, they approached Siva for help. He

passed the task onto the Dev! who sent KaIaratr1, one of her energy manifestations (sakti)

as a messenger to tell the demon to desist. However, when KaIaratrl (Black Night)

approached, the demon tried to catch her. She burned the demon's attendants with her

breath, returned to the Dev! who dwelt in the Vindhyas (vindhyacalakrttilayam), and pre

pared for war. The Dev! produced thousands of energy manifestations (sakti) from her

body which defeated the demon's armies. Ultimately he engaged her in combat, but she

destroyed all his weapons. He began to change shapes, but she injured each of these,

62Scholars suggest that it is later than the twelfth century, since there is no mention of it in the
Tfrthavivechana Ka'!4a of the KJ:tyakalpataru by Lak!;lniidhara, a twelfth century digest (nibandha) with
extensive coverage of Baniiras.

63durgaku'!4e naralJ snatva sarvadurgartihtirif}linl
durgarrz sampajya vidhivannavajanmaghamutsTjetl18711

See KtJir Kha1J4a (Skanda Puraf}a), Guru~~la Granthamalaya No XX, Vol.IV (Calcutta: 1961:521).

64nasayi~yati vighnaughtinsumatiflca praddsyati
mahapajopaharaisca mahdbalinivedanailJI
dtisyatyabh~radasiddhif!ldurga kiiiyarrz na saJ!liayalJ.
pratisarrzvatsararrztasyaf} kiirya yatra prayatnatalJ.l85.

See KtJir Kha1J4a (Skanda Pura1Ja),(1961: 520-21). The term bali is used almost synonymously with blood
sacrifice in the later puraIJas. See, for instance, Van Kooij 1972:21,52-54.

6S'fhe story is told in great detail in Chapters 71 and 72 of the KtJir Kha'!4a.
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finally killing him while he assumed the shape of a buffalo (mahiimahi~arapa). She took

the name Durga (the Unassailable) from the demon she had conquered.

The Kasr KhaTJ4a goes on to say that the very same Durga, with her Jaktis,

KalaratrI and others, always protects Banaras. 66 Since KalaratrI is the name of the sixth

of the city's Nine Durgas, the KtiSr KhaTJ4a reinforces the role of these Nine Durgas as

city protectors. The text also seems to imply that the prime residence of the goddess is

Banaras, specifically at Durga Kul).<:!. Also noteworthy in this story is that the DevI dwelt

in the Vindhyas. The most prominent temple to the goddess under the epithet of

Vindhyavasini DevI in those mountains is located near Mirzapur, some eighty kilometers

upriver from Banaras. A local legend says that after slaying the demon Durga, the DevI

rested at Durga Kul).<:!, thus sanctifying the place. When the great sword (asi) slipped

from her hand, it split open the AsI river, which lies just south of Durga Kul).<:! in the

direction of Vindhyacal. 67 Thus this legend links the cult of VindhyavasinI DevI to the

Devi of Durga Mandir. The pural).ic tale suggests that although the Devi may have had

her abode in the Vindhyas she is ever-present in Banaras as Durga with her saktis.

The Kasr KhaTJ4a myth expands upon a passage found in the most important Sakta

devotional scripture, the Durgti SaptaSati, which is contained within the MarkaTJ4eya

PurtilJa. There where the creation myth of the goddess is recounted, the DevI foretells

of her future incarnations.68 One of these is as the goddess Durga, a name she will

assume after slaying the demon Durgama. The KtiSr KhaTJ4a myth therefore elaborately

documents the fulfillment of this prophecy. It forges a strong connection between the

goddess of the Durgti SaptaSatr and the DevI of Durga Kul).<:!.

Another well-known myth which is only occasionally cited to account for the

ancient sanctity of the site of the Durga Mandir concems SatI, the spouse of Siva. When

66sa durgasaktibhiJ}. sardharrz kaift!! r~ati sarvatalJ,/
tdlJ. prayatnena sampajyalJ. kalaratrimukha narailJ,//88//

See Kasf Kha1J4a (Skanda PuraT}a).72.520-21.

61'flris legend is also noted in Eck 1982: 167.

68Durga Sapta.satf, 11.43-46.
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Safi killed herself after being insulted by her father, D~a, Siva carried her corpse

wherever he went in the heavens. To rectify the cosmic imbalance caused by Siva's

mourning, Vi~I).u entered the body of the goddess in the form of an insect and slowly

caused her limbs to break away and fall to the earth (in most accounts, he severed her

limbs with his discus). Where each body part fell, the earth was sanctified, and these

spots have come to be known as seats of the DevI, or the Sakta. pfthas. Some worshippers

claim that the Durga Mandir is built on the site where Safi's right thigh (janghti) fell. 69

There is, however, no written support in any purtilJa to confirm this identification, even

though the listed locations and numbers of the Sakta pf(has vary considerably. Most

Banarasis familiar with the San myth hold that the VisalakSi temple in the city rather than

Durga Mandir is such a Dev! pqha since it is listed in many compilations including the

Dev[ Bhtigavata PurtilJa (VII.30.55-84) and the Matsya Purtif}a (XIII.26-56).

The PuraI;lic Version of how Durga Worship Came to be Established in Banaras

I found that although the KtiSr KhalJ4a is cited by temple priests to authenticate

the ancient sanctity of the temple site, identified through the demon Durga myth, the

ku1J4a, the blood sacrifices, and the Nine Durga pilgrimages, these officials prefer

another purar:tic myth to identify how the Dev! came to take up residence in Banaras.

This tale is found in the Dev! Bhtigavata PurtilJa and is worth recounting in some

detail.70 It is frequently told by pujtiris around DurgajI.71

The king of Ayodhya, Dhruvasandhi, had two beautiful wives Manorama and

69Jbe association of this myth with the Durga KUJ:l~ temple is given in Vidyarthi, et al (1979:300-301).

70See DevfBhiigavata Puri'if}a, Skanda III, Chapters 14-25 which is the source of the following myth.

711 have reverted to the pur~c version of this story rather than an oral account due to a classic field
work "experience." I did not have any recording device handy when Ram Khelawan Tiwari, the temple
priest at the ~mi-NaraYaI.1a temple adjacent to Durgajl, began to relate the story to me. I listened
fascinated and afterwards asked him if he would retell the story when I had my tape recorder with me. He
agreed, but some days later when I showed up with my recorder, he produced a written account which was
a Hindi summary of the pu~c account, which he proceeded to read despite my protests. The marvellous
spontaneity of his oral account, with any personal embellishments or omissions, was forever lost.
Concerned that I would be making a record of his tale, he reverted to an "authoritative" account.
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Lilavan, each of whom gave birth to a son. When Dhruvasandhi died in an unfortunate

hunting accident, Sudarsana, Manorama's son, although a minor, was expected to ascend

the throne. However, LilavatI's father, Yudhajit saw this as an opportunity to install his

own grandson, Satrujit, on the throne. He hurried over to Ayodhya accompanied by his

allies and their armies, only to confront Manorarna's father, VIrasena, and his armies.

War eventually broke out and when VIrasena was slain by Yudhajit, Manorama fled with

her son and legitimate heir, Sudarsana, towards Banaras. En route, she took refuge at

the hermitage of the sage Bharadvaja, who dissuaded the pursuing armies of YudMjit

from killing Manorama and her child.

Sudarsana began to grow, and one day, mistaking a term he overheard his older

playmates say, began to repeat the seed syllable (brja mantra), "Kliql." This spontaneous

initiation (di~a) into the bfja of Kama, also sacred to the DevI, enabled him to master

quickly the martial, moral, and political sciences. He began to get frequent visions of the

Supreme Goddess, who one day gave him a chain mail armour and weapons. Meanwhile,

Sasikala, daughter of the king of Banaras (KaSi), who was fast coming of age, secretly

fell in love with the young prince through stories she had heard about him. One day she

too had a dream in which the DevI appeared and granted her the boon of marriage to

Sudarsana.

The king of KaST, Subahu, sensing his daughter's maturation, arranged for her

marriage (svayamvara), and invited all the eligible neighbouring princes. Among these

came Satrujit, accompanied by his father, Yudhajit. Choosing the iccha svayamvara,

where a bride may select her husband by her own free will, Sasikala told her father that

she wanted SudarSana, and sent a message for him to come to KaSI. When SudarSana

arrived in KaSI on a chariot which had been given to him by kings who were former

allies of Yudhajit, it created a stir among the princes. Yudhajit threatened to kill

Sudarsana and Subahu if Sasikala persisted in her decision. Subahu tried in vain to get

his daughter to reconsider her choice, but she remained adamant. She told him not to

fear, since the outcome of the confrontation was in the hands of the DevI.

Subahu finally conceded and secretly married Sasikala to Sudarsana. He gave

them a small retinue of soldiers and servants, offered Manorama the throne of Banaras,
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which she declined, and himself prepared for certain war. Inevitably, when the kings

heard of the marriage, they were enraged and waited to ambush SudarSana when he set

out from KaSi, accompanied by Subahu. Unperturbed, despite knowledge of the

upcoming ambush, Sudarsana repeated the Kama bija, and took refuge in the DevI's

protection.

A horrific battle broke out and as it grew more dreadful, the goddess, be.autiful,

and holding many weapons, appeared, mounted on her lion. Subahu and Sudarsana

bowed to her in devotion as her lion roared and the quarters began to assume a dreadful

appearance. Although the rival kings lost heart, Yudhajit did not, and he launched an

attack at Sudarsana. Enraged, the goddess Durga joined the fray and slew Yudhajit,

Satrujit, and several other of their allies. Thus the battle ended in favor of SudarSana,

and Subahu, the king of KaSi, began to sing the praises of DevI Durga.

Pleased with Subahu's praises, the DevI appeared to him and granted him a boon.

He asked that she remain always in Banaras being worshipped under the name of SrI

Durga DevI and that she protect the city and make it renowned for as long as it stood on

the face of the earth. 72 She granted his wish. Subahu established an image of the DevI

in Banaras, had temples built, and encouraged her worship. The inhabitants of KasI grew

in love and devotion to the DevI and began to worship her with the same zeal as they did

Siva in the Visvanatha temple. 73 SudarSana was successfully restored to the throne in

Ayodhya where he, too, established and encouraged Durga worship.

This myth is well-known and regularly referred to by the sacred specialists of

72nagare 'tra tvaya mata~ sthiitvya~ mama sarvadii/
durgiidevfti niimna vai tv~ faktiriha s~thitjjl1511
r~a tvaya ca kanavya sarvada nagarasya hal
yatha sudarsanastrato ripus~ghtidantimaya~//61I
tatha 'tra kanavya varalJasyiistvaya~bikel

yavatpurf bhavedbhamau suprat~rhti susa~sthitjjf/711

See Devf Bhtigavatam MahtipuraIJam.3.24.5-7 (Pandita Pustakalaya 1969: 168).

73subahurapi kliSya~ tu durgiiya~ pratim~ subhiiml
ktirayitwi ca prtistid~ sthtipaytimtisa bhaktit~I/41/1

tatra tasyti janaJ:z sarve premabhaktipariJ.yaIJti~1

paj~ cakrurvidhanena yatha visvesvarasya hal/4211
See Devf Bhagavata Mahapuranam.3.25.41-42.
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Durga Mandir and the surrounding shrines who identify the Durga Ku~<;l Mandir as the

original site where Subahu established his temple. It is certainly a very compelling

identification. The only temple which can adequately stake the same claim in modem day

Banaras is the Annapii~a Mandir which is visited by most Banarasis and pilgrims who

take the darsana of the Siva linga at the nearby Visvanatha temple. However, the De'll

of Annapiin~a temple is best known by that name (despite her identification as

Mahagaurl, one of the city's Nine Durgas during the Nine Durga Pilgrimage) or as

Bhavam. There are a series of independent myths which link her to the nurturing role

suggested by her name, Annapiir~a (She who is Replete with Sustenance). Tht:~ Durga

temple at Ramnagar does not qualify since it is outside the sacred perimeter of the city.

Interpretive Observations

The personalities and actions of the prince SudarSana, his beloved Sasikala, his

widowed mother Manorama, and the king Subahu are quite significant for they serve as

models for Durga worshippers (of both high and low classes). Adverse circumstances

have befallen them all. Manorama is widowed and thus has lost her power and prestige.

She fears for her own life as well as that of her son. SudarSana, is young and thus weak.

He has lost his rightful place on the throne and is without wealth and position. This

makes it difficult to win his beloved, the princess Sasikala who, although she loves him,

has to face angry suitors. Her father Subahu is also faced with dealing with the armies

of her powerful suitors. Noble in character, but in positions of weakness, this father and

daughter, and mother and son, provide excellent paradigms for understanding many

aspects of the motivations behind Durga worship. I suggest that it is in recognition of

such mythic accounts, in which Durga interceded on behalf of Manorama and her son,

that a person such as Shanti De'll, the boatman's daughter whose interview is found in

the Introduction, worships Durga to maintain her strength and for the welfare of her

children. Manorama, the widowed queen who worshipped Durga and set upon by enemy

forces, is also the model for RanI BhavanI whose story follows.

If one were to summarize the mythological account of Durga Mandir it would be

that the De'll, after her creation by the gods in order to slay Mahi~ (as recounted in the
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Second Episode of the Durga SaptaSatl), was again called upon to slay Sumbha and

Nisumbha (the Third Episode).74 After slaying this pair of demons, the DevI tells of

future incarnations. Among these she recounts how she will appear to slay the demon

Durgama, and become famous under the name of Durga. This "prediction" comes true

in the KtiSr Kha¢a myth, which further tells us that the DevI came to reside in Banaras

at Durga KUI~<:t.

The question which arises concerns the place of the Sudarsana and Subahu myth,

for if the DevI already resided at Durga KUI:u;l, why did her worship need to be re

established there? A possible answer lies in the conception of reality as cyclical. The

DevI's slaying of the demon Durga took place at a time in the mythic past when the

battle between good and evil was essentially cosmic. It was fought between gods and

demons, and had divine proportions.75 The site of the Durga Mandir was chosen and

sanctified by the DevI, in ilio tempore, during some earlier Manu-cycle (manvantara).

The SudarSana story is a connection between the events of that divine period and what

appears to be a cycle of human history. It reenacts the perennial battle between good and

evil, but with human players, for SudarSana and Subahu are worshippers of the DevI,

while the arrogance of Yudhajit and Satrujit link them with the demons. Thus when

Subahu, the king of KaSl, establishes Durga worship at Banaras, he is actually setting a

human precedent, but merely re-establishing her presence there.76

It is to this mythic history that the near legendary deeds of RanI BhavanI are

joined, for she continues the chain of cyclic reconstructions of the temple, and the revival

of Durga worship in Banaras.

741 have desisted from repeating the myths of the Durga Saptaiatr here since they are extremely well
known and do not pertain specifically to the Durga KUJ;l~ temple.

75Even this battle is a re-enactment of the earlier battle between the Devi and the demon Mahif?a. It is
noteworthy that the demon Durga himself also takes the shape of a buffalo (mahi~a) before he is killed.

76Here 1 am using an analysis of myth which incorporates two of Eliade's (1963) paradigms. The first
is the cosmogonic element in some myths which refers back to a sacred primordial time when divine, beings
first performed important deeds. The second is the element of remembering (anamnesis) found in certain
myths wherein human or semi-divine heroes recall the divine precedent and engage in reenacting them
(1963: 115-125).
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After close scrutiny, R. C. Hazra concluded that the Devr Bhiigavata Purana was

composed by a "Smfuta Sakta brahma.t:la of Bengal and . . . he migrated to Benares

(probably because it was the best place of residence for a DevI-worshipper), lived there

for a long time, and then wrote the Devr-Bhtigavata" (1963:353-359). Hazra based this

on an appraisal of the author's intimate familiarity with the countryside of Banaras and

Bengal, and supposed that the Vai~~ava rulership of Bengal and Orissa in the twelfth

century would make Banaras a more favorable place for Saktas. Were this true, we could

surmise a sizable Durga cult in Banaras at that time for which there is some evidence.

Was there an ancient temple on the site of the Durga Mandir at that time, where this

author worshipped?77 Did RanI BhavanI, who experienced the discomfort of British and

Islamic power under Warren Hastings and Siraj-ud-daulah in Bengal, rebuild this Durga

temple which was previously an important devotional centre for Bengali Saktas in

Banaras like herself? Although hard evidence prevents an unequivocal answer to these

questions, devotees have little doubt about the sacred antiquity of the temple and its site.

Rani Bhavani

DurgajI was constructed by a pious Bengali queen in the 18th century C.E., a

heroine of the Hindu revival at that time. RanI (or Maharani) BhavanI, daughter of Atma

Ram Choudhury, was the wife of Raja Ramkata Roy. On his death, she inherited in

1710, the fiefdom (zamfndtinj of Natore, a vast tract taking some thirty-five days to

travel, the most extensive in all of Bengal and perhaps all of India.78 It earned her the

epithet Ardha Banglesvarl (Mistress of Half of Bengal).

RanI BhavanI of Natore, whose name has become a by word for charity and
generosity, was the most prominent figure in the history of Bengal in the 18th
century among that class of women who could take serious and prominent parts

n C. M. Brown points out the possibility of multiple authorship ("a small group of Goddess devotees
from Bengal") for the initial pura~a (Brown 1990: 10).

7llMuch of the information in this section derives from conversations with Dr. N. Dasgupta of the
History of Art department at Banaras Hindu University, members of the Bengali community in the Bengali
ToIa district of Banaras, and from Dr. Raghunath Bhattacharyya (1986). See in particular, Bhattacharyya
1986:1-2.
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in politics as wll as in general administration of the estates entrusted to their care
(A. C. Roy 1968:361).

When her beautiful daughter Tara SundarI, widowed at fourteen, was abducted

by the young, arrogant Siraj-ud-daulah, Nawab of Bengal, and subsequently released due

to pressure from the indignant Hindu citizenry, RanI BhavanI left with her for

Banaras.79 She appears to have spent substantial amounts of time and money in the city,

re-establishing the holy places of Banaras which were obscured and lost after the

destructive purges of Aurangzeb. A learned and literate woman, familiar with religious

texts, RanI BhavanI is well known in Banaras for her construction of the temple of

Durga, the goddess she worshipped with royal grandeur during the celebrations of Durga

Piija.80 RanI BhavanI is said to have constructed about three hundred and eighty

temples, guest-houses, and dharmailillis in the city, among these the Omkaresvar temple,

Bhavamsvara temple (which bears an inscription dating her deed at 1735 C.E.), Uit

Bhairav temple, and the lai BhavanI Ba~i of Bengali Tola. She is known to have "built"

or paved the PaiicakroSI pilgrimage route around the city, establishing numerous rest

stops with shade trees and wells along the way. She is also credited with renovating the

Kapal Mochan TIrtha, Kuruk~etra, Pushkar, Shanku Dhara, Piscach Mochana, and Durga

ku1J4as among others. An inscription testifies to her renovation of Kardameshvar Kut:J.9,

the first overnight stop on the PaiiCakroSI pilgrimage route, in 1802. She is also known

for her generous donations, such as providing twenty-fivemaunds (1 maund = 37.32 kg)

of rice daily for distribution to pilgrims at Annapuft:J.a Temple, and for the donation of

'79J1tis is the story told by certain Bengali residents of Banaras. R. Bhattacharyya claims that Bhavani
held no hard feelings towards Siraj-ud-daulah, and even supported him against the East India Company's
conspiracy against him. It subsequently led Warren Hastings, in his efforts to appropriate her zamfndtirf,
to suggest that she and her son, Raja Ramkrishna, had "sided with the last administration" (1986:14).

llOSee K. T. Kumar 1986: 121. These renovations likely refer to the act of making a kuTJ4a pakka from
its kaccha state. Kaccha (literally, "raw") may refer to the unfinished, natural state of a sloping river bank
(ghar) or pond, while pakka (literally,·cooked!, refers to the construction of walls and steps, to facilitate
access.

The RanI's contribution to the revival of Sakti worship in Banaras is obvious, although it is also clear
that her piety was non-sectarian. Her beneficence extended to Saivas, Vai~Qavas, and Saktas, and to
Muslims as well, as evidenced by land grants to Islamic Educational Institutions (e.g., in Khosh Bangal
in Rajshahi). See R. Bhattacharyya 1986: 15.
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a home to brtihma1}a families every day for a year. For some reason, Bengali brtihma1}as

did not accept her generosity, and the homes were accepted by South Indian brtihma1}as

of the Kumar Svami sect. The entire muhallti of TripurabhairavI came to be known as

"brahmapurI" due to the large number of brtihma1}Qs living there.

RanI BhavanI's actual deeds are legendary in Banaras, and her legendary deeds

equally numerous. 81 Her power, beneficience, and piety led her to be identified with the

goddess Durga. RanI BhavanI's generous donations of food, shelter, and alms for the

pious, earned her the title of Second Annapurt:\a, and Lokamata (Mother of the People).

Her power, and her determination to revive Hindu dharma by her own deportment and

her religious philanthropy earned her the title, DaSaprahara~adharinl (She who holds Ten

Weapons), an epithet of Durga (R. Bhattacharyya 1986: 1-4). Her equally pious daughter,

Tara SundarI has come to be identified with the goddess 'lara. Tara SundarI is said to

have spent most of her time in worship at the Jai BhavanI Mandir in the Bengali Tola

section of Banaras, and to have disappeared there one day. Legend has it that she was

bodily absorbed into the goddess Tara. Nevertheless, a tomb (samtidhi) is located in that

temple below an image of Karl/Tara. The shrine is infrequently visited, except by the

extremely devout, often young women, who blur the distinction between the goddesses

KalI and Tara, and the princess. 82

RanI BhavanI died on September 12th, 1802 (R. Bhattacharyya 1986: 15). Her

birthdate is not recorded but her widowhood in 1710 and death in 1802, point to a long

life and early marriage. This is reasonable in the light of the Bengali tradition of early

marriage as evidenced by her daughter's widowhood at fourteen.

Both RanI BhavanI and her daughter Tara SundarI were married young and

widowed early. According to A. C. Roy, in medieval Bengali society of the 14th to the

16th century C.B.,

81 Among the legendary tales, I heard about a secret underground passageway which led from the Rani's
residence to the inner sanctum at Durga Mandir, enabling her to worship the Devi in privacy. She is also
supposed to have died soon after the construction of the Durga temple was completed.

82"fhis information derives from conversations with some temple priests and worshippers at the Jai
BhaviinI Mandir.
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e Ifly marriage was very common. A man who remained unmarried till twenty
fi >Ie was regarded an old bachelor. The girl was normally given in marriage at
tl e age of seven. The parents had to suffer great social opprobrium if they failed
t< give their daughters in marriage within the age limit of twelve (1986:356).

Such pra :tices are still common today, not just among Bengalis but among Banarasis as

well, as evidenced by Shanti Devi's family. Shanti, whose story is contained in the

Introduct on, and her three sisters, were married at the age of eight. When Shanti's

husband, who was forty years old when she was eight, died, he left her as a young

widow Vol 10 was forced to fend for herself and her children. Roy continues to say that

w dow remarriage was not allowed in the upper classes of Hindu Society. The
H ndu widows were not even allowed to take part in social functions as their
pI ~sence was considered inauspicious. The lot of the widows was miserable and
th ~y were not only deprived of all the privileges enjoyed by a woman but also had
to pass their lives in austerities (1986:356).

p( r RanI BhavanI and her daughter, coming as they did from royal families, san,

death by. ~ining their husbands on the funeral pyre was an acceptable option, one which

was not i 1frequently practiced (Roy 1986:356) and even considered a pious act.83 In

fact, then was an alarming increase in sati among the brahma1}Qs of Bengal, from the

period of 1680-1830, due in part to the laws which gave inheritance rights to widows. 84

Based on 1 close study of the Stnaharmapaddhati, an eighteenth century manual on the

religious aws pertaining to women, Julia Leslie extracts two acceptable categories for

women w 10, after the death of their husbands, have ceased to be wives (strf). They may

either chc )se to be widows or satis (1989, 1991). To choose widowhood "implies that

83A perl nent and prominent debate concerning sarr which took place at this time is related by the
historian s. ~oy. A leading Hindu nobleman in Bengal society, Rajballav Sen had given his daughter, who
was a child, n marriage according to the custom of the time. When the child was widowed he did not want
to let her p :rform sarr, by burning on her husband's pyre. He called an assembly of brlihma1Jtls to
determine tl e possibilities of remarriage. The brlihmal}as said it was permitted by the scriptures. Raja
Krishnachan Ira Ray, however, a powerful landholder in the district of Nadia, called another council of
brlihmaJ}lls' Iho overturned the decision, saying that widow remarriage was forbidden (S. Roy 1991:11).
Raja Krisbn .chandra Ray was a contemporary of Rani BhaviIii and an extremely influential figure in
Bengali cult lre in the eighteenth century. He is credited with being one of the first to institute the
grandscale c :lebrations of Durga FUja during the autumn Navamtra in 1757.

S4A detai ed discussion of the practice ofsarris found in Datta 1988. Nandy (1980) suggests that it was
Bengal's em >unter with British colonialism which led to the increase.
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a woman has chosen to follow the difficult ascetic path of the widow-renunciate

(pravrajyti, vidhavlidharma) II (Leslie 1991: 189). While sati would probably have been

the more pious option, both Rani BhavanI and her daughter chose widowhood and lives

characterized by piety, purity, and generosity to the devout and the needy. The capacity

to disseminate wealth derived from the Rani's fortunate inheritance, and it is conceivable

that she chose widowhood in order to care for her children, particularly her son, Raja

Ramkrishna.

Both mother and daughter exemplified the virtue of chastity accorded to the

goddess Durga. Both remained widows and lived independent lives, not unlike Durga,

who in the mythological portrait of the Durgli SaptaSati is free from connections with

male consorts. Tara Sundaii resisted the advances of the Muslim Nawab, Siraj-ud-daulah,

who mirrored the role of the demons Mahi~a, Sumbha, and Nisumbha who strove to win

Durga's hand in the same mythological account. 85 Both women exhibited tireless

energy: the mother in the giving of boons and the daughter in her spiritual zeal. Both

women were eventually identified with the DevI Durga through one of her subsidiary

epithets. The RanI was called DaSapraharadharini (She who Bears Ten Weapons), an

epithet which conveys the image of exercising beneficent power in a variety of arenas.

Her daughter, Tara, is identified with the goddess Tara, linked to Durga through the set

of goddesses known as the Ten Great Knowledges.

Rani Bhavani's life and deeds are sufficiently distant in the past to allow them to

be remembered in a manner which parallels that of the mythic heroine Manorama.

Disempowered after their husbands' deaths, both women fled the persecution of political

rivals and both exhibited piety, determination, and chastity while caring for their

offspring. Furthermore, RanI Bhavani' s construction of Durga Mandir was, in the minds

of worshippers, merely a re-establishment, or re-enhancement of the presence of Durga

at Durga KUI:U::I. The DevI already abided there since she defeated the demon Durgama,

and was re-established there by king Subahu after she helped him to defeat his enemies.

8SA main theme of the Durga Saptaiatr is the Devi's resistance to the amorous advances of various
demons and her subsequent slaying of them in battle. A variation of this myth, which elaborates on the
sexual desire between the demon M~a and Durga is found in the Dev( Bhtigavata PurafJa 5.16.46-65.
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I have attempted to distinguish the facts of RanI BhavanI's life from its growing legend.

In the following section, I attempt to reconstruct the history of the temple after RanI

BhavanI, up to the present day.

The Subsequent Chronology of the Temple

The exact date of construction of the Durga Mandir is not known by the temple

owners (mahant) or priests (pujari), and there is no inscriptional plaque. We know that

RanI BhavanI's constructional work in the Banaras area extends from at least 1735, the

construction date of BhavanIsvara Siva Mandir in Khalsipura, till her death in 1802, the

date of completion of the kwJ4a at Kardameshvara temple in Khandwa on the PaiicakroSi

pilgrimage route. 86 On cursory examination, due to its color, size, shape, and spire,

DurgajI resembles the Kardameshvara temple at Khandwa located a few kilometers away.

Kardameshvara is thought to be one of the oldest temples in the Banaras area. Obviously

rebuilt several times, it clearly has Gahadvala temple elements, and thus belongs to about

the 12th century C.E.. Since RanI BhavanI is reputed to have paved the PancakroSi

pilgrimage route, and to have made pakka the ku1J4a at Kardameshvara, it is obvious that

she was familiar with the temple there. I am tempted to suggest that its building material

and structural elements were significant in influencing the architectural style of the

DurgajI, which surpasses it.

A legend told around DurgajI is that the RanI died the moment the temple was

completed, although Dr. Awadh Behari Khare, whose recent dissertation was 011l Banaras

temple styles, suggests an earlier date of about 1768, some ten years before the

completion of the city's most holy shrine, KaSI Visvanatha. 87 Professor Krishna Deva,

renowned for his monumental work on the nagara Chandella temples of Khajuraho,

8tThere are inscriptional plaques testifying to ber involvement in these projects.

87Personal communication. KaSt Visvanatha, also called the Golden Temple because of its gilded
sikhara, is a temple of Siva as Lord of the Universe. The original temple underwent a series of destructions
and rebuildings. The current edifice was built in 1777, by another pious queen, Rani Ahalyabai of Indore
(Eck 1982: 135). Ahalyabiii and Bhavam are often confused in the minds of locals, who place them both
at some three to five hundred years ago.
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suggests that DurgajI would have taken fifty stone workers (i.e., four to five families)

some ten years to complete the original structure. 88

A map of Banaras, made in 1822 by the British scholar James Princep, shows

numerous natural clay banked (kaccha) ponds. 89 In this map, the Durga kulJ4a and

nearby Kuruk~etra kulJ4a have already been converted into bathing tanks, testifying to

RanI BhavanI's work. The earliest graphic depiction of the temple is found in the 1838

sketch by Sutherland (See Figure 2), showing the main sikhara-bearing structure, the

pakka kulJ4a, and a wall and pillared pilgrim rest-house (dharma.slilli) area surrounding

the back half (east) of the courtyard around the temple. In front (west), there are two

smaller temples, which appear to be those currently identified as Tilap~esvara, and the

Siirya temple. A tall stone pillar, topped by Durga's lion mount (vlihana) , is also visible.

Large trees surround the site, giving it an atmosphere of forested tranquility which

sharply contrasts with the modern temple, now engulfed by the sprawl of suburban

dwellings.

The temple had reached close to its current shape by the mid 1860's. Reverend

M. A. Sherring, writing in 1868, refers to the claim that a large brass bell was given

"about 40 years ago" to the temple by an "European magistrate of Mirzapore"

(1868: 165)90 He talks of the construction of the porch (ma¢apa) by "a Subahdar, or

superior commissioned native officer, a few years ago," and points out that the brass bell

hung from the centre of the mGlJ4apa (1868: 165). Sherring mentions the quadrangle

which now as then surrounds the temple fully. It is not visible in Sutherland"s 1838

sketch (see Figure 2), indicating that it was constructed in the intervening thirty years.

The quadrangle houses some rooms accommodating the temple workers, and serves as

88personal communication. Raja Jai Narain Ghoshal of Bhiikailasa in Bengal, a contemporary of Ram
Bhavam, is reported to have praised the Durga Mandir, then estimating the worth of its stonework alone
at Rs. 50,000. See R. Bhattacharyya 1986:5.

89A copy of Princep's map is included inside the back cover of Kuber Nath Sukul's (1974) Vara~asr
Down the Ages. See Eck 1982:49 for a biographical sketch of the cartographer.

90Sherring expresses scepticism about the claim, but since such donations (as evidenced by the
patronage of the Kings of Nepal, Vijayanagara, and Banaras) to the temple secured both religious and
political benefits, the Magistrate's gift does not seem unreasonable.
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a dharmaSala, a protective shelter for visiting pilgrims and worshippers. Writing in 1905,

E. B. Havell, refers to the temple as being constructed "at the end of the 18th C.E," and

the pillared porch "dates from the middle of the 19th" (1905: 165).

The small shrines of G~esa and the white marble Se~anaga and Nandi, symbols

of Siva Mahadeva, are still located as described by Sherring. So are the stone lions which

flank the main entry (west) through the quadrangle, and the image of Bhadrakall in the

southwest corner. 91 Sherring also mentions the naubat khana, a building "contiguous

to the road" «(1868: 163) facing the main entrance (west) of the quadrangle, which houses

a kettle-drum. This kettle drum was beaten three times a day in honour of the goddess.

He also describes the sacrificial plot and pillars in the outer courtyard, between the

naubat khona and the western wall of the quadrangle (1868: 163).

The brass lions which flank the entrance to the garbhagrha, were donated by the

brass merchants of Tha~heri bazaar. According to Ram Prasad Dubey, the chief pajari

of DurgajI, "each took six months to cast." He also stated that the dharmaSlilli was built

by that group of merchants long before his arrival. His comments reinforce the

observations made by scholars that certain caste groups, particularly metal worke:rs, have

a close relationship with Durga (Ostor 1980:34, Kumar 1988:58)92 Some twenty years

ago, the ordinary wash paint used on the temple, was replaced by a more durable

lacquer-like paint. The government also had a fountain built in the centre of the ku1J4a,

91Sherring refers to this image as the golden-faced goddess BageSwari, and his description of the
shrine's door as "an iron grating in front, looking like a cage or den for the abode of some wild beast" is
descriptively appropriate (1868:164). There are, however, two such iron-grating doors, one facing east and
the other north. The BhadrakiiIT image faces east.

Sherring then says, "a short distance from this shrine is an immodest figure of a woman in bass
relief" (1868: 164). He appears to be referring to the small obscure bas-relief image of a squatting six
armed goddess in the BhadrakaIT shrine room. This image is occasionally refered to as a "Tantric Kart. "
It is surprising that he does not mention the Cat;l':la Bhairava also located in the same shrine room and of
larger proportions. He also makes no reference to the Lak~m1 and Sarasvatl images.

92N"ita Kumar 1988:57-60 describes the metalworkers of Banaras as belonging to either the Kaserii or
rha!JIerii caste. Although Ram Prasad referred to them as rha!JIeras (fhafhera log), Kumar points out that
most do not like this designation. They claim to belong to the warrior class (~atriya) since they were
armourers for K~triyawarriors (Kumar 1988:58). This supports my argument about the close relationship
between Durgii and warfare, but also her special relationship to the strength and mettle of weapons and
armour.
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and had the stone slabs which paved the interior courtyards of the temple overlayed with

marble.93

The Personnel and Management of the Temple

Owners

The Durga temple is privately owned and managed by a large brahma'Ja family,

named Dubey, who currently live in a quarter of Banaras called Bhadaini (near Lolarka

Ku~Q). It is not clear how the Dubeys came into ownership of the temple. The Dubeys

themselves do not remember how ownership came about and feel they may have been

the inherent priestly family which cared for the goddess's shrine before the current

temple was built.

Among some local shopkeepers and residents the story is that RanI BhavanI

entrusted the temple to three Bengalis, who in turn hired the Dubeys to serve as priests

(pujari) and caretakers. Proceeds from the temple went to the Dubeys to pay for their

livelihood and for temple maintenance. With time, when interest in the temple by the

Bengali trustees waned (about 100-150 yrs ago), the ownership passed into the hands of

the Dubeys, who became the mahants. The original owners of temples may be wealthy

patrons like RanI BhavanI, or the modern day Birlas 0"" of India's wealthiest

families. Such owners either obtain some revenue from their many temples, or bequeath

them entirely to others. It is likely that the Dubeys were bequeathed Durga KU~Q temple

directly by RanI BhavanI or at a somewhat later date by the temple's appointed

93According to Ram Prasad this was done during the ministry of Kamalapati Tripathi, a renowned
freedom fighter and former editor of the Banaras newspaper, Aj. His popularity in the city was evidenced
by the large numbers who turned up for his cremation at M~iirnika Gha~ in 1991. Among those who
came to pay their respects were the then prime-minister, V. P. Singh, and the leader of the opposition, the
late Rajiv Gandhi.
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custodians. It is also not uncommon for pajliris to inherit a temple in the absence of the

owners (mahant). For instance, certain temples are cared for by a single pious pajari

who performs service (seva) for the deity. The trickle of worshippers who pass by may

leave scarcely enough food or money (dak#1Ji1) for the pujliri's subsistence. As a result,

the owners (mahan!) will rarely visit the temple since there are little or no proceeds to

be collected. On occasion, perhaps for a single festival day in the year, that temple's

deity may be the focus of attention, and the mahant may then make a visit to the temple

to collect revenue. However, if family members are away, or if the mahants have too

many other temples to visit on that day, such a temple may be overlooked entirely and

even forgotten. In time it may pass into the hands of the piijari and his family, who

assume "squatting rights" to it. Sherring (1868: 158) tells us of the steady growth in

popularity of the Durga Mandir since RanI BhavanI's construction of it, making it

unlikely that it was "forgotten," or "overlooked" by its original owners.

Technically there is only one mahant of a temple, appointed by the senior owners.

However in practice, all the owners are called "mahant" by devotees, tenants, and

friends. The head mahant of the Durga Ku~<:l temple was Paras Nath Dubey, who owned

a forty percent share in the Durga Mandir. He died shortly before my departure from

Banaras at the end of 1991. His father was Sri Nath Dubey and his grandfather was Raja

Panda. No one remembers any names prior to Raja Panda, but the original Dubey

(perhaps a generation before Raja Panda) had four or five sons to whom ownership

passed after his death. Paras Nath Dubey died at the end of 1991, and thus his forty

percent share will be divided between his five sons.94 Twenty percent share belongs to

Kr~~a Prasad (LaBan) Dubey, who is Paras Nath's brother-in-law. Another ten percent

belongs to Mitthan Nath Dubey, Paras Nath's paternal uncle's son (eaea ke larke).

Another twenty percent share belongs to a group of five family members and the last ten

94J'hese sons are named Mohan, Bhola, Raju, Sanjay, and Vikas. If they stay united, they will still
maintain majority ownership of the temple, otherwise, their individual shares will make them less influen
tial than Kr~a Prasad Dubey who owns a twenty percent share. Percent distribution through inheritance
appears to be somewhat arbitrary, according to the will of the deceased. Thus one cannot assume that Paras
Nath's five sons will inherit equal eight percent shares.
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percent to a group of seven members. The twenty percent belongs to Hausala Prasad

Dubey, Durga Prasad Dubey, Chilbil Dubey, Girja Shankar Dubey and Rama Shankar

Dubey. The seven members who control the last ten percent are subdivided into three

groups: 1. Ram Nath Dubey; 2. Rajeshvar Dubey and Vishvesvar Dubey, and 3. Bans

Nath Dubey, Hrday Narayan Dubey, Rang Nath Dubey, and Sailendra Dubey. See Chart

#1 for a scheme of the ownership inheritance.

Each of these owners has numerous sons who work occasionally at the temple.

These children are potential inheritors of gradually decreasing percentage shares in the

ownership. Percentage of ownership is not proportionately connected to revenues. Rather

it is related to the number of days per calendar year that an owner controls the temple

and is entitled to its revenues. Thus some of the Dubeys, who live in villages scattered

around Banaras and in northern Uttar Pradesh, may come to work at the temple only a

few times per year and collect the revenues and offerings given at that time. If, however,

those few days occur during periods of high attendance, such as Tuesdays, or during the

month of Sravat;la, when a yearly festival (mela) is held around the temple, revenues can

be substantial. By taking initiative and organizing devotional singing or music per

formances, an owner can boost his revenues by encouraging attendance, but this is rarely

done at present at Durgaji. The large number of owners, and the relatively small income

for each group inhibits the motivation to invest money in the temple. Virtually all owners

hold or seek full-time jobs for their livelihood. Nevertheless, they are constantly teased,

in a good-natured manner, by local merchants and politicians about their sizeable

earnings from the temple. The disproportional and decreasing earnings from the temple

for each owner are facts recognized even by devotees, who are more concerned about

the resulting neglect suffered by the temple structure. For instance, while it was virtually

unanimously pointed out that Durgaji was badly in need of a painting, by worshippers

and owners, no owner would initiate such a costly project. In order to solve these

financial and maintenance problems the owners are currently taking steps to restructure

the management of the temple.

There is a management committee which makes decisions conc~g temple

policies (e.g., the entry of non-Hindus), and the distribution or allocation of larger
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revenues which are obtained from private or government donations, and rental revenues

from storekeepers, and others on temple land. The manager, who heads the committee,

although not necessarily the largest shareholder, wields power and respect. The current

manager is Bans Nath Dubey who, owing to his military experience, has organizational

skills. There is momentum underway to create a trust committee which would collect all

revenues and distribute them proportionally to the owners. Joint decisions to perform

constructive maintenance or enhance the temple could be made, with mutually beneficial

consequences.

Such restructuring is deemed essential in the face of government or private

takeovers of temples. If owners bicker among themselves, impairing the devotees'

capacity to worship, the government is likely to step in and set up a management

committee of its own. At DurgajI the case of KaSI Visvanatha temple is often cited as a

recent example of a government takeover. Most devotees do not see such a takeover as

a bad thing since corruption and self-serving interests on the part of the mahants, they

feel, affects the quality of worship at the holy place. As the potential share in the temple

decreases with expanding inheritances, most of the mahants are in favour of some kind

of committee management, where profits would be distributed equitably among them

without government intervention. Private corporations are ever anxious to build

dharmaialas or market complexes around popular temples for publicity and revenues.

The highly efficient organizational infrastructure of such corporations, and their

substantial financial investments in the temple can usher them into the dominant decision

making role in temple affairs. The Durga Mandir is currently entertaining such overtures

from the Birla Corporation.

Priests

Although the owners, being brtihmafJas, are capable of performing the ritual

worship of the goddess, they are uninterested in such intensive dedication. Thus there are

currently three main pujaris (all brahmafJas) who serve the goddess on behalf of all the

owners. The eldest and chiefpujtiri, Ram Prasad Dubey, is not related to the owner Du-
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beys. Ram Prasad is now eighty and his hand is no longer steady in performing the flame

(liratt) worship of the goddess. His nephew, Rajendra Prasad Pandey, was ill with

tuberculosis for most of the year, but returned cured and in good spirits a few months

ago. Gurucaran, another pujliri, substitutes for either of them if they are away sick or

settling family matters in their village.

In 1932, Ram Prasad came from the village of "Velava Vishnupur, district

Ajamgarh, Uttar Pradesh, near Gazipur, about three and a half hours away from

Banaras," when he was in his early teens. He had been sent to Banaras to live with his

uncle and to study Sanskrit. Being inclined to worship the goddess, he would visit the

Durga Mandir periodically and began to enjoy his time there. On occasion he would pick

up a broom and do other chores. At that time, the late head mahant Paras Nath Dubey's

father, SrI Nath, was the mahant. There were two pujiiris, and another boy about his

own age, named Keshava Prasad, who later became senior pujiiri. Keshava Prasad and

Ram Prasad became fast friends. Ram Prasad had learned to recite the Durgii SaptaSatf

through repetition and practice at an early age, and prayed to the goddess that he be

allowed to stay at the temple. One day, his prayers were answered, and the opportunity

arrived for him to perform the daily worship service (pujii) for Durga. He slowly took

on other duties at the temple, leaving no time for other work or study. He has continued

his duties to today. Ram Prasad's life reveals much about the process of the making of

such temple pujliris. There are five other young men, most from Ram Prasad's village,

who currently work at the temple, cleaning, preparing food, and so on. They vie for the

opportunity to make some extra money from devotees' small donations (da~i1Jii)i.

A former pujliri at Durga Mandir, SItaIa Prasad Chaubey, who now manages and

performs the worship at a small temple to the goddess SItala, tells how his grandfather,

Sobha Chaubey, and granduncle, Kishore Chaubey, were pujiiris at DurgajI. No doubt,

they were the two pujiiris mentioned by Ram Prasad on his arrival at the temple.

According to SItala Prasad, these pujiiris were also the managers of the temple. A

conflict soon arose over the management of funds, and the Dubeys took over the temple

management. Eventually SItala Prasad Chaubey was also ousted from his role as pujliri
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at the Durga Mandir.

There is something in the preceding account to suggest that the Chaubeys were

the traditional pujaris of DurgajI, and also enjoyed the management rights and revenues,

but not the ownership. According to SItala Prasad, the management revenues were either

put back into the temple, or made their way into the pockets of the pajaris. ¥lith the

growth of the owners' families, it became necessary for the Dubeys to get control of the

management revenue, and this resulted in the expulsion of the Chaubeys as managers and

pujaris. It is speculative to suggest that the Chaubeys (or preceding pujaris) were the

traditionally ordained (by RanI BhavanI) managers of the temple. Yet temple management

is often left in the hands of the pujari. It is equally speculative to suggest that the Dubeys

were the traditionally ordained (by RanI BhavanI) owners of the temple.

Workers and Other Sacred Specialists

Subhas Pandey is a twenty-three year old worker at Durga Mandir. He comes

from the same village as the head pujari, Ram Prasad, to whom he is distantly related.

He was a farmer in his village, raising rice, wheat, and vegetables. He left home to make

money in the city. This is his first job. He prepares the cooked food offering (bhoga) for

Ma Durga, and performs the aratf, on occasion. 95

Surendra Jha, is a worker at the temple. He suffers from a polio-like paralysis

withering the limbs on the left half of his body. He performs cleaning chores and helps

to drive the monkeys away if they are harassing people.

Shiv Prasad (Balli Guru) and Anand Mishra are two other workers. Besides

cleaning and other such chores, they accept the offerings made to Durga, crack the

coconuts, and apply the forehead mark of sandal paste (caJJ4ana tilaka) or red powder

('011) on devotees.

Ramji Tiwari maintains the fire-pit (havan /au:l4a) at the temple. He is thirty

three. His recently deceased father maintained the havan ku1J4a before him. He learned

95Subhas's cousin, Shyamprita Pandey, works in Sampumanand Sanskrit University as a clerk. He visits
the temple often, and was a good source of information. According to him the temple was built in 1774,
but the murti is much older.
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the Rtimayal]ti and Durgti SaptaSatl' from his father's elder brother, but his father taught

him the havan puja. The offerings which go into the havan, he says, are mentioned in

the Durga SaptaSatf, and particular mantras from there are uttered with each offering.

A few other workers around the temple tend to the shoes, or perform the

decapitation of goats offered to the goddess.

At the northeast comer of the spired structure within the inner courtyard of

DurgajI used to be the golden-masked shrine of Rudra Bhairava, which was maintained

by Vindhyacal Tiwari, whose father managed it before him. Vindhyacal Tiwari's father

was known as BhavanI Panda, who is famous for having been empowered by the goddess

one day during his spiritual practice (stidhana). He left Durga Mandir and started the

KO<;iimaI Mandir. KO<;limaI is supposed to be the sister of Visvanatha, and her temple is

visited in great numbers by South Indian pilgrims who offer her cowrie shells. She is

also worshipped with liquor and skull offerings.

Vindhyacal formerly paid a percentage of his earnings to the temple mahants.

Towards the end of 1991, he was expelled from the temple on charges including the

corruption of youth by selling them "brown sugar" (i.e., heroin). He took the Rudra

Bhairava shrine with him when he left. Although I have seen him smoke cannabis

(gaiija) with elaborate preparatory rites in worship rituals to Durga in his home shrine

room, he refutes the charge of heroin trafficking, stating that he does not use any

narcotics and is not in need of money. After his mother's death a few months before his

expulsion, he came into a large inheritance. He boasts of his great wealth which includes

gold and cowrie shells acquired from offerings at his late father's goddess temple. He

had ostentatiously displayed this new found wealth in a vast array of flamboyant clothing,

a new camoflauge-colored canvas umbrella for his shrine, and other paraphenalia, such

as an ornate walking stick. His expulsion was no doubt in part because of his growing

influence (perceived as pernicious) on the atmosphere and workers at the temple. He

plans to open a small temple on his home premises. He has nine daughters, which he

says are his nine Durgas.
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Interpretation of Pertinent Symbols at Durgaji

Certain important motifs emerge from this examination of the Durga Kur:J,<;! temple

that further our understanding of the symbol cluster which is Durga, and her

worshippers. The temple itself is considered to house a yantra or actually be a yantra.

A yantra symbolizes a deity and, in fact, to worshippers also embodies the dei.ty. The

ritual construction of the yantra is an act of piety and, upon completion, the yantra is the

object of worship. S. Kramrisch (1946) and others have drawn attention to the intended

construction of temples on the principle of the ma1J4ala, (e.g., the vastupuru~ama1J4ala),

and the phallic (linga) form of certain temples (e.g., in Orissa) which house Siva lingas

is quite obvious. The identification of the temple with the DevI is further reinforced by

the red ochre paint which "clothes" the edifice, like the blood red sar[ of the goddess.

Sculptural decorations on thesikhara and pillars adorn her body. The temple's large bells

and drums are the items she carries. The sculpted lions are her vehicles (vahana).

The ancient sanctity of Durga Kur:J,~ and the former pippal tree, and the

commonplace identification of such ponds and trees with female deities, suggests that the

DevI's presence is not solely restricted to the image behind the mask, but actually

pervades the entire space of kufJ4a and temple. I feel this is why the image behind the

mask is left mysterious. It is the site itself and presence of Durga here which is of more

consequence than any particular image. The sacrality of place is also suggested by the

location of the sacrificial plot and pillar, for blood offerings are allowed to spill onto the

unpaved earth rather far from the Durga image. While such sacrifices occur in the direct

line of sight of the goddess, it is normal for offerings to make contact with some material

which embodies the presence of the deity (e.g., the muni or plUluka). The flow of blood

into the earth of the sacrificial plot (~etra) accomplishes the desired contact.

If the space itself embodies the Devl, then the many shrines on the sacred

premises contribute to the set of elements which constitute her symbolic matrix. The

DevI of Durga Kur:J,<;! temple is thus also BhadrakalI, Lak~ml, and Sarasvafi, whose

images reside within the temple quadrangle. The goddesses who reside outside the

quadrangle, such as Jvaresvarl DevI, and even goddesses located off the official temple
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property such as Mahamaya SItala are definitely considered to be part of DurgajI. Male

deities, too, are included in this symbol system which links Durga to GaI)eSa (e.g.,

Durga Vinayaka), Bhairava (e.g., CaI)<:la Bhairava), SivaiRudra (e.g., Tilapar~esvara),

Siirya, and even human devotees who reside there (e.g., Kukku~svara Mahadeva). The

interpretive framework which connects these deities is common to most temples. Durga

is to be seen either as the supreme deity, to whom all others are subservient, or as the

deity of whom all are a part.

Lest one surmise that the Dev! of Durga Ku~<:l temple is an amalgamation only

of the principal female deities and primarily Saiva male deities, this is not the case here.

Although Durga is often referred to in the literature and by many worshippers as the

spouse of Siva, from the majority of the devout Saktas who frequent the temple I heard

no such dependent identification. There are Lak~mI-NaraYaI)a and Kr~~a GopaIa

sculptures (nothing Saiva) which grace the sikhara, suggesting a Vai~~ava connection if

anything in the early period of the temple's construction. The main entrance to the

temple (west) is flanked by the newer Radha-Kr~~a temple by the kulJ4a, and a Lak~mI

NarayaI)a temple to the south. By balancing both Saiva and Vai~~ava elements, the DevI

seems to transcend them, her status undiminished by being paired with either of these

important male gods. In fact it is enhanced by these associations since she draws devotees

from both of the male gods' sects. A further example of this balance between Saiva and

Vai~~ava elements is found in the bas-reliefs on two of the malJ4apa pillars which face

the stone lions in the quadrangle. One depicts Hanuman and the other Bhairava. It is not

unusual for these two guardians to be depicted with the DevI in popular lithographs.

Hanuman is most strongly linked with the Ramaite and thus Vai~~ava sectarian tradition,

while Bhairava is linked with Siva. Both serve Durga.

Durga's presence is further attested to by the power (salaz) which permeates the

site and her devotees. I have alluded to the idea, offered by a pujari and others, t.hat not

only does Durga reside in the material of the temple, but it is her powerful presence

which gives it structural strength. Similarly, it is her sakti in devotees which give them

devotional vigour and protects them. The significant conception here is that Durga as
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Sakti is not solely a dynamic energy which is the feminine half of a male/female

bipolarity, but is both static and kinetic. She is the power which binds or bonds things

together, residing there, semi-dormant, potent and protective. But that potential can also

be released. When dynamic, this sakti animates her worshippers into remarkable feats

of power and devotion. Ran! BhavanI and her daughter Tara Sundarl exemplify this

dramatic behaviour. RanI BhavanI's strength of character, independence, and amazing

acts of philanthropy highlight the maternal qualities of Durga's sakti which is protective

and nurturing. In Tara Sundarl one sees the same energy given over to remarkable acts

of devotional piety. The strength of both widows did not come from their spouses but

from the DevI herself.

This empowerment of people derives from the action principle in the goddess,

whose kriya sakti gives them the endurance and energy to live successfully. Thus, it is

to the Dev! that the temple officials attribute their good fortune. It is Durga who has

provided the mahants with revenue through custody of the temple, and Durga who drew

Ram Prasad and the other workers to the place and enabled him to earn a livelihood by

serving her. Also, every shopkeeper and vendor, barber, and beggar who earns a living

through the commerce which arises from temple worship, attributes their fortune to

Durga's beneficent grace.

A noteworthy dimension to the economic and spiritual benefits which derive from

the DevI's presence comes in the development of a shrine related to the Durga Mandir.

Its existence is something of a secret and its location really only passed on by word of

mouth. Set in a room off a courtyard on the property of the late mahant of DurgajI, it

houses nine stone Durga images, some of which appear to be quite old. The mahant

himself did not tell me about the existence of this shrine for almost a year, although I

had heard about it from one of his acquaintances and first visited it without his

knowledge. The stories concerning this shrine and its images vary considerably.. Certain

worshippers at Durga Mandir said that these were the original images which sat on the

premises of DurgajI prior to the coming of RanI BhavanI. They were hidden away by the

mahant's forefathers to avoid desecration at the hands of the Muslims, and never
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returned to the temple site. According to the mahant himself, when he finally took me

to the site not long before his death, it was his grandfather who started this shrine over

a hundred years ago with ancient images belonging to his own family. The images had

sat out in the open for quite some time, he said, but the family was recently able to

construct a room to shelter the goddesses. According to him the DevTs did not come from

the site of DurgajI. But this version of the story is his alone, for according to many

of those who worship at this shrine, it is the actual abode of the DevI of DurgajL A

female devotee summarized the lore commonly held by worshippers:

The owner of the house once had a dream. The DevI appeared and said that she
was under the ground and wanted to come out. He unearthed her and set her up
there. That DevI got up and took up her seat at DurgajL The real place where the
DevI lives is in the ground underneath those images. It is a very dangerous place
to go late at night or early morning. Ma could be sleeping, or taking her bath,
and would be very angry if she was disturbed.

It is clear that in her mind this nine-Durga shrine is more intimately connected

with the DevI's actual presence. To her and other such worshippers "all nine Durgas are

there" and so they are able to avoid the crowds at DurgajI during Navaratra and do the

Nine Durga Pilgrimage by just visiting that single temple. Whatever the historical truth

may be, this nine-Durga shrine is growing in its function as a source of spiritual power

for devotees and revenue for the owners. It derives its spiritual prestige from the more

renowned DurgajI, but not in a subordinate way. Rather, its devotees claim greater

antiquity for its images and their greater proximity to the DevI. Both attributes heighten

the shrine's sacrality. It also enjoys mystery, secrecy, and dangerous power, necessary

elements in the nature of the Divine Feminine.

This nine-Durga temple is a choice example of a site of "popular" religious

practice since it is neither mentioned in authoritative texts nor does it cater to the upper

classes. In fact, it is favoured by lower class worshippers. Whether or not the "grass

roots" lore concerning this temple will percolate upwards with time to be incorporated

into the legends of the pur3.I).ically authenticated DurgajI is difficult to say. But already,

early in its development, the nine-Durga shrine's lore is linked to DurgajI by worshippers

at both sites.
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Blood is an important element in the portrait of Durga gleaned from the

examination of the temple's origin myths and structural elements. The Dev! came into

being to slay the Buffalo demon, Mahi~sura. She gained her name through slaying the

demon Durgama and rested at Durga KUI~cl after the battle. She took up her abode in

Banaras on the request of the king Subahu after she had slain his enemies. Durga rests

and abides at Durgaj'i. Is the red paint of the temple her blood soaked stir! after the fray

of battle? Durga accepts blood sacrifice, of both animals and humans, although the latter

is only alluded to in the visible presence of the shrine of Kukkutesvara Mahadeva. The

symbol of blood, particularly the spillage of it, generates hierarchy both at the sodal and

divine level. To those (from whichever class of society) who are aligned with what are

perceived to be brahmanic (and therefore upper class) values which reject blood sacrifice,

deities who accept blood offerings and those who make them are ranked low.

This attitude, in part, grows out of the deeper rooted and pervasive theory of

cosmological creation in which the principle of pure spirit, Puru~a, is engulfed in

materiality, Pralqti (SaiikhyalYoga), or in which pure spirit or consciousness (cit sakti)

begins to manifest (a Sakta metaphysics). Blood is a symbol of the dynamism within this

process. To others, blood is the symbol of the dynamism in the reversal of this process,

the movement away from materiality back to spirit. This dynamic principle which leads

both to the creation of matter and its return to pure spirit is either called sakti or is

conceived of as the rajas gUl}Q. It is the rajas gU1Jll which is the active principle in the

cosmological framework of the devolution of Pralqti into material existence, as well as

the principle through which this process is reversed. The rajas gur.za activates and carries

the gross, diversified materiality back towards its most subtle integral state. Sacrifice is

a process of creative disintegration and reintegration. When a deity is sacrificed (as in

the case of the Vedic Cosmic Being, Puru~a), it moves from unity and integrity to

diversity. In a devotee's sacrifice, this material existence, life and its various constituent

elements, are reintegrated back to the source. Although this may not be a conscious idea,

it is implicit in devotional practices, and will be elaborated upon in the next chapter.

Durga, it becomes evident, is not just dynamic sakti or the rajas principle, but
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embodies a static dimension. I have called this static sakti a type of bonding or binding

energy which gives stability and form to the creation. In this respect it parallels the

power of cosmic preservation normally attributed to Vi~f.lu. Due to its stability and

unchanging nature, it is more akin to the sattva gUlJa. But if inherent power is sattvic,

and flowing power is rajasic, then material existence is tamasic, and this too is a

dimension of Durga. She is the manifest creation, heavy with the tamas gUlJa.

Finally, Durga and related goddesses such as SItala function in the life and health

science of Saktas. Sakti, a power accessible to all, is intimately connected with life. It

is vital energy, or the energy of life. Structures which would be considered inan.imate in

the conceptual framework of modern science have life-spans in the Sakta worldview.

Buildings, bridges and temples and so on "live" and have strength in accord with the

fakti within them .. The same holds for human life which can exude degrees of power.

Illness arises from a conflict of powers, not unlike the seige of a fortress. When

discussing the illness of a friend, a devout worshipper told me, "Durga is visiting him. "

Drawing upon my previous readings about goddesses of small-pox, cholera, and so on,

I asked if Durga was the source of the disease. Re explained that Durga battled the

power which was causing the illness. While this disease-causing power is often attributed

to other goddesses such as SItala, the priest at the local SItala temple was adamant in

arguing that SItala cured disease rather than causing it. The logic which appears

operational here is that although the DevI is the underlying source of all situations,

disease, or other such damaging afflictions, when they strike devout Saktas, are attributed

to different minor goddesses or demons. These entities derive their power from the DevI

and can be vanquished by her.

Raving examined the form and construction of Durga KUf.l9 temple, certain

significant elements have been uncovered. Among these is the extremely important

observation that the temple is a yantra, and thus a manifestation of the goddess. The

interpretive key of the yantra provides an ordering structure enabling us to study the

wide array of symbols and activities which are related to Durga. The yantra reveals that

it is composed of numerous spheres of influence. Durga presides at the centre and her
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power pervades and supersedes all other powers within the yantra. I discussed the

importance of the dimension of power (sakti) in the DurgajI yantra, as well as the

symbolism of blood. The flow of blood animates the yantra. It makes the symbolism of

the manifestation of the DevI as material creation a dynamic cosmological process.

Blood, the symbol of the rajas gU!Jll, also suggests the process through which devotees

may return to a state of union with the goddess.

Through the myths, legends, and deeds of divine figures, human heroes, and

pious devotees, the story of the temple has been described. Some of these myths sketch

portraits of Durga herself. In the mythical and legendary actions of other figures, one

finds models of piety and devotion for human worshippers. The idealistic worldview

which is generated by the symbols and myths of DurgajI is contextualized and grounded

in the realities of life in Banaras. Therefore I have provided information about the

ownership and management of the temple, about its priests and workers, and I have

broadly sketched the types of people, such as healers and tantrics, who frequent the

temple seeking intimate contact with the goddess. I next tum to the forms and cycles of

worship at DurgajI. I wish to see if additional symbols are discernable through such an

examination, but more importantly, I hope to discern what "moods and motivations"

(Geertz 1965:206) are generated by this yantric symbol set when it is animated by

worshippers through the course of time. Also, what do these symbols and worship

practices tell us about the worldview of which they are a part? And how does this

worldview function to provide worshippers with a sense of order and meaning in an

otherwise bewilderingly chaotic universe?
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Utilizing the interpretive key of DurgajI as a yantra, one soon realizes that time

is an important component in the multi-dimensional nature of this divine instrument. The

diachronic dimension in the creation or fashioning of the yantra (Le., its mythico

historical origins) was discussed in the previous chapter. However, the entire complex

is animated through a series of temporal cycles in which the activities of ritual specialists

and worshippers are like the vitalizing energy which pulses through this instrument for

achieving intimate contact with the goddess. In this chapter, I examine these vitalizing

worship patterns which take place at the Durga Kut:l9 temple in Banaras. The daily

routine is described through the activities of the most senior priest (pujari) at the temple.

The weekly routine reveals the cadences of worship orchestrated by the solar calendar

and planetary influences, while the monthly routine draws attention to the intluence of

the lunar calendrical system on Durga worship. Finally, I describe the yearly cycle by

discussing temple festivals, such as the annual decoration (srngiira) which are specifically

for Durgajr, along with major festivals to other deities in the city which are related either

to Durga or to worship at her temple. For example, during the festival of Mahasivaratri,

dedicated to Siva, devotees may visit some of the Siva lingas at Durgaji.

By examining these worship patterns, which I view as symbolic acts, we can

discern other elements within the set of symbols which constitute the image of Durga.

These conceptions of the goddess, in turn, facilitate our understanding of the worship

activities themselves, as well as their complex relationship to social processes. I have

used the yearly cycle of worship to introduce pertinent myths. I have summarized well

known myths, rather than assuming familiarity on the part of the reader. These myths

115
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were often related to me by Durga worshippers, or I was referred by them to particular

texts, especially the Purfu:1as, for details. In reporting, I have chosen not to give primacy

to either the textual or devotees' versions. In gathering the information, however, I

always strove to find out what worshippers did and said. Only when they sent me off to

a text, since they wanted to say no more, did I consult these sources (if I was not already

familiar with them). Despite the many variations in mythic accounts, at times the textual

and oral versions were remarkably similiar. This was particularly true with the Durga

SaptaSatl, whose essential mythological content was very well known to worshippers.

Also, although any individual devotee may not have been familiar with all the myths that

I allude to in this section, some of the more learned Durga worshippers were familiar

with most of these myths and probably many other ones. While most devotees do not

celebrate all the festivals described in the yearly cycle described in this chapter, every

one of these festivals is certainly known by a few people, especially the owners and

priests of DurgajI.

WORSHIP AT DURGAMANDIR

The Daily Routine

The night is quiet when Ram Prasad rises for the day. It is about half past three

in the morning. He leaves his room, exits from the south of the quadrangle, and drawing

water from the well, bathes and performs his morning ablutions. There were periods

when he went down to the Ganga for these rituals (nitya puja) , which are obligatory for

all brahma1J,as. 96 Now he is older, and the distance to the Ganga is far. Outside, the

only figures on the move are some temple priests, a few pious devotees, and a handful

of workers pasting new movie posters on walls surrendered to that purpose.

When his ablutions and purifications are complete, Ram Prasad moves to the

sanctum (garbhagrha). It is now about four o'clock. He unlocks its north door and rings

%The elaborateness of these rituals depend on the orthodoxy and zeal of the brahmaTfa. Nowadays,
many brahmaTfa priests perform their morning ablutions simply, like most other people but are quite likely,
however, to recite the Gayiitrl mantra while making a water offering (tarpaTfa) to the sun.
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the bell as he enters, waking up Ma Durga. 97 He lifts up the simple rope bed (carpai)

which he had laid down the night before for the goddess to sleep, and places it upright

in a corner. 98 Next, sitting to one side, he grinds sandal paste (ca1J4ana). He: washes

or sprinkles the yantra on the wall with water from the Ganga (ganga jala) , and then

dries it off with a towel. He anoints the yantra with the freshly ground sandal paste, and

then offers flowers (p~pa) and perfume (itra). Today, he is happy that there is jasmine

(camell) perfume to offer Ma. He sprinkles red powder (kuflkuma, ron") on the yantra,

and then offers Ma sweet, uncooked food. This consists of small cardamom seeds

encrusted in sugar (ilayacr dana), raisins (ldsamisa) , or a slightly larger flat candy

(badasa).

In the meantime, some of the temple workers have awakened. The main door

(west) to the inner courtyard is opened, and a handful of devotees stream in. They have

already purchased flowers and offerings from the few stalls which have opened early, and

now stand in the porch waiting for the sanctum's main door to open. Ram Prasad, unseen

within the sanctum, proceeds to dress and decorate (srnglira) Ma. He attaches a san-and

the gold mask of Durga over the yantra on the wall. 99 The mask's aquiline nose is

ornamented with a large nose-ring through the left nostril (see Figure 3). Next he affixes

decorative flower garlands (phul ld mala) around the mask, producing an overall visual

effect of a sarI-clad, gold-masked, flower-garlanded goddess with a penetrating gaze.

It is almost five o'clock in the morning, and the main door of the sanctum is now

opened with a flourish, offering pious devotees the first glimpse of Ma Durga. It is an

image of regal beauty which greets their eyes. They surge up to the marble barricade for

97Ram Prasad, the other pajliris, and the majority of devotees most commonly referred to the goddess
as Ma (mother). I use the term in this text as one technique through which the voices of devotf'.es may be
heard. Rather than say Ram Prasad or so and so said such and such, the familiar epithet, Ma, indicates that
the descriptions of activities or their interpretations come directly from devotees.

98Larger temples may have a special chamber, serving as a bedroom, where the deity is put to sleep.
Married deities, like Siva and Parvatl, may be put to sleep together.

99This requires some skill since no iron nails may be affixed to the stone, to serve as pegs. On
occasion, a wandering mouse might cause the mask to fall from its position.
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the auspicious sight (maiigala darsana) and make their offerings which may include

flowers, incense sticks (agarbatti) , red scarves (cunri) and coconuts (nliriyala). The

pujari attending at the barricade takes their offerings, touches the flowers to the marble

footprints (ptiduka) just within the barricade, and mayor may not return them to the

devotee. He will smash offered coconuts giving some of the coconut water to the devotee

to drink, and returning one or both halves of the coconut as prastida, offerings which

have been blessed through contact with the deity.

When all of the awaiting crowd, between five and twenty-five people g(~nerally,

have made their offerings, Ram Prasad who is still within the sanctum continuing his

decorations with offered flower-garlands (p~pamalti), lights a multi-wicked ghi (clarified

butter) lamp. This flame-worship (arati) of Durga is riveting, for devotees, pujaris, and

workers have manned postions by the bells around the porch, which they ring constantly

while the flames are passed before the goddess. Everyone stands frozen in the porch

while the arati is occurring, hands pressed together and held close to the heart in a

respectful gesture of salutation (namaskara). Ram Prasad changes lamps, now using one

with a single large cup, in which camphor (karpura) is lit. The flame jumps high and

produces aromatic smoke which fills the chamber. The bell-ringing reaches a fever pitch.

A few mantras are inaudibly uttered inside the sanctum, precipitating the climax in which

devotees collectively emit a sigh and yell out cheers such as "Jai Ma. "100 Some fall to

the ground in respectful prostration (pralJiima), while latecomers toss their flowers into

the sanctum in offering. Then all hurry to the side, where a pajari has brought out the

smoking camphor flame, to pass their hands over the sanctified flame and through its

smoke. They then pass their hands over their own heads and bodies in a gesture of self

purification: "The flames and smoke cleanse us of previous sins."

It is not long after the arati that the first light of dawn begins to appear, and the

1000am Prasad may utters verses from the Durga Saptaiatrwhich he chooses spontaneously. Sometimes
he says nothing. There is no formal series of liturgical prayers for Durgii in this temple. Each pujari is free
to say or do what he wishes. Most often, pujaris may utter some verses (sloka) from the Durga Saptaiatr
since the text is known to all of them. During the devotional service of offerings, simple statements such
as, "These are fragrant flowers. Salutations to Durgii," may be made.
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city begins to wake up. Street-sweepers are busy clearing the gutters and moving debris

into piles to be carried away or scavenged by cows and dogs. The first stalls to open are

those selling sweet milky tea (chai) , pan, and breakfast items such as discs of deep-fried,

whole wheat, unleavened bread (pun), and chick-peas in spicy gravy (canna sabji).

Deep-fried vegetables in batter (pakora), pastry stuffed with spiced vegetables (samosa),

and sweet, syrup-filled spirals (jalebl) are inexpensive, energy-producing favorites of the

city's cycle rickshaw drivers.

Men and women continue to stream into DurgajI for early morning dariana prior

to their work, the numbers peaking between eight and ten o'clock in the morning, after

which the business day in the city begins. The temple is visited by approximately equal

numbers of men and women who arrive singly or in groups. Often a party of five to

twenty pilgrims will enter, take darsana, circumambulate and leave, rarely lingering in

the temple for fear of being separated from their group and guide. The groups which

come from nearby villages, specifically to satisfy a pledge (manautl) to Durga, stay

longer at the temple, spending perhaps the whole or several days (see Figure 9).

As noon approaches, the numbers of visitors drop off, and about half an hour

later the sanctum doors are shut for about fifteen minutes. 101 Durga is offered deep

fried bread (purl) and curried vegetables (sabji) , and boiled rice sweetened in milk,

sugar, and raisins (khfra). The afternoon hours are relatively quiet. It is a time when

mainly a few pilgrim groups and tourists visit the temple. Other visitors and workers find

a quiet, shady spot, perhaps by the kuTJ4a, and rest or nap on the cool stone floors. Even

the temple's usually rambunctious monkeys are relatively inactive. It is at this time that

Ram Prasad usually retires to his room to perform his daily recitation of the Durga

SaptaSatf, after which he takes a short nap (see Figure 11).

The number of visitors pick up again from about four o'clock in the late

afternoon, when the sun's rays are less potent, till the evening aratrat eight o'clock. This

aratris often accompanied by the beating of large, hand-held swing drums (damaru) and

IOIMany temples have their garbhagr:has closed for several hours in the afternoon; a period of rest for
the deity and attendants, which unfortunately frustrates the opportunity of visiting pilgrims to have darsana.
The long, open hours at Durga Mandir, make the goddess highly accessible to all visitors.
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has a much larger audience than the early morning paja. Before and after the evening

aratf, devotees are scattered around the temple's inner courtyard chatting with friends,

or engaged in private worship. Some may be reciting the Durga SaptaSatf in a corner,

while others are perhaps making offerings at the fire oblation pit (havan kwJ4a). Just

after aratf, Ma is offered her evening meal (bhoga) , which may consist of baked,

unleavened, whole wheat bread (rom, leafy vegetables like spinach (sag), and some

sweets (mirhtit). Ma eats chilies, but does not eat garlic and onions (pya)). She is fond

of sweets such as sweet balls (lada) and hunks of unrefined cane sugar Gaggery, gur).

She eats such fruit as bananas and oranges, but does not eat fish and meat.1oo The

doors are not closed during these offerings.

At ten o'clock in the evening the last stores and restaurants begin to close as the

city prepares to sleep. People are on their way home and the streets are quickly deserted.

Shortly before eleven o'clock, there is a final flame worship (saralJa aratf) for the

goddess. The doors to the garbhagrha are closed and Ram Prasad lays down the bed. He

puts Ma to sleep and exits from the sanctum, which he locks behind him. When the last

worshippers have departed, the courtyard doors are closed. Ram Prasad lies down to

rest. Four hours later he arises to repeat his devotional service to the DevI. Few sounds

penetrate the silence within the inner courtyard of Durga Mandir at night. On rare

occasions a pious pajari may hear footsteps and sounds within the locked inner courtyard

and locked inner sanctum. It is thought to be the spirit of Kukkutesvara Mahadeva, the

temple priest of impeccable devotion who was sacrificed to the Devi, as he makes his

way from his own shrine to worship Durga in the garbhagrha.

Interpretive Observations

Ram Prasad's devotional service to DurgajI is extraordinary. He is likened to the

most intimate servant of the DevI and tends to her every need. He prepares himself prior

102Mii's food is prepared by the pujtiris or workers who eat it after it has been offered and consumed
by her. Leftovers, normally considered polluted, are sanctified by the deity's action. The selection of foods
points to a preference for pure (suddhalsattva) items, and reveals as much about the pajari's culinary
capabilities and preferences as it does about Durga's.
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to her awakening and only sleeps after she has gone to bed. He also enjoys an intimicy

of contact with her unavailable to the most pious of lay devotees who do not bathe,

clothe, or feed the goddess. The devotional service paid to Durga by lay devotees is, in

effect, some fraction of Ram Prasad's service (seva). The parallel between a deity and

monarch has frequently been pointed out, and Durga resides in her temple like a reigning

queen in her palace. Devotees visit to worship her and perhaps ask for favours much as

subjects would approach a ruler for an audience.

To be in the DevI's presence is to enjoy some of the pleasures of royal!divine life.

This is precisely the manner in which the temple functions. "When I am there, I enter

another world," said one devotee. "It is peaceful and I can forget about my daily

problems." DurgajI offers her devotees one such peaceful environment, although the

precocious monkeys can remind devotees that the DevI's generosity extends even to her

more mischievous subjects. She is generous with her time, available from early morning

to late at night and throughout most of the afternoon. Incidentally, this accessitility to her

devotees is also advantageous to all those who gain economically from the temple.

The food offered to Durga by the temple personnel essentially reflects their

preferences and spiritual orientation. Ram Prasad, the dominant figure in defining the

spiritual direction of the temple calls himself a Vai~t:lava Saleta and considers the Dev'i

to be a Vai~Qava sakti. Thus she is offered sattvic or pure foods instead of rajasic and

tamasic foods which are designated as such because of their stimulating or impure

qualities. It is mainly tradition, often as it is reputed to be stated in the "Sastras'I' which

dictates which foods are sattvic or not. Since chillies entered India relatively recently

(from the New World via the Portuguese), they are not catalogued in the classic Sastric

literature and so add spice to the somewhat bland sattvic diet. Durgaj'i's diet was not

always as it is now for I have heard that in the earlier years she was offered rajasic and

tamasic food by temple priests. Such offerings, which were also made by devotees in

front of the inner sanctum, are now prohibited by Ram Prasad. At present, blood

sacrifice is permitted in the outer courtyard. But offerings of alcohol and cannabis, and

the consumption of these items when consecrated must be made outside both courtyards.

On occasion, a form of blood sacrifice is made within the inner courtyard. This occurs
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when a goat is released rather than killed. A devotee or worker makes a cut in the goat's

ear to spill a little blood and the animal is then set free.

The late mahant, Paras Nath, related a story of how, a decade or so ago, a group

of powerful tantrics once came to DurgajI. They had liquor and meat from a goat they

had sacrificed to the Devi and they encouraged him to eat this sanctified food. Ram

Prasad, the priest, had apparently left for his village and the mahant was about to partake

of this food, when the elderly priest suddenly returned. Seeing what was about to take

place he immediately told them to stop or they would have to face him. Despite the

tantrlcs' power and the fact that the pujiiri was outnumbered, they desisted, afraid of the

priest's power through the DevI's grace. Ram Prasad then made the mahant swear before

the Dev! that he would not eat meat or drink liquor, even if it was consecrated, on the

temple premises, a promise the mahant said he kept. Paras Nath died recently, and Ram

Prasad is in his eighties. It is quite conceivable that DurgajI may receive more non-sattvic

food from devotees, and revert to her earlier greater popularity among tantrics, after the

priest's influence wanes.

The story about Paras Nath and Ram Prasad illustrates a significant hierarchical

order within the appropriation of power. Even the immense power which can be acquired

by spiritual adepts, such as tantrics, is of lesser magnitude than that accessible t.hrough

sincere devotional service. The likely explanation is that while the adept acquire.s some

of the Devi's power, the true devotee benefits from the DevI's grace. In a contest, it is

the DevI herself, on behalf of the devotee, who confronts the power holder. Her power

is without a doubt superior. The buffalo demon Mahi~'s contest with Durga mythically

relates precisely this futile struggle, for acquired power must succumb to the source of

all power. Tapas, the power acquired through ascetic practice, must submit to Sakii. The

classic image of KalI atop the passive, reclining Siva, conveys this message. Siva, the

greatest spiritual practitioner (slidhaka), must himself yield to the source and culmination

of his power.

And yet the DevI entertains both types of worship. While lay devotees have often

expressed fear of the consequences of disturbing Durga at inopportune times such as
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when she is asleep, the disembodied pujari Kukkutesvara Mahadeva has no such fear.

While all, including the DevI, sleep, he may make his way to the shrine to worship.

Similarly, I was told how a powerful tantric (a certain La! Baba), when Ram Prasad was

young, wanted to worship Durga one night when the doors to the inner courtyard were

locked. "He took a single leap from the outside, over the walls and landed in front of the

porch." Both pujari and tantric display supernornal powers which emanate from the

Devi. Both disdain convention since their need or desire for worship is great, as is their

devotional commitment. The average lay person may want something from the Mother

but be unwilling to pay the price which goes with disturbing her. Her most sincere

devotees, however, are undaunted. They know that Ma's grace extends to them at all

times. She is always available for her children although she may be annoyed if disturbed

unnecessarily. The precedent for such behaviour is contained in a myth wherein the

divine hero Rama invokes the DevI at an untimely period of the year. His devotion is so

great that she appears to him and grants him victory.103

I will open the discussion on the meaning of puja here, and continue with it

throughout the subsequent chapters. Paja is clearly an act of devotional service (seva)

and adoration (pralJ,ama) of the deity. It consists of awakening, welcoming, or visiting

the deity, making offerings symbolic of cleansing, clothing, adorning, and feeding the

deity, and finally adoring the deity with a flame (aratl), a statement of homage,. and a

gesture of obeisance. Paja suggests several hierarchies. The deity being worshipped is

superior to the worshipper in purity (sattva) and power (sakti). Yet the worshipper's

sense of his/her own status is also high. However humble the devotee's social and

economic status, s/he approaches the deity with a sense of great purity and nobility.

Ideally, devotees cleanse and purify themselves before entering for worship. They bathe

and put on clean clothes. "I do not enter the temple to worship if I have been to the

bathroom (to defecate)," said one regular worshipper at DurgajI, "until I have bathed and

put on a freshly washed dhotf." Hands are washed before handling the flowers used for

103Versions of this myth are found in the Kiilikii Puriif!.a 62.24-27, 30-32, 41-43, 49. Also in
Mahiibhligavata Puriif!.a 36-38 and Br:haddharma PuriilJO. 1.18-22.
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offerings, and devotees remove their shoes before entering the temple. These simple

symbolic gestures reconfirm the notion of purity on the part of the worshipper.

Furthermore, devotees strive to offer the best they can, commensurate with their

economic status or personal energy. This may mean performing a service at the temple

(e.g., cleaning) or making costly offerings (e.g., expensive flower garlands, scarves, and

fruit). Devotees, hierarchically elevated by their purity, honour and serve the deity who

is higher still. Just as a king might honour a high ranking subject in his palace, the deity

receives the noble devotee in the temple. Hierarchically high (worshipper) honours

hierarchically higher (deity) and in so doing, and in being so received, is elevated. Pajii

essentially induces a transformation of status in the devotee. It is in these upward

currents that friction occurs.

A briihmalJa with strong sattvic affiliations, for instance, needs to see the deity

as hierarchically superior, and thus ensures that all offerings, especially food are sattvic.

These offerings, including the food, are transformed through divine contact and

ultimately transform the devotees who participate in them. By eating the blessed food

(prasada), devotees actually incorporate consecrated matter into their bodies. The sattvic

briihmalJa faces a problem when seeing the deity accepting flesh and blood offerings,

which are considered non-sattvic. To a tantric briihmalJa, or to devotees who may

consume and thus offer flesh and blood (often from the warrior or lower classes), such

non-sattvic offerings are transmuted into pure, consecrated substance by virtue of the

deity's acceptance of them. But the deity's acceptance of these offerings forges an

identification with tantrism or with low status, both problematic to the sattvic briihmalJa.

The deity's status would thus diminishes from such a brtihmalJa point of view.

Durga manages to function as the deity of sattvic briihmalJas, tantrics, and the

lower classes, but not without difficulties. Denial and distancing are two strategies

commonly used at DurgajI, where all classes and types converge to worship. As cited

earlier, certain devotees deny that Durga accepts non-sattvic offerings such as blood. I

have also heard people claim, "Durga is not a tantric deity." Such denials of the facts are

facilitated by the process of distancing. If blood sacrifices are made outside the inner
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courtyard, other non-sattvic offerings (e.g., liquor, cannabis) forced further afield, and

if low class worshippers are also pressured to keep their distance from the inner sanctum,

an effective ambiguity is generated. Within this ambiguity, personally meaningful

portraits of the DevI may be maintained. The sattvic briihmalJa may contentedly worship

DurgajI as a deity who receives sattvic food and whose status is not diminished by

intimate contact with lower-class and unorthodox worshippers whose non-sattvic offerings

go to subsidiary deities such as Bhadrakali or the Yoginls. In effect, BhadrakaII laps up

any spiritual "pollution" which might have accrued to Durga through her contact with

less-pure devotees.

Clifford Geertz has pointed to the danger of oversimplifying the relationship

between social and cultural processes as merely mirroring each other (Geertz 1973: 143).

We can see from the discussion above that the tensions present among social classes are

only partially reflected in the religious vision of Durga. In fact, the individual worshipper

appears to stand at the junction between a complex social and religious dynamic. High

class, low class, orthodox, and unorthodox worshippers each find meaning in the worship

of Durga which supports their spiritual needs and social situation.

Returning to the gestures of purification which precede any performance ofpujii,

I would suggest that pujii initiates a movement, on the part of the worshipper, away from

tamasic materiality towards sattvic purity. The devotee may bathe and put on clean

clothes. According to orthodox tradition, menstruating women are not supposed to enter

temples. While no such explicit prohibition exists at DurgajI, I suggest that the

underlying rationale for this prohibition is that menstrual blood, which marks a woman's

reproductive capabilities, is associated with the "downward" dynamic of rajas gUlJO. (i.e.,

towards manifest existence). Thus, it is contrary to the implicit purpose of temple pUjii,

which is an "upward" dynamic towards spiritual transcendence. Furthermore, in the

substances offered by both priest and devotee to Durgajr, which are the common items

used in mostpujlis, one sees symbols of the five gross elements (mahlibhuta) reintegrated

with the source (i.e., the Dev!). The five gross elements are earth (Prthivf), water vala),

air (viiyU) , fire (agnz) , and space (iikiiSa). I have been told explicitly on numerous
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occasions that these mahiibhutas are symbolized (although not in a simple one-to-one

correspondence) by such items as the fragrant sandalwood paste ground and mixed with

water, the flowers, the burning incense sticks, the camphor flame, and the coconut fruit.

This is a theme to which I will return in the following chapters where I illustrate how

the activities of pujli are grounded in the metaphysics of cosmic reintegration.

The Weekly Routine

The weekly cycle at the DurgajI is not particularly significant to the pujliris. Ram

Prasad performs his daily service (seva) to Durga no differently. The only things that

vary are the slins and decorations for the goddess, which he chooses randomly during

most of the year. There are noteworthy changes to the routine only at four points in the

year: during the autumn and spring Navaratras, during the annual decoration ceremony

(srfl,glira) , and on the festival of Annakiita. 104 To the mahants, worshippers, workers,

and shopkeepers, however, there is a difference, because Tuesdays (mangalavara) and

to a lesser extent, Saturdays (saniwlra) , see a substantial increase in the number of

people at the temple. The reasons for this increase are not completely c1t~. It is

traditionally held that Tuesdays and Saturdays are auspicious for goddess worship, just

as Mondays are sacred to Siva. l05 Astrologically, Tuesdays and Saturdays are ruled by

Mars (mangalii) and Saturn (sani) , both dangerous, inauspicious planets. Durga is

t04During those periods (which will be discussed in detail in the section on the yearly routine) Durga
may wear a special mask, be dressed in sar[s of particular colours, and the hours during which the Devl
is available to her devotees increases dramatically.

IOSSiva's association with the moon, evidenced by his epithets CandraSekhara (He who is Crowned by
the Moon) and SOmaSambhu (Happiness of the Moon), suggests the connection with Monday, which is
called Somvara. While Tuesdays appear to be universally favored for goddess worship in Banaras, the same
cannot be said for Saturdays. For instance, the popular temple of Sankata DeVi (Goddess of Oppression),
whose icon is Mahisamardinl, commonly associated with Durga, is visited in large numbers on Fridays
when she is offered coconuts.
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propitiated to subvert such pernicious astrological effects. 106 I was told by devot.ees that

Ma Durga, who is a protective mother, is inevitably present when inauspicious elements

(e.g., planetary influences, demons, disease) arise. Where danger is, Ma is also close at

hand. If inauspicious planetary influences wax large on certain days, it is necessarily

true, they implied, that Ma's presence is commensurately intensified, eSPecially in the

vicinity of her abode.

Healers (Ojha)

Healers (ojha) frequent DurgajI, particularly on Tuesdays. They serve as living

loci of the DevI's manifest presence. Highly receptive to the subtle forces at play within

a patient, they are occasionally susceptible to possession by both the agent of distress and

the DevI, allowing the battle to be waged within themselves. A healer of some renown

in Banaras, named Mithm Lal, dominated the activity on Tuesdays at Durgaji. He would

work close to the fire pit (havan kulJl!a), letting the flames lick up at his body. These and

other dramatic demonstrations of power supplemented his striking appearance and

contributed to his popularity and success as a healer. Unfortunately, he died shortly after

my arrival in Banaras, creating a vacuum in the healing activities at Durga Mandir. His

wife, Sukha DevI, who continued to be consulted by patients, has begun to assume his

role more thoroughly as her experience and proficiency grows. She oversees and guides

the activities of another young male healer, whose apprenticeship appears to be

I06Mangalti, the name of the planet Mars, means "auspicious." Nevertheless, according to the science
of astrology (jyo~i~a), Mars produces inauspicious effects. So do the Sun, Saturn, Rahu, and Ketu. Actually
the word for planet is graha, derived from the Sanskrit root, grah, meaning "to grasp" or "to take hold
of." It suggests the powerful effects of these heavenly bodies. These influences are generally held in
disfavour, for graha is a synonym for Rahu, a distinctly unfavourable "planet." Actually, the Sun, the
Moon, Riihu and Ketu are not technically planets, and the term graha, would be better translated as
"celestial force."

The nine planets (navagraha) are often associated with the goddess. Many goddess temples have
prominent navagraha shrines (e.g., VisalakSt temple in Banaras) and navagraha worship is part of some
goddess centred rituals (e.g., mass recitations of the Durga SaptaSati). The numerological significance of
nine, so closely related to the Devi (e.g., navadurga, navagaurf, navapatrikii, navaratra) no doubt also
figures in her association with these nine heavenly forces.

Incidentally, Durga is also called Maiigala or Mangafi, and Maiigalac~<;Iika is the name of one
of her nine fierce forms (CalJ4l) worshipped during the Durga Piija ritual.
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progressing successfully (see Figure 6). The presence of healers naturally draws patients

to the temple.

Sorcerers, Tantrics, and Saktas
Durga's intensified presence and accessibility on Tuesdays and Saturdays attracts

a wide variety of worshippers; the majority are from villages in and around the greater

Banaras area. Among these are sorcerers (jadu kame vala), tantrikas, and Saktas.

The term Sakta is normally used to refer to persons to whom supreme divinity is

a conscious energy (sakti), conceived of as feminine. Some form of Sakti, personified

as any of numerous goddesses, such as Durga or KalI, is the prime deity of their family

(kula devatli) or of their own choice Una devatli). A large number of people who visit

DurgajI, refer to themselves as Saivas or Vai~t:lavas, recognizing Siva or some form of

Vi~l).u as supreme. Nevertheless, goddesses like Durga, play important roles in their

understandings of divinity, and are worshipped with as much zeal on certain occasions

or for particular purposes as by those who would call themselves Saktas. Such dl;~votees

often think of the goddess as a consort of the male deity (e.g., Durga is Siva's wife), or

as an embodiment of the male deity's energy (Durga is Vai~I).ava saktl). For the sake of

convenience, I use the term Sakta for anyone who worships at DurgajI, unless their

sectarian affiliation is relevant to the discussion.

Among the people who worship at DurgajI, a small percentage are sorcerers and

tantrics, but they cannot be easily distinguished from other devotees. These sorcerers and

tantrics rarely identify themselves as such, but are so designated by others. They may

perform certain of their ritual practices (stidhana) in plain view, but generally keep their

goals secret. These practices may include fire oblations or particular forms of reci.tation

of the Durgli Sapta.satf. If secret incantations (mantra) are to be used, they may choose

a secluded spot in the temple, or an appropriate time of day (see Figures 6 and 10). A

busy period is often better for they are less scrutinized amid the crowds. Sorcerers are

concerned with directing forces (generally destructive) at victims, with the aid of Sakti.

Thus healers are often engaged in remedying, with the power of the goddess, the harm
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that was originally caused by her power. It is the DevI's power (sakti), I was told, which

is directed by sorcerers to satisfy the malicious intent of their clients. Illness is sometimes

due to the pernicious action of sakti or saktis (the goddess's energy or female deities)

directed by sorcerers at a victim. Healers or devotees' prayers may, in turn, invoke a

curative or protective energy through the presence of the Devi:, resulting in a battle

between the Devi: and the destructive power within the body of the ailing person. The

patient may die while the battle is waged. This is why, I was told, bodies of victims of

certain diseases such as smallpox, are sometimes disposed of into the Ganga,

uncremated. Since the DevI is still present in the body of the deceased victim, it would

be inappropriate to burn it. When I expressed surprise that the DevI's power could be

used for harmful purposes, I was told that if propitiated, the Devi:looks favorably on all

her devotees, granting whatever they wish. "She is the Mother of all her children." I was

told that in the DevrBhligavata Purli'!a the demons Madhu and Kaitabha gain their power

by praying to the Devi "It isn't Ma who is good or bad, it is people." The moral

dimension in the use of the DevI's power is a human responsibility.

Tantrics are mystical in orientation. They seek understanding and control of

power, ultimately through union with the goddess. Often, among tantrics, the mystical

union is envisioned as a sexual union with the deity. Durga does not yield to this

conceptual framework, which accounts for her ambivalent status as a tantric deity. She

slays her suitors. Durga tantrics seek to appropriate some of her power, but. ultimate

union is envisioned as sacrificial submission to the goddess. Union is the reintegration

or reabsorption of the adept, a material manifestation of the DevI, back into the

undifferentiated wholeness of her unmanifest essence.

Saktas are generally engaged in devotional acts to the goddess. Of these, many,

perhaps most, are engaged in fulfilling obligations for favours received, or are making

requests of the Devi It is not uncommon for these general requests to overlap the

specialiZed activities of ojha, jada, and tantrika. Thus Saktas may request the cure of a

sick child, or the punishment of an enemy, or personal empowerment for success in

aspects of their lives (e.g., exams, musical skills). Word of repeated success in a par

ticular area may unwittingly earn them the reputation of healers or sorcerers.
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Pilgrims

Groups of people visit the Durga temple throughout the year. The most distant

visitors are foreign tourists and Indians living abroad. Members of both these groups,

upon visiting Banaras, inevitably make a trip to DurgajI, since the temple is mentioned

in virtually every tourist guide book. In these books, the temple's reputation derives from

its monkeys and its association with blood sacrifice. Although these tourists cannot be

considered to be true pilgrims, in the narrowest definition of the term, since they

generally lack a marked religious motivation, their visits to DurgajI are often memorable,

particularly if they witness a goat sacrifice or encounter an aggressive or playful monkey.

As a result, the temple has a certain notoriety and its reputation is enhanced by their

tales. 107 The next discernable type of pilgrim belongs to groups which leave towns and

villages from allover India and travel en masse to various pilgrimage sites. Gold (1988)

has admirably described a journey of this type of pilgrim, who often travels by bus to

several pilgrimage sites on a single trip. Such pilgrims are likely to visit Banaras

primarily to bathe in the Gaiiga, or to take darsana of the Siva linga of Kasl Visvanatha.

As one of the important temples in Banaras, DurgajI is included on their agenda. Such

groups are often led by their guide quite rapidly through DurgajI. They do not linger

long for fear of being separated from their group and left behind. These transient groups

account for a sizeable percentage of visitors to the temple.

An important type of pilgrimage that is made specifically to DurgajI is performed

by devotees from beyond the immediate environs of Banaras, near the outer perimeter

of the temple's main catchment area. These pilgrims generally corne from the villages

on the outskirtyB1naras, but may also be drawn from more distant districts in Uttar

Pradesh and Bihar. These pilgrims often take up shelter in one of the temple's rest

quarters (dharma.sala) and their visits may be several hours or days in duration. I shall

discuss the motives and nature of their visits in greater detail in Chapter Three. Durgaji

is also one temple on numerous pilgrimage circuits which occur in the city. The most

1°'7J'umer (1978) has pointed out the touristic nature of all pilgrimages. It could therefore be argued
that these tourists are pilgrims since their religious sentiments are revealed both in their choice of the
sacred city of Banaras as a destination, as well as in their decision to visit a temple.
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famous of these is the PaiicakroSI Pilgrimage which encircles the city of Banaras. In

recent years, however, the majority of PaiicakrOSl pilgrims have been bypassing DurgajI

since it and a few o.ther temples are somewhat off the main circuit. DurgajI, under her

epithet of Ku~m3.t).da DevI is also one of KaSi's Nine Durgas and is thus the object of

veneration during the Navaratras when that pilgrimage is performed. I will discuss the

Nine Durga pilgrimage in detail in Chapter Three.

The increased number of visitors to DurgajI on Tuesdays is a boon to all the

shopkeepers in the area. Flower vending stalls, which normally flank the entrances of the

temple, are found all along the western side of Durga KuQ.~, and makeshift stalls selling

puja items (i.e., coconuts, scarves, camphor, cardamom sweets (iltlyacf dana), incense

sticks (agarbattlj, and thread (mault) compete with the established shops. The mahants

collect rent from these stalls, and there is no discernable or admitted conflict between

vendors, all of whom feel grateful for the livelihood provided them by Ma Durga. Even

the number of barbers (nai) increase on Tuesdays, since there are more ritual first

tonsures (mUlJ{jana) of children to be performed on those days.

Tuesdays of every waxing fortnight are also sacred to the monkey god, Hanuman,

and visitors are encouraged to feed monkeys on this day. Many visitors to DurgajI on

Tuesdays also include a visit to the popular Hanuman temple of Sankata Mochana

(Release from Oppression). The presence of monkeys at DurgajI and Sankata Mochana,

and the popularity of Hanuman and Durga among village residents plays a role in the

significance of Tuesdays at the temple.

The temple floor and shrines are washed on Wednesdays, and sometimes again

on Sundays to clear away the debris of ashes, flowers, food, animal droppings, and dirt

which have built up on previous days. This cleansing of the temple is a cleansing of the

yantra, of the goddess herself. Generally water which has been used to clean a divine

image is considered to be consecrated. Indeed water used to wash the DevI yantra behind

the mask in the inner sanctum is distributed as a material blessing (prasada) to devotees.

The overflow from washing the yantra in the inner sanctum, along with the water

consecrated by washing the yantra which is the temple, both flow into the hallowed
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Durga KuQ.<;l. Indeed the DevI, symbolized as flowing water is a purifying force. The

sanctifying power of holy rivers like the Ganga is well-known in the Hindu tradition. 108

I was told how once a young man was found hanged within the inner courtyard of

DurgajIon the morning after DipavalI (KaIi Piija). No one knew how he got inside the

temple which was locked for the night. The circumstances of his death were also

unknown. Was it murder, or suicide, or a sacrificial offering? Such ambiguity surrounded

the temple with an aura of inauspiciousness. Also, here was an example of a death or

human sacrificial offering within the inner courtyard, polluting the sacred space. To

remove any defilement which may have accrued, the temple was scrubbed down with

sacred water brought directly from the Ganga, water which in tum flowed into Durga

Kund.

The DevI Durga is not just an instrument of cleansing and purification, she is also

the very debris from sacrificial offerings. In the verses of the Durga Ca!l:'la (Forty

[Verses] to Durga) a popular devotional hymn in the style and language of Tulsidas's

Hanuman Cazrsa, she is worshipPed as MataiigI. 109 This goddess, one of a duster of

goddesses known as the Ten Great Knowledges (DaSa Mahavidya), is often portrayed as

an outcaste (ca¢ala) woman, the type that work as cleaners of polluted spaces (e.g.,

toilets). Just as a human mother cleans the polluted remains of her offspring, the divine

mother cleans the pollutions produced by her devoted children. In the Saiikhya-based

Sakta cosmological framework, through her identification with the wholeness of material

creation, the Devi is the debris itself. However, such an identification of the DevI with

normally polluted matter, although it may be considered sanctified by some, is

problematic to those who aspire to orthodox forms of sattvic purity. Of importance here,

we again note the part played by epithets in the "denial" and "distancing" alluded to

I08Soo Sivaramamurti 1976:45 and Eck 1982:174. The Puriit;JaS abound in tales about the purifying
power of flowing water, especially the Gaiiga. Examples are found in the Agni Purd1JQ 110, and the Padma
PunJ1Jll 5.60.1-127.

I09Matarrtgi dhamavatf matal
Bhuvanesvarf bagalii sukha data/liS

The entire Srf Durga Cdlfsil is carved on marble slabs which surround the Bhadrakafi shrine at DurgajI.
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earlier. If certain aspects of the DevI are allocated to a particular epithet (i.e., a

subsidiary goddess and her characteristics) the epithet may be disregarded by groups that

find it disagreeable or inconsistent with their particular symbol system.

The Monthly Cycle

The Hindu calendar is attentive to both solar and lunar cycles, the latter

constituting the monthly rhythms. Thus the month is made up of two fortnights (pa~a),

one in which the moon waxes bright (suklap~a), and the other in which it wanes darkly

(kr~1Jii p~a). Added to these waxing and waning wings are the days of full moon

(pu17J,ima) and new moon (amavasya).

Tradition holds that the eighth (~fami) and eleventh (ekadaSi) lunar days (tithi)

of either the dark or bright fortnight are favored by the goddess. So are pun.lima and

amiivasya. The eighth day of the waxing fortnight (~famf suklap~a) is favorable for

Durga worship, while the eighth day of the dark fortnight (~famrkr~'Jap~a) is special

for KaII. I was unable to discern any difference in worship activity at DurgajI during

these days, although this does not mean that they are insignificant. I could not estimate

slight numerical increases, nor distinguish subtle shifts in the psychological attitudes of

devotees. Certainly, a few devotees said they visited the temple on ~famrs in fulfilment

of a promise, or as a form of devotion.110 It is apparent that certain days in the solar

lIOSince a lunar day (tithi) begins and ends with the rising and setting of the moon, it may fall
completely within a solar day, or overlap two solar days. This increased the complexity of my task as I
tried to discern changes in worship patterns at the temple on special lunar days. Since the Durga temple
normally functions on a solar daily cycle and is closed at night, it can prove problematic for devotees who
wish to worship there systematically according to the lunar calendrical cycle. Their worship patterns are
further complicated by the presence of inauspicious constellations (n~atra) which are found among the
twenty-seven "lunar mansions" through which the moon passes. One would need the services of a skilled
astrologer to adhere to the regular lunar cycle of worship. The lunar months are named after twelve of the
twenty-seven nalqatras.

Such cyclical worship based on the lunar system is occasionally followed by particular caste (iiill)
groups. R. and S. Freed mention how the potter jilt{ (kumhar) worship Durga in the north Indian village
of Shanti Nagar on every bright eighth. The bright eighth of the month of Caitra, is a minor festival, called
Devi ki Karahi (Cooking Pot of the Goddess) for alljiilfs in the village. (On this and the Hindu calendrical
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week are now more significant to the majority of worshippers at DurgajT than such days

in the lunar month. This may be the result of "modern" accommodation to the globally

standardized work week. Nevertheless, particular lunar cycles play important roles in the

course of a year. Specific tithis in the lunar months of Srava~a, Bha.drapada, Asvina,

Karttika, and Caitra figure in the yearly worship cycle of Durga at Durga Mandir and

these will be examined in the discussion of the yearly cycle.

The Yearly Cycle

I have decided to start the discussion of the yearly cycle at Durgaji with the

festival of Durga's birth, which I feel is an appropriate beginning. I am not discussing

the festival cycle from a larger sectarian perspective, where perhaps a particular New

Year's day would have been a better starting point. I wish, in this section, to illustrate

the cadences of worship as they occur throughout a year in the life of DurgajT, giving

particular attention to those festivals which are most important at the temple. These are

the S~gara, the Asvina Navaratra, Annakiita, and Caitra Navaratra. However, I locate

the discussions of these four festivals within discussions of other sacred days and festivals

in the yearly cycle, all of which are pertinent to Durga worship in Banaras and to

worship at DurgajI in particular. Therefore I briefly discuss the festival of HoIT since

some devout Durga-worshipping tantrics perform a special ritual with Sakta themes on

that day, although not generally at DurgajI. I also use certain festival days to discuss

myths which are pertinent to the conceptual image of Durga. For instance, Han Utthana

EkadaSi celebrates Vi~~u's awakening from the sleep induced by the DevI who is

envisioned as the great deluder (mahiimohii).

I wish to stress that the yearly cycle expands the dimension of time and space as

it figures in the yantra which is Durgaji. The yearly cycle at DurgajI intersects with the

system, see Freed and Freed 1964).
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temporal cycles of other deities in Banaras. This is of course significant, for the goddess

does not exist in isolation. Rather, she has a fundamental relationship with the other

inhabitants of Banaras, human and divine. In the yearly cycle, one sees how strands of

mythology weave connections between Durga and other gods and goddesses, and how

the cadences of sacred time move worshippers who frequent other parts of the yantra

which is Banaras into the orb of the Devi's presence.

One method of imagining the process which occurs during the course of a year

is to visualize the DurgajI yantra as one of many yantras to other deities all of which are

located within the yantra which is is the city of Banaras. 111 During the festival! days of

a particular deity, the yantra of that deity expands. An appropriate image in the Hindu

symbol system would be that the yantra blossoms, like a lotus flower, overlapping with

the yantras of other gods and goddesses. The Asvina Navaratra, in particular, is clearly

the most important of the festivals to Durga, and celebrations blossom far beyond the

perimeter of Durga Kut:l9 temple to encompass the entire city. I suggest that during this

period of time, the yantra of DurgajI expands until it is identical with (or superimposed

upon) the yantra of Banaras. The next two chapters of this work are a detailed account

of the activities which take place at that time throughout the city, which is the true sphere

of the DevI's influence. In this section, I discuss the Asvina Navaratra celebrations as

they occur at DurgajI, saving broader discussions of worship patterns throughout Banaras

during Navaratra for Chapter Three. Since the Caitra Navaratra (spring) is distinguished

from the Asvina Navaratra primarily by its lack of public communal worship of Durga

in temporarily constructed shrines, the locus of worship during that festival is at homes

and temples. I essentially discuss the Caitra Navaratra in my treatment of the: Asvina

Navaratra in the next chapter, distinguishing it from the autumn celebration wherever it

is pertinent.

!lIOn the sacred city of Banaras as a yantra or malJ4ala, see Eck 1982: 146-147. Also see Rana P. B.
Singh 1986:303-311. I am grateful to Rana Singh for the general form of Diagram One.
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Durga's Birth
[Second of the Waning Fortnight ofBhMrapada (August/September)]

In northern India, a lunar month begins after the full moon (pa"Jimti) with the

waning or dark fortnight (k!~1Ja pa~a). In the month of Bhadrapada (which falls in

August or September), the second day of the dark fortnight (dvitfya k!~1Ja pa~a) is

considered, according to the head pajari, to be the birthday of the DevI at Durga Mandir.

There is no special celebration on this day, except that at eight o'clock, at the time of

the evening aratl~ a red scarf (cunri) is placed on her head. One and a quarter kilograms

of sweets and numerous flowers are offered to her, a gesture, originally, but no longer

performed by the king of Banaras (KaSi Naresh). The symbolism of the red scarf in this

context is unknown, but devotees frequently suggest that the red scarf used in offerings

is a substitute for the symbol of blood. It could represent a blood sacrifice in honour of

the DevI's arrival, menstrual blood symbolizing an arrival into womanhood, or thl~ blood

smeared body of a newborn infant. The panciinga, a calendar which lists the religious

activities prescribed for particular days, cites the second of Bhadrapada as a day for an

all night vigil (ratri jagarana). Such rat jaggas, as they are known in Hindi, are

occasionally organized by private groups, involve night-long singing, and are often held

in honour of the goddess. No such arrangement is now made at Durga Mandir on this

day, although rtit jaggas did take place a few decades ago and consisted of kajalr

singing. 112

112K~ali is a type of love song sung by women during the rainy season. Kajali means lamp-black and
refers to the eyeliner (also called kiijjal) worn by women. It is not clear whether the term refers to the
ornamental quality of the eyeliner in amorous expectation or to the tear-induced running of it bt::cause of
the sorrow of amorous separation.

According to the older pujaris, Vindhyacal temple in Mirzapur is the site where this tradition still
continues. A three-night ratrfjagarana is held at Durga Mandir, however, during the annual dt::coration
(sr:ngara) twelve days later. Vindhyacal temple's tradition of the ratrf jagarana on the Second of
Bhadrapada is perhaps related to the connection between Vindhyavasinl Devi and the Kf~J;la myth cycle
suggested by C. Vaudeville 1982.

Diana Eck (1982:266) mentions that the third of Bhadrapada is called K~aIi Tij, "Black Third."
It is the yearly celebration (s!,ngara) of Visalaksi Dev! in Banaras and known as the birthday of
Vindhyavasinl Dev!. She also mentions that women in the villages surrounding Banaras place fresh barley
sprouts behind their brothers' ears. Interestingly, this gesture of health and fertility also occurs in certain
communities in Banaras during the Durga PUja celebrations on the Asvina Navaratra.
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S~iigara
[Founeenth of the Waning Fonnight ofBhadrapada (August/September)]

Twelve days later, on the fourteenth of Bhadrapada, Durga's greatness is

eulogized (bWa1) in the form of a three day celebration termed the srngara. Most

devotees consider this to be her birthday celebration, stating that he:r birthday is either

on this day, or a few days earlier on the eighth day of the dark fortnight of Bhadrapada.

That day is celebrated, not for the dark form of the goddess, (e.g., KalaratrI, KalI) as

would be expected, but as KqJ.la Janma~~mI (The Eighth which is the Birthday of

~~J.la).l13When asked what the circumstances of Durga's birth wen~, devotees alluded

to either of two myth cycles: her birth to YaSoda, a myth related rather sketchily, and

her creation by the spiritual effulgence (tejas) of the gods, a myth known in much greater

detail by the majority. Their accounts did not in any discemable way dramatically

diverge from the pur~ic accounts, as I remembered them. They seemed to be partially

remembered versions of these myths. It is worthwhile to examine these myths cycles,

briefly.

Mythic Background

The first myth tells of KJ;'~J.la's birth and his escape from death at the hands of his

demonic uncle, Kaql~a. 114 Kaql~ had heard in a prophecy that one of the children of

his sister, DevakI, would kill him, so he decided to kill each child born to her. To

disrupt Kaql~a's plan, Vi~t:lu asked Durga for help. Kaql~ killed the first six of Devald's

offspring. 115

Vi~t:lu was born as the eighth child who was ~~t:la. At the same time Durga was

lI3The close relationship between these two deities (Killl and ~~a) is examined at length by Kinsley
(1975).

lI%e account which follows is a paraphrased summary given jointly by Prakash Sabarwala
(pseudonym) and his father, shopkeepers in the Durga KUI;ll;} area. Father and son occasionally disagreed
over certain details and volunteered to take me to see some pandits to get the "proper" story. Textual
versions of this myth are found in the Bhtigavata Purlif}a and in the Hariv~sa.

lI%ere was some confusion in their account concering the fate of the seventh child, Balariirn:l.
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born to the cowherd Nanda's wife, Yasoda. Vasudeva, DevakI's husband, secretly

exchanged the baby ~~I).a with Yasoda's child, the baby Durga. The baby Durga was

taken out at night and her head smashed upon a rock.116 After the baby was ldlled by

Katp~a, a bright, terrifying form of Durga, beautiful but with many weapons flew up into

the sky and cursed Katp~a. She said he would be killed by ~~I).a and then went to stay

at Vindhyacal. l17

According to Ram Prasad Dubey, the head pujari of Durga Mandir, who has a

strong Vai~I).ava orientation, the red scarf (cunri) placed on the Devi's head, on the

second of Bhadrapada could symbolize Durga's birth when the baby goddess's head was

dashed on the rock by Katp~a. Ram Prasad offered this explanation after some probing,

since he rarely explained the meaning of symbols, choosing instead to follow ritual

traditions as he had been taught. If Durga was born in this manm~r on the second of

Bhadrapada, then why was ~~t:la's birthday celebrated six days later, I asked? ~~t:la

Janma~tamI, as the name suggests, is celebrated on the eighth of the waning fOItnight of

Bhadrapada. One answer offered by a devotee was that although K.f~I).a was born before

the DevI, ~~I).a Janma~tamI is Nanda and Yasoda's celebration of his birth. They missed

celebrating his original birthday, when he was born to Vasudeva and DevakI.

Significantly, the festival of Rak~Bandhana (Protective Knotting), OCCUlrs on the

last day, i.e., full moon (pul7Jima) of SravaI).a, just two days before the DevI's birthday

at Durga Mandir. On that day sisters tie charms on their brother's wrists affording them

protection. This ritual enhances the perception of a brother-sister relationship between

~~I).a and Durga. On~a Bandhana, the pujari Ram Prasad visits the king of Banaras

and ties the protective thread on his wrist. This tradition could lead one to suggest a

brother-sister relationship between Durga (whose representative is the priest) and Siva

(whose representative is the King of Banaras). Residents of the city often state that the

11
6In accounts from other devotees, I was told that she slipped out of his hands and flew up into the

sky.

l1'7J'he renowned temple of Vindhyaviisirii, in Vindhyacal, near Mirzapur, Uttar Pradt:sh, is now
generally considered by devotees to be this residence.
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true ruler of KaSl is Siva. The respected king, Vibhiiti Narain Singh, is generally

considered a representative of Siva. However, I never encountered the interpretation of

a brother-sister relationship between Durga and Siva among Banaras residents. If they

offer interpretations based on social relationships, Durga is either considered to be

independent or is represented as Siva's wife or K.r~t:Ia's sister. The pl1jari's gesture here

is best understood as a sign of the protective relationship betwel~n brtihmanas and

~atriyas, or between Durga and royalty. Durga is a symbol of royal power. ll8 The

pujari's gesture implies that Durga's power is conferred upon the royalty by members

of the brlihmalJa priesthood, who are the necessary intermediaries between Durga and

the king.

Despite the remarkably detailed knowledge of the myth cycle by a few, the

majority of the devotees with whom I spoke were unconcerned with the detailed sequence

of events in the Durga-K.r~t:Ia-K~~amyth cycle. They interpret symbolic activity fluidly.

Those who see Durga in terms of Vai~t:Iava themes can read much into the timt~ of her

birth as celebrated at Durga Kut:I~ temple and the K.r~t:Ia myth cycle. These interpretations

do not conflict with the perceptions of those who worship the independent goddess,

Durga, and who refer to the other mythic cycle for their explanations of her birth.

In the second myth, the demon Mahi~a had risen to great power and had

overthrown the gods and seized the throne of Indra.1l9 Mahi~ had bt~n granted a boon

of vulnerability only to a woman superior to him in battle. The gods gathered and in a

joint effort pooled their spiritual effulgence (tejas) to produce a mountain of light which

IlSOivine kingship is best symbolized in the figure of the hero god Rama. The king of Banaras
reinforces his association with Riima through his sponsorship of the month-long Riimmii celebrations in the
city. Siiktas tell of Riima's dependence on Durgii's power by recounting a myth in which he invokes the
goddess in order to defeat the demon RiivaI;\a.

119All Siikta devotees are quite familiar with the Mahi~ myth as it occurs in the Durga Saptaiatr
(Chapters 2 to 4), not necessarily from reading or listening to the recitation of the text. This is because
only a small percentage are able to perform recitations, and fewer still (:an understand Sanskrit, the
language of the text. Their knowledge of the myth is derived from oral and written accounts which they
have encountered from a very early age. These sources are often vernacular versions, summaries, or
commentaries on the extremely popular Sanskrit scripture. Other textual versions of the myth are found
in the Vdmana PurdfJa 28.6-25 and in the Devr Bhdgavata PurafJa 5.2-20.
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coalesced into the DevI. 120 The goddess is armed with the weapons of the gods, given

beautiful ornaments and a lion as her vehicle, and sets out to defeat Mah~a. The DevI's

apPearance in the Mahi~a myth cycle is significant since almost all devotees consider this

to be her first manifestation, her very creation. Thereafter she appears in subsequent

epochs to destroy demons like Ka.I!l~ and others. The resplendent beauty of the Dev!,

most dramatically visible after her birth in both myth cycles is the focus of celebrations

in the three-day srngtira festival which takes place on the thirteenth to the fift~:enth of

Bhadrapada. 121 Whichever myth cycle devotees cite, they stress the Dev!' s beauty,

power, and glory.

Textual versions of the Mahi~ myth, as found in the DevC Bhtigavata PurtiT}a,

emphasize the irresistible sexual attractiveness of the goddess. In certain passages in the

Durga SaptaSatC(12.2 and 12.3) the Dev! promises her protection to those who recite her

mtihtitmya with devotion and "proclaim" (kfrtayi$Yanti) the destruction of Madhu and

Kairabha, Mahi~sura, and Sumbha and Nisumbha on the eighth, ninth, and fourteenth

days of the lunar fortnight. Now the eighth and ninth days are acknowledged days for

Dev! worship (especially during the Autumn and Spring Navaratras), but here, during the

Durga Mandir srngtira we see a clear example of DevI worship on the fourte:enth (of

Bhadrapada). There is recitation of the Ratn- Sakta and other appendages (anga) of the

Durgti SaptaSatC and thus "proclamation" of the Dev!'s demon slaying exploits. Here

therefore, calendrical timing more strongly links the srngara to the second myth cycle

12Ol)evotees often told me that the collective iakti of the male gods produced Durga. Those familiar
with the text quoted a verse from the Durga Saptaiatr. There the term used is tejas. It is closely related
to the potent essence of heat and light, and can stand for the radiant beauty of a person. It :also means
"semen" in early Vedic literature (Apte 1957:785). "The PuriJ;1as use tejas, fiery energy, as a l~uphemism

for semen" (O'Flaherty 1980:55). The god Skanda, whose name literally means "semen" or "that which
oozes" was created by the seed ofSiva (O'Flaherty 1980:55). In some Epic (e.g., Malulbharata 3.221.52ff)
and Pur3I.llc (e.g., Vamana Pura1Ja 31.1- 32.11) literature Skanda is credited with the slaying ofM~.
Unlike Skanda, Durga is created not just from the "semen" of Siva, but from the collected potencies of all
the gods, again reflecting her supreme, all-encompassing nature.

121The celebrations begin on the night of the thirteenth and progress through the fourteenth of
Bhadrapada (the twelfth day after Durga's birth) to the fifteenth, which in fact is the day of the: new moon
(amava.ryd). It is worth noting that these days celebrating her arrival take plal:e, not during the bright
fortnight, as is customary with Durga, but during the darkest part of the waning fortnight.
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than to the first.

The Sentiment behind the Smgara

The term s1Jlglira has come to mean the annual decoration cer,emony performed

for deities, understood to be awakening from their sleep, although its original meaning

is the sentiment of erotic love. 122 The s1Jlglira at Durga Mandir appe<rrs to be a :sort of

"coming out" celebration, affirming a maturation of the DevI, from her birth to a point

of sexual potency. Perhaps the twelve days which have elapsed firom her birthday

celebration symbolize the passage of twelve years, at which point a girl is expected to

have begun her first menstruation, passing into womanhood. She is a sexual being,

capable of allure and reproduction. 123 The radiant beauty of Durga is central to the

sentiment of the s1Jlgtira at the temple. 124 This dimension of captivating beauty and

sexual allure resonates strongly with the themes of the second myth cycle, because the

demon Mahi~, and later the demons Sumbha and Nisumbha, are drawn irresistibly to

the Devi. The attraction is sexual. They are smitten by her beauty, but unlike Radha and

the gopfs' equally uncontrollable desire for ~~~a, the demons seek domination of, rather

than loving union with the Divine. To the demons the goddess is a prize, a symbol,

whose acquisition would mark their superiority over and alliance with the gods.

The erotic element in the s1Jlgtira is further substantiated by the presence, in the

not-to-distant past, of numerous prostitutes (veSya) and dancing girls who visited the

122In Sanskrit poetics, srngara is one of eight to ten rasas, aesthetic sentiments. It is the erotic mood
which corresponds to the basic emotion (sthayi-bhava) of love pleasure (rati). See Seigel, 1978: 446-48.
V. S. Apte (1986 [1957J: 1566) points out that the term also refers to beautiful clothing worn especiially for
the purpose of love play.

123'fhe Laws ofManu (IX.94) states that a man of thirty should marry a maiden of twelve years of age
while a man of twenty four should marry a girl of eight. From a study of Manu and other DharmaStistras,
U. Apte (1987) concludes that the orthodox Hindu tradition recommends that a girl be given in marriage
shortly after the onset of her menstruation. Such practices endure even today. Shanti DeVi, the daughter
of a Ganga boatman in Banaras, was married at eight, and had her first child at the Blge of twelve. See the
Introduction, which contains a transcript of an interview with her, for more details.

124The term srngtira also means the kind of clothing which is suitable for amorous purposes (Monier
Williams 1986 [1899):1087).
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temple at this time. 125 They came precisely because this flavour (rasa) of eroticism,

this capacity to generate feelings of sensual pleasure, is thought to be highly accessible

at the time of the srngtira in the person of the Devi.

But sexual allure is closely related to temporal power in Indian culture. In the

tradition of the Rajputs, the desirability of the king's daughter is a central symbol of his

power. 126 When she reached marriageable age, the father would send out notices to

powerful monarchs to try to win her by force. Most kings of lesser power would decline,

leaving the challenge open for those of near equal or superior power to the princess's

father. A suitor would set out with his armed entourage of allies. A battle would be

waged until the bride was won or the suitor killed. If the suitor succec:xled, he would be

allowed to enter the fortress (durga). After his first night with the princess, he would

again be attacked by a small entourage of the king's men, at which point his bride would

defend him. The father and bridegroom would be allies thereafter. Politically, this

convention would ensure alliances with desirable or stronger partners.

The theme of a suitor's nec:xl to overcome a challenge is found in the earlit~st epic

literature (e.g., Arjuna's feat of archery to win Draupadi in the Mahtibhtirata, and

Rama's winning of SIta in the Ramaya1Jti). It is a central theme in certain popular oral

epics sung by bards in North India, an example of which is the story of the brother

heroes Alha and Udal, who win their brides through blood battles. The symbolism of

winning the bride persists in modern wedding ceremonies where the groom, surrounded

by his friends, rides up on a white horse to the bride's home. The M.ahi~ and Sumbha

Nisumbha myths of the Durgti SaptaSatf are framed on precisely this story lint~ where

Durga, collectively "fathered" by the gods, is a symbol of their joint power and

12SProstitution in Banilras was commonplace until a few decades ago when it was strongly suppressed.
The Dill MaJ;l~i alley (gali) off Chauk, now full of stores selling household goods was one of the main
areas of prostitution. Prostitution now occurs in peripheral quarters of the city, and around the Diesel
Locomotive Works (DLW), a large industrial complex.

1261 derive the description which follows from the Sir George Grierson's Introduction to 1he Lay of
Alhli: A Saga of Rajput Chivalry as sung by Minstrels of Northern India. Alba, incidently, who is the
protagonist of the above mentioned ballad, is celebrated for his devotion to the DevI Sarada, to whom he
finally offered his life, by self-decapitation. The lengthy oral ballad, parts of which are well-known among
Banarasi Saktas, abounds with episodes of battles fought to obtain brides.
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suzerainity over the cosmos. The desire of Sumbha, Nisumbha and Mahisa for the

goddess is a metaphor for their lust for the power of all the celestials. Durga would be

the most precious jewel in the crowns of her suitors. The messenger of Sumbha and

Nisumbha refers to them as enjoyers of jewels (ratnabhuja).127 Durga challenges the

demons to overcome her in battle, which they are unable to do. They are slain in the

process and she lives up to her name as the unassailable one (durga). Durga therefore

represents the culmination of spiritual and temporal power, which is simultaneously

irresistible as an object of desire and yet unconquerable. In this sense she is the idt~

symbol for the strength and wealth of a kingdom and its fortress-like impregnabilty.

It is clear that the Durga of Durga Mandir is a multivocal symbol, meaningful and

recognizable in varying ways to each of her worshippers. While the ~'~naite, post

Kat11~, resplendent form of the DevI is easily "recognized" by those familiar with that

myth cycle, the powerful glory of the goddess is "evident" for others who are familiar

with the Durga SaptaSatlstories. The now-diminished but significant former presence of

prostitutes at the temple acknowledges the erotic allure of the DevI, a notion developed

in the later pura~c literature such as the Dev[ Bhagavata. However, the absence in the.

main image at DurgajI of the swords, bells, armaments, conches and so on, which are

normally associated with glorious demon-slaying goddess images (e.g., Mahi~asura

mardinI) in those purfu:l,ic accounts is noteworthy. Clearly, the Durga of Durga Mandir

is more than just the alluring demon-slaying DevI of purfu:l,ic fame.

Ritual Activity during the Srfigara

From the standpoint of the mahants, pujiiris, and workers at Durga Mandir, this

is clearly the event of the year to which they give the most attention in l~ffort and

financial outlay. The temple is scrubbed from top to bottom for several days prior to the

sfiigara. Its silver and brass is polished, the sikhara is strung with electric lights and

Awka leaves and flower garlands are lashed to the pillars of the inner courtyard. The

atmosphere is one of festive sacredness. A joyful and expectant feeling fills the air.

I27See Durga Saptafatr 5.60-65.
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At about six o'clock in the evening on the thirteenth of Bhadrapada, the sanctum

is closed and the bells are stopped from ringing, their clappers held. The crowd of

devotees grows in number, filling the porch, part of the inner courtyard, and the upper

terrace facing the front door of the sanctum. Those who stand under the porch sway

gently, waiting for the doors to open giving them their first sight of the Devi. Revered

world renouncers (sadhu) have gathered around the temple knowing that they will get

charitable donations from worshippers departing after they have performed darsana. The

expectant tension builds up for about three and a half hours. At around nine-thirty in the

evening devotees begin to beat kettle and large swing drums (damaru). The rhythm of

the drums grows faster and as the pounding reaches a frenzied climax the doors of the

sanctum are suddenly thrown open revealing the Goddess, resplendent: Durga, in all her

glory; her face, a mask of shimmering gold; her eyes, clear and piercing; her slin-, blood

red. 128 She is adorned with numerous garlands of red and white flowers, and gold

necklaces.

The crowd erupts in a single exclamation of awe, and then cheers. Chants of

praise and bell-ringing begin and continue with ecstatic fervour. Devotees who are seated

in the upper terrace rise to their feet, while others fall to their knees or lie prostrate

before the awesome spectacle of the Dev!. They jostle each other, twist and crane their

necks, tiptoe or crouch to get a view of her and to be seen by her. The pressing crowd

in the porch holds their hands high with offerings of flowers, coconuts, small flame

lamps, coloured thread, and incense. The pounding drums and bells sound until all those

present make their offerings and receive the blessed remnants from the priest at the

marble barricade.

Inside the garbhagrha, the pQjari, Ram Prasad, waves a large censer of one

I28The mask used for s1.itgara is different from the one normally used in the temple. It was donated by
the king of Nepal some twenty five years ago, specifically for this event. It is only used during the SJ:~g~ra
and on Annakiita. According to temple officials it is not crafted with any distinguishing charactenstlcs
(e.g., more yo~thful features, etc.), but it is special because of its select usage and the materials (i.e., a
substantial amount of gold) with which it is made.
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hundred and eight ghi-burning lamps in the flame worship of Durgji. 129 He moans out

undecipherable invocations of praise and the devotees respond in kind as the dmmming

and bell-ringing reaches a second, higher crescendo. The deep tones of his voice,

reverberating inside the garbhagrha, sent the crowd into higher levels of ecstacy and in

climax they cry out, "Jai Ma ki Jai," "Durga Maya ki Jai," and other slogans of victory.

The drumming and cheering comes to an end after about fifte.en minutes of this

adoration, and the floor of the garbhagrha is, by this time, awash with flowers and offer

ings thrown to the goddess. Devotees leave the porch, rushing to partake of the (irat[

flame's light, smoke, and heat. 130 Meanwhile a stream of world renouncers (stidhu,

sanny(isi, or da1Ji!.asvami) now pass in front of the sanctum, take darsana, and receive

prasada. Some devotees prostrate themselves fully in front of the DevI, their arms

stretched out over their heads. 131 After (irati lena, devotees make a circumambulation

(prada~i1J(i) of the temple, within the inner courtyard, taking darsana of Gat:lesa, Rudra

Bhairava, SrI Lak~mI and SarasvatI and BhadrakaIT. At the back of the temple, they often

reach up and devoutly touch the centre of the eight-petalled lotus (~tadala kamala) at

the back (east) of the sanctum (see Figure 5). They then pivot (clockwise) around that

point (bindu) without breaking fingertip contact, as if the spiral of circumambulation was

centred and most focused there.

The cleansing and decoration of the temple supports the notion that the DevI is

embodied in the entire structure. Neither the temple nor the central image will be as

resplendent through the rest of the year, even during the larger celebrations such as the

Navaratras. Durga's red s(ir[on this occasion identifies her with blood and the passionate

129Camphor is often used as the fuel in flame worship. Ghi, which is more expensive and considered
a highly pure (Suddhalsattva) substance is preferred at special occasions.

l3OJ'he process called iirati-lena, literally "receiving the flame" is said to remove the "bad insects"' (bure
ldtanu) in your eyes. This metaphorical interpretation probably derives from the word for emotional
afflictions, vimi, which are cleansed by the purifying flame.

I3IThis is called dalJ4avat prafJdma, literally "salutation like a staff. "
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energy of the rajas gU1}a. 132

Devotional Performance during the Srngara

It is now about eleven o'clock in the evening. The porch is cordoned off with a

rope and a carpet is laid down. Eight brahma1}as sit down in the porch, facing the Devi,

and begin to recite the Ratn- Sakta parts of the Durga SaptaSati. 133 These brlihma1}as

are commissioned by the temple management to perform this recitation and received a

gratuity.l34 Although recitation of this text is a daily practice for some of the temple

priests, and is read with great fervour by devotees on certain occasions, this is the single

instance institutionally linking the Durga SaptaSatf text to the goddess of Durga

Mandir. 135 All other recitations are performed on the initiative of de~votees, and are not

commissioned by temple authorities.

The recitation does not receive much attention from devotees, who drift out of the

inner courtyard for tea and pan or engage in conversation with chance-met and new

acquaintances. Other devotees position themselves comfortably in expectation of the

musical performances which will last the whole night. Essentially, thf~ sljigara at Durgaji

is renowned for the beauty of the DevI's decoration and for the excellent music and

dance performances which take place on these three successive nights. The temple

remains open continuously on these days and the all-night performances could qualify as

132Significantly, I was told by a brahma1}a, according to his understanding of orthodoxy, that the
daf.l4asvamis and other sannyasis should not be present at the temple to attend the srngara celebration.
Their renunciation of worldly existence is supposed to include freedom from the worship of the divine in
manifest forms. Carrying the staff (dalJl!.a) of renunciation and having already undergone the rituals of their
own death, they are supposed to seek the formless Brahman with whom they will realize identity. Their
presence in DurgajI serves as a reminder of the difference between such religious precepts and religion as
it is practiced, or of how little is known about these rules and their exceptions.

133Technically, this is not part of the main body of the Durga SaptaSati, but is merely appendf~ to most
recitations. Most devotees who are familiar with the Durga SaptaSati only through hearing it being recited
considerthis Vedic hymn to belong to it.

134These reciters (p~ha karnevala) are generally competent brahma1}as who may serve as pajaris in
other small temples in the city, or specialist technicians of ritual worship (karmakaf.l4i).

135By commissioning the recitation of the Riitri Sakta, the temple affirms the prestigious identification
of the DevI with the Vedic hymn and deity.
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night-long vigils (rtitrrjagarana). Not even during the Navaratras does the temple remain

open for twenty-four hours, although it is common for certain devout Saktas to try to stay

awake during all those nine days. I encountered no devotees who tried to stay awake

during the srfigtira. No one stated that they were trying to do so. Nevertheless the temple

personnel and most of the audience that remained at the temple for the whole night did

not sleep. A few devotees, however, did allow themselves to drift in and out of slumber

to the music. I, unaccustomed to such vigils, did the same on the second night. I felt

remarkably secure and could not help but think these feelings of warmth and security

were shared by the others, whose moods and appearance resembled infants intermittently

dozing in their mother's arms.

The musical program at the yearly Durga Mandir srngtira is one of the best

temple music events in Banaras. Many devotees claim it was the best in bygone days and

they bemoan the general decline in the quality of such events in the city. In the past the

srtlglira attracted a royal audience as evidenced by the Devi's mask, donated by the king

of Nepal, for use during this celebration. The s!'figt1ra attracted the best musicians, film

stars such as Madhu Mishra, and renowned groups of itinerant singers of devotional

songs (bhajana) in vernacular languages. So it is the decrease in pomp, artistic quality,

and devotional passion which characterize the loss felt by the public. Many of the men

mentioned the decrease in the glamourous presence of beautiful women. Now the srfigiira

at DurgajI is only surpassed by a five-night musical program at the Hanurnan temple of

Sankata Mochana, which is unanimously considered to have a higher percentage of

musicians and dancers of all-India fame. At Sankata Mochana recent programs have

included such stellar performers as Kumar Gandharva, PanditJasraj, and Laccu Maharaj.

But what Sankata Mochana gains in popularity and numbers, it loses in intimacy and

devotional feeling, for at DurgajI, all performances are clearly directed to and for the

DevI. Musicians sit in the porch, facing Durga in the sanctum; they sing and play with

passionate sentiments of yearning or adoration directed to her. The audience is

peripheral. This is a command performance, paralleling those which would be held for

royalty.
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By contrast, at Sankata Mochana the performances take place in a pavilion set off

to one side of the Hanuman image, primarily for the audience that can squeeze into the

spacious courtyard. Numerous television monitors are strategically located throughout the

sprawling temple grounds permitting groups to watch the concert from other locations.

Many Banarasis, afficionados of classical music, now bemoan the numbers and noise of

the large audience which diminishes their enjoyment of the performances. A special

television monitor is set up in front of the garbhagrha for Hanuman to watch the

performance. However this consideration for the deity does not alter the implicit

emphasis that the concert is primarily for the people.

Performers at DurgajI's srngara are not paid, but only provided with transporta

tion and accommodation costs, if they come from outside the city. Since the audience is

not particularly large, consisting of a few hundred visitors at anyone time, the

motivation for performance has a spiritual dimension. Nowadays, DurgajI mainly attracts

local artists and thus remains one of the few centres of uncommercialized cultural

performance. Typical performances include sehnai, sitar, and tabla recitals, male and

female vocals of classical ragas, and dance (normally katthaka). The pc:~rformances: reveal

the dominant strain in Banaras music which is typically North Indian or Hindustani (as

opposed to South Indian or Karnatic) displaying instruments and styles which were

influenced by the preferences of the Mughal court. My friendship and apprenticeship with

some of the the musicians who performed at the Durga s!iigara allowed me ell better

understanding of their relationship with the DevI. Performers come to Durga's srngara

to give thanks, to offer praise, to gain or recover proficiency and tame, or merely to

delight the Dev! with the virtuosity which she herself has bestowed on them.

A broad sPectrum of the Banaras community is drawn to the srflgara, and families

who rarely frequent the temple might make a visit during the early hours of the festival.

It is, for these visitors, a social event, an opportunity to listen to music, to meet and

socialize with friends. The presence of beautifully dressed young women naturally

attracts young men and highlights the year-round function of the temple as an arena of

subtle and preliminary amorous rendezvous and courtship. The well-known performing
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musicians draw an audience of appreciative musicians making artists a surprisingly large

percentage of the late night audience at the srnglira. Music professors and students from

Banaras Hindu Univeristy, poets, and professional performers familiar with the city's

night life brush shoulders with slidhus, sannylisis, and ordinary music Jlovers. An levent

far less publicized than the program at Sankata Mochana or the Dhrupad Mela which

occurs during Mahasivaratri, the Durga S!figlira attracts almost no foreign tourists.

Foreigners in the audience are generally scholars or musicians who have resided in the

city for some period of time.

Worshippers who dance at DurgajI are generally (although not exclusively)

women. I often saw small groups of village women who had come to DurgajI as part of

a devotional pledge (manauti) , dance for the DevI or other deities at the temple. 136

Apparently, only female dancers are encouraged to perform at the srnglira. At other

times of the year, however, male transvestite or eunuch (hijara) dancers frequent the

temple as part of troupes of entertainers and musicians. 137 If one discounts the

"masculinity" of hijaras, I cannot admit seeing any male dancers within the inner

136See Chapter Three for a discussion of manauti.

137For a detailed discussion of hija1:as and their communities, see Nanda 1990. Hijaras are not
performers at the sfiigara, where Durga's female sexuality is being celebrated. However, as the mother
of all creation, Durga is connected to a complex and all-embracing sexuality which includes the orientations
of minority and marginal groups. The presence of hijaras at DurgaJI reinforces the connection between the
Dev! and the eroticism of prostitution, to which I alluded earlier. Hijaras "widely engage in prostitution;
indeed it may be their major source of income" (Nanda 1990:52). Female prostitutes and hijaras are the
most visible symbols of liminal sexual orientations and practices which are "betwixt and between," to use
Victor Turner's (1977) classic terms. Their nature and behaviour are but examples of the Devrs manifest
form and animating power. Significantly, hijafas worship at all goddess temples and their major object of
devotion is the goddess Bahuchara Matii whose main temple is located in Ahmedabad, Gujarat (Nanda
1990:25). According to a legend, Bahuchara, a pretty young maiden, was attacked by thieves in the forest.
Concerned for her modesty, she cut off her breast with a dagger offering it to the bandits in exchange for
her virtue, and died in the process (Nanda 1990:25). Bahuchara's act of severing ber breast resembles
similar mythic deeds by other goddesses. The goddess Min~i, who had three breasts and was a great
warrior, severed or lost her third breast when she encountered her future spouse, Siva (See Harman
1989:44-46). The loss of M""mii~i'sbreast transformed her from a virile male-like conqueror to a bashful,
docile wife. Similarly, Bahuchara's severing of her breast, symbol of her female sexuality, changl~ her
sexual status while elevating her in spiritual status. She became a goddess. In the surgical emasculation
undertaken by some hijaras, they mirror Bahuchara's removal of her breast, and are themselves
transformed in sexual and spiritual status. Their castration, which mirrors the act of sc:lf-sacrifice through
beheading, represents a complete surrender to the Dev!, with whom they become identified and from whom
they derive their powers (Nanda 1990:32-37).
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courtyard of DurgajI at any time. I have, however, observed males dance spontaneously

before the goddess at other DevI temples in India. 138 At DurgajI, no mention was ever

made of a prohibition for male dancers. The performances by renowned female dancers

attacts both men and other female dancers to the s1Ji,gi1ra. The erotic dimension of dance

performances cannot be dismissed. It is true that dance, as with music, classically

understood within the tradition, conveys a wide range of moods and sentiments (rasa),

of which only one is erotic. Nevertheless, a proper performance is perhaps expected to

convey all of these rasas, including the erotic. For this reason, no female dancers are

allowed to perform at the Hanuman temple of Sankata Mochana, since Hanuman is a

celibate wayfarer on the path to the Divine Absolute (brahmacarya). Thus the sexual

stirrings inevitably provoked by dancing women are prohibited at his temple. 139 Here

at DurgajI they are encouraged. It draws attention to another power of the Dev!, the

ability to arouse sexual feeling, which can break the yogic control of gods and sages, and

which certainly has led demons to their destruction. 140

Interpretive Observations

While it is not wise to over-interpret a phenomenon which has become common

place in Banaras, my discussions with worshippers pointed to important aspects of the

night vigils which pertain to Durga. It is true that night is a good time to hold

performances. It is cooler, and almost all people have finished work by ten o'clock in

the evening. Nevertheless, one cannot ignore the close relationship between the Goddess

138In 1990, at the temple of Avarl Mata-, a goddess identified with Durga both by some devotees and
by the DeVi's sword and lion symbols, I saw men and young women dance for the g~dess. Ava,rl Matii
has her abode in a village near Chittaurgarh, Rajasthan and is renowned for her healmg powers.

139'fhere are ample examples of heavenly dancing damsels (apsara) shaking the sense control
(pratyahara) of gods and ascetics in the scriptural literature.

140sumbha and NiSumhha, Madhu and Kai~bha, andM~~ are obvious pe~inent ex~mp~e~ ofd~mons
falling prey to the Devl's sexual attraction. The cause of Siva's sexual attractIon for Parva~1 IS attnbuted

to v"'madeva (a male god) and Siva's uncontrolled sexual attraction for Mohinlwas due to Vl~J}U'S (a ~le
Ai:l' l' hi .th hi daughter IS an

god) transformation into a woman. Of course Brahmii's incestuous r~ abons p WI _ S
example of the almost unconquerable allure of women, and by extenSiOn, of the DeVl.
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Night (RatrI) whose praises are sung in Vedic literature and the Goddess Sleep (Nidrii).

Night is a time of potential danger from darkness and wild animals for forest-dwelling

peoples. It is also a time of danger for warriors and those under seige. Both groups of

people, jungle-dwelling tribes (e.g., Sabaras) and warriors (~atriya), traditionally, are

strongly associated with Durga worship.141 Sleep, when one should be awake, can be

perilous. For instance, in the Mahabhlirata the heroic Pat:l~vas discovered to their

horror that after their victory celebrations their sons were slain while they slept.

Wakefulness is an expression of power. But if the goddess is capable of putting even

Vi~l).u to sleep, what power have mere humans? The capacity to stiy awake and the

tendency to fall asleep are both in the hands of the DevI. Night long vigils are efforts to

praise and propitiate her power over darkness and sleep, as well as to appropriate for

oneself the supernormal power (siddhi) to stiy awake when necessary. A common epithet

of Durga is SiddhidatrI (She who is the Giver of Supernormal Powers).

For those who do remain awake throughout the vigil, the eerie beauty of the night

reveals itself as does the remarkable transformation of darkness at dawn. 142 The

transformation of KalaratrI to Mahagaurl, dark ParvatI to fair Gaun, ParvatI/~ilika to

Ambika/KausikI all echo this process.

The relationship of Night (RatrI) and Dawn (U~s) to Sleep and WakefuJlness is

particularly rewarding when thinking about the philosophical notions of sleep (yoganidni)

as delusion/illusion (nuiyli) versus enlightened wakefulness (budd-h, bodh, budd-hi). There

are numerous examples of an association between the Divine Feminine and awakened

intellect (budd-hI), transcendental knowledge (brahmii/maha vidyti), and, in the Buddhist

context, wisdom (prajiili).143 The bipolar cluster of attributes which emerges here is

1
41 See Kinsley 1986:117 who refers to the Durga worship (under the related epithets of CaJ;l<:fi and

Vindhyavasiml among the tribal Sabaras mentioned in BiiJ;labha~'sKtidambarrand Vakpati's Gm:uj.avaho,
dramas written in the seventh or eighth century.

142The powerful effect of this transformation from night to day on the human psyche led solar
mythologists to find it at the root of almost all Indo-european mythologies and rebgions (DorsoJil 1965).

143See for instance C. M. Brown 1974: 154, where he cites evidence from the Marka'!4eya Purii.1}ii.
(LXXXV.l1ff) where Durga has long been identified with a series of feminine nouns, such as cetanii.
(consciousness), nidrii. (sleep), ~udhti (hunger), and chayti (shadow). He also refers to her association with
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Night/Sleep/Maya as opposed to Dawn/Wakefulness/Enlightened Awakening. Both poles

refer to qualities of the goddess. This is crucial to our understanding of Durga, for in her

the Divine is conceived of not merely as the object of spiritual liberation, or the power

which leads one there, but as the power which keeps one enmeshed in worldly life. The

Sakta world view, therefore, is holisitic and non-dualistic, with thf: Dev! as the source

of both illusion and liberative insight. This "knowledge" dimension of her nature is

encompassed in the termsjfiiina sakti, or vidya sakti, one of the triad of qualities of the

supreme sakti.

The knowledge (jiiana/vidya) conveyed by Durga is towards a full understanding

of her nature. Thus is it not only a knowledge of transcendent spirit, but of matter and

its transformations. It is a knowledge of the power of illusion as well as the power of

discriminative insight. Naturally, the supernormal powers which the Dev! confers on her

devotees extend into the area of intellectual and artistic abilities. This is why thle artistic

community and intelligensia of the city pay their resPects to DurgajI. The talents of

dancers and musicians are the most visible artistic expressions of thf~ goddess's powers,

but she is also present in the inspiration of poets and philosophers. "When I write

(poetry), this is the gift of the Dev!," said a young poet at the temple. In an uncannily

perceptive understanding of her total power over such endeavours hf~ continued" "When

I cannot write, this too is the DevI's gift (dana)."

In the terminology of the SankhyalYoga-based Sakta metlphysics, the Dev!

manifests in human consciousness as discriminative intellect (buddhi), the most subtle of

her constituent elements (tattva). Buddhi, when it is most highly developed or refined

enables human consciousness to understand the DevI's nature most completely. However,

buddhi further manifests as ego (ahaiikara) and the inner mental sensle or mind (manas).

These two elements (tattva) of human consciousness are grosser, and thus heavier with

the rajas and tamas gUlJa. Manas processes the perceptions of the five senses as they

buddhi (intellect) several times in the MarkafJ4eya Puriif}a. He points out that throughout the
Brahmlivaivarta Purlif}a, Durga is closely associated with buddhi where often the intellect is singled out
as one of her chief characteristics. She is referred to as buddhirapa (She Whose Form is Intellect) and as
the presiding deity of intellect (1974:155).
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interact with the other gross elements. Ahaflkara creates the sense of individuality and

is the most subtle locus of false understanding. The DevI's illusory power operates in the

creation of the feelings of limited individuality and possessiveness. Several Sakta pandits

pointed to passages in the first chapter of the Durga SaptaSatC which tell how the king

Suratha and the merchant Samadhi found themselves attached to the very kinsfolk who

betrayed them. They consulted the sage Medhas who told them that it is the DevI as

Mahamaya and Yoganidra who deludes human beings, plunging thc~m into a vortex of

egoism (mamatavante) and attachment (1.40). The sage tells them that the DevI is also

the source of release from bondage to worldly existence. An overpowering attachment

to worldly existence, according to the Durga SaptaSatC, is that human beings crave

offspring (1.39).

"Many young women come to pray to the DevI for a good husband," explained

a temple priest. Although he was speaking about a year-round concern of young female

worshippers at DurgajI, the srfigara is an opportunity for this relatively cloistered group

to appear in public and to be seen by potential male suitors. Although an unmarried

daughter is sometimes seen as the most precious jewel in the family, it is also true that

daughters may be economic liabilities in traditional Banaras society. A daughter who is

beautiful, artistically talented, educated, and fair skinned is quite likely to acquire a

husband of high status. But if these traits are lacking in a young woman, it may be more

difficult to find her a suitable husband. Larger dowries may be demanded by the groom's

family as a material compensation for this less precious jewel of a girl (kanYl~ratna).

Young women therefore pray to Durga to acquire some ofthat irresistible beauty (kama)

and power which she has in abundance. Naturally, Durga's mythological portrait as the

slayer of her suitors, does not serve as a model for them, for if it did they would never

find a husband worthy enough for them. SIta, the loyal wife of the divine hero, Rama,

is by far the most common model for young women seeking marriage, because SIill won

the husband of her choice from among an array of highly acceptable suitors.

Similarly, young men also pray to the Dev! to acquire the power (anha) which

will enable them to win a jewel of a woman (strlratna). Since th~~y should, ideally,
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surpass such a woman in status, the quality of the wife they are able to have depends on

their acquired status. The circumstances of birth, of course, dictatt~ their class status,

which, in turn, traditionally limits their choices to women of equal or lower status. But

a young man may seek the Devi's power to increase his educational and economic status,

perhaps winning for himself the best wife he possibly can. If popular films serve as any

indication of the fantasies entertained by the Banarasi populace, these films and fantasies

abound in themes of love between young men and women of drastically different classes.

Durga, who resists the courtship of demons, sets an example for young women to

preserve their chastity and resist unsuitable (e.g., lower status) suitors. The fate of the

demons, at the hands of Durga, reminds young men of the consequences of striving after

a bride from a higher class.

In contrast to the worldly goals of the householder's life, there is the ultimate goal

ofliberation (mo~a), which the Dev! also has the power to grant. One might suggest that

the world renouncer should be supremely detached from the Devi's charm, which is

revealed in the allure of worldly existence. If a male can "resist" this attractive power

of the goddess he would not be drawn into the cycle of manifestation, and would be

liberated. Mythologically, only Siva would have been capable of sexual restraint, but he

too succumbed, through Kama, the god of love's arrow. The heat of asceticism (tapas)

is cooled by the goddess. This is exactly what happens to the demons. They have

acquired power through tapas, assumed the office of the gods (i.e., the throne of Indra),

but are ultimately destroyed by the great deluding power (mahlimoha) of the De\J}. This

delusion and attachment to worldly existence is often symbolized in the Hindu tradition

as a sexual attraction and the desire for offspring.

Siva and Mahi~ are symbolic parallels in this regard but with a significant

difference. Siva is the ascetic par-excellence (mahtitapasvin), and thus serves as a model

for all spiritual asceticism. He is domesticated into the householder's life by marriage to

the goddess ParvatI, who won him with her own spiritual austerities. l44 In t.his he

serves as a model of the need for moderation in the acquisition of power, for without

144See, for instance, the Siva PurtifJti, Rudra-samhita 3.30ff.
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moderation the cosmic order would fall apart. ParvatI exemplifiles the acquisition of

womanly power, which does not surpass that of the male but which matches it. She wins

the ultimate husband. Mahi~a, on the other hand, moves beyond the boundaries of

propriety. He seeks a transformation of status which would reverse the cosmic order. He

desires to acquire power through marriage with a woman superior in status to him (the

"offspring" or power of all the gods). His destruction offers a moral to humans of the

social consequences of such behaviour. A woman, mirroring Durga, should resist suitors

of inferior status (i.e., class) despite the power such suitors may wield, and through

chastity and perseverance (like Parvatl) , win the husband of heT choice. A man,

mirroring Siva, should enter into the householder's life but retain his ascetic propensities.

Unlike Mahi~, he should not strive to acquire a wife of higher status than himself.

Dur astamig "
[Eighth of the Waxing Fortnight ofBhtidrapada (August/September)]

Between the srjiglira at DurgajI and the autumn Navaratra, which is the most

celebrated festival to Durga, there are three days of goddess worship which have some

relevance to worship at Durga Ku~c;l temple. These are Durga~~mT, ]Ivat Putrika, and

MaD;' NavamI. During Durga~ranu, which is also known as Radha~~mI, women may take

special vowed observances (vrata). In Durga worship, these vratas often involve

refraining from solid and cooked foods for the duration of the lithi. Pruit, juice, and curd

are normally consumed if needed. The observance generally includc~s worship (pujli) at

a Durga temple. The eighth day of either the waning or waxing fortnights of lunar

months are sacred to various forms of the DevI.

Jivat Putriki
[Eighth of the Waning Fortnight ofAsvina (September/October)]

Also called Jiitiya Vrata, ]Ivat Putrika is an elaborate ritual IX~rformed by women

for the longevity (jivat) and well-being of their daughters (putrikli) from where it derives

its name. Some say it is for male children (especially the youngest son) as well. It marks
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the last day of the Vowed Observances for the Great Goddess ]~mI (MahaIak~mI

Vrata) which begins sixteen days earlier. Numerous groups of women gather primarily

beside Lak~mI Ku~~ near downtown Banaras, but a few groups may be found by the

banks of the Ganga and at such places as Lolarka Ku~~ and Durga, Ku~~, where I first

encountered them. During the ritual each woman in the group offers the DevI a miniature

pair of silver shoes (jiutiya), probably symbolizing the child.

Mat~ Navami
[Ninth of the Waning Fortnight ofAsvina (September/October)]

Maq NavamI is a day for worship of the maternal ancestors (mati:), and occurs

on the ninth day of the fortnight for the paternal ancestors (pit! p~a). It is another

example of the association of the number nine with feminine deities. The term man: also

refers to an ill-defined category of female deities who are perceived as either benevolent

or malevolent. Sometimes they are thought to seize infants, but they may also nurture

them. 145 From my observations, clusters typically number seven, eight, or sixteen. 146

In the Durga SaptaSatf (Chapter 8), the Matrs are the feminine energy manifestations

(sakti) of the male gods and include Brahma~I, MalIesvarI, Kaumarir, Vai~~avI, VaralII,

NarasiqlhI, and AindrI. C~~ika (Durga) herself produces a Jakti of horrifying

appearance who is called Sivadiifi, since she enlists Siva as her messenger (dutl).

The mythic episode is interesting for several reasons. The DevI herself produces

a sakti, indicating that the entities known as saktis, although mostly derived from the

male gods are not merely aspects of their power. The DevI's sakti, SivadiitI, ends up

commanding Siva, effectively subordinating the male gods to this feminine power.

Finally, when the demons protest that the DevI is fighting unfairly with the help of all

these feminine deities, she points out that they are all part of her and draws thl~m back

into herself. The implication of this episode is that the powers (sakti) of all the male gods

1
45See Kinsley 1986:151-160.

146See also Kinsley 1986:151.
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emanate from the Dev!. 147

The great festival of the goddess, which is known as the Asvina Navaditra, is fast

approaching. Some people commence their worship of Durga for that festival on this day

by establishing a jar (kalaSa, gha[a), which embodies the goddess, in their home. 148

The Asvina Navaratra
{First to Ninth of Waxing Fonnight ofAsvina (September/October)}

The autumn Navaratra occurs on the first to the ninth lithi of the waxing fortnight

of Asvina. Due to the relationship between lunar and solar calendrical systems, Navaratra

may take place on eight or ten solar days. The word navaratra means nine nights, again

affirming the relationship of the goddess to the number nine and to night, although much

of the ritual activity at present takes place during the daylight hours. Navaratra is without

doubt the most important festival for goddess worshippers (Saktas) and has gained pan

Indian popularity with virtually all Hindu denominations.

During Navaratra, DurgajI serves as but one locus of widespread worship of the

goddess in Banaras. Visually, the most dramatic celebrations take place during the last

days of Navaratra, outside the permanent temples, in temporary shrines which are

established for Durga worship. In each of those locations, an elaborate cluster of images,

brightly coloured and decorated, consisting of Durga at the centre surrounded by

accompanying deities, are worshipped in a complex ritual which lasts for several days.

For the purpose of this study, I have termed this form of worship "Durga PUja, II since

the goddess worshipped there is unequivocally Durga. I will discuss Durga Piija in great

detail in Chapter Four and the Appendix. The wide assortment of othe~r worship practices

which occur throughout the city during Navaratra, such as the chanting of the: Durga

SaptaSatfby groups of briihmaf.Uls, and the establishment of the Dev! in a jar (gha(a) are

discussed in Chapter Three. What is particularly noteworthy is that during Asvina

147See Durga Sapta.satf, Chapters 8.11 to 10.5.

148The procedure of establishment and worship of the jar (gha(a) is described in Chapters Tilree and
Four, and the Appendix.
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Navaratra, the orb of DurgajI's influence expands to cover the entire city. Despite the

flowering of DevI worship throughout the city of Banaras (what I can the superimposition

of the Durga yantra on the KaSI ma1J4ala) DurgajI plays important roles in many of the

various patterns of ritual worship which occur during this religious festival. The temple

functions as a connecting, stabilizing, and invigorating plexus among these numerous

strands of worship.

The Asvina or Saradlya Navaratra (or navartitn) occurs in the month of Asvina

(September/October) which is one of the two months of the autumn (sarada) season. 149

Autumn marks the end of the rainy season in India and is charactetized by an increase

in the kinds of activity which were impeded by the heavy monsoon rains. Primarily,

movement resumes since swelling rivers have subsided and roads are negotiable. 150 It

is a period marked by the upheaval of roots laid down during the rains. Renowned along

with spring (vasanta) for its beauty, both seasons are thought to be d.angerous due to the

changing climatic effects and are occasionally referred to as the "Teeth of Death" (yama

d~!rti).15l The two Navaratras which occur in autumn and spring are said to be the

most important of the forty Navaratras which occur throughout the year. 152 They are

said to be special festival times (parvana or mahiiparval}ll) , when those who cannot

perform the preferable constant or daily worship (naitika) of the DevI can at least

participate in this special worship (naimitika).

149J'he other autumnal month is Karttika.

lSO£ven wandering mendicants were encouraged to take up fixed residence dw-ing the rains, and thus
the season is sometimes credited with playing a role in the formation of monastic communities. "1bis 'rain
retreat' seems to have been a universal customary observance among wanderers of all sects" (Dutt
1962:53). This four month period of non-movement is known as caturmasa. Eck discusses how the rains
bring an influx of wandering mendicants to Banaras (1982:261).

151Banarasis point out with a mixture of amusement and seriousness that illness is often attributed to
the weather. Trying to discern which seasons were considered dangerous, I found that the rainy., the hot,
and the cold season were all considered culprits, as were the periods of seasonal change. Any pronounced
change in climate, however, was one of the most frequently cited reasons for illness.

152This is according to the Durga Kalpataru. I am inclined to suggest that this system of counting sets
of nine lunar days (navaratra), rather than sets of seven solar days (week), represents an an<:ient and
alternate form of dividing the lunar calendar. Two other Navaratras of negligible importance at Durgiji
are in the winter month of Miigha (January/February) and the summer month of A.Sadha (JunelJuly).
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The Mythic Background

Devotees told me that the Asvina Navaratra celebrates Durga's slaying of the

demon Mahi~. Some said that the eighth day (~tami) of the nine day festival

commemorates the goddess SatI's destruction of Daksa's sacrifice in her form as

Bhadrakall. Others said it was held in honour of Rama's celebration of the Navaratra

ritual to gain Durga's aid in defeating RavaJ:la. In the San myth, Safi's father, D~,

held a large Vedic sacrifice (yajita) to which all the gods were invited.153 Sati and her

spouse, Siva, were not invited due to D~a's unfavorable appraisal of Siva., a deity

whose demeanour and habits were repugnant to the Vedic gods. Safi, in her innocence,

thought the absence of an invitation was an oversight, and against Siva's advice, attended

the yajita. There she was ignored or spurned by her father and returned to Siva at his

abode on Kailasa, humiliated. 154 To atone for this humiliation, Siva., from a lock of his

matted hair, created the auspicious hero, Virabhadra, and San created Bhadrakall

(Auspicious Kali). They descended on the sacrifice, destroyed it, and beheaded Dak~a.

BhadrakalI lapped the blood that flowed from D~'s severed neck. Eventually D~a's

head was replaced by a goat's head.

According to the Rama myth, Rama was ready to battle Rava.t:la, the great demon

devotee of Siva, who had abducted Sita. 155 On the advice of the r.$i Narada, Rama

performed the worship of Durga, although not at its traditional time in the spring. This

IS3My telling of this myth is an opportunity to make a methodological statement concerning sources.
I had heard this myth in many forms from devotees and had read it in equally variaiIlt forms in puriiJ;Lic and
other textual accounts. To report the myth as it was told by a particular individual, or from a particular
textual source would be one option in presentation. Instead I have chosen to tell "my version" of the myth
as I interpreted the actions of Kathakali dancers whom I observed performing lit in Kerala. Unable to
understand much of the Sanskritic vocals which accompanied the dance, I receivfld few clues from there
and essentially extracted (or "projected") my understanding of the story onto the performance I observed.
The dancers "told" one version of the myth, and my "telling" is an interpretation of their performance
through an amalgamation of all the accounts, oral and written, which I had previously encountered.

154In many devotees' versions of this myth, Sati killed herself and V-uabhadra, created by Siva, was
the only agent of retribution.

1551 paraphrase this version of the myth which was told to me in a casual conversation with a Bengali
priest and his adult son (also a priest), who were visiting Durgaji and Banaras while enrout,e back to
Calcutta from Almora where they had vacationed. They said that this story is found in the Kiilikii PuriilJa.
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could have been a serious error, because the DevI can be angered if called upon

insincerely. Rama's dedication was tested when he discovered that he was short of one

lotus flower among the one hundred and eight he was in the process of offering. Without

hesitation, he moved to pluck out his eye as a substitute, but the Devi appeared, told him

to desist from the action, and assured him of victory .156 Certain devotees told me that

the first ritual worship of Durga by human beings was performed by King Suratha and

the merchant Samadhi during the spring Navaratra. Rama's act of invoking (bodhana)

the goddess at an untraditional time (akala) set a precedent, and this akala bodhana

Navaratra has now surpassed the spring Navaratra in popularity.

Durga Kund Temple during Asvina Navaratra

Most remarkable amidst the excitement which prefigures and characterizes

Navaratra is the paucity of special ritual arrangements at Durga Mandir. Unlike the

sriiglira no lights or decorations are strung up; no special mask is: used; no musical

program or scriptural recitation is commissioned by the temple authorities; no jar (gha{a)

embodying the DevI is established. Everything seems to remain just as it always is at the

temple, except for the perception and remarkable activities of the devotees, who flock

to take darsana in unprecedented numbers. It is as if the DevI's presence is far more

palpable than normal during these nine days anywhere that her image is established and

worshipped. The underlying sense conveyed to devotees is that the goddess does not need

to be established at DurgajI. She is always here. This is where she resides. This is where

she is permanently seated (pqha), holding court, and entertaining the pleas and praises

of her devotees. It is from here that her munificence emanates to those other locations

where she is invoked (bodhana) and established (sthapana).

In logistical preparatIon for the large numbers of people who will be visiting, the

temple authorities construct a wooden barrier dividing the porch in half, separating males

and females from experiencing the crush of bodies together. Also, a small entourage of

police establishes itself in the drum pavilion (naubat khiina). The police keep an eye out

I56Incidentally, this myth links Durga through Rama to Hanuman's and his monkey helpers.
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for pickpockets and jewellery grabbers, and facilitate movement of the crowds. The

temple priests do make a few ritual alterations at this time. Most important among these

special acts is the selection of saris of specific colours for Durga during each of the nine

days of Navaratra. This selection is made because each day corresponds to a different

aspect of Durga, each form bearing its own name and character. The nine forms of

Durga (navadurga) most commonly known and worshipped in Ban~iras are those named

in the Dev[ Kavaca, an appendage of the Durga Sapta.satf. The Durgas are not merely

listed but, a fact whose significance should not be overlooked, they are sequentially

ordered from SailaputrI (Daughter of the Mountain), the first, to Siddhidatri (Bestower

of Attainment), the ninth. There are nine temples in Banaras which correspond to each

of the Nine Durgas. Durgaji: is known as the fourth Durga, Ku~mfu:1<;ia. 157 However,

the sari change on each of the nine days, implies that DurgajI is the embodiment of all

of the nine Durgas.

Daily Worship at Durga Mandir during Navaratra

At about two o'clock in the morning of the first day of Navcuatra, a few people

have begun to gather in the inner courtyard of Durga Mandir, entering through the south

doorway. I had never as yet felt the temple so charged with atmosphl~re as on this night.

I thought it emanated an aura of sacrality which, I felt, would actually grow in intensity

over the next days. If as W. C. Smith (1962:153,176), paralleling Durkheim (1954

[1915]) in certain respects, has suggested, religiosity is found in persons, not things, then

perhaps this feeling was generated by the deep sentiments of those who had gathered to

worship. In front of the south door of the sanctum, stands a woman shrouded in a red

sari, almost motionless, gently rocking on her feet waiting for darSana. In another place,

dressed in brilliant monocolour silk lungfs, sits a group of men, relaxed yet expectant.

Ram Prasad, the pujari, has entered the garbhagrha and has begun the morning puja for

the goddess. Other devotees have gathered, men and women, waiting on the porch.

IS7Durgajl's place in the Nine Durga Pilgrimage (navadurga yarra) is significant. Its role in this strand
of Durga worship in Banaras will be discussed in detail in Chapter Three.
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Suddenly the door is flung open and the expectant crowd surges forward, tossing flowers

into the sanctum, calling out praises. Then almost as quickly, the sanctum door is closed.

This was mangala darsana, the first auspicious sight of the DevI.. particularly sought

after by certain groups of devotees. 158

About fifteen minutes later, the garbhagrha opens again and worship continues

through the day with tens of thousands of devotees surging through the temple, taking

darsana and making offerings. On occasion, they arrive in groups with musicians and

dancers. Some bring a goat for a sacrificial offering of blood. Others bring offerings of

flags or bells. Many people are engaged in reciting the Durgli SaptaSatf either for

themselves or on behalf of others (see Figures 10 and 11). Healers and other ritual

specialists are present by the fire oblation pit (havan ku1J4a), engaged in channeling or

pooling the DevI's power (see Figure 6). The number of devotees drop off in the

afternoon and again increase at dusk, reaching a maximum during the evening liratf. 159

By the end of the day twenty to fifty thousand people have visited DurgajI. The range

reflects the devotional rhythm during Navaratra. Thus the first day (pratipada) sees large

numbers of devotees at DurgajI. The numbers are again large on the fourth day when

Durga Mandir is highlighted as Ku~m~<:Ia Devi. The number of visitors again peaks on

the seventh, eighth, and ninth days, when the celebration of what has come to be known

as Durga Piija, characterized by the worship of clay images of the goddess, occurs.

158For instance, the men in the silk/satin luflgfs belong to a family whose now-deceased patriarch (a
grandfather) started the tradition of taking mangala dariana. They adhere to the notion that partaking of
this most auspicious first darsana of Durga, at DurgaJI, during every day of Navaratra (autumn and spring)
is a fully-accomplished spiritual practice (sadhana) or propitiation. Maflgala darsana is all that is necessary
to praise the goddess and to receive her blessings. Members of this group strut around the temple after
taking darsana, displaying an attitude of acquired power, helping with cleaning chores and dri ving away
bothersome monkeys before they leave.

1S9J sense that there is a relationship between the notion of Navaratra (nine nights) and the peak visiting
times of devotees which are during the main liratfs at the temple, before sunrise and after sun.set. Yet if
such a relationship exists, it is not expressly stated or considered important to most devotees. Those
involved in the urban work routine are obliged to make visits before or after work.
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Vijaya Dasami
[Tenth o/the Waxing Fonnight ofAsvina (September/October)]

The day following Navaratra is called Vijaya DasamI (The Tenth for Victory)

which in the minds of devotees is a celebration recalling numerous events. 16O It

celebrates victory, but is not a commemoration of victory in a specific historical battle.

Rather it marks every victory of the gods over the demons, of dharma over adharma,

and of order and righteousness over chaos and moral turpitude. More specifically, to

most Banarasis it marks Rama's victory over RavaJ).a, while to most Saktas, it marks the

mythological events of Durga's slaying of Mahi~asura. These two vi.ctories are the most

dominant demon destruction myths currently in the Indian consciousness, better known,

or certainly more celebrated, than Siva's destruction of Andhaka, Kartikeya's of Taraka,

Indra's of Vrtra, Kr~t:la's of Karp.~a, or the deeds of any of the other incarnations of

Vi~t:lu.

The Ramaite mythic strand is enacted alongside the Durga strand of worship

during the month long RamlTIa which takes place with much pomp and grandeur in

Banaras. Various neighbourhoods stage their own RamlTIas (Play of Rama), reciting the

adventures of Rama as told in the RamayalJils and enacting certain well-known episodes

in the mythic accounts. Of all the RamlTIas, that of KaSl Naresh, the king of Banaras,

held in Ramnagar is most renowned. The king himself attends at the diverse locations in

Ramnagar where each day's drama is enacted. But although the Ramnagar's RamlTIa is

considered best overall, the Bharat Milap event of Nat Imli is famous throughout

Banaras. It reenacts the meeting between Rama and his faithful brother Bharata after

years of separatIon. It is attended by hundreds of thousands of people. Also well known

are the Nak Ka~yas of several neighbourhoods in the city. They enact the episode in

which Lak~maJ).a cuts off the nose of RavaJ).a's sister, SiirpaJ).akh:a. The Ramnagar

l6lMy use of the term ftrecallsft is a tacit reference to some aspects of Eliadle's approach to myth
analysis. Paradigmatic myths such as the myth of cyclical return involve the re··enactment of certain
primordial events. Paradigms of anamnesis allow one to "remember" that which was "forgotten." Yearly
festivals are often celebrations which recall, through both remembering and re-enacting, a single t~vent or
series of events which took place in that murky past (illo tempore). See, for instance, Eliade 1963: 115ff.
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RamlTIa terminates on Vijaya DasamI with the celebration of Rama's defeat of RavaJ).a.

A large paper and wood effigy of Ravat:la is built and it is set ablazt~. Everywhere during

the previous month toy bows and arrows were on sale and young boys now takt~ pot shots

at the demon image. 161

In many ways, Vijaya DasamI is a celebration not of one or the other mythic

episode, but of Victory herself, personified as the DevI. 162 I was told that in the not

too distant past, kings set out to wage war after this day, which served as the trumpet

call after the previous months of mobilization and psychological preparation. Attendents

of the king of Banaras, told me that he celebrates the Asvina Navaratra with great

devotion, and I have seen him make a visit to the DurgajI on the eighth day (~rami).

Although kingly warfare has all but disappeared, and seasons play a smalkr role in

dictating the periods suitable for armed conflict, both these great festivals, RamlIla and

Navaratra, which occur simultaneously, psychologically mobilize the populaltion for a

struggle in which they desire a victorious outcome. The festivals elicit and nurture

sentiments of courage in the face of injustice and oppression, and culminate in a jubilant

gala celebrating certain triumph over their enemies.

There are many indications that the popularity of Ramffia is waning in Banaras.

People, perhaps correctly, attribute this trend to the advent of television in the city. The

televised serialization of the Riimaya1Jii was one of the most popular shows produced in

India. Other successful religious and historical productions such a.s the Mahlibhlirata,

Tippu (on the life of the famous Sultan), Canakya, and KrrfJa appear to be slowly

outshadowing the tradition of live recitations which flourished in the city. But while

RamlTIa is waning, the Durga Piija celebrations in Banaras are clearly growing. While

there were only a handful of clay images made for public worship at the turn of the

1611have seen how in certain towns in Maharashtra the RavaJ;la image is set ablaze by shooting flaming
arrows into it.

1620ne of the epithets of Durga is Vijaya (Victory). See Mahiibhtirata, Vira~ Parva, 6.16. Vijaya and
laya, which both mean victory, are also considered to be Durga's attendants. They are also said to be the
special magical warrior skills taught to Rama by his spiritual mentor Visvamitr.a, for the destruction of
demons such as Ravana.
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century, and perhaps fifty or so in the early seventies, now twenty years later there are

over one hundred and fifty. 163

La~m.i Piija
[Fourth of the Waning Fonnight ofKanikeya (October/November)]

With the exception of Annakiira, the religious festivals which take place between

Vijaya DaSamI and the spring Navaratra are tangential but related to Durga worship. For

instance, I discuss festival days, such as Holl, which are not dearly directed to a

particular deity, but during which Durga-worshipping Saktas may perform special rituals

to Durga, and in which a visit to DurgajI may be included. I particularly discuss festivals

of the gods and goddesses who have representative shrines at DurgajI. Because of these

shrines, worshippers sometimes visit the Durga Kun<;i temple on days sacred to those

deities. My discussion of their festivals illustrates how the yearly cycle orchestrates the

waxing and waning of the ma1J4alas of other deities as well as Durga. The DurgajI

yantra experiences its peak expansion during Navaratra, when devotees who worships

at any goddess shrine, permanent or temporary, in the city are actually worshipping

Durga. Yet, when the DurgajI yantra contracts, after Navaratra, it is not isolated from

the religious activity which is occurring in the rest of Banaras. DurgajI's yantra is

intersected by the expanding m01J4alas of other deities, to whom Durga is related in

significant ways. The festival of Lak~mI is such an example.

~mI Piija is held in honour of the goddess of wealth, good fortune, and

prosperity (SrI Lak~mI). People purchase small (foot high) clay images of the goddess

or worship her in their household shrine images. Often she is worshipped in a flat

earthen plate (la~m( paUli) on which the goddess and her mount, the owl (ulla) , are

163It is not possible to give an accurate count of the number of these public celebrations. Although the
municipal authorities have tried to restrict the number by issuing permits, many communities go ahead with
collecting money and organizing celebrations while their application for a permit is still in process. If a
permit is not issued, they may continue with the celebration, and run the risk of being shut down by the
police. More often, the authorities ignore the disobedience, particularly if the community puja appears to
be well organized, since disrupting it would cause unnecessary turmoil and violent reactions. My l~timate

of the numbers is derived from conversations with the main image-makers located in the Bengali Tola
district of the city.
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painted. l64 She is worshipPed with the standard sixteen item devotional service (~o4aSa

upaclira) and fire oblations (havana), or some simplified form of these, after which the

image is delivered to the waters of the Ganga. The relationship of Lak~mI to Durga is

acknowledged at DurgajI by the presence of a Lak~mI shrine there. As previously

mentioned, ~mI is often conceived of as the embodiment of the rajas gUI}.a, one of

the triad of qualities of Prakrti. The rajas gUlJa balances the flow b(~tween the sattva and

tamas gUfJ£ls in two directions. Pralqti, through it, moves from unity, via creation, to

diversity and eventually to dissolution. The rajas gUfJa also animates the opposite

movement towards sattvic integrity. Through this harmony between the forces of

integration and dissolution, Lak~mI represents the power of preservation of the cosmos.

Durga is often conceived of as the Supreme Goddess, of whom Lak~mI is one part. In

the context of the Durga Puja ritual, where her clay image accompanies Durga, many

devotees think of Lak~mI as the daughter of Durga, as the sister of Sarasvati, and as the

wife of G3.D.esa. 165

164Lak~mi, through the earthen plate, appears to be identified with the earth .md its resources. There
is a close relationship between the Earth goddess (Bhii Dev}) and Laksmi, both of whom are often identified
with each other or are represented as Vi~t;lu's consorts. Perhaps the empty plate, a symbol of hunger,
represents the desire for bounty.

The symbolic relationship between deities and their mounts is hardly clear and Lak~DlI'S owl is
no exception. While in the West the owl symbolizes wisdom, in India the term "ullii" means stupidity. This
serves as a cautionary reminder about the dangers of mistakenly projecting what are thought to be
"universal," or "archetypal" meanings onto symbols. I was told that the white owJ[ is the keeper of wealth
because it is the harbinger of death, although I did not understand the connection. Perhaps it refers to the
inheritance of wealth on the death of family members.

I6SIt is beyond the scope of this study to explore fully the relationship between Lak~mi and Durga. The
so-called Gaja-l~mi images which appear very early in India depict the goddess Lak~mi being showered
with water sprayed from the trunks of two elephants. This imagery offers one COIDlection between Lak~mi

and elephants, and is suggestive of her subsequent connection with G8t;leSa, thc~ elephant-headed god.
Lak~ml is almost always associated with G8t;leSa in the Durga Piijii image cluster. However, I was told that
certain Bengali castes such as the vaidyas associate Kartikeya with Laksmi, and G8t;leSa with Sarasvati in
the Durga Piija image cluster.. One explanation lies in the ambiguous spousal relationships of GaJ:leSa, who
is sometimes considered to be a "bachelor," although he is often thought of as having two wives, ~ddhi
(Accomplishment) and Siddhi (Attainment). These female deities may be identified with either Sarasvati,
the goddess of learning and the arts, or Laksml, the goddess of prosperity. Durga embodies the traits of
both these goddesses.
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Bbiita Caturdasl
[Founeenth of the Waning Fonnight ofKiinikeya (October/November)]

Bhiita CaturdaSI is held on the day before KalI Piija. It is a day for worsnip of the

bhutas, disembodied elemental beings who can be malevolent. Since Durga is sometimes

called Bhiita Nayika (Leader of Ghosts), clandestine worship may be performed at

DurgajI for the bhutas on this day. Such worship is primarily performed by healers,

sorcerers, and tantrikas. Durga's association with such malevolent beings as disembodied

spirits is in keeping with her dreadful and fierce nature. Just as Siva is associated with

his frightful cohorts (galJa), Durga is connected to a host of fearsome beings such as the

yoginis and the miitrkiis. Her identification with the gross and subtle t:~lements of creation,

in Sakta metaphysics, also give her governance over all elemental beings (bhura).

DipavaIi and Kali Piija
[New Moon ofKlinikeya (October/November)]

DlpavalI (or DIvali) is held on the amlivasyli (new/dark moon) of Kartikeya. It

is the festival of lights and is celebrated with visits to ~mI temples, and fireworks.

For many Banarasis this is like a New Year's celebration. Homesare freshly painted and

new clothes are purchased. To some DIpavalI is a celebration of ~~J:.la's defeat of

Narakasura, but to most Banarasis it commemorates Rama's victorious return to Ayodhya

after his defeat of RavCllJa (which was celebrated on Vijaya Dasami). For the Bengali

community in Banaras, however, to whom Durga Piija was most like a New Year's

celebration, this day is KalI Piija, and marks the end of the festive mood which began

during Durga Piija. Large clay images of KalI, naked and voluptuous, her skin black as

night, garlanded with human heads, and holding a severed head in one hand and a

bloodied sword in the other are produced by the same artisans who make the images for

Durga Piija. KalI stands atop the prone body of Siva. These images are commissioned

by a few community clubs, installed in temporary shrines (pujlilaya), imbued with life,

worshipped, and finally led in processsion for submersion (visarjana) in the Ganga.

Devout KalI worshippers take darsana at their favoured shrines on this day and the
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Bhadrakall at DurgajI gets her share of attention, particularly by tantrics. The Lak~mI

shrine in Durga Mandir being much newer, gets far less attention on this day.

The mythic relationship between KalI and Durga as told in the Durga SaptaSati

was described in detail in the previous chapter. In the Durga SaptaJati, KalI emerges as

a wrathful emanation from the forehead of the DevI, and drinks up the blood of the

demon RaktabIja. I often heard that KaII is an embodiment of the tal1zas gu,!a, one of the

three components of Durga's nature in the SaiikhyalYoga-based Sakta metaphysical

system. Since KalI Piija is celebrated a little over a fortnight after Durga P~ja among

members of the Bengali community, Bengalis perceive a more vivid difference: between

the two goddesses. KalI, for instance, is not included in the cluster of images worshipped

during Durga Piija. However for most Banarasis, KatI is "one" (eki hai) with Durga and

embodies certain of her aspects. Although identified with the tamas gUlJa, KatI is linked

with blood (in the Durga SaptaSatr mythology, and in her most pervasive imagery), the

symbol of the rajas gUlJa.

Annakii~
[First of the Waxing Fonnight of Kanikeya (October/November)]

The day following DIpavalI is the festival of Annakiita, which is sometimes said

to continue for three days. It is another example of a festival whose significarlce stems

from the overlapping myth cycles of various sectarian traditions. The term Annakiita,

means "mountain of sustenance" and is linked primarily with ~~r:taite and Sakta myth

cycles. l66 The first myth recalls the incident when ~~r:ta, who had produced a bounty

of food on the hill, Govardhana, in VJ;"ndavana, aroused the jealousy of Indra. 167 While

~~r:ta and his friends were enjoying a sumptuous meal on the mountain, Indra caused a

166Annapii~a is the name of one of the tallest and most visible peaks in the Hiniilayas.

161This is a composite of a few versions I heard in casual conversations with visitors at Durgiij'i on the
festival day.
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storm to rage. 16
& Kr~l).a protected his cowherd friends by holding up the mountain with

a single finger. 169 He was then treated to a banquet on the mountain by his grateful

friends. It is a story of the production, protection, and sharing of bountiful sustenance.

The second myth, most popular in Banaras, is the tale of the Goddess AnnapufQa,

who after an argument (takarara) with her spouse, Siva, left Kaimsa for KaSi[.170 Here

she began to distribute food in vast quantities to the needy of the whole world .. Finally,

Siva himself, starved of food (anna hina) and love (klima hina), arrived in Banaras as

a naked (vastra hrna) mendicant and had to beg his food from the DevI. They both took

up residence in the city and from that day no one remains hungry in KaSi. Lithograph

images of the goddess feeding the wandering mendicant Siva abound and the f.estival is

celebrated most dramatically at the Annapiirl).a and Visvanatha temple in Banaras which

are situated beside each other. 171

At DurgajI, Annakii~ is also celebrated but on a much smaller scale than at the

AnnapurQa temple. Two types of food are distributed: cooked (pakka) food, which is

mainly boiled rice and lentils (kichiri), and uncooked (kaccha), consisting mainly of nuts

and dried fruit (kisamisa). An afternoon aratiis held after which children, mendicants

(mainly itinerant stidhus and dar.u!asviimis) , and devotees collect the blessed food

distributed by the temple (prasada). Disgruntled devotees point out how two qualities of

1680ne visitor said Indra caused it to rain for seven days and K~~ii held the mountain aloft for seven
days.

l~S act is well-known throughout India and frequently depicted in sculpture and painting. A fine
example is the large sculpture which is prominently on display in the Bbarat Kala Bhavan mUSi~um (No.
147). See photograph in Eck 1982:66.

l70J paraphrase a version of the myth told by an elderly street vendor of colourful lithographs of deities.
I had been rummaging through his collection of prints not long after my arrival in Banaras and pointed to
a picture which depicted the DevI handing out sweets to Siva, who was clad in a leopard skin.. When I
asked him what the picture represented he was only too glad to tell me what I dis<;emed to be a myth of
central importance in Banarasi culture. In time I began to notice numerous other images of what appeared
to be normal housewives giving food to religious mendicants. I recognized an implication that in the
extremely important act of charitable giving (dana), every woman is an embodiment of the goddess and
each world renouncer is Siva.

I710ne of the best known sculptural images depicting this myth is found in the relatively m~w Tulsi
Manas temple located beside Durga}i.
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prasada are prepared by temple officials. The higher quality food, consisting of sweets

made with large quantities of milk and pure ghi is given to temple officials themselves

and to favoured devotees.

When asked, most worshippers locate the goddess Annapiin~a at her temple at the

end of Visvanatha lane (gali). However, it is clear that DurgajI is also identified with

AnnapiifQ.a. During Annakiita, the AnnapufQ.a temple uses a special gold mask for the

goddess which is only visible at this time of the year. Durga Mandir also uses the special

gold mask which is only otherwise used during the srnglira. It suggests that the goddess

"born" at the srnglira is the same one worshipped during Annakiita. The Durga KuQ.c;l and

AnnapiifQ.a temples are linked as numbers four and eight, respectively, in the Nine Durga

Pilgrimage circuit, making them merely different aspects of the same deity, Durga.

Finally, Durgaji's epithet, Ku~mat).c;la DevI, links her strongly with the nurturing and

nourishing nature of the DevI. The ~ma'!4a is a pumpkin gourd which provides both

solid and liquid nourishment.

Within the three days of Annakiita, and held on the second of the bright fortnight

of Kartikeya, is the festival of BhratJ;' Dvifiya (The Second for Brothers). It is considered

auspicious for brothers who receive a red powder mark (ti/aka) of blessing on their

forehead from their sisters to whom they may give a slin- or some other gift. Just as

R~a Bandhana provided a brother-sister protective motif, Bhr;i!J;' Dviffya provides

another brother-sister motif, one of mutual generosity. It is possible that the timing of

this festival, like R~a Bandhana, allows the Vai~I).avaJ~~I).aite s1rand of worshippers

to see a meaningful connection between Siva, Durga and ~~Qa. Durga, the sister,

blesses ~~Qa, her brother, who provides her with gifts (e.g., food). She, in turn, feeds

her mendicant husband Siva.

There are some important elements in the portrait of the DevT which emerge from

an examination of the festival of AnnakUta. Durga's body, which by implication is the

temple, the ku1J4a, and the earth which constitues her yantra is a bounteous source of

life-giving nourishment. In compelling ways, the festival of Annakiita indicates that the

entire earth is envisioned as the Devl yantra, which is a source of nourishment.
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Mountains such as Nandi DevI and AnnapiiIl).a are named after the goddess. Prom their

melting snows flow rivers such as the Ganga, also known as a goddess, which form the

fertile basin in which life flourishes. A DevI temple, such as DurgajI or Annapiirt:la

Mandir, is a microcosm of that planet-wide DevI yantra. The festival of Annakiita,

particularly through the myth of the DevI's nourishing presence in Banaras, expands the

yantras of Devi temples to encompass all of KaSi. On this day several temples,

Annapiirt:la and DurgajI in particular, actually provide food for visitors. In these temples

the "miracle" of the superabundant creation of food which results from the generous

sharing of food takes place. The food provides sustenance for eve~ryone who comes to

take darsana, and provides a model for the year-round enactment of this miracle in

Banaras, through acts of charitable giving (dana). In the deeds of RanI BhavanI, for

example, who donated hundreds of kilograms of rice daily for distribution to pilgrims at

Annapiirt:la temple, we see a striking example of such year-round nutritive sharing (dana)

in action. 172

Annakiita also causes us to focus on the centrality of food and feeding in the

rituals of worship which are collectively called puja. The offering of food items

(naivedya) such as fruit (phala) or sweets is virtually an indispensable part of every pUja

to any deity. I have alluded to how, in pujti, items which correspond to the gross

consituent elements (mahlibhuta) of the cosmos are offered back to the deity. Offerings

of food, highlight two important dimensions of puja. First, food suggests that the

manifest cosmos, which is the body of the DevI, is imbued with life and is a source of

nourishment to all other life forms. In offering food to the DevI through pujlis to her,

devotees are in effect offering to the Dev! a living portion of her own body.173 By

accepting the offering, the DevI, by implication, eats of her own flesh, further

sanctifying it. Devotees then partake in the thus consecrated food, the DevI's own body,

which is called prasada. Second, one notes that ritual worship in general, and puja in

I72Such actions earned Ram Bhavam the title "Second Annapiin;la. "

173A form of union between god and goddess is implied when such offerings, envisioned ;as the body
of the goddess, are made to male deities.
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particular, is more than merely having darsana, mutual viewing, with the deity. I will

later explain how all the senses (indriya) are involved in such worship. In the symbolism

of the food offerings, one sees how devotees not only merge with the Devl, through

feeding from her, but significantly, taste what she has tasted. Furthermore, what they

have mutually tasted is itself part of the DevI's manifest being.

Jagaddhitri Piiji
[Ninth of the Waxing Fortnight ofKartikeya (October/November))

This puja, in honor of the DevI in her asPeCt as the Nurturer of the Universe

(Jagaddhatn) is mainly celebrated in Bengali homes. 174 The goddess is worshipped

three times on a single day at the traditional juncture periods (sandhya) , dawn, high

noon, and dusk with simplified versions of the elaborate Durga Piija rituals which are

performed on the seventh (saptamzj, eighth (~{ami), and ninth (navami) days of the

autumn Navaratra. Ideally, families should establish the full image duster (pratimii) of

the type used during Durga Plija, with central images of Durga Mahi~mardinI flanked

by G~esa, Lak~ml, Kartikeya, SarasvatI and their mounts. I did not locate a home in

Banaras where this kind of celebration took place. Most often, among those who perform

the worship in Banaras, only meditative visualizations (dhyana) of JagaddhatrI and the

other deities are performed along with a fire offering (havan). Some devotees make visits

to their preferred Durga temple on this day. I was told that this puj£i is a celebration of

the wealth and vitality felt after the hot season and the rains.

Kartikeya Piija
[Last day of Kartikeya (October/November)]

This puja is held on the last day (saflkranti) of Kartikeya in honor of the god

Kartikeya. Kartikeya, also called Skanda (and Murugan in South India where he is very

1741 was told by several Banarasis of Bengali background that the most famolUS centre of Jagaddhatii
Piija is in Bengal, at Car.t~agar, near Calcutta. The following description of the celebration comes from
these sources. The Jagaddhatri Piija appears to be a Bengali equivalent of the harvest celebrations of
AnnakUta.
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popular), is thought to be the son of Siva and parvatI/Durga. He is called the god of war,

the leader of Siva's army (senlipati), and rides a peacock (maurya vahana). Some of the

earliest myths, as found in the Mahabharata for instance, attribute the killing of the

buffalo demon (mahi~tisura) to Skanda. 175 This mythological deed is eventually

attributed to Durga whose mythological exploits in the Durga SaptaSatf also depict her

leading armies, which destroy the demonic enemies of the gods. Skanda is often

portrayed with many heads. However, because of the way he is depicted in the cluster

of images worshipped in the Durga Piija ritual, as an extremely handsome prince

(kumara), it is this form which is growing in the popular imagination of North Indians.

There is no Kartikeya image at DurgajI, suggesting his still diminished popularity in

Banaras. 176 Devotees generally worship him in their home shrines.

Bhairav~
{Eighth of the Waning Fonnight ofMargaSfr$a (November/December))

The Eighth of Bhairava marks the end of a pilgrimage circuit to Banaras's eight

Bhairavas, fierce forms of Siva, who are guardian deities of the city. The second of

KaSi's eight Bhairavas, C~<;la Bhairava, is located at DurgajI within the BhadrakalI

shrine. This Bhairava is visited and worshipped during all of the eight days, but

especially on the second day.

Since both the Eight Bhairavas and Nine Durgas are thought of as guardian deities

of laS!, the presence of Cat:l<;la Bhairava and Ku~mfu:l<;la Durga at DurgajI makes it a

significant protective outpost in the city. Located, as it is, just within thl~ sacred

perimeter of KaSi bounded at the south by the As! river, the temple's protective role

would seem appropriate. Given the characteristic designations of the Bhairavas as

gatekeepers or portal guardians (dvarapala), one might also suggest that DurgajI is a

175See, for instance, Mahilbhtirata 3.221.52 ff, the Viimana Purd~a 31.1-32.11, and the Matsya PurdT}(l
147.28.

176Skanda-Kartikeya's popularity in Banaras diminished after the Gupta period. See P. K. Agrawala
(1967).
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gateway into the sacred city. 177

Hari Utthana EkadaSi
[Eleventh of the Waxing Fonnight ofMargaSfr~a (November/December)]

Vi~t:lu (Hari) awakes (utthana) on the eleventh (eklidail) of the waxing fortnight

of MargaSir~a (November/December), almost exactly four months after he went to sleep

in the month of Sravat:la.178 Ascetics who have stayed in monastic retreat during the

rains are now encouraged to resume their wanderings (Eck 1982:272). A pandit told me

that MargaSir~a used to be considered the first month in the New Year. Evidence of this

tradition lingers in the activities of people who make new cane sugar (gur) and harvest

fresh potatoes.

A myth told in the Durga SaptaSatf (Chapter One) and Devf Bhagavata PuralJa

(1. 6-9) recounts how Brahma, the creator god, when threatened by the demons Madhu

and Kaitabha, propitiated the DevI who as Yoganidra had put Vi~l).u to sleep. The

demons (asura) had grown strong through propitiating the DevI and now it was only

through Brahma.'s devout prayer that Vi~t:lu could be released from his slumber to

perform the task of preserving the universe. The DevI complies cmd Vi~t:lu awakens.

However his fight is long and at first unsuccessful since the asuras have been granted a

boon to die at their own request. The DevrBhagavata tells how the DevI's charm dupes

the demons into ill-placed egotism, and they magnanimously offer Vi~t:lu a boon. He

chooses to kill them. Thinking fast when realizing that they have doomed themselves they

ask to be killed on dry land, seeing only the infinite spread of cosmic waters in which

they reside. Vi~t:lu complies by placing them on his lap. They expand immeasurably to

overflow this patch of land, but Vi~t:lU'S thighs match their expansion and they are slain.

177Kinsley discusses the role of such goddesses as Ganga and Yamuna as threshold deitil~s, which
mediate between the human and divine realms (1986:191-193). These goddesses are often found on the
portals of temples which are considered to be realms of the gods. In a similar fashion, the entire temple
of Durgajl may be considered as the southern portal to a larger divine realm, namely, the sacred maTJ4ala
of KiiSI.

178A1so see the festival of Hari EkadaSI, below.
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During the RamlTIa period of festivities, the Durga Ku~<;l is occasionally used to

enact the classic image of the pralaya, the period between regenerations of the cosmos,

in which Vi~t:lu, asleep upon the serpent Se~a, floats on the cosmic waters. His consort

Lak~mI or Bhii DevI (Goddess Earth) massages his feet and Brahma sits atop a lotus

which grows from Vi~~u's navel. Several devotees while seeing this drama, explained

to me how Lak~mI or Bhii DevI is actually Durga who, as Maham~iya or Yoganidra, is

the source of Hari's slumber.

Durga, therefore, plays a central role in orchestrating cosmic creation and

dissolution, which comprise a cyclical pattern which repeats itself endlessly. The

unending (ananta) nature of this cosmic cycle is symbolized by the serpent upon which

Vi~~u sleeps. The myth suggests that since the Dev! can put Vi~~u himself to sleep, what

power have mere mortals to resist her actions? While Vi~~u sle:eps, the process of

creation begins, but from its very inception this creation is twofold (See DevfBhagavata

PuralJO" 1.6-9). From the lotus which emanates from V~~u' s navel, Brahma, the creator

god begins what one might designate the pure, or sattvic creation, but from the wax,

which falls from Vi~~u's ears, a tamasic creation of demons develops. The demons are

empowered by the DevI, to whom they pray, and they soon thrleaten to destroy the

incipient creation. Brahma prays to the DevI, who releases Vi~~u from his sleep. His

battle with the demons is futile, until he is aided by the DevI, who rectifies the potential

cosmic imbalance which would result if the tamasic nature of the dt~mons dominated the

sattvic nature of Brahma. In this myth, the DevI is completely in control. She initiates

the creation by putting Vi~t:lu to sleep, empowers the demon's destructive power, and

preserves the cosmos and the creation by awakening and aiding Vi~~u.

Sarasvati Piija, Vasanta Paiicami
[Fifth of the Waxing Fortnight ofMagha (January/February))

This puja for the goddess SarasvatI (She who is Ripe/Full of Juice) takes place

over two days beginning on the fifth of the waxing fortnight of Ma.gha. It is also called

the Fifth of Spring (Vasanta PaiicamI). It is celebrated in most Bengali homes in Banaras
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with clay images whose size varies from a foot to life size. The images, prepared by the

same artisans who construct the Durga Piija martis, vary somewhat according to the

particular descriptive meditative visualization verses (dhyana sloka) utilized. Generally,

SarasvatI is white in color and has the disc of the moon at her crest. She stands on a

white lotus and holds a book. A swan is seen at her feet. On occasion she is portrayed

with four hands. She mayor may not be depicted with her characteristic stringed lute-like

musical instrument, the vi1Ja.

The image is placed on an altar and decorated with flowers and ornaments. Then

the tools of scholarly and artistic learning such as an inkpot, fountain pen, note and text

books, and musical instruments are placed all around her. She is worshipped with a

sixteen part devotional service (~o4aSa upacara) and fire oblation (havan).179 Typical

food offerings include fried rice with yoghurt, bananas, and sweets. No writing, reading,

or playing of musical instruments is done on this day. The next day, the image is

approached and her name is written three times with a wood apple leaf (bilvQ patra).

While touching her feet, the leaf is placed in a book. Devotees may then read a line or

two from each book in their collection.

Sarasvati Piija is occasionally held in public. I did not determine if such public

worship is growing in popularity although I was told that the once common celebrations

in institutions of learning is disappearing. In the public paja, flower salutations

(p~pafljall) are elaborate and numerous allowing greater devotee participation. Public

celebrations include more cultural performances, such as music and scriptural recitations

and the reading of hymns of praise (stotra). The new SarasvatI image is kept in the house

(or institution) for a full year. After the new image is worshipped, the previous year's

image is given a final pzga with flame worship (aratt), paid reverence (prafJama), and

delivered (visarjana) into the Ganga.

SarasvatI is generally connected with the male creator deity Brahma. Thus she is

the vital energy (sakti) behind creation. She is also identified with the goddess Yak, who

179She may also be worshipped with ~o4aSopacara and no havan, or a ten-part devotional service
(d~opacara) and a thrice-repeated flower salutation (p~pafljalf). These modifications may also be used
for ~nll Piija.
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is Speech or the Word, sound vibrations through which conceptions are made manifest.

According to certain devotees at DurgajI, Durga is identical to the Absolute Formless

(nirgu1}a) Brahman, the sole reality. This Absolute, however, manifests into the

diversified creation, which is not different from it. In the eloquent words of one

worshipper, "as a fruit is not different from the seed which produced it," so also the

Absolute Durga is intrinsically identical to her manifest form. At a certain level of

manifestation Durga may be conceived of as embodying tripartite qualities (trigu1}a)

which are personified as MahasarasvatI, MahaI~mI, and MahakalI. MahasarasvatI is

identified fully with the creative principle, and thus linked with either brilliant activity

(rajas gU1}Q) or with pure stasis (sattva gU1}a). People may visit the SarasvatI shrine in

DurgajI on this day.

There is an obvious and noteworthy contrast between the duration of residence

of SarasvatI images during this puja and the clay images of deities during other pujas,

which are kept for only a few days at most. It is true that Lak~mI images (purchased

during the MahaIak~mIVrata) are also kept for a year. Some devotees told me they keep

the images to ensure prosperity, and intellectual and artistic creativity throughout the

year. Deities such as SarasvatI and Lak~mI represent purely benevolent and positive

qualities of which one can perhaps never have too much. Other deities, who are invited,

propitiated, and dismissed quickly, embody different qualities. A deity like Visvakarma

(Maker of the Universe) needs only to be propitiated periodically, as one would the

architect or builder of a home. GaQesa, for instance, needs regular propitiation and is

supposed to be worshipped at the commencement of any puja. However, at the end of

his major annual festival, which is celebrated with great pomp in Maharastra, his clay

image is disposed of into nearby waters. Perhaps this disposal owes to his ambivalent

nature, for GaQ.esa is a deity who not only removes obstacles but may also create

them. 180 Thus it might be too dangerous to have GaJ)eSa around always. Durga, as this

study reveals, embodies a surprising array of qualities among which is included a

dangerous fearsome nature like GaJ)eSa. Her stay, during the Durga Piija, is also short.

I80A comprehensive discussion of GaI;leSa is found in Courtright (1985).
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It is possible that this is because she is envisioned as a powerful protective presence or

a family member one would love to have nearby always, but who cannot remain because

of cosmic and dharmic principles. Cosmologically, protection must cease for destruction

and new creation to occur. According to the social dictates of dharma, the daughter must

leave her family home and return to the home of her husband. Durga's departure is thus

seen as an occasion for both joy and sorrow.

Mahasivaratri Vrata
[Founeenth of the Waning Fonnight of PhalgulJa (February/March)]

This great night of Siva (mahliSivarlitri) is hardly considered a pujli, and is better

known as a pledged devotional activity (vrata).181 Devotees normally fast and visit Siva

lingas throughout the day, everywhere in the city. The most popular linga in Banaras is

at ViSvanatha temple, but Kedar Nath and Adi Visvesvara are also visited in large

numbers. Naturally Bhairava temples are popular darsana destinations, since Bhairava

is a fierce form of Siva. The presence of CaI).<,ia Bhairava, one of the city's eight guard

ians, at Durgaji draws people there. So does the linga of Kukkutesvara Mahadeva.

Inevitably people also take darsana of the Devi on this occasion.

I heard from Banarasis on several occasions that Siva is the easiest deity to please.

He does not demand much attention or elaborate rituals. Thus offering a flower or wood

apple leaf (bi/va patra) or sprinkling the linga with a little water from the Ganges (ganga

jala) is more than enough, and such acts are not even mandatory. However if one wishes

to follow a more elaborate vrata, it is prescribed that one remain awake for the entire

night. 182 During each of the four three-hour long divisions (prahara) of the night one

should worship as follows. In the first prahara, Siva is worshipped with a particular

sacred utterance (mantra), a respectful offering (argha) , a reverential obeisance

1SIThe distinction between these two is not easy to make. The Durga Piija is also referred to at times
in authoritative texts as a vrata. There is generally a dimension of austerity, like fasting, in the vrata.

1821 was given this information by a Sakta priest (purohita), when I asked him what is commonly
prescribed on this day.
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(pralJama), and the linga is bathed in milk (dugdha). In the second prahara, the process

is repeated and the linga is bathed in yoghurt (dadhi). In the third and fourth, it is bathed

in honey (madhu) and clarified butter (ghrta/ghi) respectively. If one cannot stay awake

the whole procedure may be condensed into the first prahara.

The fast may be total, with the devotee refraining from both food and water for

the whole day and night. However if this is inappropriate (for reasons of health, age,

etc.) pure food (suddha bhoga), consisting of fruit, may be prepared at home. Also a

sweet syrupy beverage (sarbat) with lemon, or ground hemp (bhang) may be

consumed. 183 The practice is not restricted to males, although women consume less

bhang and prefer to partake of it in the privacy of the home. The Sivaratri fast may be

broken by taking a sip of water and reciting the fast-breaking (parana) mantra. Reci

tations of stories (katha), or songs of praise (stotra) such as the Mahimana Stotra or Siva

Sahasranlima may take place.

Siva is still as always the prime deity of Banaras. The identification of Durga as

l83The consumption of hemp (cannabis sativa indica) is closely associated with Siva, who is often
depicted in a domestic scene, grinding the substance, while his wife Parvati: is casually engaged in stringing
a necklace of severed human heads. Afficionados of bhang jokingly interpret the very name of the city,
Banaras, as meaning "preparing bhang" (banil rasa). In Banaras, the hemp plant is consumed in a variety
of ways. The resin, hasish (caras), hand rubbed by sadhus who have gone on pilgrimage into the
Himalayas during the hot season, is smoked in a funnel-like clay pipe (cillum). The flowering heads of the
hemp plant (gaiija) may also be smoked in this manner. Several stidhus, both in Banaras and in the
mountains near Badrinath, told me that the hemp plant, which grows abundantly and wild in the Himalayas
is the DevI. This, they explained, is the meaning of the epithet Sailaputri (Daughter of the Mountain) and
Parvati: (She who is of the Mountain). The trident (triiala) associated with Siva is the hemp leaf which has
such a shape and which is identified as the goddess. The goddess's association with the decapitation of
human heads and even her own decapitation (e.g., Chinnamasta) was explained as the harvesting of the
hemp plant and its effect on human consciousness. There are frequently encountered images of Sakti, who
is dynamic and often depicted with a decapitated human head, astride the supine and physically passive
Siva. This, I was once told, represents the dynamic interplay between the sadhu (Siva) and his
consciousness (Sakti).

Hemp in Banaras is most commonly injested in a mixture of other pure foods. The ground hemp leaf
(bhting) is often eaten in a little sweet ball (lada) where it is ground together with black-pepper, sugar and
cardamom, and covered with a thin silver leaf. Or it is mixed into a beverage called a thalJ4haf (a
"coldie"), which is an extract of nuts like almonds, spices like black pepper and cardamom, rose water,
milk and sugar. Heavy consumers drink the ground bhling, mixed with water, straight up with a squeeze
of lime juice. Other preparatIons such as bhang almond biscuits (nanketai), sold in discreet locations, are
also available in the city. On the recreational uses of bhang among the artisans of Banaras, see Kumar
(1988).
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Siva's spouse solidifies her importance among Saivites.

Hofi
{Full Moon of Phalgu'JO (February/March))

Holi vies with DlpavalI as the biggest festival in Banaras among the non-Bengali

Hindu community. On Hoff huge bonfires are lit allover the city. Boys and young men

cavort around the fires and move in groups, yelling obsenities (gal{) and rough-housing

with whomever they encounter. The mood is mischievous and the result is mayhem.

Copious quantities of bhang may be consumed. Festivities continue the next day when

colours are splashed on any available target with cathartic benefit for all. By the

afternoon the liberal splashing of colour ends. People bathe and put on clean clothes.

Women come out on the streets and people visit friends and distribute sweets. Even

though the licentious application of colour has ended, people still smear the foreheads of

acquaintances with coloured powder. The pervasive sexual dimension of the festival is

best evidenced in the number of special publications (newspapers, booklets, and maga

zines) available at this time. They include photographs, cartoons, poetry, and prose, all

with sexual themes. 184 These are passed around by the men and also make it into the

hands of women. There are also poetry recitation gatherings (kavi sammilini) where

political satire and sexual humour is order of the day. 185

Holl is often referred to as a festival of the lower classes or a festival of the Kali

Yuga. It seems connected to a tribal festival called Sabarotsava which a few centuries ago

was linked with Durga Piija. On the day following Navaratra, men and women were

enjoined to dress in bark and leaves, and to revel with explicit sexual gestures and

language, when the goddess was being dispatched back to her husband's abode. 186

184Some of these publications are extremely explicit sexually, and might qualify as "pornography" in
the West. See, for instance, Veda PrakaSa MiSra, Ciita Dariana (Banaras: Satarudra PrakiiSa, n.d.).

IS5These are generally attended by men and any unprepared woman chancing by risks an inordinate
excess of sexual jibes or even a manhandling.

186See Kane 1930-62:177 who refers to these aspects of the festival of Sabarotsava in relationship to
Durga Piija. If people neglected to do this they would displease the goddess and earn her wrath.
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Perhaps something of the revelry of Sabarotsava is still visible in the visarjana

processions of Durga Piija, but there is no obvious sexual dimension nowadays. This is

quite the contrary during Holl.

Certain Durga-worshipping Sakta tantrics, who perform private ritualized spiritual

practices (stidhana) on Hoff, admitted that they include the five element (paficatattva)

puja normally associated with what is called the left-hand (vamaclirli) tantric path

(mlirga). This pujli involves the ritual participation in five things which are normally

considered impure or prohibited. Since HolI typically is a festival of reversal, or of anti

structure, when the traditional hierarchy of values is temporarily dissolved before being

reconstituted anew, the paflcatattva ritual seems appropriate. 187 In this ritual, activities

associated with the qualities of darkness and inertia (tamas gUIJa) , and therefore shunned,

are given importance. These acts are the consumption of meat (marrzsa), fish (matsya),

intoxicating beverages (mada), and parched grain snacks (mudra), and sexual intercourse

(maithuna). The paflcamlikliralpaflcatattva ritual may be performed within a circle

(cakra) of practitioners (stidhaka) , but the tantrics with whom I spoke said they

performed the ritual privately. When I asked one tantric, whom I knew quite well, in the

presence of other, more senior members, how he managed to perform the maithuna

portion alone, since he had no partner, he listed several kinds of permissible maithuna

including self-induced orgasm, homosexual union, heterosexual union, and divine union.

None of the other practitioners present objected to his statements. He has since married

and now performs the maithuna rituals with his wife, whom he is instructing. More

traditional (right-hand path) Sakta tantrics expressed disgust when I asked them about this

interpretive elaboration on the varieties of the maithuna tattva. In this ritual, substantial

amounts of bhang are consumed, quite in keeping with the public celebration of HolY.

The bhang is called Vijaya (victory), which is an epithet of Durga, reinforcing her

187A classic description of the festival of HoIi is given by McKim Marriott (1966). According to Victor
Turner (1977), social structures periodically yield to "anti-structure" within which the traditional norms
are held in abeyance. Anti-structure may foment creativity, or serve as a transitory phase from an old to
a new order. In the festival of HoIT, the anti-structure is essentially cathartic. Tensions created by the rigid
demands of one's class status, or by sexual and behavioral restrictions, are temporarily released. However,
once the pressure is dissipated, the social structures return to a renewed, but essentially original order.
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association with consciousness-affecting substances.

Caitra Navaratra
[First to the Ninth 0/ the Waxing Fonnight of Caitra (March-April)]

The Caitra or Vasanta (spring) Navamtra is the first festival of what is generally

considered the New Year in Banaras (Eck 1982:258). Although many other days are

designated as New Year's Day by various communities in North India, the first of the

waxing fortnight of Caitra is designated as the official beginning of the North Indian

Hindu calendar. 188 That the DevI festival marks the beginning of the New Year, plainly

suggests the important place she plays in the entire annual festival cycle and hints at her

role in the larger cosmological cycles of time. Caitra Navaratra is celebrated at DurgajI

in almost identical fashion to Asvina Navaratra, except that this festival seems to draw

many more devotees from the surrounding villages. At present, it is the second largest

festival to the DevI. Unlike the autumn celebration, in Caitra Navaratra, Durga is not

worshipped with the colourful clay images established by communities in public,

temporarily constructed shrines.

The Mythic Background

The Caitra Navaratra is thought by many devotees to be a reenactment of the first

account of human worship of Durga by the king Suratha and the merchant Samadhi

during the Svaroci~ Manvantara. 189 This myth, often called the frame story for the

188This lunar calendar is called the Vikramaditya system, which commences counting Year One, fifty
six or fifty-seven years before the solar-based Gregorian calendar. Thus 1990 C.B. is the Vikramaditya
year (saf!1vat) 2046 or 2047.

189'fhis myth is also attributed to the Asvina (autumn) Navaratra celebrations. Those who suscribe to
that viewpoint (the minority), sometimes refer to verses 12.12-13 from the Durga SaptaSatr, in which the
Devl states that those who have heard her praises (mahiitmya) during the great annual autumn worship will
receive her grace.

saratkale mahapuja kriyate yii ca var~ila1

tasy<'if!l. mamaitanmiihiitmya'!l srutva bhaktisaminvitalJII12

man~o matprastidena bhavi~ati na saf!lSayalJll13
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demon-slaying exploits of the DevI, is contained in the Durga Saptasan- (Chapter 1). It

recounts how the righteous emperor Suratha, who was reduced to being a mere king in

his land after a defeat by the Kolavidvarp.sin kings, eventually had his kingdom usurped

by his ministers (1.3-5). While out hunting, he slipped into exile and ended up taking

refuge in the forest hermitage (liSrama) of the sage, Medhas (1.8-10). He encountered

the merchant (vai§ya) Samadhi, who had also been deprived of his wealth and banished

by his wife and sons (1.16-22). The merchant and monarch brooded on their fate, unable

to understand their enduring feeling of affection for those who had betrayed them. When

they approached the sage (r~i) Medhas for help, he revealed to them the nature of the

goddess Durga, as the source of delusion who if propitiated grants pleasures (bhoga) ,

heaven (svarga), and ultimate fulfillment (apavarga) (1.34-44).

In order to obtain a vision of the DevI, leaving the sage, they went down to a

river bank, and practiced austerities (tapas) (13.5-6). At times they fasted completely or

restricted their diet, and recited the Devr SUkta, a Vedic hymn to the goddess (13.7).

They built an earthen image of the goddess on the riverbank and worshipped it with

flowers, incense, fire, and water (13.7-8). Keeping their mind firmly fixed on her, they

offered blood extracted from their limbs, and after three years of such worship obtained

a vision of the DevI, who granted them their wishes (13.8-10). Suratha chose the return

of his kingdom and subsequently a longer enduring kingship. He was granted both sides

of his request, the latter through his incarnation as the Manu Savar~ (13.11-12, 13.14

15). Manus are semi-divine beings who rule over the cosmos for large cycles of time,

called Manvantaras. The merchant Samadhi chose release from dualistic attachment and

was granted the knowledge which leads to perfection (13.12-13, 13.15-16).

Devotees familiar with the Durgti Saptaiatr who disagree with the above interpretation, agree with the
verses' reference to autumn worship but believe that Suratha and Samadhi's worship was during the spring.
Many reciters of the text do not understand the Sanskrit text exactly, knowing the approximate content
through oral tradition or vernacular translations or summaries. It is possible that the connection of Suratha
with Caitra comes from verse 1.4 of the Durgti Saptaiatfwhich states that Suratha was born in the family
of Caitra.

svtiroci~e 'ntare parvarrz caitravarrzsasamudbhavalJ/
suratho nama rtijtibhatsamaste ~itimaTJ4aleI14

Those who are aware of the myth cycle of Rama's worship of Durga and his awakening of the goddess at
the abnormal time (akiila bodhana), feel that this spring period is the traditional time for Dev"i worship.
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Another myth concerns Rav~a's worship of Durga. 190 Rava.I:la, the demon king

of Lanka, was a brahmalJa and great worshipper of Siva and Durga. He had reestablished

the worship of Durga in the spring which, at the time, was the only annual pujti for the

DevI. Since Rama needed to defeat Rav~a he had to gain the favour of Durga and so

invoked her at a different time (the autumn) and asked Rava.I:la to preside as the priest

(purohita). This myth of Rama and Rav~a's rituals tells of divine precedents for Durga

worship, both in the spring and the fall. However, the myth suggests that the form of

DevI worship associated with the spring (Vasanta), the South (Laiika), the brtihmalJa

(Rava.I:la), and the god Siva was supplanted or supplemented by DevI worship associated

with the autumn (Sarada), the North (Ayodhya), the ~atriya (Rama), and the god Vi~t:lu

(Rama).

Worship Patterns

During Caitra Navaratra, the stronger village participation in the festival seems

to account for the slightly more pronounced healing activity and an increase in the

number of possessions by the Dev! in the temple. More women than men appeared to be

worshipping during this Navaratra (especially during the early hours, when there were

twice as many women in attendance than men). Also, more worshippers at this Navaratra

are involved in fulfilling some kind of devotional pledge (vrata) involving, for example,

ritual circumambulation (parikrama) and recitations of the Durgii SaptaSat[.

Notably absent during Caitra Navaratra are the public altars (palJ4al) where large

straw and earth images of the goddess are established and worshipped. 191 In the few

Bengali homes which still celebrate the Asvina Navaratra elaborately, there is no

elaborate pujii during the spring festival. Devotees (Bengali and other) who do perform

home worship of the DevI at this time restrict themselves to establishment of the goddess

(90): was told this myth on various occasions by devotees at DurgaJl. See also, Ostor 1980:18-19, who
discusses this myth.

191A notable exception is the Anandamayi Mil asrama in Banaras, where the Durga Piijii ritual is
celebrated in identical fashion during both Navaratras with a large image of Durga as Mahi~asuramardini.
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in an earthen jar (gha[a) and recitation of the Durga SaptaJatf. The virtual absence of

public, community organized, pa1J4,al worship shifts the visible focus of the location of

the goddess to the temple where she resides, and to the home shrine, where she is

established without pomp.

While the Nine Durga Pilgrimage is prescribed and performed by tens of

thousands during the autumn Navaratra, the Caitra Navarata is said to be a special period

for the pilgrimage circuit to the Nine Gauds of Banaras. 192 However, the number of

people (mainly women) who perform this Nine Gaun Pilgrimage (navagaurf yatra) is

infinitesmally small compared to those (male and female) who persist in performing the

Nine Durga Pilgrimage (navadurga yatra) during this festival. This phenomenon has led

many pilgrims to identify the Nine Gauds with the Nine Durgas, and even to think that

S~gara Gaun, the fourth of the Nine Gauds, is the same as Ku~m~4a Durga of Durga

Mandir, the fourth of the Nine Durgas.

Interpretive Observation

Relative to the present manifestation of the autumn Navaratra, the spring

Navaratra appears more oriented to elements of fertility as evidenced by its popularity

among the rural villagers. During the spring Navaratra, the DevI is worshipped either

at her temples or in the earthen jar. Although these dimensions are just as prevalent

during the autumn celebrations, which indicate that it too is a celebration of fertility, the

autumn celebration is overlain with other, more dramatic characteristics. The autumn

Navaratra, in contrast to the spring celebration, mobilizes communities, accentuates the

martial dimension of worship, and induces a totally different "pilgrimage" circuit, namely

the movement of huge crowds to see the public images which have been established in

temporary temples. Returning to the element of fertility in both festivals, one notes that

the earthen jar is set atop a low earth altar, which is sowed with seeds. The jar is filled

192The newspapers of Baniiras, are among the sources which promulgate this tradition. They publish
photos from their archives of the Nine Gauns and give the locations of the shrines of these goddesses. See
Chapter Three for a detailed discussion of the Nine Gaun Pilgrimage.
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with water, and crowned with leaf-bearing twigs and a coconut fruit. 193 At the end of

the nine days, the grains in the earth altar have sprouted and these sprouts are sometimes

worn behind the ear. 194

The rural participation in Durga worship in the city could, in part, be attributed

to the attractive appeal of the Ganga during this month. The weather is warming after the

cold season, and therefore the river waters are just ideal for bathing.195 It is thus an

highly suitable time to visit the sacred city of Banaras, and take darsana of the goddess

Ganga. For people with agriculturally based occupations, the oncoming dry season is a

dreaded event. If the rains do not come, there will be great suffering. This fear perhaps

encourages rural devotees to re-establish their relationship with the DevI, the fecund and

fertile earth, the source of their livelihood and life-giving nourishment.

Although this idea is speculative, there is reason to suggest that the spring

celebration is the older of the two Navaratras and originated with strong agricultural

themes. As an agricultural festival, it would have primarily involved the class of

cultivators (sadras, according to Basham 1954: 240-241) and the brahmar.za class who

would have served as priests in certain aspects of worship.196 The establishment of the

Dev! in the earthen jar, which is laden with the symbolism of vegetative fertility, is the

primary ritual in all special forms of DevI worship performed during both Navaratras.

In the myths of the Durgli Saptafan-, the protagonist worshippers, Suratha and Samadhi,

are ~atriya and vaifya, respectively, members of essentially non-agricultural, urban

classes. Although they received the advice of a brahmar.za sage, Suratha and Samadhi

appear to have worshipped the DevI without the intercession of the priestly class. They

193The establishment and worship of the Devi in the jar is discussed in detail in Chapter Three, Four,
and the Appendix.

194r was told that in villages, the sprouts are examined to predict the quality of the following year's
harvest.

1955ee Kumar 1988:93, who points out how the beauty of the river is especially appealing in Caitra.

196These two classes often formed the bulk of agricultural village society. According to David
Mandelbaum, "in much of South India, there seem to have been few indigenous Kshatriyas and Vaishyas,
the martial and the mercantile categories" (1970:23).
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worshipped Durga by reciting a Vedic hymn, by performing austerities, and by making

offerings (including their own blood) to a clay image which they themselves had

constructed. If we acknowledge the great influence of the Durga Saptaiat{, which is

evidenced by its central place in DevI worship, it is highly probable that Durga worship

in the period after the composition of the text (6th or 7th century) would have involved

all of the classes of Hindu society. It would have expressed itself in a combination of

private, lay worship, as well as in rituals with priestly involvement. Its agricultural

origins would have been overlain with rituals of personal empowerment in political and

economic arenas, for these are the concerns of the warrior and merchant classes. This

is still visible in the Caitra Navaratra of today. Devotees visit temples, places of

brahma~-conductedrituals, but also perform personal worship through austerities such

as fasting, keeping vigils, and doing circumambulations, and through recitation of the

Durga Saptaia/{.

The Rama-Rav~amyth of the origin of the Asvina Navaratra festival, supports

the suggestion that the spring festival preceded the autumn celebration. Just when the

autumn festival began is also unknown, but the martial element of the festival dominates

the origin myth. The autumn festival follows the rainy season, and coincides with the

period during which kings traditionally waged war. The martial dimension of the autumn

celebration was most strongly accentuated in the form of worship which originated

among the kingly classes in Bengal in the seventeenth century. Large clay effigies of

Durga as the Demon Slayer, wielding many weapons, became the central devotional

image. 197

Ratha Yatra
[Second of the Waxing Fonnight of l4tu!ha (June/July)}

Ratha Yatra is renowned in Puri where an enormous chariot (ratha) is pulled

around the temple of Jagannatha (Lord of the World), a form of Vi~Qu. In Banaras, too,

197A detailed description of the origins and form of the autumn Navaratra worship is found in Chapters
Three and Four, and in the Appendix.
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a large chariot slowly transports the three deities along a wide road permamently named

after the chariot pilgrimage (ratha yatra). The festival is related to the monsoon rains,

for in 1991 many Banarasis felt it was inauspicious to attend the event since it had not

as yet begun to rain. "The flags of the chariot must be wet," I heard them explain.

Fortunately, on the last day of the three-day festival, the day before an offical declaratIon

of "drought" was to be made, the rains came.

On the chariot that is pulled down Ratha Yatra street, images of Jagannatha, his

brother, Balarama, and their sister, the goddess Subhadra are placed. The Mahlibhlirata

(Adi Parva, Chapters 213-228) recounts how Arjuna, enamoured of Subhadra is advised

by her brother and his friend, Kf~Qa, to abduct and wed her, one of the legitimate forms

of marriage for a warrior. 198 Subhadra is also known as Ekana111sa (She who is

Integral) and represents Supreme Divinity as Consciousness. Ratha Yatra marks the day

when the Durga image makers begin preparation of the murtis that will be used for

Durga Piija some months later.

Subhadra, the goddess, is ~~Qa's sister. When image makers commence

fabricating Durga images on Ratha Yatra, they make a connection (albeit weak) between

Durga and Subhadra, which in tum reinforces the identification of Durga (Subhaddi) as

Vi~Qu's (Kf~r:ta) sister. The myth of Subhadra's abduction and marriage by Arjuna

parallels the myths of the Durga SaptaSatr where Mahi~a, Sumbha, and Nisumbha

attempt to possess and wed Durga by force. The appropriateness of Arjuna's actions is

affirmed by the advice he received from Kf~Qa, who approved of the warrior's status and

claims to his divine sister. Unlike Arjuna, the demons who try to win Durga, the

"offspring" of the gods, are slain.

Hari EkadaSi
[Eleventh of the Waxing Fortnight ofA~ti4ha (June/July)]

Hari EkadaSl, as the name suggests, takes place on the eleventh (eklidaSf) of the

bright fortnight of SravaQa and is said to be the time when Vi~Qu (Hari) goes to sleep.

198A textual version of this myth is also found in the BJuigavata PuraT}a, Tenth Skanda.
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It is the time when wandering world renouncers (sannyasa) observe caturmtisa,

remaining in monastic seclusion for a period of about four months. l99 The period of

Vi~Q.u's sleep in the yearly calendrical cycle reenacts the larger cycle of cosmic

dissolution called the pralaya. 2
°O The undifferentiated, unmanifest, but latent creation

is symbolically imagined as Vi~t:lu asleep upon the infinite serpent (Ananta Se~a) who

floats atop the cosmic waters.

The Mythic Background

In the context of our study, it is the goddess Durga, as Mahamaya, or Yoganidra,

who is recognized by her devotees as the power which puts Vi~t:lu to sleep. It is she who

truly upholds, sustains, and orchestrates the trinity of creation, preservation, and

destruction. It is during this period of sleep, when Vi~t:lu's powers of cosmic preservation

are arrested, that the twin powers of creation and destruction emerge in germinal form.

A pertinent variant on this myth is well known to Durga worshippers and is told in the

Durgti SaptaSati (1.49-53) and the Devr Bhtigavata PurtifJa (1.6.20ft). While Vi~t:lu

sleeps, a lotus grows out of his navel like an umbilicus on which sits Brahma, the creator

deity. Simultaneously, from the earwax which falls from Vi~t:lu' s ears grow two demons,

Madhu and Kai~bha. Both Brahma and the demons grow in power independently. While

Brahma contemplates himself, furthering the act of creation, the demons (asura), aware

of a greater sustaining power, pray to, and propitiate the DevI.201 She grants them a

boon. When they discover that they cannot enjoy immortality, they request that their

demise be at their own request. It is not long before the demons grow in power and

begin to threaten the creator, Brahma. Brahma, also aware of the Devi's underlying

I990n the pervasiveness of this practice among mendicants of virtually all ancient sects in India see Dutt
1962:53.

<rorhere are numerous ways of reckoning the Hindu cosmological calendar. One system sees a full
human year (360 days) as but a day (and night) in the life of the gods. One year of the gods is but a day
of Brahma. One year of Bra.hma is a single day of V~~u. One hundred years of Brahma brings an end to
creation, resulting in a mahapralaya. One year of Vi~~u is a single day of Rudra.

2lliIn the Devr Bhdgavata Purd'.la, it is the Goddess Vac, associated with Speech or more abstractly,
with sabda (sound vibration) who gives the demons their power.
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supremacy begins to propitiate her to leave Vi~Qu, so that he may awaken and perform

the task of preservation.

Vi~Qu's sleep marks the beginning of many important Devl festivals, starting with

the Durga Mela in the month of Sravar:ta, followed by Durga's birth and s1:figara in

Bhadrapada, MahaI~mIVrata, the Asvina Navaratra, DlpavalI or Kali Plija, Anna1di!a,

and Jagaddhatri PUja. One might suggest that as Vi~r:tu sleeps under the soporific power

of the DevI as Yoganidra or Mahamaya, the goddess plays. This is sometimes referred

to as Vi~Qu dreaming the cosmic drama. The DevI's play consists simultaneously of

nurturing the newly created cosmos, threatening its destruction, < and preserving the

balance between these two forces.

Srava~ Mela
[The Entire Month ofSravalJa (June/July)]

This is a month long fair which takes place mainly on the grounds of the Durga

Mandir.202 It draws thousands of people from the neighbouring villages who visit Siva

temples (primarily Visvanatha) on Mondays, and DevI temples (primarily DurgajI) on

Tuesdays. The grounds of DurgajI are rented to entrepreneurs who set up ferris wheels

and merry-go-rounds of all sizes, photo booths and games of chance. A small zoo and

circus acts, food stalls and vendors, add to the carnival excitement. The near life-size

animated models of deities displayed by the relatively new Tulsi Manas temple, beside

DurgajI, is a major attraction for the wide-eyed visitors from the villages.

The monsoon rains have come, and cultivators have free time as they wait for the

parched soil to absorb moisture and for seeds to sprout. It is a good time to visit the city

for supplies, fulfill some ritual obligations, and enjoy the excitement Banaras offers.203

202While Durgaji's land used to be the main location of the fair grounds, the Sravat;la Mela now extends
to cover almost all available land on the main road between Durga Mandir and Sankata Mochana temple
about half a kilometer to the south.

20
3While the carnival-like festivities appeal to visitors from the villages, the city organizes a free

entertainment program called the Ganga Mahotsava for those who enjoy classical music and dance. Held
on the banks of the Ganga, with the steps of D~svamedhaGha! serving as seating, it exposes large
numbers of people to this aspect of the city's culture.
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The first nine days of the waxing fortnight are particularly recommended for the per

formance of the Nine Gaun Pilgrimage, in which devotees visit nine shrines of the

goddess Gaur!.

Interpretation of the Time-Cycles in the Durgaji Yantra

The mythic foundations and patterns of worship which occur at DurgajI through

the year enhance our understanding of the conceptualization of Durga and how it renders

meaning to devotional and social activity. Few devotees would be familiar with all the

myths to which I have alluded. Similarly, few are likely to participate in all of the DevI's

yearly festivals. Rather than presenting these patterns of worship through the activities

of specific devotees, I opted for a generalized, systematic treatment, for the sake of

clarity. But this structure is not artificial. The temple priests are certainly aware of every

significant day in the yearly cycle since each of these days may require special ritual

action. The owners and shopkeepers are equally aware of the cadence of worship through

the day, week, months, and year since their livelihood and prosperity depends on it.

Ultimately, it is the awareness of the significance of these sacred times in the minds of

devotees which is crucial. Should devotees cease to consider these dates important and

should worship wane, the temple could become dormant. At present, DurgajI is anything

but dormant. It is one of the most popular temples in Banaras, highly regarded as a place

where the DevI's presence is palpable and her grace accessible. It is a place of power and

supernormal attainment (siddha pf{ha). The interpretations which follow are shaped by

my observations and discussions with worshippers, as well as through my reading of

textual sources.

From Ram Prasad's daily routine, it is clear that Durga is, for him, a royal

mistress and loving mother to whom he renders humble service (seva). Although he is

considered, by most, to be the finest representative of such seva among the temple

personnel, others too relate to Durga out of similar feelings. Through the opulent items

such as silk stirfs and gold masks, symbols with a royal significance, Durga represents
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a monarch who rules over her loyal subjects. When devotees callout "Ma Durga," they

affirm that Durga represents a loving mother to her children. The symbolic activities of

all Durga bhaktas (those engaged in loving devotional service) are best understood when

viewed from these two persPectives of loyalty and love. The temple personnel awaken

the DevI, bathe her, clothe and decorate her, feed her, worship her, and put her to bed.

In return for this loving care and devotion, Durga provides the owners, priests, and

workers, in very real ways, with shelter, food, prosperity and protection. Were it not for

the existence of the physical manifestations of the symbolic matrix which is Durga, the

DurgajI yantra (e.g., the murti, the temple, the kulJ4a, the ritual worship, and so on),

their abode and economic sustenance would vanish.

On a general level, it is possible to suggest that although religious ritual activity

may create new symbols, it more often structures and reinforces previously existing ones.

In so doing ritual sustains a universe, peopled by forms and values, within which activity

is rendered meaningful. It is this meaningful activity which is the source of psychological

and economic security. In other words, a devotee's worship activities are only deemed

worthwhile by others if they produce tangible economic benefits, or discernable

psychological benefits. A regular worshipper at DurgajI once told me that "too much

bhakti is not good. People can go insane (pagal, "cracked")." I pointed out that she

worshipped regularly, to which she replied that she did not spend all her time at the

temple, but worked for a living. 204 In her opinion, excessive bhakti could be an excuse

to avoid work. Her statements illustrate ideas which I heard from many others. In Hindu

society, where spiritual life is regarded highly, people have various criteria for discerning

the "sincerity" of a devotee's worship. Devotional service should produce psychological

stability, primarily characterized by a sense of Peace (santi). Furthermore, devotees

should exhibit some signs of success (siddhi), visible proof of having earned the favour

of the deity worshipped. The material success enjoyed by the owners, priest, and workers

at DurgajI validates the "sanity" of their world view, in which the presence of the DevI

looms large. It also validates the "sincerity" within their life-style of constant service to

204She and her husband managed a small store near Durgaji.
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the goddess. Furthermore, their success at life which is lived in complete devotion to

Durga implies an intangible, but potential spiritual success.

The examination of worship patterns in this chapter supports the previous

interpretation that the Durga Mandir site itself, especially the ku1J4a and the temple are

in fact thought of as the DevI. During the s1:'igara, which is the annual decoration

festival, it is not just the inner sanctum and DevI image which are cleaned and decorated.

The entire temple site, including the ku1J4a is scrubbed and adorned, a procedure which

is not performed at any other time. Devotees who circumambulate the temple often touch

the eight-petalled (~radala) lotus located on the eastern face of the temple wall, and

pivot when they do so. That particular point, which is often referred to as the seat (ptrha)

of the Devi', is the centre of their entire ritual circumambulation. There is a strong sense

that this is the point where devotees and the DevI, in her manifest form as the yantra

which is DurgajI, are brought together in intimate contact.

The close connection between the temple personnel and the DevI is highlighted

by the cooked food offerings (bhoga), for in these, an intimate contact with the deity is

made. The food (bhoga) which is offered to Durga is ultimately eaten by the temple

personnel who prepare it. Thus Ma's food preferences are actually closely aligned with

their own. Despite this sharing of common substance, the hierarchical distinction between

deity and devotee is maintained, for the devotees are not eating with the goddess. They

are eating her leftovers, food which has been sanctified by her touch.

The ultimate offering devotees can make is their own life, evidenced in the case

of Kukku~esvara Mahadeva, the legendary pujari who was sacrificed to DurglijI. By

being sacrificed, Kukku~esvara Mahlideva achieved the highest union possible between

the devotee and the DevI. Although he is enshrined in a neighbouring temple in the form

of a lifiga, suggestive of a status akin to Siva, Kukku~esvara Mahadeva is not regarded

as the DevI's male consort. In fact, none of the male deities in the temple vicinity have

a status (spousal or other) that is considered equal to hers. In certain temples, the main

deity is put to bed with his/her counterpart. Durga sleeps alone. Even though some

priests claim that the disembodied spirit of Kukku~esvaraMahadeva occasionally goes to
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the garbhagrha at night, they say it is to perform a traditional priestly puja to Durga, not

a carnal devotional service. The metaphysical implications here are that one can either

merge completely with the goddess in a non-dualistic (ildvaita) union, through self

sacrifice, or dualistically, be hierarchically subordinate to her. The dualistic notion of a

loving union between equals, symbolized by embracing male and female deities, is

wholly absent from the conceptions of Durga bhaktas. It is neither implicit nor

discernable in any of their worship activities. Such a notion may, however, form part of

the conceptual framework of Durga tantrics.

Tantrics appear to be most concerned with realization of the goddess, but only

after they have fully understood her powers (sakti). The most encompassing term for

these powers is mliya, which is the Devl's power of illusion. In the view of some SaIctas,

"the whole of existence is illusory." By this, they do not mean that mliya is super

imposed upon some underlying reality. Instead, although it may sound paradoxical, the

essential form and nature of Absolute Reality is illusory. This is the body and being of

the DevI, Mahamaya Durga. It is within this apparent manifestation of the cosmos, which

is like Vi~t:J.u's dream, and which is the manifest form of the Devl, that humans go

through (saJ!lSara) their lives. Birth and death, sickness and health, success and failure,

all the phenomena of worldly existence are merely forms of the play of the DevI's power

of maya. Sorcerers and healers tap into some of this power. Although it is difficult to

generalize, the implication is that tantrics strive to understand, to utilize, and eventually

to surpass the abilities of sorcerers and healers. Ultimately, they seek union with sakti,

conceived either non-dualistically or dualistically. Since Durga's conceptual matrix does

not easily permit sexual congress as a symbol of union (it is essentially demons who

strive for this, to their detriment) Durga tantrics are more likely involved in striving for

the fullest access to the Devl'S powers or for a non-dualistically conceived union.

Durga's association with the number nine is highlighted in her connection to the

nine planets, themselves minor deities. The auspicious and inauspicious dimensions of

planetary influences reveal a link to the ambivalent character of certain goddesses, and

particularly of Durga. However, my inquiries revealed the surprisingly common
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interpretation that it is not Durga who was the direct cause of inauspicious

occurrences. 205 Rather, it is aspects of her power (sakti) , in the form of minor

goddesses, or as malevolent forces, perhaps directed by agents such as sorcerers which

are the cause of problems. Durga is, however, immediately present and ever ready to

protect the victim of malevolence whenever she is invoked and properly propitiated.

After all, Durga is present within the sakti of the malevolent agent. This interpretive

scheme facilitates our understanding of the DevI's ambivalent nature and the behaviours

of sorcerers and healers at the Durga temple.

The idea that Durga's power is freely available to all is voiced in the Durga

Sapta.satf, and again in the Rama and Rava.J).a myth cycle. Rava.J).a is said to have revived

the spring Durga worship and gained many of his powers in that manner. Rama, too,

worshipped the DevI, but in the autumn. He revealed great sincerity and gained the

power to defeat Ravat:ta. This image of this classic battle between Rama and Rava.J).a,

both empowered by the goddess, aids our understanding of the battles fought between

illness and health, injury and protection, good and bad fortune, sleep and wakefulness,

bondage and liberation that are played out at the Durga Mandir by devotees, sorcerers,

healers, and tantrics.

I was told that Rama's decision to wage war in autumn is quite typical, for kings,

unable to carry out military campaigns in the rainy season, were finally able to move

their armies in the autumn. The rainy season was a time to prepare the weapons of

warfare (e.g., bells, swords, armour, etc.). Certain metal-working castes, who claim to

have been armourers, designate themselves as belonging to the warrior class and are

devout goddess worshippers.206 Their livelihood, in those days of kingly warfare,

would have depended on the quality of their workmanship, which, in turn, would have

:lOSI have encountered non-Saleta Hindus who refer to Durga as the cause of disease.

206Kumar refers to the kfatriya class claims made by the kasera caste of metalworkers in Baniiras
(1988:58).
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depended on Durga's grace. 207 The myth of Rama's Durga Piija suggests a growth in

popularity of Durga worship, prevalent even today among the warrior classes (~atriya).

Thus princely patronage and the firm awareness of Durga's protective power in autumnal

warfare probably account for the martial dimension of Asvina Navaratra. This martial

element, evidenced by the worship of weapons (ayudha puja), and icons of Durga as a

demon crusher, overlays aspects of fertility, material success, and yogic attainment

(siddhi) which also characterize both Navaratras.

The parallels between striving for temporal or spiritual power is evident in the

concept of the "world-conqueror," a term which could stand either for a great monarch

or one for one who has overcome worldly existence. Certain figures such as the Jain

TIrthai'ikara, MahavIra (Great Hero), and Gautama Buddha were called Jinas

(conquerors). The great religious traditions founded by these figures, emphasized the

necessity of choosing between temporal and eternal ends. That spiritual pursuits were

clearly elevated over mundane ones is illustrated in the legend of Gautama' s renunciation.

Durga worship, on the other hand, offers the devotee either the temporal or the eternal

option, as noted in the myth of King Suratha and the merchant Samadhi, who opt for a

supreme kingship and liberating wisdom, respectively. Both perform the same devotional

rituals to the DevI, but the ends they seek are different. One chooses victory over earthly

enemies, the other over the inner enemy of worldly attachments. The powers of both

enemies, worldly and illusory, ultimately derive from the goddess, and it is only her

power which can defeat them. These enemies, in part, are the demons over which she

is victorious. When one recalls the foregoing themes of the DevI's conquest over worldy

and spiritual obstacles, the epithets of victory (e.g., Jaya, Vijaya) and slogans, such as

"Victory to Mother Durga (Durga Maya ki Jai)" called out by devotees seem particularly

'}fJ7As previously mentioned, the !h~hera jaIl who cast bronze are renowned Durga worshippers. At
present their work consists of making bells, religious icons, and brassware which is used for devotional
or household purposes. I suggest that in the past, during periods of warfare, these metal workers who were
involved in producing weapons (liyudha) and armour (kavaca) were well employed. From the Siikta
perspective, recalling the notion ofsakti entering the weapons, they would have been likely to attribute the
qualities of impermeability for their armour or the strength and effectiveness of their weapons to Durgii's
beneficence.
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appropriate.

Mythologically, the destructive energies released by the DevI, sometimes

themselves apPear "demonic. II However, such destructive "demonic" forms (e.g.,

BhadrakalI in the San myth) are in fact good, gracious, and auspicious (bhadra). They

destroy deities who have sunk into demonic status (e.g., D~a) or demons who have

achieved divine status (e.g., Mahi~). Through their activity, they rectify a cosmic

imbalance. Dak~, hierarchically supreme, has sunk in divinity (become demonic) due

to his treatment of San (hierarchically low, but spiritually supreme). San creates a divine

"demonic form, II BhadrakalI, who destroys this demonic divine form (D~) restoring

the spiritually supreme (San, and Siva) to their proper hierarchical place. The beheading

ofD~awould seem to represent destruction of the false status. The replacement of his

head with that of a goat (humiliation), could symbolize the reestablishment of that

divinity but in a newer (lower) hierarchical position.

Similarly, Mahi~a grows in power and usurps Indra's throne. An essentially

human figure, he has gained divine status, but unlike, King Suratha, for example, who

through the DevI's grace reincarnates as a Manu and achieves semi-divine status,

Mahi~a's desires are limitless. While he explicitly desires sexual union with the DevI,

he implicitly desires to dominate her. The power struggle which ensues is portrayed in

the battie between them, wherein slowly but surely, all ofMahi~'s armies are destroyed,

and he himself must ultimately succumb to being beheaded. When his animal head is

severed, he emerges in human form again to be felled by the goddess. A message which

this myth conveys to devotees is that powers (siddhi) obtained through austerities or

through boons received from any deity, ultimately derive from the DevI. She is the giver

of such powers (siddhidiitrf). What transforms the status of recipients of such powers and

boons from righteous to demonic is their disregard for orthodox social order (dharma).

They generally forget their position on the social hierarchy and strive for new status

within the same life-time. Orthodox brahmanical tradition and the principle of karma

dictate that changes in social status occur between rebirths, so that the merit gained in

one life transfers into a more fortunate rebirth. The Mahisa myth reinforces the
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entrenched social value that such vertical mobility through the hierarchically ordered

strata of society is dangerous to the cosmic balance, and must be stopped.

Perhaps this is why the typical Sakta devotee does not seek extraordinary powers.

Most worship of Durga is targeted at less ambitious ends than divine status. It is actually

considered to be somewhat uncouth to worship the DevI for particular goals, although

this is clearly common. Most devotees worship Durga in the hopes that she will maintain

the good fortune that they are enjoying, and protect them from forseeable or unforseeable

dangers in their lives. Others wish for spouses, children, wealth, success in work or

studies, or the thwarting of their opponents. Many of these desires draw upon and thus

reinforce the conception of Durga as nurturer (e.g., JagaddhatrI, Annapiirt:la, Ku~mat:lda).

Since such worship relates to the maternal image of the goddess, it highlights the aspect

which produces and nourishes offspring. The implied conceptual scheme is that devotees

may develop fully their potential (and power), but within the ordained social structure,

as a child grows within the structure of the family. Here, in the context of society, one

again notes the DevI's role in preserving structural integrity which she accomplishes by

strengthening each element (i.e., person) within the social fabric. However, the overall

strength of a structure, whether social or material, depends on each element knowing its

place and exercising its function effectively. The relationship between such social

integrity or solidarity and the conceptual matrix of Durga is particularly evident during

the Durga Puja celebrations which will be discussed later.

Worship patterns in the time cycles which operate through the yantra which is

DurgajI reveal and reinforce the DevI's association with other deities such as Gat:leSa,

Hanuman, Bhairava, SivaiRudra, Lak~mI, SarasvatI, KIDI, Vi~~u, and Rama. In all cases,

these deities, and especially the goddesses, are seen as parts of Durga, or are

subordinated to her. They are her children (e.g., Gat:leSa, Kartikeya), her guardians (e.g.,

Hanuman, Bhairava), or her dependents in battles (e.g., Vi~t:lu, Rama). Although

occasionally paired with Siva, when she is thought of as ParvatI, or with Vi~~u, when

viewed as Vai~Qava sakti, DurgajI in her temple is completely independent, clearly

superior to or encompassing all other divine beings.



CHAPfER THREE

ASVINA NAVARATRA

General Comments

While Durga is worshipped at major temples (such as the Durga KUJ:}Q temple)

or in images (often just simple lithographs) in home shrines throughout the year in

Banaras, her annual worship intensifies dramatically during two nine-day periods called

Navaratras (literally, "nine-nights"). There is a Navaratra held in the spring (vasanta)

and another in the autumn (sarada), and of the two, it is the autumn Navaratra which

enjoys the greater visible popularity among urban Banarasis. This is because during the

autumn Navaratra numerous temporary shrines (palJ4al) are set up throughout the city

displaying large, colourful clay images of the goddess Durga and other attending deities.

It is essentially this dimension of public, communal palJ4al worship which distinguishes

the autumn from the spring Navaratra's devotional patterns. Also, while the autumn

celebration mobilizes communities within the city, making their presence highly visible,

the spring Navaratra appears to attract larger numbers of devotees from the villages

surrounding Banaras. In this chapter I shall primarily discuss worship patterns during the

autumn festival and refer to the spring celebration when pertinent differences arise.

The autumn Navaratra takes place on the first nine days of the waxing fortnight

of Asvina (September/October). Astrologers note the appearance of the star Agastya in

the night sky. It is said to mark the end of the rainy season, for the river Ganga, whose

level is high, often submerging some of the smaller temples on its banks, will begin to

199
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recede, changing from its brown, silt laden colour to a clear green. Several months

earlier, at the beginning of the rainy season, on the chariot festival of Rath Yatra, the

Pals and other artisan groups, begin the process of fabricating clay images which will be

worshipped during the Durga Piija celebrations held in the last four days of Navaratra.

They are commissioned by a handful of families, some religious organizations, and over

a hundred clubs representing communities in the city, clubs which form specifically for

the purpose of organizing community Durga Piijas. A small percentage of devotees begin

their worship of the goddess from the fortnight which precedes Asvina Navaratra, known

as the Fortnight of the Ancestors (pit!' palqa). On the ninth day of that fortnight, known

as the Ninth of the Maternal Ancestors (mat!' navami), certain devotees establish the

goddess in their home shrines and may embark on a series of devotional observances

(vrata) which could include moderate fasting. But for most devotees the worship of the

goddess begins on the first day (pratipada) of Navaratra.

Since Banaras is made up of a mixture of people from all parts of India who have

been drawn to the city for a variety of reasons, it is not easy to generalize the nature of

worship patterns. 208 People in Banaras worship the goddess according to their family

traditions, but since the city has grown into an urban centre and a mosaic of Indian

culture, certain public forms of Durga worship which are prominent in the more

culturally homogenous villages from which many Banamsis originate, do not take place

publica1ly in the city. Thus there are fewer occurrences of large scale blood sacrifice or

wide-spread public displays of possession by the goddess than might occur during

Navaratras in specific, less heterogenous locales. Urban life may cause a mixing or

dilution of cultural communities, so that these groups have neither the number of

community members nor the traditional organizational mechanisms to worship as they

208Banaras is a highly prosperous city and is growing rapidly. I was told by several professionals and
landowners that fifty thousand people from surrounding villages make their way daily into the city to work.
Land prices are increasing dramatically, transforming the economic status of farmers. "I'm the secretary
of the Red Cross here," said a wealthy landlord. "The original cost of land in a village twenty kilometres
from here was Rs. 10,000 per bigha (1360 sq. ft.]. Now that a by-pass road from Mughal Serai is to pass
through here, that land has jumped in price to Rs. 40,000 per bigha injust two years. " Banaras's reputation
as a centre of learning (religious and other), and its promise of spiritual liberation (mukti) to all who die
there, continues to attract pious Hindus from allover India.
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would have in their home villages. I would frequently hear devotees talk about how

Durga was worshipped in their villages in the Bundelkund, the Punjab, Himachal

Pradesh, and elsewhere. Private forms of such regional worship patterns persist in

people's homes.

It is not merely the cultural fragmentation inherent in an urban centre with a high

transient population which shapes Banaras's religious culture. The city exudes its own

character which is readily recognized as distinctly Banarasi. Nita Kumar points out that

her study of the recreational culture among artisan communities in Banaras describes "a

cultural system which is distinctly urban and ... self-consciously revolves around an

understanding of "Banarasipan" (Banaras-ness) as a source of meanings for activities and

concepts" (1988:8). I would extend these observations to include religious culture. There

is a self-conscious effort on the part of Banarasis (among both the long-term residents

and the newly arrived) to understand what it is to be religious in the Banaras style. Were

this not the case, the city would not have its pan-Indian reputation as the pre-eminent

centre of the Hindu religious tradition.209 Were one to depict the religious character of

Banaras with broad brush strokes, one would note that Siva is clearly the prominent deity

in Banaras. B. Saraswati (1975:49-50) correctly notes that the adjectives which Banarasis

apply to themselves, such as masti (pleasantly inebriated) or phakkarpan (carefreeness),

are equally applied to Siva. Indeed the whole of :£<aSi is "allegorically known as

mahashmashan (the great cremation ground) - the playground of Shiva" (Saraswati

1975:50). Banarasis both implicitly and explicitly identify themselves as descendents of

Siva or as members of his cohorts (galJil). Of course, Banarasis may also belong to

Vai~r:tava and Sakta religious sectarian traditions. But while Vai~r:tavas and Saivas may

participate less in each other's festivals, the DevI enjoys some devotion from both these

groups who see her as associated with both V~r:tu and Siva. Naturally, it is the Sakta

strand which is most active in goddess worshipping activities during Navaratra, but

'2mA comprehensive summary of the cultural traditions of Banaras are found in B. Saraswati (1975).
Saraswati briefly traces the origins ofand continuities within Banarasi cultural traditions. He discusses how
certain groups (particularly religious ones) are custodians of the wide variety of sacred and other traditions.
He dedicates an entire chapter to the "self-identifiable culture" of Banarasis.
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almost all Hindus in the city get swept into participation in parts of the festival

celebrations.

Although Navaratra (also called Navaratrl) is the special festival time of the

goddess, one may pose the question, which goddess? There are, after all, innumerable

goddesses worshipped in India, and, by consequence, in Banaras. The answer is not

simple or unequivocal. After all, during Navaratra devotees may establish the goddess

in forms which only exist at this time of the year, such as the ghG{a, a wide bodied jar

topped with a coconut. They may make visits to local goddess temples (e.g., Sanka~

DevI, Kamakhya DevI, SitaIa DevI) where the names of the installed DevIs vary widely.

In Banaras, they may embark on a pilgrimage to nine different temples where the

goddesses are known as Gauns. 210 Nevertheless despite this apparent ambiguity it is

quite certain that during Navaratra, devotees are engaged in worship of the Great,..

Goddess (MahadevI) through any of her myriad forms. Furthermore, it also becomes

clear that the dominant epithet for the Great Goddess who is worshipped during

Navamtra in Banaras is Durga.

One strong indication of the identification of Durga with the Great Goddess is that

the most important devotional text recited to the Goddess during Navaratra is the Devr

Mahatmya (Glorification of the Goddess), better known to most devotees in Banaras as

the Durga SaptaSatf (Seven Hundred [Verses] to Durga).2l1 Thomas Coburn (1988: 115

121) has shown in his meticulous study of goddess epithets in the Devr Mahatmya that

although the name Durga appears only seven times in the text, it is always synonymous

with the goddess in her all-encompassing, supreme form, rather than in any lesser aspect.

Also, if devotees perform simple worship rituals before a goddess picture at home, the

lithograph is almost always of a many handed Durga astride her lion mount

(si'!lhavahinf) , or in her form as Crusher of the Buffalo Demon (Mahi~suramardinI).

Navaratra rituals are almost never exclusively performed to an image of the other

210nlls Nine Gauri Pilgrimage is more prominent during the spring Navaratra.

211The text is also called the CaTJ4r Pii.{ha (Recitation to CaJ;!.lf1), but again, most devotees with whom
I spoke used the epithets CaJ;l~ and Durga as synonymous appellations for the same goddess.
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important goddesses such as Lak:~mI or SarasvatI, who enjoy worship during their own

festivals at other times in the year. These goddesses form part of the image cluster of

Durga Piija where they are considered aspects of the Great Goddess, Durga. Thus even

when venerated in their own temples at this time, there is always sense of their

inferiority to the Great Goddess, conveyed by the ubiquitous clay images of Durga Piija.

KatI provides a notable exception here, for she is generally not included in the cluster

of clay images of Durga Piija. Although she is portrayed merely as an aspect of the Great

Goddess (Durga) in the Durga Saptaiati, I have observed certain groups of Sakta
Tantrics (e.g., some Aghoris) primarily worship an image of KatI at this time. The

Bengali community worships KatI separately three weeks later.

The particular variety of goddess worship called Durga Piija which takes place

on the last four days of Asvina Navaratra has led to an almost synonymous application

of the term Durga Piija for the Asvina Navaratra. The complex form of the Durga Piija

ritual (especially among those with strong Bengali influences) which incorporates

virtually all the prevalent rituals of goddess worship during Navaratra has contributed to

the notion that the Great Goddess worshipped during Navaratra, is none other than

Durga. Among the various rituals of DevI worship, one encounters the goddess in such

disparate forms as ajar, a wood-apple tree, yantras and ma1J4alas, and as young virgin

girls. She is worshipped through blood sacrifice, through fire oblations, and in all-night

vigils. Although these varieties of images and practices may have originally represented

distinct traditions of DevI worship which occurred during Navaratra, they are integrated

in the elaborate ritual ofDurga Piija. Just as the Durga Saptaiatiis an outstanding textual

synthesis of many pre-existing goddess traditions, the Durga Piija ritual is such a

synthesis of ritual worship practices. It has played an important role in intensifying the

identification between Durga and the Great Goddess (MahadevI) worshipped during

Navaratra. This very synthesis, which is directed towards the affirmation of a supreme

status for Durga, suggests intentionality in the composition of the ritual. It undermines

the position of Staal (1989) that ritual is structured meaninglessly.

A particularly compelling reason why the goddess of Navaratra is identified in

Banaras as Durga is found in the highly influential Skanda PurtilJa. The Kasi Kha1J4a,
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an important section of the Skanda Pura!JG, is essentially a glorification (mahtitmya) of

Banaras, telling of the origins and locations of the city's great temples. The KiiSf Kha1J4a

(Chapters 71 and 72) relates at great length the story of a battle fought between the DevI

and a demon named Durga (or Durgama) whom she defeated.212 The DevI then took

the demon's name and with eight attendant energy manifestations (sakti) , took up

residence as Durga in Banaras, promising to protect it always (72.88). So the presence

of the DevI in Banaras under the epithet of Durga is firmly established through the

authority of that pu~ic text. The puraJ.la goes on to encourage devotees to worship

Durga through a pilgrimage and sacrifice (mahtibali) during Navaratra (72.84,85). The

Nine Durga Pilgrimage, to which this purfu).ic text likely refers, is an important facet of

worship in Banaras during Navaratra. In fact, the pilgrimage is also performed by

devotees during the spring Navaratra and in popularity far surpasses the Nine Gaun

Pilgrimage which is prescribed at that time. This preference for the Nine Durga

pilgrimage suggests that Durga is further identified as the Great Goddess who is

worshipped during both of the Navaratras in Banaras.

Having established that there is variety in the worship patterns, but that it is

primarily Durga who is the goddess of the festival, I wish to proceed to a brief

discussion of some of the general patterns of worship during Navaratra. Within this

discussion I will examine one salient aspect of Durga worship in the city at some length,

namely, the Nine Durga Pilgrimage referred to above and in previous chapters. I wish

to do so for several reasons, the first of which is that the pilgrimage is extremely

popular, involving thousands of worshippers. Second, it reveals a connection between

worship at the Durga KUJ.lQ temple (discussed in the previous two chapters of this study)

and other Durga temples in the city. It accentuates the theme of the expansion of the

DurgajI yantra to overlap the entire city of Banams during this time of the year. Most

importantly, it extends the conceptual image of the DevI, which it elaborates through her

eight attendant manifestations, revealing significant cultural information. Finally,

although this is less clear, the dynamics of this pilgrimage and the motivations behind it

212See Eck 1988: 166 for a summarized translation of part of the myth.
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add to our understanding of pilgrimage in the Hindu tradition.

Forms of Durga Worship in Banaras during Navaritra

I. Simple Worship in the Home

Prakash Jaiswala (a Sakta devotee)213: No, I don't do anything during
Navaratra.
My question: What will you do with this flower garland?
Prakash: Oh, this is for puja at home. I do puja every day when I get home.
My comment: It is a very nice garland.
Prakash: (It is) a five rupee one. This incense is also expensive, but it is the
best.

Although Sakta devotees may not do anything significantly different during

Navaratra, the quality and style of their worship may increase as the conversation above,

held on the first of the nine days, reveals. A friendly merchant, whom I got to know

quite well, Prakash Jaiswala admitted he was a devotee of Durga, although he frequently

criticized religious ritualism. His work in the vicinity of DurgajI gave him the

opportunity to take darsana daily and he would also perform a simple puja at his home

shrine, which consisted of a framed lithograph image. This type of simple puja is

normally a five-part devotional service (paflca upacara). It involves the offering of: (1)

fragrant ointment (gandha), such as sandalpaste; (2) fresh flowers (PWipa) , such as a

newly purchased garland (mala); (3) fragrant incense (dhupa) , often incense sticks

(agarbatti); (4) a flame (dfpa) waved before the image, generally clarified butter (ghi)

or camphor (karpura) ignited in a clay lamp; and (5) some edible food (naivedya), often

a sweet (mithai) or fruit (phala) (see Figure 12). This puja may be performed once,

twice, or three times daily, at the discretion of the worshipper, generally at sunrise,

noon, or sunset.

Devotees may supplement this devotional activity with certain austerities as part

of their vow (vrata) of intended religious observances during Navaratra. They may

restrict their diet, fasting on the first and ninth day, or eat only after sunset and before

213A pseudonym.
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sunrise, or they may decide to consume only curd (dOOhi), fruit, and fruit juice. Some

may decide to recite daily certain verses (sloka) from the Durga SaptaSatf a fixed number

of times, or recite the entire text once over the entire period of Navaratra. More adept

devotees may recite the entire text daily during each of the nine days. Restrictions on the

number of hours slept is another typical austerity practiced during Navariitra.

The purposes behind such worship are generally threefold: It may be motivated

by pure devotion, or in fulfilment of a promise, or for the acquisition of a boon. In the

first case, the devotee sees Navaratra as an appropriate time to worship the DevI for no

particular motive other than general appeasement and thanks. In the second case, the

devotee's worship and austerities are carried out in fulfilment of a promise made to the

DevI in return for favours granted (e.g., exams passed, job promotion, an illness cured).

In the third case, the devotee seeks to propitiate the goddess to obtain a boon and have

some desire fulfilled (e.g., personal power, fame, artistic success). The more rigorous

application of this third category will be discussed in a subsequent section on personal

spiritual practices (stidhana) during Navaratra.

Despite Prakash's initial comment that he did not perform any special ritual

practices during Navaratra, I soon found that he intended to fast (with a diet restricted

to uncooked foods) throughout the entire nine days. This dietary austerity was more

intention than fact, since he broke the fast on the second day, and reformulated it as a

fast intended for the first and ninth day of Navaratra. He later secretly confided to me

that he was also performing fifty four thousand repetitions of the Navful).a mantra: Ai1?1

Hrf1?1 Klf1?1 Camu1J4l1yiii Bicce. He was using this powerful incantation to thwart a

neighbour who, despite numerous requests and warnings, was building an extension to

his home which encroached on both Prakash's and public property. Prakash's actions are

not unusual at this time of year. S3ktas may secretly perform some austerity or

devotional observance, and they generally keep any boons they wish from the DevI

secret. Prakash, though hardly a sorcerer, was engaged in an act of sorcery, by ritually

directing malevolent intent at an enemy. The dynamics of his actions were not clear even

to him. He explained that the repetition of the mantra had the power to bring about the
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desired end. It was a DevI mantra. Navaratra was a good time to perform it. But he

offered no comprehensive or coherent picture of how these were related. Was the Devi's

power more accessible at this time? Did he please her through his actions, and did she

act on his behalf in fulfilment of a boon? Or did he acquire some of her power through

his mantric exercise which was channeled by his will at his neighbour? In the religious

practices of Saktas like Prakash Jaiswala lines which demarcate supplication from the

manipulation of divine power, or "religion" from "magic," disappear.

An interesting sidelight is that Prakash's wife told me she thinks that all of her

husband's religious practice, and in fact religious practice in general is complete

nonsense. However, during the last days of Navaratra, I spotted her on several occasions,

intently watching the Durga Piija ritual at the neighbourhood public pOlJ4al, virtually

indistinguishable from a pious devotee. The excitement generated by the public drama

of the Durga Piija celebrations draws most members of the community into some form

of participation, at the very least as spectators.

A fast, actually more of a modified diet which often consists of uncooked food,

is maintained by many devotees, during Navaratra.

Varsha: We keep the fast for all the nine days. We eat fruit, curd, and some
types of sweets (not all kinds). Do you know sljigara? We eat that a(a, and
sendha namaka. We can eat dried fruit. Do you know khici1j? ... No, this is not
prepared with dal. We make a khicilj of kuru caval, green chili, and ginger. We
only eat after kumari pUja on NavamI.
My question: Why do you fast?

V: It is tradition to fast. It gives us a religious feeling. And (laughing) also it is a
good change of taste.

These comments by Varsha, a married brtihma1}Q woman succinctly states the type of fast

practiced by women (and men) of all classes. Many people only eat uncooked food such

as fruit and curd, but the tradition of eating s':tigara and sendha namak is quite

widespread. Food, raw or ripe, cooked or uncooked is often representative of stages of

human development, or correspond to forms of the goddess. Sendha namak is a type of

rock salt obtained from the mountains and has a reddish colour. It stands in contrast to

the white salt obtained from evaporating ocean water in large salt pans. The unprocessed
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nature of rock salt, its reddish colour, and its mountain origin suggest that it has a

symbolic connection to Durga, the daughter of the mountain, as a young virgin who is

about to begin menstruation. Srttgara is a type of water chestnut (Trapa natans) with a

leathery black skinned, homed (sr:nga) fruit with a white inner flesh. I suggest that this

fruit of an aquatic lily symbolizes the undeveloped, immature form of the mature lotus

blossom. The symbolism of the immature or unrefined, but pure, is also found in the

khicir:i (a staple food preparation, widespread through Central and South Asia, normally

made of rice and pulses cooked together) of ku!u caval, which I understood to be a type

of brown, or unprocessed rice.

ll. Establishing the Jar (Gha~)

A form of worship which is substantially more elaborate than the simple worship

of the goddess in images in home shrines involves establishing the DeVi's presence in the

form of a jar (gha{a or kalasa) (see Figure 13). Devotees may establish the jar in their

home shrines or in any location where they hope to invoke the goddess's power during

Navaratra, and her lingering presence even after the festival comes to an end. Virtually

every locale in which the goddess is worshipped, with the exception of the simplest home

pujas, will have the DevI established in the gha{a. The least elaborate installation of the

jar proceeds as follows: A low altar of earth, perhaps an inch high and a foot in diameter

is created. It is sprinkled with grain. A narrow necked, wide bodied and wide mouthed

jar (often earthen) is set atop the altar, and filled with pure water. The mouth of the jar

is lined with leaf-bearing mango twigs and a coconut is set atop these. Certain simple

prayers may be uttered during each step in the process. The jar is anointed with a symbol

of the goddess such as a trident or sViistika, and then covered with a red cloth (cunri).

The overall effect is that the jar looks like a pregnant woman modestly clad in a san-.

"We think that Durga comes to live inside this jar," said a young brahmalJ-a wife when

describing their family's puja. The jar is worshipped with the five-part devotional service

(panca upacara) in which it is sprinkled or garlanded with flowers. It will be worshipped

as an embodiment of the DeVi throughout Navaratra during which time the grains
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sprinkled on the earthen altar will sprout. The sprouted grains, called hariyalr by some,

may be worn by devotees behind the ears on the ninth day of the festival.

A middle-aged brilhma1Ja woman whom I had met at the Durga Sapta.satr temple

in the south of the city explained about her family's installation ritual:

We decorate the floor, put down soil, but do not sprinkle grains on the soil.
... We think that at the end of these nine days the water in the kale/sa has
become very pure, like Gafigajala, and we take a little to drink. Also the coconut
(nliriyala) we eat as prasada.

The installation of the jar varies greatly in form and complexity according to the tradition

of the family.214 The jar may be set upon an altar which is an elaborate mystical

diagram (ma1J4ala) made of coloured powders. The earthen altar may be sprinkled with

five types of grains. The jar may be filled with Gafiga water or numerous types of

sanctified waters, such as water from various holy places (tfnha). Other substances such

as five jewels (pafica ratna) may be added to the water. Five types of twigs may be used

instead of plain mango, and elaborate mantras may be recited during each phase of the

procedure. The covering cloth may be wrapped tightly around the jar in a special way,

and the entire jar cordoned off with sticks (kli1J4a ropanam) in a particular ritual

procedure.

In certain worship situations in the city, several jars may be installed. For

instance, dozens of jars line the perimeter of the pavilions occasionally set up by

communities for ritual recitation of the Durga Sapta.satf by groups of brahma'Jas. The

deities invoked prior to and after the installation of the jar may also vary. It is quite

common for some ritual procedures to include the worship of Ga.J).eSa and Gaun prior to

the installation of the gha{a.215 These installations are often followed with the worship

of the sixteen maternal ancestors (~o4a.sa mtitrkli) , which are represented by sixteen spots

214A thorough description of an extremely elaborate version of the installation of the jar (in the Bengali
Durga Piija ritual) is found in the Appendix. Also included there is a description of the Tantric version of
the installation.

21SGat:J.eSa may be worshipped in the form of a betel nut bound in string, which signifies his yajiiopavfta
(sacred thread), and Gauo (or Ambikii) is worshipped in the form of a lump of cow dung.
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of vermillion on a flat surface. 216

Significantly, there is no installation of a gha{a at DurgajI, although gharas are

enshrined at most other Devi temples. When asked why the gha{a is not installed at

DurgajI, the chief pujari said it was unnecessary, since Durgaji was an abode (sthana)

of the goddess. His explanation implies that the installation of the jar invokes an

intensified presence of the goddess at a particular place, but only temporarily. By not

establishing the DevI in a jar, and by not performing any special rituals that might

indicate that the DevI is caused to manifest at the temple during Navaratra, Durga Kut:l~

temple affirms its reputation as Durga's perennial residence, or more accurately, as

DurgajI's continuously manifest form. Furthermore, it subtly implies that Durgaji is the

centre of the expanded DevI yantra whose sphere of influence (malJ4ala) encompasses

the whole of Banams during Navaratra. Each gha{a which has been established in homes

and temples throughout the city, accordingly becomes a local embodiment of the DevI

at DurgajI.

Concerning the significance of the jar, Raju Tiwari217
, a devout Sakta given to

intellectual reflection on his practices, said:

You may interpret the jar (kakIsa) as the whole earth or universe, or some such
thing, because it contains so many different things, water, earth, leaves, and so
on, ... , and maybe it is, but my feeling is that it is mainly a way to focus the
attention. It brings our thoughts together, our concentration on the Devi.

Raju's statements might suggest that he supports the theoretical position of the non

interpretability of ritual put forward by Staal (1989), since Raju chooses not to assign a

meaning to particular ritual symbols or ritual acts, such as the jar and its establishment.

However Raju's reluctance to ascribe meaning does not stem from an absence of

216The vermillion spots are placed in a series forming a triangular shape with the first spot at the apex
followed by a row of three, then five, and seven spots at the base bringing the total to sixteen. I have
mentioned the GaJ;leSa/Gaurl and Sixteen Mother worship here since they appear to be quite common ritual
procedures surrounding the installation of the jar and are not found in the Bengali style of Durga Piija (see
details in Chapter Four and the Appendix). They probably represent strands of worship not prevalent in
Bengal at the time of composition of the Bengali Durgii Piijii ritual.

217A pseudonym.
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meaning, but from the surplus of possible meanings. Raju's comment implies that

whatever the meaning imposed upon the symbol by worshippers might be, it affects

consciousness in a particular way. Raju implies that any symbol could be substituted for

the jar, but this is clearly not the case. The devotee's attention is focused on a symbolic

form of the goddess which is suggestive of precisely the kinds of things he mentions,

namely, the cosmos or the fecund earth.

m. Worship of the Devi in a Temple

A: Damna

Many devotees choose to worship the DevI in a temple at Navaratra, and may do

so instead of, or in addition to, worship at the home shrine. It is particularly in temple

worship that the ambiguity of the epithet of the goddess of Navamtra is most apparent,

for although devotees flock to the city's Durga temples in large numbers, or to temples

of goddesses widely thought of as related to Durga, virtually all goddess temples are

visited at this time. Navaratra, is primarily a celebration in honour of the Great Goddess

(Mahadevl). However, every DeVI in Banaras, whether present in a permanent temple

icon or a temporarily established form such as the ghQfa, is seen as part of, or ultimately

a manifestation of the MahadevL My investigations of Durga worship in Banaras suggest

that the epithet Durga is most commonly used to identify the Great Goddess (MahadevI)

of Navaratra. 218

Temple worship during Navaratra also displays variety. Neighbourhood devotees

may visit their local goddess temple for each of the nine days, bringing offerings which

have been purchased from the shops surrounding the temple, or from vendors who have

set up temporary stalls during the festival (see Figure 12). Devi temples generally contain

more than simply the central image of the goddess. Devotees normally circumambulate

the main image, taking darsana and worshipping each of the other deities around the

21800 occasion, a devotee may use the epithet Durga to refer to a subordinate aspect of the MahadevI,
who may be given another name, such as Mahilak~mI. However, such usages of the term Durga were rare.
The majority of worshippers used the epithet Durga as a synonym for the goddess of Navariitra. For more
on the MahidevI, as she is portrayed in the Hindu textual tradition, see Kinsley 1986:132-150.
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perimeter before (but sometimes after) worshipping the central image. The secondary

shrines receive less attention than the main one. The following are typical offerings at

DevI temples during Navaratra: (1) Sandalwood powder (candana) and a red powder

(rori) may be sprinkled or mixed with water to form a paste and smeared on the images

which are worshipped or the offerings made to them. (2) A garland of flowers, ideally

red flowers such as hibiscus (japa), purchased from the flower vendors outside the

temple, are offered to the DevI through the temple pujari. The pujari normally simply

tosses the garland into the inner sanctum, although he sometimes drapes it around the

DevI image, and on occasion sanctifies it by touching it to the image and returns it to the

devotee. The devotee either wears this returned garland, or disposes of it in some

creative manner. Flower garlands (p~pamalli) which have been returned as blessing

from the deity (prasada) end up in temple bathing tanks, in the Ganga, around the necks

of animals, and on temple floors. Such garlands should not be offered again to another

deity. (3) Incense sticks are burned and the fragrant smoke passed in front of the images.

(4) A red thread (mault) and/or red scarf (cunri) is offered. It is an inexpensive substitute

for the offering of clothing (vastra), which is a typical element of the more elaborate

sixteen-part devotional service (~o4aSa upacara) performed for deities. The consecrated

thread is tied around the devotee's wrist, and the scarf used to carry worship materials.

The thread and the scarf (cunri) which, ideally, are dyed with a red colour, symbolize

blood and possibly blood-stained garments. I noted, in particular, that a tye-dye process

is often used to colour the most inexpensive (and therefore the most commonly used)

scarves. This process causes the colours to bleed into sections of the material.

Furthermore, the dyes used are not very fast and the red colour from the thread and scarf

"bleeds" onto the devotees' bodies and clothing. I suggest that the red dye of these vastra

items represents the blood of a woman's menstrual flow, the blood stains which indicate

the loss of a woman's virginity, and the blood stains of battle and sacrifice. (5) Camphor

is ignited in a simple clay lamp and the flame passed before the image. (6) A packet of

small hard white cardamom flavoured sweets (ilayacf dana) is frequently offered. (7)

During Navaratra it is very common for devotees to offer a coconut to the DevI. The
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coconut (nliriyala), symbol of the head, in conjuction with the red scarf, representative

of blood, substitutes for a more elaborate blood sacrifice (bali dana). The pujari smashes

the coconut on the stone floor in front of the image, allowing the water to drip into the

hands of the devotee, who drinks of it as prasada. The entire coconut or half of it is

returned to the devotees as prasada. Coconuts halves which remain in the temple serve

as an important source of temple revenue. (8) On occasion, devotees may bring water

(jala) directly from the Gaiiga which they sprinkle on images. They may even add this

ganga jala to the carafJ.-Q amJ:ta, the water which has been consecrated through washing

the Dev! image, which is then offered to devotees to sip.

In simple home worship, a devotee of any social status may perform a puja to

Durga. Similarly, anyone may establish the Dev! as ajar. Generally, however those who

do so are spiritual adepts who know the procedures involved in invoking, propitiating,

and finally dismissing the deity. While these are often brtihma'.las, jars are also

established by tantrics and healers and members of low classes who are often possessed

or empowered by the DevI's presence. In all such cases, the devotee may worship the

deity without the intercession of a priest. Items offered to the deity in puja are honorific,

but also symbolize the five elements of earth, water, air, fire, and space. Thus puja, like

the ancient Vedic yajna, is also a metaphor of cosmic reintegration. The Puru~a Sakta

of the J!.g Veda (X.90), tells of the first great sacrifice, in which the cosmic being,

Puru~, is dismembered by the gods into the manifold cosmos. In parallel accounts, such

as the ancient Sankhya philosophy, Pralqu, often identified with the feminine principle,

disintegrates into the created world.219 Paja, as with yajna, symbolically reverses this

process of diversification by returning the creation to its original, undivided form. Thus

the ritual of puja uses explicit symbols to convey what is also the goal of yoga, union

with the undivided wholeness. Since the body of the worshipper is itself an item within

the manifest universe, it is a potential symbol of the divine cosmic being. This is also

219paraphrasing the contents of the DevrBlu'igavata PurtifJO. IV.7.40; IV. 10.17-23; and V.1.35-36, C.
M. Brown says "praJa:ti (the impersonal, material force of the universe) evolves out of itself the ego
principle in three modes according to the three strands of the gUfJas; from the resulting threefold ahaJ!lklira
arises the whole world and its various qualities" (1990:73).
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true of any unconsecrated image (muni) of the divine. Once consecrated, however, an

image becomes a symbol of the divine and therefore a divine symbol.

A young female devotee, succinctly revealed a central dimension in the symbolism

of puja, when she volunteered to explain, "When we worship, all our thoughts, our

actions, our prayers, all our senses, are offered with the flowers and so on, in the pUja. "

I have already discussed how the items offered in puja symbolically represent the five

elements (mahtibhuta), which are the grossest manifestations of the body of the DevI.

The offered items, in tum, possess subtle attributes (tanmiitra) , such as colour,

fragrance, and flavour, which interact with the five external senses (jfllinendriya). Seeing,

hearing, smelling, touching, and tasting, are each integral parts of the devotional process

ofpUja. Diana Eck (1981) has pointed out the importance, in Hindu temple worship, of

seeing the deity. The entire process of visiting a temple and worshipping the deity there,

is most frequently referred to as darsana, a word which means "view" or "sight". Even

more significantly, Eck highlights the point that darsana is a reciprocal act which

involves mutual seeing. Not only does the devotee see the deity, but the devotee makes

a temple visit in order to be seen by the deity (1981: 15). In a parallel study of mantra,

Coward and Goa (1991) establish the centrality of hearing and being heard by the divine.

The devotee is embodied in sound, manifests through sound, and is propitiated through

sound. When devotees ring bells, beat drums, and recite sacred utterances (mantra), they

are doing more than performing an act of adoration. They are, implicitly, engaged in an

act of unitive identification with the deity, through the sense of hearing, and the medium

of sound.

I suggest that while the two senses of seeing and hearing are dominant in human

beings, and therefore command a significant place in the actions ofpaja, Hindu worship

consists of the reciprocal interaction of all the senses between deity and devotee. I have

already shown, in Chapter Two, how the food offerings made to Durga, involve a mutual

participation in the sense of taste. The offering of food does not merely initiate a ritual

act in which the deity and the devotee taste a common substance. When devotees offer

a coconut fruit or sacrifical animal, they are symbolically offering themselves to the
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deity. Durga tastes the devotee when the coconut is cracked or when the blood of the

beheaded animal flows into the earth of the sacrificial plot. When devotees drink the

consecrated water which flows from the cracked coconut offering or eat the flesh of a

sacrificial animal, they in turn taste the deity, whose manifest forms are the fruit and

sacrificial animal which has been offered. The same type of reciprocity takes place with

the senses of touch and smell. In all pujas, devotees actually touch parts of the deity. At

DurgajI they touch the marble footprints at the door of the inner sanctum or touch the

eight-petalled lotus on the wall of the si/mara. Mutual tactile contact is made. Devotees,

also smear divine images with fragrant sandal paste, burn fragrant incense, or offer

fragrant flowers. In these acts, they participate with the deity in smelling common

fragrances. But they also smell the deity and are smelled by her. 220 Durga is, after all,

perceived to be within the constituent elements of the puja offerings. In the scent of the

sandalwood paste, the incense, and the fresh flowers, devotees are smelling the body of

the Dev!. Therefore, in puja, the gross (maJu1bhilta) and subtle elements (tammatra) of

creation (Le., the puja offerings and their qualities) are integrated with all of the

devotee's sensory (jff1inendriya) faculties. These are offered through ritual actions which

enact reciprocity and sharing of the sense faculties with the deity that is being

worshipped.

The integrating process which is pflja does not stop there. The action faculties

(karmendriya) are also involved in worship. Devotees purify themselves prior to coming

to the temple. Defecation and bathing are often performed one after the other.221 In the

act of circumambulation, prostration, the recitation ofprayers, and the eating ofprasada,

~anarasi men often referred to the pleasant odour which is exuded by a man who is chewing pan,
which instantly strikes others the moment he enters a room. Scent is an extremely important component
in Hindu social interaction. People rub fragrant oils into their hair, apply fragrant oils to their bodies, and
often wear fragrant fresh flowers.

221See Kumar (1988:89,95) for a discussion on the relationship between defecation and bathing
(nipa{ana-nahana) in Banarasi life. Defecation, or any form of excretion is an activity which brings about
a measure of pollution, and thus requires a subsequent act of purification. I suggest that devotees enjoy the
ideal purity necessary for temple worship when they have completed acts of excretion (i.e., defecation,
urination, menstrual discharge), have performed a cleansing bath (e.g., the post-menstrual bath (~usnana»,

and have donned clean clothes.
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the action faculties are fully involved in the process of temple puja. These faculties, in

turn, through concentrated devotion, are integrated with the inner faculties of

consciousness (i.e., mind (manas) , ego (ahankara) , and intellect (buddhi» to achieve

temporary communion with the Absolute. This inner process is most likely to be

occurring during the flame offering (aratl) to the deity. In puja's perfect execution, deity

and devotee are then one.

The terms, darsana and arOll, often used alone for the act of worship, are

themselves symbolic abbreviations for the entire process of puja from first sensory

contact of the gross form of the divine, through sight, to final unitive communion in the

purity of the flame. This is a reason why it is deemed irregular to leave a public pujli

which is being conducted by the temple priest, prior to or during the aratf. Aratt,

worship of the deity with the pure flame, is the high point of puja, and no "gross"

offerings are made at the time. Devotees also participate directly in the consecrated items

by wearing the flower garlands, eating and drinking the prasada, and anointing their

foreheads with auspicious marks of sandalwood paste and red powder (tilaka).

This mark (tilaka), I was told by a self-professed Sakta tantric, is "the third eye."

This is the eye located on the forehead, between the eyes, mainly on Siva and Durga

images. Siva is famous for destroying Kama, the god of love, with the fire from his third

eye.222 In the Brahma Pur(1)a (110.85-210) Pippalada performed asceticism until he

was able to see the third eye of Siva. Like Siva, he was able to produce fiery destruction

from his own eye. Similarly, the sage Kapila, is renowned for having burnt all sixty

thousand sons of King Sagara with a flame released from his eye.223 The third eye,

therefore, symbolizes wisdom and spiritual power which may be gained through

asceticism. Pippalada's capacity to see Siva's third eye indicates that spiritual attainment

may allow one to discern qualities of the divine which are normally hidden. This refined

222Textual versions of this myth are found in the Siva Puraf}a 2.3.20.1-23 and the Kalikti Puraf}a
44.124-36.

~extual versions of this myth are found in the Mahlibhtirata 3.104-8; RlimtiyalJa 1.38-44; and the
Vayu Puraf}a 2.26.143-78.
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"seeing" is symbolized in the opening of Pippalada's own wisdom eye, which brought

with it powers similar to Siva himself. I suggest that the tilaka symbolizes the third or

wisdom eye which has been temporarily opened through communion with the divine

through the act of paja. The tilaka symbolizes a highly subtle, or even transcendental

organ, through which the reciprocal vision which is implied in the act of dartana,

wherein the devotee and deity "see" each other's innermost natures, takes place. Most

devotees at DurgajI offer simpler explanations for the mark's significance. "It is a

blessing from the DevI," said one devotee. "It is an auspicious (subha) mark," said

another. "It shows others that you have taken dariana," said a third. The devotee has

been transformed by the paja and through the tilaka, enjoys an elevated, sanctified status,

visible to all.

In pajas to the DevI it is not uncommon for both male and female devotees to

mark their throats with a smear of red powder. This is an implicit symbol of offering the

head by severing the neck. There are some well-known images of devotees voluntarily

offering their heads to the goddess. Although I encountered no such images in modern

lithographs or iconography, I was told that they are not uncommon.224 Kukku~esvara

Mahadeva, the most renowned human sacrifice at the Durga Ku~<.f temple, was offered

to the goddess by bandits. An incident of a voluntary head offering most often cited by

Banarasi Durga worshippers concerns the Rajput hero, Alha. According to their tales,

Alha and udal were two warriors who worshipped the Devl Sarada, in the city of

Mahoba.225 This goddess is now identified as Mahiar DevI, in the state of Madhya

Pradesh. The goddess had a skull cup which could never be filled with blood offerings.

Alha severed his head with his sword and filled the Dev'i's cup. She restored him to life

'224Vogel (n.d) discusses certain examples ofPallava iconography depicting devotees severing their heads
in offerings to the goddess. Newspaper articles occasionally document isolated cases of devotees offering
their limbs or lives at various goddess shrines.

22SA translation of parts of the lengthy oral ballad is found in The Lay ofAlhii, translated by William
Waterford (1923). I once listened for hours to the ballad recited by a minstrel who would be commissioned
to perform such recitations at all-night vigils. Although I was enthralled by the recitation, which combined
prose and verse and which were delivered with extremely lively gestures, I did not understand the dialect
at all.
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and granted him immortality. The mythic devotees Suratha and Samadhi in the Durga

SaptaSatf, worship Durga with blood from their limbs, but not through decapitation. The

goddess KalI is normally shown grasping a human head which she has severed.

Significantly, the most frequently encountered image (although these are not very

common in Banaras) of voluntary self decapitation is that of the goddess

Chinnamasta.226 Chinnamasta severs her own head and nourishes herself and her

attendants from the flow of blood. The fruit offerings in puja, especially the coconut, or

the sacrificial offerings of blood and an animal's head (e.g., goat, or buffalo in elaborate

pujas) may represent the head of the devotee, which is the fruit of the body. But through

the identity achieved between devotee and divinity, the coconut also obviously symbolizes

the DevI's own head. The coconut, when it is placed atop the jar in the ritual of

establishing the ghara, explicitly symbolizes the DevI's head. The implication of the head

offering, I suggest, is that the DevI's own head, which is also the devotee's head, is

offered back to her. The smashing of the coconut represents the severing of the head.

The flow of coconut water, representing blood, is consumed by the DevI (who accepts

the offering of blood from her own severed head). The coconut water (i.e., the blood)

also flows into the mouth of the devotee (as prasada). The head and blood are

themselves complex symbols for which some interpretations are offered below and in the

Chapter Four.

The majority of worshippers do not consciously connect the activities of puja or

the items offered to these symbolic underpinnings. To them, puja is essentially an act of

worship and provides the means and apparatus through which devotion may be expressed.

Ultimately, the sincerity of worship, not its ritual complexity, is regarded as most

efficacious in honouring a deity. However, elaborate ritual does have its place and its

meaning. In fact, the fuller meaning ofpuja, I suggest, is revealed in its expanded form,

especially as it is interpreted by its specialist performers (karmakli1J4i) , the priests

226A Chinnamasta shrine is located on the grounds of the Durgii temple in Ramnagar, on the opposite
shore of the Ganga from Banaras. When identified as the Great Goddess, Durgii incorporates the qualities
and characteristics of the Ten Great Knowledges (maJuividya), a cluster of goddesses in which Chinnamasta
is normally included.
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(pujari, purohita). The pujari has greater "know-how" or greater experience than the lay

devotee. The temple priest (pujari) may perform the puja on behalf of devotees at a

temple, although devotees may worship the deity directly. In temples where intimate

access to the deity is restricted, pujaris exercise greater control. They intercede between

the devotee and the deity, but do not seriously impair the sense of communion between

the two. Ideally, they should facilitate this interaction which may be impeded by the large

numbers who come to worship. The temple pujari mediates between the deity and the

devotee, but the function and activity of the pujari in a temple is far more limited than

in the Durga Piija ritual. This is a crucially important distinction. The temple pujari

facilitates a devotee's worship of a deity that is already manifest at the temple site.

However the purohita's mediation is two-fold. Purohitas, through rigorous ritual actions

of purification, self-transformation, and manipulation, induce the deity to manifest in

various loci at the place of worship. They simultaneously direct and refine the

worshippers' perceptions so that these devotees may achieve the desired intimate

perceptual contact with the manifest forms of the divine.

B: Manauti

It is not unusual for devotees to use Navaratra as a time to request favours from

the Dev!, or to fulfill the promise of devotional obligations (manauti) for favours granted.

Generally the favours requested and the devotional obligations performed in fulfilment

of these favours are kept secret. They are of a personal nature and devotees are not eager

to share their hopes, desires, and vows with others. There is also a slightly negative

connotation to worship performed for the acquisition of favours as opposed to worship

for its own sake, which also accounts for the secrecy.

1. Mundana

One of the most frequently observed such devotional obligations is the first

tonsure (mU1J4ana) of a child's hair (see Figure 9). MulJ4ana is not exclusively performed

during Navaratra, nor is it only done at goddess temples. Although tonsure is one of the
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more visible expressions of manauti, it is probably not the most common one. Women

who have previously asked a favour from the goddess, often for the birth of child, may

promise the DevI that they will perform the child's first tonsure at the temple. The first

tonsure is one of the main Hindu rites of passage (saf!lSklira) and generally occurs

between the ages of one and three. I was told that it represents a significant stage in the

growth of the person as a separate being from the mother. Just as the saJ?lskara of

annaprliSanam, which celebrates the child's first taking of solid food, marks the weaning

from the mother's breast, so the tonsure removes the hair which arrived at birth and

which grew in the womb, and is thus linked with the mother.227 The new growth is the

individual's own hair.

Whole families arrive in a mood of celebration with the child or children to be

tonsured. They commission the services of a barber (nai) , who draws a pattern with

whole wheat flour (ara) on the floor of the temple, seats the mother upon it, with the

child in her lap, and with a straight-edge razor and water from a bowl shaves the child's

head. 228 The barber is paid for his services, and generally transfers some of these

earnings to the temple management. Certain families may provide gifts to the nai, such

as a stainless steel bowl and razor, and may hire musicians and dancers to entertain the

group and the goddess during the mu'!4ana. In these more elaborate celebrations, I

occasionally noticed gifts of a new san given to a woman in the party. One of the

barbers who often performed mu'!4anas at DurgajI said he thought it was the husband's

sister who most often got such a gift. Mu'!4ana, like many Hindu saf!lSktiras, has a

variety of ritual elaborations and differences. Certain families (owing to cultural or caste

traditions) may choose to leave a top-knot (sikhara) on the child, while others have the

head shaved clean. The latter appears to be more common. On occasion, the child's head

is shaved in several locations, sections being removed in each of the temples where her

2271 was given this explanation by a brahma,!a pandit on the occasion of his grand-daughter's tonsure.

'mA pattern is not always drawn. Often it is the child's mother who draws the patterns which are as
various as the families who use them. Reminiscent of the patterns (alpana) drawn daily in front of homes,
these differ in that they are circumscribed by a square, and are less complex.
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mother prayed and made promises.

The hair clippings are collected along with the sprinkled flour which formed the

diagram on the floor, mixed with water into a ball (pifJ4a), and discarded. Since the hair

is formed into a pifJ4a (symbolizing the body in such acts as the sapifJ4ikaradana parts

of the death ritual (srtiddha» and occasionally discarded into a sanctified place, like a

kufJ4a, it is appropriate to interpret it as some form of sacrificial offering, although its

meaning is vague. Whether the pifJ4a represents the head or the pre-transformation body

of the child is unclear.

Almost all the mothers I spoke with told me that they were equally happy to have

sons or daughters. Among men there were substantially more who said that, despite their

happiness at having daughters, they preferred to have sons. Interestingly, among devotees

who spoke English, I frequently encountered the odd usage of the word "child." "The

first three babies my wife had were girls, until I prayed at this temple," said one

typically proud father. "And only then, a child was born." I could not discern whether

such usage is due to a common error in language or whether it is indicative of differing

status between a male "child" and female "non-child."

It is interesting that this particular rite of passage, tonsure, is promised to a deity.

In what way does tonsure (mu¢ana) sufficiently compensate for the deity's gift of the

birth of a child? Like all life cycle rituals, tonsure marks a transition from one stage to

another and parallels other rituals involving hair-cutting. In the Hindu tradition, tonsure

is performed in the sacred thread investiture (upanayana) , entry into certain priestly

orders, and in rituals for deceased relatives. In all cases, tonsure carries the symbolism

of death and rebirth into a new spiritual status, either for oneself or another. Thus

mulJ4ana in Durga's temple symbolizes a form of offering of the child to the Devi. The

child's hair, an important symbolic link to its earthly mother, is removed and offered to

the DevI in her temple, forging a new link with the child's spiritual mother.

2. Gifts to the Temple

The donation of gifts to a DevI temple during Navaratra may also be the
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fulfilment of a manauti. Individuals or groups may present the temple with artifacts in

return for favours which the goddess has bestowed upon them. Village groups on

occasion come into the city dancing and singing. They visit a temple like DurgajI to give

thanks for such favours as a good harvest or the ending of an epidemic. Typical gifts to

the temple may be a brass bell (gh01J[a) or flag (dhvaja). Among village groups one is

quite likely to see both women and men dancing for the goddess in the temple. These

groups contrast with the commissioned professional troupes of entertainers where the

dancers are normally men dressed as women. 229

A most dramatic example of gift giving, although it is of a different type, is

exemplified by Dr. Ganesh Ram Mallik, who recently built the DaSabhuja (Ten-armed)

Durga temple in the north of Banaras. His act parallels RanI BhavanI's building of

DurgajI and follows in the tradition of charitable giving (dana). Unlike RanI BhavanI's

temple, the Dasabhuja temple was not built upon a site renowned for its ancient sanctity.

Its reputation will develop through the testimony of worshippers. 23o Dr. Mallik prefers

to think of Durga as pure vital energy. The temple, he explained, because of its use of

elaborate images and rituals, attracts people towards an understanding of the divine. Such

a gift is not a manauti, but an upliya, a method of bringing others to the goddess.

3. Animal Sacrifice

Animal sacrifice is currently a rare phenomenon in Banaras temple worship, and

at present appears to be sanctioned by tradition and temple authorities in only one place,

the Durga KUI~9 temple. The animals generally offered there are goats, and although

these blood sacrifices (bali dana) may take place throughout the year, they occur much

more frequently during Navaratra (see Figure 8). At the tum of the century, I was told,

22900 a few occasions, I noticed village men and women dancing on the road on the way to Durgiijl.
The men,stopped~Iway!?dancing outside the entrance to the temple although the women continued to dance
within the temple. No explanation was given.

2:lOMallik distributes a booklet which contains testimonies and hymns written primarily by pandits,
scholars, and reputable holy men. It constitutes a rudimentary glorification (miihiitmya) of the temple and
its founder. See Dr. GafJesa Rama Mallika. Edited by Dhruva Agraviila. ViiriiJ:1asi: 1981.
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blood sacrifices were a central component of the elaborate Durga Piija ritual (discussed

in Chapter Four), but innumerable offerings used to be made throughout Navaratra,

especially during the important time marking the confluence of the eighth and ninth lunar

days (sandhi puja). At that time, such sacrifices did not take place only in a temple, but

were performed in the home shrine or before any altar of Durga, wherever these were

temporarily established for the Navaratra celebrations. In recent decades, as the notion

of blood sacrifice began to fall into disfavour, animals which were offered in the course

of the Durga Piija ritual were sent to DurgajI to be sacrificed. 231 IISo many goats were

killed, the blood would flow out of the temple into this gutter and from here go into the

kuTJ4a" said a flower vendor at the outer gate of DurgajI. The temple functioned as a

sacred slaughter house for all the blood offerings in the city. This activity alone must

have vigorously reinforced the conception that the goddess who was being worshipped

in the wide array of Durga Piija clay images throughout the city, had her abode at Durga

Kur:tc;l temple. This sacrificial practice, too, for the most part, has disappeared. At

present, the main source of sacrifices at DurgajI is the fulfilment of manautis.

The promise to offer up a blood sacrifice is often (although not necessarily) made

in return for a life and death request. Devotees who pray that their lives or the lives of

their loved ones be spared from disease, the dangers of travel, dangerous work situations,

and war may sometimes pledge to offer the life of an animal to the goddess. The animal

is generally a dark male goat, in good health. It is brought to the temple and after being

purified, anointed, and propitiated, its head is severed with a single stroke of a sword

kept on the temple premises for this purpose. The goat's head and some blood are placed

on a sacrificial pillar together with a small camphor flame, as an offering to the goddess.

Then the head and carcass is given to the devotees who carry it home. There the goat is

prepared in a special meal and eaten with great festivity.

An Indian soldier, originally from Nepal, told me he had promised Durga a goat

sacrifice if his life was spared in a dangerous assignment in Kashmir. He had wanted to

231The detailed description of this sacrificial ritual along with a Tantric variant is given in Chapter Four
and in the Appendix.
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marry the daughter of a senior officer who disapproved of his intentions. The soldier

suspected that he may have been sent on the mission by the officer who hoped to thwart

his courtship. Having survived the posting, the soldier returned with experience and new

status, and needed to thank Durga for the protection she had afforded him and the power

he had gained. I met him when he was sacrificing a goat at Durgajl on the eighth day of

Navaratra, and I was invited to accompany him home to participate more completely in

the sacrificial ritual. Almost immediately after we reached his house, friends of his began

to arrive. These were mostly other male soldiers, but a few brought their wives and

children. The men skilfully skinned and butchered the goat with their curved Nepali

knives (khukharQ. The head was roasted, to remove the hair, and the skull was split in

half. The head was cooked first in spices, together with some organ meats. This dish,

which consisted of a mixture of soft and chewy pieces, was served first with a tall glass

of alcohol. It was eaten in a manner that struck me as somewhat ritualistic. The mood

was certainly sober. I was told that it was blessed food (prasada). By the time this dish

was finished, the alcohol had begun to take effect and the mood was no longer sober.

The main carcass was then eaten with rice, vegetables, and more liquor. "If we were at

the army base, many goats would be killed," I was told. "Soldiers must know how to

kill. They must not be afraid of blood." The soldier also explained that this goat had

been tended to for an entire year in a special way. It was left uncastrated. It was given

good food, and no one was allowed to point their feet at the animal, which is a gesture

of disrespect.

The Nepali soldier devotee directed his sacrifice to Durga, not to the Bhadrakal.I

image, which is reputed to have been installed by the king of Nepal. This evidence

contradicts the opinion of the head pujtiri at Durgajl and others who like to think that it

is BhadrakalI who accepts blood offerings, not Durga. Male soldiers are particularly

numerous among those who make blood offerings with a view to acquiring, as in the case

of the soldier above, both protection and power. Here again one notices a connection

between death (or life) and the goddess. A soldier risks death, a loss of his life. He

offers Durga a surrogate life (the goat's) in return for his own. Similar to the offering

of hair for the birth of a child in the tonsure ritual, the animal sacrifice appears to be an
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unequal exchange. Less is given, more is received. But actually a more significant

relationship has been acknowledged by the seemingly unequal symbolic exchange. Just

as the child has entered a relationship of dependence on the Devi, so have the sacrificers.

They have confirmed the dependence of their lives on the goddess, and in so doing have

surrendered their lives to her. They die to their former lives of independent but helpless

power (symbolized by the uncastrated goat), and are reborn in the new empowered state

of their present lives. The goat is the weaker, lesser self which is consumed by the Devl,

and which sacrificers then, in tum consume. By eating the offerings of their own lives,

consecrated by the DevI's acceptance of it, they confirm their participation in a

transformed existence, lives dependent upon, but empowered by the goddess. One might

suggest that the cardinal error of egotism would be for devotees to forget the source of

this power and identify it with their own. The offering of larger animals (e.g., buffalo)

symbolize a devotee's elevated power and statuS. 232 Ultimately, the most sublime

offering (mahabali) is of oneself, symbolic of utter dependence, and the fullest

participation in the goddess's power.

It is necessary to address the question why the head of a male animal is offered

to the goddess. I typically received the response that male animals were the appropriate

offerings, mentioned in the Sastras or other authoritative texts. When I probed further

I was referred to "pandits" and other learned persons. Among this group I was generally

told the story of the Devi's destruction of various male demons. The male animal

represented the male demon. I found these explanations somewhat unsatisfactory, for the

connection between the sacrificial animal and the sacrificer's intention was not clear. The

232Stietencron (1983: 121) relates an interesting myth in which the gods created vegetation but were
convinced by the Asuras that they should put animals on the earth. The gods agreed and asked the Asuras
to go ahead and create some. The Asuras created an animal with a big stomach, hairless, black skin, short
legs, a huge head and vacant eyes. The gods laughed at this creation and the insulted demons desisted from
further creation. As their first animal the gods created the white cattle whose products are used in ritual
offerings. Stietencron highlights the primordial chthonic nature of the buffalo, an animal which represents
strength, the material world, and the tamas gUlJO.. The buffalo (and other sacrificial animals) is thus set in
opposition to the cow and the bull, symbols of the pure sartva gu~. The slaying of the buffalo, 1 suggest,
represents a movement away from the gross material creation (thick with the tamas gUf}a) towards refined
and transcendent sattvic purity. (I am grateful to B. Cawi and S. Trink for the translation and discussion
of Stietencron's article.)
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animal may represent the egotistical, deluded, and therefore "demonic" aspect of the

devotee which is sacrificed to the goddess, but it is unclear why a male animal should

be required. After all, both female or male devotees may offer blood sacrifices (see

Figure 8). Thus the male animal cannot merely represent a surrogate of the devotee. To

answer this question we must tum to the offerings which are surrogates of blood

sacrifice, for if there is some intrinsic quality in "maleness" it may be contained in these

offerings.

The most common substitute offerings for blood sacrifice are fruits such as

coconuts or ku~mfu:19a melons.233 Sometimes a length of sugarcane may be offered.

Often a small effigy of a human being is drawn on the fruit with vermillion. During the

sacrifice itself, the sword blade passes through the effigy. The effigy suggests that the

fruit represents a human body, or that it is the body of the goddess, or that it contains

the seed of life, an embryo within. Importantly, the fruits contain liquid or juice which

may correspond to the vital fluids within the body of a sacrificial offering. In the male

these vital fluids are blood and semen. It is significant that fruits, which contain juice or

sap corresponding to blood, also contain seeds which parallel semen. Thus, I suggest that

the head of a male animal is the ideal symbol of the seed-containing fruit of the male

human body. This is not so with the female body which, in traditional Hindu thought,

is often likened to a field (~etra) in which the seed is planted (O'Flaherty 1980:29-30).

The male seed is nourished by the female soil or withers within it. The symbolic female

is often portrayed "headless" as evidenced by the Lajja Gaun images (see Figure 4) or

in the cluster of nine plants (navapatrika) worshipped during Durga Piija. The virgin

female body is a seedless fruit; its head a flower. However, when seeded, it has the

capacity to produce both male and female offspring. The male head is often considered

to be the repository of the seed.234 Mythologically, the male gods produced the DevI

with spiritual effulgence which flowed from their foreheads or mouths. Male offspring

233A cultural parallel is found among the Nuer people of the Sudan, who substitute the cucumber, in
particular, for an animal sacrifice. See E. E. Evans-Pritchard 1977 [1956]:146.

234According to Q'Flaherty, "so pervasive is the concept of semen being raised up to the head that
popular verisons of the philosophy believe that the semen originates there" (1980:46).
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are valued as the containers of the seed which continues the lineage. In KU1).~alinI Yoga

philosophy, the male principle, Siva, resides in the head, the female principle lies

dormant below. 235 When the severed head and blood of the male animal spill onto the

sacrificial field (k~etra) which is the body or possibly the tongue of the DevI, a form of

union (remotely sexual) has taken place. She receives or drinks up the blood-seed, either

engendering new life or preventing it from germinating. In a related vein, O'Flaherty

speculates that "if every man, not merely the yogi, stores his semen in his head, every

beheading is a castration" (1980:47). The necessity of using an uncastrated male animal

in the sacrifice further supports the interpretation that the animal's head is a symbol of

the reservoir of potent male semen.

4. Devotional Service

Another form of manauti which may take place during Navaratra is the fulfilment

of a pledge to perform devotional service to the goddess for a period of hours or several

days. This type of pledge is more typical of devotees who come from further afield in

the catchment area of the temple than of those who are capable of visiting the temple on

a daily basis. These worshippers, who come from afar, had prayed to the DevI of a

particular temple on some previous visit. Their pledge is also more characteristic of

women's worship then men's. Women who have prayed for such favours as the happy

marriage of their children or the well-being of their husbands, may promise the goddess

that they will come to reside at the temple for several days. During that time they will

make offerings a certain number of times per day, cook food for and give money

(dak#1Jli) to the temple priests and workers, perform some chores such as sweeping the

temple premises, and sing, dance, or provide other such entertainments for the goddess.

Such devotees rarely set out alone, and are often accompanied by other female

and available male members of their extended family. Their actions combine the

dimensions of pilgrimage and monastic penitence, for the processes of going to and

23S According to Obeyesekere (1978), and O'Flaherty (1980) the high-piled hair on top of a yogi's head
symbolizes the vast reservoir of semen which has accumulated there as a result of his austerities.
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staying at the temple are significant. These visitors stay at the temple's resthouses

(dharma1ala) which may be nothing more than a simple covered structure (see Figure

9). Typical food cooked on such visits are deep-fried unleavened whole wheat bread

(part), curried vegetables (sabji) like potatoes (ala) or okra (bhi1J4f), and a sweetened

paste of wheat flour (halva).

I had chatted with scores of such visitors at DurgajI and other temples. I had even

shared some of their experiences and eaten with them during their visits to temples in

Banaras. But I felt that I had most closely discerned the "moods and motivations" (Geertz

1965:206) of this activity when I participated in it with a musician friend's family. Sohan

La]' s mother had prayed to the goddess Sitala in Adalpur, a village not far from Bana.ras.

She wanted her son to be married happily. Now, a year later, when his wife was soon

expecting her first child, Sohan Lal's mother began to get restless. She remembered her

promise to SItala and feared for the unborn baby's safety if she did not keep her end of

the bargain. She set off with her son's wife, and Sohan Lal's younger sister and brother.

They stayed at Adalpur for several days. Sohan Lal, another male friend, and I went up

to Adalpur on the last day of their stay. The moist quiet of the country was a remarkable

contrast from the dry dust and noise in Banaras. As we walked the mile from the bus

stop on the main road to the temple, we came upon a partially unearthed clay pot buried

in the path, with some of its contents spilled out. These were pieces of cloth and bits of

paper wrappings. "Stop! Don't go any closer," cautioned Sohan Lal. "This is the work

of a sorcerer." In order to give the pot a wide berth we had to climb partially down and

back up the steep embankment of the elevated path on which we were walking.

"Sometimes people don't know what these things are, and terrible things happen to

them," he continued. "It is possible to get possessed by a demon, or to get some disease,

or go insane, even by just walking over this thing. "

At the temple the spirits of the women and children were buoyant. They had been

having a marvellous time. They fed us and encouraged us to roam around the banks of

the Ganga and explore the shops around the temple. They showed us the shrines they had

cleaned and at which they had worshipped. Before our departure, Sohan Lal played his

flute for the Devi. A small crowd gathered to enjoy this special performance. Exhilirated,
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we returned to Banaras.

Although a temple which is visited on such a pilgrimage to fulfil a devotional

pledge may not be very far from the devotees' homes, and although the stay there may

last only for several hours, worshippers exhibit a pronounced feeling of joy. Devotional

service is not performed begrudgingly, but with happy thankfulness. It is not uncommon

for urban devotees to pledge such service to a DevI whose temple is located in the

country, or for rural devotees to fulfil their promises to a goddess in a city. Such penitent

pilgrimages offer a refreshing change from the routine of life at home. The emotions are

infectious. The atmosphere is much like a picnic held at a very pleasant spot.

Elements of Victor Turner's analysis of pilgrimages as "liminal" phenomena are

pertinent here (1973:191). Liminality, according to Turner, occurs in transition periods,

as in rites of passage, states where individuals reside when they move out of their

traditional position in the social structure into a state of anti-structure. This state of

antistructure is characterized by communitas, which Turner categorizes in three ways.

In existential or spontaneous communitas there is "the direct, immediate, and total

confrontation of human identities which, when it happens, tends to make those

experiencing it think of mankind as a homogenous, unstructured, and free community"

(1973: 193). In normative communitas, "the original existential communitas is organized

into a perduring social system" (1973:194). In ideological communitas, the third type,

utopian models are created with the hope that they will "exemplify or supply the optimal

conditions for existential communitas" (1973: 194). Turner points out how, for the

pilgrim, the pilgrimage centre is itself liminal. It is a threshold, a place "in and out of

time," where pilgrims hope to have '''direct experience of the sacred, invisible, or

supernatural order, either in the material aspect of miraculous healing or in the

immaterial aspect of inward transformation of spirit or personality" (1973:214).

In the type of pilgrimage practiced as part of the devotional pledges described

here, there is definitely a feeling of communitas which is engendered both by the

pilgrimage centre and the pilgrimage process. The pilgrimage centre, the temple, is

remote and different from the devotees' normal environment. Villagers often go to a city
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temple, while urban dwellers go to villages. While the great pilgrimages made to places

like Badr'inath or Vai~r:to DevI may demand that the pilgrim face the dangers of high

mountain roads and arduous climbs to the shrine, these lesser pilgrimages have smaller

doses of anticipation and ordeal. The devotees enjoy certain elements of carefreeness, but

structure has not dissolved, nor has free community been engendered. There has been

cordiality and good humour but it has occurred within the parameters of hierarchical

structure. This pilgrimage process has regulations and traditions which allow for a

measure of communitas, but the structures of the activity are very much a part of the

social system. The women feed the men and the brtihmalJa priests. Hierarchy is

maintained. The experience, in Turner's terms, would correspond more to a normative

communitas than an existential one.

Also, in accord with Turner's analysis, the temple does serve as a threshold,

where pilgrims may experience "a supernatural order" and undergo an inward

transformation. There are significant dimensions to these transformatory experiences of

pilgrims who are fulfilling devotional pledges, which are better explained through another

theoretical model. If devotees have been the recipients of some boon from the DevI, and

have not yet fulfilled their pledged devotional service, they begin to experience fear. The

Dev! is powerful, and her nature is ambivalent. Although she can be the nurturing

mother, she is also wrathful and fierce in her punishments. This fear of supernatural

retribution, is one experience of a "supernatural order" which may affect devotees.

Another fear which devotees experience, as Clifford Geertz would suggest, is based on

"the uncomfortable suspicion that perhaps the world, and hence man's life in the world,

has no genuine order at all - no empirical regularity, no emotional form, no moral

coherence" (1973: 108). To Geertz, the religious response is the creation of an ordered

symbolic universe which accounts for the source of such discomfort. Among Sakta
Hindus, Durga is part of that world order. She responds to devotees' fears of chaos and

alleviates them. However, in order for the orderly universe to be sustained, devotees

must fulfil their obligations. Procrastination threatens the structure of the reality construct

of devotees, their worldview, for both of the reasons implied above. If they do not fulfill

their end of the bargain, they risk living in constant fear of reprisal from the angered
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deity. This, in itself, would be enough to disrupt the ordered functioning of their lives.

Were they to dismiss their obligation, and then not experience any reprisal from the deity

who was the source of their blessing, their worldview would have proved to be illusory

and would have to be restructured substantially. The pilgrimage, with its emphasis on

temple service, is a process of reintegration. It reinforces the symbols and sustains the

worldview held by devotees. It empowers them by returning them to a debt-free state in

a structured universe where the DevI presides. The devotees' status in relationship to the

goddess is restored. Both the fear of reprisal and the fear of chaos are eliminated. As a

result, the entire reality construct is strengthened for it has "proved" itself to function

dynamically. It operates according to predictable laws. The DevI is a symbol which

inhabits this universe. Furthermore she is also a designation for that universe and its

dynamic orderliness.

In all cases, the fulfillment of the devotee's end of the manauti is accompanied

with mixed feelings: gratitude for a favour granted, and fear of repercussions from the

wrathful DevI, if the promised service is not performed. This latter emotion is rarely

cited as the reason for fulfilling the bargain, since the spirit of the arrangement is one

of mutual consent. Here too, the bargain seems lopsided, for the DevI gives far more

than she gets: a lifetime of marital bliss, for instance, in exchange for a few days of

devotional service. Here too, the same interpretive key holds. In the face of uncertainty,

in which the devotee is powerless to affect the outcome, this weakness, symbolized by

the relatively small service (seva) is surrendered to the goddess. The DevI, in tum,

exercises her greater power on behalf of the devotee. It is an act of allegiance to and of

alignment with power. The devotee moves from feeble independence to empowered

dependence.

c: Recitation of the Durga SaptaSati

As previously mentioned the recitation (patha) of the Durga SaptaSatr (also called

the Dev[-Mtihatmya, or the Ca1J4[ Pti{ha) may form part of home worship. Virtually all

devout Sakta males who are capable of reciting the text do so during Navaratra. Women

are traditionally forbidden from reciting the text, although this does not mean that in
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practice all women refrain from reciting it. Ifwomen engage in recitation, they generally

do so at home and not on the temple premises where they are likely to get undesirable

attention. As with certain other scriptures (such as the Veda), improper recitation is said

to bring grave consequences. Public recitation of the text on temple premises is an act

of devotion, but also a demonstration of virtuosity. Capable devotees are thus found

scattered in various parts of temples, deeply involved in recitation of the text, which they

may perform in a bewildering number of ways (see Figures 10 and 11). Text recitation

may be carried out in fulfilment of a manauti, or as a spiritual practice (stidhana) to gain

personal power or to gain a boon from the goddess. These latter forms must be

distinguished from the manauti. While the manauti is a vow to perform some devotional

service after a request is granted by the deity, stidhana is spiritual practice in the form

of yogic acts, or devotional service, to compel the deity to satisfy the devotee's request.

Slidhakas, spiritual practitioners, may decide to perform text recitation for their own

benefit or for the benefit of others. Often, a brahmalJO or groups of brahmalJas may be

commissioned to recite the Durga SaptaSatr. In these cases the reciters are merely

transformers and conductors of acquired power. Such group recitations may take place

in temples or in separate pavilions (maTJ4apa) erected for the purpose.

The most simple form of recitation is to read the Durga SaptaSatr once through,

on its own. 236 More commonly, the text is recited with its six appendages (onga) ,

shorter hymns which are recited before and after it. Of these limbs (onga) the Devr

Kavaca (Armour of the Goddess), the Dey[Argala (Bolt of the Goddess), and the Devr

Krlaka (Fastening Pin of the Goddess) are recited before the text. The RatrrSakta (Hymn

to the [Goddess] Night) from the ~g Veda (10.127) is recited just before commencing the

main text. After the main text, the reciter reads the Devr Sakta (Hymn to the Goddess)

from the ~g Veda (10.125), and the remaining three appendages. These are the

Prlidhanika Rahasya (Mystery of the Supreme [Pra1qtJ.l), the Vaikrtika Rahasya (Mystery

of the Modifications), and the Mani Rahasya (Mystery of the Forms).

236'J'he texts consists of seven hundred verses in thirteen chapters. The verse count is unorthodox, since
partial phrases such as "The sage said," are figured into the enumeration. Seven hundred was a common
number of verses in certain compositions and the text aligns itself with this convention.
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Recitation may be either expanded or abbreviated. The most common expansion

is a form of "sandwiching" of the text. Recitation with the appendages is itself an

example of expansion through sandwiching. If a particular boon is desired from the

goddess, an appropriate verse is selected from the text. This verse, which is a sacred

utterance (mantra), is then used to sandwich or to frame or "box" (sa'!lpu(a) each of the

seven hundred verses in the text. Such a recitation takes three times as long since each

verse in the text is preceded and followed by the mantric verse. On several occasions I

heard complaints about unscrupulous or uninformed commissioned reciters of the text

(pa(ha karnevala), who would perform a kind of "club-sandwich" recitation for their

clients. Such recitations involve only one repetition of the mantric verse between verses,

and take less time to perform. As a result, the readers can take on more commissions and

earn more money but they undermine the wishes of their clients. Another form of

expansion in recitation is an increase in the number of recitations. Typically, one may

make one recitation on the first day, two on the second, and so on, up to some

reasonable maximum. Several brahmalJas may also be commissioned to perform group

recitations. Ten brtihma1Jas simultaneously chanting the text once, constitutes ten

recitations and earns the equivalent merit. The condensed recitations have tantric

elements, in that, each of the seven hundred verses is reduced to a short cluster of seed

syllables (bfja), or even just one seed syllable (brja). The entire text can thus be recited

quickly, or frequently. Brjas may be mixed with regular verses in combination with

"boxing" (sampwa) , generating innumerable variations. 237 Some variations may have

the reciter stand and perform a full prostration between each verse (dalJdapra1Jtima

parha), or perform recitations before a continually burning lamp (dfpakapra1Jtima parha).

Although tradition holds that only males should recite the Durga Saptaiatf, it

would be an error to use its contents to discern religious ideas concerning the goddess

held by men as opposed to women. I have, on rare occasions, overheard women doing

recitations of the text in the privacy of their homes. One woman said it brought peace

237According to Coburn, Cynthia Humes (whose work is still in progress) identifies over forty
"taxonomically distinct types of recitation of the Saptaiatf," based on extensive interviews with reciters
from North India (1991:152).
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to her severely agitated mind. Women are certainly familiar with the content of the text,

through listening if not through recitation. Men are, however, more inclined to perform

spiritual practices (slidhana), of which recitation is an example, to gain personal access

to the power of the goddess.

The ability to perform recitations immediately confers on the reciter an elevated

status on a hierarchically ordered scale. The ability to recite the Durga SaptaSatr

represents a virtuoso skill or power. The reciter is able to read the revered Sanskrit

language and text, and possibly even understand it. The fear generated by the

consequences of improper recitation ensures that only those with enough competence or

sincerity engage in the practice. Three main types of performers can be discerned in the

ritual of recitation: those who do it for themselves (for adoration of the DevI, or to solicit

a boon), those who are commissioned by others, and those who do it for themselves for

power. In all of these cases, propitiation of the DevI comes through the display of

acquired skill (or power). This capacity is essentially a gift of the goddess herself, who

is the source of learning. The devotee worships her through a display of ritual virtuosity,

through which, in tum, benefits may be gained. On first sight, the motif appears more

transactional than sacrificial. Some devotional energy is expended, in exchange for more

or different power. Praise and glorification (mahi1tmya) of the DevI brings immeasurable

benefits.

Closer inspection of the ritualized recitation of the Durga SaptaSatf reveals that

it still essentially enacts the ritual of sacrificial offering. Paja is performed to the text

(which on occasion is regarded as the Devi), and with the text to the Devi. In the simple

puja ritual, items representing the gross and subtle elements of creation are offered back

to the goddess, who is then praised with a sacred utterance (namaskara mantra). The text

recitation is offered up as an elaboration of this simple mantra of praise. Speech and

sound are more subtle manifestations of the DevI, closer to her transcendent unmanifest

form. The text and its recitation are thus embodiments of her, as well as vehicles of

homage. In recitation, this subtle vibratory manifestation (vaikr.tl) is reintegrated with its

highest source (pradhana). I concur with Thomas Coburn's suggestion that devotees
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encounter the goddess through the Durgti SaptaSatf along a spectrum ranging from

recitation to understanding. He points out that "we must follow the anthropological

evidence to acknowledge that the media through which understanding is achieved may

be behavioural and unconscious, not just verbal and cognitive" (1991: 156).

While the Durgti SaptaSatf enjoys tremendous status and is incorporated into the

Marka1J4eya PurtilJa, the appendages (OJiga) are not found in any of the purtil}as to which

they were ascribed. However they are considered to be part of the corpus of puriiQic

literature and are frequently found together with printed versions of the Durgti SaptaSatf.

Most non-reciting devotees, who are familiar with the text through listening to it,

consider the angas to be part of the text. The Dev[ Kavaca or (Armour of the Goddess),

places the protective power of Durga, first described in her nine forms and then under

numerous epithets, into various parts of the male body.238 Paralleling such rituals as

the "purification of the elements" (bhUta suddhi) or the "imprintment of the limbs" (OJiga

nytisa) , the Armour invokes the protective power of the goddess into each vulnerable

body part. The protective armour is then extended much farther, to the devotee's family,

fame, and lineage, and anything else which is vulnerable. The devotee has donned the

indestructible armour of the goddess by becoming, as it were, the goddess, surrendering

or entrusting his physical being, possessions, and influence to her protective power.

Although it is men who recite this afiga, women frequently recited the opening

verses to me from memory.239 These enumerate the Nine Durgas, a symbol cluster

particularly meaningful to women. In the Devf Bhtigavata PurtilJa (III.19.34-37), the

widowed queen Manorama recites a brief but similar protective spell over her son, the

prince SudarSana, as he set out on a dangerous quest to win his bride, Sasikala. Both

pieces of evidence suggest that segments of such "armours" are known to women,

although most often used on behalf of men. Having donned the armour of the goddess,

238A discussion of various meanings, types, and uses of protective coverings (kavaca) are found in Van
Kooij 1983:118-129.

23%is is in direct contrast with Bennett's (1983:263,264) observations of the use and knowledge of
this appendage among women in a Nepali village during Durga worship.
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the devotee has in effect assumed the indestructible form of the goddess, and is ready to

move into battle with his enemies, as symbolically recounted in the Durgli SaptaJatf.

The Devf Argalti, or "Dead bolt," psychologically primes the devotee for the

encounter with the main text. Its recitation unbolts the door beyond which lies the

devotee's intentions and desires. The main refrain in the Argalti is "Grant (me) the form

(or an appearance), grant victory, grant fame, destroy (my) enemies" (rapG:f!l dehijayG:f!l

dehi yaJo dehi dvi~o jahi). The enigmatic request for the "form" (rapa) appears to be a

desire for a manifest appearance of the Devi. This is reinforced by the reference,

elsewhere in the Argala, to the DevI as having "unimaginable form and activity"

(acintyarapacarita). Among the other things requested by devotees are health, wisdom,

wealth, and a beautiful wife. The motif of winning a bride, the most important symbol

of alliance, reputation, and salvation is reiterated here. The Kflaka, is the fastening pin

or bolt which unlocks or unleashes the power of the main text.

The Rlitrf SUkta and Devf SUkta which respectively precede and follow the Durga

Sapta.satflink it to the Vedas, drawing on the character and prestige of those most sacred

of texts. The Rahasyas (Mysteries or Secrets) expound the Sakta theological or

philosophical understanding of the DevI's nature. The first concerns her supreme or

primary form (pradhlina) , the greatest of mysteries. The next deals with her

manifestations through the modifications (vaiJerti) of the three qualities or aspects (gUlJa)

of creation. The last secret discusses the gross forms or images (mum) of the DevI, as

she manifests or is born in the world at various periods in mythic history.240

IV. The Navadurga Pilgrimage

A notable ritual activity which occurs during Navaratra in Banaras is the Nine

Durga Pilgrimage (navadurga ylitra), in which devotees visit a different Durga temple

on each of the nine days. It is not easy to uncover the historical origins of this pilgrimage

but there is support for this tradition in some purfu:1ic sources. Many Hindus in Banaras

240'franslations of the angas and a discussion of their philosophy and ritual use is found in Coburn
(1991).
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know the names of the Nine Durgas to be worshipped during Navaratra, which they

quote verbatim from what they call the Durga SaptaSatl. There are numerous clusters of

nine goddesses, many considered to be nine Durgas, found in texts such as the puraIJas

and agamas. The names of the nine plants (navapatrika) worshipped during Navaratra,

or the names attributed to the nine virgin girls worshipped during kuman- puja are

examples. Among all these groups, the names of the Durgas of the Nine Durga

Pilgrimage are best known. 241 The ordered list which is always cited is, in fact, not

from the Durga SaptaSat[ itself, but from the Dev[ Kavaca, an appendage (anga) to the

text. The Dev[Kavaca is virtually undistinguished from the Durga Saptaiatfin the minds

of most devotees. The Dev[ Kavaca states:

prathamGJ!l sailaputr[ ca dvitlya,rrz brahmacariIJlI
trttYGJ!l candraghaIJreti ~ma1J4eti catunhakaml1311
paflcamGJ!l skandamllteti s~rhGJ!l katyfiyanlti cal
saptamGJ!l kalartitr[ti mahagaurlti c~ramam11411
navamGJ!l siddhidtitr[ ca navadurga/.z prakfrtittiJ.z
uktanyetani namani brahma1J.aiva mahatmanal15II

The first is Sailaputrl, and the second is BrahmacariJii,
The third Candraghat:l~, the fourth Ku~m~c;la,
The fifth Skandamata and the sixth KatyayanI,
The seventh Kalaratrl and the eighth MahagaurI,
And the ninth is Siddhidatrl. These are proclaimed the Nine Durgas.
These names were uttered verily by the supreme Brahma.

The Kas[ Khanda of the Skanda Purana, an authoritative text which is a. . .

glorification of Banaras, tells how the Great Goddess (mahadevf) who once dwelt in the

Vindhya mountains (vindhyaca1akrtalaya) slew the demon Durga, and after adopting his

name came to reside together with her eight energy manifestations (saktz) in Banaras. 242

One of those saktis is named Kalaratrl, linking this myth's cluster of Nine Durgas to the

cluster in the Devl Kavaca. The Kasl KhaTJ4a further states that Durga took up residence

24IAccording to T. Coburn, "The nine Durgas are one of the popular, numerous, and ill-defined
categories of divine manifestation in Suta and Tantric sources" (1991:210).

242See Kasf Khat}4a 72.82-86.
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4. Kusmanda:

9. SiddhidatrI:

2. BrahmacariQI:

3. CandraghaQ~:

5. Skandamata:
6. KatyayanI:
7. KalaratrI:
8. Mahagaud:

at Durga KUQ<;l and that her eight saktis always act as guardians of Banaras. Devotees are

enjoined to perform the Nine Durga Pilgrimage especially during Navaratra. This mythic

account suggests that the Nine Durga Pilgrimage was well established and that at least

some (if not all) of the names of the Nine Durgas and their appropriate temples in the

city were fixed at the time of the compostion of the KliSr Kha1J4a. The current locations

of the Nine Durgas of the Nine Durga Pilgrimage are as follows:

1. SailaputrI: (also called SailesvarI Devi) is located on the northern most edge
of the city at Madhiya Gha~ on the Varana River.
(also called Choti DurgajI, "little Durga") is near Durga Gha~ at
House Number K 22/71.
(also called CitraghaQ~) is at Lakhichautara Gali off Chowk at
House Number Ck 23/24.
(also called B~ Durga, "Big Durga") is at the Durga KUQ<;l
temple.
(also called VagISvari) is in Jaitpura, east of Nag Kuan.
is located in AtmavIresvara Temple.
(also called Kali) is in Kalika Gali.
(also called AnnapufQa) is in the AnnapufQa temple besides
ViSvanatha temple. (Some consider Safika~ DevI to be
Mahagaud.)
(also called SiddhayogesvarI or Siddhesvanl is south of Maidagin,
west of Kala Bhairava temple at House Number Ck 7/124.

The Nine Durga Pilgrimage is performed by both men and women, although

women outnumber men in this devotional activity. The pilgrimage is fulfilled by visiting

each temple on its appropriate day, resulting in steady streams of worshippers throughout

the day. However, the preference seems to be to visit the temples before dawn or after

dusk. 243 It is considered highly auspicious to be present for the fITst sight (mangala

darsana) of each DevIon her special day, and dozens of pious devotees make it a point

to be at the appropriate temple early enough. In order to accommodate the day's large

number of worshippers, temple authorities often open the garbhagrha for the first sight

of the goddess as early as three o'clock in the morning. Several stalls selling offering

243Although there are practical reasons for this, such as coordinating a temple visit before and after the
day's work is done, the preferred times for these visits are also linked to the nocturnal (riitra) dimensions
of the festival (navaratra) and the DevI (Ratri, Kalaratii).
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materials have already opened some hours before this time, and there may be as many

as a hundred devotees waiting for the sanctum doors to be flung open.

The temple of SailaputrI DevI, in the far north of the city's sacred perimeter, is

not easy to reach, since it is located on the banks of the Varana River at the end of a

single, long, narrow dirt road. It takes almost an hour of travel from the city centre.

Since SailaputrI is the first of the Nine Durgas, her mangala darsana is particularly

beneficial. Devotees anxiously crowd in the temple courtyard around the small shrine,

where a tennis-ball sized hole in the wooden doors allows them glimpses of the pujari

ministering to the DevI. He is engaged in some variant of a sixteen-part devotional

service (~o4aSa upacara) , in which the DevI is wakened, washed, dressed, and

decorated. The flame he passes before the goddess in the arati worship can be glimpsed

through the hole. The devotees' expectations climax at this point and the mood of

excitement is almost palpable. Suddenly the doors are thrown open and the crowd rushes

to the door for the first, pure exchange of sensory perceptions with the DevI. The pujaris

have to hold the throng at bay outside the garbhagrha. The priests cry out, "Do what?"

(kya karo?) in rapid succession. They are requesting a quick reply from devotees about

how their offerings should be handled. Some devotees simply make signs to convey their

request. "Give Ma my garland" (Ma ko mala do), yell others. Most have brought

coconuts which are smashed by the pujari. He pours the coconut water into the hands of

the devotees to drink, and returns the fragments to them as prasada. Some devotees are

possessed by the power of the DevI and shake catatonica1ly for some minutes. Others

expect cures from ailments. A group told me of the incomparable power of SailaputrI to

cure serious ailments almost instantaneously.

This small crowd thins out briefly after the intense activity of the mangala

darsana, but within an hour, still before dawn, larger crowds of devotees begin to flock

to the temple. According to the head pajari and mahant, simply known as Maharaj, as

many as fifty thousand people will visit the temple that day.244 The numbers will

2441 cannot confirm these numbers although they are not unreasonably inflated. Counts 1 have made at
the Durga Kw;u:;l temple suggest that thirty to fifty thousand devotees visit each Durga temple on its
appropriate day.
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decrease substantially during the other days of Navaratra, totalling perhaps five thousand

daily. These numbers represent vast differences from the regular attendance at the temple

through the rest of the year, when far less than a hundred devotees are likely to visit the

temple in a day.

The kind of activities which took place at SailaputrI Mandir on the first day of

Navaratra are repeated at each of the other eight Durga temples on their respective days

of the festival's nine days.245 Navaratra, then, is an extremely important time of year

for the economic survival of some of these Durga temples which do not enjoy heavy

attendance through the year. 246 The temples of Ku~mfu)<;la (DurgajI) and Mahagaurl

(AnnapufI:J,a) enjoy the worship of tens of thousands of worshippers throughout Navaratra

with attendance peaking at about fifty thousand on the fourth and eighth day

respectively.247 Despite the fact that attendance numbers show a swell of devotees

which moves from the first to the ninth Durga temple, one cannot easily estimate the

number of devotees engaged in the Nine Durga Pilgrimage. This is because some

devotees may visit only one Durga temple throughout Navaratra, and their choice may

be based on convenience or devotional preference. Thus many devotees from the western

part of the city, who are not engaged in the pilgrimage may visit the temple of

Skandamata on the fifth day of Navaratra, since it is close by, and quite importantly,

because the DevI's power and presence is highly accessible at that specific time and

place. In addition to their role as city protectors, the temples of the Nine Durgas serve

as energizing nodes in the city. Sakti (power) circulates in the expanded DurgalKaSI

ma1J4ala, making itself highly available in the locations of their temples, throughout

Navaratra, but most intensely, on each Durga's particular day. So while some

245As the first of the Nine Durgiis, Sailaputri enjoys the added attention of worship by devotees who
make special efforts to take darsana of Durga on the first day of Navariitra.

246Among these less frequented temples are Sailaputn, BrahmacariIji, CandraghaJ;l~, Skandamata, and
Siddhidatri.

2A7A detailed description of worship patterns throughout the year, including the Navariitra celebrations,
at the Durga KUJ:1~ temple (Durga}i) is given in Chapter Two. Durgaji is often called Ba~ Durga (Big
Durga), a popular epithet indicating her status as the greatest of the Nine Durgas of Banaras.
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worshippers only avail themselves of this intense power on a single day during

Navariitra, others who worship at the same temple throughout the nine days tap into one

day of intense power and eight days of lesser potency. Those engaged in the Nine Durga

Pilgrimage (and there must be several thousand), gain maximum access to the power

which is Durga through all nine days of the festival. Participants in the Nine Durga

Pilgrimage are thus frequently either slidhakas, intent on acquiring and controlling

power, or bhaktas, devotees who wish to please the DevI and receive some blessing.

The Nine Durgas of Banaras are particularly important because they reveal

conceptions of the Dev! and worship patterns which are distinct to the city. The Nine

Durgas represent the most popularly known set of epithets of Durga in the city. The

goddesses constitute a symbol set which is reinforced by textual testimony and popular

religious practice. Although the list of Nine Durgas from the Dev[ Kavaca is known to

Bengalis, it is not given much importance. I heard of no instances of the pilgrimage

being practiced in Bengal. The pilgrimage is a Banarasi Durga worship tradition which

preceded those forms of Durga worship in the city which have Bengali influence.248

Although most devotees know the names of these Nine Durgas, and are able to produce

an explanatory sentence about each of them (often an elaboration of the epithet), and

many know the locations of their temples, few are able to provide further details. What

follows is a synthesis of explanations about each of these Nine Durgas, culled from the

comments of lay goddess worshippers and sacred specialists, from popular books which

circulate in Banaras, and from more authoritative textual sources (e.g. ,puralJ,as) to which

I was referred by devotees. Where no source is cited, the source is my paraphrase of a

frequently encountered oral myth. Although I have often done so, I am reluctant to cite

purfu)ic texts where versions may also be found, because I feel this tacitly suggests that

these puralJ,as are the sources of these myths. I have indicated where I have derived

interpretations from textual sources. At times I consulted Sanskrit dictionaries to trace

etymologies or related meanings of the epithets. I end this section of the Nine Durga

248'fhe Bengali influence in Durga worship during this festival is most noticeable in the public Durgii
Piija celebrations which take place during the last days of Navariitra. This form of worship is described
in detail in Chapter Four and the Appendix.
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Pilgrimage with two interpretive schemes for the entire set of Nine Durgas. Of these two

schemes, the one I discovered among some women devotees offers one of the most

revealing explanations of the symbol set.

Interpretation of the Individual Epithets

1. Sailaputri

SailaputrI means "Daughter of the Mountain," and thus identifies Durga with

Parvan, whose name also means "daughter of the mountain (parvata)." In Hindu

mythology, ParvatI is the daughter of Himavat (the Himalaya mountains) and Mena. 249

In the mythology of Durga (e.g., Durga SaptaSatf2.9), when Durga is created from the

splendour (tejas) of the gods, Himavat provides her with the lion as her vehicle (2.28).

Parvan is said to be the reincarnation of San, and the wife of Siva. Similarly, the name

identifies Durga with the goddess Vindhyavasinl ("she who dwells in the Vindhya

mountains").250

SailaputrI also represents that which is born in or ongmates from the

mountains.251 She is the source of all holy rivers, like the Ganga. She is born pure and

fresh from the mountains, white like the winter snows. She is vegetation like the bilva

tree, and the cannabis plant which grow on the slopes of mountains providing nutrition,

24
9A textual version of this myth is found, for instance, in the Siva Pura'!£l, Rudra-~ta 3.5.31.

2SOThe KtiSf KharJl!a, Chapters 71 and 72, tells how the Devi, who dwelt in the Vindhya mountains
(vindhyacalakrtalayam) took up residence in Banaras under the name Durga, a name she adopted after
slaying the demon Durga. Most devotees at DurgaJl make some kind of connection between the goddess
in Banaras, and Vindhyavasirii Dev!, whose temple is located in Vindhyacal, a city about eighty kilometers
upriver from Banaras. Although they are at times identified with each other, I sensed that devotees
maintained the separate identities of both goddessess. It is quite common for Banarasi Saktas to visit
Vindhyacal for darsana two days after Navaratra (i.e., on the eleventh of the waxing fortnight of Mvina
or Caitra). The Forty [Verses] to Durgii (Durga Calfsa), a devotional hymn, is carved on marble slabs
immediately beside the Forty [Verses] to Vindhyaviisirii (VindhyavtIsinr Calfsa), both of which are placed
at the entrance of the Bhadrakili shrine at DurgiiJl. The neighbouring presence of these hymns fortifies the
connected identity of these two goddesses.

2SIThe interpretations which follow were less frequently encountered, but came from more than one
oral source.
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healing medicine, and visions. She is the spiritual insight born in the minds of ascetics

who meditate on mountain heights.

2. BrahmacariJ;li

"She who moves in Brahman." The term brahmacari1J[ is the feminine form of

brahmacarin and has two main meanings.252 It refers to celibacy, and to the first stage

of life during which the student (si.rya) learns to be completely conversant with the

textual and ritual knowledge of Ultimate Reality (Brahman). This is often done in a

traditional educational setting (gurukula) where the student learns primarily through

discipleship to a teacher (guru) of religious tradition. It is from the second sense, then,

that the word gets its meaning, for the student essentially lives, thinks, and breathes

Brahman. Although this stage is primarily prescribed for a male brahmaT}Q youth, Durga

as BrahmacariQ.I depicts the feminine version of this ideal. During this period of

education, the student is expected to keep strict continence, having no sexual relations,

especially with the guru's wife, conserving the vital sexual energy for more sublime uses.

It is in this sense that BrahmacariQ.I's name is sometimes understood as "she who will not

allow the ejaculation of semen" (Durga Kalpataru 1984:39). I interpret this to mean that

BrahmacariQl is that power which allows the spiritual aspirant to maintain continence

without the release of semen, a yogic practice deemed vitally important in almost all

Hindu ascetic paths to liberation.

According to Dr. G. R. Mallik, the devout Sakta who built a Durga temple in

Banaras, BrahmacaDt:tI is a virgin who lives continually in close contact with Brahman,

experiencing/manifesting the pure qualities (gUIJa) of existence (sat), consciousness (cit),

and bliss (ananda).

3. CandraghaJ.l~

This epithet of Durga was quite enigmatic to most worshippers since a literal

2S2'fhese interpretations were provided by several people, including my Sanskrit guru, Pandit VagiSa
Sastri.
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translation is "Bell of the Moon," which is the "interpretation" most offered. The

goddess is sometimes, although less frequently, called CitraghaQ~, which translates more

reasonably as "Wonderful Bell." Mythologically, Durga was given a bell by Indra from

his elephant Airavata (Durga SaptaSatf2.21). In battle with the demon Sumbha's armies,

Durga (Ambika) rings her bell in tandem with her lion's roar. KalI's howls drown out

the sound of bell and roar (8.8, 8.9). When directly engaging Sumbha, her bell filled the

directions, destroying the [radiance] of the demon armies (9.18). After she has slain

Sumbha and Nisumbha, the gods praise her bell, saying:

Having filled the world with sound, may that bell, which annihilates the heroic
lustre of Daityas (demons), protect us as [if we were] children, 0 Goddess, from
evil. 253

Iconographically, as well, Durga is sometimes portrayed with a bell in one of her hands.

Thus the epithet CandraghaQ~ could refer to the goddess who possesses an astounding

(citra) or exceptional (candra) bell (g/uu.l{a).

The bell is also a symbol of sound vibrations which would relate Durga to the

goddess Vac, or VagISvari.

4. K~al;J.(;m

This is another enigmatic epithet of Durga, one translation of which is "The

Pumpkin Gourd. " The ~mafJ4a is a large melon (Beninkasa ceri[era) which is candied

and commonly sold as a sweet in Banaras. More pertinently, it is a sacrificial offering

made to the goddess at the high point in her ritual worship, when it is severed in half

with a single sword stroke and smeared with vermillion. It is a substitute for a blood

sacrifice (bali) to the goddess. The epithet Ku~mar:t<;la Dev! could thus mean "The

Goddess to whom Ku~mar:t<;las are Offered."

A legendary tale in Banaras tells of a drought which plagued the countryside. A

pious temple priest (pujari), prayed to the goddess who revealed that she would provide

fluid and sustenance for her devotees in the form of the ~maTJ4a melon. By cultivating

253hinasti daityatejeurzsi svanendparya yti jagatl
sti ghal}[ti ptitu no devr ptipebhyo 'nalJ suttinivall 11.26
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and eating the melons the people endured the drought. This legend links Ku~mfu)9a DevI

with the myth of the goddess Sakambhaii referred to in the Durga Saptaiatf, where the

DevI, after her defeat of Sumbha and Nisumbha tells of her future apPearances.

Once again when there has been no rain, no water, on earth for a hundred years,
Then, remembered by the sages, I will come into being without being born from
a womb. (11.42)
Since I will look as the sages with a hundred eyes,
Human beings will then praise me as 'Hundred Eyes' (sat~i).(11.43)

Then I shall support the entire world with life sustaining vegetables,
Produced from my own body, until the rains come, 0 gods. (11.44)
In this way, I will attain fame on earth under the name, "She who supports with
Vegetables" (slika'!lbhari).
There I will slay the great Asura named Durgama. (11.45)
Thus, my name will come to be renowned as "the Goddess Durga." (11.46)254

This series of three epithets (Sata~I, Sakambhaii, and Durga) appear to belong to a

single phase of manifestation of the DevI connecting the epithet Durga to the previous

two epithets.255 Certainly Satak~r and Sakambhaii are connected to each other through

the episode of the drought. I was told by a Sanskrit grammarian that Satak~I, which

means "Hundred Eyes," sometimes means "the night," due to the presence of the stars

and the unseen creatures of the night. It could thus refer to the goddess as Night

personified. It is also likely, I suggest, that Sa~I refers to the ~mli1J4a melon, since

the many seeds within such fruits, are often called "eyes." The reference to the DevI

manifesting "without being born from a womb" could refer to vegetative forms of the

goddess, such as the bilva tree, the cannabis plant, and the ~ma1J4ti melon. Thus the

epithet Ku~m~9a DevI could also mean "The Goddess who is the Ku~mfu:19a Pumpkin

Gourd."

I was told by a priest in a Jain temple in South India that the K~mfu:19as were a

tribal people, sometimes classed with the Sabaras who were Dev} worshippers. Little is

known about them. The epithet could therefore be construed as "Goddess of the

Ku~mfu:19a Tribes."

254Cobum's (1991:78) translation.

2Ssnlls is confirmed by the verses of the Marti Rahasya, one of the limbs of the Durga Saptaiatr.
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Ku~mar.}(;la or Ku~mfu).~ is a well-known yaJqf (a female tree or water spirit)

companion of the twenty-second Jaina Imhafikara. Also called Ku~mfu).<;linl Devl or

Ambika, she apppears identical to the goddess Durga (M. N. P. Tivarl 1981). While it

is commonly thought that the Jaina Ambika is merely an incorporation of the Hindu

goddess of the same name into a subordinate niche of the Jaina pantheon, some scholars

suggest that the Jainas played an important role in grouping certain clusters of deities and

systematizing their mythological development (M. N. P. Tiwari 1987).

Ku~mfu).<;las are also a type of fearsome, semi-divine, inimical spirits, perhaps

disease-causing, in a class with the elementals (bhuta) and ghosts (preta) who form part

of Siva's or the DevI's entourage (ga1J,a).256 Just as Durga is sometimes called

Bhiitanayika (Leader of the Elemental Spirits), the epithet Ku~mfu).<;la DevI, could mean

"Goddess of the Ku~mfu:1<;ta Spirits." The pernicious nature of these beings could be

related to Durga's role in the cause and cure of disease. In this regard, Monier-Williams

(1986 [1899]:298) cites the Harivaf!lSa where the term is the "name of a demon causing

disease. "257

The term ku~milTJ4il is also related to a "womb in gestation" (Monier-Williams

1986 [1899]:298) or to a pregnant woman. This image resonates with the interpretation

found in the popular printed version of the Durgil SaptaSatr by Gita Press (1980:20)

which explains that "within her [Ku~maf.l<;ta DevI's] belly, rests the whole of hot worldly

existence" (tilpayukta sarrzsilrajinke udaramerrz sthita hal). The image also conveyed by

this publication is of the fecund and fertile Mother Goddess, who is herself the round orb

of the Earth, or who is about to give birth to the creation. The notion of a "hot" (~rrza)

"egg" (aTJ4a) recalls the Cosmic or World Egg, the Brahmanda, within which the

manifest creation resides.

2S6One encounters this meaning in the liturgy of the Durga FUjii ritual. See Appendix.

2S7Durgii is referred to as K~mal:lI;la in the Harivarrzia. More remote meanings of the term are "the
name of the verses in the Vajasaneyi S~hitll xx, 14ff., Taittirlya Ara~yaka" (Monier-Williams 1986:298);
"a false conception;" or "a particular religious formula" (Apte 1986 (1957]:590).
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5. Skandamam

Skandamata means "The Mother of Skanda." According to popular mythology,

Skanda is the son of Siva, and the general of Siva's divine army (senapati). Although

mythological accounts vary, he is well known for his conception when Siva, the supreme

ascetic, unable to resist the allure of his wife ParvatI, spilt his semen.258 The name

Skanda means "seed," or "to spill out or ooze." Thus, just as Brahmacarit:lI may refer

to the Dev!'s power to aid the ascetic in the retention of semen, Skandamata may refer

to the Dev!' s irresistible power to cause it to spill. The myth tells how this semen of

Siva, too full of fiery heat (tapas) for ParvatI, was swallowed by Agni, the god of fire,

who himself could not hold it. It was delivered to the Ganga, whose cooling waters were

also unable to retain it, and it was finally ejected onto the earth in a reed forest, where

it developed into the war-god, Skanda. This is why he is known as "Reed Born" (sara

janma).259 A group of South Indian pilgrims visiting DurgajI told me that Skanda, or

Murugan, as he is called in the South, was raised in the reed-forest by six women, the

Krttikas, from which his name Karttikeya (or Kartikeya) is derived. He is said to have

grown six heads to suckle from each of them, resulting in his name ~anmukha (six

faced). The Kfttikas are often identified with the Mat~s, mother goddesses of benevolent

and malevolent natures. 260

Thus Durga as Skandamata, incorporates the myths, characteristics, and identities

of the Maqs, and indirectly, the earth, Ganga, Agni, and ParvatI all of whom served as

maternal vessels for Skanda.

Durga's connection with Skanda is not merely maternal, for the goddess appears

to share certain attributes with him in some myth cycles, or even to have replaced him

2S8See O'Flaherty 1973:32 who extracts these underlying structural elements from several textual
sources of the myth. Versions of the myth are found in the Matsya PurtiIJQ, Chapters 158-60, and the Vayu
Purtil}ii, III.I0.35-48.

259See the Siva PuraTJll 2.4.2.62-4 for a version of this myth. This commonly known version of the
myth seems related to another myth cycle in which Skanda is produced by Agni in sexual play with Svahii.
The term Svahii, used at the end of mantras in fire oblations, is personified/deified as the goddess (Durga
Saptaiatf 4.7).

u.oSee, for instance, the Mahlibhlirata, Vana-parva, 215.16-18.
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in others. Skanda's mythology seems to predate the DevI of the Durga SaptaSatf. I was

told that in the Skanda PurafJa, Skanda was produced from the tejas of Siva or Agni.

Tejas also means "semen." Similarly, Durga was produced from the cumulative emitted

tejas of the gods. She is eventually portrayed as the sakti of all the gods. Durga's martial

role as leader of the divine armies against the demon hordes vies with Skanda's role as

senapati.

The South Indian deity Murukan, with whom Skanda came to be identified,

resembles the Durga who is associated with tribal hill peoples, the huntress Durga, and

the lance-carrying Durga.261 While the myth most widely identified with Durga is her

fight and slaying of the buffalo demon, Mahi~sura, whom she spears which her lance

(sa/a), early accounts (e.g., the Mahabharata 3.221.52ff) attribute the deed to Skanda.

Despite these mythic correlations which seem to fuse Durga and Skanda, in Banaras

Durga is best known as the mother of Skanda through the image cluster of the Durga

Piija celebrations where Skanda (or Kartikeya), known as Kumara (prince), is portrayed

as her handsome son.

6. Katyayani

The origins of the cult of the goddess KatyayanI are mysterious. She is first

mentioned in the Taittiriya .J.ralJyaka X.I.7 along with the goddesses Vairocana, DurgI,

and KanyakumarI. This could explain her association with Durga. KatyayanI is the name

of one of YajiiavaIkya's wives (MaitreyI is the other) in the BrhadaralJyaka Upani$ad.

The HarivarrtSa refers to the worship of a cluster of goddesses which includes KatyayanI,

and interestingly, two of the other Nine Durgas (Le., KaIaratd and Ku~m~cm.262

261A family in Kerala pointed out to me that the South Indian male god, Ayyappan, resembles Durga
in significant ways. Just as Durga is associated with the forest (Vanadurga) and rides a lion or tiger,
Ayyappan emerged from the jungle, riding a tiger. Just as Durgii is a virgin, Ayyappan is strictly celibate
(brahmacdrin). Most importantly, Ayyappan, like a male mirror image of Durga, is renowned for slaying
the female buffalo demoness, Mahi~l.

262The Arylistavas of the Harivamia list Kiilariitn, Nidra, Katyayani, KauSiki, Viriipa, Viriipiik~l,
ViSalak~l, Mahadevl, Kauman, Cat;lcfi, Dak~l, Siva, Kiill, Bhayada, VetaR, Sakunl, YoginI, Bhlitadhatn,
and K~maf.l<fi, goddesses who are later known through their role in Tantric worship (Bhattacharyya
1973:57). Also see Das (1981) for information on the cult of Katyayani.
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Worship of KatyayanI, along with Durga and Ambika, eventually spread widely and even

entered the Buddhist and Jaina pantheons (N. N. Bhattacharyya 1973:42). In the Durga

SaptaSatf, Katyayani is identified with the supreme goddess who slays demons on the

battlefield. 263

Das (1981) mentions that Katyayanis also are malevolent manifestations of the

supreme Devi, created in order to kill demons. He refers to the Oriya Kalika PuralJa,

which relates how the goddess Durga created sixty-four yoginfs and nine crore (nabakotl)

Katyayanls to kill demons on the battlefield.264 Thus the Katyayanls appear associated

with the sixty-four yoginfs and the number nine. This association is reinforced by

evidence from the Causatha YoginI Temple at Hirapur which contains images of sixty

four yoginfs, nine Katyayanis, four Bhairavas, and other figures. The fierce nature of the

Katyayanis is apparent from their iconography in the temple at Hirapur. Their images are

two-armed, associated with a dog and jackal, or two jackals, often standing on a severed

head or skull. The nine Katyayanis parallel the cluster of nine Durgas. The epithet

Katyayani Devi could thus mean "Goddess of the Katyayanls." It could also mean

"Goddess of the Katya tribes."

Pandits told me that there are stories "in the puralJas" which tell how a mass of

tejas emitted by the gods was placed in the hermitage of the sage (muni) Katyayana, who

nourished it. The mass ultimately produced the goddess. The goddess took a concrete

form in the sage's hermitage on the seventh day of the waxing fortnight in the month of

Asvina. She was equipped with weapons on the eighth day, killed Mah~sura on the

263These associations of Katyayani as a war goddess also appear in versions of the Durgti SaptaSatf
myths related in the Vayu, Matsya, Vi~~u, and BrahmalJ4a Purti~as. According to Das (1981), from whom
the following information is derived, the Skanda Purti~a describes a virgin residing in the Vindhya
mountains who killed Mahi~ura. She is portrayed with twelve arms, was born of the energy of the gods,
and is called Katyayani. The Vdmana Purti~ mentions KatyayanI in a detailed description of the battle with
Mahi~, and equates her with Durga. In both the war-goddess and buffalo demon slaying aspects of her
character, Katyayani is identical to Durga. Early inscriptional evidence of the Katyayani cult is found in
the Nagarj~ Hill inscription of the Maukhari chief Ananta Varman which tells of the establishment of
a shrine of the image of ParvatI under the name of Kiityayani. Another inscription at a Brahmanical temple
near Neemuch Railway Station on the Ajmer-Kandhwa Railway line records the construction and
consecration of a Devi Katyayani temple in 491 C.E.

2640ne crore equals ten million.
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ninth, and disappeared on the tenth day. Since she was formed by the muni Katyayana,

she is known as KatyayanI.

Das (1981) relates another mythic account of KatyayanI which is found in the

Ktilikii PurtilJa, where Brahma invokes the Great Goddess (MahadevI) in order to kill

Ravat:la. MahadevI KatyayanI induced both Rama and Ravat:la to engage in battle in

Lanka. She witnessed the battle in disguise for seven days, eventually saved Rama,

Lak~mat:la, and the monkeys, and killed Ravat:la and the demons.

A common use of the term KatyayanI, found in Apte's Sanskrit dictionary (19886

[1957]:555) is to designate an elderly or middle-aged widow dressed in a red stirf. 265

This popular definition is significant when we examine the interpretation offered by

women and described later in this chapter, of the entire set of Nine Durgas.

7. Kalaratri

KalaratrI means "The Night of Darkness," or "The Night of (All-Destroying)

Time. II The epithet, in its first translation, incorporates all associations of the goddess

with Night whose earliest scriptural references are found in the ~g Vedic Rtitrf Sakta.

The second translation links the goddess with KalI, who appears as a wrathful emanation

from the forehead of the great goddess (i.e., Durga) in the Durgti SaptaiatC (7.4-5).

Associated oral versions of the myths of KalI tell how after killing the demons on the

battlefield, she continued on her rampage of destruction which threatened to end the

entire creation.266 In the Nine Durga Pilgrimage in Banaras, KalaratrI DevI is the

goddess KalI of Kalika temple.

The term KalaratrI may refer to the night of a man's death. Alternately it may

refer to a particular night in a man's life (the seventh day of the seventh month of the

seventy-seventh year) after which he is exempt from observing the usual ordinances

265Also see Monier-Williams (1986 [1899]:270).

266Popular lithographs which circulate in Banaras, depict KaIT on such a rampage.
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(Monier-Williams 1986:278).267

The most compelling association of Kalaratd with Durga in Banaras comes from

a myth related by devotees but attributed to the Kasf KhaTJ4a (Chapters 71 and 72). The

DevI sends her messenger, Kalaratd, to ask the demon Durga, who had usurped the

power of the gods, to surrender. The demon Durga tried to seize Kalaratri and add her

to his harem, but she destroyed his attendants with the fire of her breath and returned to

the DevI. The Great Goddess destroyed the demon Durga, assumed his name, and with

her eight energy manifestations, including Kalaratri and others, took up her abode in

Banaras.

8. Mahagauri

Mahagaud is liThe Great White Goddess. II Gaud is normally identified with

ParvatI as the spouse of Siva. As such she is known for performing tremendous

austerities until she gains the favour of Siva and asks that he marry her. 268 In another

well-known pur~c myth Siva once teased ParvatI about her dark complexion. Angered

and hurt, she performed austerities (tapas) and shed her dark skin like a snake does its

sheath (kosa).269 She then emerged white and radiant (gaunj. In the third episode of

the Durga SaptaSatf, when the gods entreat the goddess for her help, the goddess ParvatI

hears their prayers and asks them whom they are praising. At that moment, the

auspicious form of Ambika emerged from the sheath (kosa) of parvatI. Ambika, the text

says, is thus called Kausiki ("She who is born from a Sheath (kosa) "). Parvati turned

black (kr~1JI1) as a result, is thus known as Kalika ("little dark oneil) and returned to her

abode in the Himalayas (5.37-41). This would imply that Kausild is white (gaurf).

Kausiki (Ambika) is identified with Durga later in the text (5.66). Kausiki is perhaps also

related to the Kausika tribe.

267Jn the Kalhasaritsagara (XX. 104), it is the name of a briihma~a woman skilled in magic.

268An account of Parvat'i's austerities is found in the Siva PuraT}a, Rudra-sa~ta 3.23.19-34.

269A textual version is found in the Siva PuraT}a, Vayavlya-sa~ta 25.1-48.
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8. Maiigala GaurI:

3. Saubhagya GaurI:

9. MahaI~mI Gaud:

6. Lalita GaurI:
7. BhavanI GaurI:

4. SJ;"iigara GaurI:
5. VisaIak~I GaurI:

The epithet Mahagaud could be used to refer to the DevI who is the summation

of the city's Gauds. The names, numbers, and locations of these Gauds are not so well

defined. Some references are found in the KtiSr Kha1J4a (100.68-72) and KrtYa

Kalpataru, rrnha Vivecana Kha1J4a (125-127). The following list derives from

newspaper clippings in the Banaras daily Aj provided during the spring Navaratra of

1991, when the Nine GaurI Pilgrimage (navagaurf yatra) is prescribed. Despite such

publicity, the Nine GaurI Pilgrimage is performed by only a few hundred worshippers

(mainly women), in comparision to the Nine Durga Pilgrimage which is performed by

thousands even during the spring (vasanta) Navaratra in the month of Caitra

(MarchiApril). It should be mentioned, however, that the Nine GaurI Pilgrimage is also

performed by some devotees every month on the first nine days of the bright fortnight

or on the third day of the bright fortnight (trtfya sukla p~a), especially during the

months of Sravat:ta (JulylAugust) and Caitra (MarchIApril). The GaurIs are:

1. MukhanirmaIika Gaud: ("The Pure Faced") located near Gaya Gha~.

2. Jye~~a GaurI: ("The Eldest") located west of Jye~~esvara. {At Bhuta
Bhairava, House Number 63/24. See KtiSr Kha1J4a 63.14}.
("The Auspicious One") located in Adi Visvesvara temple
enclosure.
("The Adorned") in Visvanatha Temple.
("The Wide-Eyed") in VisaI~I temple near Dharmesvara
at MIr Gha~. {See KtiSr Kha1J4a 70.13-14; 79.77}
("The Amorous") near Lalita Gha~.

("Wife of Bhava") at the Rama temple besides the
Annapuft:J.a temple.
("The Auspicious") at Rama Gha~ in House Number K
24/34. {KliSr Kha1J4a 49.86-88}.
("Great Fortune") at Lak~mI Kut:t<;l. {At Misir Pokhara. See
KtiSr Kha1J4a, 70.65-67}.

If MahagaurI (Annapurt:ta DevI of Banaras) is the amalgamation of all of

Banaras's GaurIs, she is subsumed into the Great Goddess Durga as one of her nine

aspects. However, a few temple priests at various GaurI temples told me that the Nine

GaurIs are the mothers of the Nine Durgas. This interpretation draws on notions of GaurI
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as the wife of Siva, and Durga as a young virgin girl.270

9. Siddhidatri

"She who Bestows Attainments." The term siddhi is often used in the context of

spiritual practice (slidhana) where the aspirant (slidhaka) strives to attain supernormal

powers or material success. The Durgii SaptaSatr (13.5-17) recounts the well-known

experiences of king Suratha and the merchant Samadhi, who propitiate the goddess after

three years of steadfast, austere worship. She grants them boons which characterize the

nature of the siddhis which may be obtained. Suratha chooses worldly power in order to

regain his kingdom, to overthrow his enemies, and to establish a kingdom which would

endure in future lifetimes. The merchant, who is referred to as wise (prajiili), chooses

knowledge (jiilina) which would destroy attachment to selfish (mama ill) and self-centered

(aham ill) notions. The goddess grants him this knowledge which she says leads to

spiritual perfection (swrzsiddhz). So the text supports (or informs) the popular

understanding that the DevI grants material attainments as well as spiritual ones, the

ultimate spiritual gift being release (mukti) from bondage to worldly existence.271

The worldly boon-granting aspects of SiddhidatrI Dev! link her with ~mI,

while the knowledge-granting dimensions connect her to SarasvatI and the Mahavidyas

(Great Knowledges). A devotee's decision to choose a worldly boon is considered quite

acceptable. Although it indicates entanglement in illusion, that predicament is part of the

play of the goddess as Mahamaya (Great Illusion). The same divine power which

ensnares the individual in the worldly round of rebirths can also bestow liberation from

it.

2'1ONote Roussel's characterization of Durga as the daughter of Siva, mentioned in the Introduction.

27IThis is supported by the commentary in the popular Gita Press edition ofthe Durga SaptaSatf(1980:
20), which says that the supreme attainment (siddhi) bestowed by the goddess is liberation (molqa) of the
individual soul from the cycle of rebirths.
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Interpretive Schemes for the Entire Set of Nine Durgas

Although the Nine Durgas incorporate many of the most common aspects of the

divinity known as Durga, such as the granting of boons, and although the individual

goddesses and their epithets are clearly associated with Durga, the set seems to lack

coherence and thus comprehensiveness. For instance, rather rare epithets such as

Ku~m3.Q<;la and CandraghaQ.~ are placed together with more common ones such as

SailaputrI and Mahagauri If Candraghama refers to the bell which Durga carries, why

are other weapons with which she is more frequently associated (e.g., the trident or

sword) not mentioned. Virtually none of the people (mostly men) with whom I spoke

were able to provide an answer. Most were satisfied that the set of epithets were grouped

in the verses of the "Durgli SaptaSatr," and that there was some identifable link between

each epithet and Durga. However, when I pressed for an explanation, some of the more

philosophically oriented male devotees attempted interpretations of the entire set. Their

efforts were related to the "manifestations of Pralqti" metaphysical scheme, in which

each Durga represented the quality of one of the elements (tattva) through which PralqtI

manifests. No one was able to give me a complete interpretation for each of the nine

epithets, although I found such an interpretive scheme in the Durgli Kalpataru, a booklet

on aspects of Durga worship published for serious, but non-specialist devotees. The

second interpretive scheme is my composite of what was volunteered by some women

devotees. While I find the male, tattva-oriented scheme somewhat contrived, I find the

women's interpretation particularly comprehensive, consistent, and illuminating.

A. Durga Kalpataru

One attempt at interpreting the entire cluster systematically is found in the Durgli

Kalpataru (1984:39-40), a popular compendium of lore about Durga written in Hindi

(and some Sanskrit). It interprets the Nine Durgas as the principle within various

elements (tattva), both gross and subtle, which constitute the material creation.

According to the Durgli Kalpataru, when the goddess is conceived of as the
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symbol of manifest creation or nature (prakrtl), she is said to be the active principle

(kriyatmaka) in the earth element (Prthivf bhilta). This is SailapUtrl who has emerged in

the form of, and from matter (1984:39). Since water is the prime substrate of semen (and

incidentally blood, which is understood to be another form of semen), Brahmacaril).l

represents the active principle within the water element (jala bhilta) within creation. By

keeping water in its form of ice/snow, she controls the flow of the water (semen, blood)

element (1984:39). Since the moon takes its light from the sun, it does not have its own

fire. Nevertheless, it has a secret and invisible fire, called ghOlJ[a. This fire has the

power to cause division or separation. Thus CandraghaJ:1ra is the active principle within

the fire element (agni bhuta) of nature (1984:39). Ku~mat:t~a means "possessed of

motion." It thus identifies the goddess with the active principle of the air element (vayu

bhilta). Ku~m~~, the text suggests, means "movable egg (OlJ4a) , " the motion of which

creates wind (1984:39).

Skandamata is the symbol of the insubstantial element of nature, the ether (liktiSa),

since she is located centrally in the fifth place among the nine Durgas. Her maternal

nature casts her as the seed (bfja), or primordial atom (bindu) of all creation, of all the

elements. Thus the four gross elements (bhilta) of earth, water, fire, and wind are on one

side of her, and the four subtle elements of heart or mind (manas), intellect (buddhz),

consciousness (cit), and ego (ahaiiklira) are on the other. She engenders darkness or

opaqueness (anliktiSajanimi) and when active she is called Skandamata JanimI. She is the

active principle through which all elements are created, and thus although she is the

active part of nature, as Skandamata, she herself has no elements. Thus she is called

Jagaddhatrl (Supporter of the World) (1984:39).

It is the heart or mind (manas) that drives the whole world, says the text. This

manas is the main reason for birth and rebirth. The power that acts to protect the world

is KatyayanI. She is the active principle in the element of manas (1984:39). The night,

which is empty, which is darkness and blackness, is the vehicle of death. That principle

lives in the body as intellect (buddhi). The creation and recognition of time (/aila) is

performed by the buddhi, which has the power to decide and discriminate. Kalaratrl is
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the active principle in the element of intellect (buddhi) and in the activity of time, whose

nature is a form of ignorance (avidya) called KalaratrI (1984:39). Mahagaurl gives

knowledge of the world. She is the active principle in the element of consciousness (cit)

(1984:40).

According to the Durga Kalpataru, human beings construct reality through the

ego, and it is through this that they experience the world. SiddhidatrI is the active

principle in the subtle element of the ego (ahaflkara). The ahaflkara is that element in

a being which fashions a sense of the individual self (jfvatman) as well as the larger, all

encompassing self (parabrahman) (1984:40). These nine forms of Durga says the text,

are apara forms. The other forms of the goddess are para forms (rapa). Para involves

the realm of understanding or knowledge, and it has ten categories. These ten categories

include five active (wind elements) and five feeling (knowledge senses) elements. They

emerge from the forms of the goddess known as the "ten great knowledges" (daSa

mahlividyli) .

Thus the Durga Kalpataru formulates a comprehensive interpretation of the group

of Nine Durgas within the framework of a Sakta metaphysics, by linking them with the

inner and outer elements in creation and then connects them to the set of goddesses

known as the Ten Great Knowledges. The first four forms of the Nine Durgas,

SailaputrI, Brahmacarit:l!, Candraghat:lta, and Ku~mat:lc;la, represent the active principle

(kriyatmaka) within the four gross elements (tattva) of Pralqti's manifestation, namely,

earth, water, fire, and air. These four elements fuse or merge into the fifth, insubstantial,

etheric element designated as space (aktiSa), represented by Skandamatii. The text implies

that she is the unmanifest, transcendent Pralqti, who is the seed (bfja) or mother (mata)

of all creation. The remaining four forms of the Nine Durg~J Katyayan'i, KalariitrI,

Mahagaur'i, and SiddhidatrI represent the active principle within the inner elements of

human consciousness. These are mind, intellect, consciousness, and ego, respectively.

The Nine Durgas consitute lesser or immanent (apara) forms of the Dev!. There are ten

supreme or transcendent (para) forms, which are categorized as the Great Knowledges

(mahavidya) .
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B. Women's Interpretation

One of the most intriguing and persuasive interpretations of the set of Nine

Durgas came from two completely different sources both of whom were women. One

was a highly educated brtihmafJa woman, a professor who resides in Lucknow. When she

heard that I was researching Durga worship, she stated that she was a devout worshipper

of the goddess. She quickly enunciated the verses from the Devr Kavaca which

sequentially enumerate the epithets of the Nine Durgas. She simply stated quite

exuberantly and as if it were fairly obvious, that the Durgas represented the stages of

womanhood and volunteered a few illustrative points. "Ah, Sailaputrl, the new-born baby

girl; Brahmacarit:JI, ... ; Ku~m~<:la, the pregnant woman and KatyayanI is the mature

woman; ... and SiddhidatrI, the spiritually realized woman." The interpretation was

puzzling and did not mentally register in any meaningful way. I was, like my male

informants, thinking about the set through translations of the epithets or in terms of

philosophical symbolism. I was not able to continue my discussion with her due to her

busy schedule and subsequent departure. Quite fortunately, a month later, I encountered

a similar explanation from a Banarasi woman from a low ranked caste who said, in

effect, "these nine Durgas are our life, women's life" (ye navadurga hamarf zindagr

hai'!l, aurate'!l kf zindagt). When reflecting on this statement in tandem with the

professor's comments, I suddenly found the interpretation startling, and surprisingly

revealing, as will be shown below. Later, when I suggested this interpretation to other

women (who did not have their own interpretive scheme for the set), they agreed

immediately, saying it made a lot of sense. Men dismissed the interpretation with a quick

uninterested acknowledgment and affirmation (much as I initially had), but went on to

discuss the myths and meanings behind select epithets with which they were familiar.

In this women's interpretation which follows, one finds a strand of religious

meanings of notable significance in our understanding of the symbol system which is

Durga. It illustrates rather classically, how a body of religious meanings which circulates

essentially orally among women of different class and educational backgrounds is

essentially unknown (or ignored) by the male, primarily written, tradition. It is a body

of meanings which no doubt influences the way women think about Durga, and how they
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worship her. It reveals something about how women think of themselves and their path

in life.

In the women's interpretation, Sailaputn represents the new-born woman. She is,

like Parvati, fresh and pure as the mountain snows. A daughter (putn) born from stone

(silti), she is a symbol of the mountain and of the earth. BrahmacariQ,I is the young girl

child. She moves (ci2rya) in the purity of Brahman. She is a virgin. CandraghaQ,ta is the

girl who has reached puberty and has begun menstruation. The term gh01Jra, which

means bell, also signifies a period of time (in Hindi, it means "time," "hour," or

"period"). Thus, like the other common synonymous name for a woman, Sasikala,

Candraghat:lta can mean, "She who has the Periods (cycles, phases, digits) of the

Moon. lIm Candraghama is the girl/woman who experiences a menstrual cycle and is

capable of reproduction. It begins her association with blood.

Ku~maQ,<:la is the ovulating, fertilized, and pregnant woman. Large-bellied, round

like a pumpkin gourd, she holds the egg (GlJ4a) and the seed (bfia) from which the whole

creation will emerge. She nourishes this creation which grows within her. Skandamata

is the woman who has given birth, the woman who suckles her young. She is the young

mother. KatyayanI is the middle-aged widow. Although older, she is not old, and still

cares for her young as a lioness does her cubs. Without a spouse, she is nevertheless,

capable, strong, and independent.

KaIaratri is the woman whose life-creating capacities are coming to an end. She

is a woman in menopause experiencing the dark night (or death) of her life-producing

and life-sustaining powers. It is the ending of her association with blood. Her offspring

are grown up, and she will no longer need to nourish or provide for them. Mahagaurl

is the post-menopausal woman who has returned to the state of purity of the pre

menstural virgin (gaun). In this sense, she is the Great Pure One (mahtigaurf). She is a

woman who has shed the dark cloak of karmic entanglements. She is no longer capable

of producing life, the vehicle of karmic rebirth. She is now able to engage in ascetic and

mIn the Dev(BhlIgavata Purii~la III.17ff, Sasikala is princess who upon reaching puberty was anxious
to marry the prince Sudarsana. Both are aided by Durga in succeeding in their desires.
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other spiritual pursuits such as pilgrimage, without the periodic "pollutions" caused by

menstruation. Siddhidatri is the woman who has achieved spiritual perfection. Quite

significantly, this state is not defined in terms of personal attainment. Rather (perhaps

appropriately within the culture's portrayal of the character of women), it describes this

state as one in which the woman is capable of bestowing attainments to others. In this

sense, the perfected woman embodies the qualities of the Supreme DevI herself, with

whom she has fully merged.

This interpretive scheme for the Nine Durgas is extremely helpful for it provides

a coherence and comprehensiveness not found elsewhere. It helps to elucidate not only

the meanings of certain epithets (such as Candragh~~) but accounts for the importance

of the proper sequence in the enumeration of the Durgas. The special relationship

between the Nine Durgas and womanhood may explain why more women than men

engage in the Nine Durga Pilgrimage, although the pilgrimage is performed by both

sexes.

The interpretation finds support in another context. During each of the nine days

of both Navaratras the Durga of Durga Kut:l9 temple is dressed in a different coloured

sarro The eldest temple priest dresses the Durgas as follows: Sailaputri and Brahmacarit:lI

wear saffron yellow; Candraghal}~a wears light pink or red; Ku~mat:l9a, Skandamata,

KatyayanI, and KaIaratrI wear red. Mahagaurl wears saffron yellow, and Siddhidatri may

wear any colour (even a multi-coloured san), but it must be silk. When asked what the

reason was for these colour choices, he offered no explanation other than that it was

tradition. However, according to the 10 stages of womanhood" interpretive scheme the sari

colours are quite appropriate. Saffron is appropriate for the pre-menstrual and post

menopausal forms of the DevI, since it is the colour of purity (Sailaputn), continence and

celibacy (Brahmacarit:lI), and ascetic renunciation (Mahagauri). The pink or red san of

Candraghat:l~ indicates the inception of (or fuller) association with blood. This blood

association, symbolized by the red stirf, representative of the menstrual flow of women

capable of engendering life, nourishing it (milk is thought to be produced from blood),

and of the life-blood which must be spilled in sustaining the lives they have engendered,

continues in the fecund (Ku~m~Qa), nurturing (Skandamata), protecting (KatyayanI), and
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destroying (KalaratrI) stages of womanhood. Siddhidatd, encompassing all stages, even

transcending them, is not restricted by the colour of her sari. Rather, it is the quality of

the material (silk) which symbolizes the higher state of attainment.

A final support I offer for this interpretive scheme comes from exemplary Durga

worshipping women, aspects of whose lives appear to parallel part of this schema. The

lives of RanI BhavanI and her daughter, Tara SundarI, immediately come to mind. Both

were widowed early (like Katyayanl) but continued to live independently. They did not

remarry. Their lives were characterized by austerity and prayer (especially in the case

of Tara Sundar!). RanI BhavanI certainly exemplified the ideals of pious generosity and

material giving (dana), virtues which resemble the image of Durga as Siddhidatd, the

giver of material boons. One might suggest that lara SundarI, through the claims made

about the benefits of prayer at her burial place (samlidhi) which some devotees refer to

as a seat of attainment (siddhapi(ha), exemplifies spiritual giving. In this respect she

resembles Durga Siddhidatd in her aspect as the giver of spiritual boons. Both mother

and daughter have come to be identified with the DevI herself: Tara Sundar! as the

goddess Tara or KalI, and RanI BhavanI as Durga through her epithets of Lokamata and

Dasapraharadhari1).I.

What is notable in the set of the Nine Durgas is the relative absence of male

spousal associations. Thus although the goddess is not exclusively portrayed as a virgin

or a widow, her fecund and maternal forms are not linked in any obvious manner to a

male deity, such as Siva. Durga, through the symbolism of the Nine Durgas, represents

a conception of strong, independent womanhood. A woman's life, in this conception, is

fully realized both through worldly (e.g., maternal) and spiritual achievements which are

not played off against each other. The "Durga Woman" need not forfeit children or

endure celibacy in a renunciation of the world in order to obtain the fullest realization.

Nor does she need to depend on a spouse for support and social acceptance at any stage

in life, including when widowed. Although married life is not overtly discarded in this

depiction, the path more obviously portrays independent womanhood progressing through

the stages of daughter, virgin, single mother, widow, yoginf, and goddess incarnate.
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Comparison with the Nine Gauris

This extremely productive line of interpretation made me immediately examine

other sets of goddesses. The most obvious similar set is the Nine Gauns of Banaras, who

are also the object of a pilgrimage, normally prescribed during the spring Navaratra.

Significantly, this set seems to portray the stages of womanhood as well, but here, the

male spousal affiliation is highly significant. Although I cannot make a strong supporting

case for the following interpretation, since it did not occur to me while I was in India,

I saw only women engaged in the Nine Gaun Pilgrimage, suggesting that the Gauns are

worshipped for reasons which pertain only to women (such as marriage). Women did

state that they worshipped Gaun for themselves or their dauthters. Indeed mythologically,

Gaun (parvafi) performed austerities in order to obtain Siva as a spouse.

Mukhanirmalika Gaun is the pure-faced daughter, flawless in complexion and

features, probably highly suitable for marriage. Jye~tha means the eldest, and could

represent the eldest daughter, the first to be married. Of the four stages of life

(caturasrama) in the Hindu tradition, the second stage, that of the married householder

(grhastha) is often considered the most excellent (jye~rha Mrama).273 Saubhagya is the

fortunate condition of finding the ideal husband or an auspicious state of wifehood

(saubhtigyavat) which is in direct contrast to widowhood. Saubhagya Gaun could

represent the woman who has found her ideal marital match. S~gara means adornment,

and is also the sentiment of erotic love. S~gara Gaun could represent woman in the

stage of discovering and fulfilling erotic passions after marriage. VisaI~I means wide

eyed (or deer-eyed) and refers to a classic feature of womanly beauty. Perhaps ViSaI~I

Gaun (like Kamak~I DevI) represents the beauty of a married woman (i.e., a woman

whose eyes reveal that she has known erotic love (klima». Lalita runs the gamut in

meaning from soft charm to wanton amourousness. Lalita Gaun could represent the

273Jye~~ha does represent the first or seniormost wife of a man with many wives according to the
Strrdharmapaddhati, an eighteenth century manual on orthodox religious law for women. The eldest wife
(jye~!ha) is accorded many privileges commensurate with her position in the family. However, a negative
dimension may accompany her status if a man chooses another wife, for the first may be seen as lacking
in some important trait, such as fertility or sexual attractiveness (Leslie 1991:123-124).
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sexual attractiveness of a married woman and the delight of the marital state. BhavanI

is the wife of Bhava (i.e., Siva), which means "Being" or well-being. This is a clear

marital association. BhavanI Gaun could represent woman in a well-established marital

relationship, the provider of prosperity and well-being to her husband and family.

Maiigala, too, has connotations of prosperity and auspiciousness, perhaps representing

the maturation and intensification of these qualities in the married woman. The cluster

ends with MahaJ.~mlGaun, the goddess who embodies the perfection of these womanly

qualities. The woman culminates her path through life by being fully merged with divine

prosperity and auspiciousness.

It is noteworthy that maternal aspects of womanhood are not obvious or even

apparent in this set. The vision of womanhood portrayed through the Gauns, such as

marriageable daughter, beautiful and sexually attractive wife, and bringer of well-being

and prosperity to the home, tempts the suggestion that it was created from a male

perspective. This imagery contrasts with the picture of womanhood in the Nine Durga

symbolism, which one could suggest emerges from a female perspective. However, since

it is exclusively women who engage in the pilgrimage to the Gauns, it suggests an

acceptance (if not a creation) of that vision of womanhood, by women. In a similar vein,

men engage in the Nine Durga pilgrimage, although they do not share the same

interpretive framework as women. In this latter regard, the Durgas function more

comprehensively as a system of symbols which are meaningful to both men and women.

My observations revealed that it is mainly women who pray to the Gauns,

probably in order to secure the beauty and purity necessary to attain and retain a happy

marriage. However, the Durgas are meaningful to both men and women. For women,

the Durgas represent beauty, but, more obviously, purity (as virgin and post-menopausal

woman) and independent maternal strength. The Durgas function as particularly

meaningful models (although more often as sources of solace and strength) for women,

who through circumstance are forced to be independent. Consider the case of women
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such as Shanti Devi, the boatman's daughter, who was orphaned young. 274 Married at

the age of eight to a forty year old man who was mostly away, Shanti had two children

by the time she was sixteen. Her husband drank and gambled so Shanti was essentially

alone even during the ten years that he was "at home" with her. He died when she was

twenty-eight leaving her widowed and entrusted with the care of her two sons. Although

her case may appear extreme, it is not very unusual for Hindu women to have to cope

with life essentially alone. It is especially true of women whose husbands are away in

dangerous situations for long periods of time, working, for example, as fishermen or

soldiers. 275 The combination of danger in the occupation of the males, and the

aloneness experienced by the females, may be contributing factors in understanding why

Durga is worshipped by such groupS.276 Durga is an ideal model of independence and

marital fidelity for women, as well as a source of protective strength for their

spouses. 277

In the mythological parallel, Siva, in his persona as the night-crawling, hemp

consuming male, when designated as the husband of Durga is an appropriate choice for

he does not compromise the DevI's independence. In his absence, his austerity, or his

intoxication, she is left to take care of things on her own.

For a young girl (perhaps not "the eldest" daughter) awaiting a husband, or

awaiting the consumation of her marriage and her husband's companionship after an early

betrothal, Durga offers a model of chastity and fidelity. Similarly Durga is a model of

virtue and strength, and of loyalty to her children in the absence of a husband. In this

274Some pertinent aspects of Shanti Devi's life are included in an interview which is partially
transcribed in the Introduction.

27SOstor points out how members of the fishermen (Jele) caste claim a special relationship with Durga
(1980:34).

276It is also quite common for wives to be left in their home villages for weeks or months at a time
while their husbands try to earn a living in cities such as Banaras.

277In many respects, tradition holds that the wife's chastity is the source of her husband's strength. "The
chaste wife's meritorious devotion generates power which can help her husband triumph on the battlefield
or against the forces of nature, save her husband from the grasp of the God of Death, or even stay the sun
in its celestial orbit" (Jacobson 1978:96).
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regard, Durga is also meaningful to males in a patriarchical society. Fathers wish that

their daughters will grow up chaste and remain virginal until after their marriage. As

pure jewels they are likely to attract wealthy/powerful suitors leading to status-enhancing

alliances. Husbands, while they are away, wish that their wives will be chaste and

capable of raising their children (especially sons) independently. If a man dies, he hopes

that his wife will remain faithful to his memory, not remarry, and raise his children

(especially his sons) competently. Sons certainly wish this special care from their

mothers. While men do not interpret the Nine Durgas as the detailed stages of

womanhood, they do equate Durga with the virginal daughter, the understanding wife,

and the protective mother.

The Nine Durga Pilgrimage is different from pilgrimages to remote, inaccessible

places. It is even different from the type of pilgrimage described earlier in this chapter,

in order to perform a devotional pledge of service. Pilgrims in the Nine Durga

Pilgrimage do not go immediately from one temple to another in a continuous circuit but

visit a different temple each day. They go alone, or in small groups, for short distances,

and return to their homes every day between visits to each of the nine temples. As a

result, there is not, in any marked manner, the communitas which characterizes pilgrim

groups which travel together for long periods of time, a classic example of which is

given by Irawati Karve (1962). Karve's description of a pilgrimage to the shrine of

Vithoba Bhave at Pandharpur is used by Turner to illustrate normative communitas,

where "distinctions of caste are ... maintained during the pilgrimage journey"

(1973: 194,195,219-221).

Perhaps the Nine Durga Pilgrimage exhibits a form of the communitas which

marks the experience of pilgrims at certain pilgrimage destinations. A good example of

such communitas is given by Ann Gold (1988) who travelled with pilgrims from a

Rajasthani village to the ocean at Puri. Gold, referring to Turner, comments how "during

their extended frolic in the waves our pilgrim company did appear to enjoy 'joyful ludic

communitas' (Turner 1978:37)" (1988:282). The thick crowds within each of the nine

Durga temples make the experience of darsana at the garbhagrha a potentially dangerous
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experience. At times one can barely breathe amid the crush of human bodies, and

pilgrims who are caught in such a "sea of humanity" do have pained looks on their faces.

There is certainly a dissolution of caste distinctions during such close physical contact,

but provisions are taken to maintain some forms of separation.278 In the large temples,

such as DurgajI, a wooden barrier keeps men and women separated, a preventative

measure against undesirable physical contact between the sexes.

I must admit that I found the press of the crowds physically painful, and

disturbing, which I attribute, perhaps inappropriately, to my "western sense" of physical

space. When observing the dynamics of the crowd from an uncrowded vantage point, I

noticed that the men were far more controlled, even stiff when compared to the women,

in their approach to darsana. The men formed orderly lines which only dissolved into

a surging crowd in front of the garbhg,:"ha. The women's side appeared to throb with life.

From the moment they entered the temple, the women struck me as being more relaxed

and more at home with the process of worship. They jumped and rang the temple bells

with glee. They surged at the inner sanctum with so much vigour that visible waves

formed within the mass of their bodies in the porch. After taking darsana, and breaking

out of the crowd, almost every one of the hundreds that I observed, broke out into wide

grins, indicating that they had clearly enjoyed the experience. Communitas, in which the

terms "joyful" and "ludic" are quite appropriate, is clearly applicable to this aspect of

the Nine Durga Pilgrimage.

Leaving Turner's categories, and turning to some other general studies of Hindu

pilgrimage, we note A. BharatI's comment on the importance of movement in pilgrimage

(1981:5-6). The word yatra derives from the Sanskrit root ya, "to go. " There is certainly

considerable movement by pilgrims who perform the Nine Durga Pilgrimage, and in this

sense it has the characteristic elements of ordeal and motion. Similarly, Diana Eck has

elaborated on the central notion of the salvific potency of a place of pilgrimage (1981).

Such places are often called tirthas, literally "fords" or "crossing places" which allow

218Such crowding does keep many worshippers, from both high and low classes, from engaging in the
pilgrimage.
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one to cross safely from the unsatisfactory condition of life in this world to the far shore

of salvation. In some measure this is true of the Nine Durga Pilgrimage, for pilgrims are

definitely seeking a change in their lives. However the Nine Durga sites are not referred

to as trnhas. They are more often referred to as siddhapqhas, seats of supernormal

attainments.

The sites of the Nine Durgas are indeed important. However, in addition to Eck's

observations about trrthas, these sites are places of power, not merely salvation. The

power of a goddess site derives from the presence of the DevI, although the attainments

of others at such a site enhances its reputation. Pilgrims and regular worshippers spoke

with unequivocal certainty about the power of the DevI at each of these sites, particularly

DurgajI. The KMr Kha1J4,a of the Skanda Purli1Ja tells how Durga and her eight saktis

came to reside in Banaras, to protect the city and its inhabitants. The Nine Durgas are

located somewhat like protectors at the extremities and centre of the sacred precincts of

Banaras (KtiSrma1J4,ala). Sailaputri Dev! is at the extreme north of the city by the banks

of the Varana river, Durgaj! to the south by the As! river, Skandamata to the far west,

and most of the others close to the centre not far from the river Ganga to the east.

However, the Nine Durga Pilgrimage is generally not performed by worshippers for the

protection of the city, but for the protection of its citizens. Although the pilgrimage may

be done in fulfillment of a devotional pledge (manauti), it is more often performed as a

vowed devotional observance (vrata). Such a vrata is taken by both men and women of

Banaras to request the special protective powers of the Durgas fOJothemselves or their

dependentso Women like Shanti Devi may ask the Durgas for the strength to support their

sons, and for their sons to find good wives. Men might seek special powers for

themselves, success in job competitions, protection in a dangerous undertaking, or

suitable marriages for their daughters, along with the status-enhancing alliances which

such marriages bring.

If the comprehensive understanding of the Nine Durg~is as the stages of

womanhood functions at some subconscious level in the minds of female pilgrims, they

perhaps see these Durgas as models to emulate in the face of adversity. Males, whose
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viewpoint in this context may be characterized as more abstract and philosophical, might

see the Dev!'s power accruing to them in the form of physical, mental, or spiritual

prowess. To males, the Dev! embodies the cosmos, which is embued with power in its

constituent elements and in the elements of human consciousness. In one application of

Geertz's terms, the Nine Durgas function for men as a "model of' the cosmos, whose

manifest form and animating energy constitutes a power which affords them protection

against any adversity. The same set of Nine Durgas, simultaneously serve as a "model

for" women's actual lives.

V. Group Recitation of the Durga Sapatasati

The close relationship between the recitation of the Durgii SaptaSatf and the

worship of the Dev! is spoken about by the goddess herself in the twelfth chapter of the

text. The Dev! tells devotees that those who proclaim (kfrtayi~anti, ucciiryam) or recite

(pa[hyate) the text will be freed from misfortune (12.2-9). It is particularly beneficial if

the recitation be heard (sro~antl) by others (12.3). It is to be recited properly (samyac)

by those who are mentally composed (samahita), and listened to with devotion (bhakti)

(12.6). It could be recited on the eighth, ninth, or fourteenth day of the lunar fortnight

with particular benefit (12.3). The Dev! has special regard for recitation during the

sacrificial offerings (balipradana) , the performance of worship (pujii) , the fire rite

(agnikarya) , and the great festival (mahotsava) (12.9). She is especially endeared to

sacrificial worship (balipuja) and the fire oblations (vahnihoma) (12.10). The devotee

who hears her glorification during the great worship ritual (mahiipuja) in autumn

(saratkale) will certainly receive benefits through her blessings (prasiida) (12.11-12).

Furthermore, if her glorification (miihiitmya) is properly recited in her sanctuary

(ayatana) , the DevI promises never to leave that place, and to establish her presence

there (12.8).

This prescription is succinct and authoritative. It coincides with accounts from

devotees explaining why they recite the Durga SaptaSatf (DevrMiihiitmya) out loud, why

they organize recitations which are broadcast for all to hear, and why qualified
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individuals (e.g., brlihmalJas) are commissioned to recite the text (see Figure 11). It is

difficult to determine whether the Durga SaptaSati verses cited above are the source of

current worship practices, or whether they reflect DevI worship practices which were

prevalent at the time of its composition. At present, the text enjoys a tremendously

important place in Durga worship. This is evidence of its enduring influence in shaping

and sanctioning contemporary DevI worship practices. The influence of the prescriptions

of the text may explain why recitations are more frequent during the Navaratras,

especially Asvina, particularly during the latter days of the fortnight. It also may explain

why recitations are performed in temples, which are permanent abodes of the DevI, or

in temporary shrines set up for the purpose. In the latter locations, the individual, group,

or community erects an impermanent sanctuary (palJ4al, malJ4apa) to establish the

goddess's presence permanently in the home, the precincts, or the neighbourhood. The

close association of the fire oblation ritual (homa) with the recitation is also mentioned

and sanctioned by the text.

Unlike the community Durga Piijas where temporary altars (palJ4al) are erected

and where clay images of Durga and other attending deities are worshipped, a few

groups in Banaras set up a pavilion (ma¢apa) as a sanctuary (ayatana) in which goddess

worship consists primarily of recitation of the Durgli SaptaSati and fire oblations. The

structure and layout of the pavilion is of interest, since the impression conveyed is

reminiscent of Vedic rituals which centered on textual recitation and offerings into the

fire. 279

The malJ4apa is a square pavilion with a thatched or tented roof set atop bamboo

poles. It is decorated with flags and has altars to various deites, such as the nine planets

(navagraha), in specific locations within it. One or more fire pits (havan kulJ4a) may be

set up within the malJ4apa. Typically, one hundred or one thousand recitations may be

made by brlihmalJas and the number of oblations (avahutz) into the fire are one tenth that

number.

Acarya Purusottama Panditji, the ritual specialist (karmaklilJ4i) who oversaw the

279Soo, for instance, Fritz Staal's (1983) detailed account of the Vedic fire ritual.
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"One Hundred Recitations of the Durga SaptaSatr' (Sat Cat:t<;lI Pa~ha) organized by the

Ma Mahi~suramardinIPiija Sammiti, in 1991, provided me with many details on this

kind of worship. He referred to the ritual as a sacrificial rite (yajfia) and as an

assemblage of activities concerning the relationship between the individual and the

supreme self (lidhylitmika sarrzsthlina). The ritual was directed to the goddess Ma

Mahi~asuramardinI(an epithet of Durga), located near Lolarka KU1)<;la. "Although it is

a small temple, it is a powerful one," I was told. "The image (Mother who is Crusher

of the Buffalo Demon) arose spontaneously and was visited by a snake daily. The image

changes three times a day. It is different in the morning, at noon, and at night." Such

visible transformations in DevI images are not at all uncommon. Sometimes a goddess,

fresh and youthful at dawn, grows old as the day proceeds and she takes on the burdens

of her devotees. At other times she may be seen to smile or cry. More than just

possessing the human qualities suggested by these views, the DevI, like the cyclical

cosmos, or the earth's annual cycle, keeps renewing herself daily.

This community's recitation cost forty-five thousand rupees (an inexpensive fee,

I was told by the brlihmalJas). It is noteworthy that it was performed, not just for the

community, but for the well being of the whole world (viSva kalylilJa). Ten brlihmalJas

were commissioned to chant the text twice daily for five days. Although the ritual

centered on the text recitation and the fire oblations, it was also the gathering place for

other cultural performances. Religious songs (bhajana), preaching from scriptures, and

classical music were among the scheduled activities. In this respect, this type of

community worship parallels the public Durga Piija rituals which also take place at the

same time. The worship is not influenced by the Bengali style, since no elaborate images

(mQrti) are used. Also, rather than the single priest commissioned in the Durga Piija

ritual, here more brlihrna1Jas are employed. In another location in the city, one hundred

brlihmalJas were performing a thousand recitations of the text, and I was told that in

January, 1992, in the city of Patna, two thousand two hundred brlihmalJas would chant

for twenty-seven days to perform one hundred thousand recitations. When I asked why

the month of January was chosen instead of the spring or autumn Navaratra, for such a
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large recitation, I was told that Ma could be propitiated at any time she was needed. She

was available at any time of the year. The A.svina and Caitra Navaratra are merely

special times for the worship of Durga.28o

The pavilion built for such recitations is square, and in the centre of it is a fire

pit (See Diagram 5). My subsequent description of the pavilion and the form of worship

is primarily derived from discussions with A.carya Puru~ottama Panditj'i, who oversaw

the ritual. According to the A.carya, the fire pit (havan ku1J4a) is not a yoni ku1J4a, but

has a yoni located atop it. Offerings are placed into the yoni and from there they enter

into the kulJ4a. The kulJ4a has three levels in its construction representing Brahma (the

uppermost), Vi~~u, and Rudra. The yoni is Durga. Her "self' is composed of the three

fundamental qualities (triguT:ui atmika) and her abode is above the main gods. The square

pavilion is like the cosmos. It faces the four cardinal directions. The southeast is the

Agni corner. The northeast is the Isana corner. The southwest is the Naiqti corner and

the northwest is Vayu. The pavilion is divided into nine squares, four on the corners,

four on the edges and one in the centre. The most important altar (vedi) is located on the

east (purva) side. It is to the Supreme Goddess (pradhana DevI). A jar (kalaSa)

representing the Supreme Goddess is established atop the sarvatobhadra ma1J4ala (Orb

of All Auspiciousness) made out of coloured rice. In the Isana corner, a nine planet

(navagraha) altar is constructed. There is no jar atop this altar, but a small jar

representing the innumerable (asaflkhyata) Rudras is placed at the side. The altar in the

Agni corner is to the YoginIs. MahakaIT, MahaI~mI, and Mahasarasvatl are located in

the jar which is situated atop the yoginr ma¢ala. Beside this altar a small jar is

established for VaruJ)a. Against the altar a plaque with seven vermillion spots leans.

These represent the seven mothers (sapta matrka). Sixteen areca (supari, betel) nuts are

strewn at the base. These represent the sixteen mothers. Their child, Ga~esa, is

represented by an areca nut wrapped in a red thread, which symbolizes his sacred thread.

In the Nairrti corner there is the altar of Structural Foundations (viistu vedi), and the

280Although the pandits did not mention it, a Navaratra of lesser importance occurs in the month of
Magha which often falls in the month of January.
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Guardians of the Field (~etraptila) are located in the Vayu comer. There is a jar of the

goddess located atop this group. The goddess abides in all these things, each of which

are her forms. She pervades the entire pavilion.

A pajti is performed to the earth (Prthivf), prior to the building of the pavilion.

There are jars established for the ten Guardians of the Directions (dikptila) , the eight

guardians of the worlds (lokaptila), and two guardians of the gate (dvtiraptila). There are

coloured flags representing some of these deities, but the great flag (mahtlptithaka) is

located at the lsana corner. When I asked the Acarya where he learned all of the

procedures, he said that he had performed such a ritual many times in the past. When

I asked if there was a text I could consult to find out more about the ritual, he mentioned

the KulJ4aSuddhi, which is supposed to give details on the construction and performance

of these ritualS.2S1 "Why are such rituals performed?" I asked. "To uplift/spread

righteousness and order (dharma ke uttana/utthana), and for the well-being of all from

a wide variety of ailments," answered the Acarya.

Such organized recitations of the Durgii SaptaSatf represent a strand of worship

closely aligned with brahmanical orthodoxy which they certainly support. The pavilion

which represents the cosmos is divided into nine squares which point to the geometric

significance of the number nine in goddess symbolism. It is interesting to note the

relationship of the nine planets, VarUI).a, and the Rudras with goddess worship. Also

significant is the presence of the Vastu altar, which confirms the Devi's relationship with

all architectural constructions. She is the stable base as well as the force which gives

integrity to structures. I was told that the shape of the kwJ4a depends on the objective

of the ritual. When special desires are wished for (saklima), a yoni shaped kulJ4a is built.

It is the portal through which desires are carried to the celestials, and through which the

fruit of desire is born. In rituals where no special desires are wished for (akiima) , a

square kulJ4a is built. The yoni on top represents the portal through which offerings

enter, and the square represents the stable cosmic order.

2811 could not find a copy prior to my departure from Banaras.
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VI. Personal Sakta Sadhana

Ravi Kumar (a Sakta practitioner)282: I feel rhythms in my body when I
chant. It makes me feel I can do anything that I need to. I don't see a woman, or
a mother before me. The sitting and the concentration, these develop a kind of
mental energy, a logic, a wisdom. This is what I get from the practice.

Another aspect of goddess directed activity during Navaratra involves the spiritual

practices (slidhana) performed by individuals interested in tapping into the power (sakti)

of the DeVi, or in receiving a boon (vara). Unlike devotion (bhakti) or the austerities

performed in fulfilment of a promise (manauti), slidhana has a manipulative dimension.

It is aimed more at compelling than beseeching the attention or grace of the goddess,

owing to her previous promise (attested to in scriptural sources) to worshippers.

Slidhana need not be a distinct worship activity. It may therefore accompany a

devotee's simple home worship, where a numbered repetitive chanting (japa) of a

goddess mantra is expected to bring about a desired result. Establishment of the ghata,

recitations of the Durga SaptaSatr, visiting and worshipping at a temple, performance of

the Nine Durga Pilgrimage, and performing fire oblations (homa) may all constitute part

of spiritual practice.

Besides non-specialist devotees, who may perform some simple form of siidhana,

it is the Sakta tantrics, healers, sorcerers, and priests who are more likely to engage in

serious forms of spiritual practice. The difficulty of a particular slidhana often lies in a

combined display of knowledge, will power, and endurance. The spiritual practitioner

(slidhaka) must know what to do to earn the favour of the Devi Typically, winning her

favour involves knowing how and when to worship her according to traditional ritual

prescriptions. Besides the efforts involved in ritual preparafion, the slidhaka may embark

on strenuous pilgrimage circuits, such as several repetitions of the Nine Durga

Pilgrimage, or a more recent practice may include visits to certain of the temporary

shrines (pa1J4,al) which are erected during Durga Piija. Thesepa1J4,als, quite significantly,

constitute new touchstones of sacrality for Sakta slidhakas.

w.A pseudonym.
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The most frequently performed item of spiritual practice for a sadhaka during

Navaratra, however, is the recitation of the Durga SaptaSatf. However, there are degrees

of difficulty in recitations. Thus while one person may decide to read the text once

through the entire nine days, others read the text on each of the nine days. Still others

may perform any of a number of variations of a bracketed or boxed recitation (sampU(a

parha). In the sampura parha, every verse of the Durga SaptaSatf is preceded and

followed by a chosen verse from the text. This makes each recitation three times as long.

The sandwiching verse is generally chosen according to the sadhaka's particular desire.

Another variation may involve increasing the numbers of recitations. Thus the sadhaka

may repeat the parha once on the first day, twice on the second day, and so on until nine

recitations are performed on the ninth day. If such numerical increments are conjoined

with boxed recitations, there may not be enough time in the day to satisfy the

requirements. As a result, Tantric condensations of the Durga SaptaSatf exist, where

every verse of the text, which is considered to be a sacred utterance (mantra), is reduced

to a seed syllable (bfja). Thus the entire text can be recited boxed or normally, more

easily and often.

Variations in the preparations of the fire oblation also constitute part of the

slidhana. These may involve the construction and shape of the fire pit, and the number

of oblations made into it. Some sadhakas may include a blood sacrifice (bali dana). For

the few who follow the left hand tantric path (vamacara marga) this provides the meat

(maJ?lsa) element (tattva) in their sadhana which involves a five element (paficatattva)

offering. I was told that this ritual is normally performed during the confluence (sandhz)

of the eighth and ninth solar days, in the middle of the night. It is called the mahiiniSa

puja (Dead of Night ritual worship).

Ravi Kumar and the late Svami Sukhananda Maharaja are persons whose spiritual

practices exemplify the path of personal slidhana. Ravi is a young man who is still a

novice in his practice when compared to the late Svami, who is said to have lived the

entirety of the last fifty years of his life in worship of Durga. Ravi Kumar learned to

recite the Durga SaptaSatf on his own against the advice of his parents and teachers, who
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felt he needed formal training in Sanskrit. He attributes his motivation and success in

learning the text to the DevI's grace. Ravi continued his education at university, although

not in Sanskrit or religion, but said that through recitation he has learned tremendously.

The Durga SaptaJatf led him to read other texts on goddess worship. "I found

contradictions in the texts," he said.

So I use my intuition in selecting the rituals. I combine them so they are
meaningful to me. I don't follow the tradition exactly, but adapt it. ... I don't
know what the power is, or where it comes from, ... , only that it works.

The late Svami Sukhananda Maharaja of the Durga SaptasatI Mandir in Nagwa,

In the south of Banaras, is a most dramatic example of personal Sakta stidhana.

Considered by his devotees to be a fully attained master (siddha yogi), he is said to have

lived a life completely dedicated to Durga. The Svami rarely spoke about his life. "You

can ask those who are around here about my life, " he would say when I asked him about

it. About fifty years before his death, SUkhananda found a spot by the Ganga under a

large pippal tree and meditated there. According to worshippers at the temple, he was

often visited by people for his blessings or advice and even by bandits (dacoit) who

sought to frighten him off the property or steal his belongings. The DevI is said to have

protected him always and slowly his fame spread. Gifts were given to him, which in turn

he dedicated to Durga. In time, devotees acquired the land and a temple was constructed

on the premises. It contains paintings of the Nine Durgas, the Ten Great Knowledges,

and the entire text of the Durga SaptaJatf carved on the marble walls. SUkhananda slept,

woke, and lived in front of the Durga image in the temple. He explained to me that all

his thoughts and actions were directed to the goddess. He disliked giving interviews,

although he seemed to approve of my interest in the goddess. I spent many hours

essentially ignored as he carried out his rituals of worship and self-sustenance which were

so seamlessly connected that I could not distinguish when he was preparing food for the

DevI, or for himself, of if he was preparing some unguent for application to himself or

to the DevI image. Although not far from death when I knew him, he exuded a fierce

power and surprising mental clarity at times. Otherwise, he would often be swooning

before the Durga image in what struck me as a form of mental absorption (samlidhi).
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He once showed me how his tongue had been severed at the underside, allowing it to flip

backward into the throat to detain and taste the nectar which flows from the top of the

head upon perfection of kulJ4alinr yogic practice. 283 During Navaratra, he would keep

two lamps burning constantly on either side of the temple's marble Durga image and

establish the jar of the DevI there. At the climax of the ritual of worship, he would strip

off his clothes, and clad only in a loincloth ascend a stool in front of the image and

shower Durga with a basinful of apariijitii blossoms. 284

Sadhana is directed at acquiring, increasing, storing, and utilizing the mysterious

power in the cosmos. To most spiritual practitioners (sadhaka), practice is not unlike that

involved in the study of music or some other art. Siidhana repeats the actions of such

previously acquired powers as memory, concentration, patience, and volition through the

discipline required for text recitation. The sadhaka actually experiences the mysterious

power of the DevI in the process of practice, and thus feels empowered to deal with other

matters in different contexts. Personal practice often includes innovative elements and a

combination of rituals drawn from a variety of prescribed authoritative sources. Privacy

and secrecy insure that the practitioner will not have to justify the particular ritual form

to others. In many ways the personal practitioner is a locus of the fusion between the

authoritative textual traditions and the local, oral ones. Like Ravi Kumar, the personal

practitioner is interested in adopting and adapting rituals from a variety of sources as

long as they are considered reasonable and prove effective. Specific rituals may be

experimented with if prescribed, but they are only maintained if they prove themselves

to be useful. Such composite rituals may then be transmitted within the practitioner's

family or to disciples. Custodians and promoters of certain authoritative traditions may

283According to this practice the Devl, who resides like a coiled dormant serpent at the base of the
subtle body, is awakened through psycho-spiritual exercise. She ascends the channels of the body until she
unites with the male principle, Siva, at the apex. This union results in the flow of an elixir which, among
its many activities. transforms the body of the practitioner into immaculate and adamantine substance. See
the Appendix for a detailed description of kuTJ4alinr yogic practice within the context of the Durga PUja
ritual.

284Several flowers are designated as aparajita. These were the tiny white blossoms with orange at their
base, also known as shephlili.
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be quick to criticize the unorthodox practices of novices like Ravi Kumar whose practice

is seasonal. However they acknowledge the validity of the unorthodox practices of such

virtuosi as Sukhananda Maharaja, whose dedication to the Devi was total and

irreproachable.

VU. Elaborate Home Worship

A few homes in Banaras celebrate the Asvina Navaratra with an elaborate puja.

These homes typically belong to families which are both wealthy and pious; families

which can afford to stage elaborate celebrations and those who feel the need to do so.

In Banaras these are often, although not exclusively, Bengali families such as the Mitra

family in Chaukhamba, or the Lahiri family in Bengali Tola.

Elaborate home worship may be distinguished by the commissioning of a ritual

specialist (purohita) to perform the Durga Piija and the recitation of the Durga SaptaSatf.

This act of patronage almost immediately raises the complexity of the celebration for the

specialist is likely to demand numerous items to celebrate the worship of the goddess

properly. The patron (yajamana) is expected to commission some sort of image of the

Devi if there is no permanent image in the shrine room at home, and also to supply all

the ingredients which will be offered in worship. The yajamana may also be required to

provide the ritual implements necessary for the performance of the puja, and finally offer

payment to the purohita for the services rendered. In elaborate home pajas, expensive

foods are offered to the Devi and afterwards to visiting guests as blessed items (prastida).

Expensive clothing may be offered to the DevI and ultimately goes to the ritual specialist.

A lengthy and detailed description of such a home puja is given in the next chapter.

Although the practice is in decline, certain families arrange night-long vigils

(ratra jagara) where either the family members (particularly the women) or professional

minstrels perform folk songs to the goddess. These songs are not exclusively directed to

Durga, but may be directed to other goddesses. Also popular are such epics ballads as

the tale of the heroic brothers Alha and Udal, who worshipped the goddess Sarada. A
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typical song roughly translates as follows: 285

Bhawini re deviyti!
Hail Goddess BhavanI!

Likhi-likhi ci(hiyli je asurli pa(havai he
A demon is writing many letters [saying]
Durgli se karavi ham viyliha
"I will marry Durga."
Bhavlini re deviyli!
Hail Goddess BhavanI!

Likhi-likhi ci(hiyli je devi ji pa(havai he
The Goddess writes to him [saying]
Asurli ke karavi ham samhlir
"I will destroy the demon."
Bhavlini re deviyli!
Hail Goddess BhavanI!

O'!lci re a(ariyli ca4hi maiyli je nihlir if.
The Mother ascends a high turret and looks down to see
Kat dal livai bariylit
How many members are coming in the marriage party.
Hathiyli [unnlis] livai ghoravli.
Elephants [in the lead] and horses are coming.
Bhavlini re deviyli!
Hail Goddess BhavanI!

Ek hlithai lihf maiyli cjhlil.
In one hand Mother took the shield.
Ek hlithai lihf maiyli taravliriyli
In one hand Mother took the sword.
Larat-larat maiyli rath me [sathailo]
Riding on a chariot, Mother begins fighting them.
Bhavlini re deviyli!
Hail Goddess BhavanI!

285TIIe transcription of this song derives from an oral version. I asked a companion to jot down the
lyrics phonetically. The language is some folk dialect of Hindi. The translation is "rough" because I am
not completely sure if all of the words have been transcribed accurately and because I am uncertain about
the meanings of certain words. I have placed these in square brackets. I cross checked my translation with
a Hindi speaking Banarasi friend who was unable to provide any further clarification.
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Asura ke [kaill] sar!1hilr re
All the demons are destroyed.
Bhavanf re deviyil!
Hail Goddess BhavanI!

VID. Public (SarvajaIiina) Worship

The final major visible form of Durga worship in Banaras is that of public

(sarvajanfna) Durga Piijas. Business or religious organizations such as the City Hall or

the Ramalq~~a Mission, community groups or specially formed clubs such as the Bengali

Tola community or the Student's Club organize, collect money, and stage public Durga

Piijas along the lines of the elaborate home Durga Piijas discussed above. This

phenomenon is growing so rapidly that the city of Banaras has restricted the number of

public Durga Piijas which can be held. With the costs of private Durga Piijas becoming

prohibitively high, and with the gradual decay of the feudal system of private patronage,

community celebration of Durga Piija is on the rise.

The pattern of worship at community celebrations is essentially similar to that

described in Chapter Four although the public Durga Piijas are often less elaborate in

ritual complexity. They make up for this in the elaborateness of the images worshipped,

the size of the temporary shrines (pGlJ4al) constructed for the purpose, in the

entertainment provided, such as drumming, music performances, and in the excitement

which takes place at the shrine or during the immersion (visarjana) ceremonies at the end

of Navaratra.

Interpretation of Symbols and Worship Patterns during Navaratra

The key symbol of the yantra enables us to recognize that during Navaratra the

orb of the DevI's influence expands from her permanent abodes in the city to encompass

the entire sacred circle of Banaras (KaSl malJ4,ala). Because Durga Ku~c;l temple does not

install the goddess at this time of year it tacitly claims that DurgajI is the centre of the
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yantra and the permanent abode of the Dev! in Banaras. Also, since the temple serves

as the sole sanctioned place where the blood sacrifices offered by any of the city's pujas

are made, the idea that Durgaj! is the Great Goddess of Navaratra is reinforced.

The patterns of Durga worship during Navaratra reveal a remarkable consistency

despite their variations. The theme of puja is always present, ritual worship in a variety

of elaborations. The goddess is either already present in forms ranging from a simple

picture in the home, or a stone image in a shrine, to a sacred tank or temple.

Alternatively, she may be invoked into a jar, a combination of jars and maTJ4alas in a

temporary pavilion, or into a clay anthropomorphic image in a temporary shrine. Once

invoked and worshipped her presence is thought to linger at the invocation site

permanently, although not as intensely as when she is manifest during the puja itself.

Navaratra is the special time in the year when Durga is invoked and worshipped at both

new (temporary) and ancient abodes.

The places where the Dev! is established are not necessarily or solely places of

ultimate liberation (Unha) , but they are places of power and accomplishment (siddha

pfrha). Devotion can lead to attainments of every kind, of which liberation is one

possibility. Seats of the goddess therefore claim a more encompassing capacity than other

sacred places. They have the potential to grant spiritual and worldly desires. Most

devotees are interested in worldly pursuits, seeking spouses, strength and stamina,

courage, material gain, and earthly happiness. Durga is the world supporting and world

protecting mother who keeps people attached to phenomenal existence as well as offering

them the possibility of liberation from it. One cannot overcome her even through the

most stringent of austerities, since she is the source of the power which austerity brings.

Thus loving devotion expressed through sacrificial offerings is the most common and

ideal relationship one can have with the Dev!. These devotional and sacrifical themes are

at the heart of DevI puja.

In puja, the substance of the DevI is offered back up to her, but there are two

dynamics which operate in the ritual. First the DevI is made to manifest from her most

sublime (pradhana) form, and then she is worshipped with elements of her own self from
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the gross to the most subtle. Among the forms into which her presence is invoked are

the jar, sacred diagrams, the fire pit, and a variety of images. Among the sacrificial

offerings are blood sacrifice, fire oblations, and the recitation of sacred sound. In the

conjunction of her manifestation and the devotee's sacrificial offering, the fullness of

communion is realized and the devotee achieves a form of union with the goddess. This

union is not symbolized as the sexual union between lovers, but as an organic union of

child with mother, or seed with soil. Just as sons and daughters are said to share a

profound bond with their mothers, male and female devotees recognize that they derive

their substance and power from their divine mother. Self-sacrifice is the ultimate offering

one can make back to the source and substance of one's being.

As a child would to its mother, devotees ask the goddess for boons, and she

provides them. "If you ask your father for five rupees, he will give you two," said one

devotee. "Your mother will give you ten, if she could." In contrast to a paternal vision

of Godhead, the Divine Mother is enormously generous. The only condition she demands

is that devotees keep their end of any bargain they have made. The mode of exchange

in such transactions with the divine are two-fold. Either the DevI fulfills a request and

then awaits the worshipper's promised devotional offering. Alternatively, the worshipper

performs a series of demanding ritual observances, such as pilgrimage, fasting, or

chanting to secure the goddess's favour. In the case of spiritual practitioners

empowerment may be obtained directly through the practice of their ritual art. Seekers

of boons hope to find a supportive presence during adverse conditions in an unfriendly

universe. Devotees fulfilling promises have found such a merciful presence in a powerful

divine ally, while spiritual aspirants seek immediate grace through contact with that

divine power.

We have also seen how Durga is identified with a sacred geometry and

architecture as evidenced by the structure and layout of the pavilions used for group

recitations of her glorification (See Diagram 5). Divine presences such as those which

constitute the essence of structural forms (Vastu), ofastrological bodies (navagraha), and

of the heavens and the cosmic waters (VaruQ.a) contribute to a configuration which

represents the entire cosmos. The goddess is worshipped at the head of this microcosmic
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geometric layout which consists of nine squares. Such recitations and pavilions are used

in the worship of other deities as well as Durga. They suggest a continuity of tradition

with the earliest Vedic rituals which involved recitation of hymns and fire oblations.

Although there is a direct benefit from recitation of the Durga SaptaSati for the

community surrounding the microcosm, such recitals are always followed by offerings

of grains and ghi into the sacrificial fire. To me, the process appears to imply that the

fruits of recitation (phala1rati) contain seeds which are represented by the grain

offerings. When these seeds, which are like semen when mixed with ghi, are offered

through the yoni into the kulJ4a, they fertilize or are planted within the divine womb,

through the agency of the sacrificial fire. This seeding leads to fruits which benefit and

permeate (utthana) the entire cosmos rather than the immediate environs of the recitation.

I am therefore suggesting that textual recitation is partially aligned with the

symbolism of sacrificial offering and the process of pitjii. Also quite importantly, the

sacrificial process which is one of reintegration of the cosmos, may also be seen as a

seeding of the divine field, the cosmic body of the goddess. The word as seed, or blood

as seed, (i.e. the sacrificial offering as seed) unite with the goddess and constitute the

most sublime act of reintegration. From this fertilized and pregnant singularity a new

creation can emerge permeated with the meritorious qualities of the seed. In this sense,

the sacrificial process is also a regeneration, renewal, or reconstitution of the cosmos.

We have also seen that in the symbols of the set of Nine Durgas and through the

process of the pilgrimage to these deities, devotees reiterate the sacrificial theme. The

worship of the Nine Durgas in their temple locations concretely expands the yantra of

the DevI to the sacred perimeter of Banaras. The Durgas serve as protectors of the

inhabitants of the city and are sources of power for both male and female devotees. Many

devotees interpret the members of the set of Nine Durgas as corresponding to the

component elements of creation, which suggests that the pilgrimage implicitly is a

process through which these elements are reintegrated. I have also shown that to women

in particular, the set of Nine Durgas may represent the stages of womanhood. For these

women, the Nine Durga Pilgrimage may implicitly represent a process of traversing the
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entire cosmic cycle of time and creation, a cycle which is symbolically condensed in the

microcosm of a woman's life. It is reasonable to suggest that through this pilgrimage,

women deepen their understanding of themselves within that cosmic process of creation,

as forms and living expressions of an aspect of the goddess's own being.

Having examined various aspects of Durga worship throughout the city of

Banaras, when the yantra of DurgajI expands to encompass the whole of the KaSi

ma1J4ala, I will move to an indepth discussion of Durga Piija, a festival and ritual which

takes place during the last days of Navaratra. We have seen how within the framework

of Sakta metaphysics, the DevI's form as diversified manifest Pralqti is comprehensively

reintegrated through the actions of puja and sacrifice. Even the activities of pilgrimage

and textual recitations may be reasonably deemed as consistent with the process of

reintegration of the manifold and diverse cosmos back to its primordial source. In the

Durga Piija ritual which is the focus of the next chapter, we see a more elaborate

articulation of the dynamics of pUja.



CHAPTER FOUR

INTERPRETIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DURGA PUJA RITUAL

Historical Underpinnings

Mythological Background

The Durga PUja is said to have originated in the worship performed by King

Suratha and the merchant Samadhi as recounted in the Durga SaptaSatf(13.5-17). As a

result of their worship, Suratha eventually reincarnated as a Manu and Samadhi gained

liberation. Their worship, however, had divine precedents. Mythic accounts tell how the

great demon Ravat:la reinitiated the worship of the Dev'i in the spring. Rama, the warrior

incarnation of Vist:lu, initiated the autumn worship of Durga by invoking her aid in the

slaying of Ravat:la.286 The DevfBhagavata Purl11Ja (111.30.23-26) tells us that these god

like human worshippers, on the advice of the sage Medhas were reenacting a ritual which

had been performed earlier still by the seers (!,~i), Bh:rgu, Vasi~tha, Kasyapa, and

Visvamitra, and the deities Indra, Narayat:la, and Siva in an earlier cycle of creation. In

these myths, ~is and deities set ritual precedents for incarnate hero-deities and demon

devotees. These, celestials, in tum, through engaging in Durga worship, set precedents

for mythic human heroes. Putal).ic tales relate how the kings Subahu and Sudarsana, of

Banaras and Ayodhya, eventually re-established the worship of the Dev'i in their

286See, for instance, the Kiilikli Purii1}a 62.24-49; the Mahiibhtigavata Purd1}a 36-38; and the
Brhaddharma Purii1}a 1.18-22.

283
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respective cities. 287

The Bengali Heritage

While it is difficult to ascertain the forms that Durga worship might have taken

in the centuries prior to the Muslim occupation of Banaras, the current form of worship

during the autumn Navaratra owes much to the Bengali style of worship.288 While this

Bengali style of Durga Piija is often thought to have started in 1757 in the areas of Nadia

and Shova Bazaar (two powerful Bengali zamrndlins) , the earliest instance of this

celebration is traced to a period almost a hundred and fifty years earlier. A Banarasi

friend of Bengali heritage, an organizer of one of the oldest public Durga Piijas in the

city recounted the following story.289 Whatever be the verdict on its historical truth,

it is a version of the past which currently circulates among some members of the Bengali

Durga worshipping community. 290

~mI Kant was one of the earliest known landlords (zamfndlir) in Bengal. 291

He was the descendent of a certain Panchananda Sakti Kant, of the Savari lineage

(gotra), who had gained a title due to his bravery and who had fathered seven children.

The seventh child, Shambhupatti, had a son by the name of Jio (Jiv). Jio's daughter died

on the feast day of Lak~mI Piirt:lima in 1570 after delivering a son who was named

~mI Kant. ~mI Kant's grandfather, Jio, unable to care for the child, left him in

the care of Brahmananda Giri and Atmaram Girl, two spiritual preceptors at the KaIlghat

287These myths are recounted in detail in Chapter Two of this dissertation.

288Inscriptional and iconographic evidence suggests steady Goddess worship in Baniiras from about the
6th century C.E. (Altekar 1937:27, citing Epigraphica Indica IX:69), and Durga worship from the 8th
century C.E. (M~suramardinl images in Bharat Kala Bhavan).

2S9Jiis information was derived from Raga Rammohan Roy, "BangIa Pracintomo Durgii Piija,·
Navakalola (Calcutta: 31st year, Piija Issue, 1990).

29Oj: have inserted some supporting or conflicting accounts from textual histories where pertinent.

29IAccording to S. Roy, Laksmikanta Gangopadhyaya was born in 1570. He founded the Sabama Roy
Choudary family, whose members were the first zamindiirs of the region of Calcutta (1991: 198).
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temple in Calcutta.292 Jio left for Banaras to become a world-renouncer (sannyasin) and

eventually became famous under the name of Kamadeva Brahmacari. Meanwhile Lak~mI

Kant, through dint of his efforts, educated himself and rose in prominence until he was

the right-hand man of Pratapaditya, the king of Jessore, a small state in Bengal.293 This

kingdom eventually fell to the Hindu general of the Mughals, Man Singh, through an

unusual turn of events.

The Mughal emperor Jehangir had come to power in 1605. Man Singh, his

general, on his conquests from Delhi in the direction of Bengal stopped in Banaras and

became a student of Kamadeva Brahmacari, Lak~mI Kant's grandfather, lio. Through this

association Man Singh learned much about the geography and other characteristics of

Bengal and was thus able to conquer the kingdom of Jessore. 294 In gratitude to his

mentor (guru da~ina), Man Singh gave Lak~mIKant, Kamadeva Brahmacari's grandson,

five pieces (pargana) of land. These were Khaspur, Magura, Colicatta, Baikant, and

Anwarpur. Eventually the pargana of Hetelpur was also bestowed on him. 295 Thus

LaksmI Kant was one of the major landlords (jaigirdar/zamindar) in Bengal. Together

with Bhavananda of Nadia and Jayananda of Bhansbedia he became one of Bengal's three

tax collectors.296

~mI Kant, who had grown up in Kallghat temple, was familiar with the

regions around Calcutta. Calcutta was made up of three villages: Colicatta, Sutanuti, and

292'fhe family hailed from Halisahar in the north of the zamfndiirf known as "Twenty-four Parganas"
(S. Roy 1991:198). The KaITgha~ temple complex was built by Raja Basanta Roy (198).

293According to S. Roy (1991), Laksmikanta was adopted by Ram Kamala, the younger wife of Raja
Basanta Roy (builder of KiiITgha~ temple), and was brought up in their family home of Sursoona with a
traditional education and military training (1991:198). He thus grew to consider Raja Basanta Roy as his
"uncle. "

294According to S. Roy, Man Singh's trip to quell Pratapaditya's rebellion in Bengal took place in 1612.
(1991:8).

295S. Roy identifies these districts (pargana) as Magura, Khaspur, Kiilikata, Paikan, Anwarpur, and
Hetegarh.

296S. Roy mentions that Laksmikanta received the title "Majumdar" (1991:199) and the family came
to be known as the Roy Choudhurys (1991:9).
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Govindapur which were rather poor and poorly populated at the time (1605-8). ~mI

Kant's uncle Raja Basanta Rai Choudary, brother of lio, ruled the state of Raigarh, in

which was located the village of Barisha (Behala). LaksmI Kant had established a court. ,

(kacari bari) there, and had also built a place of worship called At Cala, named after the

distinctive eight pairs of pillars in its construction. It was at At Cala in Barisha in 1610

that ~mI Kant and Basanta Rai Choudary celebrated the first autumn Durga Piija.297

They reenacted the primordial act of invoking and worshipping Durga out of time (akiila

bodana) initiated by Rama for the destruction of RavaI).a. It is likely that their act was

inspired by similar inclinations, this time to throw off the shackles of Mughal rule.

Although people normally celebrated Durga Piija in the spring, apparently this

celebration set a precedent and a few families began to follow the tradition of autumn

worship. After 1610, Lak~mI Kant's family (now known as the Sabarna Rai Choudarys)

continued to celebrate the autumn Durga Piija at At Cala. These pujlis used to be open

to the general public, and the images were not disposed after the celebration but reused

every year.

On November 10, 1698 the villages of Colicatta, Sutanuti, and Govindapur were

sold by the Rai Choudary family to the East India Company, and those historic

documents signed at At Cala. These villages constituted the city of Calcutta and became

the seat of British Power in India.298 The Bengali zamrndlirs of that period are well

known for their resistance to Mughal rule (A. C. Roy 1968:356) and it is possible that

the Durga Piijas, which supported both religion and culture, served as a means of

sustaining Hindu solidarity against the influence of Islam. Among such renowned

zamrndlirs were Raja Krishnachandra Rai and Ram BhavanI.

297According to S. Roy, the first celebration took place there in 1585, with Laksmikanta serving as the
priest for Raja Basanta Roy's Durgii FUjii (1991:198). Photographs of the Rai Choudhary family's "over
four hundred year old image" of Durgii and the shrine at At Cala are found in Nair 1986:1.

298'fhe Rai Choudary family still celebrates Durgii FUjii in a new structure built beside the historic At
Cala. This Durga FUjii is domestic, restricted to family members, and the disposable images are immersed
in the Ganga. Their celebration is characterized by the offering of thirteen goat sacrifices (chiiga balt), one
on Saptaml, three on ~~mi, and nine on Navami. A buffalo (mah4a) is also offered. Bodhana is
performed nine days before ~~thi.
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According to A. C. Roy, an eminent historian of Bengal, Raja Krishnachandra,

a contemporary of RanI BhavanI, "played a glorious role in the evolution of Bengal's

society, art, and literature," was "the most important man of the period in the Hindu

society of Bengal" (1968:361-362). Maratha invasions of Bengal during the period from

1741-1751, kept the Nawab (Mughal Viceroy) Alivardi Khan occupied with the frontiers

of the territory, allowing the British to gain in strength. When he was succeeded by the

young and impetuous Siraj-ud-daula, the British found an opportunity to further their

position by conspiring against the young Nawab (A. C. Roy 1968:396-397).299 In 1756,

Siraj-ud-daula attacked Calcutta and defeated the British at their outpost there. 3
°O The

British recaptured Calcutta in 1757, marking the beginning of the deterioration of the

British relationship with the Mughal empire, and the former's rise to power in India (A.

C. Roy 1968:398). Although Siraj-ud-daula signed a treaty with the British, they

consipired with Raja Krishnachandra, and others, to oust Siraj from power (S. Roy

1991:203).301 At the Battle of Plassey, fought in June of the same year, the British won

a decisive victory over the Nawab, and he was subsequently murdered (A. C. Roy

1968:400).

It is significant that later in this very year, 1757, Raja Krishnachandra Rai of Nadia

and Raja Navakrishna (of the Rai Choudhary family) of Shova Bazaar are reputed to have

initiated grand scale celebrations of the Asvina (September/October) Durga Piija. These

celebrations obviously marked their own ascendency to power, in alliance with the

British, against their Muslim overlords. The Durga Piijas were open to the general public

and this initiated the tradition which now flourishes in Bengal, Banaras, and throughout

India. These grand celebrations of Durga Piija by powerful zamrndtirs in Bengal occurred

not long before the construction of the Durga Kut:l4 Mandir in Banaras, by RanI BhavanI,

299According to certain Bengali scholars in Banaras, Siraj-ud-daula is reputed to have abducted the
young widowed daughter of Riin1 Bhavarn, Tara Sundari, an act which angered many members of the
Hindu nobility. He released her due to the public outcry which ensued.

300'fhis defeat of Calcutta is the source of stories about the notorious "Black Hole of Calcutta," a
dungeon in which 123 of the 146 British soldiers reputedly confined there suffocated in the heat.

301Apparently, Ram BhaviiIii opposed the conspiracy (S. Roy 1991:203; R. Bhattacharyya 1986:14).
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who was herself an extremely pious and wealthy zamfndar, and whom we are told,

celebrated Durga Piija with a grandeur commensurate with her status (Ghosh 1986:181).

In the actions of Lak~mI Kant's grandfather, Kamadeva, who left for Banaras to pursue

the religious life, and RanI BhavanI's extensive patronage of the Banarasi religious

community, we note two examples of the close relationship between Bengali culture and

the city of Banaras. Both figures had acknowledged the eminence of Banaras as a

religious centre, and RanI BhavanI played an instrumental role in reviving Hindu

traditions of worship in the city. Bengali benefactors such as RanI BhavanI, who were

involved in the Hindu revival in KaSI, or who came here to retire, brought their

characteristic styles of Durga worship, which are, at present, still highly influential in

the Banarasi celebration of Durga FUja.

Roots in Banaras (Domestic)

While the Sabarna Rai Choudary family was the first major brahmalJa family in

the area of Calcutta, in time other powerful brahmalJa and kayastha families settled in

the area.302 The "most eminent families of eighteenth century Calcutta were non

brahmins" (S. Roy 1991:10). Among the eminent brahma1JG families were the Tagores,

and among the kayastha families were the Mitras.303 Govindaram Mitra, also called the

Black ZamIndar, celebrated Durga FUja in Govindapur, one of original three villages

which constituted Calcutta, with great pomp and glamour. He, like the zamindars of

Nadia (i.e., Raja Krishnach~ra Rai and others) and Shova Bazaar (i.e., Raja

Navakrishna Rai Choudary, and others), helped to give Durga Piija much of its cultural

impetus in Bengal. In 1773, his son, AnandamayI Mitra, came from Bengal to Banaras

and reputedly performed the first Bengali style, autumn Durga Piija ever held outside

302TIte kiiyasthas correspond to the ~atriya or warrior class in Hindu society. In the kiiyastha Tarun
Kanti Basu's words, "Some kiiyasthas were taken as ~atriyas. Ktiyasthas don't belong to the original varIJa
system. Nobility, zamfndtirs, and so on were there, and they were taken as ~atriyas."

303The content of this section of my account derives from interviews with the head of the family that
celebrated the first Durga Piija in Banaras, Tarun Kanti Basu and his niece, Pallavi. This pujii is still
celebrated in the family home in the quarter of the city known as Chaukhamba.
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Bengal in the Mitra's Banaras home located in the Chaukhamba quarter of the city,

where it continues to the present day. Initially a small affair, the puja grew when

AnandamayI's son, Rajendra Mitra, expanded his zamCndarC into other parts of Uttar

Pradesh, Bihar and Bengal. Similar to the grandeur of Govindaram Mitra's celebrations

in Bengal, Rajendra's Durga Piija in Banaras became an elaborate fifteen day affair.

Dancing girls (natch), singers, dramatists, and other artists performed for the guests and

British gentry who visited to partake in the celebration which occurred in the large

quadrangle (natch ghar; literally "dance house") of the Mitra's home.

The Mitra family, patrons of the Durga Piija, were not merely zamCndars but

intellectuals who encouraged the arts and who insisted on the highest quality of religious

ritual performance from the purohitas since they themselves knew the Sanskrit liturgy.

Among these Mitras, I was told, was Babu Pramendradas, a Sanskrit scholar of some

repute who wrote the well-received Mirror ofPhilosophy and corresponded with Swami

Vivekananda. The Mitra family, through marriage, united with the Basu family, also

great patrons of culture. Sivendra Nath Basu (Santhu Babu) was a renowned vl1Ja player

who promoted such great musicians as the shehnai player Bismillah Khan and the sitarist

Ravi Shankar. The current owner of the home is Tarun Kanti Basu, an exuberant

intellectual who continues to celebrate the Durga Piija with as much grandeur as he can

afford. My information on the Chaukhamba family and its Durga Piija derive from

conversations with him and his niece, Pallavi. I also observed parts of the Durga Piija

celebrations there during the 1991 Asvina Navaratra.

The Chaukhamba or Mitra-family Durga Piija, as it is commonly referred to by

other Banarasis, is exceptional in certain respects. Instead of a single cluster of images

of Durga and attending deities (pratimti), which is characteristic of Bengali family Durga

Piijas, there is a permanent metal structure of numerous alcoves which serves as the

celebratory altar (s!'1Jgarasana). Individually fashioned images of the deities are then

placed within the alcoves of this altar. Also unique is the presence of Siva and Rama

images among the cluster. Rama's presence is explained by the myth of his invocation

of Durga to defeat Ravat:la. Siva is said to accompany DurgalParvatI on her return from
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the Himalayas to her parents' home. Siva and Rama images were included by

Govindaram Mitra in his Bengali celebrations. 304

The Mitra family takes credit for bringing the Pals, the traditional Bengali image

making caste (jtitt), to Banaras. They also broughtpurohitas and their families to perform

the ritual. Originally, the face of the Durga image used in their puja was cast from a

mould on the premises of the house, close to the altar. This is no longer done, and at

present, the images are made in the Pandey Haveli quarter of the city.

A substantial number of blood sacrifices (bali) were originally performed in the

home as part of the Durga Piija, but eventually this practice was stopped. The goats were

sent to the Durga Kut:l9 temple, which served as a sort of sacred slaughter house.

Eventually the Mitras stopped all blood sacrifice. The Mitra family name is carved on

a marble plaque at DurgajI, where they are listed among the patrons of the temple. Their

patronage of DurgajI, and their use of that temple as a location for performing the blood

sacrifices of their puja forges a fundamental connection between DurgajI and the

domestic worship of the goddess. By having performed their blood sacrifices at DurgajI,

an act which is one of the highest points in the Durga Piija ritual, the Mitras (and other

families who did the same) reinforced the implicit claim by the custodians and devotees

at Durga Kut:l9 temple, that DurgajI is the actual recipient of every Durga Piija

celebration in the city. The site of DurgajI is acknowledged as the centre of the yantra

which encompasses all of Banaras during this period of Navaratra.

In determining the dates and times of the Durga Piija celebrations, there is a

choice of two different calendrical systems (listed in thepanjika) which may be followed.

The Mitras follow the same one used by the Ramalq~t:la Mission in Banaras. As a result

some years earlier, these two groups celebrated Durga Piija several weeks before others

in the city. Other distinctive characteristics of their pujti include forming a six-pointed

star (~atko1Ja) from the 108 ghi-lamps which are traditionally offered to the DevI (see

Figure 17). The worship of young virgin girls is performed on the seventh, eight, and

304According to Mr. Basu, it is possible that a branch of the famous Tagore family in Pathuriaghata,
Calcutta also includes them.
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ninth days. During the immersion (visarjana) procession, everyone walks barefoot to the

waters of the Ganga. The images are carried in palanquins by hand. Two rare birds,

Ni1akaI.t.~has, a type of blue-jay, are released. NilakaJ:1~ha means "blue throat." It is an

epithet of Siva who in a well-known myth drank up the poison which threatened to engulf

the world when it was released at the churning of the ocean by the gods and demons.

The Dev! is said to have resuscitated him by suckling him with milk from her breast. I

was told that the birds are released during the immersion ritual so that they may fly to

Kailasa, Siva's abode, and inform the god of Durga's imminent return. 305

In this chapter I present a detailed interpretive analysis of the Durga Piija ritual

based on several sources. My most detailed observations of the puja were made in the

home of Manindra Mohan Lahiri, a Bengali brahma'.la whose family were zamrndars in

what was then East Bengal, and now Bangladesh.306 Just after the Sepoy Mutiny of

1857/8, Mr. Lahiri' s grandfather, in keeping with the traditional reputation of KaSf as

the city which grants spiritual liberation (mo~a) to those who die within its sacred

perimenter, came to Banaras with his family, to spend his last days. In the tradition of

wealthy Bengali zamrndars, the Lahiris celebrated Durga PUja in their home in a grand

scale, in which the celebrations were open to the public at large and consecrated food

(prasada) was given to everyone who attended. Although the Mitra family's Durga Piija

in Chaukhamba began earlier, the Lahiri family's pUja is one of the oldest in the city.

The family points out that as brahmalJas, their Durga Piija contrasts with the

Chaukhamba celebration. Even though it used to be open to the public, the Lahiris' say

that their puja has always had a quality of intimacy and is characterized by strong

religious sentiments and feelings of family togetherness. This appraisal coincides with my

own feelings when attending the celebrations at their home where the setting and

ambience contrast with the theatrical scale of the Chaukhamba pujalaya (place of

worship).

30Ths explanation contradicts the one given for the presence of the Siva in the image cluster of the
Mitra family puja. Siva is supposed to have accompanied Durga on her visit to her parents' home.

306} described my first encounter with the Lahiri family in the Introduction.
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After his grandfather's death, Mr. Lahiri and his mother moved to Calcutta but

kept returning to Banaras for the Durga Piija celebrations, since his grandfather had

accumulated a sizeable amount of the materials and equipment used in the performance

of the ritual. After the steady loss of his properties, fueled by the land redistribution

policies of post-independence India (1947) and the formation of East Pakistan, and

following his mother's death, Mr. Lahiri moved to Banaras to spend his own last

days.307 He and his wife, Afijali, spend a substantial part of the year meticulously

planning each year's pujii and acquiring all of numerous items which are to be offered.

Each year the cost of staging the pujii increases, even though the family's financial

resources are dwindling. As a result, they are forced to scale down the size of

celebration, to offer fewer and less expensive items, and, at present, to invite only

members of the immediate family and close friends.

Mr. Lahiri has no sons. He is therefore concerned that without a male heir, the

Lahiri family Durga Piija will disappear after his death. He has four married daughters,

three of whom live in cities outside Banaras. They say that they will continue the

tradition of holding Durga Piija in the ancestral home in Banaras. The daughters hold

post-secondary degress in the arts or sciences and are each married to professionals (a

scientist, two engineers, and a chartered accountant). Durga Piija is an opportunity for

the family to re-unite. The daughters, mirroring the mythological accounts of Durga,

return to their parents' house. They bring with them their husbands and seven children.

When I asked Mr. Lahiri why he persists in performing the Durga Piija, he said he could

not imagine not performing it. It is one of the main focal points of his life. "Throughout

the year, this house is quiet. It is just me and my wife. Sometimes some friends come

to visit. But look at the house now," he said. "Look at it during this time of the year.

307The Bengali population in Baniiras was one hundred thousand before the partition of East Pakistan
after Indian Independence in 1947 (Kumar 1988:217). About one million Hindus had left East Pakistan for
West Bengal (Spear 1978:239). Many of these must have migrated to Banaras, because the Bengali
population in the city rose to two hundred thousand in the next two decades. In 1988, the population was
estimated at one hundred and twenty five thousand (Kumar 1988:217). Kumar attributes the Bengali
population decrease to the re-location of major employers (e.g., the railways) to other city centres, and to
the diminishing attraction of the city as a retirement centre (1988:217).
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It is so full of life. My daughters are back, and my grandchildren are here. The house

is never as beautiful as it is at this time of the year, ... , when Durga is in my home. II

Mr. Lahiri put me in touch with the ritual specialist (purohita) who performed his

family's Durga Piija. Pandit Nitai Babu, as the purohita was affectionately called by the

family members, introduced me to Pandit Hemendra Nath Chakravarty, a Sanskrit

scholar and student of the renowned Tantric scholar, Gopinath Kaviraj. Pandit

Chakravarty has performed the Durga Piija ritual on numerous occasions, and acts as a

mentor and consultant to Nitai and other ritualists who perform the Durga Piija for

various groups in the city. Nitai, for instance, performs the Durga Piija for the Lahiris

as well as for city's oldest public celebration, staged by the Durgotsava Sammilini.308

Pandit Chakravarty, following Gopinath Kaviraj's approach, belongs to a religious

tradition which does not believe in the suspension of the intellect in the practice of

religious ritual. Although they concede, and even affirm, that ritual works in ways that

surpass rational understanding, these pandits feel that the mind must strive to "go as far

as it can" in its capacity to comprehend the nature of ritual action. In this regard, this

tradition contradicts the position of scholars such as Fritz Staal (1989), who feel that

ritual is essentially devoid of meaning. My work with Pandit Chakravarty has led me to

conclude that, among a group of Sakta purohitas and pandits, there is a ritual tradition

in Banaras, which has existed for at least a hundred years, where meaning and

interpretation are important components in the rituals of Durga Piija.

The detailed description of the Durga Piija ritual, as described to me by Pandit

Chakravarty is given in the Appendix. In addition to my extensive discussions with

Pandit Chakravarty, I carefully observed performances of the Durga Piija at the Lahiri's

home, at the AnandamayI Ma Ashram (Spring 1991), at the Durgotsava Sammilini, and

at the Durga Sporting Club in the autumns of 1990 and 1991. My analyses are derived

from my observations, from the study of the structure of the ritual and its liturgy, from

interpretations offered by religious specialists such as Pandit Chakravarty, Pandit Nitai,

and Muktinath Pandey (who performed the rituals at the Durga Sporting Club) as well

3081 discuss this club and public celebrations below.
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as from the words of lay worshippers at the ritual.

Roots in Banaras (Public)

If you come from any PaI:1<:lal, you will notice that there is a large crowd here.
Why? First because Mother is going to eat. She will take bhog. She has come to
her father's place, where she was born, her original place. She is about to eat.
She is the daughter of Himalaya.309

The public celebrations of Durga Piija in Banaras developed as an offshoot of the

elaborate domestic pajas staged by the wealthy Bengali zamrndar families. I shall discuss

this phenomena before proceeding with the detailed analysis of the Durga Piija ritual.

Public celebrations, such as the Durgotsava Sammilini paja, which utilizes the services

of the same purohita who performs an elaborate home paja, are rather similar in form

and style to the private celebrations. My description (in the Appendix) and interpretation

of the Durga Piija (in this chapter) is most closely related to the ritual as performed by

these groups, and by religious organizations with a Bengali heritage. Priests performing

public Durga Piijas for non-Bengali groups may utilize other ritual manuals, resulting in

variations in the sub-structure of the ritual and in the content of the liturgy.

The information in this section derives from numerous interviews with various

club members and organizers. Immediately across the intersection of the roads at the

south west comer of Durga Kuq.4 temple, the Durga Sporting Club stages its public paja.

The Sporting Club is an example of one of the many community Durga Piijas which have

emerged within the last fifteen years. In the course of my research at Durga Kuq.4

temple, I came to know several members of the Durga Sporting Club, and had intimate

access to their celebrations. I would frequently visit the Pals and other image makers,

all of whom are located in the Bengali Tola quarter of Banaras. While chatting with them

and observing the process and progress of the image making, I met members of clubs

that had been staging public Durga Piijas since the early 1950s. In this manner I had the

opportunity to converse with members of a dozen different organizations including the

309An organizer at Durgotsava Sammilini, the oldest public Durga Piija in Banaras.
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Student's Club (formed in 1953) and the Eagle Club. One of my best contacts, who

became a good friend, was Sudarsana Chowdhury (BabIa), who in 1990 and 1991 was

one of the organizers of the celebrations staged by the Durgotsava Sammilini (Assembly

for the Festival of Durga), the oldest public Durga Piija in Banaras. In his words:

The club pujas are a sort of exhibitionism for us all. We celebrate it not totally
to satisfy our religious mind, but more to celebrate our merry making purposes.

Do you have the Maliya cassette? You must purchase the Maliya cassette, with
songs to Durga and recitation of the Cat:l4I Path interspersed. It is a full program.
The one with the recitation by Virendra Krishna Bhadra is the one you want. His
recitation is the best. At our pa1J4al, some boys and girls stage a CaJ.l<;li Path
program just like that one, on ~a~thI. But his is best. For us, Durga Piija starts
with this Maliya CaJ).41 Path. It is known as the Avahana - Calling of the Mother.

I can certainly vouch for the engaging quality of Virendra Krishna Bhadra's

recitation of sections of the Durga SaptaSan-. The recitation arouses a simultaneous

feeling of power and dread in me, enough to produce horripilation every time I hear it.

I am sure that Bengali devotees experience similarly strong feelings. The recitation is

broken up with soft voiced songs by women to Durga. These are called ligamani,

Mahalaya, or Mahi~mardinIsongs. The mood of the songs contrasts sharply with the

recitation and dramatically conveys the ambivalent nature of the DevI who is about to

appear. She is soft and maternal, but also powerful and deadly. All-India Radio

broadcasts this recording, which is generally heard in Banaras at about five in the

morning of ~a~thL

Sudarsana introduced me to Purnendu Bhattacharyya, who has been president of

the Durgotsava Sammilini for over twenty-five years. Mr. Bhattacharyya is the source

of much of the information which follows in this section. According to him, public

(sarvajanfnli) pujas are also called blirvari pujas. The word bara means "twelve" and so

the term may refer to the twelve brahmalJas who are reputed to have originated these

communal celebrations in Bengal. Previously, the Durga Piijas were held in temples or

the homes of wealthy zamrndars who could sponsor the celebrations. A dozen brahmalJQs

decided to hold pujas without the patronage of the landlords by collecting money from
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community members all of whom could participate equally in the celebrations. The public

piijlis initially represented a movement towards egalitarianism, away from the hierarchical

structure of patronage, and also provided a venue for affirmation of cultural identity

through performance. Thus Bengali culture asserted its influence on the Hindu

community, and Hindu identity asserted its presence amid the non-Hindu community

(i.e., both Muslim and British colonial).

In 1922, the earliest public piija in Banaras was organized by Lalit Bihari Sen

Roy, a Bengali who was the financial advisor of the Maharaja of Banaras. It was

celebrated in the location of the former Mint House in the section of the city known as

Nadesar. Although the grounds and the theatre were ideal for the Durga Piija, the

location was too remote from the Bengali community. Eventually the celebrations were

moved to the grounds of the Bengali Tola Intercollege where, with community donations,

a permanent stage was built for cultural performances. This was the origin of the

Durgotsava Sammilini, and this is why it considers itself to be the oldest public Durga

Piija in Banaras.310 Artistic performances are an important part of the older public

Durga Piijas such as the Bengali Durgotsava Sammilini. These Durga Piijas normally

included dramas (such as jatra, theatre in the round), recitations, singing, debate, and

music although the variety and quality of such performances, as well as community

attendance, is on the decline. The convenience of television and the fear of communal

violence are blamed for the declining interest in such cultural gatherings.

The nature of the public Durga Piijas began to change as they grew more

numerous. For one, they began to be staged by other, non-Bengali communities in

Banaras. According to the image makers in the Bengali Tola quarter of the city such as

Vanshicharan (Bangshi) Pal, at the time ofIndian independence, in 1947, there were only

about thirty rniirtis being fashioned in Banaras.311 There was a marked increase in the

310Although some people speculated that the Saradotsava Sangha (Gathering of the Autumn Festival),
located across the Vijayanagar Bhavan in Bhelupura is older, the organization was founded in 1943 (Kumar
1988:218).

311 "Until the middle of this century, Durgii PUja is not even mentioned as a festival or mela worthy of
note among the thirty plus melas of Banaras" (Kumar 1988:218).
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number of community groups forming clubs to celebrate Durga Piija after Independence

and there may have been as many as seventy or eighty murtis by the mid-nineteen

seventies. In 1978, a violent incident took place in Pandey Haveli, site of the Durgostava

Sammilini community Durga puja. During the immersion (visaljana) procession, while

passing through a Muslim quarter (muhalla), communal friction sparked violence which

resulted in city-wide rioting and deaths. Instead of quelling the growth of the public

celebrations, this event led to the further mushrooming of community pUjas. These Durga

Pujas are an affirmation of Hindu identity, a source of community pride, and a visible

form of organization and solidarity, which offers community members a feeling of

security. Estimates of the number of public Durga Pujas now celebrated in the larger city

vary from one hundred fifty to two hundred.312 It is not simply a coincidence that

Durga Puja is the venue of expression of Hindu unity, for Durga is, at present, one of

the most potent symbols of the divine energy which destroys all fears and overcomes all

enemIes.

While murtis may cost from Rs. 500 to 10,000, a puja such as that held at

Durgotsava Sammilini, may cost about Rs. 50,000 to stage. By comparison, the largest

of Banaras's public Durga Pujas at Hathivar Market in Lahurabir costs over a lakh (Rs.

100,000), while the largest of Calcutta's Durga Piijas may cost over six lakhs.

It is possible to distinguish at least four types of public Durga Piija according to

their various emphases. The first type, such as the Durgotsava Sammilini, emphasizes

the community's culture against the back-drop of the DevI's presence and worship. It is

characterized by social gatherings around organized cultural activities and performances

by or for community members. The second type of public Durga Puja, often staged by

religious organizations like the Rama1q~r:ta Mission, AnandamayI Ma Asrama, and Bharat

Sevasram Samgha, emphasizes the dimension of worship, although religious cultural

performances by organization members or lay patrons (e.g., singing devotional songs and

reciting the Durga SaptaSati) are an essential component of the celebrations. The Bengali

influence in these organizations is still great among the groups I have mentioned since

3l2Conversations with image makers. See also Kumar 1988:219.
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their founders were from Bengal. These religious organizations also utilize the traditional

Bengali style of image cluster in which Durga and all her attending deities are connected

together in a single unit called the pratima.

The third group, exemplified by the enormous pa1J4al at Hathivar Market in

Lahurabir and the Durga Piijas of the Eagle Club or the Student's Club, are characterized

by having originated with distinctly non-Bengali club members and thus include non

Bengali modes of worship. These pajas, too, have a long history in Banaras. The pujas

combine some performative elements, such as the presence of dhak drummers or dhuTJuci

dancing (dancing with aromatic smoke containers in the hands), with elaborate images,

backdrops, and structures. The most visible dimension of these pujas are the throngs of

people from allover the city who flock to take darsana of the large temporary temples

and the large ornate images of the Dev! and other figures.

In the fourth group, made up primarily of the post-1978, non-Bengali clubs such

as the Durga Sporting Club, there is little in the way of cultural performance of any

kind. Community members come to take darsana of the glitteringly decorated images,

watch the pujari perform the worship, and may socialize around the pa1J4al while taped

music, mainly soundtracks from popular Hindi films, blares from loudspeakers. The

emphasis appears to be on the club members (generally young men from the community)

who, through the process of organizing the puja, have solicited funds, organized

themselves hierarchically, defined and displayed their capabilities, enjoyed themselves

with surplus funds, and indirectly competed with other communities. These are

essentially fledgling forms of the third type of public Durga Piijas. It is very common to

hear criticisms from members of the more established community pujas about the lack

of religiosity or culture in these newer celebrations. In contrast, a young Bengali woman

summed up the attitude of the younger generation:

It is true that these celebrations are mainly the activity of young men, but women
participate peripherally by perparing food and so on. In certain housing
cooperatives in Bengal, where they feel safer, women take a more active role. I
think it is a good thing for these young men, many of whom are students or
unemployed. It channels their energy, and gives them something to do. Sure,
sometimes they coerce people for money, and they keep aside some money to
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booze and so on. But this is not a problem for me. The mood of the festival is
one of celebration. The old zamfndlirs did the same in a bigger way. They had
big boozing parties, with dancing girls, and so on during Durga Puja. The women
had to watch from the balconies. Now at least, the celebrations are public.
Everyone can enjoy them.

The surging masses of people that move from one temporary temple to another

on SaptamI, A~~mI, and NavamI have created new "pilgrimage circuits" in the city.

These circuits to the temporary Durga temples and images are less clearly defined than,

but parallel to, the Nine Durga Pilgrimage circuit in which people visit the city's

permanent Durga temples and images. The swell of people making their way to some of

the huge temporary pa1J4als is greater than the crowds which visit any of the permanent

Durga temples during Navaratra. The main roads in downtown Banaras are closed to

vehicular traffic. These roads are a solid mass of excited "pilgrims." People seem to

enjoy the "crush" of human bodies pressed against each other as they move together for

darsana. Although vendors set up some stalls in the environs of these public Pa1J4als, the

crowds are so large that they inhibit effective commerce. Curiosity and community

celebration, more than reverence, are the marked motivational factors in this pilgrimage.

"Have you seen the pa1J4al at Lahurabir? It is huge. The images are very beautiful."

Such comments are typical. When one considers the number of visitors to these pa1J4als,

relatively few offerings are made. The dynamic is conducive to a hasty glimpse of

magnificence and beauty which leaves visitors with a feeling of awe, discerned both by

the looks on their faces and their comments. Here dariana is essentially visual contact,

overriding the notion of darsana as a part of a larger set of devotional actions.

However, I suggest that the darsana of Durga which has actually taken place in

these pilgrimages is more abstract than the perceptual contact offered by the pa1J4als and

martis. It is a vision of the capacity of the Hindu community to come together in vast

numbers, to erect, almost miraculously, pavilions of extraordinary dimensions and visual

impact virtually overnight, and to display within these structures in the manifest forms

of the deities the community's noblest values of courage, beauty, power, and affection.

There is a passage in the Mahtibhlirata, in which the eldest of the five PaQ.<:lava heroes,
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Yudhi~thira, while being instructed in the arts of successful kingship is taught the nature

of the six kind of fortresses. The term for a fortress or citadel is durga, the Sanskritic

masculine for the name of the Devi. Yudhi~thira is told, "among the six kinds of citadels

indicated in the scriptures, indeed among every kind of citadel, that which consists of

(the ready service and love of the) subjects is the most impregnable. ,,313 It is precisely

this vision of unassailable strength, which derives from the united sentiments of the

people, that is a constituent in the darsana of Durga during Durga Piija. Durga is the

monarch for whom the people have gathered in a display of service, loyalty, and love.

In their numbers and in their visible and verbalized sentiments of revelry and unity, they

have a vision (darsana) of their own power and with it the certitude of being victorious

in any undertaking. This vision of the victorious power (vijayli sakti) which, in tum,

permeates the community of worshippers, binding them in a union which is characterized

by joy and fearlessness, is implicitly a view of the manifest form of the goddess.314

Interpretive Analysis of the Durga PUja Ritual

Domestic Durga Piijas or those in religious organizations are performed for the

benefit of the family or liSrama members only. The celebrations of all pujlis begin with

a satikalpa (intentional vow). In the domestic satikalpa, the head of the family's name

(kana), his lineage (gotra), the deity's name, the place, the time, and so on are each

mentioned, situating the ritual and the family within a cyclical continuum of space and

313J'ranslation from Pratap Chandra Roy (n.d.:Vol. VIII). The six types are the fortresses formed by
a desert (marudurgam), by water (jaladurgam), by earth (Pr:thvfdurgam), by a forest (vanadurgam), by a
mountain (parvatadurgam), and by human beings (manuryadurgam). See Mahlibhlirata, Santi Parva,
Chapter 56.35. Quoted in Mani 1975:254.

314In this interpretation I am not advocating a Durkheimian reductionism, which would imply that the
force and majesty felt by Hindu society in the Durga Piija gatherings is the entire substance of the
conception of the divine that is Durga. I have already shown how Durga is conceptualized in complex ways
such as through a sophisticated metaphysics which includes a "science" of nature with numerous variant
forms. Durkheim's analysis does not adequately account for the existence of variations in the construction
of religious symbols. Nevertheless, the felt force of the collective consciousness to which Durkheim alludes
in his seminal work, The Elementary Forms ofReligious Life, does, in my opinion, playa role in shaping
the conceptual image of Durga, and in devotees' experience of her. See Durkheim (1954 [1915]).
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time. In the sarvajanfnli pujli, some individual is chosen as the representative worshipper

(yajamlina) of the group which itself may be heterogeneously composed of people of

different castes (jlitt) and lineages (gotra).

Ritual Manuals

The rituals pertaining to the Bengali style of domestic Durga Piija are described

in a manual called the Purohita DarpalJa (Mirror for the Priest), which contains the

techniques for most other pujlis as well. The Purohita DarpalJa is an extremely popular

manual among Bengali purohitas. 315 There are, however, a large variety of other ritual

manuals (paddhati) used by non-Bengali purohitas. Purohitas who are well trained and

highly experienced in the Durga Puja rarely make use of a commercial offprint of such

apaddhati during the ritual performance, but possess some personalized printed (or hand

written) version. The majority of purohitas in the public pGlJ4als use commercial

editions. 316 The Durga Piija ritual is influenced by pur~ic prescriptions on goddess

worship, specifically from the Dev[ PurlilJa, the Kalikli PurlilJa, and mostly from the

Brhannandikesvara PurlilJa. It also draws on Tantric ritual prescriptions. The actual

performance of the Durga Puja varies according to the capacities and desires of the

purohita and yajamana. At times the priest may embellish parts of the ritual which are

common to most pujlis according to his inclinations. Thus he may include the names of

favoured or local deities in the ritual invitations and propitiations. He may substitute

condensed rituals (often Tantric variations) for longer prescribed forms. The yajamana

may request that the priest insert a ritual or liturgical variant, which has been

traditionally used by the family or group, during sections of the pujli. Such variations and

substitutions offer further evidence of the active role taken by both the ritual performer

31SIt is a Sanskrit text written in Bengali script.

31%e rapid increase in the number of Durga PUjas in the last few decades has created a high demand
for skilled performers of the ritual. In Calcutta alone the number of Dur~ PUjas increased from 30 to
3,000 in the years 1930-1980 (Kumar 1988:219). However, since the Durga PUja is a complex and lengthy
ritual and since it is performed only once a year, there is a shortage of competent purohitas. As a result,
the publication of Durgii PUja manuals is a growing industry. These manuals are essential aids since the
Devi's wrath is reputed to descend on purohitas who err in the performance,.
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and the patron in intellectually shaping the structure of the Durga Piija ritual. Were

religious ritual action purely compulsive and instinctive, a view held by Fritz Staal

(1989), such substitutions would be unlikely to occur.

The Ritual Performer (Purohita)

You ask me what the meaning ofpujii is, and I say that it means different things
to different people. Many People see it again and again and nothing sPecial
registers. It is like Newton and the apple. Many people see an apple fall, but only
the Newtons understand or grasp a deeper principle which is there.

These comments by one of Mr. Lahiri's son-in-Iaws reflect the widespread notion

that there are those to whom ritual is profoundly meaningful. While it is not easy to

discern who such individuals might be, it is likely that they may be found among the

religious virtousi, such as priests (purohita, pujiiri), whose lives are spent virtually

entirely in the practice and mastery of ritual art. Although the terms purohita and pujiiri

are, in my experience, used synonymously, I have reserved the term purohita for the

ritual specialist who performs the Durga Piija. I refer to temple priests and others as

pujiiris. The purohitas who perform the Durga Piija ritual, particularly among the

Bengali community, are far more advanced in training and ritual competence than the

pajiiris who minister to deities in most of the temples in Banaras. These temple pujiiris

are not expected to perform complex rituals or know lengthy tracts of Sanskrit liturgy.

The ritual celebration of Durga Piija, is essentially a marvellous activity

performed by the purohita for the benefit of the family or the community. The purohita's

capacity to perform such rituals begins with his education as a ritual specialist following

his initiation into the first of the four stages of life (caturliSramadharma). It is during this

student stage (brahmacarya) that he is expected to remain celibate and study the sacred

scriptures if he is a briihmalJa. He is invested with the sacred thread (yajfiopavrta) during

this important life cycle initiation called the upanayana Saf!lSkiira. Most of the Sakta
purohitas whom I have met began learning to chant the Durgii SaptaSatr at that time, and

some have continued daily recitations since then. With the steady disappearance of

elaborate home pujiis, few briihmalJQ families continue the profession ofpurohita, turning
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instead to other gainful employment. As a result, the complex dimensions of the ritual,

which require regular performance in order to learn and execute masterfully, are rapidly

being lost.

To be able to perform elaborate rituals, the purohita receives Saiva initiation

(dr~a) by his father or some other competent person. 317 He will then be able to

perform the piija of Siva. Certain Saiva di~as give him competence to do all pujlis,

including those of the goddesses Lalita, SrI, Durga, and others. This is the level of

initiation possessed by many of the non-Bengali purohitas who perform the Durga Piija

in Banaras. Additionally, however, a purohita may be initiated in the Sakta ritual

tradition (Sakta di~a). In this initiation, he learns advanced rituals which are specifically

oriented to Dev! worship. These include the numerous hand and bodily gestures (mudrli),

the drawing of ritual diagrams (mGlJ4ala/yantra), the techniques of imprintment of the

sacred (nylisa) , the appropriate sacred utterances (mantra), the placing of worship

materials in their proper places and in the correct sequential order, and so on. If initiated

by a sadguru, a highly developed religious figure capable of giving others the direct

means of liberation, the purohita is understood to have earned all competency.318

Thus the celebration of Durga Piija may be, for the devout and earnest Sakta

purohita, a magnum opus of ritual performance, the highest expression of his profession,

bringing together most of the forms of his ritual learning, and demanding from him an

astounding display of memory, concentration, yogic achievement, dramatic art, and

finesse. As the conduit for worship, he is expected to embody the goddess herself before

317The first preferance for df~a, I was told, is given to the family's spiritual teacher (kulaguru), from
whom one's father took initiation (di~a). If he is no longer available (e.g., deceased), his son should be
asked. If he has no son, one may ask his wife, brother, or some other family member. If immediate family
members do not follow the tradition, some other close relative should be found. Regardless of the
competence of the chosen individual, the kulaguru should not be overlooked, since the power of the
tradition is thought to flow through the kulaguru's lineage.

Although I have been using the pronoun "he" for the purohita, I was told by members of the
Lahiri family that there is nothing in the scriptures to prevent a woman who has been properly initiated
from performing the Durga FUja ritual. One of the married daughters of Mr. Lahiri mentioned having seen,
in her youth, a female purohita perform the ritual. Nevertheless, female purohitas are extremely rare.

318An initiatory encounter with a sadguru is an ideal, but extremely rare event. It is considered
miraculous.
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transferring that embodiment to the devotional image. He must therefore perform

complex ritual purifications and visualizations to make himself a fit receptacle for the

divine. 319

General Comments on Piija

Every specific pujii (vise~a vidhi), such as Durga Piija, is normally preceded by

general preliminary duties (samiinya vidhi). Pajiis themselves may be of two types, one

performed for the obtainment of special desires (kiimya pujii), and the other performed

as the obligatory worship (nitya pujii) of deities during the day and at specific times in

the year. Thus the worship at the confluence periods (sandhyii pUjii) of the day, namely

dawn, noon, and dusk is nitya. Saiva and Sakta pUjiiS (if the purohita is initiated),

performed for the purohita's personal deity of choice (i~tadevatii) are also nitya. These

nitya pujiis may be simple or elaborate. The Durga Piija, if performed without

expectations of the fulfIlment of any specific desire (kiimya) , may be considered an

obligatory (nitya) pujii which is performed once a year.

Introductory Summary of the Structure of the Ritual

Do you know about differential equations, in Calculus? Some series equations
have a particular solution. Some have general solutions. Some have no solutions.
Piija is like a series differential equation with many particular solutions. Each
person participates in the ritual in their own way, and gets their own meaning
from it,320

The Durga Piija ritual takes place during the last four or five days of Asvina

Navaratra. Not unlike a riiga in Indian classical music, the ritual consists of repetitive

elements and key variations which build to a climax over the course of the days. The

purohita's common preliminary duties, the purifications of the ritual implements and

319Most purohitas sadly admit that this is rarely the case with the majority of their colleagues who just
go through the motions of the ritual. However in homes or religious institutions where the yajamanas are
both pious and knowledgeable of the ritual, one finds extraordinary purohitas and performances.

3211Satyabrata Moitra, an engineer; one of Mr. Lahiri's sons-in-law.
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offering materials, the utterance of oaths and so on, constitute the repetitive elements.

The first key variation in the Durga Piija ritual is the Awakening of the Goddess,

the Bodhana. It generally takes place on the sixth day, ~a~thi, but may occur a day

earlier. Durga is established in a jar (gha(a, kalelsa), and her presence is awakened in a

branch of the wood-apple tree (bi/va vr~a). The Bodhana ritual raises questions

concerning sleep. In what sense has Durga been dormant or asleep, requiring that she

now be invoked and awakened, and what form will this wakeful state take? The next

ritual of importance, performed on ~a~~hi, is the Anointing, known as the Adhivasa (or

Adhivasanam). The Adhivasa prefigures the loci of the DevI's manifestations as various

items are imbued or "perfumed" with her essence. Among these loci are the Cluster of

Nine Plants (navapatrikti), the clay image cluster (pratimti), a mirror (darpa1J.a) and a

sword (kha4ga).

The seventh day, MahasaptamI (Great Seventh), is marked with several important

ritual acts. Among these are the Bathing of the Cluster of Nine Plants (navapatrikli), the

Great Bath of Durga, and the worship of Ga.t:lesa and various attendant deities. The

rituals of MahasaptamI also include the invocation of Durga into the clay image which

is "brought to life" and the subsequent worship of the goddess. Rituals of the invocation

and worship of the attending deities in their living images are also performed on this day.

The eighth day, Maha~ramI (Great Eighth), is characterized by worship of the

DevI in a more abstract form, namely, a yantra which is called the Sarvatobhadra

Ma.t:l9ala. The highpoint of the Durga Piija takes place on the confluence of the eighth

and ninth lunar day (tithi). On this Sandhi Piija a blood sacrifice (bali dana) or surrogate

offering is made to the DevI and she may be worshipped in human form as a living

virgin girl (kuman-puja).

The puja then winds down with the fire oblations (homa) on the ninth day,

MahanavamI (Great Ninth). Durga Piija ends with the worship of the DevI as the

Unconquerable One, Aparajim, and the immersion (visarjana) of the clay images on the

tenth day (Vijaya Dasami).

Although the Durga Piija activities are performed mainly by the purohita, the
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yajamana and other members participate in varying degrees according to their inclination.

Women help in the preparation of food, youngsters may ring bells during the flame

worship (arau). Someone may twist cotton into wicks for the hundred and eight ghi lamp

offering, while others make decorations for the altar and place of worship. I inquired into

the general mood or the feelings which were elicited during Participation in the ritual and

received this revealing answer:

S. Moitra: I feel good when I participate in the puja. A feeling of elation.
My question: You mean the same kind of feeling as when you solve a math
problem or when you are visiting family and friends?
S. Moitra: One fellow may be enjoying a good meal of meat, while someone else
looks and says this is very bad. There are things which are relative, good and
bad, based on your perspective. But if some chap is playing music and I am
enjoying it, and he is enjoying playing it, then there is less of an opposite to that
feeling. The elation I feel when participating in Durga Piija is ananda, bliss. It
does not have an opposite. It covers everything.

Note: The sources of the descriptive elements of the pujii which follow derive primarily
(but not exclusively) from the detailed description of the Durga Piija ritual, which is
found in the Appendix. The Appendix should be consulted in tandem with this section.

Bodhana

The puja starts with bodhana, on Maha~~thI. The time is according to the panji
set by the brtihmalJa. The bodhana is calling Ma Durga to come and stay with us
till vismjana. Ma Durga lives with us for four days.321

The purohita begins the bodhana ritual with an oath (sankalpa) in which he

identifies himself as a sinful material manifestation (praJa:tam cittam piipakrantam). He

asks the goddess to cleanse away his sins. After another oath, in which he promises to

perform the bodhana ritual he proceeds to the installation of a jar (gha{asthapana) which

is done in front of a bi/va tree or one of its branches. In the ghG!asthapana, the purohita

begins by drawing a yantra on the ground. This drawing may be a simple triangle or the

much more elaborate sarvatobhadra malJ4ala. I was told that the yantra represents the

Dev!, who is the source and portal of her own manifestation. Upon this yantra, the

321Interview with S. K. Rai Choudhary of Durgotsava Sammilini (Sept 27,1990).
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purohita builds a low soil altar which is identified as the earth, the supporter of the

world, and as Aditi, the mother of the gods. Sprinkling five grains upon the altar,

symbols of nourishment, the purohita next places a narrow necked full-bodied jar upon

it and fills the jar with water (see Figure 13). Placing five leaf-bearing twigs around its

wide mouth he tops the jar with a coconut and covers it with a cloth so that its appears

like a woman dressed in a stirl. The jar is anointed with sandal paste, given steadiness

(sthirf karalJa) , and its sacred perimeter demarcated (klifJ4a ropanam).

The purohita now proceeds to perform the common worship ritual. Through the

power of the goddess he induces sacred female rivers to flow into the water he will use

in the ritual and with this consecrated water he purifies himself, the worship materials,

and the images. He drives away inimical spirits by scattering white mustard seed, and

next begins a process of bodily transformation. Utilizing the yogic technique of breath

control (prtilJaYlima), he proceeds to purify (suddhi) his constituent elements (tattva) (see

Figure 15). He does so by reversing the creative process through which these elements

are thought to manifest. Beginning with the gross elements (mahtibhata) , he dissolves

these one into the other, then into the subtle elements (tanmtitra), into the sense organs

(jiUinendriya), into the organs of activity (karmendriya), into the inner mental elements

of mind (manas) , ego (ahafiktira) , and intellect (buddhi) and finally into sentinent

primordial matter (Prakrtr>. This purification is performed through the method of

KUQ~alinjYoga. The goddess KUQ~alin1, who lies dormant at the base of the subtle body

is awakened and allowed to rise through the central energy channel (s~umnti) via various

energy vortices (cakra) until she unites with the supreme reality (adiSaktilparamasiva)

in the thousand petalled lotus (sahasrtira padma) located approximately at the top of the

head.

This ritual is a most explicit and elaborate articulation of the process of

reintegration which is at the heart of the act of pajti. The purohita collects all the

elements of creation, each of which is present in his body, which is a microcosm of the

whole of reality. He dissolves each of these elements, one into the other, from the

grossest to the most subtle. Ultimately he merges this transformed body with that of the
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DevI in her most sublime form. Having performed this "journey" to the source of all

creation, the purohita undertakes the task of bringing the DevI back into manifestation

so that she may be accessible to the less adept worshippers.

There is clearly a relationship between the awakening of the goddess Durga in the

bodhana ritual and the awakening of the goddess KUQ.<;lalinI in the purification ritual. It

would appear that the purohita is the primary human locus into which the DevI's energy

flows. I suggest that the DevI has been residing in dormant form in the earth (the earthen

altar), waters (rivers, pools), and vegetative matter (seeds, the bilva tree, leaf-bearing

twigs, the coconut fruit), represented by the gh~a which by incorporating all those

symbolic elements becomes her "body cosmos." It is from this state of passive presence

and support of the cosmos (jagaddhlitnj that she is being invoked and awakened. The

first human vehicle through which her energy flows is the body of the spiritual adept, the

purohita. Through initiation (dilqa) , spiritual training (sakta sadhana), and frequent

encounters with the Devi's energy through ritual performance, the purohita is the ideal

and necessary channel for the flow of Sakti. As the DevI's energy awakens within him,

his body is transformed from gross materiality to immaculacy.

The purohita now imprints his purified body with the syllables of the Sanskrit

language (mtitrka nytisa) , imprints his hands and limbs (kara and anga nytisa) , and

imprints the energy vortices of his subtle inner body (antarmlitrkti nytisa) with them. In

the external imprintment of syllables (bahya mtitrkti nytisa), the purohita takes refuge

(asraye) in the deity of speech (vtigdevatti) whose body is composed of the fifty Sanskrit

syllables. Through the preceding imprintments the purohita's body was composed of the

same substance (i.e., the Sanskrit syllables) as the DevI's body. Through the external

imprintment and the subsequent enfolding imprintment (smrzhtira mtitrka nytisa) , the

purohita effects an unitive identification of his vibrational body with that of the goddess

of speech. Speech (vac) is the symbol of the creative process through its connection with

conceptualization. The manifest differentiated universe is created from the transcendent

and undifferentiated singularity through conceptualization, through naming. Thus speech

or sound vibration is that through which creation occurs.
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The purohita next assigns various abodes of the goddess to his body parts in the

pf{ha nylisa procedure. These abodes of the goddess, seats or places where she is thought

to reside are conceptual (e.g., the supreme supporting power), locational (e.g., the

earth), symbolic (e.g., the jewelled pavilion, the wish-fulfilling tree), and qualitative

(e.g., righteousness, dispassion, ignorance). The Dev! has taken up abode in his body.

Through the !,~adi nylisa he secures (krlaka) the union, and with the vylipaka nylisa he

completes the transformation by making the Devi's presence thoroughly pervasive in his

being. This entire process is considered preliminary to awakening the goddess externally.

The purohita now worships GOJ?eSa who must be propitiated at the start of any

pujli. He worships the other deities and celestial beings and drives away inimical spirits

before turning to Durga. Recharging his limbs and hands with the seed syllable "Hdq1,"

the purohita takes up a flower in the meditative visualization gesture (dhylina mudra),

and visualizes the goddess (see Figure 15). He then worships her mentally. The process

of awakening the goddess therefore occurs through the purohita, who is now the goddess

herself and an abode of the goddess, and begins at the most subtle level of manifestation,

namely conceptual thought. Durga is mentally visualized and worshipped.

Durga is next invoked into a conch shell (see Figure 16). The conch shell has

many symbolic associations. It emanates from the waters and possesses great beauty in

form, colour, and iridescence. It is rare, auspicious, and valuable. Its shape of spiral

expansion suggests the creative flowering of the cosmos. It is reminiscent of the female

reproductive organ (yoni) (Eliade 1991: 125ft). In Bengal, conch shell bangles are worn

by women to indicate their married status.322 It is associated with Vi$Qu, the preserver

of the cosmos. It is blown in battle, striking dread into the hearts of the enemy. It

symbolizes victory in battle. When held to the ear, it produces a sound of the primordial

ocean, the vibration of creation. For all these associations, in particular those linked with

322"The bride's father provides a pair of bangles, which are put on her wrists by a Saiikari (shell
maker)" (Fruzzetti 1982:69). The shell-maker caste claims a special relationship to Durga (Ostor 1980:34).
In a related myth, Durga is teased by her in-laws for not having any jewellery on her arms. Siva, to
appease her anger, appears disguised as a Saiikari, and provides her with conch-shell bangles. Since then,
all Bengali brides were conch-shell bangles as a sign of marriage (Fruzzetti 1982:70).
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the feminine, with creation, and with sound vibration, it seems appropriate that the next

level of manifestation of the goddess, should be the conch shell.

After worshipping Durga in the conch shell, the purohita invokes her into the

bilva tree. The prayers suggest that he both awakens her into and asks her to take up her

abode in the bi/va tree, requesting that she stay there as long as it pleases her. The

purohita makes offerings and says prayers to the Guardians of the Fields and the

elemental spirits. Then invoking the divine bilva tree into the local bi/va tree, he carries

a branch of it to the place of worship and explicitly states that it will be worshipped as

Durga. Again the sacred space surrounding the goddess in the bi/va tree is cordoned off

and, rather significantly, the DevI is worshipped as the protector/concealer of the secret

of all secrets (guhyati guhya goptnj. This epithet identifies Durga with Mahamaya, the

great power of illusion which conceals the divine mystery from being revealed to all but

those on whom she bestows her grace. This ends the bodhana ritual.

Adhivasanam

The anointing (adhivilsanam) ritual is generally performed later on the same day

(~~fhl) as the bodhana, unless the bodhana ritual was performed a day earlier. The

purohita begins with an utterance of approval, an oath to perform the adhivilsanam, and

proceeds to the purifactory transformation of his body (bhata suddhi) after driving away

the inimical spirits. Transforming himself into an abode and portal for the DevI, he

worships G~esa and the other devatas before performing a meditative visualization

(dhyana) of Durga. He then proceeds to anoint the goddess with a wide array of

materials, each of which is, in fact, a subtle form of the goddess herself. He anoints the

ghafa, the conch shell, and the bilva V1:~a, by lightly stroking these manifest forms of

the DevI with the appropriate material. These materials include sandal paste, soil, a small

stone, unhusked rice, darvti grass, flowers, fruit, curd, ghi, the sVilstika symbol,

vermillion, a conch shell, collyrium, cow bile, yellow mustard, gold, silver, copper, a

yak's tail, a mirror, and the light of a lamp (See Figure 16). These forms of the DevI are

then symbolically anointed with all the materials together. The sword (khGlfga) and the
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mirror (darpalJa), other forms of the DevI, are also anointed. Durga will be offered

blood sacrifice with this sword, and she will be symbolically bathed through her

reflection in this mirror.

It is reasonable to suggest that the DevI in her dormant cosmic body in the form

of the gh~a, awakened through the medium of sound vibration into the conch shell, and

invoked to take up take up her abode in the bilva tree is now "teased" out of these forms

via her numerous manifest forms into other loci, such as the sword and the mirror, which

will resonate with her presence. The "quickening" experienced by worshippers during

this ritual is said to reflect the DevI's growing presence within them as well.

In the adhivtisa ritual one notes how worship materials are identified as subtle

forms of the DevI. Certain of these materials, common in virtually all other pujiis are

rarely recognized by outsiders as symbolic forms of the DevI. While it has been noted

how the symbolic bathing of the Siva linga is the union of the DevI as Ganga with Siva,

the offering of the flowers, fruit, ghi, milk, sandal paste and so on are similar symbolic

unions. A purohita, who has taken Saiva/Sakta di~a, when performing the worship of

other deities with these materials most likely, through force of habit, mentally associates

the materials with variant forms of the Dev1, whose body is envisioned as the manifest

universe.

The purohita then anoints the Cluster of Nine Plants (navapatrika), each of which

represents an aspect of the DevI. The goddesses who embody these aspects are named

Brahma~I, CamuQ.4a, Kalika, Durga, Kartild, Siva, Raktadantika, Sokarahita, and

Lak~mI. Durga's name among these nine forms, suggests to me, that although this ritual

is called Durga PUja, it is a ritual for the Great Goddess who transcends the more

limiting identifications which inevitably accompany any single epithet. Navapatrikti

worship may have been incorporated into the Durga Piija from other goddess-worshipping

traditions. The navapatrikti itself appears to be a symbolic amalgamation of cults centring

on trees and vegetation as abodes of the goddess, and may have roots in the extremely

ancient worship of tree spirits (y~i).

The purohita now moves from the location of the bilva tree or from the shrine
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where the bodhana and adhivtisa were taking place to the temple where the clay image

is to be installed. He draws a yantra on the floor and establishes another ghCl(a on a

small earthen altar which he constructs upon it. He then moves the ghata to the front of

the altar, leaving room for the clay image which will be installed there. He then places

the clay image on the altar and performs a simple or elaborate adhivtisa to all the images

in the cluster, including the buffalo demon, Mahi~sura. The DevI's power (sakti) has

begun to resonate within these images as well. The sacred space is cordoned off, and the

purohita's activities end for the day.

Mahasaptami

The rituals of the seventh day begin with the varana, a ritual in which the

sacrificer (yajamana) selects the purohita. This ritual establishes the relationship of

reciprocity between the offerer of the sacrifice and the purohita. The ritual dialogue

clearly states that the yajamana pays reverence and obeisance to the purohita who is

symbolically identified with the sun. The purohita has p1'tviously established his intimate

connection with the goddess by tying a thread around her wrist (in the clay image), as

a symbol of protection (as in the ritual of ra/qa bandhana) or contractual union (as in

the ritual of guru paja). Despite the ritual norm of respect for the purohita, many

yajamanas with whom I spoke, in both brahmalJa and lqatriya families which staged the

pajas, refused to concede much in the way of special status to the purohita. The

brahmalJas said that they themselves could perform the ritual if necessary, while the

lqatriyas said that the purohita was merely hired help, performing a particular

occupational function like a musician or doctor.

Some family members of the same yajamlinas mentioned above, conceded that the

purohita was treated in a special way during the time of the Durga Pilja. He had a higher

status, was indispensible, and could dictate many terms. Furthermore, his skill was of

the utmost importance in making the ritual meaningful to the participants. Perhaps this

was at the heart of the yajamtinas' more unyielding stance. As sponsors of the ritual,

yajamanas foot the bill for the paja and must be able to draw the line somewhere in
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conceding to the purohita's demands. When asked what constituted a meaningful ritual,

the kind of answer I was most frequently given by participants, was that a successful

ritual facilitated an awareness of the DevI's presence, and elicited a mood of awe and

reverence when one realized this presence. As Pallavi, a family member of the

Chaukhamba Durga Piija said,

[The purohita] must pay attention - have a visible effect on the people. His
performance can make a dead ritual into something living. It can transport and
change our attitude and feelings. My attention would have wandered and I would
have begun to question the usefulness of the ritual if the purohita's performance
had been poor.

These comments are particularly discerning for they suggest that a successful

ritual subverts the capacity of a devotee to remain as an observer. By directing attention

and orchestrating emotions successfully, the purohita disengages the analytic,

discriminating mental faculties of the observers, drawing them into participation in the

ritual. In this state of direct, emotive perception, participants experience the "meaning"

of ritual rather than questioning it. I suggest that in this direct emotional experience,

elicited by the skilful manipulation of concept-laden items, the ritual performer induces

participants to remain "insiders" for periods of time which may extend well beyond the

duration of the ritual, ideally perhaps for a lifetime, or at least until the following

celebration. Ritual thus reconstructs and reinforces a devotee's worldview and ethos.323

After performing the common preliminary purification rituals, the purohita cuts

a branch from the bilva tree (or takes the previously cut branch) and lashes it to the

navapatrikf1. He now proceeds to bathe the navapatrika (see Figure 18).

There is evidence to suggest that ritual bathing has ancient roots in Hindu social

and religious behaviour. Indus valley civilization sites reveal the central position of what

appear to be public baths in the layout of the cities. While we cannot be certain about the

usages of those baths, ritual bathing for the purpose of purification is still common at

3231 am implying that human beings stand somewhere on the spectrum between being fully involved
participants ("insiders") or disengaged observers of an experience ("outsiders").
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temple tanks and sacred rivers throughout the sub-continent. 324 It becomes clear that

bathing does not simply serve the function of cleansing pollution but brings about a

change in being. It is a transformative purification. This explains why baths are not

merely conducted with cleansing agents such as water and soaps, but include anointments

with materials of sacred purity such as the products of the cow. In the Vedic Rajasiiya

ritual, the king would be bathed in numerous materials and in the process undergo a form

of spiritual rebirth into a pure, rejuvenated body.325 Bathing someone else is an act of

loving service, honouring the king, queen, master, child, guest, or deity. Hindu deities

are regularly bathed as part of the devotional service offered them. It is a combination

of these notions and practices which inform the ritual activities of bathing which take

place on MahasaptamI.

The navapatrikti DevI is first anointed with a pinch of tumeric and oil. The

prayers suggest that although the DevI's place of origin, nature, and purpose are

mysterious, her presence is auspicious. This presence is capable of assuming a variety

of forms (niiniirupadhare), and smearing these forms with unguents destroys sins (sarva

papam vinaSyati). Although the DevI is being anointed, the sins of the worshippers are

being cleansed.

The navapatrikti is bathed in the five products of the cow (paficagavya), and the

five nectars (paftctinu:ta), after these have been purified. The purohita then bathes the

navapatrikti in nine kinds of water, each of which is directed to a particular one of the

nine plants. Through the liturgy we are told that the goddess abides in the breast of

Vi~I).u (vi~lJuvak$alJsthalasraye) and is Siva's beloved (harapriye). She is the abode of

beauty/glory (sn-niketa), the giver of life (pralJadiiyinz) to all living beings, and she gives

fulfilment of desires (kamapra4ti). She is paid reverence by both gods and demons,

removes the sorrow of separation, removes sin and hunger, and bestows all attainments

324" Archeologists generally agree that [the Great Bath at Mohenjo-daro] must have been associated with
some sort of bathing ritual, and this strongly recalls later Hindu practices and concepts of pollution. A
similar construction in Indian villages today catches and retains monsoon rains, and is used for practical
as well as ritual bathing" (Craven 1976:11-12).

325See Hesteerman (1957) for a detailed description and interpretion of this ritual.
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(sarvasiddhi). She is the embodiment of victory (jayarupti) , the cause of victory

(jayahetu), and the increaser of victory (jaya bardhanli).

This preceding section is a fine example of how the liturgy of the Durga Piija

ritual reveals important information about the goddess. The earlier epithet, made towards

the end of the bodhana ritual, which accentuated the mystery of her origin, nature, and

purpose (guhytiti guhya goptrf) contrasts dramatically with the statements made during

the bath. Through the intimate act of bathing the DevI, certain details of her being are

revealed to the worshipper (through the purohita). The mystery begins to reveal itself.

I suggest that as the DeVi is symbolically cleansed, the eyes of the worshippers are

simultaneously cleansed so that they may more clearly discern the goddess's presence.

A particularly significant revelation found in the liturgy is that Durga permeates

immovable or stable objects (sthtivarsthtisa). This is extremely helpful in understanding

why devotees identify structural integrity with the DevI's presence. The strength and

unassailability of a fortress (durga) would depend on the presence of the goddess, and

this is why it is very common to find Durga temples associated with fortresses, often

within their very walls. The DevI's solidifying presence extends to other constructions

as well, such as bridges, which incorporate the salvific notion of fording dangerous

waters which are difficult to traverse (durga). We have already encountered the notion

that a temple itself may be identified as the DevI. The ideas of protection, indestructibity,

and firm support extend to recognizing Durga's presence in armour (kavaca), weapons

(ayudha) , rocks, mountains, altars, thrones, and so on. Thus, conceptions of Durga's

nature encompass a sacred physics. In addition to her better known presence as cosmic

kinetic energy (Sakti) , the DevI is seen to be present as latent, static, potential, and

bonding energy. 326

The navapatrikti DevI is then bathed in eight different waters. She is bathed by

different divine beings with each water in an honorific gesture of subservience. The

navapatrikti is then dried and draped in a red stiri, so that she resembles a modestly clad

3261 have already discussed (in the section on public Durgii Piijas) how Durga's bonding power
permeates community groups, unifying and strengthening them.
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lady (as did the ghata which was installed earlier). She is placed next to the image of

Gat:lesa, where it is identified as his wife (kala bou) by many devotees. It is clear that

the navapatrikli DevI is none other than Durga, although one might suggest that she is

Durga in a manifest form which is more primordial than those in which the DevI will

later manifest (i.e., the clay image, and a living virgin girl). The navapatrikli's placement

next to GaJ.leSa, makes Durga's connection to GaJ.leSa more complex. Although most

worshippers consider GaJ.le~a, in the clay image cluster, to be Durga's child, in his

association with the navapatrikli, he is Durga's wife. The kinship associations between

deities in the image cluster of Durga Piija are a symbolic overlay on more profound

connections between aspects of the Great Goddess Durga herself. Even the male deities

GaJ.lesa and Kartikeya, are not her "sons," but facets of the DevI's nature.327 Since the

navapatrikii is a primordial, autochthonous, or even a yak~r form of the DevI, her pairing

with GaJ.lesa is appropriate, since the elephant-headed god "has his origins among the

thick-set, fat-bellied, beneficienty~a deities, whose worship in India was prevalent long

before the theistic worship of either Vishnu or Shiva came to the fore" (Eck 1982: 182).

The purohita next symbolically bathes the clay image of the DevI through bathing

its reflection in a mirror (darpa1}a) placed on a tripod. The mirror, through the adhivasa

ritual had already been identified as a form of the goddess. Sometimes the mirror is

placed on a triangle formed from twigs which is placed over an earthen jar. The triangle

or the tripod reflect the tripartite nature of the goddess, conceived both through the

symbolism of the gUlJ,as and as the three forms of sakti (i.e., action, knowledge, and

will). In the ritual process, the purohita, who through yogic action has achieved unitive

communion with the goddess, is inducing the DevI to manifest, actively and intensely,

in the material forms in which she is ever present, but latent. Simultaneously, the

worshippers are led, through the refining of their consciousness and perception, to "see"

the DevI's manifest presence. The cloudy mirror is, in my opinion, an ideal symbol of

the devotees' dulled perception, and the indistinct view of the DevI reflected within it.

3
27This interpretation was offered by many Durgii worshippers, although the majority of devotees

discuss the deities and their relationships with each other in terms that parallel human society.
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As the DevI's image is bathed in the mirror, the mirror itself is cleansed. Innumerable

aspects of the image of the Devi are revealed in the process, and the devotees'

perceptions are steadily heightened, dramatically deepening the experience of

darsana.328

The purohita rubs the mirror with rice powder and explicitly states that he is

washing the body of the goddess in the earthen image and the bi/va tree. He then bathes

the reflected image with the paiicagavya. Then, paralleling royal consecration rituals, he

bathes Durga with a special spouted vessel (bhrnglira). The liturgy states that the goddess

is bathed by a host of entities both benevolent and malevolent, divine and mundane,

including sacred rivers, gods and goddesses, the mothers (mlitr), planets, sages, sacred

places, the divisions of time, and demons. Besides the obvious symbolic meaning that all

this manifold creation pays homage to her, there is a sense that this vast diversity is part

of her and emanates from her.

Durga is then bathed with numerous watery infusions or waters obtained from

varied sources poured from a conch shell. The shell was previously identified as a form

of the Devi. Next she is bathed with a water which flows through a container pierced

with dozens of holes. The numerous streams of water which flow from this millifluent

(sahasradhlira) symbolize countless rivers. After a bath with eight different types of

water, the mirror is dried, smeared with vermillion on which a seed syllable of Durga

is written, wrapped in cloth and placed on the altar. This ends the great bath

(mahlisnlina) .

The purohita then drives away the inimical spirits and worships the navapatrika

with a ten part devotional service (daSopacara). While touching the altar of the clay

image, he urges Durga to enter the place of worship (pujalaya). Next he installs another

jar (gha(a) and performs the preliminary procedures of purification of the worship

materials, and himself. He makes a common offering (samanya argha). Once again

purifying the worship materials and himself, after driving away inimical spirits,

328According to early Hindu texts, a reflection in water or a mirror represents the soul of a person. See
Sankhayana Ara1Jyaka 6.2, 8.7 and Aitareya Ara1Jyaka 3.24. On the pervasive use of the term "mirror"
as a symbol of illusory reality and indirect perception, see Wayman (1974).
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worshipping the spiritual teachers, and performing the appropriate imprintments (nyasa),

the purohita meditates on Durga and makes a special offering (viSe~a argha). He

worships Ga.t:J.esa and the other deities. An important dimension of this worship is that

Ga.t:J.esa is here installed as a ghG!a which is placed before his clay image in the

cluster. 329 It was not absolutely clear to me if the other deities are also represented by

the same ghG!a, but its presence in the ritual reinforces the interpretation that the ghG!a

is the cosmic body of the deity. Durga and the other deities in the clay image cluster are

soon to be brought to life and the ghata's presence suggests that from this cosmic egg

(brahma1J4a) the living deity will hatch.

Placing the central jar before the clay images, the purohita performs the

meditative visualization of Durga and beckons her and her eight attendent saktis (~tabhiJ:z

saktibhiJ:z saha) into the image with a powerfully charged set of invocations. He invites

all the other deites to be present. He asks Durga to take up her abode in the clay image,

in the bilva tree, in the plants and herbs, in the twigs and fruit, and to remain as long

as she is being worshipped. Anointing her three eyes with collyrium from a bilva leaf he

performs the ritual of giving eyesight (c~ur dana) to the image. Touching the heart of

the image with a flower, with the use of appropriate seed syllables, he induces life

energy (pralJa) into the image. He installs the soul (jiva) and activates the sense organs

and other vital energies within the now living image.

It is crucial to recognize that the difference between temple puja and this ritual

of worship hinges on the manifest presence of the goddess. The goddess is thought to

reside at her temples always, and therefore each temple or permanent shrine enjoys

worship and prestige in proportion to the intensity of the DevI's presence there. DurgajI,

as I have shown, enjoys a far-reaching reputation as a seat of power and attainment

where the Dev! is everpresent and accessible. During the Durga Piija ritual, however,

the goddess is invoked into places where she is not normally available and where she will

329A North American Hindu acquaintance who on occasion performs a simplified version of the Durgii
PUjii for a community there, in which only a single ghata is installed at the beginning of the ritual, once
told me that the gha[a represented GaJ;leSa. It is clear that he was identifying this GaJ;leSa ghata with the
Dev! ghatas.
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be worshipped only during the course of the festival. It is of pivotal significance to note

that the invocation is referred to as an awakening. The DevI does not abide in some

remote place but is "awakened" at the very locations where she will be worshipped.33o

Her presence there was dormant. The bulk of the purohita's actions, entirely absent in

temple paja, are directed towards this process of awakening the goddess and intensifying

her manifest presence. When investing the clay images with eyesight and vital breath,

the purohita has, in effect, brought what appeared to be an inaminate figure of earth to

life. Actually, the gha!a was precisely such an animate manifestation of the DevI, but the

clay image, even surpassing the living embodiment of the DevI in the navapatrika,

embodies the goddess in her most dramatic anthropomorphic form. The purohita breathes

life into the divine form described in the meditative visualizations complete with such

attributes (sagulJa) as ten arms and three eyes.

The purohita next worships Durga embodied in this clay image with an elaborate

form of what is traditionally referred to as a sixteen-part devotional service

($oljaSopacara). Commencing by offering the DevI a seat (ilsana), he moves through

offerings of water for washing her feet (plidya), general food offerings (naivedya) and

specific ones which include a honeyed mixture (madhaparka), betel nut (tilmbala), and

sweet balls (modaka). These are normally followed with frequent offerings of water for

sipping (acamaniya). Amid these food offerings are the standard offerings of bath water

and clothing. A number of feminine accoutrements are also offered such as ornaments

(alankara), including a conch shell bangle, vermillion, collyrium, and a mirror. Flowers

and flower garlands, fragrant incense, and a flame are part of the offerings.

It surprised me that the members of the yajamanas' families, or their guests and

other lay worshippers, do not pay much attention to the activities of the purohita, through

much of his performance in the early stages. It is mainly during the devotional service

stage of the ritual that they begin to gather around the image and participate, at first,

through their observation. Their participation peaks during the flame worship (arati). At

33OJ'he notion of her arrival from her abode in the mountains is a metaphor of this awakening process
from dormancy.
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the Lahiri household, the children in particular were given gongs and bells, which they

rang with vigorous abandon, while the purohita passed the sacred ghi flame before the

DevI. The women of the household utter a blood-curdling cry, onomatopoeically called

the ululu,during the liratr. Bengali women utter this cry during all the high points of the

Durga Puja ritual. They had uttered the ululu during the bodhana and adhivlisa rituals.

The cry mobilizes the entire household, causes horripilation, and suggests the excitement

and dread which accompanies Durga's arrival and her palpable presence. 331

One of the highest points of the devotional service in elaborate home pujlis is the

offering of cooked food (anna/bhoga). Although most of the offering materials have been

painstakingly gathered by the yajamana's family, often for months prior to the puja, the

food offerings provide a direct participatory liason between the female worshippers and

the DevI. While the uncooked food may have been prepared somewhat earlier, the

cooked food is prepared immediately before the offering. To the chilling reverberations

of the ululu, the matriarch of the home carries the food from the kitchen to the place of

worship (pujlilaya) with utmost care while water is sprinkled before her, purifying the

ground on which she will tread. The elderly women in the worshipping household are

extremely active during the pujli in the preparatIon of the food. This is not merely festive

preparation, for although the food will be eaten by the household and guests, it is

prasada, food that was first offered to Durga and then distributed as blessings from the

goddess.

There are rituals of purity which accompany the food preparation, and as a male

ethnographer, I was skilfully sidetracked from the kitchen throughout my observations

of the pujli. The kitchen is very much women's space in a household possessing its own

mysterious aura to males and others who do not enter it. It would not be an exaggeration

to suggest that the kitchen functions like another pujlilaya where the miraculous

chemistry of cooking is taking place. During the pujli, an initiated post-menopausal

woman, in a role not unlike that of the purohita, oversees the preparation of the food.

331In the Durga Saptaiati (8.22-27) the sakti of the goddess Ca~.<;lika herself, a gruesome deity known
as Sivadufi, appears and yelps like a hundred jackals. The ululu uttered by Bengali women is reminiscent
of such a blood-curdling, jackal-like yelp.
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Married daughters who have returned to the family household are requested not to lift

a hand in the preparations. I was told that this "prohibition" insures that they have a

relaxing time and enjoy being treated to the beneficience of the paja rather than be

bothered with their traditional domestic burdens. In a sense they are living embodiments

of DurgaiParvatI, perceived as the spouse of Siva, who has returned to her father's

horne, where she is treated as a royal guest.

Somewhat confused about the role of women with respect to food preparation I

was provided with the following details by Afijana Moitra, the eldest of Mr. Lahiri's

married daughters.

Afijana: My mother prepares for Durga Piija for the whole year. She shops for
wheat, dal (lentils), grains, and so on all year long. We store these grains in that
room in the house. She then washes everything to clean it. It must be purified.
She removes the stones and little sticks and so on which are in these grains. You
must not touch them with night clothes or with clothes you have worn when going
to the toilet.
- Girls who are younger than twelve can go everywhere and they can touch the
food. They can participate in cutting the vegetables for the uncooked naivedya
offerings, but since they have not taken the mantra from a guru, they cannot
touch the food used for bhog (i.e., cooked food).
-Girls older than twelve, but who are unmarried, cannot cook or touch any of the
food.
-Married women can touch and prepare the uncooked food, but cannot prepare
the cooked food for Durga unless they have taken the mantra. I can cook the
bhog for SarasvatI PUja, and we can give Narayfu).a and Gopala bhog.
-Our Durga Piija is Tantric.
Her son interrupts: No, it is Vedic.
Afijana continues: There is a yantra in the middle and bel leaves are offered.
These are Tantric.
-Widows cannot touch any of the food.
-A woman, after menopause can touch the food, but for Durga and KatI Piija only
women with the mantra can prepare the bhog.

It is clear from Afijana's comments that girls prior to the onset of their menstrual

cycle, married women, and post-menopausal women enjoy a much higher status than

unmarried women and widows. The latter exist in a liminal and inauspicious state and

are completely excluded from the preparation of divine food. Food offerings therefore

are a symbolic parallel of womanhood. This observation is reinforced by the relationship
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between women and cooked food. Pre-menstrual girls may handle and prepare the

uncooked food offerings but only married women may prepare cooked offerings. Higher

on the hierarchy of purity are post-menopausal women, who are no longer associated

with reproductive blood flow. Highest are women who have taken Tantric initiation

(di~a/mantra). Charting this relationship, we have:

Pre-menstrual girls May prepare Uncooked Food offerings to minor
deities.
May not prepare food offerings.
May prepare Cooked Food offerings to minor
deities.

Widows May not prepare food offerings.
Post-menopausal married women May prepare Cooked Food offerings to minor

deities.
May prepare Cooked Food offerings to Durga and
KalI.

Virgins, one might suggest, are like unripe fruit or uncooked foods whose flavour

and nourishment are not fully developed. Married women, who are capable of producing

life and mother's milk, are like ripe fruit and cooked food, rich in flavour and

nourishment. Just as the virgins and married women are considered embodiments of

Durga, I suggest that the DevI is also embodied in the delicious nourishment, both

cooked and uncooked, which is offered to her living image. She is present in the

admixture of the food's spices, its aroma, and subtle flavours. Food, delicious and

nourishing, so closely associated with the feminine, is an important sensory element in

conveying the growing presence of the DevI in the household.

The devotional service ends with the offering of special cooked foods like

paramanna and cakes (pi~faka), and with obeisance (vandana) to the DevI.

The purohita next invokes nine goddesses into the navapatrikli and worships each

of them separately with a ten-part devotional service (d~opaclira). He invokes BrahmaI).I

into the plantain, Kalika into the kacvi, Durga into the turmeric, KartikI into thejayanti,

Siva into the bilva, Raktadantika into the pomegranate, Sokarahita into the Asoka,

CamuI).<:!a into the mana, and ~mI into the rice paddy. After offerings to the

directional guardians (dUo/lila), the purohita invokes GaI).esa into the clay image, gives
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it eyesight and installs its vital energy. He worships G~esa with an elaborate devotional

service. He repeats the procedure for Narayana and Siva, Kartikeya, Lak~mI, Sarasvatl,

the mounts (vlihana) of the deities, the snake (naga), Durga's lion mount (mahlisiJ!lha),

and the demon Mahi~sura (see Figure 14). When the entire image cluster is animated

and worshipped, the purohita turns again to the goddess and worships her with a

repetition of her mantra and an elaborate liratf in which numerous honorific items, such

as a lamp and a yak's tail whisk are passed before her (see Figure 17). A hymn of

adoration is recited and the day's rituals end with a communal flower offering

(p~plifljali). For worshippers this is an important part of the ritual since it allows them

to move from being merely spectators to actual participation. They repeat prayers given

by the purohita and shower the DevI with purified flowers.

The purohita has effected the difficult task of enabling the DevI to manifest within

various media. Through successive and successful transformative purifications of the

matter around him, of the worshipper, and of himself, he has induced the goddess to take

up her abode in the navapatrikli and the earthen image where her presence is now

palpable to all who have participated in the process.

Mah~tami

The rituals of Maha~!amIare essentially repetitions of those of MahasaptamI. The

purohita performs the purifications of the place of worship and the worship materials.

He purifies himself through appropriate imprintments and after the meditative

visualization of Durga, repeats the bathing ritual of the clay image using the mirror. He

proceeds to worship G~eSa and the other deities, but this time there is no installation

of jars. This change reflects the notion that the deities are already present in the earthen

images. They have germinated from the cosmic womb or seed which the ghata also

represents. Similarly, thepurohita does not perform the installation of vital energy or eye

opening rituals. After the meditative visualization, thepurohita worships Durga embodied

in the clay image and also worships the navapatrikli. He now proceeds to the ritual which

is of central importance on this day, the worship of Durga in the Sarvatobhadra M~<;lala
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(Sphere of All Auspiciousness) a diagram which he had drawn on the floor the previous

night (see Diagram 4). The Sarvatobhadra Mat:l4ala consists of an eight-petalled lotus in

the centre, surrounded by a checkerboard of squares grouped in particular patterns.

Coloured red, yellow/green, white, and blue/black, the patterns appear to emanate

outwards from the centre.

The purohita begins the practice of the ma1J4ala by invoking and worshipping the

eight saktis of Durga into the eight petals of the lotus. Starting with the east and moving

in a clockwise direction, he invokes Ugracat:l4a, Prac~4a, C~40gra, C~4anayili,

Cat:t4a, Cat:t4avatI, Cat:t9riipa, and Atic~9ika respectively. He then invokes and worships

the sixty four yoginrs into the centre of the sacred instrument. It is noteworthy that he

next worships goddesses who "dwell in other regions/countries" (niinlidesanivasinl)

universalizing the forms of the DevI in the mar4ala. All goddesses, named or unnamed,

are thus accounted for in this ritual. The purohita invokes and worships the Mothers

(matr) Brahm~I and MahesvarY in the northeast comer of the ma1J4ala, Kauman and

Vai~t:lavI in the southeast, VarahI and Narasi~I in the southwest, Indr~I and Camut:l4a

in the northwest, and KatyayanI in the centre. He worships C~9ika and the Nine Durgas

(unnamed) and then JayantI and other goddesses.

Leaving the ma1J4ala temporarily, the purohita moves to the worship of Durga's

weapons (ayudha puja). The location of the ayudha puja within the ma1J4ala process

forges a connection between the earthen image and the symbolic diagram. The weapons

are symbols of Durga's powers. Armed with the weapons of all the deities, she is the

summation of all their potencies. The deities which have been invoked and which will

subsequently be invoked into the ma1J4ala are, like her weapons, aspects of her power.

They are her saktis. The purohita worships the trident, sword, discus, sharp arrow, the

Sakti weapon, the staff, the fully-drawn bow, the goad, bell, axe, and the serpent noose.

He also worships the DevI as the bearer of all weapons.

The purohita next worships the DevI's ornaments, a ritual which within the

ma1J4ala process extends the symbolic dimensions of the instrument. The diagram

represents not only Durga's powers but her attributes and adornments. Returning to the
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malJ4ala, the purohita worships in the four cardinal directions, the young lads (baruka),

considered to be male offspring of the four desirable states of attainment (siddha) ,

knowledge (jfilina), friendship (sahaja), and togetherness (samaya). Between the lotus

petals and the filament, thepurohita worships the guardians of the field (~etraptila). The

fierce forms of Siva (bhairava) are next invoked into various sections of the malJ4ala.

The Maha~tami: rituals end with the worship of Durga as the entire malJl!ala.

A malJl!ala, like a yantra, is a schematic representation of a deity which through

appropriate ritual construction or utilization may embody that deity. Although they are

often constructed in two dimensions, ma1J4,alas are to be seen as multi-dimensional.

Temples may be seen as three-dimensional malJ4alas. MaTJ4alas represent spheres of

power and the sarvatobhadra maTJ4ala represents the expansive benevolent influence of

the goddess. From the seed of her cosmic body (represented by the ghara) the DevI

germinates and sprouts (represented by the bi/va w}qa and navapatrikti) and then takes

up her abode in the anthropomorphic living earthen image (11'U1rtl). From here,

symbolized by the flowering of the maJJ4ala's lotus petals and its checkerboard matrix,

Durga expands to the farthest recesses of the cosmos. The yoginis, mothers, and every

feminine conception of deity are her weapons (ayudha), her powers (sakti) , while the

male deities are her ornaments (b~aTJll). Her presence is no longer localized but has

grown all-pervasive. Every place of worship has become the centre of an all-expansive

yantra which overlaps the entire cosmos and intersects with every other centre of Durga

worship. 332

332Zimmer's penetrating analysis of the relationship between paja and yantras, in their diverse forms,
is summarized when he says,

It is not until the spiritual activity of the devotee makes a particular yantra (pratima, maTJ4ala, or
a yantra in the narrower sense) the focal point of all his powers of concentration, that the yantra
takes on any significance.

This process of transformation, which human consciousness performs on the material
substance of the yantra, occurs in the act of worship, in paja (1984:32).

In the foregoing rituals of Durga FUjii, we see an illustration par excellence of the process of
transformation of human consciousness and the substance of the yantra which is the Devl, in which the two
are fused in an encounter of sublime significance.
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Sandhi Piija

In our Bengali tradition, the A~!amI day is very important for us. The
actual time is when A~!amI and NavamI meet (sandhi chana/khana) because this
is when Mahi~asura was killed. For non-Bengalis, Navam1 is more important.
Sakti is a symbol of power, and it is this power which destroyed the demon.
. . . No one is allowed to enter the room when sandhi puja is done. There is no
bali offered here, but in some organizations, the blood sacrifice is given (S. K.
Rai Choudary, September 27, 1990).

The sandhi puja which takes place during a forty-eight minute period at the

juncture of the eight and ninth lunar day is the high point of the Durga Piija. After

quickly performing the necessary purifications, the purohita meditatively visualizes a

dreadful form of Durga as Camur.u;lalKalI. The goddess is worshipped with a sixteen part

devotional service but the significant addition is the blood sacrifice of a goat (chaga bali)

or surrogate offering of a ku~manda melon. This offering, central to the puja, is

disappearing in Banaras. The sword (khaq,ga) is worshipped as the body of the Dev!, the

composite of the major gods and goddesses. The goat's head is severed with a single

stroke. The animal's head with blood and a lamp is offered to Durga. Batuka, the

yoginfs, the ~etrapalas, and Gat).esa all partake in the flesh and blood offerings.

One hundred and eight ghi lamps are lit by the yajamana and his family allowing

them to participate more intimately in the worship of the goddess at this most crucial

juncture of time. This offering is an aratfpar excellence (See Figure 17).

Young girls who have not yet reached puberty are next worshipped in the kumarf

puja. One of the maidens is selected to represent the others. She is placed on a large

brass plate and is worshipped as a living embodiment of the goddess. The purohita

washes her feet and after performing a meditative visualization of the goddess Kuman

worships the virgin girl with a sixteen part devotional service. The girls are given sweets

and gifts upon departure. 333

Although in the Bengali style of Kuman Piija, the purohita performs the worship,

in many other homes in Banaras the puja is a ritual performed by women, for women,

333Some notes on Tantric prescriptions concerning virgin worship are found in Kaviraj 1987:277-280.
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although "men can cooperate." The women in a brahmalJa family perform the puja in

the following manner. 334 A minimum of nine girls who are not members of the

immediate family, preferably brahmalJas under the age of twelve, are invited from the

neighbourhood. "Nine is Durga's form. We also say there are nine forms of Durga." "A

few parents object to send their children, " I was told, "because they are concerned about

what they might be fed, but generally most families like to send their daughters." The

girls' feet are washed and decorated with red lacquer (alta). "Everything is done with a

religious feeling. Washing the feet means that we are worshipping Durga. We give water

for washing the feet to any god we worship." The maidens are given a seat (asana).

Their hair is rubbed with oil and they are given a decorative forehead dot (bindi). "This

is a symbol of adoring Durga with make-up or decorating her. ... We decorate our

Durga." The kumarfs are fed a sweet (halva) made from coarsely ground flour (suji) ,

sugar, ghi, and dried fruits.

In the tradition of the women who were describing the puja, the virgins are fed

cooked food such as deep fried bread (puri) and curried vegetables (sabji). These cooked

foods are first offered to Durga, then to the kumarfs, and finally eaten by the women as

prasada. The women have been observing a fast of a restricted diet (of uncooked or

unrefined food) during the nine days of Navaratra. "We think that Durga is also fasting

like us," I was told. Kuman Piija which takes place on NavamI, brings an end to their

fast and the Navaratra rituals. I was curious about how the kumtins felt during this ritual

and was given this answer by a former kumarf:

My older two sisters, my younger sister, and I, and our friends would often be
chosen as kumar[s. We would enjoy going in a group. We would get some money
(dalqina) and sometimes maybe a scarf (chunni/dupaf(a). We would enjoy
ourselves.

In the Kumar! Piija we again notice the structural relationship between uncooked

and cooked food. The immature unripe or uncooked food, a symbol of the kuman- and

the virginal Durga, I suggest, changes after the Navaratra fast to mature ripened or

334The following description and comments derive from a mother and daughter in a briihma1Jll family.
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cooked food, a symbol of the fertile Durga. 335 I feel that there is an element of

sympathetic magic in this ritual, where the collective energy of the fertile females,

harnessed through their fast (in which they align themselves with their pre-menstruation

state), is transferred to the maidens of the community. Their worship of the virgins

encourages or elicits a maturation in them, a transformation towards fertility. This

transformation is paralleled by the sprouting of the seeds sowed in the soil altar, or the

oozing of the sap of the mango twigs into the water within the jar. The inception of the

blood flow of menstruation may also be symbolized by water which flows from the

cracking of the coconut which was placed atop the jar which represented Durga. The

virginal goddess has changed into the fertile female, within whom flows menstrual blood,

the substance capable of engendering life and nourishing it.

Both flesh and blood are central to the symbolism of the sandhi puja. The DevI

is first worshipped with the flesh and spilled blood of a sacrificial victim. And then the

DevI is worshipped in the flesh and blood form of a living virgin girl, one who has not

yet begun her menstrual bleeding. To explore this relationship between spilt and

contained blood further, one needs to inquire into the symbolism of the sacrificial animal.

The Bengalis are essentially meat eating Hindus, and it is thus appropriate that

at the climax of the food offerings within the devotional service, an offering of meat be

made. This meat, generally goat, but sometimes buffalo, is typical food fare eaten on

festive occasions. After being consumed by the DevI, the blessed food (prastida) is eaten

by the worshippers. In several pertinent philosophies such as the SankhyafYoga

adaptations within Sakta Tantrism, flesh and blood are symbols of the process of

manifestation which results when the three constituent aspects (gUlJa) of nature (prakrtf)

are thrown out of balance. Sattva gUlJQ is diminished while the tamas and rajas gu1JC1

335Unripe fruit or uncooked food is often considered to have greater "spiritual nourishment." I have
chatted with a number of ascetics whose diet consists entirely of such food. An ascetic who resides at the
Durgii temple located within the exterior wall of the fortress at Chunar, not far south of Baniiras, told me
he only ate certain types of leaves. Most Sakta devotees are impressed by such austerities. They do not feel
that a diet of unripe or uncooked food is more "physicially nutritious" but acknowledge that a human
being's capacity to survive on such a diet is an indication of spiritual refinement. Ripe fruit or cooked food
release juice (rasa) and flavour, which have implicitly been gained at the expense of contained potency.
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grow, ultimately leading to the production of the grosser elements (mahlibhuta). One

might suggest that the DevI, as an embodiment of Nature (praklJi) in its state of

perfection, transforms the sacrificial offering of flesh and blood back into pure, gUf}a

balanced substance. Flesh, often associated with the dark (tamas) , polluted, and

obscuring quality of nature, and blood, symbol of the passionate, energetic quality (guf}a)

of nature are made pure (sattva). The DevI inverts the human situation wherein pure

food, once eaten, becomes polluted.336

Blood sacrifice is also a common element in the Durga Piijas of the ~atriya class.

I frequently encountered the following explanations among soldiers for their preference

for blood sacrifice. Soldiers say that in order to satisfy a pledge if the Dev! protected

them during some previous perilous mission, they offer her a life for the life she has

spared. Here the sacrificial victim figures in a spiritual arithmetic where it serves as a

surrogate life principle (jiva). The other reason given for blood sacrifice is that it

develops in the warrior the essential capacity to kill. Since one cannot easily go into

battle and slay enemies unpracticed, blood sacrifice develops the necessary familiarity

with taking lives and spilling blood. This grisly capacity, essential for the protection of

a society against its enemies, is considered to emanate from the Dev!. The soldier and

his weapons are thought of as extensions of the DevI's weapons. 337

Notions of the buffalo as edible sacrifice and of the sacrificial victim as potential

enemy, connect with the visual representation in the clay image worshipped during the

Durga Piija, which depicts the myth of Durga slaying the buffalo demon, Mahi~asura.

The sacrificial victim, then, is also seen as a symbol of demonic power which is slain

through this Piija. For some worshippers the demon represents specific human enemies,

336Compare Hubert and Mauss who define sacrifice as "a religious act which, through consecration of
a victim, modifies the condition of the moral person who accomplishes it or that of certain objects with
which he is concerned" (1964:13).

337In the Puru~a Sakta of the ~g Veda X.90, the Cosmic Being, is sacrificially dismembered and
produces the cosmos and the various classes (var~a) of Hindu society. The brlihma~as derive from the
head/mouth ofPurusa, and the /qatriyas from his arms. In a similar vein, Sikta metaphysics, which equates
the Devl with Absolute Reality (Brahman) and the cosmic being Purusa (see for instance the Devf GUa of
the Devf Bhligavata Pura~a, Skanda 7, Chapters 31-40), would imply that the entire ~atriya class are the
arms of the Goddess.
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such as rivals in business and politics. For others, demonic power may be perceived

more generally, as the fear of pernicious political (e.g., secularism, communism) or

religious ideologies (e.g., Islam). The blood sacrifice should appease the goddess who

protects her worshippers from these enemies by vanquishing them. There appears to be

a close relationship between demonic power, enemies, and fear. That which one fears

is one's enemy and one fears it because its power is greater than one's own. This

superhuman (Le., beyond one's own), terrifying, and therefore demonic, power requires

the intercession of a still greater dreadful power to defeat it. Durga is this dreadful,

benevolent power.

Certain worshippers do not simply interpret demonic power as embodied in

external enemies but see it as the enemy within. "Mahi~asura represents our animal

instincts," said one devotee. The late siddha yogi, Svami Sukhananda Maharaja of the

Durga SaptasatI temple in the Lanka district of Banaras, in a rare interview, answered

my question about demonic power this way. He began by saying, "Muslims are the

demons." As I was thinking to myself how facile and disappointing this answer was,

located as it was within a limited sectarian political and religious framework, he

surprised me by continuing, "Hindus are also the demons." He went on to convey, in

essence, that the empowerment which resulted from identification with a particular group

and ideology, depended on the DevI's grace. By thinking otherwise, both Muslims and

Hindus were deluded and thus the consciousnesses of such groups were demonic. In

classic Sakta fashion, he felt that all power and all things, too, emanate from the DevI,

and it is to her that everything must be offered back. Demonic power, as exemplified by

the Mahi~asura myth, is based on egocentrism. In that state one falsely attributes one's

status and capacities to one's own meritorious actions forgetting their true source.

It follows that the demon which is to be slain is the conglomerate of the obscuring

aSPects of consciousness, the "inner enemy," a term explicitly used by a few devotees.

This includes egoism (asmitli and ahafiklira) and other afflictions (klesa). The Durgli

SaptaSatr myth of Mahi~asura's destruction tells us how the demon changed shape many

times before being slain. He assumed the form of a buffalo (symbol of tamas gUTJa)
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(3.20-28,32-37), a lion (symbol of rajas gUlJa) (3.29), an elephant (a symbol of power)

(3.30-31), and a person (symbol of egoism) (3.29,38). These shifting shapes, I suggest,

symbolize the incessant modifications (vrttl) of the mind (citta) afflicted by ignorance

(avidya). The head of the sacrificial victim represents the devotee's own head, a symbol

of spiritual ignorance (avidyli). Just as the DevI beheaded the human form of the demon

which emerged from the mouth of his crushed buffalo shape, she, who is supreme

knowledge (mahlividyli) severs the bonds of ignorance and grants the devotee the boon

of spiritual attainment (siddhi). This conquest over ignorance is ultimately a conquest

over death and the fear associated with it, for one is freed completely from the sarp.sanc

cycle of rebirth. Yama, the god of death, rides a buffalo.338 (A~.w., Oflv-b.u- /Cf7l:6': 'f'(-IDO).

On several occasions, devotees drew to my attention the triangle in the clay image

formed by Durga at the apex, with one foot upon her lion mount and the other crushing

the buffalo demon (the bases of the triangle). Her lion, I was told, represents the

passionate energy (rajas gUlJa) needed to carry one to liberation. The triad represents the

perfect balance of the tripartite qualities of creation. Tamas gUlJa, symbolized by the

male buffalo demon is emasculated while the pure, resplendent sattva gUlJa, symbolized

by the DevI, rides triumphant upon the active principle of the rajas gUlJa, symbolized by

the DevI's lion.

The comments of these devotees suggest that unlike the misguided passion (rajas)

symbolized by the lion form assumed by the demon, and his blood which is spilt,

Durga's great lion vehicle, Mahasirp.ha, is rajas at the service of the purified sattva

consciousness. This interpretation is reinforced in the RaktabIja episode within the Durgli

SaptaSatf (8.39-62). The demon RaktabIja (He whose Seed is Blood), when injured by

the DevI's saktis, the Mothers (matr) , spawns thousands of identical forms, one from

3381 have seen certain Buddhist religious images where, Yama, or Dharmaraja as he is also called, has
a buffalo head. He is conquered by the sword-bearing MaiijuSri, who personifies wisdom. Yama is also
shown with the hideous goddess camUJ;l~ as his consort. This imagery links Durga via her wrathful
emanation KaIT, whose epithet is camUJ;l~/CamUJ;l~, to Yama. Furthermore, it also links Durga, via her
epithet of Mahavidya to the Buddhist goddess Prajiia-paramitii, who personifies Maiijusri's wisdom. The
implication here is that Durga in her wisdom aspect, is victorious over the forces of phenomenal existence
and death, which are ultimately part of her fearful aspect.
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each drop of his river of blood (8.40). Spilt blood here is the explicit symbol of demonic

powers proliferated (they pervade the entire world (8.51)); the misguided rajas gU1Ja run

amok. The Dev! commands KalI/Camu~4a to drink up the blood as it spills (8.52-55) and

thus destroys the demon who falls to the ground bloodless (8.60-61). The Mothers dance

as a result, intoxicated by his blood (as1jimadoddhatalJ)(8.62). It is interesting to note

that the destructive rajas gU1J.a has moved from the demon's now bloodless body through

KalI/Camu~4a (8.60) into the body of the Mothers (8.62), where its activity is not

diminished, but transformed (8.62). The Mothers and other saktis are eventually

reabsorbed into the DevI's body as she explicitly proves that all these apparently different

forms are none other than manifestations of herself (10.3). The demon's blood (Le.,

rajas), the source of uncontrolled tamasic creation and chaotic proliferation, has,

implicitly, entered the DevI herself, sattvically reintegrated through her energy

manifestations who were intoxicated with it.

This line of interpretation, a synthesis culled from many separate interview

sources, is consistent with the Sakta Tantric philosophy which sees the human condition

within the process of creation as one resulting from the imbalance of the three gU1J.as.

This imbalance leads to an evolution (or devolution) of transcendent nature (avyakta

prakrti) into gross elements (mahllbhuta). Just as the purohita transforms his body into

immaculate substance through the ritual of purifying the elements (bhuta suddhi), which

essentially reverses the evolutionary process, so too, worshippers offer gross and subtle

elements of their being, symbolized by the flesh and blood of the sacrificial victim, to

the Dev!. By accepting the offering, the DevI performs the desired spiritual alchemy on

the devotee. And yet there is a difference between the two modes of transformation.

Adepts (stidhaka), such as the purohita, transform their bodies through yogic power (it

is still the Dev!'s power as Kut:\<;lalinI, for instance, however) and facilitate the

manifestation of the DevI in the place of worship. Devotees then throw themselves at the

mercy of the goddess and request her aid in bringing about their purificatory

transformation. Devotees may request a mundane boon as did king Suratha, for example.

Others may request the knowledge (vidyli) which leads to liberation from false
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attachments as did the merchant Samadhi. The tacit acknowledgement is that the

devotee's ignorance and delusion are, in fact, also the work of the DevI, who is the

goddess of obscurity (tamasf) and supreme illusion (mahiimtiyli). The DevI initiates the

sarp.saric cycle of birth, death, and rebirth, keeps people enmeshed within it, and

ultimately liberates them from it.

The DevI in the place of worship (pajtilaya) is envisioned as pure. In her, the

three gu1J.Os are in perfect balance. Within her, the blood (rajas gUTJa) of creative

manifestation is either still contained or flowing in a harmonious and controlled fashion.

Put another way, in flesh and blood form she is either the pre-menstrual virgin (kumarf) ,

pure, without the juice of menstrual blood, but full of creative potential, or she is the

fertile mother, whose menstrual blood is channeled into the production and nurturing of

offspring. The sacrificial victim may also represent the destruction of all those forces

(biological and social) which would thwart the harmonious change from kumlin- to

mother, a transformation of utmost importance in the preservation of the cosmic

order.339

When the kumlirf begins to menstruate, the flow of blood (rajas gUTJa) initiates

the disequilibrium of the gu1J.Os. A process is initiated which leads ultimately to

childbirth.340 Since life feeds on life, blood must be spilled to sustain offspring.341

The DevI (in her menstruating years) is associated with nourishing blood which produces

and sustains life. The sacrificial victim in the Durga Piija thus also represents the blood

which must be spilt to sustain worldly existence. Flesh and blood then are important

339Jnfertility is an example of a biological obstacle. An example of a social danger is marriage to an
inappropriate suitor.

3400ne of the ideas concerning the way a human embryo is conceived in post-Vedic Hindu thought is
related to blood. "Blood in a man produced semen, while blood in a woman produced female seed and
milk. Later still, this model was challenged by yet another: seed in a man corresponded with menstrual or
uterine blood (rajas or p~pa) in a woman" (O'Flaherty 1980:33).

3410ne finds the notion of life feeding on life in the earliest Hindu religious texts. The Br:hadtira1JYaka
Upani~ad 1.4.6 states "etavad va idam sarvam annam caivannadas ca" (Thus everything is just food and
the slave of food). In Vedanta philosophy, anna is the grossest of the body's five sheaths (koSa) and serves
the purpose of supplying nourishment or food to creatures (Apte 1978: 129).
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symbols of the cycle of rebirths or sa1?lsara.

Upon examining the various interpretations of the sacrificial offering in the Durga

Puja, it is apparent that these, in form or quality, are representations or attributes of the

goddess herself. The nourishing and delicious food, the life principle, the blood-lust of

the protective arm of society, the illusory power of self-centeredness based on ignorance,

and misguided passions and desires are all aspects of the DevI. Not unlike the Vedic

notion of sacrifice, wherein the dispersed aspects of Prajapati are reconstituted in the fire

of the yajfia, one might recognize that the sacrifice is the DevI herself offered back unto

herself.

The notion of the DevI's self-sacrifice is explictly represented in images of the

goddess Chinnamasta (She Whose Head is Severed), who is often included in lists of the

Ten Mahavidyas.342 In most images, Chinnamasta, astride copulating male and female

figures (often identified as Kama and RatI), is shown holding her own severed head in

one hand and the bloodied sword in the other. Three streams of blood from her neck

flow into the mouth of her decapitated head and into two female attendants on either side

of her. In Chinnamasta we are presented with symbols of sexuality, sacrifice, blood, and

nourishment. The DevI drinks her own blood, blood which also nourishes her attendants.

In her detailed study of Chinnamasta, Elisabeth Bernard (1990) has convincingly

argued that the goddess, whom she readily identifies as an aspect of Durga through the

Dasa Mahavidyas, and whom she equates with the Buddhist Tantric deity VajrayoginI,

personifies wisdom (prajfiti). Chinnamasta's self-decapitation symbolizes, in part, the

transcendence of all dualities which is the ultimate goal of tantric stidhana. The fountains

of blood embody the symbolism of the controlled and unrestricted flow of subtle vital

energies (prtilJa and apana) achieved when the adept (stidhaka) has attained the death-like

state of supreme detachment (1990:282-290).

The identification of the DevI as the sacrifice is less explict in the common

offerings of the coconut (nariyala) at goddess shrines. The fruit is cracked and the

3420ne of the only Chinnamasta temples in Banaras is located within the grounds of the Durga temple
in Ramnagar, reinforcing the connection between the conceptualizations which accompany this goddess and
Durga.
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fragments and coconut water, after being "eaten" by the DevI, are handed back to the

worshipper as prasada. Although the coconut is most frequently interpreted as a

surrogate head, it is clearly not solely the symbolic head of the devotee, but of the DevI

herself. The coconut, after all, is the fruit which forms the head of the Devi's cosmic

body in the ghafa. The head is the fruit of the body.343

The equivocal nature of the fruit sacrifice is again apparent in the pertinent myth

concerning the decapitation of GaJ)eSa, who is present in the Durga Piija ritual as a ghara

and as a clay image. 344 GaJ)esa is created by the DevI from rubbings of her skin. The

severing of GaJ)eSa's head is indirectly the severing of the DevI's head, since Ganesa,

like all manifestations of nature, is part of her creation. Other surrogate offerings such

as the 1a4ma1J4ti melon or a piece of sugar cane, each of which are marked with the

auspicious sign (svastika) of the goddess, are similarly ambiguous items which may

represent the DevI or her creation. No devotees suggested that in severing the fruit, they

were sacrificially offering the DevI. This interpretation is, however, inherent in the

symbols and implicit in their actions.

A. pertinent piece of evidence in support of this interpretation comes from

Eveline Meyer's (1984) observations of Navaratra celebrations at the temple of the DevI

Afikalamman in Madras. An image ofMahi~, placed on a vehicle "charges" at an image

of the DevI who symbolically cuts off his head. A succession of heads are replaced on

the Mahi~a image, representing his numerous changes in form, each of which are

decapitated by the DevI. In this fashion he changes from demon to elephant, lion, tiger,

buffalo, cow, boar, and ram, finally arriving headless, with only mango leaves sprouting

from his neck (1984:248-249). This dramatic scene suggests not only the identification

343Jb.is interpretation supports Hubert and Mauss's generalization that in the sacrifice of a god, the deity
is one with the sacrificer and the sacrificial victim (1964: 101).

344Gha!as are fairly ubiquitous in rituals to all deities in South India (Paul Younger, personal
communication), and so one must exercise caution in over-interpreting the significance of these symbols.
In the context of Navaratra in Baniiras as well, one notes gha!as established for Varux:m (see the section
on group recitation of the Durgii SaptaSatf in Chapter Three), GaJ;leSa, and Durga. I am still inclined to
suggest that the gha!a symbolizes the body cosmos, the brahma1J4a, and thus may be used to represent any
deity. Va~a, as god of the heavens and the waters is appropriately represented by a gha!a. I later argue
that conceptions of Durga subsume those of VaIUQ.a, just as they have subsumed elements of GaI;leSa.
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of Mahi~awith the sacrificial animal, but indicates that mango leaves sprouting from the

neck are symbols of spurting blood. When we connect this image to the ghafa of the

DevI (and Gat:teSa, incidentally), we irresistibly forge a connection between the mango

leaves at their necks and their decapitated heads. In compelling ways, the vegetative

flowering at the severed neck is reminiscent of the so-called Lajja Gaun images found

throughout India which depict a nude squatting goddess with a lotus flower or leaves

emanating from the headless neck (see Figure 4) (See J. N. Tiwari 1985:182-220).

J. N. Tiwari suggests a "continuity of ideas" between these headless nude

squatting goddesses and Chinnamasta-VajrayoginI (1985: 182-220). Pratapaditya Pal states

that Chinnamasta imagery is one

of primal sacrifice and renewal of creation. The goddess sacrifices herself, and
her blood, drunk by her attendants, renews or resuscitates the universe . . .
Therefore beheading her own head is a temporary expedient to provide food and
appears to be a more sanguinary manifestation of the goddess as Sakambharl and
Annapiin:ta (1981:82).

This line of reasoning suggests a connection between the worship of the earliest images

of headless goddesses and central aspects of the Durga Piija. 345

The prestige given to blood sacrifice and virgin worship during the highly

important sandhi pajli suggests that at this time the DevI is adored in both her uncreate,

potent presence (symbolized by the kumlin') , and her life-containing manifestations

(symbolized by the rakta ball). The blood sacrifices also represent a sympathetic magical

procedure to induce reproductive and nourishing "blood" to flow in such loci of the

creation as rainfall, vegetative sap and the budding fertility of virgin girls.

345As early as in the literature of the Satapatha Brahma1Ja (XIV .1.1.1-19) one finds a myth relating
to the Pravargya ritual and the establishment of the Mahavira pot. In this myth Vi~J;lu, identified with the
sacrificial pot, is beheaded and the sap which flowed became the essential nutrients of life.

o divine Heaven and Earth, -- for when the sacrifice had its head cut off, its sap flowed
away, and entered the sky and the earth, ... , for when the sacrifice had its head cut off,
its vital sap flowed away, and therefrom those plants grew up: with that vital sap thus
supplies and completes it (XIV. 1.1.19).
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Mahanavami Piija

The MahanavamI rituals repeat those performed on MahasaptamI. The special

variant is the Fire Oblation (homa) (see Figure 18). A fire pit called a stha1J4ila is

constructed according to ritual specifications (see Diagram 6). Various deities and aspects

of the goddess are worshipped in sections of the sthaJJ4ila which is itself a cosmic

yantra. The purohita performs a meditative visualization (dhytina) of Vag'iSvarI, the

goddess of Speech (i.e., SarasvatI). He recites a verse and imagines her as entering into

playful sexual union with the god of Speech (vagfsvarena sarrtyuktarrt knq,ti bhava

samanvitam) (Le., Brahma) after her post menstrual purificatory bath (r:tusntitam). While

uttering this verse, the purohita collects fire from an ember and kindles tinder which he

lays down into the stha1J4ila. Fire is thus visualized as the playful copulation of male and

female creative vibratory principles, personified as the deities of speech (vtic). The

purohita offers obeisance to the fire and other deities.

He then divides a plate of ghi into three sections by placing within it two lengths

of kuSa grass. Having thus created a microcosm of the subtle body, he selects ghi from

the right, left, or central sections of the plate for offering into the fire. These sections

correspond, respectively, to the iq,a, pingalti, and s~umna energy channels of the subtle

body. The purohita next makes offerings of ghi using the great mystical utterances

(mahavytihrri). These are syllables which form part of the Gayatri mantra. He proceeds

to offer twenty five ladles of ghi into the fire while reciting the mulamantra of Durga.

The purohita then conceives of himself as identical with the fire and with Durga,

firming the identification with appropriate oblations and mantras. The purohita now turns

to the offering of one hundred and eight, undamaged, trifoliate bilva leaves into the fire

with the malamantra of Durga. The trifoliate leaves, symbolizing the trident (tri1ala) of

Durga (and Siva), represents such triads as the three gU1Jas and the tripartite aspects of

manifest sakti, namely the energies of desire (iccha) , knowledge (jfltina), and action

(kriyti). The purohita now offers himself (he is identified with the DevI and the fire) the

items which the yajamana has allocated as his payment for performing the ritual. It

includes food and money representing gold (da~inam kaficanamalyam). He allays any
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faults which may have occurred during the procedure and then extinguishes the fire.

Ashes from the homa are use to mark his body. He also anoints the yajamana and other

onlookers with the auspicious ashes. This ends the rituals of the ninth day.

Although the purohita conducts the homa ritual, the yajamana is an essential

participant in it. The yajamana offers quantities of material into the fire, and often recites

the entire mantras or their terminating utterance, "svaha" with the purohita. The homa

ritual hearkens back to the earliest Vedic fire sacrifices (yajfia), and allows the sacrificer

(yajamana) the closest communion with the deity yet experienced. The identification of

the purohita with the sacred fire and the goddess Durga imply that the offerings made

into the homa fire, or offerings made through the purohita, go directly to the goddess.

The yajamana may also make special requests at this time. The homa also strategically

places the yajamana in direct physical relationship with the purohita, at the time when

the former must reward the latter for his services.

Vijaya DaSami

The "Tenth for Victory" technically follows the nine days of Navaratra but clearly

is a continuation of the Durga Plija celebrations. The purohita visits the place of worship

and after the appropriate purifications worships the DevI with a ten part devotional

service (d~opacara). He then prays that the DevI's grace confer fulfillment on any

rituals which may have been performed inadequately. Next he dislodges the jar (gha(a)

from its established position, and also moves the platform on which the clay images rest.

These actions initiate the dismissal procedure which constitutes the central ritual of this

day.

The purohita pays obeisance to the goddess as Nirmalyavasini (She who Abides

in Purity). The term "nirmalyam" refers to the debris which remains after ritual

offerings, which although seemingly impure are, in fact, stainless. It would seem

appropriate that the DevI is here worshipped as "She who Abides in the Wake of the

Ritual." He also worshWJ,--;1 the Devi as Ucchi~~cfu)<,iaIinI (She who is the Impure -4--
, /
j/
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Outcaste).346 Like nirmalyam, ucchi~ta carries the meaning of impure remnants from

the sacrifice. CalJ4tilinr, picks up on common epithets of Durga as CaI).<;la, the Fierce

One, while at the same time associating her with the cUlJ4ala, the lowest, classless group

of Indian society. In these acts and epithets, the crucially important symbolism of

wholeness is accentuated. The DevI is the entirety of creation, from its purest, most

subtle, uncreate essence, to its grossest material forms. Not only is she present in the

refined and fashioned items, but is the dross and debris which accompany such creations.

Her manifest presence is found in the litter, the off-scourings, and leftovers of life's

activities. In a classic ritual of reversal, those items which are traditionally considered

impure and polluting are raised to divine status. This reversal extends to the low social

classes, the sweepers and cleaners, for example, whose association with polluting

materials, diminish them in social status. Their role and function in society, and the

materials with which they are associated, are elevated to a divine status in the person of

the DevI.

The purohita then asks the Dev! as Camut:l9a, with her eight saktis, to leave and

to return to her highest abode (paramasthtinam). The liturgy here is vitally important

since it reveals to us that the DevI is not dismissed in her entirety. She is asked to remain

in the water, in the house, and in the earth (jale t~tha gehe ca bhutale). These are

precisely the substances from which and the locations from where the DevI will be

invoked and awakened in the following year's Durga Piija. The DevI does not abandon

the site where she has been invoked, but lingers there permanently. Paralleling the notion

of the sanctification of the food offerings to the DeVi, in which the "polluted" remains

are returned as blessings (prasada) to the worshippers, "purified" by the DeVi's touch,

the "polluted" (ucchi~ta/nirmalyam) remains of the entire Durga Piija ritual is the

lingering, "sanctifying," stainless presence of the Dev! after her departure.

The purohita immerses the mirror (darpa1JO-) , which is a form of the DevI, in

water and touching the altar of the clay image he again dismisses Durga, as the beloved

346'fbis is also a synonym of the goddess Miitangi, one of the Ten Mahavidyas, whose name means a
female of the outcaste group.
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of Sankara, and in the form of the Nine Durgas, to her abode atop Mt. KaiIasa. He also

dismisses all the other deities to their respective places after they have granted their

devotees the requested boons. This ritual officially consitutes the immersion and dismissal

(visarjana) of the goddess. The visibly dramatic disposal of the clay image in the waters

of the Ganga, although generally identified with the visarjana ritual is more an act of

"lay" rather than "virtuoso" religiosity. The purohita is not involved in the process, and

the responsibility of disposal of the clay image rests with the yajamana.

The purohita's duties are not entirely finished however. Prior to the immersion

of the clay images, he performs the worship of the DevI as Aparajita (She who is

Invincible). Resonating with the notions of victory (vijaya) , this puja is generally

performed on the tenth tithi. The goddess as Aparajita is normally worshipped in the

form of a deep purple floral creeper. The purohita performs a dhyana of her and

worships her with devotional service. A yellow string is used to afix bits of the creeper

to the upper arm or wrist of devotees. During immersion, this creeper is also surrendered

to the water. However a flower may be retained and installed into a small container

(often silver). This serves as a protective amulet which is worn around the neck or arm.

The ladies of the house now feed each other sweets and betel nut. They also

smear the mouths of the clay images with sweets and drape them with betel leaves (see

Figure 19). Even the demon Mahi~ is treated this way. One explanation for this ritual

is that since Durga is returning to her husband's abode atop Mt. Kailasa, she will

experience great hardships during the ensuing year with that austere master yogi. The

sweets will fatten her up for the year ahead. They also crown the symbolism of the

gracious treatment she has received during her stay in her paternal home, the memory

of which will hopefully encourage her to return again the next year. This interpretation

certainly parallels the moods of the family celebrating the puja concerning the married

daughters of the household who have returned for the celebration. It is clear that their

feminine presence has created an atmosphere in the home which is crucial to the mood

of Durga Piija. Like the DevI, they too will be departing, leaving only the lingering

perfume of their presence until the next year.
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The homage rendered to Mahi~a in the entire ritual, but especially at the end

affIrms the importance of his role in the cosmic drama. Alf Hiltebeitel (1988)

meticulously develops Madeleine Biardeau's (1981) insight that the South Indian fIgure

of the Buffalo King (Potu Raja) who serves the DevI is a transformed Buffalo demon.

The attitude of devotees in the Durga Piija towards Mahi~asura appears to support this

interpretation, for he is honoured at the end and encouraged to return the following year.

Some devotees told me that they admired Mah~asura for his courage (however

misguided) to struggle against the insurmountable and unconquerable power of Durga.

This comment reminded me of the ubiquitous temple reliefs of the sardala, a mythical

leogryph in battle with a courageous warrior. Often referred to as a heraldric symbol of

the ruling dynasty, discerning interpreters see it as the heroic battle of the individual

against the overwhelming power of Maya. 347 The slirdala, enormous and changing

shape, like the DevI's lion, represents her awesome power. The individual's battle with

this power is heroic, yet futile. The iconography never shows the beast defeated by the

hero, but conveys something akin to the opposite. Perhaps in this sense Mah~a is that

hero, the individual who at first struggles to conquer the DevI, and ultimately, defeated

by her unassailable power, becomes her devoted worshipper.

Since Bengal is an Indian state in which Marxist political ideas are prominent, it

was natural that I encountered interpretations framed in Marxist philosophical terms.

Social progress, I was told, can only occur through a tension between opposing forces.

It was only through the struggle between such dialectical forces that a new synthesis

could emerge. Without this struggle, society would stagnate. Wealth would remain in

hands of the rich and the poor would suffer. There would be no change in the status quo.

Mahi~a and the DevI represent the timeless cosmic duel through which creation occurs.

Prior to hearing this, the majority of opinions which I had heard had led me

unconsciously to associate the DevIldemon conflict as symbolizing the struggle to

maintain upper class social purity against the impurity resulting from mixed marriages

347Among such discerning interpreters are Kramrisch 1976[1946]:334-337, and a young Hindu temple
guide at Khajuraho.
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with the lower classes, or as the tension of Hindu religious and cultural values against

Islamic or other antithetical doctrines. However, in the Marxist interpretation the DevI

represents the economically and socially disenfranchised. Mahi~a is a symbol of the

arrogance of corrupt power and ill-gotten wealth. This interpretation adds an important

dimension towards understanding the appeal that conceptions of Durga hold for subaltern

classes, and their vision of empowerment by the goddess.

After the celebrations are completed, people collect the weapons from the images

as souvenirs. While these weapons are now made of metal of disposable quality (e.g.,

by the tin-working caste), it is possible that in the earlier celebrations of this ritual, the

image of Durga was equipped with items of weaponry which would have been actually

used in battle. The puja would have consecrated the weapons with the DevI's power and

durability.348 With great fanfare, the image cluster is carried to the Ganga where it is

placed on a boat, floated some distance from the bank, and discharged into the water.

A jar of Ganga water is brought back to the place of worship. The purohita sprinkles it

on the heads of devotees. The puja has ended and the mood of festivity and good will

continues at least until Kall PUja some weeks later.

While most accounts of Durga Piija end on Vijaya Dasami, the worship of the

goddess continues to the eleventh (eklidaSl) of the waxing fortnight of Asvina. In the

words of a member of the Bengali community,

Watch us on ektidaSf where we are seen coming together, doing a musical
performance, a show. We meet each other, greet our seniors, touch their feet, get
asirvad (blessings), and so on. It is sure that visitors are offered sweets and
pleasantaries. This eleventh day celebration is called Vijaya Sammilini. Rama
fought a battle against RavaI).a. He performed a puja to Durga. He won, and then
celebrated this with a great festival of gathering. Non-Bengalis generally don't
celebrate it. But those who have been influenced by the Bengali's way, and all
Bengali clubs will celebrate Vijaya Sammilini. On Vijaya Sammilini, Durga Piija
ends (Sudarsana Chowdhury, September 27, 1990).

On the ektidaSf, many non-Bengalis Banarasi Saktas (young men, in particular) are likely

3481 have on occasion seen soldiers and policemen bring new rifles to Durgiiji to consecrate the weapons
on Maha~tami. They told me that it was normal to have new items, including cars and appliances,
consecrated and gave no explicit indication that their consecration was a form of weapon (ayudha) pQja.
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to visit the temple of VindhyavasinI DevI, located about eighty kilometers upriver from

Banaras. A sizeable percentage of these will perform a triangular (yoni-shaped)

pilgrimage circuit in the hills at Vindhyachal. The working poor often take a holiday on

this day, and allocate a healthy amount of their savings for the trip.
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CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

This account of Durga worship in Banams at certain exemplary locations and

times adds significantly to the findings of previous scholarly studies on the DevL By

studing a particular place of worship, the Durga Kut:l9 temple, over a period of time, the

yearly cycle, I discovered numerous symbols which contribute to the conceptual image

of the goddess Durga. A key symbol of overarching importance that provides these

varied symbols with a patterned order is the form of the Durga Kut:l9 temple, which is

conceived of as a material manifestation of the DevI, and as a device through which

devotees may gain intimate contact with her. Durga Kut:l9 temple is a yantra of Durga,

which, like a lotus flower, blossoms at various times of the year. During the festival

period of Navaratra, when the yantra expands to encompass the entire city of Banaras,

which is itself envisioned as a malJ4ala, I explored a spectrum of worship patterns

throughout the city of Banaras. My intention was to study the relationship between

conceptual images of the Dev! and religious activity, with emphasis on particularly

noteworthy elements of each. The three most salient devotional activities integrally

related to Durga worship in Banaras are piljli, blood sacrifice, and pilgrimage. Salient

symbols were less easily isolated, although I have already mentioned the pivotal place

of the concept of the yantra. While a symbol set such as the Nine Durgas is strongly

related to the Nine Durga Pilgrimage in Banaras, worship activities, including that

particular pilgrimage, generally draw on aspects of the "image of Durga" writ large.

Therefore, I have striven to compose a portrait of the DevI with conceptual images drawn

from a wide variety of Banarasi sources among which one will find the words, actions,
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literature, and art of worshippers. And yet, despite this variety of sources, no individual

in Banaras is likely to hold an image of Durga exactly as she is portrayed in this study.

This is because although my portrait is comprehensive, it is not complete. However,

neither is it incomplete. These adjectives, I suggest, do not apply to the evaluation of a

portrait. I hope that my study offers a vision of Durga which is both recognizable and

revealing to most of those Banarasis in whose symbolic universe the goddess resides. I

have tried through this account to provide those who have little or no knowledge of the

Hindu tradition with a glimpse and appreciation of that world. The thrust of my work,

however, is directed to the community of scholars who are familiar with Sakta sectarian

traditions within Hinduism, and who wish to know more about current forms of Durga

worship in one of India's most important religious centres.

The conceptual image of Durga has cosmological, epistemological, and

ontological dimensions. These constitute a comprehensive metaphysics which constructs

for her worshippers an orderly universe within which they can lead meaningful lives.

More importantly, this universe is not orderly in a mechanistic sense, but is imbued with

consciousness and character. It is benevolent and when propitiated properly bestows the

grace of benefits upon its devotees. The cosmological dimension of the image of Durga

reveals her place in the creation of the universe. Thus it deals with a spiritual physics of

space, time, and energy, a spiritual chemistry of matter, and a sacred mathematics. The

epistemological aspects of Durga tell of her central role in the acquistion of knowledge,

particularly that which leads to spiritual liberation (mo~a) or keeps one in bondage to

phenomenal existence (sOJ'(lSara). The ontology of this metaphysics deals with devotees'

perceptions of themselves in relationship to the goddess, and their views of how her

presence in their universe shapes their sense of self and their social relationships. In this

concluding discussion, I first consider these metaphysical aspects of Durga worship and

then proceed to an appraisal of theoretical and methodological issues.

As I have previously mentioned, it is not easy to discern when devotees are

speaking about the DevI, in general, or Durga in particular. The need to make such a

distinction is purely academic and is not problematic to devotees. The terms DevI

(Goddess) or MahadevI (Great Goddess), in my experience, are used as overarching
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epithets for a supreme, divine feminine principle. Just as there are no temples, shrines,

or icons dedicated to Brahman, the supreme principle which underlies reality, there are

no temples in Banaras dedicated simply to "the DevI" or "the Mahadevl." Rather, every

specific manifestation (i. e., shrine, effigy) of the goddess is assigned a particular epithet.

Nevertheless, certain epithets of particular goddesses such as Durga, LakSml, and ParvatI

are frequently used as synonyms for the MahadevI. Each of these particular goddesses,

however, do have their own characteristics and distinctive mythological associations. In

my experience, Durga is the particular goddess who is most often identified with the

Great Goddess (MahadevI) and, as a result, a study of Durga is necessarily a study of

the Great Goddess tradition in Hinduism. It therefore follows that the general form of the

portrait of Durga which I have composed contains conceptions of Durga as Absolute

Reality, characteristic of her nature as the Great Goddess (MahadevI). However, my

study also aimed at extracting symbolic dimensions more particular to the DevI, rather

than the MahadevI, Durga.

I found that Durga, unlike deities strongly characterized by their transcendent

nature, is identified with immanent matter (prak1Ji) and its transformations, and in this

sense, her worship is a participation in a divine alchemy. She is the Cosmic Mother who

gives birth to creation, nourishes and protects it, and ultimately destroys it. This

cosmological conception figures strongly in the understanding of puja. The most basic

puja, the five-part devotional service, involves offering items which correspond to the

five gross elements (pafica mahlibhuta) of material manifestation. Thus earth, water, air,

fire, and ether/space are represented in the sandalwood paste, fruit, flowers, flame, and

smoking incense that are offered to the Devi. In the liturgy of the Durga Piija ritual, for

example, we note that these and other tremendously varied substances are identified with

the DevI, either explicitly or implicitly. I have argued that, certainly among Sakta ritual

practitioners and devotees, offerings made to the Devi are, at some level of

consciousness, thought of as a worship of her manifest form (the diversified creation) or

as a reintegration of the goddess back into herself.

Certain Saktas conceive of DurgaiPralqti, nature, as one part of a dualistic

reality, in which the other part is Puru~a, pure spirit or consciousness. Puru~a, is
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identified with a male deity, such as Siva, or to a lesser extent as Vi~J).u. To these

worshippers, Absolute Reality is imagined as a complementary relationship or as a union

between these two principles. It is therefore pertinent to note that when puja offerings

are made to male deities, through activities such as bathing a lifiga with water or

anointing it with sandalwood paste, these acts may be subconsciously understood by such

Sakta devotees as effecting that relationship or union between the god and the goddess.

Not only is Durga conceived of as the material universe, but she is also Sakti, the

dynamic conscious energy which permeates the cosmos. Her worship therefore entails

entering into a relationship with this power and therefore constitutes a spiritual physics.

Paja, I have discovered, involves more than merely offering the fundamental elements

(mahabhuta) of creation and their subtle attributes (tanmatra) back to the goddess.

Rather, it includes the offering up of those elements and their attributes, along with the

five perception senses (jnanendnya) and the five action senses (karmendriya). The act

of offering, and in the process reintegrating, every constituent element of the creation,

which is the body cosmos of the Devi, is the crucially important meaning of DevI pujii.

I have described how, in temple worship, reciprocal touching, tasting, and smelling of

the goddess and the devotee are activities which are as vitally important as mutual

hearing and seeing (darsana). The five actions traditionally listed in Sankhya-Yoga

systems are evacuating, moving, grasping, communicating, and generating, symbolized

by the anus (ptiyu), the foot (ptida), the hand (hasta), the mouth (vak), and the sexual

organ (upastha), respectively (Apte 1978:387). When devotees purify themselves before

performing puja, when they make pilgrimages or circumambulate the shrine, when they

carry and make offerings, when they recite prayers, and when they touch the yoni (or

lifiga) of the deity, they are, quite explicitly, in my mind, incorporating the action senses

into the reintegration process that is puja.

Human action (kriyii) , a central element in the process of pujii, is of pivotal

importance in understanding the locus of the DevI's sakti. Durga's energy flows through

her devotees, animating them. The tacit implication is that among those who are less

favoured by Durga, there is less power and thus less of a capacity to engage in elaborate
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worship practices. Adepts (stidhaka) demonstrate their powers through lengthy and

numerous recitations of the Durga SaptaSatr, through fasts and pilgrimages, through

maintaining wakefulness, and other demanding ritual practices. Durga's power also

manifests through a devotee's economic status, or political influence. Worshippers of

high socio-economic status demonstrate acts of power, during Navaratra in particular,

by staging elaborate and expensive Durga Piijas. Acts of physical or supernormal power

are also visible proofs of the DevI's grace. 349

Paja also involves the reintegration of the inner elements of mind (manas), ego

(ahankara), and intellect (buddhi), for Sakti is not merely lifeless energy. It is imbued

with life and consciousness (cit). In this respect, for many devout Saktas, Durga is more

than the Pralqti which is defined as distinct from Pu~a (spirit or consciousness). The

DevI combines the qualities of the dualistically conceived Puru~ and Pra1qti (or Siva and

Sakti) and, at her most sublime level (Adi sakti), transcends them. This is why she is

considered the Cosmic Mother. She engenders both male and female principles. When

devotees stand before the manifest image of the DevI, in deep contemplation during the

flame worship (arat{) that is the culmination of their devotional acts, they are engaged

in a mental worship through which the inner elements of consciousness are finally

reintegrated in offering to the goddess. The vision (darsana) which they enjoy at this

point, if the pUja has been carried out successfully, is not simply one involving the

physical sense of sight. It is a transcendental vision of the Absolute achieved through the

349J: witnessed only minor examples of people being visibly flooded with Durga's sakti. A few devotees
would shake catatonically at the auspicious, maiigala darsana periods in certain temples during Navamtra.
However, I heard numerous tales about devotees imbued with the DevI's power. Vagisa Siistri, a briihmalJa
pandit, told me how members of the lower classes in his village in the Bundelkund regularly get
empowered with sakti during Navamtra.

On the ninth day, after twelve noon, ... , the men plant a tritala, flag, and ghara in the road of
the village and commence a homa there. They skewer a lime on the tmala. As they sing
bhajanas some fall into a trance state, their heads shake, their faces become red, and some jump
and demonstrate their powers. Some pull out the triiala, others walk barefooted on wood shoes
full of spikes, and others place metal skewers through their tongues. Certain men may carry a
long bamboo staff (dJuil) topped with heavy swords and other items and run as far as a kilometre
to demonstrate the power they have obtained. The higher briihmaf}a castes sometimes gather to
watch these activites of the camtirs [the leather workers].
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spiritual insight (symbolized by the "wisdom eye") of the devotee.35o The Durga Piija

ritual, because of its elaborate symbolism, renders clearly explicit the aforementioned

processes of reintegration of every constituent element in creation, processes which are

present in the simplest of DevI pujas.

The notion of reintegration of gross and other more subtle elements of creation

(i.e., the external and inner senses) in the act of puja, extends to sacrificial offerings

(bali) of blood and flesh which are examples of matter imbued with the life force

(prti1J.a). The sacrificial offerings symbolize both the goddess and the devotee who are

"of one flesh" as mother and child. The human body, male or female, is the fruit of the

female body which gives birth to it. Therefore, the human body of the devotee is the

fruit of the DevI, the Divine Mother of all creation. I have also suggested that the head

symbolizes the seed-containing fruit of the male body. In orthodox Hindu biological

science, life is produced from the combination of male semen (originating in the head)

and female blood (menstrual) (O'Flaherty 1980: 17-61). In the symbolic offering of a

blood sacrifice, the severed fruit may serve as a symbol and substitute for the devotee's

self-sacrifice. In addition, sacrificial offering of the head and blood of a male animal

enacts a form of union between the devotee and the DevI. The male seed, symbolized by

the head of an uncastrated male animal and its blood, unites with the female field,

symbolized by the sacrificial plot.

Blood sacrifice is also related to the DevI's cosmological dynamic, for blood

symbolizes the rajas gU1J.a, the active principle in creation, preservation, and destruction.

In the uncreate state the three gU1J.as are in balance with the sattva gu1J.Q (pure spirit, non

duality, order, immortality) at a maximum. When creation begins, the rajas gU1J.a begins

to increase and flow, as does the tamas gu1J.Q (impure matter, fragmentation and

diversity, disorder, birth and death). This process, a devolution of spirit at the expense

of matter reaches a point of stasis when the tamas gU1J.a is at a maximum.

350 The notion of a special organ of vision in order to perceive the divine is found in the most popular
scripture in Hinduism, the Bhagavad Gira (XI.8). In that hymn, the hero Atjuna is given a divine eye in
order to perceive the supreme form of ~~a. Similarly, in the climax of paja this extraordinary
communion which leads to understanding the nature of the divine, is achieved.
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Mythologically, this is framed as a point in time when the demons (tamas) are about to

overthrow the gods (satNa) entirely. Chaos is about to engulf order. Adharma is about

to overrun dharma. Ontologically, the devotee exists in the world as configured at this

cosmological time, the most degenerate epoch, the Kali Yuga. Lest the forces of chaos

overrun the universe, destroying social order and individual morality, a balance must be

struck between the three principles, all of which are embodied in the DevI. The central

image worshipped during the Durga Piija ritual symbolizes the conquest of the tamasic

principle (the buffalo demon), by the sattvic principle (Durga). The rajasic principle (the

demon's blood) entrapped within materiality is spilled, freed from further empowering

it. Instead, rajas, no longer empowering chaos, is the vehicle (the Lion) of the sattvic

principle (Durga) shifting the balance away from gross diversified material creation back

to spiritual integration. Devotees who engage in blood sacrifice, through the actual

offering of an animal, or a surrogate, or even through the worship of Durga in the

sanguine image or its meditative visualization (dhyana), reaffirm the victory of the sattva

gUlJa over the tamas. Order triumphs over chaos. A stable, secure universe temporarily

prevails.

The energy which pervades the world is most often referred to as Sakti, a term

often synonymously applied to Durga as MahadevI. Sakti is akin to Brahman, having as

its attributes the dynamic triad of volition (iccha), knowledge (jfi11na), and action (kriya)

which correspond to Brahman's static attributes of bliss (ananda), consciousness (cit),

and being (sat). When Sakti is present, things can change. And change can bring

disorder. Change, and by implication Sakti, is a source of fear. DevI Durga, in contrast

to the Absolute nature of the MahadevI Durga, provides an orderliness or stability within

the potentially chaotic dynamism of change. Just as Siva, the static male principle,

restricts the discharge of his semen (a symbol of tapas, static vital energy), Durga, the

dynamic female principle controls the dynamic flow of blood ( a symbol of sakti, the

dynamic vital energy). A mundane manifestation of this metaphysical notion of dynamic

sakti is human movement and activity such as travel. For the traveller journeying through

dense jungles, crossing rough waters, negotiating high mountain roads, or the soldier
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setting out for battle, Durga provides protection in the face of the kinds of danger which

may be precipitated by movement (ga) in difficult (dur) situations.

The movement involved in travel is an illustration of the dynamic operation of

sakti through space. Sakti also operates through time. Time is, of course, an inevitable

source of change, one that ultimately leads to the dissolution of all things. Durga offers

security through the disruptions which may accompany seasonal change. She protects her

devotees from the jaws of death (yam~(ra), seasons when disease is rampant.

Devotees from the villages surrounding Banaras, who live agriculturally-based lives

which are highly dependent on orderly cycles of nature, propitiate Durga to ensure a

good planting and a good harvest. She ensures that there will be enough water during the

dry season, that seeds will germinate and grow well, that fruit will be juicy, and that

there will be enough nourishment to sustain life over periods of drought and famine.

Change as one progresses through the stages of human life can be particularly

unsettling, and here Durga functions as a stabilizing matrix within which her vital

energy, designated as feminine, can develop. Although Durga's vital but stablilizing

energy is present in the feminine half of the creation, she is actually imminent in all

things, for both male and female are thought to emanate from the Mother. The notion

of orderly and controlled development is most apparent in the scheme of the Nine Durgas

as they pertain to the stages of womanhood. Durga is worshipped in each of her nine

states of development from virginal purity and potential, to pregnant creative power, to

protective and nurturing motherhood, culminating in the power which grants supreme

attainment. This set functions, in the terminology of Clifford Geertz, both as a "model

of' the cosmic order through which Sakti develops, and as a "model for" the independent

female.

Durga's essential nature as the cosmos leads her to permeate the branches of

knowledge through which we apprehend that cosmos. She thus embodies the sciences

(vidyli) of mathematics, matter and energy, life, and mind, to name a few.

Epistemologically, she is therefore the object and product (i.e., technology) of every
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science and rightly deserves the epithet mahlividyli. 351 In the abyss between what is

known and what is not, Durga abides as the great mystery (guha) and the supreme

illusory power (maham(zyli) which veils reality. Importantly, she is the source of revealed

knowledge as the examples which follow suggest.

The symbolism of the number nine is one example of Durga' s presence in the

mathematical sciences. The extremely ancient Indian philosophies of enumeration

(Sliiikhya) were constructed upon the decimal system.352 Just as all quantities can be

represented by two digits in a binary system of enumeration, in decimal systems the

digits one through nine represent the fullness of countable possibilites. When combined

with zero (sunya, bindu) , all of objective reality can be enumerated. 353 This

arithmetics, I suggest, contributes to the significance of the close relationship between

the DevI and the number nine. Similarly, as symbols of the generative organ (yoni) of

the DevI, equilateral triangles can generate more complex forms such as hexagons and

3511 have heard that in the terminology of Tantra, the term vidya connotes a sacred utterance or mantra.
This is aligned with my usage of the term vidya, for Tantric mantric utterances are essentially condensed
formulations of various aspects of reality, which are embodied within them. In this respect, Tantric mantras
correspond, in a fashion, to scientific formulas, condensed symbolic statements revealing truths about the
nature of reality. Like scientific formulas, the meaning of mantras are only fully understood by adepts. As
mahavidya, Durga is the great utterance, the supreme sign or formula of the Absolute. It is vitally
important in this context to mention the close relationship between mantras and yantras.

The inner dynamics of yantras can never be understood in isolation from the system of sound
dynamics, as the two combine to make up the complete 'definition' of the divine. The yantra
mantra complex is basically an equation that unites space (akaSa), which in its gross form appears
as shapes, and vibrations, which in their finite forms occur as the spoken or written word (Khanna
1979:34).

The sense that I derive from the term vidya is that it constitutes a comprehensive science of the Devl of
which the mantra-yantra complex, and its practice, is a technological manifestation.

352Jbe so-called Arabic decimal system originated in India, and is therefore also known as the Hindu
Arabic numeral system (see Webster's or other dictionaries). S3iikhya-Yoga is "possibly the oldest among
the Indian systems" (Klostermaier 1989:358) of philosophy, and the word safikhya literally means "relating
to numbers. " Since the S3iikhya-Yoga system enumerates the elements through which creation manifests,
I am suggesting that the decimal numeral system emerged from some branch of philosophy which may be
labelled as S3iikhya.

353Siva is sometimes referred to as the void (vyoma). In Hindu sacred linguistics the male consonants
unite with the female vowels to produce syllables which are the seeds of all sounds, words, and
conceptions. Similarly, the manifest female numerals (Sakti) combine with the transcendent or unmanifest
male emptiness (Siva) to produce all numbers and enumerations. Durga is conceived of either as the
numerals, one through nine, or as these and the void (tanya, hindu).
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tetrahedrons, and are the basis of a sophisticated geometry. Even the rectangular space

of the sacred field, as found in the pavilion for group recitations of Durga SaptaSatf

(discussed in Chapter Three), is also divided into nine squares, a configuration which

creates a central and eight surrounding squares. One of Durga' s important manifestations

is the Yantra of Twenty (bisa yantra). Unlike the sacred geometry suggested by the

better known Sri Yantra, the Durga Bisa Yantra reveals a sacred mathematics. It is

neither the number twenty nor the number nine alone which is significant, but the

sequence of numbers one through nine placed in an orderly spatial scheme which hints

at the magical powers of the geometric and arithmetic sciences combined. These are

examples of mathematical sciences which unveil aspects of the mystery of reality,

revealing comforting underlying patterns and structures within what would otherwise be

a terrifying chaotic maelstrom of space and time.

Among the properties of matter, inanimate or animate, are integrity of form,

dynamism, and dissolution. We have seen how Durga. is thought to permeate fabricated

or natural structures closely connected to the matrix of the cosmic being (vastupuru~a).

The durability of a temple, the impregnability of a fortress (durga) , the stability of a

bridge, the reliability of a weapon (ayudha), and the invulnerability of armour (kavaca),

are examples of her presence. In the bodies of creatures, in vegetation, in rivers and

ponds, in the earth itself, she abides in varying states of vitality. She controls the flow

of blood, the vital energy, the juice within all creation, which in some sense is thought

to hold it together.354

The ontological dimensions of Durga worship have social and political

ramifications, but also concern the religio-philosophically defined existential predicament

354Prom my own childhood experiences, I know that Indian boys often apply the blood of the first
creature killed with their slingshots to these weapons, in an act of sympathetic magic. The action
consecrates the weapon, empowering it and imbuing it with the life drawn from the creature. Their actions
and the blood also fuse a connection between the warrior, the weapon, and its victim. A similar
psychological reasoning extends to more elaborate human constructions which should not only be built
along the lines of Suta architectural science, but imbued with life (priifJa prat4tha). Blood sacrifice is a
common way in which an inanimate construction is imbued with life. This line of thinking is behind the
frequently heard (and generally quite unfounded) rumours that babies or young children are kidnapped and
sacrificed whenever a major construction project, such as the building of a bridge, is underway.
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presence of the kurJ4a the central position of the linga is undeniable. 358

Attempting to understand this combination of linga and kufJ4a within its specific

context, I refer to the comments of Dr. G. R. Mallik, a devout Sakta with considerable

influence in Banaras. He has built the DaSabhuja Durga temple in the north of the city.

Perhaps drawing on his experience as a physician, Dr. Mallik first inquired if I was

married. He then asked if I was familiar with the female reproductive organ. Despite my

answer in the affirmative, he proceeded to tell me how

woman has both yoni and linga. You see, if you look at the upper part of the
female reproductive organ, you will find a small penis. This is the clitoris. It is
just like the male penis. Therefore, woman is more than man. She has the
attributes of both man and woman. This is why she can give birth to both sons
and daughters.

That linga within the ku1J4a, in such Sakta thought, is simply the DevI as Jalesvar1, for

the goddess incorporates both male and female attributes.359

Although Durga is acknowledged by all devotees as the possessor of the supreme

binding power and the source of all other binding powers they prefer to allocate positive

rather than ambivalent qualities to her. Among Hindus to whom Durga is one of many

deities, and not their supreme conception of the divine, the goddess's ambivalent or

negative qualities are more pronounced. She is the agent of disease, delusion, and so on.

However, for avid Durga bhaktas (those who practice loving devotion), the "negative"

aspects of the DevI's nature are placed well in the background. They are likely to think

and speak more often of her ferocity and destructive power as directed at demonic forces

and dangers which threaten devotees. Devotees do, however, fear divine retribution if

they have been truant in fulfilling their end of a devotional pledge. Even in such

358A possible explanation for the feminine appellation of the linga is suggested in a paper by Gabriella
Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi in which she points out examples of Hindu symbols which have interchangeable
meanings. In particular, symbols normally associated with the divine as feminine, such as the lotus, the
vessel, and the cow can have masculine connotations. And the linga and the snake, for instance, normally
identified with male gods can have feminine associations (1980: 45-68). She uses her examples to suggest
a greater arbitrariness in symbol interpretation than would be allowed by Freudian analysis and a lesser
one than structuralism might permit.

359}ncidentally, from this Sakta perspective, the same would hold for all of Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi's
other examples, including the white anthill, the tree, and the mother.
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1.58). Like VarUI~a, Durga is associated with darkness (as Ratri) and the waters. 356

Like Yama and other restraining deities, she is associated with death and disease. A

dramatic feature in all the Durga Piija clay image clusters is the figure of Mahi~asura

bound by the DevI's snake noose (naga pasa) (see Figure 14).

However, unlike these binding deities, and more like IndraiRudra, Durga

overpowers the magical transformations of the demon Mahi~ with her superior magic.

Indra is frequently referred to as having "overcome the magician (mayin) (V~) by

means of mayli" (Eliade 1991: 100). In the myths of the Durgli Saptaiatr (23.20-40), and

in the symbolism of the Durga Piija image cluster, Mahi~'s maya is no match for the

DevI's. Mahi~a, there the symbol of bondage (his buffalo form links him with Yama, the

supreme restraint, death), is first snared by the DevI's noose, pierced with her spear, and

then slain with her sword.3S7

The relationship between Durga and VaruQ.alRudra is further affirmed in the

Durga Kun4 temple where one finds the shrine of JaleSvarali, the Lord or Lady of the

Waters, which in the masculine is an epithet of VaruQ.a. The deity of that shrine is also

known as Tilaparnesvara, Lord of Sandalwood, and designated as one of KaSi' s Twelve

Rudras. Although depicted as a linga this divinity is quite often called Jalesvarl by

devotees, an epithet which initially caused me some puzzlement, for unlike the

ambiguous gender of the image of the Jvaraharesvaraii image in a nearby shrine,

Jalesvari is clearly a linga (see Figure 5). On further examination, I noticed that the linga

is located within a ku1J4a, and in rituals to invoke rainfall during periods of drought, this

kulJ4a is slowly filled with water which is sprinkled on the linga. But despite the

356VaruI;1a is often associated with the overarching sky or with the waters. According to Bhattachalji
(1970: 22-47), Val11J;la replaced the sky god Dyaus. He spied on human beings with thousands of eyes, an
attribute which corresponds to the epithet of Durga as Satak~i, "She who has a Hundred Eyes. " The term
for eyes (spaia) , eventually became p~a, the snare or noose with which VartIQa bound the wicked.
According to the Durgli Saptaiatf (2.22), Durga bears Varw;ta's noose.

351This most graphic symbolism contained in the central image cluster of the Durga Piija ritual is one
that has deep and enduring meaning in the Hindu religious tradition. It subverts arguments that the
relationship between mythic symbolism and ritual activity is merely incidental.
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the most influential text concerning Durga, the Durga Sapt~ati (1.11-44). In what is

often referred to as the frame story, the king Suratha and the merchant Samadhi approach

the sage Medhas for advice (1.27-28). Both king and merchant suffer from the same

problem. They are helplessly attached to kingdom and family, respectively, despite being

rejected by these objects of their affection. Despite their rational perception of their

predicament, they are unable to free themselves from this bondage to mundane life

(saJ?1Sara bandha) (1.29-33). This initiates the sage's account of the nature of the DevI.

He tells them that Durga is the power that binds as well as the power which grants

liberation (1.43-44).

Mircea Eliade deals with the symbolism of binding in a pertinent fashion

(1991:92-124). Drawing on observations made by Georges Dumezi1, Eliade notes that

the sovereign Vedic deity VarUI;1a uses as his supreme weapon, the "maya of Asura,"

which is depicted as a noose (pasa). VaruQ.a is referred to as the Great Asura who

magically binds people and is propitiated by people who wish to avoid being bound or

wish to be freed from their bondage. 355 In this respect VaruQ.a is like the other binding

(or restraining) deities such as VJ;tra, such deities of death as Yama, or deities who

preside over maladies. In opposition to VaruQ.a, the deity Indra, liberates people from the

bondage of VaruQ.a, from death and disease. Alhough Indra sometimes uses his magical

"snare" to triumph over the magician VJ;tra, who bound up the cosmic waters, his

primary method of liberation is severing bonds with a traditional warrior's weapon such

as a sword, illustrated when he dismembered V~a's body.

In her influential study of Siva, Wendy O'Flaherty points out how this great god

of Hinduism has subsumed aspects of such Vedic deities as Rudra, Indra, and Agni

(1973:83-110). It is evident that the goddess Durga similarly has subsumed fundamental

aspects of binding deities such as VaruQ.a and Yama, and of heroic, martial, liberating

deities such as Indra and Rudra. Like VaruQ.a, Durga is called the great demoness

(mahasuri) who controls with the power of magical illusion (maya) (Durga Sapta.satf

355The early usage of the term asura, refers to gods not demons. It was derived from the term ahura,
in Avestan, which means spirit. Information on Va~a is contained in Dumezil (1934), and Bhattachatji
(1970).
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of the individual, namely, bondage to worldly existence. When dismissing Durga at the

end of the Durga Piija ritual, the purohita makes a statement of cardinal importance. He

asks Durga to abide in the earth, the water, and the home. Once the DevI's presence has

been established in any temporary shrine, the place is made sacred, and the goddess will

always abide (although in a latent form) at that site. She is ever-present in the earth and

in water, and this, I suggest, is why the earthen jar, filled with water, is the primary

form through which she may be established during any but the simplest worship ritual.

In domestic pujtis, the DevI is asked not to abandon the home. Indeed, it is not the house

but the home in which she abides. This is explicit during the domestic Durga Piija, when

the DevI's presence, which provides a bonding energy that unites a family, is most

evident. In a related vein, the Mahtibharata (Santi Parva, 56.35) states that there are five

kinds of forts (durga) of which the strongest is the fortress of human beings (Mani

1975:254). Community solidarity is the greatest source of strength, offering the best

defense against enemies and the surest weapon against fear.

The rather militant Bharat Sevasram Saiigha, an influential religious organization

in Banaras makes this point quite explicitly in one of its printed pamplets which I

obtained from its reception centre (1991). "What is the real form of the Goddess?" asks

the brochure. It replies, "The real form of the Goddess is Hindu society. Millions of

Hindus will wake up and unify - that is the symbol of the waking up (bodhana) of the

Goddess." Elsewhere it states that the "main aim of [Durga] worship is to get victory and

kill enemies. . . . Hindus must remember that worship is not only giving incense,

flowers, bilva leaves, or crying in front of her." Also,

to nurture the growth of Hinduism within people - this is true Durga worship. As
Hindus meet each other and become brothers, this is the fruit of this worship.
The establishment of a Hindu religious society - that is the great slogan
(mahamantra) of this puja.

One could suggest that the clay images which are brought to life during the Durga

Piijas are embodiments of the subtle but powerful energies which bind homes,

communities, and kingdoms. But this power which binds families and kingdoms is

ambivalent for it is also at the heart of bondage to satp.sarlc existence, an idea central to
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circumstances their actions appeared to me to derive more out of respect than fear. The

maternal image of Durga again looms large. The devotee fears the DevI no more than

a child fears its mother. A devotee's fear of potential punishment for an indiscretion is

subsumed by the greater certainty of the DevI's protective, caring, and nurturing nature.

In my experience, Durga bhaktas generally attributed positive qualities to the

DevI. They love, respect, and worship her. Among these qualities are such positively

perceived unifying forces as the warm feelings of family togetherness (in which women

play an instrumental role), the solidarity of a community (spiritual or secular), the spirit

of the young men's puja clubs, the soldier's platoon, and other forms of "male bonding."

Just as worshippers of Siva or Vi~Q.u might attribute negative qualities to Durga, Durga

bhaktas attribute the negative dimensions of bondage through ignorance and attachment

which may accompany such group identifications to subsidiary deities or demonic

powers. Similarly, they attribute such restraints as fear, starvation, disease, and death,

to other goddesses, gods, or demons. I have suggested how epithets provide buffers

between the goddess and her attributes, especially in the case of identifications which

particular devotees may find unsuitable. In general, Durga is viewed as the protector who

battles against these dangers and defeats them. She restrains the restraints; binds the

agents of bondage; slays the slayer.

Despite mythological and liturgical references which connect her to Siva, or

Vi~Q.u, and occasional comments by devotees affirming those relationships, Durga is

essentially viewed as an independent, all-encompassing deity by her worshippers, who

are both men and women. She is most commonly addressed as mother (Ma) by her male

and female devotees. Ma Durga, is not viewed, for the most part, as the feminine

complement to some male deity. She is propitiated for her beneficent presence, or for

boons (vara) which she has a reputation for granting. But her powers can also be

compelled through rigorous spiritual practice (stidhana). Sakta tantrics, artists, magicians,

and healers tap into her energy for personal empowerment or to direct it towards others.

Sorcery (jadu kama) is an interesting category for although many ordinary people dabble

in directing pernicious energy at enemies, they would not likely call themselves
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sorcerers. The designation is generally derogatory. Sorcery is most often defined by

healers who identify that their patients are victims of such acts.

The most common means of propitiation or manipulation of Durga's energies is

recitation of the Durgli SaptaSatf. The ambivalent potential within the text, which when

read with ritualized precision, forms, and numbers can coerce the DevI's powers or earn

her grace, often blurs the intention of the worshipper. It is not always clear if he or she

is engaged in supplication of the divine or in a spiritual physics. Commissioned ritual

specialists span both those activities. Those who are hired to recite the text (parha kame

va/a) on behalf of the patron (yajamana) or someone else acquire and transfer merit.

They are enlisted for their priestly abilities, but the general consensus is that the DevI's

grace does not automatically result from their actions. In a similar vein, thepurohita who

performs the Durga Piija ritual, through a psycho-physical yogic science, induces the

DevI to manifest, through his own transformed body, in various forms and locations,

from which she can be worshipped by others who seek her grace.

Devout Durga worshipping Saktas attribute their existential condition to the grace

of the DevI. If their situation is favourable, their worship consists of giving thanks in the

hopes that such good fortune continues. Devotees may however have needs, or desires,

or face difficulties. In these instances, worship often takes the form of a barter where

promises (manauti) are made and fulfilled. Although Durga is accessible everywhere and

at all times to her worshippers, this presence is mostly latent. It intensifies at her abodes

(pf(ha, sthlina), such as temples and other sacred places, and is surely close when danger

threatens. Not unlike Vi~I:lu's incarnations, the DevI is ever present when the terrifying

forces of chaos challenge the cosmic order. Her power is more dreadful than any other.

Although devotees can tap into her power at any time, this power percolates out, in

special ways, at certain times of the year. Besides the night, notable periods when the

Devi's power wells up are the days affected by the grip (graha) of detrimental planetary

influences and those days dedicated to dangerous deities like yoginfs and mlit1:klis who

seize the vulnerable. Durga is most palpably present during the autumn and spring

Navaratras, nine-night periods which, significantly, correspond to the destructive seasonal
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presence of Yama.

During Navaditra, especially the autumn celebration, there is a renewal of

strength and a reintegration of the cosmos which was perhaps drifting perilously close

to disintegration. The end of the rainy season means that roads and rivers are once again

traversable. Families that have endured the absence of their married daughters now enjoy

their return, often with their children and husbands. Homes hum with the warm animated

presence of the women and children who offer proof of binding family alliances. By

honouring the married daughter and her children, the parents honour her spouse.

Through performances and attendance at public pujas communities see demonstrations

of their cultural heritage and are offered visible proof of its vitality. The quality of their

puja is testament to their solidarity, economic status, and spiritual zeal. Such rallys are

demonstrations of a strength which overwhelms any fear which might have been

generated by rival communities. For instance, the Muslim community in Banaras stages

parades and public displays of martial strength by the young men during the festival of

Muharram, which re-enacts the Passion of Husain, the martyred heir of the prophet

Muhammad. But when the enormous Hindu crowds throng in the streets during Durga

Piija, there is a feeling of invincibility (aparajita) and the certitude of victory (vijaya)

against all odds.

There is, moreover, a festive spirit of conviviality and rejuvenation at Navaratra.

Money changes hands. New clothes are purchased. Gifts are given. People eat good

food. The community is stimulated on many levels as priests, artisans, labourers,

merchants, the police, and the transportation network are flung into high gear to service

the demands of the mass of worshippers.

Despite occasional complaints about growing commercialism, there is a close

correlation drawn between the mood or spirit of the festival and Durga's presence. There

are, of course, differences of opinion as to what this mood should be, and accusations

are launched by family groups against the public pujas, or by older public pujas against

the newer ones. While for some groups, there is the mood of sweet sorrow at Durga's

departure, for others it is marked by raucous jubilation of a wedding procession. In fact,

there is a complementarity to these seemingly contrary emotions. One focuses on the loss
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of the DevI's intimate presence, the other on the necessity of her presence in her other

abode. At the symbolic level of the family, Durga, a model for every woman, is the

thread which links one home to another, one lineage to another. The proper functioning

of this social order is only possible if the wife both comes back to her paternal home and

then returns to the home of her spouse. Her movement between households is the flow

of sakti which binds these social groups together while maintaining the proper

hierarchical order. By welcoming her back to his home, the father expresses approval of

her husband. By returning to her husband's home, she affirms her transfer of loyalties

to him. At the level of the community, Durga's presence is symbolically linked to the

emotional energy generated by the group. A regenerative, healing, comforting force

when manifested for a short period of time, it can become destructive if sustained for too

long. The jubilant crowd can tum into an uncontrolled mob. In this broader social

context, too, it is imperative that the DevI be dismissed.

Durga, when conceived of as the regulated flow of blood, cosmologically

explained above, aides in our understanding of social processes. The manifest creation,

although somewhat fickle and unpredictable, in the traditional male stereotype of the

Indian woman, ultimately serves the purpose of liberation. Although volatile and

dynamic, it has its own internal logic and stability. As men and women move through

life, it is necessary to maintain control over the potentially dangerous feminine energy

whose progress may be tracked through the flow of blood. Times are particularly

dangerous when there is a period of transition for Sakti can be unleashed with destructive

consequences. It is the male principle which corrals or controls this female energy as

suggested by such myths as the rampage of Kali stopped by Siva.360 I have shown how

the Nine Durgas offer meaningful representations to women of the stages of their life,

36Opor numerous examples of myths of the taming of the female goddess by a male spouse goddess,
see Shulman 1980;141. Also see Harman 1989:44-46 who describes how the warrior goddess~i loses
her third breast (a symbol of her abnormal femininity) when she encounters Siva Sundaresvara.

In contrast to the above notion, the taming or corraling influence of female energy on destructive
male energy is found in a myth conc~g Parvati and Siva. Parvati wins Siva's attentions and through
marriage breaks his intense solitary austerities and moves him into the order of domestic life. See Siva
PurtilJa, Rudra-sarphita 3.12-28-33. Also see Kinsley 1986:48 and O'Flaherty 1973:220,225,257.
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and to men, more abstractly, as the flow of Sakti, and the manifestations of Pra1qti

Males too, do think of Durga within a social framework as the chaste virgin, the

understanding wife, and the protective mother.

From the traditional orthodox Hindu point of view, in the first three stages of a

Durga woman's life, as the new-born Sailaputri, the chaste virginal Brahmacarit:lI, and

the newly menstruating Candraghama, she is under the control of her father. 361

However, the commencement of the menstrual flow of blood has brought with it a

disruption to the stable social order. 362 The daughter is restless, and begins to attract

suitors. The father must relinquish control to the husband. The husband must defeat other

suitors, and the woman must finally stabilize the new order through her obedience. In

the classic myth of Sati we see the disfunctional enactment of this transition.363 Siva

is the unwanted suitor who wins the hand of Sati. D~, her father, does not accept the

new conditions. D~a dishonours Siva by not inviting San (or Siva) back to D~a's

home to participate in his great sacrifice. San disobeys Siva and attends Dak~a' s great

celebration. D~a dishonours San and Siva destroys him. In contrast, the proper divine

precedent takes place when San next incarnates as parvatI. She longs for Siva, wins him

with the consent of her parents Himavat and Mena and goes to live with him in his

abode. Periodically, she returns with or without him to her parental home, in the

company of her children. This myth is explicitly drawn upon in Durga Piija celebrations

when devotees identify Durga with ParvatI and when married daughters return to their

361The classic statement of the control under which women must be kept is found in the Laws ofManu:
Day and night, woman must be kept in dependency by the males (of) their families... (lX.2-16).
By a young girl, by a young woman, or even by an aged one, nothing must be done
independently, even in her own house.
In childhood a female must be subject to her father, in youth to her husband, when her lord is
dead to her sons; a woman must never be independent ... (V.147-165).

For a detailed survey of attitudes to women in the course of Indian history, see Altekar (1978 [1962]).
Leslie (1989) presents an excellent study of the depiction of women in Hindu scriptural texts. For studies
on women in modem Indian society, see Jacobson and Wadley (1977), Wadley (1975), and Leslie (1991).

362Menstruation is often considered a mark of a woman's sexual appetite and her innate impurity (Leslie
1989:251). However, it may also symbolize the process through which a woman renews her purity (Leslie
1989:254).

363A textual version of this myth is found the Siva Purti1}Q., Rudra-sa~ta 2.11-2.42.
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parents' homes. The demon-slaying myths of the Durga SaptaSat[recount another proper

divine precedent where the inappropriate suitors are slain rather than successfully

obtaining the jewel of a woman they desire. Their victory would have overturned the

cosmic order just as the victory of an unsuitable suitor (e.g., lower class) over one's

daughter would disrupt the social order.

In the married stages of life, the woman must remain under the control of her

husband. When pregnant like Ku~mfu:1<,ta, she may give birth either to male (functional)

or female (somewhat disfunctional) offspring. In the birth of male offspring the male

principle must dominate. As Skandamata, Durga nurtures the child, Skanda, who was

produced by the potent emission of Siva. Somewhat disfunctionally, the DevI, too,

produces the male child Gat,leSa from her own body. Gat,leSa, symbolic of maternal

yearnings exclusive of male control, represents a disobedience to the male will. He is

suggestive of the undesirable trait of placing the child before the husband. GaI:1eSa'S

beheading and resusitation with another head rectified the potential familial imbalance.

In the strongly Sakta atmosphere of the Durga Piija celebrations in Banaras, both Gat,lesa

and Skanda are portrayed as the DevI's children, although Gat,leSa, produced from the

DevI's own substance, is regarded more fondly by Sakta devotees than Skanda.

Further strains are placed on the social order in the absence of the husband who

may be away at work or play, or who has met an untimely death. Here the widow,

exemplified by KatyayanI, or the single mother, like the purat:ric prince SudarSafia's

mother, Manorama, must live a chaste, single life. Both KatyayanI and Manorama lived

in the hermitages of sages. The mother's concern for her children, especially her sons,

must elicit control over her behaviour, but not at the expense of dharmic order. Just as

Manorama declined the rulership of KaSI when it was offered to her, the single mother

should not remarry or assume male authoritative roles. She must nourish her children,

protect them, and see to their suitable marriages. RanI BhavanI, who fled Bengal when

her daughter Tara drew the undesirable attentions of the Muslim ruler Siraj-ud-daulah,

stands as an example of this ideal. Similarly, in contemporary Banaras, women such as

Shanti Devi, the cleaning woman whose words are presented in the Introduction,

demonstrates precisely these virtues in her concern for her sons.
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The last three stages of a woman's life offer few potential disruptions to the

prescribed social order except for the period of menopause when the flow of blood and

feminine energy, typified by Kalaram, is as tumultuous as it was at its inception. The

controlling male, like Siva in response to Kali's bloody rampage, remains passive

through this process. The woman's capacity to produce offspring is ending, as is her

menstrual flow of blood. She drinks up the vital energy of the male without conceiving

children. This withering of the juice of life is symbolized in the shrivelled breasts and

sunken bellied appearance of certain KalaratrI/Camul).<;la images. For women who may

have drawn so much of their sense of self from their fecundity, this stage is akin to a

"dark night of the soul." But the bleak darkness yields to a new purity, the post

menopausal, sattvic, Mahagaurl. Chaste and given to religious pursuits such as

pilgrimage she continues to care for the males in the family. As Siddhidatrl, she is the

culmination of womanly attainments, the bestower of boons.

In the light of the above analysis, let us return to David Kinsley's comments that

Durga "represents a vision of the feminine that challenges the stereotyped view of women

found in traditional Hindu law books" (1987:99). Drawing on Victor Turner's notions

of the high creativity present in liminal states, Kinsley says "Durga exists outside normal

structures and provides a version of reality that potentially, at least, may be refreshing

and socially invigorating" (1987:99). I believe these comments are essentially correct for

Durga is not subservient to or controlled by any male. She is pre-eminently independent.

This clearly casts her outside the normal social structures prescribed for Hindu women.

However Kinsley's comments may be developed further by addressing certain important

questions. If the portrait of the Dev! challenges the female stereotype in Hindu law

books, why are traditional feminine roles still so enduring, even among Saktas? After all,

the myths of the Durga SaptaSatf have circulated for over a thousand years and have

certainly enjoyed immense popularity for the last several centuries. Has the socially

invigorating potential within the version of reality provided by Durga been realized?

In discussions with Pallavi, the educated, independent, and extremely articulate

niece of Tarun Kanti Basu, I thought I might find the answer. Tarun Kanti Basu is the

patriarch of the first family to celebrate the elaborate Bengali-styled domestic Durga Piija
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in Banaras. Pallavi, who holds a Master's degree in English literature, is neither shy nor

subservient. She expressed her opinions freely in front of her strong-willed uncle, even

though, not infrequently, these directly contradicted his own. Pallavi is beautiful and

single; a most desirable woman. In many ways Pallavi struck me as an ideal embodiment

of the independent, strong-willed woman, for whom Durga might have served as a divine

model. Every year Pallavi comes from Calcutta to spend several weeks in Banaras to

celebrate Durga Piija at the family home in Chaukambha (see Figure 17). As a scion of

one of the great families who perform Durga Piija, she is intimately familiar with a

young woman's experience of the festival and the attitudes which surround it. When I

asked her about the attitude to women generally and during Navaratra in particular, she

surprised me by replying:

These times create illusions for you, but don't change any of the social situations.
Bengalis, after the Mughal period, were responsible for the worst abuses on
women - two million saris, and child marriages, to name some of the abuses.
. . . Any woman of my generation will tell you that these festivals only create an
illusion and are designed to fool women into thinking their place is special. ...
I don't feel special and am not treated specially at this time of year (i.e.,
Navaratra). I've never heard anyone feel or talk this way. I suppose married
women get special treatment in their paternal home. But to unmarried women, no
special things happen. No privileges. Very young girls are made to feel special
during virgin worship (kuman-puja) (October 15, 1991).

Pallavi's unorthodox opinions affirm that there is a social invigoration in progess,

which results from a critique of the traditional social order. However, voicing the

opinion of women of her generation (and social, economic, educational, and marital

status), she does not attribute the changes and potential transformations of the social

order to Durga Piija which she feels affirms traditional social roles. No longer the pre

pubescent girl, nor yet the married woman, Pallavi exists in a liminal state (according

to norms prescribed by dharma), no longer under the control of her father nor under the

control of her husband.364 Even if she marries, it is doubtful that she will ever be under

anyone's "control." Typically, Pallavi receives no special treatment while in this state

364Were Pallavi in the Lahiri household the inauspiciousness of her unmarried state would have been
highlighted by her prohibition from touching any of the food offerings.
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which is, in Victor Turner's terminology "betwixt and between" the two structured states

of the pre-menstrual virgin and the married woman.

Significantly, it is precisely to a woman in this state that the mythology of the

independent Durga of the Durga SaptaSatr speaks, for she is the object of desires of

many potentially unsuitable suitors against whom she must defend herself. If she wards

off all suitors, however, she cannot move to the acceptable married and maternal status

which is prescribed by the orthodox tradition and honoured during the Durga PUja

celebrations. 365 In sharp contrast to Pallavi's comments, the married daughters of Mr.

Lahiri, the patriarch of the family with whom I had participated in Durga Piija

celebrations, all felt that they were made to feel special and were empowered during

Durga Piija. While Pallavi felt that Indian women were deeply oppressed and suffered

a tremendous inequality in comparison to men, the Lahiri daughters felt that the situation

of women was quite good, and well on its way to social equality.

Although their perspectives diverge strongly, both Pallavi and the Lahiri daughters

agreed that women's strength is traditionally thought to lie in their forebearance,

tolerance, and naturally embracing compassion. "You can take any problem to your

mother and she will try to help. " However, while the Lahiri women upheld this capacity

in women and their need to adapt to the needs of their husbands, Pallavi was cynical.366

She said:

You know the idea of sacrifice, renouncing, is big in Hinduism. I had a friend
who wanted a career but after her marriage her husband wanted her to give it up.
When she said, "How can I give up my career?" he said, "Women can do
everything." You see that's the stuff we are fed. Women can give up anything.
They can make the ultimate sacrifice because they have the power to make

3
65In a subsequent conversation Pallavi told me that her aunt had inquired if she had told me how only

Indian culture, and Bengali culture in particular, venerated women, uplifting them to the status of
goddesses. Pallavi replied that she had told me that despite such a conception, she felt the Durga FUjii ritual
was just"eye wash. " This resulted in a long and heated debate at the dinner table during which Pallavi was
told that Indian men know how to respect women, that women of her generation probably did not deserve
respect, and that women of her aunt's generation do feel that they are special, especially during the Durgii
FUjii.

3660ne of the Lahiri daughters felt strongly that it was wrong for a wife to stay with a husband who
was abusive, while the others made strong arguments in favour of fidelity and compromise.
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sacrifices. The poor men can't do it.

The opinions of Pallavi and the Lahiri daughters reflect a tension between

"modernization" and tradition that is highlighted in the status of women within

contemporary Indian society. 367 Pallavi voices the concerns of unmarried women who

must face the prospect of marriages in which they are obliged to maintain traditional

female roles which they may deem subservient and unsuitable for their own self

realization. The Lahiri daughters voice the opinions of married women who find adequate

freedom, equality, and power in that state and thus uphold the traditional structures of

marriage and marital roles, within which they feel there is the possibility of

"modernization" and change.

The Durga PUja ritual clearly treats pre-menstrual girls and married women

specially, elevating them to the status of a goddess. It clearly makes unmarried women

feel inauspicious, and thus implicitly impels them towards the auspicious state of

marriage. In this sense the ritual supports traditional social patterns. The image of Durga,

also speaks directly to the unmarried woman. Durga, in the myths of the Durga

SaptaSatf, is an alluring woman who attracts the attention of the demons. She is virginal

in the "western" sense of not having had a sexual partner, but the implication is that she

has begun her menstrual flow and is capable of reproduction. Thus she is not a kumliri

and not yet a mother. She is an independent, unmarried woman who fights off unsuitable

suitors (the demons) and retains her chastity. Therefore, although the paja may promote

fertility and marriage, the Durga SaptaSatt image of Durga promotes chastity and

independence.

Among unmarried girls, just past the stage of kumlirfs, I was told that Sita offered

361The social values which accompanied the notion of "modernity" as used by most of the Lahiri
daughters were virtually indistinguishable from, and used synonymously with "westernization." The
tendency among many Indians to equate modernization with Western values is discussed in Singer (1972).
Singer also outlines the country's ongoing efforts to modernize within the parameters of its own cultural
heritage.
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the most desirable model of womanhood.368 Why is this so, when SIta's worship is so

much rarer than Durga worship and generally occurs in subordinate association with

Rama worship? Why does the image of Durga, far more visible and pervasive, far more

empowering from a Western perspective, not have the same appeal as SIta to

marriageable Hindu women? I discern at least two contributing factors in answer to these

questions. The first is that SIta offers a human model of beauty and fidelity. Although

divine, she is often thought of as a human incarnation of the goddess ~rnI. Despite

the unfortunate circumstances which ensue in her life, SIta's mythology portrays her with

a loving and doting father. SIta wins the husband of her choice and accompanies him

even in his exile. Unlike SIta, Durga's mythology tells of the actions of a divine being,

and it is less common for worshippers to identify themselves with purely divine models.

Durga's story is not placed within the context of loving relationships with parents,

siblings, friends, and the like. Devotees worship her as a supreme goddess and do not

consciously model themselves on her. Mythic human models with a Durga-like nature,

such as the queen Manorama in the Dev[Bhligavata PurlilJa are husbandless or widows.

368Among Bengali girls, BehuHi is as influential a model of womanhood as $itii. The story of Behula
belongs to a cycle of myths related to the snake goddess Manasa. I was told this version of the story by
the grandchildren in the Lahiri family. There was some confusion and disagreement on their part about
details of the story, which they heard on occasion from their grandmother, Aiijali LaIDri. Durga Piija is
not merely the time when families congregate, but it is also a time when myths and legends are transmitted
to the younger generations.

There was a prince called Chanda who had a handsome son called Lakhindar. Lakhindar was
betrothed to Behula, the beautiful daughter of a merchant. Behula had been cursed by a brahmaIJa woman
that her husband would die of a snake bite on his wedding night. Behula did not worry because she was
a devotee of Manasa. She did not realize that the old woman who cursed her was Manasa in disguise. To
avoid the effects of the curse Behula had a special sealed room built for her wedding night but the builders
had left a small hole in it. Manasa crept through the hole on the wedding night and bit Lakhindar who died
in accord with the curse. Behula blamed Chando for Lakhindar's death, saying that he was not a
worshipper of Manasa. Behula, then, got on a boat with her husband's corpse to plead with Manasa for
his revival. After a long time and many adventures in which Behula proved her loyalty to her husband even
after his death, Behula met Manasa. The goddess told her that she would bring Lakhindar back to life if
Chando would worship her. She agreed to convince her father-in-law to worship Manasa. He agreed but
only on the condition that the priest would tum his back to the image while worshipping her.

BehuUi parallels Sltii in her loyalty to her husband, but differs from Sita in certain respects. Behula
enjoys only a night of marital bliss before being separated from her husband by the ultimate of restraints,
death itself. Her actions reveal extraordinary loyalty both to her husband, even after his death, and to the
goddess, who was the agent of her suffering. Behula's perseverence and fidelity ultimately wins back her
husband from the jaws of death.
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Such models are hardly agreeable to young women seeking marriage.

Therefore, although the image of Durga, in her demon-slaying power and

independence, offers a challenging vision to the orthodox roles of women as they are

prescribed in the Dharma Sastras (i.e., subservient to and under the control of men), it

does not, for the most part, consciously serve as a model for women which critiques

traditional social values. Its potential to do this is not realized or manipulated. In some

measure, this is precisely because Durga is an image of that which is purely divine. Even

among Durga-worshipping women, such as Pallavi, who do oppose traditional values,

there is no overt admission that Durga's image functions to critique and transform the

social order. The image does not function to provide such women with a new or different

social status. The substance of social protest against traditional feminine roles in Hindu

society emanates from the larger body of discourse on feminism. However, I suspect that

the image of Durga implicitly plays a role in the emancipation and empowerment of

women. In contemporary India, the late prime minister Indira Gandhi, because of her

concern for India and her exercise of power, is still frequently cited by devotees as an

example of a woman who embodied the qualities of the goddess Durga. The married

daughters of Mr. Lahiri and others stated explicitly that powerful women such as Indira

Gandhi serve as models of emancipation for other women from traditionally subservient

roles. By identifying such powerful women with Durga, the conceptual image of the DevI

is further shaped. This divine image, in turn, through the human models with which it

is associated, influences and empowers women. The image of Durga could, of course,

function dramatically in pertinent branches of feminist liberation theology.

Despite its capacity to transform social structures, which I believe does occur to

a certain extent, the image of Durga, as it currently operates in Banaras, affirms,

supports, and reinforces traditional social roles for women. I have already shown how

this is so in the analysis of the meaning of the Nine Durgas above. Quite importantly the

image of Durga serves to maintain an essentially patriarchal, orthodox social order when

disfunction threatens. Mythologically, Durga is the daughter sacrificed in order that her

brother ~~t:la may live. Durga is the beautiful virgin who resists and slays the adharmic

male suitors Mahi~, or Sumbha and Nisumbha, thus maintaining the position of the male
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gods. Durga, I feel, is the model for the unjustly widowed Manorama who chastely

raises her son, SudarSana, and finds him a suitable spouse. 369

Durga also is a source of solace and empowerment for both men and women in

weakened positions. Mythologically, the young SudarSana is protected by his mother as

a lioness would protect her cubs. 370 Similarly, the king of KaSi, Subahu, who could

have forced his daughter to accept marriage to a powerful ally, concedes to her personal

choice (icchii svayamvara) for a disempowered but righteous husband and braves the

attacks of the disgruntled unrighteous suitors. A moral here is that despite the odds which

are stacked against them, these protagonists earn the protective grace of the Devi, who

intercedes on their behalf. There is little new in the moral behind this theme. If devotees

adhere to dharma and align themselves with the Devi's power, temporary imbalances

where adharma appears to be prevailing will soon be set aright. Durga sustains moral

order in society.

While the prescribed course of both men and women's lives in the Hindu tradition

ideally involves a good education, happy marriage, children, health, sufficient wealth,

and spiritual growth, social realities are often otherwise. Orphans or other economically

disadvantaged people may never get access to a good education. Certain men or women

may never marry, or their marriages may be unsuitable. Children may not be born. One

of the spouses may leave or die. Illness may befall any member of the family. There may

be insufficient money on which to live or to ensure good marriages for the children.

One's spiritual life may suffer. In all these undesirable circumstances, for either gender,

Durga offers a consoling vision. In fact the bulk of promised devotional observances

(manauti) are made for protection and boons related to tragedies that may change the

course of the worshipper's life. Spiritual practices (sadhana) are also directed towards

3690ne could suggest that Durga is the model for Sita's fidelity when in the clutches of Rav~a. Alone
and separated from her husband, Rama, who might have been dead, she refuses the advances of the most
appealing, most powerful, but adharmic suitor.

370Prior to my research, I had been puzzled as to why Durgii, so frequently depicted armed with
weapons and slaying a demon, was referred to as Mother. Many devotees told me that a mother is far more
protective over her children than a father. Durga spills blood to protect and nourish her devotees.
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the achievement of protective or effective power. One could thus classify the desires of

devotees as either hopeful or preventative. The hope is to maximize the potential within

the dharmic ideal while keeping misfortune at bay. For both male and female Durga

worshippers this ideal, at the mundane level, is imaged in the goddess's family portrayed

at the Durga Piija image cluster. The most desirable values held by both genders of

worshippers, including fertility, beauty, intelligence, artistic talent, heroism, and spiritual

purity are embodied in the figures of ~mI, GaJ.leSa, SarasvatI, Kfutikeya, and the

DevI. Mahisa, crushed and disempowered, represents all that is to be avoided or

destroyed. In this symbolic cluster, Durga represents an ideal of womanhood which is

shared by both men and women. However for those in non-ideal situations, for whom

misfortune has already struck, Durga is less a model of hope than a source of

strength. 371

Once devotees have entered into a relationship of dependence on Durga's grace,

they may see the social order as emanating from the goddess, but also fear her

punishment. The DevI either acts with malice against those who have been truant in their

devotions or, by withdrawing her protection, leaves the devotee vulnerable to the

dangerous uncertainties of life. Worship reestablishes the relationship with the DevI,

assuring the devotee of the DevI's secure protective presence. The circularity in Shanti

Devi's comments, quoted in the Introduction, is a good illustration of this process. Shanti

pledges to eat only uncooked food such as fruit and curd until she has taken darsana of

Durga. If she does not visit the temple she gets dizzy and cannot work. Implicitly, it is

the DevI's action which brings on this dizziness, which is a sign of a perforation in the

well-woven fabric of reality. Misfortune is about to strike. To rectify this problem,

Shanti takes darsana and then eats a proper meal. To break the pledge would be to risk

371B. Saraswati, after an extensive sociological survey of Banaras, found that the city "shelters a large
number of widows, most of them young widows. It has been the practice of Brahman families in most parts
of India to send their widows to Kashi where they have to live all their life" (1975:60). I have no
supporting statistical evidence for these statements. Shanti Devi's comments in the Introduction contradict
this, although she could have been trying to gain sympathy rather than convey facts. It is, however, true
that the Durga KUJ;l~ temple was built by the widowed queen Ram Bhavam, who came to reside in Banaras
with her widowed daughter Tara Sundari. If there is a large population of widows in Banaras, it is possible
that Durga serves as source of strength for them and readily draws their worship.
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far more serious consequences than dizziness.

It is precisely this dynamic of reciprocity which operates when pilgrims visit a

temple to perform devotional service. They fulfill their side of the bargain and enjoy

entry into the protective perimeter of the DevI's kingdom. The temple and its environs

give visible expression to the feeling of spiritually-elevating tranquil security. The

devotee has entered the DevI's orb of influence (ma¢ala) and has synchronized with the

flow of sakti through her yantra. The pilgrimage to the Nine Durgas extends this

protective perimeter to the boundaries of Banaras, for the Durgas, located at the centre

and edges, are understood as city protecters. During Navaratra, the sacred ma¢ala of

Banaras, whose perimeter is circumambulated by worshippers on the Paiicakrosi

Pilgrimage, is none other than a Durga ma¢ala.

When pilgrims make the Nine Durga Pilgrimage, that is, traverse the whole

malJ4ala, at some subconscious level they are able to perceive the whole pattern of the

cosmos (i.e., the creation as it manifests spatially and temporally). Women encounter the

entirety of their lives from birth to spiritual attainment and benevolence in a vision of the

feminine which is never subordinate, but pure, strong, and independent. Men perceive

a vision of Absolute Reality imbued with much the same qualities, through the fullness

of Sakti's manifestations. If each of the Nine Durgas represents an aspect of the energy

within material creation (see the discussion of this interpretation in Chapter Three), then

this pilgrimage is an extension of the principle of puja, where the DevI's form is

worshipped or reintegrated. Pilgrimage, in this sense, like blood sacrifice, is an

elaboration ofpaja.

The image of Durga conveyed through the set of the Nine Durgas appeals to both

men and women because of its purity and power. And, unlike the Nine Gauns which

possess spousal traits, the Durgas present an image of unattached virtuous power. It is

common for devotees to model their relationship with the divine on some human pattern.

A deity like ~~lJ.a may be conceived of as a friend, a lover, or an adorable mischievous

son. Since wives hold inferior positions to their husbands in the orthodox hierarchy of

Hindu society, it would be difficult for a man to hold an image of the divine which he
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views as subordinate to himself. The image of a supreme goddess as "wife" is therefore

rare. This could account for the lack of popularity of GallIl worship among males. It is

true that men, too, wish for a wife with the loyalty of SIta, but do not generally find her

a suitable model of supreme divinity. However, for men, Durga is the chaste daughter,

the jewel of his eyes, or the ideal mother, his protector and nurturer. In the set of Nine

Durgas, womanhood progresses through its stages without the presence of a male spouse.

This independent, unwifely Durga, not subordinate to a spouse, functions as a suitable

image of Absolute Divinity for male worshippers.

The preceding discussion has shown that there is a strong relationship between

the image of Durga and Durga worship, particularly in the acts of puja, blood sacrifice,

and pilgrimage. This conclusion substantially supports Geertz's (1973) theoretical

definition of religion as a cultural system of symbols which creates a worldview that

generates powerful emotional states and elicits social actions. Most importantly, religion

provides a metaphysical framework within which the world as experienced (at times

frightening in its mystery) and human action in relationship to the world are rendered

meaningful. The anthropological task is interpretive, aimed at uncovering a culture's

symbols and meanings. According to Geertz, in ritual, human action moves in accord

with the world as imagined. Ritual, therefore, serves to sustain, if not shape, the

religious worldview. In ritual, then, one should find both the symbols of this

cosmological construction and the kinds of actions permitted within it.

Fritz Staal, however, favours a far more radical position, arguing that ritual is

meaningless. Staal suggests that a Vedic sacrifice, such as the agnicayana, may be

designated as ritual since no one would deny that it is ritual. From such an example of

Vedic ritual, he works out a theory and definition of ritual. He concludes that "ritual is

pure activity without meaning or goal" (1989: 131). Like grammar it consists of rules,

but unlike language refers to nothing. It is self-referential. Success in ritual activity

depends on its proper performance but "not only have we established the rules ourselves,

so that we are completely in control; we are also assured of success. If one rite goes

wrong, another takes its place. This goes a long way to explain the curious fact that

rituals, so apparently meaningless and useless, are at the same time readily engaged in"
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(1989: 133).

In our examination of worship activities, particularly the Durga Piija, it is clear

that ritual activity is partially interpretable in the Geertzian sense and partially

meaningless in the way meant by Staal. Staal speculatively suggests that ritual rulemaking

is grounded in biologically compulsive behaviour patterns not unlike the instincts of other

animals.

Originally, ritual was a mere activity performed by animals in accordance with
rules. Among humans, when contrasted with ordinary, everyday and purposeful
activities, its meaninglessness became patent, and rationalizations and
explanations were constructed to account for its persistence. The chief provider
of meaning being religion, ritual became involved with religion and through this
association, meaningfuL Next, rites were attached to important events which
thereby acquired religious meaning, too. In the course of time, rituals, instead of
remaining useless and pure, became useful and meritorious (1989: 137).

From this perspective, the contemporary Durga Piija ritual is a product of a long line of

evolution in which many a rationalization, explanation, religious meaning, and

meritorious significance of the circumstances of its performance have accrued to the

originally pure activity. Therefore, I suggest, it has substantial interpretable elements in

the Geertzian sense. However, in the purohitas' refusal to interpret Vedic liturgical

verses when they occur in the Durga Puja, we see elements of ritual action to which no

"meaning," in the form of discriminating thought, is assigned. This could be an

indication of "meaninglessness" in Staal's sense of the term.

Frankly, however, I find Staal's definition of ritual rather narrow, for it attempts

to separate an entity from its attributes. Or, to use another analogy, Staal's definition

suggests that the seed is the "real" or "pure" plant. He mirrors the non-dualist Hindu

tendency to search for the attributeless (nirgul}a) Absolute, underlying manifest reality.

It is true that Mima~sa philosophers applied the argument that ritual is performed for

its own sake, but when Staal says that "the stress on symbol and meaning is largely due

to the preoccupations of scholars" (1989: 155), he is forgetting to acknowledge that the

Mima~sa position is also essentially an interpretive approach. "Meaninglessness" is the

meaning they attribute to ritual. Staal's statement that "to the Vedic ritualist, it is the

action which counts, not the verbal elucidation or interpretation" (1989: 155) does hold
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for most purohitas who perform the Durga Piija ritual. But he is extreme when he

maintains that practicing ritualists "pay no attention" to the Indian scholarly tradition (of

interpretation) whose origin he attributes to the authors of the BrahmaIJ.as.

It is possible to suggest that the two millenia which have elapsed since the

composition of the BrahmaIJ.as have produced a number of scholar-ritualists, those who

have attempted to combine ritual action and meaning. As a ritual which emerged in the

atmosphere of the post-Islamic Hindu revival in North India, the Durga Piija no doubt

developed out of a combination of ritual grammar and language, of formal action and

intention. My view, therefore, is that the Durga Piija was always meaningful, insofar as

it is expressive of a worldview. I disagree with Staal's view that rituals such as the

Durga Piija, only acquire this aspect over time. Certainly, the pandits and ritualists with

whom I examined the Durga Piija ritual followed a lineage of transmission which

highlighted the place of symbolism in ritual action. These scholar-ritualists, in the

tradition of the renowned Tantric scholar Gopinath Kaviraj, followed an approach to

ritual which conceded efficacy to the power of ritual action, but encouraged the full use

of the intellect in understanding its meaning. This "thoughtful" (jnana) approach to ritual

also adds "feeling" (bhakti) to the simple purity of otherwise meaningless "action"

(karma). I will offer one illustrative example of an incident related to me by a purohita.

After completing the first day's Durga Piija rituals for his patron, the purohita

Pandit Vasudeva. Trivedi Babu372 noticed that the image cluster which was to be used

for the subsequent rituals was cracked after delivery. New images could not be obtained,

and the family's celebration would be ruined. Rather than stopping the ritual, he made

slight modifications. While going through almost all of the motions of the ritual to the

image cluster, Vasudeva Babu did not imbue the image with life, and directed his

devotional intent to the other forms of the DevI which were present, namely the jar, the

bilva tree, and the sarvatobhadra ma1J4ala. To the outside observer, all that was

occurring in the ritual was meaningless action according to rules, but to Vasudeva Babu

much more was taking place. Whatever criticisms might be voiced by other ritualists

372A psuedonym.
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concerning his actions, in Vasudeva Babu's mind, the ritual could still be successfully

carried out by following the rules of ritual action. In this respect, my example reinforces

Staal's view. But insofar as Vasudeva Babu continued despite observing that the image

was damaged (broken rule), and modified only the locus of his intended devotions, he

displayed the interpretive mind at work in a more fluid ritual process, not bound merely

by hard and fast rules. There was a higher operational logic at work, one which

permitted the transference of symbolic meaning. Symbols and their meanings can only

be transferred if they are acknowledged and recognized.

A similar example of the transference of symbolic meaning is found in a well

known myth. In the myth of Rama's worship of Durga, the hero discovers that he is a

single flower short in the 108 lotus offering ritual. He volunteers to pluck out his eye as

a substitute, but is stopped by the Dev! who acknowledges the sincerity of his devotion.

Rama's gesture suggests that in his mind while nothing could truly replace his oversight

in the lotus offering, his eye could serve as a substitute for both the missing lotus flower

and his technical error. The gesture of reaching forMs eye, is more than merely a

surrogate offering. He is really appealing to a higher logic which is at work in the entire

process of ritual. Intention overrides form in puja. Loving devotion (bhakti) surpasses

both pure action (karma) and intellectual rumination on it (jfiiina).

Staal would probably distinguish puja from yajna and he would thus not consider

puja ritual. However by his own criteria for yajiia, we may consider the Durga Puja to

be ritual, since virtually nobody would consider it not to be ritual. In the words of the

Bharat Sevasrama Sangha pamphlet (1991) referred to earlier, "Durga Piija is the horse

sacrifice (aSvamedha) of the Kali Yuga." From the perspective of this group then, this

pujii is the equivalent of that great BrahmaJ).ic ritual (yajiia) in this degenerate age. Staal

mirrors this current in Hindu thought which gives special status to origins (e.g., Vedic),

but draws his definition of ritual from and virtually restricts it to the earliest sources.

Perhaps neither the horse sacrifice (aSvamedha) nor the Durga FUja constitute rituals in

the true sense, according to Staal's criteria. It would thus be pointless to elaborate on the

political function of both those (ritual) activities which have obvious and implict goals
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beyond the ritual act itself. Similarly, the meaningful correspondences between the

Mahi~a myth of the Durgii SaptaSatf and the central image cluster would not prove for

Staal that ritual is intepretable since, according to Staal, "rituals resemble other things,

including features of myth and social structure" (Staal 1989: 135).

In the Durga Piija ritual, which contains obvious strands of meaning which yield

to shared interpretations, one has an example of rituals which demand an analytic

"middle way" between the extreme notions of full interpretability and meaninglessness.

I consider the Durga Piija to be a fine example of ritual activity which possesses both un

interpreted and meaningful elements. Chapter Four provided a detailed interpretive

analysis offering neither "the" meaning of the Durga Piija ritual nor classifying it as a

series of self-absorbed meaningless actions. Were Durga Piija purely self-absorbed, any

ritual could be substituted for it with similar results. Unlike Staal, I do not see ritual as

meaningless. Instead, I propose that it is reality which is mysterious, and thus to an

extent without meaning. I suggest that it is human beings who ascribe meaning to reality,

which essentially, "just exists." One cannot easily answer the question, conventionally

ascribed to the Buddha, about the "meaning" of a flower. Scientific or religious

explanations of the origins or functions of aspects of reality are not ascriptions of

meaning. Meaning, I suggest, belongs to a realm of consciousness, human or other (e.g.,

animal), in which something is designated to stand for (i.e., to symbolize) something

else. One may therefore reasonably ask what the word "flower" means.

Meanings are therefore ascribed to "reality," within which one finds human

beings and human actions of both the biologically instinctive and methodically meaningful

kind. Religious ritual circumscribes a portion of this reality incorporating within the

circumference of this set a variety of elements and ordering patterns. In so doing

religious ritual incorporates both meaningless (i.e., fragments of reality which are left

uninterpreted) and meaningful elements. At the broadest level, the very act of ritual

circumscription renders order (and meaning) to the cosmos. Thus every ritual constitutes

a worldview and is meaningful.

At the ontological level, I feel that a fundamental function of a ritual such as the

Durga Piija is to bring the participants to a psychological state where the known world
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and the mysterious meet. Through the skilful manipulation of symbols from the known

world (e.g., myths, images, music) which pertain to the mystery (and are therefore

uninterpretable), the ritual generates psychological states of heightened emotions and

consciousness which mimic those which may be encountered in non-ritual contexts (e.g.,

mystical experience, danger). In a successful ritual these states are orchestrated for

sustained periods of time providing participants with psychological experience through

which they may make sense of life as experienced later. Meanings gleaned from

deciphering previous ritual activity (or at least the psychological security gained from

familiarity with ritually induced states) may be applied by individuals to their encounter

with the unpredictable world.

The awakening of the DevI, and the progressive intensification of her powerful

presence, which is enacted in the Durga Piija ritual, provides worshippers with a

meaningful system with which to encounter fear and misfortune. Volunteering an

unsolicited interpretation of the high point in the Durga Piija, Mr. S. K. Rai Choudary

said,

Sakti is a symbol of power, and it is this power which destroyed the demon. The
power is a feeling which wells up and coalesces in a sense in which one
overcomes the forces which cause fear and insecurity. During the sandhi paja,
the slokas which are recited tell of the goddess in terrifying aspect, changing
shapes from DevI to demoness (ralqas1).

When feelings of fear arise, or misfortune strikes, the DevI is close at hand. The

climactic points in the Durga Piija ritual (e.g., aratf, sandhi puja) induce horripilation,

a physical symptom of both fear and excitement. Based on comments from devotees such

as those by Mr. Choudary stated above, I suggest that the instant a feeling of fear arises

it is immediately "recognized" as paralleling the feelings generated during the ritual

worship of Durga. The source of the fear (symbolized by the demon) is then

overshadowed and vanquished by the more dreadful, but protective presence of the DevI.

Summary

This study of the image of Durga and her forms of worship in Banaras has taken

us into the heart of the Hindu tradition since the DevI is closely related to both of the
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other major sectarian strands, Vai~r:rnvism and Saivism. Since Banaras is, in many ways,

a microcosm of Hindu India, the study may have pan-Indian significance. The most

pervasive and unifying image of the goddess which emerges from this study is not that

of a dreadful warrior goddess or of a maternal goddess, despite the ubiquitousness of her

demon-slaying images and her most common epithet, "Ma." Instead Durga's most

comprehensive image is a yantra, a symbolic representation (and embodiment) of an

underlying order or law through which the cosmos unfolds.

This account began with a detailed examination of symbols of the goddess at the

renowned Durga Ku~4 temple where I discerned that the central image behind the mask

(a visible form for devotees) is a yantra. DurgajI, the temple itself, is considered to be

a yantra within whose compass reside the shrines of related deities who are aspects of

the goddess herself, or are subordinate to her. The yantra is a multi-dimensional dynamic

entity which unfolds or blossoms (symbolized, for instance, by lotus petals) and

contracts. DurgajI thus has cadences where the yantra waxes and wanes through cycles

of time and expands spatially to permeate wider regions. As the annual cycle of festivals

in Banaras proceeds, the orbs of influence of other deities also grow and shrink, at times

overlapping and intersecting the Durgaji yantra. The DevI's relationship to other

divinities and her place within the divine hierarchy is defined through this festival

process. During the annual decoration ceremony (srfigara), and the festival of Annakuta,

the DurgajI yantra has a wider sphere of influence, but it is during the autumn and spring

Navaratra festivals, in particular, that the yantra expands to pervade the whole sacred

circle (ma1J4ala) of Banaras.

The flowering of the Durga yantra during Navaratra into the whole of the KasI

ma1J4ala is confirmed by the concept of the Nine Durgas, a set of goddesses which

includes DurgajI, whose temples are located on the boundaries and the centre of the city.

By making a pilgrimage to these nine temples, devotees traverse the entire Durga yantra

and KaS'i ma1J4ala, which turn out to be one and the same. Since KaSI is a symbol of the

whole cosmos, I suggest that the breadth of the yantric expansion during Navaratra

implicitly is the entire creation. Besides the temples of the Nine Durgas, worship of the
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goddess erupts in thousands of locations throughout Banaras during Navaratra. The term

"erupts" is appropriate, for as I have shown, the abodes of the goddess are considered

to be seats (pqha) or sites of sacred power (hierophanies which are kratophanies) which,

surpassing places of spiritual liberation (tfrtha) , offer both worldly and spiritual

accomplishments (siddhi). Along with a variety of worship locations, Durga is venerated

in forms as diverse as lithographic images in the humblest of home shrines, and elaborate

anthropomorphic clay images in temporary shrines specially erected for her adoration.

The proliferation of the sites of goddess worship during the autumn Navaratra,

and the visually dramatic nature of the large, colourful clay images in the public shrines

give this festival one of the highest profiles in the city. Tens of thousands of people move

through the city visiting the public displays, unconsciously confirming the DevI's

awesome and widespread presence. Each of the thousands of sites where the DevI is

established becomes a centre of a goddess yantra within the larger yantric circle. This

study described in detail numerous worship patterns prevalent during Navaratra. The

yantra proved to be central in the layout of the pavilions (and their constituent altars)

used for group recitations of the Durgti SaptaSatf, the most important hymn of

glorification to Durga. At such sites, not only is the DevI worshipped through yantras

(e.g, the altars, the fire ku!J4a), but, since the pavilion is modelled on the cosmos, the

reciters actually sit within a yantra. My research also probed into the ritual of Durga

Piija, where I found that the goddess is invoked into a variety of forms. Among these

there are numerous yantric manifestations of the DevI. One of the most sublime forms

in which she is worshipped on Maha~tamI, is as the yantra known as the Sarvatobhadra

Mat:lc;lala. It affirms the centrality of the yantric image of Durga.

The yantric image of Durga is a symbol, formula, or technological manifestation

of a comprehensive Sakta metaphysics upon which I have also expanded in this

dissertation. From the devout Sakta perspective, Durga (like the Vedantic Nirgu1).a

Brahman) is the most sublime power and unmanifest source of the entire creation. She

(like Brahma) is also the dynamic energy through which the creation unfolds, the

substance of the creation (like Pra1qti), and (like Siva) the power through which it
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disintegrates or dissolves. She (like Vi~t:lu) is the stabilizing force which protects and

preserves the creation. From non-Sakta perspectives, Durga ranks lower in the divine

hierarchy. She may be identified as the feminine half of a bipolar reality: Sakti in relation

to Siva, or Prakrti in relationship to Puru~. She may be identified as the summation of

Vac/SarasvatI, Srl/Lak~mI, Parvafi/Kali, the feminine consorts of the trinity of Brahma,

Vi~t:lu, and Siva. Others see her as a separate goddess who is independent and best

known for her slaying of the buffalo demon Mah~a, but who is mariginally identified as

the spouse of Siva.

However, for devout Durga-worshipping Saktas, the goddess combines all these

designations and more. She is the source of the illusions, desires, and attachments which

keep human beings enthralled with and tied to worldly existence. Therefore, by

worshipping her one furthers one's understanding of her nature and taps into the source

of worldly power. However, Durga is also the source of liberative knowledge and thus

represents the power which leads to spiritual freedom. The yantra therefore embodies the

science and logic of the creation, of worldly existence, the means of empowering oneself

within it, and the means of liberating oneself from it. The worship of Durga, whether

in a temple or in a home shrine or installed image, is an encounter with the goddess

through which devotees seek a deeper understanding of her nature and their relationship

to her. Worship, such as a temple visit, I suggest, implicitly intensifies the practice of

the yantra, where devotees determine their place within an ordered cosmos which is the

body of the goddess.

I have focused on three aspects of Durga worship in detail, and I argue that both

blood sacrifice and the Nine Durga Pilgrimage, although obviously different in significant

ways, reiterate the principles contained within the third aspect, pujti, the most common

and yet most comprehensive act of worship. As the yantra is to the symbolic image of

the DevI, pujti is to all forms of her worship. From a detailed study of the Durga Piija

ritual and temple pujti, I suggested that pujti is more than simply a process of veneration

or adoration of the goddess. Rather it is a process of reintegration and encounter.

I have shown how in DevI pujii, the constituent elements of the creation are
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offered back to the goddess. The constituents of creation are not merely the well-known

group of the five gross elements. Although the lists and count of the elements vary, the

constituents include the subtle attributes of the elements, the five senses, the action

capacities, and the inner elements of heart/mind, ego, and discriminating intellect. I have

argued that darsana (sight or view), a term used for the process of temple worship, is

more than an act of seeing the deity. It is even more than the reciprocation of sight.

Rather, darsana is an abbreviation of a thorough and intimate encounter with the deity

involving all the senses and faculties of consciousness.

The process of pujii begins with intention (icchii) and initiates a series of actions

(kriya) which move the devotee from a state of impurity (tamas) to purity (sattva). The

actions of paja begin with cleansing and purification. Paja then proceeds through the

activity of offering items which represent the constituent elements of creation. These

include the internal elements of consciousness. Quite importantly, all the senses are

involved in the act of puja including the action faculties or senses. This is why

circumambulation and the recitation of mantras are vital components of pujii, and why

acts such as the Nine Durga Pilgrimage, and the recitation of glorification of the goddess

are arguably elaborations of the principle ofpuja. The reintegration of the cosmos, which

is symbolically enacted in puja, culminates in darsana, a sublime sensory encounter with

the goddess represented in the purity of the flame offering (arati). It is through this most

common, yet sublime act of worship, that devotees achieve communion with the goddess,

increase their understanding (iniina) of her nature, and strengthen their relationship with

her.

I have also shown that a crucial difference between paja to Durga in her temple,

and the Durga Puja ritual is that, in the latter, the purohita's role as mediator between

the DevI and the devotee is much greater. The purohita must bridge the transcendental

and earthly realms. He must invoke the goddess to manifest in progressively more

immanent, more tangible, more expansive (e.g., yantra), and more highly conscious

forms (e.g., a living virgin girl). Simultaneously, the purohita must uplift and refine the

consciousness and senses of devotees so that they may directly perceive these manifest
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forms of the goddess. In the temple yantra, the DevI is reckoned to be already manifest

and may be worshipped directly by the devotee.

Although scholars occasionally distinguish sacrifice from piija, it is evident that

blood sacrifice is a component of goddess piija both at the Durga Kut:lQ temple, where

it takes place with some regularity, and during the Durga Piija, where it is placed at the

climax of the ritual. I have shown that blood sacrifice is a multivocal and equivocal

symbol which, when offered, may represent the reintegration with the substance of the

DevI of those constituent elements of her creation which are endowed with the vital

energy of life. The sacrificial victim may also represent a demonic power, the devotee,

or the Dev!. Although this triad, at first sight, appears to be radically different, there are

pervasive notions which unify them. Demon and Dev! are linked through her

identification as the Great Demoness, and through the recognition that even the demons'

destructive powers emanate from the goddess. Many people ascribe their misfortunes

directly to a subsidiary malevolent goddess, not a demonic power. The devotee and the

DevI are connected through the maternal metaphor in which the goddess is the mother

of all creation, and thus the mother of the devotee. Within the devotee resides the ego

(ahaiikara), a constituent of consciousness which is the source of fragmentation and false

identifications. It is the inner enemy, the demon, the source of attachment and rebirth.

Whatever the symbolic identification may be that a devotee makes when offering a blood

sacrifice, it is clear that the act is one of rapprochement, where a bond is established

with the goddess. Blood, I have argued, binds.

Blood is a pervasive symbol of Durga. The Durgaji yantra is painted red like

blood. In line with the cosmic order suggested by the yantra, I suggest that Durga

represents the orchestrated or controlled flow of blood. This is the symbol of stability

and strength, while the disorderly flow of blood signifies chaos and destruction. Durga,

who spills the blood of the demon Mahi~, or who through her surrogate, KalI, drinks

up the blood of the demon RaktabIja, corrals or redirects the chaotic or degenerate flow

of blood symbolized by the demons. Blood, I have argued, is the locus through which

the creation manifests and it symbolizes the path back to transcendent wholeness. It is
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a symbol of the rajas gUlJa. When imaged in a maternal role, Durga represents the

orderly flow of blood, or the rajas gUlJa, in the process of creation. She engenders

offspring (menstrual blood) and nourishes them (milk from blood). When imaged in a

martial role, Durga represents the power which crushes (mardana) the forces which

would thwart the cosmic order. Although tacitly the source of these destructive forces,

Durga expressly destroys them when they have grown powerful enough to threaten the

cosmic balance. She is more dreadful than the most terrifying threatening power. The

cosmic balance, I have shown, is envisioned among Banarasis as the interplay of the

three gUlJas.373 The tamas gUlJa, a symbol of materiality, torpor, inertia, pollution,

egoity, and chaos must eventually be stopped in its uncontrolled growth. It must yield

to the sattva gUlJa, which symbolizes purity, order, integrity and harmonious balance.

As residents within the sphere of the DevI's influence, devotees inhabit the DevI

yantra, especially during Navaratra. The yantric symbol gives a measure of coherence

to the numerous, seemingly disparate conceptions of the DevI, but it must be stressed that

for most devotees Durga is not a mechanistic principle but a conscious being. Rather than

think of the goddess abstractly, or as a "formula," or "instrument," devotees often think

of Durga as a powerful feminine presence, a loving, nurturing, and protective mother.

Like children playing in the presence of their mother, a temple visit explicitly places

devotees within the range of Ma Durga's perceptions and attracts her attention. In the

symbolism of the set of Nine Durgas, one finds an elaboration upon the nature of this

feminine conception of Absolute Divinity. Through that imagery, Durga is not just a

protective mother, but represents successive stages of womanhood from birth to the

fullest maturation of feminine power. I have shown that this image, which conveys

qualities of renewal, chastity, independence, fecundity, nourishment, protective

373My research supports B. Saraswati's observation that the idea of the three gU1Jas is pivotal in
Baniirasi culture. Saraswati, in what he denotes the Nilak3I;1~a Syndrome, defines four concentric
•fortresses· which must be penetrated for an element to become part of the mainstream ofBaniirasi culture.
"But in order to occupy a key position in the functioning of the system it has to concede at the fourth gate
the ordered hierarchy of the trigunas - sattva, rajas, and tamas. Whereas at the first three gates the
interpreting mechanism has shown considerable liberality, it now rigidly abides by the law of the trigunas
and no compromise could ever be effected in interpreting this law" (1975:66). From this perspective,
Durga is well entrenched in the heart of Banarasi culture.
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nurturing, protective destruction, purity, and beneficent grace, provides an ideal for the

lives of women. I have shown that this image provides a source of strength for women

in socially disempowered states such as premature widowhood. Furthermore, I have

argued that although the image of Durga. may offer a critique of traditional social roles

for women, it currently supports the dharmic order by offering women orthodox models

of independence and chaste strength in any stage or condition of their lives.



APPENDIX

TIlE DURGA PUJA RITUAL AS CELEBRATED IN BANARAS

(BENGALI STYLE)

Preamble

The domestic worship of Durga during the Asvina Navaratra takes place in

numerous homes in Banaras, particularly among families who belong to the Sakta, or

goddess-worshipping tradition. These celebrations vary in their ritual complexity. In

some homes a lamp may be kept lit before a picture of the goddess for the entire nine

days of Navaratra and devotional prayers uttered. In others, a jar (kalasa) embodying the

goddess may be established, and the Durga SaptaSatr recited daily. But of all the

domestic forms of Durga worship the Bengali Piija is the most elaborate. It is important

to observe this form in detail since it has influenced the growing phenomenon of public

worship of Durga in Banaras immensely. Certainly the public worship among the oldest

clubs (which incidentally are Bengali) is derived directly from the Bengali style of

elaborate domestic worship. These community pajas however have slight modifications

such as streamlined rituals and theatrical cultural additions. It would be as much an error

to dismiss these rituals as Bengali, and therefore non-Banarasi, as to consider Mardi Gras

celebrations as Caribbean and thus not properly belonging to New Orleans culture.

Domestic vs. Public Piija

The domestic celebration ofDurga Piija differs from the public pajas (sarvajanina

paja), in that the latter are performed for the community with funds gathered by that

386
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community. Home piijas are put on by families with their own financial resources, a

factor which is becoming prohibitively expensive, and leading to the disappearance of the

home puja altogether in Banaras. 1 Certain organizations, such as the AnandamayI Ma

Asrama, Bharat Sevasrama Saiigha, and the Ramalq~~a Mission perform Durga Piija

in the elaborate domestic style with their own funds. 2 Thus they continue to keep alive

this ritual tradition but within the confines of a spiritual community centre. Domestic

pujas in the home or in such religious organizations are performed for the benefit of the

family or liSrama members only. The celebrations of all pO-jas begin with a sankalpa

(intentional vow). In the domestic sankalpa, the head of the family's name (karta) ,

lineage (gotra) , deity's name, place, time, and so on are mentioned, while in the

sarvajanlna puja, some individual is chosen as the representative worshipper (yajamana)

of the group which itself may be heterogeneously composed of people of different castes

(jati) and lineages (gotra).

Ritual Manuals

The rituals pertaining to the Bengali style of Durga Piija are described in a book

called the Purohita DarpalJO, (Mirror for the Priest), which contains the techniques for

most other pujas as well.3 It is very popular among the large variety of ritual manuals

(paddhati) used by purohitas. Purohitas who are well trained rarely make use of a

common commercial offprint of such a paddhati during the ritual performance, but

possess some personalized printed version. The majority of purohitas in the public

pandals use commercial editions. The Durga Piija rituals are influenced by Pu~ic

prescriptions on goddess worship, specifically from the Dev[Pura1JG, the Kalika Pura1JG,

lThe elaborateness of this style of Durga Piija is a telltale reminder of its origins in the homes of
wealthy landowners (zamindar).

20ften wealthy patrons will contribute the funds for an entire day's celebration.

3Actual performance of the ritual varies according to the capacities and desires of the purohita and
yajamana. At times a priest may embellish parts of the ritual common to most pujas according to his
inclinations. Thus he may include the names of favoured or local deities in invitations and propitiations.
He may substitute long rituals with condensed forms. The yajamana may request that the priest substitute
a ritual or liturgical variant, which are traditional to the family or group, during sections of the puja.
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and mostly from the Brhannandikesvara Purti;/Ja.

The Ritual Performer (Purohita)

The ritual celebration of Durga PUja, is essentially a marvellous activity

performed by the purohita for the benefit of the family or the community. The

celebration of Durga Piija may be, for the devout and earnest Sakta purohita, a magnum

opus of ritual performance. It may be the highest expression of his profession, bringing

together most of the forms of his ritual learning. It demands an astounding display of

memory, concentration, yogic achievement, dramatic art, and finesse. He is expected to

embody the goddess herself before transferring that embodiment to the devotional image

and must therefore perform complex ritual purifications and visualizations to make

himself a fit receptacle for the divine. At the same time, through his proficiency, he

draws, directs, and heightens the perceptions of the devotees towards the deity. In a

successful ritual performance the purohita has forged a link between the divine and

mundane realms, so that the deity, palpably manifest in material forms, and the

worshipper, with senses suitably refined and purified, can meet in the most intimate act

of perceptual contact. This profound meeting of the senses, gross and subtle, active and

passive, outer and inner, is darsana.

General Comments on Piijii

Every specific or special paja (vise~a vidhl), such as Durga PUja, for example,

is normally preceded by general preliminary duties (samanya vidhi). Pajas themselves

may be of two types: one performed for the obtainment of special desires (kJ1mya puja) ,

and the other performed as the obligatory worship (nitya puja) of deities during the day

and at specific times in the year. The worship at the confluence periods (sandhya puja)

of the day, namely dawn, noon, and dusk is nitya. Siva and Sakta pajas (if the purohita

is initiated), performed for the purohita's personal deity of choice (i~fadevata) are also

nitya. These nitya pujas may be simple or elaborate. The Durga Piija, if performed

without expectations of the fulfilment of any specific desire (kJ1mya), may be considered
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an obligatory (nitya) puja which is performed once a year.

Durga Piija

The detailed description of the Durga Piija ritual which follows is derived

primarily from discussions with Pandit Hemendra Nath Chakravarty, a Banarasi scholar

of Bengali origin, who was a student of the renowned Tantric scholar Gopinath Kaviraj.

Pandit Chakravarty has performed the Durga Piija frequently and serves as a mentor on

ritualistic and philosophical points to a group of other ritualists in the city. He provided

the description of the Durga Piija ritual by drawing primarily upon the Purohita DarpOlJa

for the structure and liturgical content, but supplemented this account with details from

his own memory and style.

Advisory Note: I have included the Sanskrit liturgy in this description of the ritual for

several reasons. The sound (sabda) of the sacred utterances (mantra) is considered

crucial to the success of the ritual. Furthermore, I found that the liturgy, at times,

conveys meaningful interpretations of the ritual action and enhances our understanding

of the conceptual image of Durga. Since the sacred sound has such importance, I have

striven for accuracy in transcribing the Sanskrit liturgy as it was given to me. I have,

however, observed (and left) grammatical inconsistencies. These deviations from what

would be considered grammatically perfect Sanskrit are due to human errors in the

transcription of the sections of the liturgy which were given to me orally by Pandit

Chakravarty, or due to printing mistakes in the manual which he consulted. At times, the

prayers conform more to the demands of sound and meter than to grammatical precision.

I have made no attempt to modify these. They are included (as is) to allow those who

have facility with the language to see how the liturgical text (even when grammatically

flawed or somewhat opaque) is interpreted. What appear to be translations are actually

interpretive translations of the liturgy made primarily by Pandit Chakravarty.4 I have,

4See Tedlock (1983) for an extended discussion on the importance of transmitting as accurately as
possible oral texts as they were encountered in the field. Pandit Chakravarty, if he had the opportunity,
would prefer to correct the errors in grammar and transliteration. In fact, on occasion, he did so when
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on occasion, made slight modifications in the English grammar, but have left the syntax,

adjectives, and so on as they were provided in order to maintain better the sentiment of

the indigenous interpretation.

Pandit Charkravarty was reluctant to translate any of the Vedic sections of the

liturgy, although I pressed him to do so on several occasions. He does not consider

himself sufficiently competent in Vedic Sanskrit to provide the "best" quality of

translation. He suggested I consult translations by R. T. H. Griffith or other scholars,

if I so desired. Essentially, the innate power of the sound of the Vedic passages enjoys

a far greater prestige than the non Vedic prayers. Thus entire Vedic passages are treated

in the same manner as such seed syllables as "Hrlrp.," and are left untranslated. I have,

in places, indicated in which Vedic texts these passages may be found, but I have not

inserted the translations. This is because I wish to give greater primacy to the "text of

the ritual" as an ethnographic document, than as a work of textual scholarship. In a very

few places, the liturgy is missing. For instance, in the crucially important giving of

eyesight (c~ur dana) ritual, three Vedic verses are absent. This omission is more than

mere oversight on my part. I had requested these passages on more than one occasion

and was always side-tracked from obtaining them. Although I think that I would have

been successful with greater persistence, the reluctance to reveal the liturgy suggests a

tendency to keep these verses secret and transmit them within the confines of initiation

(di~a). In a few other places, the non Vedic liturgy is missing an interpretive translation.

I thought it would be inappropriate for me to insert my own translations in this version

of the "ritual text." Despite these omissions, what follows is at present the most complete

description of the Durga Puja, one of the most popular rituals in Hindu India today.

The Purohita's Own Obligatory Duties (Nitya Piijii)

Before the purohita can begin to perform the preliminary duties (siimanya vidhi)

for Durga Puja, he should perform his personal obligatory daily rituals (nitya puja) for

taking material from the manual during his descriptions. As a result, the "text" of the ritual, as it appears
here is a composite drawn from oral and written sources.
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these are part of the preliminary procedures. Thus, for instance, upon awakening,

mantras may be recited before getting up, and the proper foot should be placed on the

floor when alighting from the bed. A toothstick may be collected from a nlm or some

such tree before brushing, more mantras recited, and the stick may be discarded in the

proper direction. He may defecate and perform his other morning ablutions facing the

proper direction. Underwater silt may be collected from the river bank where he has

gone to bathe, and fashioned into three balls (pi1J4a). One is smeared on the lower body,

one the upper body, and with a third a yantra is drawn with triangles and the seed (bfja)

syllable of Durga.5 After his bath, he dons a clean cloth over his shoulder and returns

to his shrine. He may smear the door with sandal paste, throws flowers, water and so

on, while facing appropriate directions for mo~a, bhoga, and so on.

These days, such elaborate procedures are greatly curtailed. The averagepurohita

normally gets out of bed without any ritual action. He may say "Durga, Durga," goes

to his toilet and bath at home like most people, and then goes to his shrine. There he sits

on a special seat, the kuSlisana, a rectangular mat ideally made of kuSa grass, covered

with a wool blanket for comfort. He now begins the preliminary duties (samanya vidhi) ,

common or generic rituals which are performed by themselves or before all special

(vise~a) pujas. 6 If he is performing Durga PUja for someone else, the purohita will move

to the yajamana's shrine room for the samanya vidhi and subsequent rituals. Normally,

however, the Saba purohita will at least install a jar (ghata) embodying the goddess in

his own home shrine, to be worshipped for the duration of the festival.

SThere is a symbolic identification of the body of the purohita with the body of Durga (in the yantra).
The three balls are representative of the lower, human, and divine realms (triloka). For the kind of yantra
and Durga bya that may be used, see the lengthier discussions on yantras later in the work. He would
likely use such a yantra only ifDurga was his i~fadevatti, or ifhe was preparing for the Durga FUja ritual.

trrhe following description of samlinya vidhi is specifically followed by a particular group ofpurohitas
in Banaras prior to Durga Piijii. It is a modification of the samlinya vidhi commonly followed for other
pujlis. I was told that this is because the Durga FUjii ritual is long, and the time alloted for the ritual may
be short (e.g., the sixth lunar day (~~ti tithi) may only last for a few hours after dawn on the sixth solar
day of Navariitra, and the entire ~~ti pujli must be performed during those hours). Furthermore, several
elements of the stimtinya vidhi are included in each day's Durgii PUjii ritual itself, and so the purohita may
omit those repetitive sections from the common (samanya) observances (vidhi).
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NOTE: Unless stated otherwise, all interpretive translations of the liturgical passages

in this ritual are those provided primarily by Pandit Hemendra Nath Chakravarty

and, occasionally, by other scholar-ritualists who perform the ritual. Interpretations

(most of which are contained in the footnotes) of the ritual actions and the translated

liturgical passages are my own and stem from discussions with the ritualists and

from my own observations and readings. Any errors which may appear in the

following descriptions or interpretations of the ritual are most likely due to

misunderstandings or mistakes on my part, and not on the part of my mentors.

The Preliminary Duties (Samiinya Vidh~)

Acamana (Sipping of Water)

A kofa, a specially shaped copper vessel, is filled with fresh pure water.7 Water

is scooped into the palm with the smaller copper !atSt and sipped three times while

repeating the mantra "Om Vi~1).uJ:1, Om Vi~l).uQ., Om Vi~l).uQ.," and then the mouth is

ritually wiped with a mudra.8 This procedure is called licamana. If, as in this case, the

special (viSe~a) pujli to be performed after this slimanya vidhi is for Durga or KIDI, a

Tantric style of licamana is performed. Instead of repeating "Om Vi~l).uJ:1" three times,

the purohita says:

7A particularly large version is used for Durga Piija itself due to the complexity of the ritual and the
amounts of water used.

SThe hand is shaped into the gokarna (cow's ear) mudra with the palm cupped upwards so that it can
contain just enough water to immerse completely a small bean or legume.

Mudrtis are ritual postures or, more commonly, gestures with the hands and fingers which may
convey messages (e.g., fear-not (abhaya», symbolize processes (e.g., dhenu mudrti), or seal a ritual act
(e.g., matsya mudra). I suggest that just as writing and speech are understood to be composed from
alphabetic characters and primary sounds, the nonverbal language of "signing" is understood to be
composed ofarchetypal gestures. Mudrtis are especially powerful gestures which, like seed syllables (bfja),
resonate with meaning. Such sacred gestures form a vital part of Hindu religious ritual activity. While static
mudras are known and identified through iconography and descriptions in literature, the immensely
important "liturgy· of dynamic ritual action is only observable in the ritual process. It would be difficult
to overstate the importance of visualizing the "flow" of the purohita's bodily movement throughout the
pujti.
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Om titma tattvaya SWihti
Om vidyii tattvaya svtihii
Om siva tattvttya sviihrf

Om svaha to the supreme reality that is Alma
Om svaha to the supreme reality that is Vidya
Om svaha to the supreme reality that is SivalO

Then various parts of the body (specifically, the mouth, nostrils, ears, joints of

the shoulders, sahasrara, navel, and heart) are touched and this mantra is repeated: ll

By sipping this water, I remember Vi~J.lu the all pervading consciousness, the
highest abode, and so on.

Argha (Offering to the Sun)

Next, the priest purifies flowers, washed rice, and durva (a common, resilient,

green grass), a red flower (e.g., hibiscus), perhaps kuSa grass, and placing these into the

small copper kuSf, makes this offering (argha) to the Sun. 12 He then pours the argha

into a copper plate (tamra patra). This offering, which is for the Sun, is not made just

to the visible sun (surya) but also to the inner self (iitman) and the supreme self

(brahman). These three are said to constitute the notion of "Sun," and they must be

conceptually unified while offering the argha to the visible sun. Occasionally, a disc of

smeared red sandalpaste is made in the center of the tamra patra representing the Sun

itself.

90m is the universal primordial vibration of all manifestation and is generally uttered before all sacred
utterances (mantra). Svliht'i is one such sacred utterance offered to all deities. It is generally uttered at the
end of a mantra, often in conjunction with oblations into the fire.

IOAtma refers to the Supreme Self, identical with the singular underlying reality which is the Absolute
Brahman. Vidya means "knowledge," "magical lore," or "science." It is an epithet of Durga. Here,
understood within its tantric context, it refers to the Divine Feminine which is synonymous with the Divine
Masculine, Siva, and the Supreme Self. Vidya and Siva may also be conceived of as complementary
polarities of the Absolute.

llThe sahasrara is the subtle body's energy centre visualized as a thousand-petalled lotus approximately
located at the top of the head of the physical body.

12Argha offerings are sometimes made in more elaborate containers such as conch shells. These
containers are also referred to as jars, and may be symbolically identified with the earth containing as they
do water, flowers, grass, rice, and sometimes fruit. I therefore suggest that the arghapatra may be
implicitly understood as another form of the Devl.
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Jalasuddhi (Purification of Water)

Next, the purohita draws a yantra with the seed (bfja) syllable in the centre. If

he is to be performing Durga Puja that day he may use a goddess yantra and bfja. He

then recites some mantras, places the kosa on the yantra, and repeats some more mantras

while stirring the water within with his middle finger. 13 Through these mantras, he

invokes the "Sun" to deliver other sacred waters (tz-rtha) , known for their capacity to

carry people to liberation, into the kosa's water. Since everything is thought to be

dissolved in the "Sun," it is the source of all tz-rthas. Since the Sanskrit word "kara"

means both a ray of the sun and the hand, and since the chest area of the body is also

conceived of as the sun, through his stirring and pointing mudra the purohita's "body

sun" delivers the "ray" into the kosa. In this way, with the aiikuSa (goad) mudra, the

Ganga, Yamuna, SarasvatI, and other holy rivers (nMl) are delivered into the kosa. 14

Om gange ca yamune caiva godavari sarasvati/
narmade sindhu kaverfjale 'smin sannidhtrrz kuru.

Om! May the rivers Ganga and Yamuna, and others like the GodavarI, SarasvatI,
Narmada, Sindhu, KaverI come to this water.

Its fulfill ment is symbolized by the dhenu (cow) mudraY The kosa is then covered

with the matsya (fish) mudra. 16

13This is called ankuia (goad) mudrt1.

I%e goad (ankuSa), used by elephant trainers, is a symbol of control. The goad, tiny in comparison
to the elephant, when properly used steers, directs, and generally compels the large power to follow the
trainer's directions. Similarly, the purohita compels the waters to enter the koia.

IYfhis mudra which resembles a cow's udder represents the succesful transfer of sacred, spiritually
nourishing waters into the koia, which is symbolically transformed into the Earth Cow ("dhenu" also means
"the Earth").

l&fhis mudra is thought to seal the ritual, marking its effective accomplishment. Fish which swim in
those sacred rivers are now present in the consecrated vessel. The term matsya also recalls the first
incarnation (avatara) of Vi~J;lu who, during a great Deluge, is said to have only saved the seventh Manu
and the Seven Sages from inundation. The symbol of the fish thus also connotes the salvific power of these
waters.
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Pu~paSuddhi (Purification of Flowers)

Then, dipping kuSa grass into the kosti, the purohita sprinkles the consecrated

water in different directions, purifying the objects in the room. He then purifies the

flowers that will be used in the worship ceremony. 17 Touching the flowers, which are

kept in a plate set on a tripod to his right, he utters:

Om pu~pe pu~pe mahap~pe supu~e pu~pasambhave/

pu~acayavakirlJe ca hurrz phar svaha.

Om! [Through the utterance of the mystic syllables,] "Hurp. phar may flowers, small and
big flowers, beautiful flowers, things born of flowers, and the space scattered over by
heaps of flowers be purified.

Asana Suddhi

He next performs the ritual of purification of the seat (iisana suddhi), by drawing

a triangle with water from his fingers on the floor just in front of his mat. With hands

crossed at the feet, and offering a flower dipped in sandal paste, he utters:

Om hrfn:t adharasaktaye kamalasanliya namalJ,.

Then touching the seat he says:

asanamantrasya merupr:::frhar:#1J, sutalam chandalJ, kurmodevata asanopavesane viniyogalJ,.

The approximate meaning of this combined act and utterance is:

Om! Uttering "Hritp" [I offer this flower] to this seat of lotus, the supreme
supporting power [Le., the goddess]. Its sage is Merup~~~a, the metre is Sutala,
the presiding deity is the Tortoise, and its application is the function of sitting. 1s

Then with folded hands he recites:

Om pr:thvi tvaya dhr:ta lokalJ, deVf tvam vi$lJuna dhr:taf

17For Durga Piija, the red hibiscus or China rose (japti) is common.

18Merup~tha literally means the "the back/roof of Meru," the cosmic mountain. It stands for the sky
or heavens. Kfuma, or tortoise, on which the cosmos rests, symbolically recalls the second incarnation of
Vi~:t:J.u who served as a "base support" for the cosmic mountain when the oceans were churned by the gods
and demons to extract the nectar of immortality (amrra). Among the many things to emerge from this
churning was the goddess Sri~ml. Sutala, means "foundation," and is also the name of one of the seven
nether regions (ofwhichplitiila is the lowest). I therefore suggest that heaven, earth and the netherworlds
are linked in the tisana which represents, through the symbolism ofMeru and Kiirma, the cosmic ridgepole
or axis mundi.
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tval?'l ca dharaya mdl?'l nityQ'?'l pavitrQ'?'l kuru casanam.

Om! 0 Earth, the worlds are borne by you. You, 0 Goddess, are borne by
Vi~J:lu. Please bear me eternally and thus purify this seat.

Bhuta Suddhi (Purification of the Elements)

Next the purohita proceeds to purify the bhatas. It is thought to be a cleansing

of his constituent elements and his attachment to outward material things. Thus bodily

and external matter to which the individual clings are both thought to constitute the

physical being, and it is this gross body which is transformed in this purification ritual.

It begins with ritual yogic breathing (prli1Jliytima) using various mantras. In this

prii1Jliylima, the sacred mantra, Om (om-kara) is not used. Other seed syllables (bfja) are

utilized. The energy vortices (cakra) within the body are purified with mantras so the

dormant potential energy (ku1J4alinl) can be activated and allowed to move up the bodily

energy channels (nlidz) smoothly. The lower cakras are merged into the upper, until the

purohita's body is transformed into one of immaculate substance. 19

Nyasa: Kara and Aiiga (lmprintment: Hand and Limb)

The purohita then performs nyasa. This is a yogic ritual practice in which the

vibrational sounds which constitute the entire conceptualized universe, sounds which are

contained in the alphabet of the Sanskrit language, are imprinted on various parts of the

transformed body. Since all concepts are capable of being labelled with language

composed of the vowels and consonants of the Sanskrit language, it is understood that

the entire conceptualized cosmos can be symbolically reduced to this alphabet. By

associating letters to body parts, the microcosm of the purified body is made to

correspond to, to represent, to parallel, even to contain the divine macrocosm. Kara

nyasa, through an act of meditative visualization, places these Sanskrit syllables in the

fingers of the hand (kara) and then these syllables are placed in six parts (onga) of the

body in a procedure called anga nyasa. Appropriate mantras are recited in conjunction

19'J'he details of this purification will be given in the discussion of Durga pujii.
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with the mud-ras. 20

Dig Bandhana (Restraining the Directions)

The purohita restrains the directions (dig bandhana), establishing a perimeter

around the space in which the ritual is to be performed. To do so he snaps his fingers

in each of the ten directions (North, East, West, South, their midpoints, and the zenith

and nadir).21

Bhiitapasara~a (Dispersing the Agencies of Obstacles)

Finally he performs the ritual of bhauipasaralJa, removing the agencies which

might prove obstacles to the ritual. Such obstacles are twofold. They include the internal

bad moods and dispositions which could result in failure or poor performance of the

puja, as well as the outer agencies which may prevent one from proper performance.

These outer agencies may be disembodied spirits of the recently dead (bhata), ghosts

(preta), vampires (veta/a), and a host (ga1Ja) of other such pernicious beings.22

2IlSome purohitas suggest that Adya Saiikariicarya, the great 7th or 8th century C.E. reviver of
Hinduism, founder of the Hindu monastic (m~ha) system, and proponent of a philosophy of non-dualistic
understanding (advaita vedanta) prescribed these practices. Saiikara is often invoked to give a measure of
legitimacy or orthodoxy to such ritual practices. For instance, his reputed composition of the
Saundaryalahari (The Wave of Beauty), a Goddess text, draws the Siikta tradition into the mainstream of
Hinduism with which he is identified. Although better known as a devotional text, the Saundaryalahari
frequently has yantras appended to it, which are to be used ritually with each of its verses.

Elaboration upon the nyasa ritual will follow later in the study.

21From my discussions with the ritualists, this is what I understand to be the meaning of this procedure.
Just as timing is crucial in ritual performance with windows of sacred time appearing during the year (e.g.,
Navaratra), within which there are further subdivisions of sacrality (e.g., the conjuction of the eighth and
ninth day), so too, the vast expanse of space must be divided and consecrated. The ritual must occur at a
particular point in the space-time continuum, and thus the directional elements have to be held back. Within
the sacred perimeter, virtually a "black hole," there is no time, no space, no direction. The directions are
restrained, held back, often with guardians placed at the cardinal points to prevent the untimely intrusion
of the "create" into the "uncreate" primordium.

22Details of this ritual will follow in the context of Durgii Piijii.
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Offerings to BrahmaJ;la Attendents

Sometimes there is only onepurohita performing the entire puja. But for elaborate

pujas such as Durga puja, it is not unusual to find a few brtihmalJas assisting the priest.

These may include the tantradharaka, who coaches the purohita by pointing his finger

along the written ritual script, prompting him at stages when he has lost his place, and

so on. Other brahamalJas, friends or relatives of the yajamiina may be assisting in the

lighting of lamps, or the placement of offerings. Flowers, sandal paste, and a small

quantity of washed, uncooked rice (attapa) are offered by the purohita who pinches the

offering with his thumb and fingers (as when moving a chess piece) and places them in

the tamra patra in front of the brahamalJas.23 He says three times:

Om kanavyesmin durgapujana karmafJ-i
Om pUfJ-yaham bhavanto bruvantu

Om! On the occasion of this ritual to be performed for Durga, would you please
utter "Om pu~yaham" (Let auspiciousness be on me).

The brtihmalJas are asked three times to repeat the request for auspicious benediction.

If they are unable to repeat the mantra (e.g., not present at the time, or unable to utter

the sacred Sanskrit mantra), the purohita will do it on their behalf.

When offering flowers to them he says:

Om kanavyesmin durgapujana karmalJi
Om svasti bhavanto bruvantu

Om! On the occasion of this ritual to be performed for Durga would you please
utter "Om svasti" (Om! Approval).

And he, with fingers facing downward, gently tosses the flowers into the tamra patra.

Again:

Om kanavyesmin durgapujana karmafJ-i
Om r:dhiJrt bhavanto bruvantu

Om! ... would you please utter "Om rdh~ (Om! Prosperity).

'23Attapa is the kind of rice normally used for pajli offerings. First it is dried and then husked, but it
is not cooked. Siddha is rice which is first boiled, dried, and then husked. This is popular in Bengal and
is not used in rituals.
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The brahmalJas repeat:

Om rdhyattim. Om rdhyattim. Om rdhyattim. (Let there be prosperity.)

When finished he says, with folded hands:

Om suryalJ, somo yamalJ, klllalJ, sandhye bhiitanyalJ, krapalJ,/
pavano dikpatir bhumir akllsa!J, khacaramaralJ,/
brahmyam sasanam asthaya kalpadhvam iha sannidhim.
Om tat sat ayamarambhalJ, subhiiya bhavatu.

The deities superintending over the sun, the moon, death, time, the two junctures
of day and night, the waters and other elements, the wind, the guardians of the
directions, the earth, the sky, those who move in the sky, the immortals, etc,
properly following the rules/discipline as given by Brahma, all of you should
remain present here. May this beginning of ours be auspicious.

After having blessed and propitiated the brahmalJGs, and invoked the celestial

beings to attend the ritual and make the commencement auspicious, the purohita proceeds

to the svasti vacanam.

Svasti Vacanam (Utterance of Approval)

Taking some rice from the plate, the purohita says:

Om somam rajanam varuTJan:z agniJrz anvarabhilmahel
ildityam vi~TJum suryan:z brahmGTJanca brhaspatim/
Om svasti, svasti, svasti.

[Interpretation was not offered by the purohita since this is a Vedic verse].
[SV.1.91a; TS.1.7.1O.3a; SB.5.1, 5.9]

The plate (tamra patra) is placed on a tripod (triplidika) which is placed in a big bowl.

Should the tamra piitra fill with water and overflow, the big bowl collects the overflow.

This svasti vlicanam is described in the Sama Veda fashion. There are also ~g and

Yajur Veda ways of performance according to the family's Vedic association. Public

(sarvajanfna) puja normally follows the Yajur Veda method, unless the representative

yajamana is from a Sarna or Rg Veda brlihamalJa family.

There is also a Tantric method of svasti vlicanam. It is likely to be used if the

purohita has special initiation, and if so desires. It is a must if performing the puja of

Tantric deity. However, since Durga it worshipped with a combination of Vedic,
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Purat:J.ic, and Tantric elements, the use of Tantric variants are left to the purohita's

discretion.

Saiikalpa (Oath)

Safikalpa is the standard preliminary oath taken before the performance of any

pujti or vowed observance (vrata) of some duration. In it the purohita promises what he

intends to do during the course of the puja. During the preliminary observances

(stimiinya vidhi) prior to Durga Puja it reads as follows:

Vi~TJurom tat sadadya tiSvine masi kanyarasisthe bhaskare suklepa~e saptamyam tithau
wirabhya mahanavamlip, yavat amukagotra (kaSyapagotra for the purohitas whom I
consulted) STC. . • devasarma (here varieties of desires wished for through the
performance of the puja may be introduced) sarvtipacchlinti purvaka dcrghliyu~rva
paramaiSvarya atula dhana dhanya putra pautradya navacchinna santati mitra vardhana
sa~ayottarottara rajasammtinadyabhl~ra siddhaye paratra deviloka prtiptaye ca
(srfdurgapn-tiIwmo va) yathopakalpitopaharailJ, devipuraTJokta vidhina saptamC vihita
rambhadi navapatrika snana pravesa mrTJmaya srfdurgtipravesa mahasnana gaTJapatyadi
nanadevata pujtipurvaka var#ka sarat kalCna srC bhagavaddurgapuja chchaga pasu
balidana maha~ram[ vihita mfTJrnaya srfdurgamahasnana gGTJapatyadi nanadevata
pujapurvaka srlbhagavaddurgtipuja chchagapQ$u balidana mah~ramf mahanavamC
sandhikala vihita gaTJapatyadi ntinadevata pujapurvaka sn- bhagavaddurgll puja
chchagapasu balidlina mahanavam[ vihita mr1Jmaya srfdurgamahasnana gaTJGpatyadi
ntinadevata puja chchagapasu balidana purvaka srC bhagavaddurgti pajanamaham
kariffYe. 24

Om Vi~J;lu! Today, in the month of ASvina, in the Kanya (Virgo/virgin) constellation
(asvina n~atra), from the 7th to the 9th of the bright fortnight, I, , of the
___ lineage, after allaying all obstacles, invoke peacefulness in order to obtain
peacefulness and prosperity, wealth and food, sons and grandsons and an unbroken
lineage, increasing numbers of friends, the destruction of my enemies, and to continue
my association with endowments of honour from the overlord of the country, to obtain
the results of my desires in this world and after my non-existence in this world. (He may
alternately only say "in order to obtain the satisfaction of SrI DurgiL ") What has been
gathered by me following the tradition of the Dew PurtiTJa, I shall follow all the rituals
prescribed there, namely: the navapatrika, installation, entering the temple, getting DevI
Durga to enter the temple, the great bath, and performing the rituals to GaI.1eSa and the

24"Amuka" is a term equivalent to "John Doe.· The purohita replaces it with the yajamana's lineage
(gotra). This gotra is related to a Vedic briihamal}a family, such as KaSyapa.

If the paja is performed for others, the purohita ends with the word "kariryami," which is the
parasmaipadi first person future form of the verbal root "Ja:" (to do). If he is performing the paja for
himself he will use the iitmanepadi form, "kari~ye," used for actions pertaining to the self. Both forms
translate as, "I will do/perform. "
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other deities. After that a goat shall be offered (this is only said if a sacrifice will be
performed). On the seventh day (mahasaptamt), the bathing of the clay moulded SrI
Durga, Gat:lesa, etc., and after that a goat sacrifice (balidana) will be offered. Again at
the juncture of the eighth and ninth tithi (mahti~ramrmahanavamrsandhikala) Gat:lesa and
the other gods should be worshipped, and the clay image of Durga bathed and
worshipped, and a goat sacrifice offered. Again on the ninth day (mahtinavami) the whole
process will be repeated.

While reciting this saiikalpa, the purohita places his right hand over the kusr
which which he holds in his left hand, and which has some water, rice, white flowers,

sandal paste, diirvil grass, and a harttakr fruit placed in it. At the critical moment, when

he comes to the end of the safikalpa, on the word "kari~ye" he overturns the vessel on

the floor to the right. This is a dramatic ritual gesture of commitment to the oath. He

then sprinkles some rice while reciting the sankalpa siikta verses from the /!.g Veda.

Safikalpa Sfikta (Oath Hymn)

The sankalpa siikta is a short hymn of praise (sukta) which is offered up to assure

the successful enactment of the oath. It is a drawn from the /!.g Veda, symbolically

linking the entire ritual procedure (puja) to Vedic sacrificial (yajna) antecedents.

Om devo vo dravinodtiJJ. purnam viva~fasicam udva siftcadhvam upa vaprnadhvam tididvo
deva ohate/
Om satikalpitrtnha siddhirastu.
[RV.7.16.11a; SV.1.55a]

The above mentioned rituals are preliminary to the celebrations of Durga Piija

proper, which begin on the sixth lunar day (tithi) of the nine lunar tithis of Navaratra.25

25As previously mentioned, the samltnya vidhi described here is a modification specific to a particular
group ofpurohitas prior to their performance of Durga PUja. If the subsequent special (visesa) pajti to be
performed is not as elaborate, the procedural order is as follows: acamana, svasti vticanam, sankalpa,
asana suddhi, jala suddhi, pu.,rpa suddhi, purification of palms and fingers of the hand (kara suddhi),
preparation of the vessels for argha (arghapatrapratipatti) , samanya argha, offerings to dikpalas,
prtilJayama, bhata suddhi, mat!ka nyasa, kara nyasa, anga nyasa, antarmaf!kii nyasa, vahya maf!kii nyasa,
pf!ha nyiisa, !~adi nyasa, anga nyasa (again), kara nyasa (again), calqur dana, prdlJQ prati~rha, avahana,
dhydna of the deity, manasa paja, preparation of the vessels for viSe~a argha, viie~a argha, dhyana of the
deity, and detailed pajd of the deity.

Since Durga FUjii is rather elaborate, purohitas modify the sdmlinya vidhi, performing many of
the procedures within the context of the bodhana rituals which follow.

One can see that the order and content of the procedures listed above differs from classic puranic
prescriptions concerning the worship of the Goddess as described, for instance, in detail in Van Kooij's
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The two main rituals performed on the sixth (~a~?hz) day are bodhana and adivasanam.

Due to a variance between the solar and lunar calendars, the sixth lunar day may not

overlap satisfactorily with the sixth solar day. If the sixth tithi does not endure till after

sunset (actually four o'clock in the evening) on the sixth solar day, bodhana will take

place on the fifth day (paficamt), and adhivllsanam on the sixth day.

Worship of the Goddess according to the Kalikii PuriiT}a.
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BODHANA

Bodhana means "causing to awaken." It is commonly believed that the gods sleep

for six months and are awake during the other six months; the full year constituting a

single night and day in their lives. During Asvina Navaratra, Durga needs to be woken

up from her sleep, out of her normal awakening time. Thus, the ritual is sometimes

called aklila bodhana (untimely awakening/awakening out of time). A myth cycle tells

how Rama performs a pujli for Durga to aid him in defeating the powerful and learned

demon, RavaI).a, who had abducted his wife, SIta. Rama decided to wake up the goddess

in the month of Asvina, performing her puja six months before the normal time of her

worship, in the spring month of Caitra. Durga, propitiated, appeared to him and granted

him victory.26

This is normally performed on the evening of ~~(hi. If the tithi of ~~(hi ends

before four 0'clock in the evening on the sixth solar day, the bodhana will be performed

on the evening of the fifth day (paiicamf).

Bodhana Saiikalpas (Oaths related to the Awakening Ritual)

This oath is not the same as the general saiikalpa done previously.

Vi~1J.urom tat sadadya, ... , amuka gotram, ... , wir~ika sarat ktilfna sn-bhagavaddurga
bodhana karmadhiktira pratibandhaka ptipapanodana kiimaIJ. om devi tvam itytidi
mantrtidvya japamaham kari~e.

Om Vi~I;lu! Today, ... in the autumn season, during the ritual of awakening Durga, with
the desire of removal of obstacles, I shall recite two verses beginning with "Om devi
tvam" (Om! 0 you lady divine, etc.)

Then immediately, with folded hands, he reads out these verses:

Om devi tvam praklJam cittam ptiptikrtintam abhunamama tannilJ, svtiraya cittanme
papam. HUl1J pha! ca te namalJ,!

26Most devotees claim that Rama's worship of the Devi" during Asvina was the "human" precedent for
such worship. In the Devr Bhiigavata PUrii1}a, the sage (r~i) Narada tells Rama how both r:~fs (B~ghu,
Visvamitra, etc.) and gods (Indra, Siva, Naraya.t;la, etc.) worshipped the Dev! in this manner to defeat their
enemies.
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Om surya somo yamalJ- kalo mahlibhatani pancavai, subhtisubhasyeha karmanolJ navas
saksinah.

o you lady divine, my heart is born of Pralqti and full of sins. Please remove from my
heart all these sins with my utterance of "HuIp. and Pha~. "

The sun, the moon, the lord of death, time itself, and the five gross elements, these nine
are the witnesses of deeds which may be sinful or virtuous.

The purohita then looks down and to the sides with an angry glance (krodhadr~fi),

mimicing the witnesses in their action of destroying the obstacles.

He then sits quietly, and taking the kuSi and putting kusa grass, sesamun (tila) ,

and flowers (p~pa) in it, he makes another safikalpa. This is the same as the previous

long safikalpa up to yathopakalpitopaharailJ, and it then proceeds as follows:

. . . devi puranoktavidhina, bilva Vl:k~a, vari#ka sarat kalfna, srf bhagavad durga
pujangabhata ntintidevatti pujti purvaka sn- durgayti/J bodhanamaham kari~e .

. . . I will do the bodhana of Dev! Durga according to the method of the Devr Purana,
and it is one of the limbs of Durga Piija.

This safikalpa also mentions that Durga is to be invoked into a wood-apple (bilva) tree

(w:Jqa). This tree, also called the bel, has leaves in triads, resembling a trident (trisula),

and is sacred to Siva. If a bi/va tree is present closeby, the ritual will take place there.

If not, a branch from the bi/va tree is removed and "planted" in an earthen pot (ghara).

Ideally, this branch should have two fruit on it of equal size, resembling and symbolizing

the breasts of the goddess. In front of this bilva vr~a, the next set of rituals will take

place.

The purohita now reads the safikalpa sUkta, previously given.

He then begins the installation of a jar (ghara) in front of the bilva tree. Just as

the bilya. tree represents the goddess, so does the jar (gha{a) which he is about to

establish.

Ghatasthapana (Installation of the Jar)

The jar (ghara or kalasa) is symbolic of the DevI, who will come to reside, or
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more accurately, be embodied in it. 27 While the composite structure will construe her

fmal form, it is crucial to recognize that each element in the compostion of the jar

(ghata) is one of her manifest forms. In compelling ways, one can observe in the

ghatasthapana the recreation of the body cosmos of the DevI herself.

First, a low altar of soft clay is built in front of the bilva tree.28 It is built over

a yantra. While some homes have a very elaborate ritual diagram (alpana) drawn, more

often it is the purohita who will draw an eight-petalled (~radala) lotus. On occasion, the

sarvatobhadra maTJ4,ala (Diagram of a All Auspiciousness) may be used.29 He utters the

following Vedic mantra while preparing the soil altar.

Om bhurasi bhumirasi aditirasi vi1vadhttya vi1vasya bhuvanasya dhanrfp!Jhvibim yaccha
pnhvibhim dr:,!-ha p1Jhibim man himsf. 30

Thou art the earth, the ground, thou are the all-sustaining Aditi, she who supported the
world. Control the earth, steady the earth, so the earth causes no injury.31

The purohita next sprinkles five grains (dhiinyamasi) on the altar: paddy, wheat,

27In many temples which house Siva lingas, the goddess is recognized as the yoni in which the liflga
stands. Often, a gha!a, a clay pot, is suspended above the linga and its sanctified water (amrta) is allowed
to drip slowly upon the linga. This gha!a is clearly the DevI, identified through certain notions, such as
the descending Ganga DevI who flows through Siva's locks. The gha!a often contains Ganga water or its
metaphor.

28Grain will be planted in this altar which symbolizes the goddess as earth and soil.

29JIere the yantra symbolizes the DevI as the unmanifest cosmic matrix from which this particular
manifestation emerges.

30Jt comes from Yajur Veda 13.18 (Hirt;lyapada, svt 10.406).

31The symbolism of the clay altar is further expanded in this liturgical verse. The goddess earth (Bhu
Devl) and the goddess who supports the world (Jagaddbatri) are symbolically linked. So is Aditi, the Vedic
goddess who is often portrayed as the mother of the eight Adityas, gods, of whom one is the Sun. Aditi
is sometimes considered to be the mother or daughter of Daksa, and either the wife or mother of Visnu.
In its broadest sense Aditi is the expansive heavens, thought to be the supporter of the earth. In this latter
meaning, the altar also symbolizes the vast manifest cosmos of space and time, in which the earth resides.
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barley, sesamum, and mustard. 32 He utters:

Om dhinuhi devlin dhinuhi yajftam/
dhinuhi yajfta patim dhinuhi mlim yajaftyam.

Nourish the gods, nourish the oblation, nourish the lords of the oblation, nourish me the
sacrificer also. 33

The jar (gha{a), particularly shaped with a wide circular mouth, narrow neck, and

full round body, is placed on the altar as the purohita recites:34

Om ajighra kalasam mahya tva visantvindavahl
punarurja nivanasva sanalJ sahasran:z dhuksyrudhiira payasvatc/
pananna visatadrayilJ.
[Vedic verse]

He next fills the jar to the neck with clean water, uttering: 3S

Om varulJasyotthambhanamasi varulJasya skambha sarjanisthaf}/
varulJasya r:tasadanyasi varulJasya lJasadanamasfda.
[VSA.36; SB.3.3A.25]

Ideally, in the next step, five jewels (paficaratna) are to be placed into the water.

32'fhese grains will sprout within a few days and serve as a prophetic oracle for the quality of crops
from the coming planting. The grains represent the goddess as germinal (garbha) forms of the expected
harvest.

33'fhe symbolism of nourishment resonates with the notions of the goddess as Annapiifl?a (Replete with
Sustenance) and Sa.ka~bhan: (Supporter with Vegetables). "Anna" simply means "rice," or "grain," or
"food." In the context of the ritual cosmic recreation, the dimension of life symbolized by the grain is
noteworthy. Sowing seeds in the clay altar imbues the creation with life. Since all creation is understood
as possessing consciousness, here the dimension of life which is nourishing is added. This aspect of
nourishment is a crucial part of the manifest cosmos and an important component of the nature of the Devi.

34'fhe jar is supposed to be made of metal or clay, and represents the body of the Dev!. It is the full
orb of creation, or more microcosmically, the round, abundant earth itself. It is every container, ocean,
lake, river, valley, cave, pond, tank, vessel, which holds treasures and life nourishing elements. It is the
human body, and the female body.

35The water is symbolic of all liquid elements in creation. It incorporates the symbolism of all the
sacred female river goddesses, such as the Gaiiga, Yamuna, and Sarasvati. It is the sap of life which flows
through all things.
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Normally, five tiny filings of gold are sprinkled into it as a substitute.36

The mouth of the jar is then decorated with five leaf-bearing twigs

(paftcapallava). These are the mango (amra), banyan fig (bhargata) , pippala, oSoka, and

yajfiiidumbara (a twig commonly used in fire oblations).37 He utters:

Om dhanvana gli dhanvanlijim jayema/
tivrlilJ samado jayema/
dhanulJ satrorapakbmam Ja:1:wti dhanvana sarvaJ} pradiSo jayema.
[RV.6.75.2a; VS.29.39a]

He then places a fruit (phala) , ideally a green coconut, on the jar.38 Often, a

green coconut is unavailable and a dried husked coconut is used as a substitute. While

doing so he says:

Om yliIJ phalinf ryli aphalli apuspli yaSca pu~pinilJ/
brhaspanprasiltlistli no mutlcatvafigh~ hasaJ}.
[RV.I0.97.15a; VS.12.89a]

Next, a vermillion (sindura) diagram symbolizing the goddess is drawn on the

gha!a. It resembles a stick drawing of a human being.39 The purohita recites:

36This procedure is occasionally completely omitted as the cost of staging such pl1jiis escalates. The
jewels symbolize the treasure and wealth within creation. In this manner, it recalls the goddess Sn/Lak~nii
who is associated with material bounty and riches.

37The diversity of creation is symbolized by the number five used in the selection of grains, jewels,
and leaf-bearing twigs. Most obvious is the notion of the five gross elements (bhilta, tattva), but there are
numerous such collections.

Many people use only mango leaves instead of the prescribed variety.
The leaf-bearing twigs identify the goddess with all trees, not just the bilva tree into which she

is invoked. The twigs represents the process of growth of life, through the symbolism of the sap or blood
which flows through them.

38The coconut serves as the head of the goddess's body, which is being gradually built up. The coconut
represents the fruition of the growth initially symbolized by the twig-bearing leaves. The coconut is often
offered to the goddess in her temples. As such it has often been identified as a substitute for a human or
animal head. Yet, it is also quite clear that the coconut is a symbol of the Devi's own head which is offered
back to her. The Devi's decapitation of herself is well represented in the images of Chinnamasm, where
streams of nourishing blood flow from the Devi's severed neck into her own mouth and into the mouths
of her attendants.

39'Jbis symbol of the Devi, which appears quite ancient, is found throughout India. It is referred to as
a svastika (a symbol of well-being) and it resembles the better known form of that symbol. The Devi
sviistika also resembles the trident (triSula), and has even been identified, by some devotees, with the
prafJava, "Om."
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Om sindoriva priidhvane sughanaso VlitapramiYalJ patayanti yahvaJ]/
ghTJasya dhara ar~o na vajf ka~rha bhindan nurmibhilJ, pinvamanalJ.

As rushing down, the rapids of a river flow swifter than the wind, the vigorous currents,
the streams of oil in swelling fluctuation like a red courser bursting through the
fences. 40

The purohita then drapes a cloth (vastra) (often red, or red-bordered) over the

coconut and the entire jar (gha(a), tying it the edges snugly, so that it resembles a

woman discreetly enshrouded in a sari. He says:

Om yuva suvaslifJ. parivfta agat sa u sreyan bhavati jayamana!J/
taJ!l dhzrasalJ kavayalJ unnayanti stidhya manasa devayantalJ·
[RV.3.8.4a; AB.2.2.29a]

He sprinkles the top of the Devi: with durvii grass saying:

Om ka1J4at ka1J4at prarohanti pur~alJ pa~alJ pari/
Eva no durve pratanu sahasrelJ'l satena ca.
[VS.13.2a; SB.7.4.2.14; TA.10. 1.7a]

And with flowers (pw;pa), saying:

Om srika te la~misca patnyti ahorlitre parSve n~atnini rapamaSvinau vyattam/
i~anni~alJa mumma i~tilJa sarvalokarrt ma i$alJa.
[VSK.35.22n]

And with sandalpaste (gandha), saying:

Om gandhadvtiriim duriidhar$a1fl nityap~tane kan-$ilJzf!l/
iSvarz sarvabhatanam tviimihopahvaye sriyam.
[RVKh.5.87.9a; TA.1O.1]

Stbiri KaraJ;Ul (Giving Steadiness)

When the jar (kalaSa) is established, the purohita proceeds to the ritual of sthirr

karalJ,a, "giving steadiness to the jar." This ritual acts frrmly plants the jar in its location.

It serves as a closure to the elaborate ritual of installation (sthlipana). To do so he

recites:

The colour of vermillion is red, like blood, and symbolizes the ooze of sap or juice, when a fruit
is ripe. It is the menstrual blood of the matured female or the pregnant climax before delivery.

~s is a Vedic verse [RV.4.58.7]
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Om sarvatirthodbhavC1l1J van sarvadeva saman:zvitaml
ima'?'l gharam samaruhya ti~tha devagaTJ,ailJ sahal
stttiJ!t sthiin sthiro bhava vidvaiiga Murbhava vajyarvan Prthurbhava s~adastvamagni
pur[~avahana1J.
[Vedic Verse]

Next, he recites the Gayatrf Mantra one to ten times over the jar.

Om bhur bhuvah svah tat savitur vareTJ,YQ1?1 bhargo devasya dhimahi dhiyo yo nalJ
pracodayiit. Om.

Om! Let us contemplate the wondrous spirit of the Divine Creator (Savitr) of the earthly,
atmospheric, and celestial spheres. May he direct our minds, that is 'towards' the
attainment of dharma, artha, kama, and mok~a. Om!

Kat;l~ RopaJ,lam (Erecting the Staffs)

Four sticks, slightly longer than the height of the kala.sa, and forked at the tops,

are stuck in large lumps of clay and placed at four corners around the jar. A red thread

is then wrapped clockwise around the sticks making about seven to ten rounds from the

bottom to the top.41 The purohita utters the mantra:

Om kti1J4at kti1J4at prarohantfpur~a1J puru~alJ pari!
eva no diirve pratanu/J sahasreTJ,a satenaca.
[VS.13.20a; SB.7.4.2.14; TA.I0.1.7a]

Tantric Method of Ghatasthapana

Clearly, the aforementioned procedure of establishing the jar is both lengthy and

complicated. The purohita may run the risk of making errors in the recitation of the

Vedic mantras or may run out of time. He may therefore opt for the Tantric method of

ghatasthtipana, which is simpler by far. Lengthy mantras are replaced by seed syllables

(bija) which encompass the potency and meaning of the expanded forms.

In the Tantric method, the purohita purifies the jar by uttering "Klf'!l, II and then

"Ai'!l." Placing the jar on the earth altar he utters IIHrf'!l," and fl1ls it with the mantra

41The term "ropanam" means "to plant," and is somewhat more suggestive of the method in which the
kiilJ4as are erected, implanted in balls of mud. I was told that the term kii'!4ti originally meant a length of
branch between two knots. The forked tops of the kiJ.1J4li, together with the mud balls, conjure an image
of a young trees being propagated. When wrapped around with string, it conveys an image of fencing or
cordoning off a sacred space. The jar embodied Dev! thus sits upon an earthen altar, seeded with grain,
surrounded by forked branches.
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"Hn-l!l." Then the purohita utters the mantra:

Om gangtidyah saritalJ sarvalJ, sartiJrtsi jalada nadahl
hradtilJ prasravan.a1J- PUfJytilJ svarga patala bhagatalJ,1
sarva tirthanfpUfJyt1ni ghCI!e kurvantu sannidhim.

Om! All rivers beginning with the Ganga and all mighty water-givers, holy fountains,
abiding in the heavens, nether world or earth, all these auspicious and meritorious tirthas
should abide in this jar.

When placing the leaf-bearing twigs on the jar, he utters "Sni?l." Uttering "Hul!l," he

places the coconut on top of the kakISa. To steady the kalaSa, he utters Of Sm"i'!'l. "

Anointing it with vermillion, he utters "Ral!l." Placing the flowers, he utters "Yaf!l."

When placing the durvli grass, he utters the seed (bija) syllable of Durga, "Dul!l."

Sprinkling the jar with water, he says "Om," and striking it with kuSa grass he utters the

mantra, "HUf!l pha( sVlihli. "

Samanyargha (Common Offering)

After establishing the jar (gha(asthtipana), the purohita proceeds to the common

sacred offering (Stimtinytirgha). Dipping his finger in water, he draws, under the kosli,

a small downward pointing triangle, symbolic of the female generative organ (yoni) in

which he writes the seed syllable (bija) of Durga, "Dul!l." He encircles the triangle with

a circle (malJ4ala) and the circle is surrounded with a square (bhupura). He has, in

essence, created a yantra.

Then some rice is taken from the plate of worship materials on his right hand

side, he scatters it on the yantra, saying:

Om tidhara saktaye namalJ,1
Om karmaya namalJl
Om anantaya namalJI
Om pr:thivyai namalJ.

Salutations to the Supporting Power
Salutations to the Tortoise
Salutations to the Endless Serpent
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Salutations to the Earth.42

He then washes the container (argha plitra) which will be used for the sacred offering,

namely the kosii, while uttering "Phat."43 He fills it with water, uttering "Om."

Worshipping the water in the vessel, he utters:

A'!l sarya ma¢alaya dviidasa kalatmane nama!}./
U'!l soma ma¢alaya soqasa kaltitmane nama/}./
Ma11J vahni ma¢alaya dasa kalatmane nama/}..

Aql! Salutations to the disc of the sun consisting of twelve divisional elements.
Uql! Salutations to the disc of the moon consisting of sixteen divisional elements.
Maqt! Salutations to the disc of fire consisting of ten subtle elements (digits).44

At the head of the kosa, the purohita places darvti grass, flowers, and sandal paste.45

Then he stirs it well with his middle finger. 46 He performs the mudras of the goad

(ankuSa), the cow (dhenu), and the fish (matsya) uttering:

42All references are to entities which support or bear the cosmos. Here again the yantra represents the
unmanifest cosmic matrix which is the Goddess. The scattered rice grains represent the coming into
manifestation of the all encompassing energy base, the mythic cosmic supports (tortoise and serpent), and
the earth itself. The tortoise and cosmic serpent, often identified with Vil?J;lU, are here identified with the
goddess.

43In the argha rituals which form part of the common preliminary duties (stimanya vidhi), the smaller
copper Wi is used as the worship vessel. Here it is the larger kaia which is used. Both vessels resemble
the female reproductive organ, the vulva, which they represent.

~e pra1'}Qva or omkara, "Aum," or "Om" is composed of the letters "A," "U," and "M,"
corresponding the sun, the moon, and fire respectively. The essence of the praTJava is the Devi.

The argha is often connected with sun worship, but here the sun, moon, and fire are linked, along
with their constituent parts, and identified with the DeVi:.

4SThe head of the koiii corresponds to the upper part of the vulva. The durva, a hardy green grass, is
common nutrition for grazing animals, such as cows, buffaloes, and goats. Its symbolic meaning, I suggest,
resonates with the sustaining aspects of the goddess in her role as AnnapUn;la. It is also thought of as the
hair on the goddess Earth (Prthivt). The flower (often a red hibiscus, possessing four large red petals and
prominent pistil) elicits identification with the labia and clitoris of the female reproductive organ. Both
flower and sandal paste convey the sensory element of scent.

46'fhe significance of these mudras has been explained earlier. The stirring with the middle finger is
either separate from, or combined with the aflkuia mudra which has two forms, one with the middle finger
extended and index finger curved, and the other with only the index finger curved. I suggest that the
movement of the middle finger within the kastl, which represents the vulva, has implicit erotic
connotations. This manipulation stimulates the flow of salvific fluids (tirtha).
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Om gange ca yamune ca godavan sarasvatf narmade sindhu kaverfjalesmin sannidhiJrt
kuru.

Om! May the Ganga, Yamuna, GodavarI, SarasvatI, Narmada, Sindhu, and KaverI come
into this water's proximity.

When the induced flow and sanctification of the waters is complete, placing his hand

over the kosli, (also called the offering vessel, argha plitra) , the purohita silently repeats

"Om" ten times. He then sprinkles the consecrated water with a little kuSa grass over his

own body, the worship materials, and the images (murti).

Bhiitapasarana (Removal of Inimical Spirits)

The purohita now takes either white mustard or rice, and uttering the following

mantra scatters the grain in various directions.

Om apasarpantu te bhllt01J, ye bhutalJ bhuvisarrzsthit01J,/
ye bhuttilJ vighna kartaraste naSyantu sivajftaya.

Om! May those ghosts be gone who are abiding in this earth and those ghosts who are
the makers of obstacles, by the command of Siva, disappear.

He then draws a triangle (trikolJa) with cow-dung on the left-hand side of his seat, and

worships it with flowers and sandal paste while uttering the mantra:

Om ete gandha pu~pe/

om ~etrapazadi1J bhataganebhyolJ namalJ.

Om! These flowers and fragrances are offered with obeisence to the group of protectors
of the field and the host of elemental spirits.

Placing some mt4a (pulse with its husk), curd, and turmeric (haridrli) powder in a wood

apple (bilva) leaf plate, the purohita mixes them together. Taking a small quantity of the

mixture, he addresses it, purifying the offering:

Om e~afJ ma~abhaktabalaye namafJ.

Om! Salutations to this sacrificial offering of a portion of pulse.

He then offers the mixture on the bUva plate (patra) to the spirits, saying:

Om esah mtisa bhakta balih/... .
Om ~etrapazadilJ bhutagalJebyolJ namafJ.
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Om! This sacrificial offering of a portion of pulse is offered with obeisance to the group
of protectors of the field and the host of elemental spirits.

With folded hands, the purohita next prays:

Om bhata preta pisacascas danavah rtik~asasca ye santim kurvantu te sarve imam
gr:hantu mad balim.

The elemental spirits, departed souls, goblins, demons, and fiends should create an
atmosphere of peace and receive this offering of mine.

And taking white mustard seed in his hand, he scatters it around the offering, saying:

Om vetaltisca pisticasca raJqastisca sarisrpa!J apasarpantu te sarve narasinghena tti4ittih.

Mayall of you vampires, goblins, fiends, and crawling entities be driven away by
Narasifigha. 47

Pra~yama (Control of the Vital Energy)

After driving away the inimical spirits, the purohita performs the yogic control

(aylima: expansion and restraint) of the vital energy (prlil}a) in breath. A single

prlilJiiyama cycle consists of inhalation through one nostril (the other is kept shut with

the thumb), retention of the breath (both nostrils are now closed with the thumb and

index or ring finger), and exhalation through the other nostril. Then inhalation through

the same nostril through which exhalation took place, retention, and exhalation through

the other nostril. Once again inhalation, retention, and exhalation. Thus a single cycle,

for example, is: in(r)-hold-out(1), in(1)-hold-out(r), and in(r)-hold-out(l). At a minimum,

the inhalation may be done to a count of four, retention for a count of sixteen, and

exhalation for a count of eight. Based on the expertise and desire of the purohita, the

count may be altered in complex and lengthier ways. Three pral}tiyama cycles are

performed and the seed syllables HrIrp., Klirp., Durp., or Om are uttered during the yogic

activity.

47The inimical spirits include the guardians of the field. They are both appeased through the offerings
and driven away. Siva and Vi~I,lu (in his fierce incarnation as the man-lion avatara) are invoked to
command away the malevolent beings.
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Bhiita Suddhi (Purification of the Elements)

The purohita is now ready to embark upon the purification of the gross material

elements of the body (bhiltaSuddhi).

The body is understood to be composed of five basic elements (paficamahiibhilta):

earth, water, fire, air, and ether. These bhiltas are themselves composed of vibrational

clusters expressed by certain seed syllables (bija). Thus:

Earth (Prthvf) is made of the syllable LaJ!l.
Water (jala) ViJ!l.
Fire (agni) RiJ!l.
Air (vayu) YiJ!l.
~ther (cik~a) F.l~.

Furthermore, these five bhiltas are connected with five of the body's energy vortices

(cakra). Thus:

Mallidhcira is associated with
Svlidhisthana is associated with
Manipura is associated with
Aniihata is associated with
Visuddhi is associated with

prthvf
jala
agni
vliyu
cikiiSa

The purohita sits cross-legged and taking water in the palm of his right hand he

encircles his entire body conceiving it to be a wall of fire.4
& He then places his right

palm over the left on his lap. Uttering the mantra, "So 'ham (I am this), " he conceptually,

and emotionally leads the limited self (jivcitman), which is said to abide in the centre of

the heart like the flame of a lamp (visualized as a bud of a flower), to the thousand

petalled lotus (sahasrara) approximately located at the top of the head. He does this by

arousing the coiled, serpentine energy ("ku,¢alinf) which abides in the milladhara cakra.

He allows the ku1J4alinf to snake upwards along the central energy channel (s~umnii).

On its journey, the awakened ku1J4alinf traverses the lower energy cakras until it reaches

the heart cakra (anahata) from where the limited self (jivatman) is carried up by her

(KulJ4alinf is personified as a goddess) to the sahasrara. The thousand-petalled lotus is

48He may assume the full lotus posture (padmiisana).
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conceived of as facing downwards, symbolizing in one conception the varied and

manifold creation descending from the single supreme unmanifest reality. The limited self

(jfvatman) is made to unite with that supreme Brahman (paratman) in the pericarp of that

lotus.

During the raising of kulJ4alinfthe purohita conceives that the (1) earth has been

dissolved in water, (2) water in fire, (3) fire in air, (4) air in ether, (5) ether in sound,

(6) sound in form, (7) form in taste, (8) taste in touch, (9) touch in smell, (10) smell

goes to rest in the nose, (11) the nose goes to rest in the tongue, (12) the tongue goes to

rest in the eye, (13) the eye goes to rest in the skin, (14) the skin goes to rest in the ear,

(15) the ear goes to rest in (16) the mouth (organ of speech), which in tum dissolves into

(17) the hands, (18) the feet, (19) the arms, (20) the generative organ, all of which rest

in (21) matter or the sentient, primordial energy (prakrti), then (22) mind (manas), (23)

intellect (buddhi), and (24) ego (ahankara). The subtle essence of each of these twenty

four elements or states (tattva) are to be conceived as dissolved into the latter and finally

into that supreme reality (pariitman, parabrahman, paramaSiva).49

This act is a deep and profound meditation which is executed according to the

capacity and yogic attainment of the purohita, who next proceeds to perform another

prii1Jiiyama as part of the bhl1ta iuddhi ritual.

Taking the seed syllable (bfja) "Ya'!1", he exhales air from the left nostril thinking

it to be smoky coloured. He does similarly with exhalations from the right nostril with

the same bfja, repeating the priilJliyama sixteen times. Next, taking the bfja, "Ra'!1," he

inhales it with the colour red through the right nostril to a count of four. Holding the bfja

"Ra'!1" with the breath, he visualizes a sinful person (plipapu~a) residing in his

body.50 Then he vividly imagines the piipapuru$a burned by the bfja "Ra'!1," while the

4Ths supreme reality is envisioned as the union of the goddess Kur;ll;lalinl with the supreme Siva, or
is thought of non-dualistically as the supreme goddess.

SOJ'he ptipapur~a is generally visualized on the left side of the belly.
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breath is held.51 Upon exhalation to a count of eight, he visualizes the ashes of the

destroyed sinful being being ejected from the left nostril. Then, inhaling in from the left

nostril he manifests a white coloured bfja of the moon, "Ya'!l." This moon he visualizes

on his forehead (in the place of the third eye). He manifests the bfja, "Va'!l," during the

breath retention, and "Laf!l" to steady his body. 52

Abbreviated Version of Bhiita Suddhi

Thepurohita conceptually builds a wall of fire around himself as described above.

He then proceeds to perform prti1JliYama. During the period of breath retention, when

both nostrils are held, he utters these four mantras:

Om mala srngtita chiraiJ. sU$umna pathena jfvasivam paramasivapade yojayami svahii.
Om ya1!l lingasanram so~aya so~aya svaha.
Om ra1!l saiikosa sanram daha daha svaha.
Om paramasiva s~umna pathena mala srngata1!l ullasollasat ullasatjvala jvala prajvala
prajvala hCl1'1:z sal! so 'ham svtiha.

These are concerned with uniting the limited self (jrvaSiva) with the supreme self

(paramaSiva) through the s~umnti which connects the prtilJa channels of the base and the

head. They deal with the drying and burning of the subtle body and its sheaths (kosti).

While uttering these mantras, he should meditatively visualize the transformation of his

body.

Matfkii nyasa (Imprintment with the Alphabet)

The purohita now proceeds to the ritual imprintment (nyasa) of the Sanskrit

SIThe Sanskrit syllable, "ran (refa), which is composed of the consonant, Or" + the vowel "a," as well
as the seed syllable (bfja), "Rarrz," formed through the addition of the nasal ending (anusvara), are
associated with fire (agm). Thus it is appropriately used to bum the ptipapurWfa.

S2Jbis process is said to recompose the body. Originally made up of gross and subtle elements, the
body is constituted of pure nectar when the goddess KUJ;I~lini rises and unites with the supreme Siva in
the sahasrara. This pure nectar then rains back down on the purified body like the discharge of sexual fluid
from their union. When it reaches back down to the level of the lowest cakra (i.e., maltidhara or prthivi),
it becomes solidified. The body is then immaculate and composed of adamantine substance.
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alphabet (matrka) upon his transformed body.53 In this process various charged syllables

(van:ta mayl) are placed in different limbs of the gross body thus transforming it into a

body composed of charged sound vibrations (va17Ja mayf tanu).54 He begins by saying:

Asya mCit1:kli mantrasya brahmar:$t1J, gayatrfcchando matr:kli sarasvatf devata halo bfjani
svaralJ saktayalJ, matr:kli nytlse viniyogalJ,.

This is a general statement of the presiding sage (r#), meter (chandas), deity (devata),

and application (viniyoga) of the procedure, and is explained in his following

utterances.ss The application (viniyoga) or purpose of the procedure is to perform the

imprintment of syllables. Taking a flower from the right side and touching the top of his

head it he says:

Om brahmaTJe r:$aye namalJ.

Om! Salutations to the sage Brahma.

Touching his mouth, he says:

Om gayatryai ccandase namalJ.

Om! Salutations to the meter GayatrI.

Touching his heart, he says:

Om matr:kayai sarasvatyai devatayai namalJ.

Om! Salutations to the goddess mother Sarasvati.

S3'fhere is a conceptual pun taking place here. The term miitrkii, means both alphabetic symbols and
mother. Consonants cannot be uttered without the use of vowels. Thus when consonants combine with
vowels they are fertile mothers of sound vibration.

S40ne form of the Goddess's manifestation is as Vac, sound or speech vibration. Actually, "vac" should
be understood more comprehensively as the essential vibration of every conceptualization (thus every
manifestation) which can be recognized through linguistic labels, and thus uttered (sabda). By imprinting
his immaculate body (transformed through bhataiuddhz) with the complete primary syllabary of the Sanskrit
language, the purohita transforms it into the vibrational body of the goddess.

SSThe term "haZaR refers to all the consonants which are said to be seeds (bfja). The vowels are called
svara, and are said to be energy (salaz). The symbolism of Siva-Sakti is apparent in this identification. The
consonant (Siva) is lifeless (sava) without combination with the vowel (Sakti) at which point it gains
potency. One could also say that a Brahma-Sarasvati union is occurring producing creative potential.

An alternate interpretation, also suggested by the ritualists (but not supported by these mantras),
sees the collection of consonants as the generative source (yoni), and the vowels as the fertilizing seed.
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Touching himself at the lower back just above the region of the anus, he says:

Om halbhyofJ bfjebhyofJ namafJ.

Om! Salutations to the seed consonants.

Touching the sides of his thighs and sweeping down to his ankles, he says:

Om svarebhyofJ saktibhyofJ namah.

On! Salutations to the energy vowels.

Then passing his hands over his whole body, palms facing forward he says:

Om klfn:z ki1akliya namafJ.

Om! Salutations to the bolt Klft11. S6

Kara Nyasa (Imprintment on the Hands)

The purohita proceeds with the ritual of placement of syllables in the fingers of

the hand (kara nyasa). He recites the following mantras:

Om an:z kan:z khan:z gan:z ghan:z nan:z an:z angu~thabhyam namafJ·
Om in:z can:z chan:z jan:z jhan:z 1'I111!t iirt tarjanfbhyam svaha.
Om un:z tan:z than:z 4an:z 4han:z lJan:z iin:z madhyamabhyam va~at.
Om en:z tan:z than:z dan:z dhan:z nan:z ain:z anamikiibhyam hun:z.
Om on:z pam phan:z ban:z bhan:z mun:z aun:z kani~thabhyam vau~at.
Om an:z yan:z ran:z lan:z van:z san:z ~an:z san:z han:z ~an:z afJ karatala pr:~habhyam astraya
phat· S7

5%is magical formula" KIf,!,!" unleashes or unlocks the power of the mantras which have been fixed
with a bolt/pin/nail (krlaka) ("like a door shut with a bar," I was told). The notion of such a fastening pin
is not uncommon in Tantric and Siikta ritual practices. An important appendage (anga) to the Durgii
SaptaSatf is called the Kflaka and is recited just before the text itself. Normally the laiaka is thought to
release the power contained in the mantras. In the context of the nyasa ritual, where syllables are being
imprinted on the body, the ldlaka is both releasing the power of these vibrations and fastening them onto
the purohita's body.

In other applications of ritual activity, I was told by some adepts, laiaka bfjas are used, in
conjunction with nails, to fasten exorcised spirits to trees. Inadvertent removal of such a nail can have dire
consequences including possession by malevolent spirits.

57The endings nama!}, swJhii, v~at, hUf?1, va~at, and pha! are called the jiiti and are used in kara
nytisa and anga nyasa.

The purohita has placed the consonants and vowels of the Sanskrit language into his hands after
suffixing the nasal ending (anusvara) to them. In his two thumbs (aiigu~[ha) he places the aspirated and
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Aiiga nyasa (Imprintment of the Limbs)

The purohita proceeds to place the syllables in the limbs (anga) of his body. He

uses the same combination of syllables but ends the mantras thus while pointing to the

appropriate body part.

Pointing to the heart with the palm of the hand: ... hrdayttya namal]..

Pointing to the head with the fingertips of the hand: ... sirase svaha.

Pointing to the top-knot with the tip of the thumb: ... sikhiiyai va~ar.

With both hands embracing the body: ... kavacaya hUJrl.58

With three fingers indicating the three eyes (middle finger pointing to the third eye): ,.
. . netratrayaya vau~ar.

Moving his hands around each other and slapping the palm of the left hand briskly with
two fingers of the right hand he says: ... karatala pr~abhyam astraya poor. 59

Antarmatrka Nyasa (Internal Imprintment of Syllables)

The purohita begins to imprint the syllables on the inner parts of his body. He

non-aspirated guttural consonants and corresponding nasal, sandwiched between the vowel "a" and its
increased (vrddhi) form, "long a" (i.e., a) This envelopment (sampu!a) of consonants by vowels unifies
and empowers them. A similar procedure is used in certain forms of recitation (sampU!a pii!ha) of the
Durgii Saptaiatr. In the index fingers (tarjan!), he places the palatal consonants and corresponding nasal,
between "in and "long i." The retroflex (hard palate) consonants and nasal are placed between "un and
"long u" in the middle fingers (madhyama). The dental consonants and nasal, boxed between "en and its
vrddhi "ai" are imprinted on the un-named or ring fingers (anamika). On the little fingers (kan4rha), he
places the labials and corresponding nasal, enclosed by the vowel "0" and its vrddhi form "au." Finally
in the backs (Pmha) and palms of his hand (karatala), he places the semivowels, sibilants, and conjunct
consonant, "k~" contained between the nasal (anusvara) and aspirated endings (visarga).

58The body is here referred to as an armour (kavaca). This is because it has already been transformed
(through bhutaiuddhi) into adamantine substance. An important quality of this bodily material, conveyed
through the term, kavaca, is its impenetrable, unassailable (durga), and protective nature.

5~e choice of limbs reflects the divine status of the purohita's body. While the heart, head, top-knot,
divine armour, and third eye are readily linked with the divine, the inclusion of the hands is interesting.
The hands, it will be noted, were first imprinted with the syllables in kara nyiisa before these were
transferred to the limbs. I suggest that the hands (and body) could be seen as the representative symbol of
devotional service and action (kanna), while heart and head (manas) symbolize feeling and loving devotion
(bhakti), and the head and third eye correspond to intellect, knowledge Unana), and wisdom.
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begins at the energy vortex of sound and speech vibration (visuddhi cakra), located at the

base of the throat (kaf}rha mula). Visualizing a sixteen-petalled lotus there, he places all

the fourteen vowels, anusvara and visarga in the following manner. Sandwiching each

between "Om" and "namaI:t," he proceeds saying:

Om am namah, om tim namah, om im namah, om tm namah, om um namah, om am
namaJj, om~ namalJ.: om i!"!l"namalJ.,· om If!l ~amalJ., om If!l ~amalJ., o'm ef!l n~malJ., om
aif!l namalJ., om Of!l namalJ., om aUf!l namalJ., om af!l namalJ., om alJ. namalJ..

Next at the energy plexus of the primal sound (nlida), (anahata cakra), the seat of the

limited self (jfvatman), located in the region of the heart, he visualizes a twelve petalled

lotus. There he imprints the first twelve consonants, saying:

Om kaf!l namalJ., om khaf!l namalJ., om gaf!l namalJ., om ghaf!l namalJ., om iiaf!l namalJ.,
am caf!l namaf!l, am chaf!l namalJ., omjaf!l namalJ., omjhaf!l namalJ., am flaf!l namalJ., am
(af!l namalJ., om (haf!l namalJ..

In the region of the navel, at the maf}ipura cakra, he visualizes a ten petalled lotus and

places the next ten consonants:

Om 4af!l namalJ., am 4haf!l namalJ., om TJaf!l namalJ., om taf!l namalJ., om thaf!l namalJ., am
daf!l namalJ., om dhaf!l namalJ., am naf!l namalJ., am Paf!l namalJ., om phaf!l namalJ..

In the region of the base of the male sexual organ, at the svadhi~rhlina cakra, he

visualizes a six petalled lotus, and places the next six consonants and semi vowels:

Om baf!l namalJ., om bhaf!l namalJ., am maf!l namalJ., om yaf!l namalJ., om raf!l namalJ., am
lam namah.

" "

At the base plexus (mullidhara cakra), the seat of the serpent energy (ku1J4alint), located

in the region of the perineum between the genitals and the anus, he visualizes a four

petalled lotus and imprints the last semi-vowel and sibilants:

Om Vaf!l namalJ., om saf!l namalJ., om ~af!l namalJ., am Saf!l namalJ..

Then moving to the energy plexus at the region of the third eye at the joining point of

the eyebrows, the seat of mind, the lijfili cakra, he visualizes a two petalled lotus. There

he places the aspirate syllable and the conjunct consonant.

Om haf!l namalJ., om ~af!l namalJ..
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Bahir/Bahya Mat~kaNyasa (Externallmprintment of Syllables)

Having completed this internal nylisa through meditative visualization and mantra,

the purohita proceeds to perform and external placement of syllables, with the aid of

physical action. He begins with a meditative visualization and manifestation (dhyana) of

mlit"(klis thus:

Paftcasallipibhir vibhakta mukha dofJ, panamadhya vaksasthalaml
bhasvan mauli nivaddha candrasakalam apfna tutigastaniml
mudram ak:ia gUT}am sudhi14hya kalasam vidyaftca hastambujair vivhranam visada
prabham trinayanam vagdevatam asraye.

I am taking recourse in the divinity of speech, who has her body made of fifty syllables
differentiated, that have taken part in constituting the limbs of the deity like the face, the
two arms, the middle portion, etc. She has decorated her head with the disc of the moon
and she has well formed large breasts. In one of her hands she has taken a rosary of
rudr~a [beads] and the mudra (here the purohita assumes the vaikhanasa mudra where
his index finger touches the thumb) and a jar and a replica of a book are held with her
lotus hands. She is luminous, with three eyes, emanating clear light.

Then touching his forehead, he proceeds with the nyasa.

SaI¢lara Mat~ka Nyasa (Enfolding/Collapsing/Compressing Imprintment of

Syllables)

The purohita follows the same procedure as the external matrka nyasa but in

reverse.60

Pi1ha Nyasa (lmprintment of Seats)

The purohita now assigns the various seats or abodes (pi[ha) of the goddess to

appropriate body partS. 61 Touching his heart, he says:

6>J'hrough this process he enfolds the vibrational body of the goddess into his own.

61The term, pf~ha (altar or seat), is commonly associated with the legend of the goddess 5a11, the parts
of whose body are scattered over the Indian subcontinent. The location of each of her body parts is a pf~ha

of the goddess, the most important being at Kamariipa where the sexual organ (yoni) of Sat! fell. L. Renou
and D. C. Sircar (1973), point out the relationship between the notion ofp[~ha and the sexual organ of the
Devi, symbolically akin to the linga of Siva. Thus the pf{ha is conceptually the sexual organ (yoni, bhliga)
of the Devi, from where all creation emerges. In her role as giver of spiritual attainments (Siddhidatn),
the places where yogins have attained perfection (siddhi) are called siddha pf~has. The Durga Mandir in
Banaras is frequently referred to as such a siddha pi!ha, and the stone lotus icon which is reverentially
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Om tidhara saktaye namaJ:t1
Om kUrmaya namaJ:t1
Om anantaya namal:tl
Om pfthivyai namaJ:t.
Om ~[ra samudraya namalJ.
Om svetaavfpaya namalJ.
Om maTJim0JJ4apaya namalJ.
Om kalpaV1:~aya namalJ.
Om maTJivedikaya namalJ.
Om ratnasuruuisanaya namalJ.

Om! Salutations to the supreme supporting power, the tortoise, the endless serpent, the
earth, the sea of milk, the white island, the jewelled pavilion, the wish-fulfilling tree, the
jewelled altar, the jewelled throne.62

Touching his right shoulder, he says:
left shoulder
right thigh
left thigh
mouth (opening of face)
left flank
navel
right flank
heart

Om dharmtiya namah.
jfilintiya
vairtigytiya
aisvarytiya
adharmtiya
ajfilintiya
avairagytiya
anaiSvarytiya
ananttiya
padmtiya

Om! Salutations to righteousness, knowledge, dispassion, royal power, wickedness,
ignorance, passion, base weakness, the endless serpent, the lotus. 63

He then says:

AJ!l arkamalJ4alaya dvtidaSa kaltitmane namalJ.
U'!l somam0JJ4alaya ~odasa kaltitmane namalJ.

touched by devotees as their most intimate contact point with the Devi: is also called the Devi pt~ha.
The pitha nytisa will again be repeated during the special offering (vise~a argha) ritual of Durga

Piija. The current set of nyasas, it should be remembered, although within the bodhana rituals, are
essentially part of the general preliminary practices (stiml1nya vidhi) prior to the actual awakening
procedure. During vise~a argha the nyasa will be performed on a conch shell which represents the pt~ha

of the goddess.

6~e pf~has referred to here are not the commonly understood sacred places of the goddess as
enumerated in the pr~hanirnaya or puriiQic texts. They are far more encompassing cosmic and divine
entities. The term for "throne," sirrzhasana, literally means "lion seat." It informs our understanding of
Durga's mount (vl1hana), the lion, which establishes her position of rulership.

63'fhe Devl's ambivalent nature is clearly indicated in these abodes.
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Man; vahnimaTJ4alltya dasa kaltitmane nama!}. 64

Kara and Aiiga Nyasa

The purohita repeats the imprintment on the hand and limbs.

~yadi Nyasa (Imprintment of the Revealer and Others.)

He utters:

Sirasi brahmafJ£ r:~ltye namal]..
Mukhe gltyatryai cchandase namalJ.
Hr:daya durgayai devattiyai namalJ,.
Guhye du'!l bfjaya namalJ,.
PMayoh dwrz saktaye namalJ.
Sarvange~u klif!l !a1aka namalJ,.

Salutations to the revealer Brahma in the head, to the meter GayatrI in the mouth, to the
goddess Durga in the mouth, to the seed syllable Dmp. in the anus (literally, the hidden
part, also understood as the mfllMhara), to the sakti Durp. in the two feet, and to the
fastening pin Kllrp. in the entire body.

Vyapaka Nyasa (Pervasive Imprintment)

The purohita makes a general movement of the hands down the front of the body

and back up over the head. He repeats it perhaps seven or nine times.

The purohita has finally completed the various nyasas in this portion of the ritual.

His body is not only transformed into pure substance through bhatafuddhi, but effectively

imprinted with the vibrational capacity to bring about manifestation. It is also now a

prtha, a creative abode and source of the goddess.

Pra~yama

He once again performs prti1Jliytima, this time with the bija "HrIrp."

This completes the bodhana rituals prior to actually awakening the DevI.

64'fhe understanding is that arka (sun) is the pramliT}a aspect (the instrument of knowledge), soma
(moon) is the prameya aspect (the thing that is known, the knowable), and vahni (fire) is the pramii aspect
(the knowing subject). All three are fused in the person of the purohita.

Through the pf!ha nytisa, the purohita's body is itself transformed into a seat of the Dev}.
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GaI;lesa Pfijii

Now that the preliminaries have been finished, the purohita moves to the

awakening (bodhana) of the goddess. He starts with a puja to Gar:tesa, who among all

the deities must be propitiated first. 65 Taking a flower from the flower plate, he

performs the meditative visualization (dhyana) of Gar:tesa.66

Om kharvam sthfdatanum gajendra vadnam lambodaram sundaram/
praryandam madhugandha lubdha madhapa/
vyalola gaTJ4asthalam danta gha(a vidaritarirudhirailJ, sindura sobhakaram/
vande sailasutasutam galJapatim siddhipradam karmasu.

I pay obeisance to the son of ParvatI, the daughter of Himalaya. He is considered to be
the lord of hosts (attending deities of Siva). In stature he is short; his body is robustly
built. His face is that of an excellent elephant. He is a pot-bellied person, yet beautiful.
His two cheeks are full of bees attracted by the scent of the ichor that oozes from it. He
is beautiful because of being smeared with vermillion throughout his body and also with
the flow of blood of the enemies who have been killed by the blow of his tusk. I pay
obeisance to that god who is the giver of success in every effortY

Generally this dhyana is performed twice. First a flower is placed in the palm of his

hand and with the dhyana mudra moved in front of his heart. 68 It is then placed on the

top of his head. The purohita then performs the dhyana again with a flower placed on

a tripod. 69

6SThe primacy in ritual worship afforded to GaJ:leSa is attributed to his role as a guardian deity and as
the "Lord of Obstacles. " His iconographic image is often found on the portals of temples and recalls the
mythic event in which he tried to prevent Siva from entering Parvati's chambers.

66} have used the term meditative visualization to acknowledge the common translation of the term
"dhyana" (meditation). The dhyanas performed during puja are perhaps better translated as creative
visualization, since they actually provide the matrices for the manifestation of the deities.

67This dhyana is considered to be the most commonly used one to GaJ:1eSa. It identifies GaJ:leSa as
Parvatl's (sailasutlisutam) son. It reinforces the identification between vermillion and blood. Vermillion
(sindura) is traditionally used to decorate elephants (sinduratilaka). The word sindura (with a short "un)
also means elephant. GaJ:1eSa is propitiated as the "remover of obstacles."

68Among the ritualists with whom I studied, the dhyana mudra was interchangeably referred to as the
yoni mudra.

69Jbe purohita uses the flower as the orifice through which the deity can manifest. By holding it in the
dhyana/yoni mudra by his heart, GaJ:leSa is born through his heart-mind activity. (Note: the term manas
is identified both with the heart and the mind, indicating an integrated mental and emotional faculty). The
flowering forth, or blossoming of the deity is frequently represented by images of the deity atop a flower,
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The purohita now worships GaJ::lesa with the commonly performed devotional

ritual consisting of five offerings (pafica upacara paja).

1. Taking a fragrant ointment (gandha) such as sandal paste, he offers it, saying "Om!

Garp.! Obeisance to GaneSa. "70

E~a gandhalJi Om gliJ'!l galJesaya namalJ..

2. Taking a most excellent flower (sacchandanam p~pam), he worships GaneSa-, saying:

Etat sacchandanam pu~pam/ Om gliJ'!l galJesaya namalJ..

3. Taking incense (dhapa), such as camphor (karpara), he offers it saying:

E~a dhUpahl Om gliJ'!l galJeSaya namalJ,.

4. He next worships with light from a flame, perhaps using a lamp (dfpa) of clarified

butter (ghz), saying:

E~a dfpalJ,! Om gliJ'!l galJesaya namalJ..

5. And lastly he makes a small offering of food (naivedyam), such as a piece of sugar

cane, or a piece of banana, saying:71

Etan naivedyam/ Om gciJ'!l galJesaya namalJ..

He finishes the Ganesa paja with:

Om devendra maulimandara makarandaka1J.arufJi1JJ vighnlin harantu devendra
cara1JQmbuja relJavah.

normally a lotus. When he places the flower on his head, he is allowing his body to serve as the matrix
for divine manifestation. He may include a mental offering (mdnasa upacara) to the deity. When he finally
places the flower atop the tripod during the second dhyana, the purohita provides an independent locus for
the deity's manifestation.

7O"Gii~· is the seed syllable (bfja) of G~eSa.

7\ In certain piijas there may be hundreds of such morsels of food offerings (naiYe!iya), which vary in
size. A small piece of flower petal is often placed on each one as it is offered to the deity by the purohita
so as not to lose count. The large numbers of !laivedy-~may correspond to the number of deities present
in the murtis, but may also be offered to deities present in disembodied form. To offer vaived--sas., the
purohita sanctifies them with some water, and with a flower offered to the superintending deity (e.g.,
Visnu, Durga). He then offers them to the deities themselves.
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Piija to the Other Gods, Goddesses, and Celestial Beings

Prefacing his words of obeisance with, "these flowers and fragrances (ete

gandhapu~pe)" the purohita makes offerings to all the other important deities as follows:

Ete gandapu~pe I Om sivadi pallcadevatabhyo namalJ.
I Om adityadi navagrahebhyo namalJ,.
I Om indradi dafadikp(jJebhyo namalJ,.
I Om matsyadi dafavatarebhyo namalJ,.
I Om gangtiyai namalJ,.

Since he is performing the puja in Banaras, he adds:

I Om visvanCithtiya namalJ,.
I Om annapilrTJtiya namalJ.

Continuing with:

I Om nartiyaTJtiya namalJ,.
10m laksmyai namalJ.
I Om sarasvatyai namalJ.

Om! Obeisance to the five deities beginning with Siva, to the nine planets beginning with
Aditi, to the ten guardians of the directions beginning with Indra, to the ten incarnations
beginning with Matsya, to Ganga, to Visvanatha, to Annapiir~a, to Naray~a, to LaksmI,
to SarasvatI.72

Bhiitapasarana (Removal of Inimical Spirits)

Taking some white mustard seed, he utters the mantra:

Vettilasca pisacasca r~asasca san-srpalJ,1
apasarpantu te sarve ye canye vighnakiiraklilJI
vinayak/i vighnakaralJ, mahogra yajlladviso pisitasanascal
siddharthakailJ, vajrasamana kalpailJ, maya nirastalJ, vidiSalJ, prayantu.

Vampires, goblins, fiends, and creeping entities be gone from this place, you and any
others who are the creator of obstacles. Those who are the creators of obstructions and
agents for misguiding people, very fierce by nature, inimical to oblations and sacrifice,
eaters of raw meat, by the means of this white mustard which resemble thunderbolts
(vajra), are removed by me.

And he disperses the mustard seed in different directions.73

72'fhe purohita may add as many deities as he desires here, often including his chosen personal deity
(iyfadevattt). He definitely makes offerings to all the deities present in the yajamana's home shrine.

73'fhe passage serves as exemplary evidence of how the liturgy itself partakes in the interpretation of
ritual substance and activity. The white mustard (siddharthaka) is compared to thunderbolts (vajra) which
disperse the spirits. The preceding offerings to Siva and a host of other deities has attracted a variety of
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Kara and Aiiga Nyasa

The purohita now again performs kara nytisa and anga nytisa with the bfja,

"Hnm."74

Durga Dhyana (Meditative Visualization of Durga)

Grasping a flower in the yoni mudra by his heart, the purohita performs a

meditative visualization (dhyana) of Durga.75

Manasa Upacara (Heart-mind Devotional Service)

Placing the flower on his head, thepurohita, with appropriate sentiments (manas)

mentally visualizes offering various materials to Durga.76

ViS~a Argha (The Special Offering)

The purohita draws a square (bhupura) with water from his finger on the floor

to his left. Within this square he draws a circle (ma¢ala) and within that a triangle

(trikolJ-a). Inside the triangle he writes the bfja, "DuqI." He worships this yantra with the

words, "These flowers and fragrances (ete gandhapu~pe)" preceding "Om! Obeisance to

the Supporting Power, the Tortoise, the Endless Serpent, and the Earth." He offers

sandal paste and flowers while making the utterances.

Ete gandhapuwel Om adhara saktaye namalJ,/
Om lalrmo:ya namalJ/
Om ananttiya namalJ,/
Om pr:thivyai namalJ.

unwanted entities, which have to be held at bay or dispersed.

7"The nyasas transform his body into the vibrational body of the goddess, capable of manifestation.

7SThe dhyana will be given in detail in a later section of the description.

7&rhis may be the traditional five (paflca) , ten (daSa), or most likely, the sixteen (sodaia) item
offerings, since Durga is the central deity in this paja.
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He places a tripod on the diagram.77 The vise~a argha is not prepared in the

kosa or kuSe as in the case of the samanya argha, but in a conch shell.78 The conch

(saiikha) is purified with water and the mantra, "Huql pha~." The purohita then places

it on the tripod worshipping both the conch and the tripod with flowers and sandalpaste

while uttering, "These flowers and fragrances (ete gandhapuspe)." He fills it with water

saying:

A1?1 sarya malJ4,alaya dvtidasa kaltitmane namalJ,/
U1?1 soma malJ4,alaya so4asa kaltitmane namalJ,/
Ma1?1 vahni malJ4,alaya dasa kaltitmane namalJ,.

Arp.! Salutations to the disc of the sun consisting of twelve divisional elements.
UIp.! Salutations to the disc of the moon consisting of sixteen divisional elements.
MaIp.! Salutations to the disc of fire consisting of ten subtle elements (digits).79

At the open tip of the conch, he places flowers, dUrva grass, kuSa grass, sandal

paste, and washed rice, while uttering the Durga brja, "Duql." He covers the conch with

dhenu mudra, transforming the water into ambrosial nectar (amrta), and with matsya

mudra, to signify its completion. Then inserting his middle fmger into the conch, in the

aiikuSa mudra, with a vigorous stirring motion he utters:

Om gange ca yamune ca ...

inducing the sacred rivers to flow into the vessel. 80 He then repeats the seed syllable of

77'fhe tripod is an important ritual apparatus and may be quite ornate. Among its symbolic referents
are the various triads of primary qualities (trigUl}a) through which the Dev! as Pralqti or Sakti manifests,
namely sattva, rajas, or tamas gufJO., or icchli, jfll1na, and kriya talai.

78Unlike the conch shells used for blowing into (in worship and battle), these are left naturally sealed
at one end.

79Jne prafJO.va or omkara, "Aum," or "Om" is composed of the letters "A," "U," and "M,"
corresponding the sun, the moon, and fire respectively. The essence of the praIJava is the Dev!.

The argha is often connected with sun worship, but here the sun, moon, and fire are linked, along
with their constituent parts, and identified with the DeVi.

SOSee the previous discussion of Slimlinya agrha for the translation and interpretation of this activity.
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Durga, "Du~," and invokes the deity from his heart into the conch and water.81 Taking

some water from the conch with kuSa grass, the purohita sprinkles it all around him and

places a small quantity in the pra~ani patra, the container from which water is offered

to the deity. 82

Durga Avahana (Invocation of Durga)

BhagavatI Durga is then invoked (awihana) into the conch with this mantra: 83

Hrff!l bhagavati durge devi iha agacchal
iha ti~ha iha ti~rhal
atra adhisthanam kuru
mama pajam gfha'!a.

Hr~! 0 blessed goddess Durga, come here, stay here, stay here, take up residence here,
accept my worship.

Durga Mantra

The purohita then worships Durga with this mantra:

Om durge durge rakrani svaha/
hrff!l durgttyai namalJ.

Om! 0 Durga, 0 Durga, 0 protectress, Svaha.84

Hr~! Obeisance to Durga.

81Among the diverse interpretations of the argha (samanya and vise~a) is that it is an offering made
to the deity. Thus the water is purified, transformed into nectar, and given to the deity to drink. While this
would seem appropriate for the argha within the sixteen-part offerings (iodaSa upacara) , a more
compelling interpretation is that the argha is the Devi herself. As previously stated, the unmanifest DevI,
through the matrix of the yantra, engenders the creative orifice (yoni) of the conch, by means of the tripod
on which it rests, through which she herself manifests.

82This is generally the /wsa. It is clear that the water which is offered to the deity is different from the
water in the argha, which could be thought of as the deity. A certain circularity is present in the conceptual
symbols of the ritual, for ultimately, the DevI is offered nothing else but parts of her own manifest form.

83D.C. Sircar (1973) speculates on the etymology of the term "bhagavatf," which means one who
possesses the female reproductive organ (bhaga) , suggesting that it might predate the masculine form
"bhagavan" which is now synonymous with "Blessed One" or "God."

84Although the term svahd is used as an utterance at the end of mantras, particularly in the fire oblation
rituals (homa), it is also an epithet of the Devi (e.g., Durga SaptaSatr 4.7).
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~odasa Upacara (Sixteen Part Devotional Service)

The purohita worships Durga with sixteen aspects of devotional service (~odasa

upacara). Each has an appropriate mantra. 8S They may be subdivided thus:

1. lisana (seating the DevI)
2. svagata (welcoming the DevI)
3. padya (washing the feet of the Devi)
4. argha (making a worship offering to the DevI)
5. acamanfya (offering sips of water
6. punaracamanfya (offering sips of water again)
7. madhuparka (offering a honeyed mixture)
8. snana (bathing the DevI)
9. vastraluttanya (offering an outer garment to the DevI)
10.libh14analabhara1'}a (ornamenting the DevI)
11.gandha (anointing the DevI with fragrances)
12.p~pa (offering flowers)
13.dhupa (offering fragrances)
14.drpa (worship with a flame offering)
15.naivedya (food offerings)86
16.praTJamalvandana (paying homage)

In this final part, the purohita pays obeisance by repeating the mantra of Durga, "Dum,"

at least ten times.

Worship of the Bilva (Wood-apple) Tree87

The purohita now worships the bi/va tree with the mantra:

Om bilva Vl:k~tlya namaI?-.

Om! Obeisance to the bi/va tree.

SSWbat exactly constitutes the sixteen parts of this worship varies somewhat since certain parts (e.g.,
the food offerings, naivedya) may be subdivided and included in the count. The extended description of
this part of the ritual will occur later in the study.

8%ese may be fruit (phala), homemade food or racana (lai/taja; RISkt), lada and other sweets
(mi(hai), betel nut (tambula), panarthodaka, and so on.

87The wood apple (bilva) tree grows large and is considered sacred to Siva. Its leaves grow in triads
which resemble his trident (trisula). The tree is reputed to have innumerable medicinal properties, and the
fruit produces a most refreshing beverage in the hot summer months.
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He proceeds to perform the five-fold devotional service (panca upacara) to it. 88

Bodhana of Durga in the Bilva Tree

The purohita now prays:

AiJ?l rilvalJasya vadhilrthaya rtimasilnugrahiiyacal
akille brahmanil bodho devyilstvayi Ja:ta puril.

Airp! For the purpose of killing RavaJ:la, and for showing grace to Rama, the great
Brahma awakened you, divine lady, untimely, in the holy past.89

AhamapyilSvine tadvad bodhayami sureSvarfml
dharmilrtha kama molqiiya bhavasobhane.

I, too, in the same way, awaken the lady of all divine beings in Asvina for the purpose
of righteousness, wealth, desire, and liberation (Le., the four aims of existence). 0
beautiful one, be graceful (Le., bestow boons on me.)

SakreTJa sangabodhya svarajyamilptam tasmildahamtvam pratibodhayami/
yathaiva rilmena hato dasasyasthaiva satran vinipiltiiyilmi/
devi caTJ4atmike caTJ4i calJf!avigraha kilriTJi/
bi/va salaam samasrtya ti~h{a devf yathasukham.

After awakening you, Indra (Sakra) obtained his own domain once again, therefore I also
cause you to awaken.
As by Rama, ten headed RavaJ:la was killed, in the same way, I shall also cause my
enemies to fall.
o deity with the characteristic of dread, 0 dreadful one, who makes a very terrible war,
taking this branch of the bi/va tree as your abode, please remain here according to your
pleasure. 90

88This consists of gandha, p~pa, dhapa, dfpa, and naivedya.

89'fhe mythic reference to Rama's worship of Durga, as well as the untimely awakening of the Devi
is clearly articulated here. It is Brahma who awakens her on Rama's behalf for RavllQ.a's destruction.

9OW'ithout specific reference to any particular incident, Indra's regaining of his sovereignty is attributed
to the Devl. This could allude to a similar reference in the Dev( Bhagavata PuraTJa, where Indra's defeat
of Vrtra is attributed to the Asvina Navaratra paja. While Rama's untimely worship is that by an incarnate
god on earth, Indra's worship is an earlier precedent purely among the gods. It reveals a pattern of
worship: first by the gods themselves, then by the incarnate gods on earth, and finally by exceptional
humans, who by the very act become godlike.

The martial purposes of awakening Durga are stressed in the first and third verses while the
second verse mentions the other reasons.

The goddess is attributed with the characteristic of dread.
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Offerings (Bali) to the ~etrapaJ.as (Guardians of the Field)

The purohita now makes offerings to the guardians of the field (ksetraplila) ,

deities who protect the sacred space in which the ritual is taking place. He prays with

folded hands that they will accept the offerings made to them:

Om ~etrapa1adayaIJ sarve sarvaSanti phalapradiilJ ptlja vighnaviniiSaya mama
grhnantvimam baUm.

Let all the protectors of the field, the givers of all sorts of peacefulness for the purpose
of the removal of obstacles regarding the ritual made by me, receive this offering.

Then he offers the mixture of unhusked pulse (Skt/H. m/4alurad) , mixed with curd,

placed on a bilva leaf, which is placed on a yantra which he draws with cowdung on the

floor. He says:

E~a mt4a bhakta balilJl Om k~etrapaladibhyolJ namaIJ.

This is a sacrificial offering of a portion of pulse.
Om! Obeisance to the guardians of the field and others.

Prayers to the Bhiitas (Elementals) and other Spirits

With folded hands he prays:

Om bhtlta daitya pisacasca gandharva r~asam gafJi1l!./
siddhim kurvantu te sarve mama grhnantvimam baUm.

Om! Elemental spirits, devils, goblins (literally, IIeaters of raw flesh," and the host of
heavenly musicians and demonic fiends should give me successful attainment (siddhi) of
my end and should receive my offering. 91

When making the actual offering of the leaf plate with pulse and curd (dadhi), he says:

E~a mt4a bhakta baUlJ1 Om bhtluidibhyolJ namaIJ.

This is a sacrificial offering of a portion of pulse.
Om! Obeisance to the elemental spirits and others.

91 The spirits here are not dispersed as in bhatapasarana, but are propitiated and enjoined to help the
ritual succeed. Their capacity to bestow attainment (siddhi) links them with the Devl, who possesses the
epithets of Siddhidatri (Bestower of Attainment) and Bhiita Nayika (Leader of the Elementals). Durgii is
also referred to as the Great Demoness (mahiisurt) (Durga SaptaSatr 1.58)

I was told that one may also understand these prayers as meaning that the gross and subtle senses
(bhata) should not behave inappropriately during this ritual.
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After each of these offerings he washes his hands.92

Once again with folded hands, he prays:

Om tltikinl, yoginfcaiva mtitaro devayonayalJ, ntintirnpadhartinityam mama g,:hnantvimam
balim.

Om! I?akinls, yoginls, mothers, and all those who are born of the divine (devayoni), who
always assume different forms, should receive my offering.93

With the actual offering, he says:

E~a m~a bhakta balilJ,/ Om tltikinytidibhyolJ, namaiJ..

This is a sacrificial offering of a portion of pulse.
Om! Obeisance to the <,lakinis and others.

Next he prays:

Om tiditytidi graha ca ku~mti1J4ti r~astisca indrtidyascaiva dikpala mama g"(hnantvimam
balim.

All the planets, beginning with the sun, those called ~maJ:l<,las, raksasas, protectors of
the quarters, like Indra and others should receive my offerings. 94

With the offering, he says:

E~a m~a bhakta balilJ,l Om tiditytidibhyolJ, namalJ,.

This is a sacrificial offering of a portion of pulse.
Om! Obeisance to the sun and others.95

Invocation (Avahana) of the Bilva Tree

The purohita now invokes the divine bilva tree to manifest in the bilva tree on the

92These offerings appear to bring a measure of pollution onto the purohita, which he must remove
through the purifying power of flowing water.

93The devayoni are celestial beings who are divinely born and include among their ranks the
fountainheads of sciences (vidyadhara), the ldnnaras, heavenly damsels (apsaras), and others.

~e inclusion of the term K~J:JW:1l,la in this category of beings may suggest a capacity to grab aspects
of people, like the planetary forces (graha). The Durga at Durga Mandir is well-known as K~miiJ;14a Devl,
indicating sovereignty over this ill-defined class of beings, and pointing to an aspect of her nature.

95The entire set of foregoing offerings symbolically link the Devi: to a range of spirits, demigods and
demi goddesses, and demons. It resonates with Durga's epithet of the great demoness (mahlisurt) in the
Durga Saptaiatf.
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altar where it will be worshipped as Durga.

Om meru mandara kailasa himavat sikare giraujatah srfphalavr:~atvamambiktiyah sada
priyaIJ srf saila sikhare jatah srf phalaIJ srf niketanalJ netabyo 'si maya gaccha pujyo
durga svarupataIJ.

Born from Mem, Mandara, and KailaSa, at the top of the Himalaya mountains, you tree
called "srfphalavr:~a (tree of the fruit of auspiciousness)" have always been a favourite
to Ambika (the consort of Siva). You are born at the top of SrI Saila, and for this reason
you are called "srI phala" and the abode of auspiciousness. You are to be carried by me
to the place of worship (altar) and be worshipped as Durga there. 96

Ka~~ Rop~am (Erecting the Staffs)

He now proceeds to perform the ritual of closing off the sacred space, by placing

four forked sticks, implanted in clay balls at four comers around the jar. He utters the

mantras:

And then circumscribes the sticks about seven times with red thread.97

Durga Japa (Repetition of the Durga Mantra)

The purohita now begins to repeat (japa) the Durga Mantra counting on the

fingers (karajapa) in a special ritualized way. This ten count is done at least ten times

and the repetition (japa) is offered to the left hand of the goddess, saying:

Om guhytiti guyha goptrf tvam gr:han asmat kTJam japam siddhir bhavantu me devf tvat
prastidam mahe1van-.

Om! You are the protector of the secret of all secrets, please receive my repetition of the
mantra and thus attainment may follow by your grace.

9&[here are several symbols juxtaposed in this prayer, including a conceptual "pun." The tree is born
atthe top of the cosmic mountains Mem, etc., linking it with the axis mundi. Born at the top of mount
SaiIa, it is equated with Sailaputri (Daughter of the Mountain), an epithet of Durga. As the favorite of
Ambikii, the tree is equated with Siva, whose name means "auspiciousness." The bilva is the abode of
auspiciousness and its fruit is "auspiciousness" (srfphala). Of course, the term Sri also links the tree and
Durgii to the goddess Lak~nii.

97See interpretation in the previous section on kiITJ4a ropalJam. I am inclined to interpret the process
as a planting ritual, not of grain, but of orchards. There appear to be elements of pruning, grafting,
transplanting, and protecting the trees in this ritual.
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With this utterance, the purohita places consecrated water on the left hand of Durga in

her manifestation (svarupa) as the bilva tree. 98

Worship of Durga

Now the purohita says:

Om sarva mangala mangalye sive sarvartha sadhike saranye tryambake gaur[ narayalJ[
namo'stute.

You are the abode of all auspiciousness. 0 consort of Siva you are the giver of every
kind of object (you are the means by which one can achieve all sorts of desired ends).
You are the last resort, 0 mother of the three gods, salutations to you 0 Gaud, 0
NaraYaQ.I.

Ending of Bodhana

The purohita now places the right hand on the kosii with left at his inner elbow,

and recites a statement of completion.99

Om vi~lJurom tat sadadya a~vine masi sukle pakSe sa~rhytim tithau /a:taitat bhagavad
durgayalJ. bodhana karmalJi yad vaigU1Jyam jatam taddo~a prasamanaya vi~lJu
smara1Jamaham karirye.

Om! Whatever I have done regarding the bodhana rituals of goddess Durga on this day
of ~~1hi on the bright fortnight in the month of Asvina, whatever faults, flaws, and
ommissions have occured, I shall repeat "Om Vi~I.1u" ten times for allaying the defect.

Having done that, he says:

Om adya aSvine mtisi sukle pakSe, ~a~hayam tithau /a:taitat bodhana karma acchidram
astu

Om! Today, on this day of ~~1hi on the bright fortnight in the month of Asvina, may this
ritual called bodhana be free from all defects.

One of the attending brahamafJGs may reply:

Astu!

So be it.

98In the worship of a male god the meritorious action of japa is offered to the right side.

~s complements the sankalpa oath he took at the beginning of the ritual.
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ADHIVASA

Adhivtisanam, interpretively translated, means "colouring the self with

impressions." The purohita is said to "perfume the image." It is "teased with the colour

of his thought." The adivtisanam (or adhivtisa) is the process through which the essence

of the deity first, and subtly, permeates the image into which she will be invoked.too

The adhivtisa ritual is performed to the gha(a and the bi/va tree, because the DevI has

been invoked into the jar and the tree. After finishing all the anointings, the purohita

moves to the more elaborate clay images (murti) of the DeVi, and at a mininum makes

an offering of "flowers and fragrances (anena gandhena pu~pena ...). If time and

energy permits, he may perform the entire adhivtisa anointings again to the murtis. tOt

If the ~~(hi tithi does not extend past sunset (actually after 4:00 o'clock in the

evening) of the sixth day of Navaratra, bodhana is performed on the fifth day (pancami).

But if it does, then both bodhana and adhivtisa are done on the sixth day.

Preliminary Rituals

Svasti Vacanam (Utterance of Approval)

The purohita begins by taking some rice from the plate of worship materials and

gently throwing them down says:

Om somCJT!l rtijtinCJT!l varulJ,a1!l agni1!l anvtirabhlimahe/
tidityCJT!l vi~lJ,um silrya1!l brtihmalJanca br:haspatim/
Om svasti svasti svasti.

100An analogous process is used in the marriage ceremony. Prior to their meeting, the bride and groom
are each anointed with turmeric (Skt/H: haridralhaldi) and mustard oil which is rubbed on their bodies.
Some remnants of the oil from the groom's anointing, "perfumed" with the subtle essences of his body,
are mixed with oil with which the bride will be anointed.

The term is also to describe the patient, persistent, and ultimately unignorable waiting by a person
(e.g., a beggar) for attendance by another. This suggests the quality of beckoning and eager anticipation
in the adhivlisa ritual process.

lOlThe ritual allows one to see the process and mediums through which Durga manifests.
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[SV.191a]

Adhivasa Saiikalpa (Anointment Oath)

This is the same as the long satikalpa of bodhana except at the end where it is

changed as follows:

Om vi~1Jurom, ... , bhagavad durgt!yiiJ? subhadhivo.sana karama.ham kariryelkari~ami.

Om Visnu! ... I shall perform the most auspicious deed of anointment with regards to
Durga.

Saiikalpa Siikta (Oath Hymn)

Thepurohita then recites a safikalpa sukta which differs from the one recited after

the bodhana oath.

Om yajjagrato duram udaiti daivam tadu suptasya tathaivaitil
duram gamam jyot~o.m jyotirekam tanme manalJ sivasaflkalpamastu.

Whatever shines to the awakened one it shines at a distance, and when he remains asleep
it remains the same as arising. It is the light of all lights and the light of it goes far. Let
my mind remain awakened to the auspiciousness of that light.

Bhiitapasarana (Removal of Inimical Spirits)

Taking some white mustard seed in his hand and saying:

Om vetaltiSca . . .

the purohita scatters the seed in various directions dispersing the vampires and other

spirits hostile to the ritual about to be performed. After scattering them he propitiates the

elementals and others (bhutagalJa) with plidya (water for washing the feet) and argha

(durva grass, flowers, and rice), saying:

Etat ptidyam/ Om bhutagQlJebhyo!J namaIJ.
Idam argham/ Om bhutagQlJebhyo!J namaIJ.

Then, taking a prepared mixture of unhusked pulse (~a), curd (dadhz) , etc. (~a

bhakta bali), he says:

Om bhuta preta pisacasca ye vasantayatra bhurale/
te gr:hnantu maya datto balim e~a prastidhitaIJ/
pajita gandhap~padyair balibhistarpitiiStatha/
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ddad asmad vinilJ sftYa pujam pasyantu mat !a:ttlm.

The elemental spirits, ghosts, and other goblins who stay on the surface of the earth
should receive this offering of mine as has been prepared by me. Being worshipped with
sandal paste, flowers and other things, and having been satisfied by this special kind of
offering, they should go away from this spot and should watch the ritual presented by
me. 102

When he finishes reciting this statement, he takes a small morcel of offering (bali) from

the bilva plUra, saying:

E~a m~a bhakta balilJl Om bhatebhyolJ, namalJ,.

Asana Suddhi

After washing his hands (kara suddhi), he purifies his seat (asana).

Bhfita Suddhi

Through prii1Jliylima he performs bhuta suddhi transforming his body into

immaculate substance into which the DevI can be embodied.

Samanyargha

He then does the installation of the Siimiinyiirgha, creating the yoni through which

she manifests.

Pitha Nyasa

He next performs pfrha nyasa, manifesting the seats of the goddess in various

parts of his body, which is thus transformed into an abode and portal for the Dev!.

Paiicopacara Worship of the Devas, Devis and Devatas

With five devotional offerings (paficopaciira: gandha, p~pa, dhupa, dfpa, and

naivedya he worships GaQ,esa, the five gods beginning with Siva, and others. He thus

10000e spirits are not merely dispersed. They are subsequently propitiated and requested politely to
attend the ritual from afar.
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propitiates the lesser deities before worshipping Durga herself.

Kara and Anga Nyasa

He imprints his fingers and limbs with the Sanskrit syllables, transforming his

body into the vibrational matrix of the goddess as sound (sabda) or Wc (thus, by

implication, as conceivable).

Durga Dhyana

The purohita now proceeds to perform the meditative visualization (dhyiina) of

Durga, aided by the verbal description. 103

Adhivasa of the Devi in Bilva Tree and Ghata

The full array of anointing materials have been prepared in advance and placed

on a large plate. 104 The purohita utters a mantra, sanctifying each item, and smears it

on the DevI. 105 In one hand he holds a bell (ghalJ!a) which he rings continuously. A

special drum called the dhiik is also sounded continuously. The overall effect during the

adhivtisa is a "quickening" in the audience of worshippers which is paralleled by the

arising of the goddess. It soon grows apparent that the items are not merely devotional

offerings of a royal and feminine nature, but subtle and varied forms of the goddess. The

purohita prays:

Om adya praptasi devitvam namaste sankarapriyel

103The dhyana description will be given later.

I04A major activity of the yajamana's family, often months prior to the actual celebration of Durgii
puja, is the acquisition of materials which will be used in worship of the goddess. No item is too obscure
or insignificant, and a tremendous anxiety can be felt if items have not yet been obtained as Durga Piija
approaches. Thus, however important the purohita's role may appear in the actual performance of the puja,
it is vital to remember that it is the climax of a much wider range of ritual activity by the patron's family
or the communal body of worshippers.

I05This is Durga embodied in the bilva tree.
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durge devi samuti~(ha aham tvam adhivasaye.

Oml 0 dear consort of Siva, 0 divine one, 0 Goddess Durga, please arise properly. I
shall anoint you with these articles. U

)6

1. Sandal paste (gandha).

After reading the verse:

Om gandha dvaram duradhar~am nityapf~(am karf#lJ,fml
svarfm sarva bhiitanam tamihopahvaye srfyaml
anena gandhena bhagavad durgayaIJ (navapatrikayasca/07 subhadhivasanam (asitu)/
om astu.
[RVKh.5.87.9a; TAlO. 1. lOa]

he takes a small amount of sandal paste and touches the heart of the image.

2. Soil (mahi).

Taking a bit of soil from its container in the large copper plate, he says:

Om mahi trilJ,amavarastu dyuksam mitrasyaryamnalJJ
duradhar~am varulJ,asyal
anaya mahyiiIJ bhagavad durgayiilJ ...
[SV.1. 192a; RV.I0.1.185a]

3. Sandal paste (gandha) again.

Om bhadra indrasya rlltayah/
yo asya kllmam vidhato no ra~ati mano danaya codayan/
anena gandhena bhagavad durgayalJ . . .
[RV.8.62.1a-6e; AV.20.58.2b; SV.2.670b]

4. Small stone (sila).

Om vi tvadapo na parvatasya Pf~(hadukthebhi ragne janayanta devalJ/
tam tva giraIJ SU$tutayo vajayantyajiJ?z girvavaho jigyurasvafJI

1061f bodhana was the awakening ritual, then adhivasa could be understood as the "getting up" ritual
causing the Dev} to arise. The bells and drums figure in the process of enlivening the goddess.

If it is inconvenient for the purohita to reach the Dev} images (bilva tree, etc.), he may use a long
piece of kusa grass with which to touch the offerings, g~a, and other images.

107As previously mentioned, the purohita will repeat the entire adhiviisa (or a greatly curtailed symbolic
equivalent) to the navapatriktz and the clay martis. The navapatrika is a collection of nine plants which
embody the Dev}. At times the bilva tree is worshipped independently where it is rooted, while the clay
images are in a different location. When worship of a rooted bilva tree is not convenient, a bilva branch
implanted in earth is worshipped instead. This branch may form part of the navapatrika.
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anaya Silaya bhagavad durgayalJ, . . .
[RV.6.24.6a; SV.l.68a]

5. Unhusked rice (dhlinya).

Om dhanlivantam karambhi1Jam apapavantam ukthinaml
indra prlitarj~asvanalJl
anena dhtinyena bhagavad durgayalJ, . . .
[RV.3.52.1a; SV1.21Oa]

6. Darva grass.

Om yajjayatha aparvya maghavan w:trahatyayal
tat pr:thivrmaprathaya tadastabhna uto divaml
anaya darvaya bhagavad durgaytilJ . . .
[RV.8.89.5a; SV.2.779a]

7. Flower (PWfpa).

Om pavamana vyasnuhi raSmibhi vajaslitamalJ,1
dadhat stotre suv[ryaml
anena p~pena bhagavad durgaytilJ . . .
[SV.2.662a]

8. Fruit (phala) (e.g., myrobylan/gooseberry (haritaki»; dried fruit may be substituted.

Om indram naro nemadhita havante yatparya yunajate dhiyasttilJl
saro nrjata sravasasca kIlma a gomati vraje bhaja tvam nalJl
anena phalena bhagavad durgaytilJ . . .
[RV.7.27 .. 1a; SV.1.318a]

9. Curd (dadhz) in a small container.

Om dadhikravno akliri~am ji~'J.O raSvasya vajinahl
surabhi no mukJui karat praTJa ayum~i tari~atl
anena dadhna ...
[RV.4.39.6a; SV.1.358a]

10. Clarified butter/ghi (ghrra).

Om gh"l:tava/[ bhuvananam abhiSriyorvlPr:thv[ madhudnghe supesastil
dyava pr:thivr varuTJasya gharmQ'!-a vi~kabhite ajare bhariretasal
anena ghr:tena bhagavad durgayalJ, ...
[RV.6.7.1a; SV.1.378a]
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11. Auspicious symbol (svastika). This is often a cone shaped (perhaps multicoloured)

item made of rice powder by the women of the household.

Om svasti na indro w:ddhasravtiJ}1
svasti na~ pa~a viSvaveda~1
svasti na star~o 'ri~tanim~1
svasti no br:haspatir dadhatul
anena svastikena bhagavad durgaytiJ} . . .
[RV.1.89.6a; SV.2.1225a]

12. Vermillion (sindura).

Om sindhorucchavase patayantamu~a1Jam hira1Jyapava~ paSumapsu gr:bhnatel
anena sindarena bhagavad durgaya~. . .
[RV.9.86.43c; AV.18.3.18c; SV.1.564c]

13. Conch shell (sankha).

Om sa sunve yo vasalUim yo rayamanetti ya idtintiml
soma ya~ suksitfnaml
anena sankhena bhagavad durgaytiJ}. . .
[RV.9.108.13a; SV.1.582a]

14. Collyrium (kajjala).

Om afljate vyafljate samanjate kralilm rihanti madhva bhafljatel
anena kajjalena bhagavad durgaya~ ...
[RV.9.86.43a; SV.18.3.18a; SV.1.564a]

15. Bile of a cow (rocana or gorocana).

Om adhajno adho va divo br:hato rocanad adhi/
aya bardhasva tanya gira mama jata sukrato pr:1Jal
anayti rocanaya . . .
[RV.8.1.18a; SV.1.52a]

16. Yellow mustard (siddhanha).

Om e~a a~a aparvya vyucchati priya div~1
stuse vamaSvina brhatl. .
anena siddhlirthena bhagavad durgaytiJ} . . .

17. Gold (klincana).
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Om tam gardhaya svaT1}aram devaso devamaratim dadhanvirel
devatra havyamahi~e1

anena klifIcanena bhagavad durgaytilJ. . . .

18. Silver (raupya).

Om yadvarco hirCllJyasya yadvtivarco gavtimuto/
satyasya brahma,!o varca stena mtim sam srjamasil
anena raupyena bhagavad durgaytilJ. . . .
[AvS.4.10a]

19. Copper (tamra).

Om vanmahtimasi sarya vadaditya mahtimasi/
mahante sato mahima pani~ram mahna deva mahtimasil
anena tamrena bhagavad durgaytilJ. . . .

20. Whisk from yak's tail hair (camara).108

Om wlla a vatu bhe~ajam sambhu mayobhu no lJr:del
pra,!a ayUJ!l~i ta'4atl
anena camarena bhagavad durgaya/J . . .
[RV.1O.186.1a; SV.i.184a]

21. Mirror (darpalJa).

Om aditpratnasya retaso jyotilJ. paSyanti vasaraml
para yadidhyate divi/
anena darpal}ena bhagavad durgaytilJ. . . .
[RV.8.6.30a; SV.1.20a]

22. Lamp (dtpa).

Om ayurjyotilJ. ravijyotilJ./
uhovti evtirkajyotilJ./
anena drpena bhagavad durgaytilJ. . . .

The purohita now picks up the entire platter with worship materials (prasasti

patra) in his hand. On it he places a small burning lamp. He touches it to the earth and

108A camari gai (taken from a cow) may also be used. Nowadays, synthetic ones are also common.
Unlike the camara used in other parts of the worship, the one used for adhivlisa is only a few inches long.
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then to the DevI in her various forms. He repeats the process three times.

Om udyalliklimarocaya/JI
imalioklimarocayalJl
prajtibhiltamarocayalJl
visvambhiltamarocaya/JI
anena prasastipCitrena bhagavad durgttyalJ. . .

A dhunuci is filled with coal or coconut husks and burned. Dhuna (incense powder) is

added to it with sandal powder and guggulu (which produces a sweet smell). It bums

continuously through the adhivasa, filling the space with a pleasant sweet smoke, adding

to the atmosphere of heightened expectancy. The purohita occasionally passes the

dhunuci before the DevI.

Adhivasa of the Kha~a (Sword) and Darpat;J.a (Mirror)

During this adhivasa ritual, the purohita anoints the sword (khO£jga) which will

be used for the blood sacrificial offering (bali) or its substitute (e.g., a type of melon

(kwfma'J4a)). He also anoints the mirror (darpafJ£l) which is used later in the puja to

worship (particularly bathe) the DevI in her form in the clay image.109

Adhivasa of the Navapatrika (Nine Plants)

The purohita has simultaneously been anointing the nine plants each of which

symbolizes a goddess form of Durga, one of which is the bi/va tree, also called

SrlphalaYo The nine plants are:

1. KadalI (plantain): It is a large tree about four to five feet tall, comparable in size
with the image. It should not be cut, but uprooted and its roots
washed free of soil. It symbolizes the goddess Brahmfu:1I.

2. Mana (a broad leaved plant): Symbolizes the goddess CamuI).~a.
3. KacvI (or Kaccf) (a black stalked plant): Symbolizes the goddess Kalika (dark

complexioned).
4. Haridra (turmeric): Symbolizes Durga (golden complexioned).

l<»while it is possible to see this as merely a purification of worship items, it is more reasonable to
recognize the sword and the mirror as the Dev'l herself. The potencies of both items are being aroused.

IIOMore will be said about the navapatrikli later in the ritual.
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5. Jayanfi (a kind of creeper): Symbolizes KartikI.
6. Srlphala (a bilva branch containing two fruits ressembling breasts): Symbolizing Siva.
7. Da<,iimal)/mI (pomegranate): Symbolizing Raktadantika.
8. Asoka (a large shady tree; in Caitra it blossoms with small red flowers): Symbolizes

Sokarahitli.
9. Dhanya (paddy plant): Symbolizes the beneficence of ~mI.

Namaskara Mantra (Sacred Utterance of Homage)

The purohita now utters the namasktira mantra greeting and worshipping the

goddess after her anointment. He says:

Om sarva mangala mangalye sive sarvtirtha sadhike saranye tryambike gaurf ntirtiya/J[
namas 'tute.

[See bodhana for interpretation].

He now leaves the bilva tree and goes to the premises which will serve as the temple for

the clay image of Durga. 111

Preparing the Altar

The purohita draws a yantra on the floor of the shrine room (or temple). This is

either an eight-petalled lotus (~!adala kamala) or the sarvatobhadra ma1J4ala. He covers

it with earth, and sprinkles it with five kinds of grain (pancasasya). He establishes ajar

(ghara) atop the earth altar filling it with clear water, placing mango twigs in its mouth

and topping it with a green coconut. This he covers with a green coconut and ties it with

small red cloth (H/Beng: angoca/gamca). Since this installation of the jar

(gharasthapana) is done rapidly, he may use the Tantric method previously mentioned.

III There are two types of image clusters used in Durga Piija. One is a single structure where the
images of all the deities, their vehicles, and the demon are attached to each other. This is most commonly
used in Bengali homes and community celebrations. It is considered to be the traditional style of image
cluster. The wood base and frame is called a ka{hamo in Bengali. The other type of cluster has separate
murtis of the gods (GlIJ;leSli and Kartika) and goddesses (Lak~nii and Sarasvati) with a central image of
Durga, Sifigha, and Mahi~sura. The single image cluster is generally topped by an arch, which in Bengal
is usually not painted by the Pals, the caste (iiiti) traditionally associated with Durga Piija image making.
It is painted by some other folk artists. In Baniiras, single cluster images are made by the Pals who do the
arch painting as well. The Pals and other artisans also make multiple image clusters which are popular
among the non-Bengali community (sarvajanfna) pajiis.
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The jar (gha(a) is set in the front of the earth altar, leaving room for the clay image. The

clay image is carried from the image makers and set down in the shrine room on the

prepared altar.

Adhiviisa of the Clay Image

The purohita may now rePeat the entire elaborate adhiwlsa ritual previously

performed at the site of the bilva tree. Sometimes he just makes a simple offering with

flowers and sandal paste. In the elaborate adhivasa he makes sure to touch the hearts of

all the divine images, including Mahi~ura. The devotion paid to Mahi~a during Durga

Piija challenges facile interpretations of the goddess and the demon as simply

representing a struggle between good and bad.

Ka~c;Ia RoPaI;UlIIl (Erecting the Staffs)

The purohita now places four forked sticks (kaTJ4a) around the image and wraps

string seven or more times around them. This gesture of cordoning off sanctified space,

is done privately, with the yajamana in preparation for the rituals of the following day.
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SAPfAMT

Varal;la (Selection of the Purohita)

The purohita begins with his everyday (nitya) ritual actions (kriyti) on the seventh

(saptamt) day. After finishing these (at his own home), he approaches the shrine of

Durga (in the yajamtina's home) where the clay images were installed the day before,

and binds a red thread on the Devi's wrist while uttering the Durga Gayatri Mantra.

Mahtidevyai vidmahe/
durgayai devyai dhimahil
tanna devi pracadayat.

We know the Great Goddess.
We make a meditation of the Goddess Durga.
May that Goddess guide us (on the right path).

He then takes his seat (asana) and asks the yajamtina to present himself near the altar.

The yajamtina sits facing north, and the purohita remains seated facing east. The

yajamana sips water thrice, wiping his lips with the cow's ear (goka17Ja mudra), and

says:

Om vi~TJu1J/ om vi~TJu!J/ om vi~TJu!J.

The yajamtina then offers the purohita a red flower (japti), durvti grass, and

washed uncooked rice in a copper vessel (possibly the kuft), while uttering:

Om namo vivasvate brahman bhlisvate vi~TJutejase jagat savitre sucaye savitre
karmadayine idamargham/
Om srr suryaya namalJ.

Om! I pay obeisance to the Sun, associated with all glory, the supreme reality, shining,
the progeniter and giver of fruits of actions; this offering of mine which is given back
to the universe is always pure.

With this utterance he offers up the content in the plate making an obeisance to the Sun

thus:

Om javakusumasaflkasam laiSyapeyam mahtidyutim/
dhvantarim sarvapapaghnam praTJato 'smi divakaram.

Om! It is the colour of the China rose (java), exceedingly luminous, the son of KaSyapa,
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remover of darkness, destroyer of all sins, I bow myself down to that maker of the
day. 112

Then looking at the purohita, he says:

Om sadhu bhawin astam.

Om! May you be seated comfortably.

The purohita answers:

Om sadhvahamase.

Om! I am well seated.

Yajamana:

Om arcayi~amolJ bhavantam.

Om! I shall pay reverence to you.

Purohita:

Om arcaya.

Om! You may go ahead.

The yajamiina then takes sandalpaste, a flower, two pieces of cloth (an upper and

lower garment)113 , a sacred thread (yajfia sutra) , a seat (e.g., a woolen blanket), a

kuStisana (seat made of kuSa grass), a silver ring (anguliyaka), betel leaf and nut (pan),

and places these into the hands of the priest.

He asks the priest (the purohita is referred to as acarya in these prayers) to

uncover his knee, and taking durva grass, a flower, and washed rice in the kuSr in his

left palm. Covering it with his right palm, he touches it to the knee of the purohita as

a sign of obeisance, and recites this oath (saflkalpa): 114

Om vi$1J.ur namo 'dya tiSvine mtisi sukle pak$e saptamftithtivtirabhya mahtinavamim yavat

112The purohita appears to be identified with the Sun through this argha offering. The Sun, as
previously noted, is the formless Brahman.

113'fhese may be of silk, artificial silk, or pure cotton. They will be worn later by the purohita.

ll%is gesture is one of politeness and signifies meek reverence. It parallels a gesture in the marriage
ritual when the father of the bride touches the groom's knee.
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mat safikalpita durgapujana karmani acarya karma karnaya amuka gotram sri amuka
devasarmalJi111l gandhadibhir abhyarcya bhavantamaham vTJJe.

Om Vi~I,lu! From this day onward, in the bright fortnight in the month of Asvina, from
the seventh lunar day to the great ninth, in the rituals of Durga Piija as has been desired
by me for the purpose of performing Durga Piija, I, after showing reverence to you by
presenting sandalpaste, etc., am selecting/appointing you, belonging to the gotra named

as my priest.

The purohita answers:

Om vno 'smi.

Om! I have been chosen.

Yajamtina:

Om yathavihitam acarya karma kuru.

Om! Please perform the Durga Piija ritual according to the method.

Purohita:

Om yathajfittm karvalJi

Om! I shall do it according to my knowledge.

If the tantradharaka is present, the same ritual is repeated for him. He will be referred

to as the tantradhtira karma karana. 115

Saptami Samanya Vidhi (Preliminary Common Rituals on the Seventh)

The purohita now occupies the seat again and sips water three times (tlcamana).

He then utters the svasti vacanam. He follows this with a call for the presence of the sun,

moon, and so on, and for an auspicious beginning to the ritual. 1l6 He then makes a

common offering (samtinya argha), purifies the flowers (p~pa suddhi), and his seat

115The tantradhiiraka aids the purohita in the ritual by holding together the various strands of ritual
activity. If the purohita is still learning, he may enlist the aid of a senior brahma1J.a (perhaps his mentor)
to serve in the role. If he is relatively confident to see his way through the ritual he may use a novice, for
whom the role serves as training.

1I6See the relevant mantra under siimanya vidhi section in the Offerings to BrahmafJa Attendants
previously discussed.
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(lisana suddhi). He then makes a simple flower and fragarance offering to all major

deities.

Main Saiikalpa (Oath)

The purohita now utters the long sankalpa (oath), concerning all the rituals to be

performed on SaptamI, A~ramI, and Navami This is the same one uttered before the

bodhana rituals on ~a~thi. He does this while placing a piece of myrobalan/gooseberry

(haritaki) into the kuSf (small copper ladle) along with water, flowers, and washed rice.

He carries it in his left palm and covers it with his right. He places both hands on the

right side. As he finishes the oath, he overturns the kus[ in a gesture of commitment.

Saiikalpa Siikta (Oath Hymn)

He now reads the saflkalpa sukta. While doing his he takes washed rice in his

hand and throws down the grain in small pinches saying: "Om svasti, svasti, svasti."

Note: The rice grains and the kuS[ are in the Northeast (Isana) comer of the purohita.

Cutting of the Bilva Tree Branch

The purohita now goes to the bilva tree and worships it with a ten-part devotional

service (daSopacara). These include washing of the feet (plidya), water for rinsing the

mouth (acamana), offerings (argha), etc.

Then with folded hands, he utters:

Om bilva Vl:k~a maJu:ibhaga sada tvam sankara priyalJI
gr:hftva tava sakaitca durgapuja karomyahaml
sakha cchedodbhavam duhkham nacak:liryam tvaya prabhol
devai gr:hftva tesakham pujya durgeti viSrutilJ..

Om! 0 great souled bilva tree, you are always dear to Safikara. Taking a branch of
yours, I shall perform the worship ritual to Durga. The pain born of the cutting of the
branch should not be minded by you, 0 master. It is said that "taking the branch, it was
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worshipped as Durga by the gods. "117

Then taking a knife, he utters the mantra:

Chindi chindi pha~ ph~ sWiM.

And cutting the branch (this is only a symbolic gesture since the selected branch has

already been separated from the main branch earlier to avoid difficulties during the

ritual), he says:

Om putrttyur dhana br:dhyartham nesyami candiklilayaml
bilva sakhan samtisr:rya la~mrm rajyam prayacchamil
agacchacalJ4ike devi sarva 1<:alyalJa hetavel
pQjan grhalJa sumukhi namaste sankara priye.

Om, for the purpose of the increase of sons and wealth, I shall take you to the temple of
Cat:lQika, after making your abode in the branch of the bilva tree, you please endow me
with wealth and kingship. Please, 0 C~Qika, come along for the purpose of giving all
sorts of auspiciousness/well being. 0 nice faced one, dear to Saiikara, please accept my
offerings/worship.118

With this mantra offering, and the beating of drums, blowing of conch shells, and

ringing of bells, the branch is brought to the DevI shrine room and joined into the

navapatrikti. The bi/va branch, called Srlphala, possesses two fruit which resemble

breasts. It is lashed to the plantain (kadalf) which is also about three to four feet in

height. These two plants give the navapatrikti body its form. The other plants are smaller

and are wound like creepers around these and tied into place.

Bathing of the Navapatrika

The purohita makes a preparation of turmeric and oil (just a pinchfu!) and smears

the body of the navapatrikti saying:

Om kosi katamosi kasmai tva kliyatva susloka sumangala saryarajan/

Ilrrhe prayer suggests a divine precedent for the act wherein the gods themselves took a branch of the
bilva tree and worshipped it as Durga.

ll%e goddess ~dika is identified with Durga as the bilva tree. In contrast to the martial dimension
of worship, where "defeat of one's enemies" is requested, here it is increase in sons, wealth, status
(kingship), and auspiciousness. One might be inclined to suggest that where the ghata rituals hope to induce
fertility, the bilva tree rituals seek to promote an increase in beneficence.
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Om! Who are you? From where have you come? For whom are you here? Your body
is auspicious and remains luminously manifest in truth. 119

Om nanarapadhare devi divyavastravagUlJrhitel
tava lepana matre1}Q sarva papam vinaiyati.

Om! 0 Goddess, you assume different forms. You are covered with divine clothes. Only
by smearing your body with these unguents all kinds of sins disappear. 120

Purification of the Paiicagavya (Five Products of the Cow)

The navapatrikti will first be bathed in five substances from the cow

(paflcagavya). The purohita first purifies them with the following purification (sodana)

mantras:

1. For the cow urine he uses the GayatrI Mantra:

Om bhur bhuvalJ. svalJ. tat savitur vareTfyam bhargo devasya dhimahi dhiyo yolJ nalJ
pracodaytit.

He who gives birth to the three worlds (bh~, bhuval;1, sv~), the glorified light of that
progenitor of the worlds. we meditate on that light, who may guide our intellect.

2. For the cow dung:

Om gavascidghti stimanyavalJ sajtityena marutalJ. savandavalJ. rihate kakubho mithafJ.

3. For the cow milk:

Om gavyolJ ~u1J.O yatha purasvayota rathaya varivasya mahonam.
[RV.8.46.10a; SV.1.186a]

4. For the cow curd (dadhi):

Om dadhi kravno akiiri~an ji$noraSvasya VlijinafJ surobhino mukha karat pralJa iiyu'!l~i

119'fhe passage (Vedic) reflects the speculative awe in the face of the mystery of existence characteristic
of some ~g Vedic hymns and Upani~dic literature.

l»rhe mysterious divine presence is identified as the Devi", who is recognized as assuming a variety
of forms. Although clothed in celestial garments, the process of manifestation (like the journey of a guest)
has brought with it some ·pollution.· These defilements are removed by anointing the DeVi with the
turmeric and oil mixture. The purohita is also indirectly alluding to the upcoming bathing of the
navapatrikti in a variety of substances.
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5. For the ghi (ghrta):

Om ghrtavatr bhuvanlintim abhisriyorvrPrthvr madhudughe supesasa/
dyavti prthVf varUfJ.asya gharmaTJ,li vi~kabhite ajare bhari retasa.

Then he utters a mantra for the purification of the whole mixture:

Om dyaurapa/J kaTJikradCOfl sindhorapo marutalJ. mlidayantam dharmajyotilJ..

Purification of the Paiicamrta (Five Nectars)

He also purifies the five nectars (paftcamrta) in the process since it also consists

of curd, milk and ghi, for which the same mantras as above are used. For the two other

ingredients, sugar (sarkara) and honey (madhu), he recites:

For the sugar:

The kusodoka mantra. This is the mantra for water infused with kusa grass.

For the honey, he utters:

Om madhu vatli rtiiyate madhu ~aranti sindhavalJ./
miidhvfr nalJ. santrosadhilJ/
om madhu naktamuto sasa madhu mat ptirthivam rajah/
madhu dyaurastu nalJ pita/
madhu manno vanaspatir madhumam astu saryah/
sadhVfrgavo bhavantu nalJ/
om madhu madhu madhu.

Bathing the Navapatrika in the Paiicagavya

The purohita holds the navapatrika over a large vessel (to catch the bath fluids),

and begins to bathe it by pouring consecrated substances over it while uttering

appropriate mantras.

When bathing it with consecrated cow urine, he says:

Om hrff!l calJ4ilcllyai namalJ.. Obeisance to C~Qika!

With cowdung:

Om glif!l gauryai namalJ.. Obeisance to GaurT!
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With milk:

Om hrf'!t trinetrttyai namalJ. Obeisance to She who Possesses the Third Eye!

With curd:

Om hrf'!t bhairavyai namalJ.. Obeisance to BhairavI!

With ghi:

Om hrf'!t bhuvaneSvaryai namalJ. Obeisance to BhuvaneSvari!

Then he bathes it in water touched with kuSa grass saying:

Om hTlJrl parvatyai namalJ.. Obeisance to PiirvatI!

Bathing the Navapatrika in Nine Kinds of Water

The purohita next bathes the navapatrikti in nine different kinds of water while

uttering the following mantras. Each is directed to a particular plant in the navapatrikti.

1. In hot water, uttering:

Om kadalf tarusamsthlisi vi~1J-av~ah sthalasraye/
namaste navapatri tvam namaste calJ4anayike.

Om! You, who abides in the breast of V~I.lu, are abiding in the plantain tree
(kadali).121 I bow to you, 0 divine nine plants. You are representing CaI,l<;lanayika (one
of the forms of CaI.l<:1I).

2. Water from a tank:

Om kaccitvam sthavarsthasi sada siddhi pradttyinf/
durgarupena sarvatra snanena vijayan:z kuru.

Om! You are called kacci. m You remain in immovable objects and you are the giver

121The term kadalfis also used to describe a beautiful woman. A myth tells how the yogi Gorakhnath
rescued his master Matsyendranath who was made a prisoner by the women of KadaIi. Gorakhniith told
his master that it was Durga who had brought on the "forgetfulness" that had almost cost him immortality
(see Eliade 1963:115). In this myth Durga's power of delusion is implicitly linked to the beauty of women.

122A1so called kaevi (Arum colocasia), the plant is cultivated for it fleshy edible root.
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of all kinds of attainments in the form of Durga. l23 Through this bathing of yours
bestow victory upon us.

3. Dew:

Om haridre harariiplisi sankarasya sadli priylil
rudranlplisi devi tvaJ?'l sarvasiddh~ prayacchame.

am! You are called turmeric (haridni). You represent the form of Bara (Siva). You are
always beloved by Safikara. In the form of Rudra, a lady divine, bestow upon us all
kinds of attainments.

4. Water mixed with flour:

Om jayanti jayanlplisi jagatilm jayahetave!
namliIJi tvlim mahtidevi jayaJ?'l dehi gr:he mama.

am! JayantI is the form of victory (jaya). She has assumed this form for the purpose of
giving victory to worldly people. 0 great lady, I pay obeisance to you. Give me victory
in my house.

5. Sarva~adhi water (mixture of herbs):124

Om sriphala srfniketo 'si sadli vijaya bardhanal
dehi me hitakli mliJ?'lsca prasanno bhava sarvadti.

am! You (srrphala) are the abode of beauty and always increaser of victory. Please
bestow upon me the desired well-being and remain satisfied all the time.

6. Ocean water:

Om dti4imyaghavinliSaya k$unnasaya ca vedhastil
nirmitli phalakamaya prasfda tvam harapriye.

am! 0 you pomegranate (dii4imt), for the purpose of removal of sins and of hunger,
Lord Brahma created you. You have been made for the purpose of fulfillment of the
fruits of desire. a beloved of Bara, be pleased with me.

123This is a highly significant example of how liturgy can provide clues to the "nature" of the deity.
Durga's presence is said to reside in immovable objects. This aspect of her power reinforces her
identification with structural integrity (e.g., forts, temples, homes, armour, weapons, rocks, mountains,
altars, thrones, etc.) which is vitally important in affording protection and firm support.

124The mixture consists of powdered herbs and can be purchased at a shop which supplies materials for
paja.
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7. Scented perfumed water:

Om sthirtibhava sada durge asoke sokaharilJ,i/
maya tvam pujita durge sthira bhava harapriye.

am! The aSoka tree is one which removes the sorrow of separation. a Durga remain
steadily here. I have worshipped you, a beloved of Hara, for this purpose.

8. Water containing jewels:

Om mana manye~u vr:~e~u mananfya!J sura surailJI
snapayami mahtulev[1?l manam dehi namo'stute.

am! 0 mana, among trees you mana are shown respect above all and even by gods and
demons you are paid reverence. Obeisance to you Great Goddess.

9. Water mixed with sesamum oil:

Om l~mfstvam dhanyarupasi pralJ,inam pralJ,adayim1
sthirtityantam hi no bhatva gr:he kamaprada bhava.

Om! You are Lak~mI in the form of paddy (dhanya) and you are the giver of life to all
living beings. While remaining steadily in my house, be the giver of fulfillment of all
desires.

Bathing the Navapatrika in Eight Waters

The purohita next bathes the navapatrikli with water from eight jars filled

separately with different kinds of water. Where the previous bathing was intended for

each of the plants, this series represents homage paid to the DevI by various groups of

divine beings.

1. Water from the Ganga:

Om devyastvamabhi#ftcantu brahmavi~lJ,umaheSvartllJ,1

vyomagangtlmbupurlJ,ena adyena kalasena tu.

Om! Let Brahma, Vi~J;lu, and Mahesvara bathe the divine goddess with the first jar full
of water which has fallen from the river Ganga in the void/sky (vyoma).I25

125Siva is also known as vyomakesa (He whose Hair is the Void/Sky).
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2. Rain water:

Om marutasclibhi#flcantu bhaktimantalJ. suresvariml
meghlimbu paripurl}ena dviti'ya kalasena tu.

Om! Let the heavenly air/wind-gods (maruta) who are devoted to you, the monarch of
the gods, bathe you with the second jarful of water collected from water falling from the
cloud. 126

3. Water from the SarasvatI river (collected from Prayaga):127

Om slirasvatena toyena san:zpurnena surottamliml
vidylidharliScabhi~iflcantu trttya kalasena tu.

Om! Let Vidyadharas bathe you, the supreme of all divine ladies, with water form the
third jar filled to the brim from the Sarasvatl river.128

4. Water from the sea:

Om sakrlidyasclibhi$iflcantu lokapliltilJ samligatalJI
sligarodakapUrl}ena caturtha kalasena tu.

Om! Let Indra and the other guardians of the quarters who have come here bathe you
with the fourth jar full of water filled with the water of the sea.

5. Water mixed with pollen from the lotus flower:

Om varina pariparl}ena padmarenu sugandhinal
paflcamenabhi$ilfcantu nliglisca kalasena tu.

Om! May the serpents bathe you with the fifth jar of water which has been made fragrant
with pollen from the lotus flower.

6. Water from a waterfall:

Om himvaddhemakatlidyaSclibhi#flcantu parvatahl

126The Maruts are wind gods mentioned in the Vedas who are generally associated with Rudra.

127Prayaga is a city at the confluence (sangam) of three holy rivers, the Ganga, the Yamuna, and the
Sarasvati, each of which is a goddess. Mundane geography reveals that only the first two rivers meet at
this place, but the Sarasvati is a divine river which flows underground.

128The Vidyadharas are celestial beings who are possessers and revealers of knowledge (vidya). They
are shown subordinate to the Devi, one of whose epithets is Mahavidya.
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nirjharodaka pU17Jena sasrhena kalasena tu.

am! May the mountains, beginning with the Himalaya, Hemakiitii, and others, bathe you
with the sixth jar full of water collected from waterfalls (or fountains).

7. Water from different holy spots:

Om sarvatfrthGJ!lbupurlJena kalasena sureSvarfml
saptamenabhi~iflcantu r~aya1J sapta khecaralJ..

am! The seventh jar is filled with water collected from holy rivers and lakes. May the
seven sages who roam about in the void/sky bathe you with this jar.

8. Water scented with sandal paste:

Om vasavascabhi~iflcantu kalasen~ramena tu/
a~ramaflgalasan:zyukte durge devi namo'stute.

am! May the Vasus bathe you with the eighth jar full of water, a Durga, who are
associated with the eight kinds of auspicious things.129 I pay obeisance to you a
Goddess Durga.

The purohita now removes the excess water from the body of the navapatrikii

with a new cloth and wraps it in a red bordered sari, draping part of it over the plantain

leaves, so that it resembles a modest lady. He places it on a raised altar near the Ga.t:leSa

image. The navapatrika is commonly called the kala bou by Bengalis. This, I was told,

means a "newly married lady made of a banana plant." It is ambiguously thought of both

as Durga herself and as the wife of GaneSa. 130

129Jbe Vasus are "souls of the universe." They sometimes refer to the constellations.
The use of eight waters parallels the notion of the eight lucky items (anamangala) which are

mentioned at the last bathing. These items (when associated with great occasions like coronations) are listed
as a lion, a bull, an elephant, a water jar, a fan, a flag, a trumpet, and a lamp. Other listings have them
as a brahmal}a, a cow, fire, gold, ghi, the sun, water, and a king.

130Ga:t;leSa is often thought of as unmarried. At times he is paired with two wives, buddhil1:ddhi and
siddhi, whose names mean intellect/prosperity and spiritual attainment, respectively. Since these qualities
are generally also attributed to the goddess (e.g., under her epithets as Mahavidya, Sri, and Siddhidatri)
it is appropriate to pair the navapatrikti with Ga:t;J.eSa. In one myth related to me, Ga:t;J.eSa wanted a wife and
was tricked into marrying the kala bou. Only later did he discover that she was a plant. Ga:t;leSa, with his
pot-belly and his ambivalent qualities of creating obstacles or being benevolent, mirrors, in form and
character, Kubera, the god of the y~as and of riches. The navapatrikii is very much a tree-sprite (yaksi)
form of the goddess, and thus is appropriately paired with Ga:t;J.eSa.
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Mahasnana (Great Bathing) of the Goddess

The purohita now takes a large brass or earthenware pot and places a tripod in

the centre of it.13l Upon the tripod he places a highly polished metal mirror (darpalJa),

arranging the apparatus so that the reflection (pratibirrzba) of the clay muni falls directly

onto it. 132 The mirror had been previously consecrated during the adhivasa ritual. The

purohita will proceed to bathe the image of Durga in the mirror. Taking a small twig

from the bi/va tree (from the navapatrikti or the main bi/va tree), about the length of

eight digits (anguli), he places it on the mirror. It is for the goddess to wash her mouth

and teeth. 133 Pouring hot water on the twig, he utters:

Om tiyurbalam yasovarcalJ prajli1J, pasu vasani cal
brahnul prajfUift.ca medhaft.ca tvanno dehi vanaspate.

Om! Longevity, strength, reputation, and inner stamina, progeny, animals, and wealth.
Let Brahma bestow upon me insight, wisdom, memory (medha), and place upon me, 0
lord of the trees, all these things.

The purohita now rubs the surface of the mirror with rice powder, imitating that

he is rubbing the whole body of the DevI, while uttering:

Om udvartayami devi tvam mr,!-maye srfphale 'pi cal
sthiriltyantam hi no bhatva grhe kilmaprada bhava.

Om! I am rubbing your whole body in the earthen image and the bilva fruit. You should
remain steady in this place and be the giver of desires. 134

l3lSometimes a large earthenware jar with a wide mouth is used. A triangular support made of sticks
is placed over the mouth. The mirror is placed upon this support which is yoni shaped and carries the same
triadic representations of the tripod.

132]:t would be impractical to bathe the earthen image due to its size and construction material (unbaked
clay). The mirror is a practical alternative. However it is also a symbolic device for the mirror, in its use
during self-adornment, is traditionally associated with the feminine. Also quite importantly, it suggests the
illusory forms of manifest reality (i.e., the play of the Devl as Mahamaya), against the background of her
unchanging self (i.e., as Brahman). The mirror, as an entity which has no intrinsic form or attributes, but
which reflects all without itself being changed, is a symbol of the underlying essence of all reality.

133This implicitly makes a link between the Devl as bilva tree, navapatrikii, and the image in the
mirror.

134He explicitly connects the Dev! in the earthen image and the bUva tree.
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Bathing with Paficagavya

Then, in the method used for the navapatrika, he bathes the goddess's body with

the five products from the cow (paficagavya), using the same mantras.

Bathing with the BhJ;iigara

Taking water in a spouted water container (bhr1Jgara), the purohita utters these

mantras one after another as he pours them on the mirror's surface. 135 It represents

devotional service to the DevI by a wide variety of divine beings.

Om tltreyf bhtiratr ganga yamuna ca sarasvatfl
sarayur gan4akfpUlJYa svetaganga ca kausikt/
bhogavatf ca patate svarge mandakini tatkal
sarvalJ, sumanaso bhtltva bhljigarailJ, snapayantute.

Om! 0 river AtreyT, BharatT, Gaiiga, Yamuna, SarasvatT, Sarayu, Ga~<;lakI, Svetagaiiga,
KausikI, the river in the nether region (patti/a), BhogavatT, and MandakinT, all are very
auspicious rivers. With all their attention concentrated towards the divine deity, may they
bathe you with a bhrfigara.

Om surilStvamabhi~if!catu brahmavi~1JumaheSvaralJ,/

vasudeva jaganntithastathti sankar~a1Ja1J prabhulJ,/
pradyumnascaniruddhasca bhavantu vijayaya tel
akhan4alo 'gnirbhagavan yamo vai naiTJistathti/
varU1J.a pavanaScaiva dhantidhyakSastathti sivalJl
brahma1J.a sahito se~o dikpatalJ pantu te sada.

Om! Let all the heavenly beings, like Brabma, Vi~~u, and Mahesvara, Vasudeva, who
is the lord of the universe, and Saiikar~ana, the lord, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha bathe
you and stand for your victory.l36 May the guardian deity of the east (Le., Indra),
Agni, Yama, Nairti, V~a, and Pavana, the keeper of wealth (Le., Kubera), and Siva,
Brahma, along with Se~a, protect you all the time.

Om kirtirla~mirdhTJirmedha pu~rilJ sraddka k~amti matilJI
buddhir tajja vapulJ, santist~#1J ktintisca mtitara"IJl
etastvamabhi~if!cantu rahu ketuSca tarpitiilJ,.

Om! May these Mothers (man:), reputation (kfrti), wealth (l~mi), forbearance (dhTJi),

13Yfhe bh!1Jgara is a vessel traditionally used in the consecration of kings.

136Vasudeva, Saiikar~a, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha, are four generations of deities related to Vii?Qu
and ~f?Qa. In Paiicariitra philosophy they are the four arrays (vyaha) of consciousness.
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memory (medM), nourishment (p~ti), faith (sraddha), forgiveness (k~ama), intuition
(mati), intellect (buddhi), bashfulness (lajja), comeliness of form (vapu), peace (santi),
satisfaction (tu~i), and delicate beauty (kanti) bathe you properly. And also Rahu
and Ketu.

Om r:~ayo munayo gavo devamatara eva cal
devapatnyo dhruva naga daityascapsarasarrz gaT}liJJ1
astraTJ.i sarvaSo.str{i7J.i rajano vahano.ni cal
au~adhani ca ratntini kalasyavayasca yel
Om saritalJ. sagariilJ. sailMtinhani jalada nadiilJ./
devadanavagandharvaya~arak~asapannag~1
ete tvamambhi~ittcantu dharmakamanha siddhaye.

Om! Seers and sages, cows, the mothers of divine beings, their wives, the serpents,
demons, the host of heavenly damsels, different kinds of weapons, all kinds of sacred
texts, kings and their vehicles, medicinal herbs, jewels, the fractions of time, rivers,
oceans, hills and mountains, givers of water (Le., rivers and lakes), dwellers in heaven,
demons, celestial musicians, yak~as, r~asas, creeping animals, may these all bathe you
properly for the attainment of the three worldly ends of life, righteousness (dharma),
desires (kama), and the means of their fulfullment (anha).

Om sindhu bhairavasomiidya ye hradiilJ- bhuvi sarrzsthitalJ-I
sarve sumanaso bhatva bhr:ngarailJ- sntJpayantu teo
Om kuru~etrarrz prayagasca ak~ayo vatasarrzjttakalJ.I
godavarf viyadganga narmada maTJ.ikamikal
sarva1JYetani tinhtini bhr:ngaraiJJ sntJpayantu teo
Om t~akadyasca ye nagalJ- patalatalavasinalJ.I
sarve sumanaso bhatva bhr:TJ.garaiJJ sntJpayantu teo
Om durga ca'!4e§varf ca'!4i varahr kanikl tatM/
harasiddha tatM kalf indr{i7J.f vai~TJ.avf tatMI
bhadrakalr vi~ala~r bhairavr sarvariipinrl
etalJ- sumanaso bhatva bhr:ngaraiJJ sno.payantu talJ-.

Om! 0 the (male?) rivers Sindhu, Bhairava, Soma and other rivers which exist in this
earth, after becoming mindful should bathe you with this bhr:TJ.gara.
Om! The sacred places like Kuru~etra, Prayaga, where the deathless banyan tree exists,
the river GodavarI, the river in the sky, Narmada, and the holy MaJ:l.ikarI:tika, after
coming over here should bathe you with the bhr:ngara.
Om! The serpents beginning with T~aka, who live in the nether world, with all
willingness of their mind, should bathe you with the bhrTJ.gara.
Om! Durga, the most dreadful among the terrific forms, VarahI, KartikI, Harasiddha, and
KalI, IndranI, VaisJ:l.avI, BhadrakalI, Vi~alak~I, and BhairavI, assuming various forms,
having intentions of goodwill, should bathe you with this bhr:ngara.137

mIt would appear from this piece of the liturgy, that the Devl transcends even her epithet as Durga,
since Durga is named as just one, although the supreme, of her fierce forms. Such usages of epithets
suggest that the DeVl pujii, though called Durga Piija is a composite of worship rituals from many goddess
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Bathing with Waters poured from the Saiikha (Conch Shell)

The purohita takes up a conch shell (saflkha) and bathes the mirror in different

waters poured from it while reciting appropriate mantras. 138 He says, "This is a bath"

(etat snaniyam) before each mantra.

Water from the Ganga:

Om mandyaldnyastu yadvari sarvapapaharam subhaml
svargasrotasca vai$fJavyam sniinam bhavatu tena teo

Om! The water of river Mandyakiru, auspicious and the remover of all kinds of sins, and
the rivers of the heavens belonging to Vi~~u, let your bathing be done by them.

Hot water:

Om pavitram paramam cO$fJam vahnijyoti samanvitaml
jfVanOJ!l sarvaplipaghnaJ!l bhr:fJgaraiIJ snapayantvimam.

Om! The holy hot water housing the light of fire and life itself, and a remover of all sins,
let it bathe you with bhrfJgaras.

He also recites a Vedic verse:

Om apo hi srha mayo bhuvastana urje dadhtitana make rafJaya cak$ase.

Water mixed with gold:

Om p1Jhivyam svarfJarupefJa dewi$rIJanti vai sadal
sarvado$avinMartham snapayami maheSvarfm.

Om! Gods indeed remain always in the earth in the form of gold. For the purpose of
destruction of all kinds of defects/faults I am bathing this great divine goddess.

Water mixed with silver:

Om ambike tvam mahabhaga sarade papanasinfl
sntinenanena devi tvam varada bhava suvrate.

traditions. It also suggests that though Durga is the synonymous epithet of the Mahadevl (Great Goddess)
in this piijii, the Great Goddess is beyond all epithets. A more mundane explanation could be that "Durgan
should be "Durge" placing it in the vocative case, thus identifying Durga as the Mahadevi.

138This ritual operation may be greatly curtailed with Gaiiga water substituting for all other waters.
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Om! 0 you mother Ambika, the most glorious one, you are known as Sarada and the
destroyer of sins. By this ritual bathing, 0 Goddess, you should become the giver of
boons.

Plain water:

Omya1J, apal:t . ..
[RV.7.49.2a]

Om! The water which is considered to be the cause of attainment for all beings, it is
sacred to all. I am bathing you with these waters.

Water mixed with flowers:

Om devasyatvii . . .

Water mixed with fruit:

Om agna aylihi . . .
[RV.6.16.10a; SV.1.1a]

Water with plain sugarcane juice (Devl GayatrI Mantra):

Om niirayaTJyai vidmahe bhagavatyai dhimahi tanno gauri pracodayiit.

Om! We know Naraya.IJ.l. We make a meditation of the goddess. May that goddess named
GaurI guide us (on the right path).

With ocean water:

Devr Gttyatrf Mantra.

With aguru (a substance like sandalwood), camphor (karpura), and silt from the banks

of the Ganga:

Devf Gttyatrf Mantra.

With sesame oil:

Om Hrtrrt camU!J4ayai namalJ..

Om! Hr1ql ! Obeisance to Camu~~a.
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Then with a special oil (Vi~Q.u taila) made by an Ayurvedic firm.

Om Hrurz ctimuTJ4ayai namaiJ.

Then with water infused with five pungent flavours (pafica~aya), obtained from the

bark/fruit of five different trees:

Om DU11J durgiiyai namaiJ.

Om! DUJ1l! Obeisance to Durga. 139

Water from a waterfall:

Om caTJ4avatyai namaiJ.

Om! Obeisance to CaJ:lQavatI.

Water from a Coconut:

Devf GayatrrMantra.

Dew:

Devf GiiyatrrMantra.

Water from the sea:

Devf GiiyatrrMantra.

Water infused with sarva~adr (all herbs):

Om yaJ]. o~adhi1J somarllj11IrvahVfsata vica~alJaiJ/
tasamtvamaSyuttamarG11J klimaya samhfde.

Om! The herbs, the Empress of Soma, and possessing the capacity of hundred types of
efficacy, among them you are the best. For the fulfilment of desire, I keep you in my
heart.

139"fhis is the root (mala) mantra of Durga.
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Bathing with the Sahasradhara (Thousand-fold; Millifluent)

The purohita next bathes the mirror using a devise like a shower head, called the

sahasradhara ("having a thousand"). Its openings shower the Dev! with numerous

distinct streams of water.

Om sagartilJ sarita. . .

Om! All the seas and rivers, the rivers of heaven and the big male rivers mixed with all
sorts of herbs which are the destroyer of sins, let them bathe you with their hundred
openings. The oceans consisting of salt, sugar, wine, clarified butter, curd, milk, and
water, should bathe you the Great Goddess with thousands of streams/flows.

He then utters the first verses from each of the four Vedas:

Bathing the Reflected Image with Eight Different Waters

After this, the purohita again bathes the Dev! in the mirror with eight small jars

full of different waters using the previously mentioned mantras. This is exactly the same

process used on the navapatrika.

Ending of the Mahasnana

Finally, after drying the surface of the mirror with a piece of white cloth, the

purohita draws a disc with vermillion on the mirror and writes a seed syllable in the

centre. 140 The mirror, well covered with a piece of cloth, is then placed on the altar

where the clay image is installed. The mahasnana is completed.

Bhiitapasarana (Appeasement of Inimical Spirits)

The purohita now commences an appeasement of the spirits, saying:

Etat ptidyam/ etat sacandana p~paml om bhfitebhyal] namal].

This a an offering of water for the feet.

'4OJ'his could "Hr~, " the seed syllable of the goddess, or it may be the specific seed syllable of Durgii,
"Dum."
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This is an offering of a fragrant flower.
Om! Obeisance to the elemental spirits.

Om ghorariipebhyo ghoratarebhyalJ. siddhibhyalJ. sadhyadibhyo bhatebhyah namalJ.

Om! Obeisance to the dreadful, to the more dreadful, and to those who are called siddhis
and sadhyas.

Then he recites these verses:

Om bhatapreta pisacasca ... (See bodhana)

And makes an offering of curd mixed with unhusked pulse on a bilva leaf (m~a bhakta

bali). 141

The purohita then takes fried rice (Zaja) , sandal paste, white mustard, sacred

ashes, durva and kuSa grass, and washed rice in his hand. He charges its with the

mantra, "Phat," seven times, and then utters the verses;

Om apasarpantu te bhatalJ ye bhUta bhUmipalaklilJ/
bhatantimavirodhena durgapajam karomyham.
Om vettilasca ... (see bodhana).

Om! Let those elemental spirits and those who are protectors of the land be away. I shall
worship Durga without any opposition to those elemental spirits.
Om! Mayall vampires, ... (see bodhana).

He scatters the items held in his hand onto the floor and says:

Om bhatebhyo namaIJ. Om! Obeisance to the elemental spirits.

Worship of the Bilva Tree

The purohita now proceeds to worship the bilva tree either in its separate

location, or (more conveniently) as part of the navapatrikii. While offering flowers to it,

he utters the mantra:

Om bilvasakavasinyai durgayai namalJ.

Om! Obeisance to Durga who abides in the bilva tree.

With the same mantra he proceeds to worship the bilva/navapatrikti with the ten-part

141Md~a bhakta bali serves as naivedya for the spirits. It is lowly food.
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devotional service (daSopaclira). Meditating on it to be a form of Durga, he offers dilrvli

grass and washed rice onto the "head" of the tree.

Invocation of Durga into the Piijalaya (Place of Worship)

Touching the altar of the clay image, the purohita now utters the mantra: 142

Om calJ4ike cala cala calaya durge pujalayam pravisa.

Om! 0 goddess CaJ:l<;lI, please enter the place of worship without delay. You should
please go to my abode with attendent deities and please accept my rituals for the purpose
of offering good to everybody.

Gha~asthapana (Installation of the Jar)

Then a jar (ghara) which was prepared beforehand is marked with curd and rice.

While installing the jar in the method which he follows (Tantric or other) he utters the

following mantras:

Om gangtidya saritolJ . . .

Om! All rivers, oceans, lakes should come here for the purpose of the removal of sins
of the yajamana.

He then invokes the holy rivers into the water of the jar:

Om gange ca yamuna . ..

And he stirs the water with his middle finger (aiikuSa mudra) inducing the salvifie

(tfrtha) streams to flow into the vessel. He places the leafed twigs, coconut, and cloth

on the jar completing the installation. If it has already been done, he performs it

mentally.

General Preliminary Procedures

The purohita now purifies the flowers (p~pa suddhi), his seat (asana suddhi),

and performs the common offering (slimlinya argha). He also performs the purificatory

transformation (bhilta suddhi) of the gross and subtle elements of his body.

1421t is as if he directs the Devl from the bilva/navapatrikii to the sanctified space of the clay image.
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Piija of GaJ;leSa and Other Deities

Purification of Worship Area and Materials

The purohita prepares to worship Gat:tesa and the other deities before moving

onto the worship of Durga herself. He begins by uttering:

Harrz Hirrz HUJ!l Phar

and looks at all the materials present there with a fierce divine look (krodhad!'Hi,

divyad!,~{i), purifying them.

Bhiitapasarana (Removal of Inimical Spirits)

Once again, taking the fried rice (llija), sandal paste, white mustard seed, and so

on, in his hand, charging it with the bija "Pha~," he removes the bhatas as before,

uttering:

Om apasarpantu . .. (See bodhana).

Removing the Obstacles of Earth and Sky

He strikes the floor with the heel of his left foot, while seated, removing the

obstacles of the earth/soil. Then he snaps his fingers three times above his head,

removing the obstacles of the sky (antari~a).

Worship of the Gurus (Spiritual Teachers)

Thepurohita then makes obeisance to three lines of spiritual teachers (guru). With

his palms pressed together (pralJiima) and held by his left shoulder, he worships his

human teachers with:

Om gurubhyo namalJ.
Om paramagurubhyo namalJ.
Om paraparagurubhyo namalJ.

Om! Obeisance to the gurus, the most excellent gurus, the gurus of the past and future.

Moving his folded palms to the right shoulder, he worships Gat:tesa as guru:

Om parame~hf gurubhyo namalJ.
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Om! Obeisance to the supreme one.

And then with folded palms in the centre, he pays obeisance to Durga, as supreme

teacher:

Om durgayai devyai namalJ,.

Oml Obeisance to the Goddess Durga.

~yadi Nyasa (Imprintment with the Sages and Others)

Next the purohita imprints (nyiisa) his body with a sage (or revealer) and others

(r~tidi) for the purpose (viniyoga) of worshipping Durga. Placing his hand at the top of

his head, he states:

Om sirasi naradm:~aye namalJ,.

Om! Obeisance to the revea1erlsage Narada in the head.

On his lips:

Om mukhe gayatrfcchandase namalJ,.

Om! Obeisance to the metre Gayatri in the mouth.

On his heart:

Om hrf'!l hr:daye durgayai devatayai namalJ.

Om! HriIp.! Obeisance to the goddess Durga in the heart.

Kara Suddhi (Purification of the Hands) and Dig Bandhana

After purifying both of his hands (kara suddhi) with sandal paste and flowers by

rubbing them in his palms and throwing them away, he snaps three times over his head.

Again snapping ten times while circling his head he arrests the ten directions (dig

bandhana).143

143The centre, I was informed, is the highest reality. The ritual of restraining the directions frees the
sacred space from any directional/spatial context.
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Nyasa (Imprintments)

The purohita next performs the imprintment with syllables (mat.,..ka nyiisa). He

performs pralJ{iyama with the seed syllable, "HrIq1 ." He then imprints his hands and

limbs (kara and aiiga nyiisa) with the appropriate seed syllables. Next he performs pf!ha

nyiisa, imprinting his body with the seats of the Dev!.

Durga Dhyana (Meditative Visualization of Durga)

He now makes a meditation (dhylina) of Durga holding a flower in the dhyana

mudrtl close to his heart. Placing the flower on his head he mentally worships her with

a sixteen part devotional service (manasa ~odaSopacara).

ViS~a Argha (Special Worship) in the Conch Shell

The purohita takes a special conch shell and places it on his left side (to the front

of him). He draws a simple yantra in which is inscribed the seed syllable, "Htiql." He

follows the previously described procedure in worshipping the conch shell and the tripod

on which it is placed. Then at the "head" of the conch shell, he places flowers with

sandal paste, darvli grass, and washed rice. This being done, he shows dhenu mudra over

it. He covers it with matsya mudra, and sanctifies the water with aiikuSa mudra inducing

the sacred rivers to join the water in the conch shell (saiikha). Next he repeats the Durga

seed (brja) mantra, "Duql," eight times over it.

He then utters:

Om ihagaccha/
iha ti~rha/
iha sannidehiJ
iha sannirudhyasva/
atradhisthanam kuru mama piljanam gr:hana.

Om! Come here. Stay here. Come close by. Remain in my presence. Take up your abode
here and accept my worship

simultaneously performing appropriate gestures. When saying" ihtigaccha, " his hands are

cupped facing upwards calling the deity. When saying "iha ti~tha," he closes his fingers

towards the palms, as if taking hold of a person's hands. As he says "iha sannidehi," he
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rolls his fists to face each other clenched fingers touching each other, symbolizing

closeness. And with Itiha sannirudhyasva," he moves the touching fists up and down in

a pleading fashion. 144

Worship of GaJ;leSa (as a Ghata) and Other Deities

The purohita now places an installed jar called the Gal).esa gha?a in the north-east

comer (i.e., in front of the GaneSa image).145 Next he performs the imprintment of

hand and limbs (anga and kara nylisa) with the following mantras, while performing the

appropriate mudras. He says

Ga1!1 gf111 gU1!1 gairrt gau1!1

while passing his hands over each other and finishes with a clap while uttering, "galJ. It

He now performs the meditative visualization (dhyana) of GaJ).esa first with a flower

clasped in the dhyana mudra by his heart. He places it on his head and mentally offers

worship. He then places the flower before him (on the ghG!a) and after repeating the

dhyana, and the above mantra (ihagaccha/ iha tishta ... ) performs an actual five or ten

part devotional service (panca or dasopactira). He concludes his worship of GaJ).eSa with

an obeisance (namaskara), uttering:

Om devendra maulimandara makaranda kanarunahl. .
vighnan harantu devendra cara1Jii.mbuja relJil-valJ..

am! May the dust of your feet, a Heramba, remove all obstacles. These dusts have
collected at your feet from the garland made of mandara flowers from the head of Indra,
and have become red and smeared with honey.

144 The traditional interpretation is that the combination of mudrti and mantra"agaccha" is invocation
(dvtihana); "ti~rha" brings about establishment or steadying of the deity (sthtipanf); "sannidehi," causes the
deity to come near (sannidhtipam); and "sanniruddha, " arrests (sanrodhani) the deity causing it to remain
face to face (sanmukhikaralJi). The mudras and mantra should be accompanied by concentrated (dhtirafJa)
mental visualization (dhyana).

145'fhis worship of GaIJ.eSa as a gha~a links him to Kubera, to y~as, to fertility, and vegetation, and
the Dev!. The gha~a is shaped like the round belly of GaIJ.eSa, and the coconut head may be implicitly
connected to Gal;1esa's decapitation.
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In that same ghata, the five gods beginning with Siva, the ten avataras of V~I.lu, 4-

and the other deities, are worshipped separately with a five or ten-part devotional service

(upaclira). The purohita then worships Brahma, the directional guardians (dikpiila), and

nine planets (navagraha) separately.146

Piija of Durga in the Central Image

Invocation of Durga into the Central Image

Moving to the central jar (ghata) which was installed earlier in front of the clay

images (muni), the purohita offers flowers. He follows the ritual of imprintment of his

body with the seats of the goddess (pfrha nyasa). Again he performs kara and anga

nyiisa. In the alJga nyi1sa he imprints the words of the Durga Mantra (Om durge durge

rak~alJi svlihii) onto various parts of his body which is undifferentiated from the body of

the goddess. He says:

Om durge hr:dayo.ya namalJ..
Om durge sirase svahli.
Om ra~alfi sikho.yai va~ar.
Om svt1ht1 kavacho.ya hurrt.
Om durge durge r~alJi netratraya va~ar.
Om svt1hti astrtlya pharo

He makes the pivotal meditative visualization (dhyana) of Durga while holding

a flower in the dhytina mudra close to his heart. He places it atop his head, transforming

himself into the deity, and mentally renders devotional service. Next he places the flower

which was at the top of his head onto the top of the central jar. He again utters the

dhytina:

Om ja(tijflta samayuktamardhendu.kr:taSekharam/
locanatraya san;yukttiJ!1 purlfendu sadr:sananam/
atasipu~pa (taptakatfcana) varlJabhtim suprat~rhtim sulocanam/
navayauvana sampannlif!l sarvabharaTJa bhu~itam/

146This ritual suggests that the cosmic bodies of all the deities who will be invoked into the clay images,
or who will preside at the ritual, are first established in the jar. Gal:leSa is the first but not the only deity
present in the jar.
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sucarudtiSanam tadvat pinonnatapayodhartiml
tribhangasthana saJ!lsthtinam mahi~asuramardinrml
mrrpuayata saJ!lsparsa dasabtlhusamanvitaml
trisulaJ!l d~ir:ze dhyeya'!l kha4ga'!l cakra'!l kramtldadhalJI
ti~1Java1Ja'!l tatha sakti'!l d~i1Je~u vicintayetl
khetaka'!l pU17Jilctipaf1ca pasamatikusameva cal
gha~a'!l va parasUf!l vapi vamatah sannivesayetl
siraschedodbhavam tadvaddanava'!l kha4gaptilJinaml
hr:di sulena nirbhinnaJ!l niryadantra vibhu~itaml

raktaraktr krtangaf1ca raktavi~phurite~a1Jaml

ve~titaJ!l nagapasena bhriikutr bhi~a1Janaml
saptiSavamahastena dhlJakesaf1ca durgayal
vamadrudhiravaktraf1ca devyalJ, si'!lha'!l pradarsayetl
devyastu da~inaJ!l ptldam samaJ!1 sif!lhoparisthataml
kiflcid urdhvaJ!l tatha vama'!l ang~rhaJ!l mahi~oparil
stilyamananca tadrapamaJ!laraiIJ sannivesayetl
ugracaTJ4a pracaTJ4a ca caTJ40gra caTJ4antIyiklil
caTJ4a caTJ4avatr caiva caTJ4anlpati caTJ4iklil
a~~abhiIJ saktibhistabhiIJ satatam parive~titaml
cintayet jagattim dhtitrrm dharma klimartha mo~adam.

The deity has matted hair. The top of it is adorned with the crescent moon. She has three
eyes. Her face is like the beauty of the full moon. Her complexion is like the atasrflower
(in some variants "like molten gold" (tapta klif1cana».147 She is well established having
beautiful eyes, possesses all the beauty of early youth, decorated with all kinds of
ornaments. Her teeth are nice-looking. Her breasts are well formed and heavy. She is
standing in triple curve (tribhatiga) form. She is crushing the demon Mahi~a. Her arms
are like the lotus stalk (in their tenderness of touch), extended. She has ten arms. She
should be meditated upon as having a trident in the uppermost right hand and lower down
gradually the weapons are the sword, the discus, the pointed arrow, and the sakti (a kind
of weapon). These should be meditated to occupy her right hands. And one should place
on the left side the kh~aka (a staff), a bow, a noose, a goad, and a bell or axe. These
are on the left hand side. Down, below the image of the goddess, there is a buffalo
shown whose head has been separated (beheaded), and emerging from the severed spot
a demon is seen bearing a sword in his hand. His chest has been pierced through by a
spear, and together with that (spear) his body and limbs are smeared with entrails and
blood. His angry red eyes are wide. His whole body is entwined with the noose in the
form of a serpent. His frowning look is dreadful. With the left hand, Durga has caught
hold of his hair with her noose. The lion should be depicted vomiting blood from his
mouth. The right foot of the goddess is placed straight on the back of the lion. Slightly
above that, the left toe of her left foot is placed on the demon. This form of the goddess
should be shown in such a way that she is praised by the various divinities. She is always
surrounded by eight different saktis (attendant feminine powers) named UgracaJ:lda,
Pracat:lQa, Cat:lQogra, Cat:lQanayika, Cat:lQa, CaJ;lQavati, Cat:lQartipa, and AticaI.1t;lika. The
aspirant should meditate on her as the protectress of the world and the bestower of virtue,

147The atas[ is the dark coloured flower of the hemp plant.
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fulfilment of desire, the desired end, and also liberation.

The purohita then utters:

Om bhur bhuva svar bhagavati durge devi svaga1JGsahite
ihagacchal
iha ti~thal
iha sannidehil
iha sannirudhasval
mama pujam grhaTJa.

Om! 0 Goddess Durga, divine lady of the three worlds, with your own attendents, come,
stay, approach, and remain here accepting my worship.

Passing his hands around each other in the ang~thtidi sadanga nyasa (imprintment of

the six limbs consisting of the five fingers and palms), he recites:

Hrtilfl hrflfl hn11fl hrairtz hraulfl

and ends by slapping the first few fingers of the right hand into the left palm while

uttering, "hralJ."

With his hands suitably charged, he places one on the image (or reaches it with

a length of kuSa grass14S
) and prays:

Om tigaccha madgr:he devi a~tabhilJ saktibhilJ sahal . . .

Om! 0 goddess, come to my house with eight attending saktis. 0 doer of all good, please
accept my ritual done according to the prescribed method.

Om ehyehi bhagavaddurge satr~aya jayaprade/
bhaktitalJ, pujayami tvom navadurge surarcite.

Om! 0 goddess Durga, the giver of victory and killer of enemies, I worship you, the one
who is worshipped by gods.

Om durge devi samagaccha stinnidhyamiha kalpayal
yajfLabhaga gr:htiTJa tvam ~ttibhilJ saktibhilJ saha.

Om! 0 goddess Durga, come over here and show your presence beside me along with

148Such uses of kuSa grass in this procedure and as the purohita's seat (asana) of worship, identify it
as a "conductor" par excellence of divine energy.
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your eight saktis. Please receive the share/portion of the oblation.

Om saradfyamimcilrz piljam karomi kamala~1J£1
ajf1i1paya mahlidevi daityadarpa nisUdani.

Om! 0 Great Goddess, give your leave/permission, 0 suppressor of the arrogance of
demons, I shall perform this autumnal worship of yours, 0 lotus-eyed one.

Om sal!lsararlJQva d~pCire sarvasura nikrntani!
trayasva varade devi namaste saflkarapriye.

Om! The worldly existence is like an ocean which is very difficult to cross. 0 destroyer
of all sorts of demons, please rescue me, 0 giver of boons. I bow to you the beloved of
Sankara.

Om ye deva'J. yCilJ. hidevyasca calitCilJ. yascalanti hi!
avCihayami tan sarvan ca1J4ike paramesvari.

Om! The gods and the goddesses that have moved towards us, and those who are still on
their way, I invite all of them here, 0 Great Goddess CaJ.lc;lika.

Om pralJQn ra~a yaso r~a putradtirlidhanQl!l sadal
sarvara~akar[ yasmad tasmattvayi jagat priye.

Om! Protect our lives, and protect our good names and always protect our sons and
wives as you are the protectrix of all. The epithet, "The Beloved of the World," is right.

Om praviSya ti~(ha yajfle 'smin yavat piljam karomyahaml
sailananda kare devi sarvasiddhiffca dehi me.

Om! Please enter the place of worship and remain steady there so long as I make all my
ritualistic offerings to you. You are the giver of happiness to the mountain (Himalaya).
Please give us all kinds of attainments.

Om agaccha ca'!4ike devi sarvakalyalJa hetavel
piljCim gfhalJa sumukhi namaste saflkarapriye.

Om! 0 goddess CaJ.1c;lika, please come for the purpose of well-being of all. 0 beautiful
faced one, the beloved of Saiikara, I pay obeisance to you, please receive our offering.

Om avCihayami devi tvam m':lJmaye snphale 'pi cal
kailasa sikharaddevi vindhyadrer himaparvatatl
agatya bilvasakhayCim ca1J4ike kuru sannidhiml
sthlipitasi maya devi piljaye tvCim prasida mel
ayurarogyam ai1varyal!l dehi devi namo 'stute.

Om! I invite you, 0 Goddess, to abide in the image made of earth, and also in the bilva
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fruit from the top of Mount Kailasa and from Vindhya hill, or from the Himalaya. Come
from those places, be present in the branch of this bilva tree. I have installed you here
and should worship you. Be pleased. I pay obeisance to you a Goddess. Give me
strength, longevity, health, and wealth.

Om devi ca'!4atmike ca'!4i calJ4avigraha klirilJi/
bilvasakhtlm samasritya ti~ha devagalJailJ. saha.

am! a Goddess, you are dread incarnate, and make terrific battle. Abiding in the branch
of the bilva tree, please remain along with the other divine beings.

The purohita next recites some Vedic verses:

Om han.zsa!J, sucisadvasurantari~a sad hota vedi~ad atithi durolJa satl
nT:~ad varasad vyomasad avjagoja naja adrifa 'Jam bfhat.
[RV.4.40.50]

The ha'!lsa [swan] homed in light, the vasu in mid-air, the priest beside the altar, in the
house the guest. Dweller in the noblest place, mid men, in truth, in sky, born of flood,
kine, truth, mountain, he is holy law. 149

Om pra tad vi~lJuh stavate vlrelJa mfgo na bhfmah kucaro gir4~Ju1lJ.1
yasyoru~u tri~u vikramalJe~adhi~iyanti bhuvanani viSvafJ..

Om vi~lJur yonilfl kalpayatu tva~ra nlpani pilflsatul
a sittcatu prajapatir dhtita garbhaJ!l dadhatu teo

Tat savitur varenyam

Om tryambakam yajamahe sugandhim pustibardhanam urvarukamiva bandhanan mytyor
murksiya ma mnat.
[RV.7.59.12]

am! Tryambaka we worship, sweet augmenter of prosperity. As from its stem the
cucumber, so may I be released from death, not reft of immortality. 150

He then reads the DevI Gayam. Following this he utters more verses:

Om devi tvam jagattllfl mata!J, sr:~# salflharaklirilJi/
patrikiisu samastasu sannidhyamiha kalpaya.

149Griffith 1963: 17.

150Griffith 1963: 17. This verse is highly significant since it refers to the removal of a seed-bearing fruit
(cucumber) from its stem. A cucumber or melon, may be offered to Durga as surrogate for an animal (or
human) sacrifice. The head, which is the fruit of the body, is separated from the body during the sacrificial
offering, resulting not in death, but in immortality for the devotee.
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Om! 0 Goddess, you are the mother of the world and the agent of creation and
dissolution. Make your presence here in all the plants and herbs.

Om pallavaisca phalopetailJ stikhtibhilJ, suranayikel
pallave san:zsthite devi pujom gr:hT}a prastda me.

Om! In the twigs, branches attached with fruit, 0 Leader of the divine beings, abiding
in the twigs, after receiving my ritual worship, be pleased with me.

Om avahaylini devi tvom mr:1Jmaye srrphale 'pi cal
sthiratyantan:z hi no bhatvli ghr:e kiimaprada bhava.

Om! I invoke you, 0 Goddess, in the earthen image and also in the bilva fruit. Being
steadily established here be the giver of fulfilment of all desires.

Om ca1J4ike ca'!4arapa.si suratejomahlivalel
praviS'ya ti~ha yajfie 'smin yavat pl1jam karomyaham.

Om! 0 CaJ:l<;lika, you are terrific in form. You have enormous strength/might born of the
divine energy (tejas) of the gods. Please enter in the altar of rituals (yajfia) and stay here
so long as I am engaged in worshipping you.

The Devi has been successfully invoked into all her representative forms,

including the navapatrikti, and bilva fruit, as well as the earthen image (mr'Jmayi murti).

Ca~ur Dana (Giving Eyesight)

Now that the DevI has come to reside in the image, the purohita proceeds to give

the image eyesight (ca~ur dana). 151 He takes collyrium (kajjala) which has been

prepared and placed on a bi/va leaf, and with the blunt end of another bi/va leaf he

applies it to the eyes of the image, while uttering:

" "for the right eye.

" "for the left eye.

Gayatri Mantra and "Om katyananI ..." for the third, upper eye.

151In the installation of any muni in a place of worship (piljalaya) such as a temple (mandira), the ritual
of giving eyesight (c~ur dana) along with the installation of vital energy (priiIJa prat~~ha) are climax
points. The first ritual activates the faculty of vision, so important for the lay worshipper's devotional
interaction with the deity, where reciprocation of sight (darSana) is central. The second brings the image
to life. The image and a designated space around it is thereafter treated with utmost reverence.
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PraJ;la Prat~tha (Installation of Vital Energy)

The purohita next installs vital life energy (prli1J.a) into the image. He begins by

touching the heart of the murti with a flower, saying:

Om ai'!l hrf'!l krO'!l gliJ?l rti'!l lliJ?l vliJ?l SliJ?l ~ti'!l sliJ?l haUf!l hti'!l salJ durgtiytil]. prti1J.a iha
prti1J.al]..

Om! Let the vital energy (prti1J.a) come through the utterance of these syllables.

Om ai'!l hn-'!l kro'!l, ... , haf!l salJ durgti devyal]. jrva iha stifha.

Om! Let the soul (jfva) of Durga come through the utterance of these syllables.

Om ai'!l hrf'!l kro'!l, ... , ha'!l salJ durga devyal]. sarvendrtyti1J.i iha stitha.

Om! Let all sense and motor organs come with the utterance of these syllables.

Om ai'!l hrff!l krO'!l, . . ., ha'!l salJ durga devyal]. vtikmanascaksul]. stvak srotra ghr:ti1J.a
prti1J.a iha gatya Sukha'!l ciraf!l ti~(hantu svahti.

Om! Let the speech, mind, eye, touch, hearing, organs of smell, and all the vital energies
after coming over here remain comfortably in this body.1S2

He then utters a Vedic verse:

Om mana jutirj~(amtiyasyabr:haspatir yajt1amimam tano tu/
aristam yajt1am samimam dadhatu visvedeVtisa iha mlidhayantam om prati~(ha.

Asyai pra1J.alJ k~arantu cal
asyai devatti saflkhyai svaha.

He recites this while showing the gesture of the lapping flame of fire (leliha mudrli) in

which the thumb touches the bottom of the ring finger, and touching the body of the

image. ls3

The purohita repeats the procedure for each of the other clay images, including

the demon, imbuing them with life.

IS2'JDis process of installation of life in the clay image is crucial in understanding the significance of
Durga Piija (or any puja). Just as the Devi has been brought into material existence through the descent
and manifestation of each of the various elements (tattva) of creation, the devotee reverses this process in
the activities of puja. In so doing the devotee and deity meet (half-way so to speak) in a communion which
has been facilitated by the purohita.

IS3The mudra is said to symbolize the spark of vital energy taking flame in the image.
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Worship of Durga Embodied in the Clay Image

Before offering anything to the DevI, the purohita sprinkles purified water from

its vessel, consecrating his seat and the altar, uttering:

Va/?l asanaya namaIJ.

Vam! Obeisance to the seat.

Seating himself, he then offers a flower and sandalpaste over the sacrificial offering

vessel (koso) saying:

Om adhipataye srivi~fJave namalJ.

Om! Obeisance to the overlord SrI Vi~~u.

[dam asanaml Om durge durge durgayai namalJ.

This is a seat. am! a Durga, a Durga. Obeisance to Durga. l54

He now proceeds to worship Durga in the earthen image with an elaborated form of the

sixteen-part devotional service (~odaSopactira).155

1. Asana (Seat)

With folded hands he says:

Om asanmrz grhna carvangf ntlna ratna vinirmitaml
gthi11Jedam jaganmtltalJ prasfda bhagavatyume.

Om! Please receive this seat studded with various jewels, a Mother of the Universe, and
be propitiated.

lS4TIle exact nature of the seat of the Devi is ambiguous in this ritual sequence. The altar on which the
clay image sits, the purohita's own seat are two possible candidates. Since the superintending deity
(adhipati), Vi.J?Qu is then worshipped with the koid which is later called the seat, one can infer that Vi~I}.u

himself serves as the seat of the Devi:.

1551 have numbered the parts of the devotional service to illustrate that it consists of far more than
sixteen parts. The alphabetic subdivisions (e.g., 7 and 7a) do not indicate less significant offerings. They
are so designated since they appear somewhat connected to the previous devotional offering, and because
they do not possess their own mantra.
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2. Svagatam (Welcome)

Uttering the root mantra (mulamantra) of the Goddess, he states:

Om dU11J durgayai namalJ.
Om durge iha sWigatam? Svagatam astu.

Om! Dum! Obeisance to Durga.
Om! Durga, do you feel welcome here? Be welcome here.

3. Padya (Water for Washing Feet)

Taking some water in the smaller copper ladle (kuSt), he offers it to Durga for washing

her feet:

Om padyam grhna mahadevi sarva duhkha paMrakaml
trayasva varade devi namaste sankarapriye.

Om! Please receive this offering of a washing of your feet. It is the remover of all kinds
of pain. Please protect me, 0 giver of boons. I offer my obeisance to the beloved of
Saftkara, thus.

4. ArghalArghya (Offering)

Placing some durva grass, washed rice, and bilva patra in a conch vessel (sankha), he

offers it to Durga:

Om darvalqata samayuktam bilva patram tatM paraml
sobhanam sankhapatrastham grM1Jl1rghyam harapriyel
ntina tfrthodbhavam vari kutikamadi suSftalam/
grJullJtirghyam idam devi vise$vari namo'stute.

Om! 0 beloved of Hara, accept my offering of this darva, rice, bilva leaf, and most
beautiful conch vessel. The water comes from many holy nrthas, has been made cool by
adding saffron (kutikuma) and other things. Please accept this offering (arghya) from me,
o Goddess. I am paying obeisance to you, 0 Mistress of the World.

5. Acamaniya (Water for Sipping or Rinsing the Mouth)

Offering some water in the kuSf, he utters:

Om mandakinytistu yadvari sarvapapaharOJ?1 subhaml
grJullJacamaniyam tvam maya bhaktyti niveditaml
idam apo maya bhaktya tava panitaleverpitaml
acamaye mahadevi prfta santim prayacchame.
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Om! The water that has come from MandakinI is auspicious and also the remover of all
sins. Please accept this water for the purpose of sipping. This water has been presented
by me into your hand out of devotion to you. You may wash your mouth and thus
satisfied offer me peace.

6. Madhuparka (Honeyed Mixture)

He takes a fist sized container (Hindi: kG{ora) of brass or silver containing honey

(madhu), ghi (ghrta), and curd (dadhi). He first purifies it by saying:

vaJ?l madhuparktiya namalJ,. Vam! Obeisance to the madhuparka. 156

He then utters:

Om madhuparka1'!t mahMevi brahmMyailJ parikalpitam/
maya niveditam bhaktya gr:haTJa paramefvari.

Om! This honeyed mixture, 0 Great Goddess, was invented by Brahma and others. It has
been offered to you out of devotion. Please accept it, 0 Supreme Lady.

6a.PunarA~an~a(Agam)

7. Snamyam (Bathing)

The purohita offers Durga water for bathing, saying:

Om jalaftca srtalam svaccham ida1!l suddhQ1!l manoharam/
snanarthaJ?l te maya bhaktya kalpitQ1!l pratigr:hyatam.

Om! Cool, clear, pure, nice water I have arranged for your bath. Please accept it.

7a. Punar A~aniya (Again)

8. Vastra (Clothing)

Offering a new sari, after purifying its (with the bija, "Vaql. ") he says:

Om bahutantu samayuktam p~a sutrMi nirmitaml
vasa devi susuklaflca gr:haTJOvaravarTJinii
tantusantana samyuktQ1!l rafljitO'!l ragavastunal
durge devi bhaja prftiJ!z vasaste paridhtyatam.

Om! It is made of many threads and is composed of silken threads. It is white and it is
coloured. 0 goddess Durga be satisfied after wearing it. It is one which has many

156Solids are more in need of purification, I was informed.
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stretched threads and is coloured with dyes. 0 goddess Durga, be satisfied and put this
cloth on as your own.

8a. Punar Acamaniya (Again)

9. Alaiildira (Ornamentation)

The ornaments are first purified and then offered. (A small silver ring may be offered

as a token of ornaments):

Om divya ratna samtiyuktalJ vahnibhtinusamaprabhalJ,1
gatra1J.i sobhayi$)!anti alankllriilJ suresvari.

These ornaments are studded with divine gems and shine like fire and the sun. They will
adorn your limbs, 0 Queen of the Gods.

10. Saiikha Alaiikara (Ornamentation with Conch Shell Bangles)

He utters:

Om sankhanca vividhan:z citran:z blihuniinca vibha~a1J.aml
maya niveditan:z bhaktya sankhanca pratig(hyatam.

Om! The bangles made of conch shell are of various types. They decorate your arms and
wrists. I have offered these with devotion. Please accept these conch shell bangles.

During this time other items of jewellery and personal feminine ornamentation are

offered. 157

11. Gandha (Fragrant Ointment)

Taking some sandal paste in his fingers, the purohita says:

Om san-rante na janami ce~an:z naiva ca naiva cal
mlim ralqa sarvato devi gandha netlin g(hli1J.a ca.

Om! I do not know what form you have, and I am quite unknowing of your activity.

157 These may include a bottle of the red coloured dye with which women paint their feet (Skt./Beng.
alakJaka/alttl), combs, a small mirror, an iron bangle, which is the sign of a married woman (sadhava),
and a small basket. All such items offered to the Dev! go to the purohita who probably turns them over
to his wife. In large religious community pajas (e.g., Anandamayi Mii Asrama), where numerous items may
be offered by wealthy patrons, these donations are often kept in trust and given to needy women (as a
wedding sari, for instance).
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Please protect me from all sides and please accept this sandal paste. 158

12. Pu~pa (Flowers)

While offering some flower garlands (p~pamtila) to the goddess, he says:

Om pu~pam manoharcurz divyam sugandhaJ!l devanirmitaml
hrdyam adbhatam aghreyam dew dattaJ!l pragrhyatam.

Om! Flowers, fascinating, divine, fragrant, created by the divine hand, very lovely,
unique (hard to obtain), worthy to be smelled, which are being offered to you, a DevI,
please accept them.

13. Dhiipa (Fragrant Incense)

Offering incense in a vessel he says: 159

Om vanaspati rasa divyo gandhadhyalJ sumanoharalJl
maya nivedito bhaktya dhiipo 'ya'!l pratigrhyatam.

Om! This incense is the sap/essence of big trees. It is a heavenly thing full of fragrance
and pleasing to the mind. I have offered this to you with devotion. Please accept this
incense.

14. Dipa (Lamp)

Waving a ghi lamp (often multi-wicked) in front of the goddess, he says:

Om agnir jyotiravijyotiscandrajyotistathaiva cal
jyoti~amuttamo durge dfpO 'yOl!l pratigrhyatam.

Om! The light of fire, the sun's light, the moon's light, among all of them this lamp is
the best. 0 Durga, please accept it.

15. Sindiira (Vermillion)

The purohita touches a small amount of vermillion (sindura) to the forehead of the

goddess saying:

Om candane1J.a samayuktOl!l sindCtraJ!l bhalabhi4alJ.Qml

15%S is an important prayer for it signifies that despite the many visible forms in which the Dev! is
embodied in this puja, the worshipper admits that her true form and activity is mysterious.

15
9Stick incense (Hindi: agarbatti) is considered unsuitably meagre.
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rupadyutikaran:z devi calJ4ike grh1J.a mastake.
Om calJ4ikayai vidmahe bhagavatyai dhimahi tanno gauri pracodaytit.
Om idGJ?1 sindaratilakam/
Om durge durge ra~a1J.i sw1ha/
Hrz11}, durgayai devyai namalJ.

am! This vermillion is associated with sandal paste.1oo It decorates the forehead and
manifests illumination of the form. a CaJ:l9ika, please accept this on your forehead.
am! CaJ:l91 Gayatrl
am! Purification and Obeisance.

16. Kaliala (Collyrium)

He offers collyrium on a bilva leaf to the DevI, saying:

Om namaste sarvadevesi namaste saflkarapriyei
cak~usamafljanGJ?1 hrdyam devi dattam pragrhyatam.

am! a Goddess of all Gods, I bow to the beloved of Safikara. This collyrium, which I
offer to you, is pleasant to the eye. Please accept it.

17. Naivedya (Food Offering)

The purohita first purifies the food and then offers it saying: 161

Om llmannam ghrtasan:zyuktaf!l phalattimbula sGJ?1yuktam/
maya niveditGJ?1 bhaktya amannan:z pratigrhyatam.

am! This uncooked food (amannam) is associated with clarified butter, fruits, and betel
nuts. This uncooked food which is offered by me, please accept it

Next, another separate offering of fruits and other prepared but uncooked foods are

offered:

Om phalamalani sarvtl1J.i gramyara1J.yani yani cal
nanavidhasugandhrni grh1J.a devi mamaciram.

am! Fruits and roots which have come from villages and grew in the forest, they have

160A spot of vermillion is often placed on the forehead on top of and within a slightly large spot of
yellow sandalpaste (candana).

161Washed rice heaped in a pile served in a spacious plate with fruits (bananas, etc.) on the top, and
large, specially shaped pieces of coconut, sweet balls, etc. are offered. There might be special cakes (tala)
made from palmyra palm fruit juice. The whole configuration ressembles a mountain, at the base of which
other fruits are placed.
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different smells. Please accept them as my offering. 162

18. Bilva Patra (Wood-apple LeaO

Next he offers bilva patras to the goddess: 163

Om durge durge ra~aTJi svaha/
Hrfn:l durgayai devyai narnalJ.

19. Panartha Jalam (Water for Drinking)

The purohita offers clear water for drinking:

Om jalaflca sftalaf!l svacchan:z sugandhi sumanoharam/
maya niveditaf!l bhaktya panlyam pratigfhyatam.

Om! Water which is cool, clear, fragranced, pleasing to the mind, I have offered with
devotion as drinking water. Please accept it.

20. Timbula (Betel)

Betel leaf and betel nut are offered separately (not mixed as in the common preparation

of pan):

Om phalapatra samayuktam karpureTJa suvasitam/
maya niveditaf!l bhaktya tambulan:z pratigfhyatam.

Om! This betel, associated with betel nut and leaf, fragranced with camphor, is offered
to you with devotion. Please accept it.

21. Diirva Grass

He offers durva grass which has been woven into a thread:

Om namaste sarvadevesi namaste sukha moksadel
durvan:z gr:haTJa dew tvan:z man:z nistaraya sarvatalJ.

162The naivedya consists essentially ofuncooked or minimially cooked food. Fruits and roots, associated
with villages and forests are also offered to the Dev!, linking her with agricultural, and "gatherer" peoples.
It supplements our understanding of her epithet, Vanadurga (Durga of the Forest) and her connection to
forest tribes like the Sabaras.

163Since such items as the conch shell (iaflkha) and bilva leaf are unambiguous forms of the Dev!,
which are offered back up to her, it is not remote to suggest that an implicit identification exists between
each of the offered materials and the goddess herself.
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Om! I bow to you supreme goddess, the giver of happiness and liberation. Please accept
this durvti grass, and rescue me from every quarter.

21. Bilvapatramala (Garland of Wood-apple Leaves)

He presents a garland of hi/va leaves to her:

Om amrtodbhavarrz sri'yuktaJ!l mahtidevapriya'!l sada/
pavitrarrz te prayacchtimi srfphaltyaf!l sureSvari.

Om! I am giving you this pure sacred thing born of the bilva (srfphala) tree, 0 Goddess
of all Gods. It emerged from nectar. It is associated with auspiciousness and has always
been beloved to Siva. 164

22. Pu~pamala (Flower Garland)

The purohita offers an exceptionally beautiful flower garland to the Dev!, saying:

Om sutrefJ,a grathitaJ?l mtilyaf!l ntintipu$pasamanvitaml
srtyuklaf!l lambamtinaflca gr:hafJ,a paramev$ari.

Om! This garland has been woven by means of a thread (sarra). It is associated with
different kinds of flowers. It looks beautiful when it hangs on the neck. Please accept
this, 0 supreme goddess.

22a. Pu~pa

He now recites the Gayatrr Mantra while offering a handful of flowers three times to the

goddess.

22b. DarpaJ;Ul (Mirror)

He then allows the DevI to see her reflection in the mirror.

22c. Padya, Argha, Punar Acamaniya

Again he offers water for her feet (padya), darwi grass and washed rice (argha), and

water for sipping (acamanfya).

23. Anna/Bhoga (Cooked Food)

At this point he clears the precincts in front of the Goddess, and after drawing a yantra

1
64Bilva leaves, I was told, are thought to contain parada (mercury/quicksilver) which is understood

to be the semen of Siva. This adds to its medicinal potency.
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he places cooked food (anna/bhoga) on it. 165 The purohita now offers that cooked food

to the DevI, the navapatrikii, and other deities present, praying:

Om annOJ!l caturvidham devi rasailJ ~adbhilJ, samanvitaml
uttaman:z prlilJadaflcaiva grhtilJa mama bhavatalJ,.

Om! Food of four types, flavoured with six kinds of tastes, it is excellent and the giver
of life. Please accept it from my sincere sentiment (bhavataf}).l6fJ

24. Paramanna (Supreme Food)

Next he offers the DevI, paramanna (i.e., rice cooked in milk, ghi, and sweetened with

raisins, etc.) similar to the preparation known as khira in Hindi.

Om gavyasarpilJ, samayuktOJ!l ntinamadhura san:zayuktaml
mayti niveditan:z bhaktyti paramtinnam pragrhyattim.

Om! The milk of the cow, and a slight amount of ghi, mixed with some other sweets, I
have offered this supreme food with devotion.

25. Pi$ka (Cakes)

Then the purohita offers pi~!aka (i.e., cakes of different kinds, always cooked):

Om amr:tayailJ, racitan:z divyaJ?1. ntintirapa vinirmitaml
pi~(akam vividhOJ!l devi grhtilJa mama bhavatalJ,.

Om! These cakes have been prepared as if with nectar. It is a heavenly delicacy made
into different shapes. These varieties of cakes which I offer to you should be accepted.

165This is an extremely important participatory portion of the ritual, wherein the woman (possibly the
yajamana's wife) who has prepared the food brings it directly from the kitchen to the place of worship.
Water is sprinkled before her, and her pathway is cleared of any persons who might defile the food.
Unmarried women and widows are particularly inauspicious. Pre-menstrual girls are pure and entitled to
handle the uncooked food offerings. Preparation and handling of the cooked food offerings are restricted
to married women who are not menstruating, or women who are past menopause. For the puja of Durga
and Kiili, they must have been received a special initiation (di~a). The initiated post-menopausal woman's
cooking activities in the kitchen are likely to be as elaborate as the purohita's in the place of worship. In
the ritual of the food offerings, the activities of these two ritual specialists connect; the elaborate food
preparations are eaten by the manifest presence of the Devl.

166The four types of food referred to are those that can be chewed (carrya), sucked (cusya), licked
(lehya), and drunk (peya).
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26. Modaka (Sweet Balls)

Next he offers sweet balls (Skt/H: modaka/ladu): 167

Om modakam svtidu swrzyuktaf!l sarkartidi vimisn1am/
suramywrz madhurwrz bhojyaf!l devi dattwrz pragr:hyattim.

Om! These very tasty sweetballs, mixed with sugar and other ingredients, are very sweet
and edible. I have given them over to you. Please accept them.

26a. Paniyam Jalam (Water for Drinking)

Again he offers drinking water (paniyam jalam) to the DevI.

27. Pra~ama/Vandana (Homage/Obeisance)

The purohita finishes off the devotional service by reciting an obeisance to Durga. 168

Om sarva mangala mangalye sive sarvtinha sadhike saranye tryambike gauri ntirttyafJi
namo'stute.

See bodhana for interpretation.

Invocation and Worship of Nine Goddesses in the Navapatrika

The purohita now commences worship of the navapatrika separately.

1. He invokes the goddess BrahmanI in the plantain (rambha), saying:

Om rambhtidhi:nhtitri brahmlilJi
ihtigaccha iha ti~(ha atr{jfjhi~hanam kuru mama pujam gr:htifJa.
Om rambh{jfjhi~(htitryai brahmtifJyai namalJ.

Om! 0 Brahmfu.1I, who abides in the Rambha (plantain), come here, stay here, take up
residence here. Please accept my worship.

Om! Obeisance to Brahmfu.1I who abides in the Rambha.

and he offers a ten-part devotional service (daSopacara) to her ending with an obeisance

(namaskara) in which she is worshipped as Durga. He says:

167These may be made from coconut or puffed rice mixed with molasses.

168This is taken from Chapter 11 of the Durga Saptafati.
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Om durge devi Samligaccha sannidhyamiha kalpaya
rambharTlpelJ,a sarvatra santiJ?z kuru namo'stute.

Om! 0 goddess Durga, come over here and remain close to this place in the form of the
plantain (rambha) tree. Offer peace everywhere. I pay obeisance to yoU. l69

2. He repeats the procedure for the Kacvi (Arum colocasia) plant, invoking the goddess

KaIika.: 170

Om kacvadhi~rhatri ktilike
ihagaccha iha ti~rha atrtidhi~hanam kuru mama plljam gr:halJ,a.
Om kacvadhi~rhatryai ktilikayai namalJ,.

and worshipping her with:

Om mahi~asura yuddhe~u kacvfbhlltasi suvratel
mama canugrahtinhaya agatasi harapriye.

am! 0 Beloved of Hara, you turned yourself into KacvI during the war with the demon
Mahi~a. You have come over here only to bestow favour on me.

3. In the turmeric (handra) he invokes Durga:

Om haridrtidhi~rhtitri durge
ihagaccha iha ti~rha . . .
Om haridrtidhi~rhatryai durgayai namalJ,.

and worships her with:

Om haridre varade devi umtin1pasi suvrate
mama vighnavinasaya pras[(Ja tvan:z harapriye.

Om! 0 Turmeric, you have the characteristics of both Siva and Uma, and for the removal
of my obstacles please accept my offering and be pleased, a beloved of Hara.

'~ambha, I was told, is also the name of a heavenly damsel (apsaras) considered to be the most
beautiful woman in Indra's paradise.

17ll'fhe kaevi is a black-stemmed plant known for its fist-sized succulent root. When boiled, the root is
soft and sweet, and may be prepared into a sweet.
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4. In the JayantI creeper he invokes the goddess KmikI: l7l

Om jayantyadhi~!hatri kiirtiki
ihagaccha . . .
Om jayantyadhi~!hatrayai kiirtikyai namalJ..

and worships her saying:

Om nisumbha sumbhamathane sendrailJ devagafJailJ saha!
jayanti pujittisi tvam asmtJkan:z varada bhava.

Oml In the war of Sumbha and Nisumbha with Indra and the other gods, she who killed
them is JayantI. 0 Jayantr, you have been worshipped here. Be the bestower of boons to
US. I72

5. In the wood-apple (hi/va) tree, he invokes the goddess Siva:

Om bilvaV1:k~tidhi~htitri sive
ihagaccha . . .
Om bilvavr:k~tidhi~htitryai sivayai namalJ.

offering obeisance with:

Om mahtidevapriyakaro vasudevapriyalJ. sada/
umapTftikaro vr:~a bilvarUpo namo'stute.

Om! Whatever you do is always favoured by Siva and Vasudeva. 173 0 tree, you cause
delight to Uma. I pay obeisance to you who are in the form of the bilva.

6. He invokes the goddess Raktadantika (She whose Teeth are Bloodied) in the

pomegranate (dtidimi) saying:

Om dtidimyadhi~!hatri raktadantike
ihagaccha . . .
Om dtidimyadhi~!hatryai raktadantikliyai namalJ..

171Jayantr is the feminine form of Jayanta, an epithet of Kartikeya, the war god. It also refers to the
sprouted grain planted on the earthen altar during Navaratra, which is harvested on the last day.

l72The word jayanti means ·victorious one,· and links the goddess with Skanda/Kartikeya's role as
leader of the army of the gods. Durgii is linked with Kartikeya in the Durga Piija as his mother, and
through her epithet, Skandamata.

I73Here the bilva (srrphala), and thus the Devi, is explicitly connected to both Siva and Vi~t;J.u (as
Vasudeva).
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worshipping her with:

Om dadimi tvaJ!l pura yuddha raktabijasya sammukhe/
umakaryalfl Ta:taJ!l yasmadasmc'ikalfl varada bhava.

Om! 0 Pomegranate (dadimi), in former times, while warring against RaktabIja you have
done the duty handed over by Uma well. Therefore, please be the bestower of boons on
us.

7. In the Asoka tree, he invokes the goddess Sokarahita: 174

Om asokadhi~thtitri sokarahite
ihagaccha . ..
Om asokadhi~thtitrayai sokarahitayai namalJ

paying obeisance with:

Om harapritikaro vr:~a hyasoka sokanasanalJ,/
durgliprftikaro yasman mamasokam sada kuru.

Om! 0 Tree, you had always been doing deeds favoured by Siva. 0 Tree, you are called
Asoka, the remover of the pangs of separation. As you cause delight in Durga, please get
me free from grief/(the sadness of bereavement).

8. He invokes Camu~<;la in the Mana, saying:175

Om manadhi~thtitri camuTJ4e
ihagaccha . ..
Om manadhi~thatrayai camuTJ4ayai namalJ

and propitiates her with:

Om yasya patre vaseddevi manaV1:k~alJ saCfpriyalJ/
mama canugraharthaya pujam gr:htilJa prasfda me.

174Sokarahita means "She who Frees from Grief. " This aspect of Durga's nature is often ignored since
it is engulfed in her maternal qualities. The epithet is synonymous with "ASoka," conceptually linking it
to the great Mauryan emperor (3rd century B.C.E.) noted for his victories in battles. Asoka's grief after
his defeat of the Kalliigas is known throughout India. This consoling aspect of Durga must have especially
great appeal to warring peoples who experience grief through loss of loved ones.

The Asoka tree produces red flowers, and can be induced to blossom, according to legend, when
struck by the red-lacquered feet of a maiden wearing jingling anklets.

175Mana is a long stemmed, broad leaved plant (perhaps a variety of Kacvi). The thick stem (6 to 8
inches in diameter) is the source of delicious food preparations and the leaves are used for protection from
rain.
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am! The Mana plant is favoured by Sad, the beloved of Indra. Here the goddess abides
in the leaf. For bestowing grace to me please accept my offering and be pleased.176

9. In the rice paddy (dhlinya), he invokes Lak~mI:

Om dht1nylidhi~rhatri l~mi
iht1gaccha . ..
Om dht1nyadhi~rhatrayai l~myai namaiJ.

worshipping her with:

Om jagataiJ. prt1lJa ra~t1rtham brahmalJa nirmitcorz pural
umapn-ti karalfl dhanyalfl tasmlittVam ra~a mtim sada.

am! For keeping the world alive, 0 paddy, you have been created by Brahma in ancient
times. It is favoured by Vma. Please protect us for this reason.

Lastly, he worships the navapatrikti as a whole with the following mantra:

Om navapatriklivasinyai durgayai namaiJ..
Om patrike navadurge tvam mahadeva manorame/
pujan:z samasttinJ salJigrhya ra~a man:z tridaseSvari.

am! a the divine goddess of all the gods, you have assumed these nine forms of Durga
in nine different plants and leaves. You are dear to Lord Siva. After accepting all my
offerings, please protect us.

Offerings to the DikpaIas (Directional Guardians)

The purohita now offers flowers to the lords of the directions (dikptila):

In the
In the

East, Indra: Ete gandhap~pe/

SE, Agni:
South, Yama:
SW, Nirrti:
West, Varuna:
NW, Vayu:
North, Kubera:
NE, !Sana:
Zenith, ENE, Brahma:
Nadir, WSW Ananta:

Om indrtiya namalJ.
Om agnaye namalJ.

17%e Devi is identified with Indra's consort Sacl as well as camtu;l~.
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Invocation and Worship of the Clay Images of the Attending Deities

The purohita proceeds to worship the deities attending Durga in the clay image

cluster. He proceeds in the standard manner, first grasping a flower in the dhylina mudrli

by his heart, meditating on the deity, placing the flower on his head, worshipping the

deity by mentally devotional service (mlinasopactira), and finally by placing the flower

in front of the image and repeating the meditation. He then invokes the deity into the

image and worships it with devotional service (upaciira) , ending with an obeisance

(praf}iima) mantra which he utters while making a respectful bow. 177

GaJ;lesa

The purohita begins with Ga~eSa, meditating thus:

Om kharevaJ'!l sthUlatanlD?l gajendra vadanaJ!l lambodaram sundaram/. . . 178.

He invokes Ga.J:lesa into the image with:

Om galJesa
ihagacchal
iha tisthal
iha sannidehil
iha sannirudhasva/
mama pujam gr:halJO.

completing the invocation with:

Om gtlJrl gOlJeSaya namalJ·

He gives eyesight (cak$ur dana) to the deity and installs vital energy (prlif}a prati~rha).

He worships Ga.J:lesa with devotional service ending with an obeisance (prOlJlima)

mantra: 179

177In this pralJiima, he kneels and bows so that his hands and forehead touches the floor.

178See bodhana for the full dhylina and its interpretive translation.

179Generally, on Saptanii, a five-part service (paflcopaclira) is used. The lengthy mantras which
accompany offerings are not uttered here. He merely offers up the various items quickly, saying, "This
is an offering of flowers (for instance). Om! Obeisance to GaI;lesa. (Ete gandhap~pe! om gatJesiiya
nama~)." These attending deities will each be worshipped at least once during the subsequent days with
a full sixteen-part devotional service (~odaSopaclira).
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Om devendra maulimandara karakanda kanlirulJalJ
vighnan harantu heramba caralJambuja relJavah.

am! May the dust of your feet, a Herarnba, remove all obstacles. These dusts have
collected at your feet from the garland made of mandara flowers from the head of Indra,
and have become red and smeared with honey.

Narayal;la and Siva

In certain performances of Durga Piija, the deities Narayat:la and Siva are invoked

and worshipped. Siva's image often appears painted on the arch (cala) which rests over

single-piece clay image clusters. 180

NarayaJ.1a

NarayaI).a is invoked and meditated on with the dhyana:

Om safikhacakragadapadmadhararrz kamalalocanaml
suddhaspha{ikasalikasam kvacinnflambujacchaviml
garUf/,opari ca dhyayet suklapadmasanarrz hariml
srfvatsav~asarrzsantam vanamaladhararrz paraml
keyurakulJ4aladhararrz kirfta mukutojjvalarrzl
la4mf sarasvatf kiintam suryamalJ4ala madhyagam.

am! NadiYal).a, with lotus eyes, having the colour of pure crystal, is holding the conch
shell, the discus, the club, and lotus. Or he may be meditated on as shining like a blue
lotus sitting on Garu<:ta. And this Hari should be meditated upon as seated on a white
lotus. His chest is covered with a srfvatsa sign. He is very tranquil in appearance. A
forest garland (vanamala) is hanging on his chest. He is wearing an armlet (kayura) and
shining with a crown and diadem (kirfta). He is the beloved ofL~mI and SarasvatI and
is seen inside the orb of the moon.

His devotional service ends with this obeisance (pralJiima) mantra:

Om namo brahm01JYadevaya go brahmalJQhitaya cal
jagaddhittiya Ta:~1JaYa govindaya namo namalJ.

am! I pay obeisance to NaraYaI).a who is always engaged for the good of the universe.

ltlONaraYaJ;la may be invoked and worshipped in families having Vai~va leanings. Vi~t:Ju and Siva
(neither of whom necessarily have a tangible presence during the ritual) are linked to the DeVi in a
hierarchically ambiguous fashion. Vi~u/NaraYaJ;la is sometimes considered to be the deity who presides
over the ritual, and Durga is often referred to as the beloved of Siva (Sankarapriyd).
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He is the person doing good to cattle and bnihmalJas. He is very awe-inspiring. I pay
obeisance to ~~na and Govinda repeatedly.

Siva

Siva is invoked and meditated upon with this dhyana:

Om dhyanenityan:z mahesarrz rajatagirinibhaml
carucandrlivatarrzsan:z ratntikalpojjvaltifigaml
parasumr:gavarabhrtihastan:z prasannam
padmdsfnarrz samantilt stutamamaragaT}tlilJ
vyaghrakJ:ttiVdstiJUU!l visWidyarrz viSvabfjam
nikhilabhayahararrz paflcavaktran:z trilJetram.

Om! One should always meditate on Siva, the Lord of gods. He is white like the colour
of the silver mountain, having the disc of the moon as the ornament of his crest. His
limbs are very bright like heaps of shining jewels. In his four hands he holds an axe, a
deer, and in the lower right, the gesture of the boon, and in the lower left, assurance. He
appears to be very graceful, sitting in lotus posture and from everyside he is praised by
a good number of divinities. He is wearing the skin of a tiger. He is the primary cause
and the seed of the universe. He is the remover of all sorts of misery. He has five faces,
with three eyes in each.

His devotional service ends with this obeisance mantra:

Om sivitya santaya kiiralJatrayahetavel
nivedayami catmdnarrz tvam gatilJ paramdvarafJ.

Om! I pay obeisance to Siva, the tranquil one. He is the cause of three causes. I
surrender myself realizing that you are our ultimate resort.

Kartikeya

Next the purohita proceeds to meditate (dhyana) on Kartikeya:

Om sambhornandanam agnivarcasamudaradfrulraputrisutaml
santarrz saktidhararrz sadananamalan:z kr:taml
bhasa nirjita hemakunkumagarudgorocana sailajaml
dhyayeddaitya kulardaJUU!l suramudarrz tarrz kartikeyarrz mahafJ.

Om! The son of Siva is bright like the flames of fire. He is also called the son of the
daughters of Indra. He is quiet in appearance, holding the sakti weapon in his hand. 181

181Kartikeya's traditional weapon is the sakti, which means energy or power. In the Durga Saptaiatf,
Durga, too, is armed with this weapon. The term sakti is most commonly used to refer to the feminine
divine energy which activates the cosmos.
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He has six faces and is well-decorated with ornaments. l82 By his brightness, he has
surpassed the brightness of gold, saffron (kunkuma), cow's bile (gorocana), and resin
(sailaja).I83 One should meditate on him as the defeater of the host of demons. He who
elates the hearts of gods is Kartikeya. l84

He finishes the devotional service with this obeisance mantra:

Om klirtikeya mahabaga gauru1J:daya nandana/
kumtira ra~a ma'!'l deva daityardana namo'stute.

Om! 0 great Kartikeya, you are the giver of delight to the heart of GaUd. 0 Kumara,
please protect us. I pay obeisance to you who are the killer of demons.

La~

Then Lak~mI is meditated upon:

Om klintyl1 kaficana sannibJuin:z himagiriprakhyaiscaturbhi gajaiJ}./
hastat lqipta hirll!J"layamrtaghQfair asicyamanam sriyam/
vibhrl1lJli"f!'l varam abjayugmam abhayan:z hastai!J, kiritojjvaltim/
~aamtibaddhanitambabimbalalitlJ!l vande 'ravindasthitlim.

Om! In beauty she resembles gold. She is seen bathed by four elephants resembling the
Himalaya mountains, with their trunks holding golden jars raising them above. 185 She
bears two lotuses, the boon-giving (vara), and assurance (abhaya) gestures. She is
resplendent with her crown. Her buttocks are nice, reflecting the brightness of the silken
cloth. We pay obeisance to the one who is seated on a red lotus.

She is invoked into the image, worshipped, and rendered obeisance with the mantra:

Om dhanan:z dhanyam dharam dharman:z lanimiiyuryasah sriyam/
turagan dantiputransca mahala~mi prayacchame.

182Although this dhyana depicts Kartikeya with six faces, the clay murtis used for Durga Piijii portray
him as a single faced, handsome prince (kumara). He is considered, by many devotees, to be the youngest
child of Durgii (GaI;lesa is the eldest). If a male child is born slim and comely, he is said to be like
Kiirtikeya; if stout and charming, he is like G~eSa.

l83'fhe feminine form of "sailaja" is an epithet of PiirvatilDurga. In this context the word appears to
refer to a yellow substance found in the mountains. Most likely, it is benzoin, a hard fragrant yellowish
balsamic resin from trees (genus Styrax), used in incense preparations and medications.

184The male gods are given ritual precedence over the female deities. GaJ;1eSa always enjoys first
worship.

IS%e dhyana corresponds to the form of Lak~m1 more commonly called Gajalak~ml (~nii with
Elephants). It supports the placement of the elephant-headed god GaJ;1eSa beside her in the Durga Piija
image cluster.
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am! Give us wealth, crops, land, right morals (dharma), fame, longevity, good name,
and beauty. Give us horses and elephants. a Mahalak~mI, give me all.

Sarasvati

Next SarasvatI is meditated upon with the dhylina:

Om tafUlJ.asakalamindorvibhratr SubhraktintiIJ./
kueabharanamitQiigf sanni~anna sitribjel
nijakara kamalodyallekhani pustaka srilJ/
sakalavibhavasiddhaiIJ. patu vagdevata nafJ..

am! Bearing the disc of the young moon (on her head), white in complexion, bent by the
burden of her breasts, seated on a white lotus, she shines beautifully with a pen and a
book in her hands. May the goddess of speech protect us and help us for the attainment
of all wealth.

She is invoked into the image, imbued with eyesight and vital energy, and worshipped.

The devotional service ends with this obeisance mantra:

Om sarasvatf mahabhaga vidye kamala [oeane/
viSvarape visa/ak# vidyaJ!l dehi namo'stute.

am! a eminent Sarasvati, learning personified, with eyes like lotus, who assumes
multifarious forms and has long eyes, I pay obeisance to you. Give us learning.

Vahanas (Mounts) and Naga (Snake)

The purohita then offers three handfuls of flowers, one after the other,

worshipping all the mounts and Durga's snake noose (nligaptiSa) saying:

Om sango piingayai savahanayai durgayai namafJ..

Om! Obeisance to Durga, and to the group of mud images, with their vehicles.

He then makes quick offerings to the snake (sarpa), peacock (mayura), and the mouse

(m~ika), saying: 1
&6

Om sarpaya namafJ./ Om mayuraya namafJ./ Om mu~ikiiya namaIJ..

18&rhe peacock is the vahana of Kartikeya, though it is also associated with Sarasvafi. The mouse is
the mount of GaI;leSa. The snake is a noose which is wrapped around the limbs of the demon Mahi~a. If
Sarasvatf's swan mount and Lak~ml'S owl are present in the image cluster, the purohita will quickly
worship them as well.
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MahasiI!Jba and Mah~asura

Both the great lion (mahtisiJ?lha) mount of Durga and the demon Mahi~, have

been meditated upon, and brought to life, in the Durga dhytina (see before). He

reinvokes the lion with:

Om vajranakha darrzsrrayudhaya mahasirrzhaya hurrz pha[ nama/J.

Om! Obeisance to the great lion, armed with teeth and nails like thunderbolts.

He makes offerings to Mahasifigha ending with the mantras:

Om sirrzha tvam sarvajantantim adhipo'si mahi1balal
parvat[vahana sriman vararrz dehi namo 'stute.
Om lisanaflcasi bhatanam nanalaflklira bhU#taml
merusTjiga pratiklisam sirrzhasana namo 'stute.

Om! You are the lord of all creatures (living beings), enormously mighty lion. You,
auspicious one, are the vehicle ofParvatI. Please bestow blessings on us. I pay obeisance
to you.

Om! You are the seat of all beings, and decorated variously with different ornaments.
You are like the pinnacle of Mount Mem. I pay obeisance to the seat in the form of a
lion.

The purohita then offers devotional service to Mahi~sura paying obeisance to

him with the mantra:

Om mahi~asuraya namalJ. Om! Obeisance to Mah~asura.

Adoration of Durga

Durga Japa

Now that the entire image cluster is alive and active, the purohita repeats a

mantra of Durga, at least ten times.

Om durrz durgayai namaIJ.

Arati

Next he performs an tirati to Durga using the following items. Is7 He waves

187The term "arati" is most often used synonymously with "dipopacara" (devotional service with a
lamp). It is related to (even possibly derived from) the word "aratrika" which refers to worship at night
(rtltri), in which light (or its container) is waved in front of the image. Arati may also be derived from the
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before the Dev!:

1. Incense (dhupa) in a container.

2. A lamp (dfpa) with at least five wicks.

3. A conch shell (sankha) with water in it.

4. Washed clothes (vastra).188

5. A large yak's tail whisk (camara).189

6. He offers flowers (p~pa) to the DevI.

7. He again waves the sankha, this time sprinkling some water from the shel1.190

8. He bows before the goddess (namaskara).

Durga Stuti

The purohita follows the arati by reciting a hymn of adoration (stuti) to

Durga. 191

Om durgliJ!l sivliJ!l santikarf1!l brahmti1Jfrrz brahm01J.apriyam/
sarvaloka prafJ£trfflca pralJ,amiimi sada sivam/
mangallinJ, sobhantort suddhliJ!l ni~kalliJ!l paramiim kalam/
viSveSvarfrrz viSvamatiim calJ4iklirrz pr01J.amamyaham/
sarvadevamayfm devfrrz sarvalokabhayapaham/
brahmesa vi~lJ,unamitliJ!l pralJ,Omami sada umam/
vindhyasthtort vindhyanilayam divyasthana nivasinfm/
yoginfrrz yogamattiflca ca1J4ik/irrz prQlJ,amamyaham/
fsanamatarOl1(l devfm f§Varfm f§Varapriyam/
pr01J.ato 'smi sada durgam sarrzsararflJ,OvatarilJ,fm/
ya idarrz ptI!hati stotrorrz Sf1Juytid vapi yo nara1J./

verbal root, aram, meaning "to take delight." This latter connotation seems appropriate for the activity
described here.

188Normally these are new items of clothing (Hindi: sarior dhoti) which have been previously washed.
It symbolically links the rejuvenating power of the goddess with the purificatory power of water and the
domestic activity of washing performed by the housewife or the clothes washer caste (Hindi: dhobi).

189A tiny symbolic form of the camara was used during adhiviisa ritual, but an elaborate full-sized
version was used in the devotional service and in this arati. The camara serves as a fan, wafting cooling
air towards the deity, and keeping insects away.

190This provides a pleasing cooling effect.

191 He may opt instead to recite the Durga Kavaca (Armour of the Goddess), one of the limbs of the
Durga SaptaSati, or the Durga Stava, a Mahiibharata hymn attributed to Yudhi~!hira.
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sa mulaalJ. sarvaplipebhyo modate durgaya saha.

am! I always pay obeisance to you, the consort of Siva. You are Durga (the one who
saves persons in danger). You are Siva (auspicious), giver of peace. You are also called
BrahmaJ;lI, the dynamic aspect of Brahma and lovingly attached to Brahma. You are the
creatrix of all worlds.
You are well-being itself, beautiful to look at, pure. You do not have any parts and at
the same time you are the ultimate division (kala). You are the lady of this universe. I
pay obeisance to your terrific form.
You, a Goddess, are made of the essence of the gods. You are the remover of fears
arising from all quarters. You are shown reverence by Brahma, Vi~t;lu, and Siva. I pay
obeisance to you, a Uma.
You are steadily established in the Vindhya mountains and having an abode in the
Vindhyas you live in the divine level. To yogins, you are the mother of the Yoga. a
Terrific one, I pay obeisance to you.
You are the mother of lsana (Siva).192 You are the lady and beloved of the
superintending agent (Isvara). a Durga, I always pay obeisance to you, who are the
rescuer of worldly existence.
Whoever reads this verse praising Durga, or the person who listens to it, becomes
liberated from all sins and lives happily with Durga afterwards.

Pu~pafijali (Adoration with Flowers)

The purohita now asks devotees to come up and offer flowers. This is a

participatory portion of the ritual to which the worshippers greatly look forward. Every

one wants to make an offering to the Dev!, and passive members are encouraged to

participate. If a large group is present, a helper passes out flowers and hilva plUras from

a basket. The people wash their hands first, or the purohita sprinkles water on their

bodies for purification. They then pray aloud, with great reverence, following the

purohita, who may dictate some of these or other appropriate mantras to them.193

First, the purohita utters:

Mahi~aghni mahtimaye camulJ4e mulJ4amiilinii
ayurarogya vijayam dehi devi namo 'stute.

192fsanamata is a crucially important epithet, because it explicitly extends the conceptualization of Durgii
beyond that of a spousal affiliation with Siva. She is the mother, or source of the supreme male deity
(under a subordinate epithet of iSana) himself.

1930ften the namaskiira mantra of Durga is used.
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o CamuI.l~a, the great deluder, bearing the garland of skulls, you are the slayer of
Mahi~asura. Bestow on me longevity, health, and victory. I pay obeisance to you.

And finishes with:

E~alJ, sacandanabilvapatrapu,rpafljaliJ?, namo bhagavatyai durgayai devyai namalJ,.I94

This is an adoration with fragrant flowers and bilva leaves. Obeisance to the goddess
BhagavatI Durga.

When this is complete, the devotees throw the flowers towards the image. 195

Second:

Candanena sanullabdhe kutikumena vilepitel
bilva patra kTJI1 pf4e durge ham saralJan:z gatalJ,.

E~alJ, sacandena bilvapatra. . . namalJ..

Being anointed with sandalpaste and smeared with saffron (kuiikuma), being overlaid by
bilva leaves, I am surrendering myself to Durga.

Third, he utters:

Pu~pam manoharan:z divyan:z sugandhan:z devanirmitaml
hr:dayan:z adbhatan:z I1ghreyan:z devi dattan:z pragr:hyatllm.

E~alJ. sacandena bilvapatra . . .namalJ..

Flowers, fascinating, divine, fragrant, created by the divine hand, very lovely, unique
(hard to obtain), worthy to be smelled, which are being offered to you, 0 DevI, please
accept them.

He may now utter portions of the Durga Stuti for people to repeat.

Next then utters:

1945ince may people in the audience are not initiated, the purohita feels they have not earned the right
to say "Om" or "AiI!l." Normally women and sudras (even if initiated), and the uninitiated, are not
supposed to say "Om." Thus the more general, "Namal;1" is used.

1950ften a large copper plate is used in front of the image with a sandal (ptiduka), symbol of the Devi's
footprint in it. This prevents the clay image from being damaged by the over enthusiastic throwing of
flowers.

The term anjali generally refers to the classic gesture of prayer made by pressing the palms
together, fingers extended. In p~panjali, the flowers are held between the palms. The palms are then
raised over and behind the head and the flowers thrown with both hands.
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Ayurdehi yasodehi bhtigyam bhagavati dahimel
putran dehi dhanan:z dehi sarvan ktima'rlSca dehime.

Bhagavati bhayocchede bhava bhavani kamadel
saflkari kausiki tvam he ktityayani namostute.

Haraptipatrt hara klesatrt hara sokatrt hartiSubhaml
hara rogam hara ksobhatrt hara devi harapriye.

Give me longevity. Endow me with reputation. Please give me good fortune. Give me
sons, wealth, and all sorts of desires.

a divine lady, you are the uprooter of all fears, a consort of Bhava (Siva), giver of all
desires, you are SaiikarI, Kausik1, and KatyayanI. I pay obeisance to you.

Please remove sins, remove affliction, remove the pain of separation, remove all sorts
of inauspiciousness, remove illness, remove agitation of the mind, a beloved of Hara
(Siva).

Finishing this, he asks them to repeat the namasklira mantra:

Sarva mangala mangalye sive sarvartha sadhikel
saraTJ-ye tryambake gauri ntirttyalJi namo 'stute.

You are the source of all auspiciousness, a consort of Siva. You are the fulfiller of all
desired ends. You are the last refuge of all. You are the three formed mother,t96 a
Gaur1, 0 Narayazp, I pay obeisance to you.

This brings an end to the rituals belonging to the seventh day of Navaratra

(MahasaptamI). The purohita returns home. Some time during the night he may return

to the place of worship (puj111aya) to prepare the ma1J4ala which will constitute a major

part of the worship ritual on the following day, Maha~tamI. 197

196The epithet Tryambakil is somewhat ambiguous. It may refer to the triple form of the Devi as
Mahalak~mj, Mahasarasvati, and Mahakali, or to the Dev} as mother of the trinity, Brahma, Vi~r,.u, and
Siva.

1971 was told that the prescription for drawing this ma1J4ala is found in the Devr PurtilJa. The purohita
draws it using a chalk line (string covered with powdered chalk, as used on construction sites). Since it is
a complex procedure, purohitas may use a ma1J4ala which they have previously drawn and which is
repeatedly reused for this purpose.
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MAHA~rAMl

The worship on the eighth day (~!amt) of Navaratra, is essentially a repetition

of the rituals performed on the previous day (saptamt). The significant difference lies in

the worship of Durga in the form of a complex ma1J4ala. This Ma.t:lc;lala of All

Auspiciousness (sarvato bhadra mandala) is a diagram which consists of a large square

which encloses several smaller squares, a circle, and an eight-petalled lotus. The small

squares are filled with five colours of powdered dust (white, green, yellow, red, and

black). In the eight-petalled lotus, the eight saktis which were mentioned in the Durga

dhylina, namely, Ugrac~c;la and other goddesses are worshipped.

The purohita arrives at the place of worship (pajlilaya), and sipping water three

times (licamana) makes himself pure. He makes a frowning glance (krodha/divyad.,..~(i)

to everything around uttering, "Ra'!l ri'!l ru'!l phar." He proceeds by doing everything

which was done during SaptamI, including:

1. slimlinylirgha

2. lisanaSuddhi

3. p~paSuddhi

4. offering at least flowers and fragrances to Gal).eSa, Siva and the other gods, Aditya

and the other navagrahas, the daSlivatara, etc.

5. bhutaSuddhi

6. nylisas

7. prlifJiJ:ylima

8. pzrhanylisa

9. Durgli dhylina

10. He takes the mirror (darpaf}Q) from its place on the pedestal of the clay images.

Placing it in front of the image, he offers three handfuls of flowers to the reflection,

pouring them onto the mirror, saying:

Ete gandhap~e/ dll11J durgllyai namalJ,.

He then moves the mirror with some petals on it gently beside him onto a tripod which
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is situated inside a large container. He smears the surface of the mirror with mustard oil

and turmeric. 198

11. He performs the mahiisnlina in the same manner as on SaptamI.

12. He dries the mirror. He then writes the mantra, "Hri~ ," with vermillion on it and

places it on the altar (pedestal) of the clay image cluster.

13. He offers miiSabhaktabali to pacify the entities which may create disturbances.

Note: There is no ghafasthlipana performed on A~~mI.

14. He invokes GaJ:lesa again, and after making a dhylina of him, he proceeds to worship

him with daSopaclira.

15. He follows this with Sivlidi paflcadevatli worship.

16. prlilJtiyiima again

17. ,:~lidi nyiisa

18. karanyasa

19. aJiganyiisa

20. Durga dhylina again (internal)

21. vise~argha (conch shell worship)

22. pqhanyiisa

23. karanyasa

24. alJganyiisa

25. Durgii dhyiina again (external)199

Note: There is no pralJa prati~fha performed on A~~mi, since the images are already

imbued with life.

26. He now worships the Dev! with ~odaSopaciira, as on SaptamI.

27. The purohita performs sadaJiganyiisa and worships the bilva tree and the

198This combination, also used in the adhiviisa ritual, is used to remove blemishes and to give a golden
colour to the skin.

199Dhydnas are normally performed twice: first, internally, with a flower held in dhytina mudrti by the
heart, and second, externally, with the flower placed before the image (e.g., ghCJ!a, plant, murti, yantra)
to be worshipped. In this ritual the purohita places the flower at the feet of the clay image. Air which
escapes the nostrils during the dhytina is thought to transfer the internally meditated deity to the external
image.
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navapatrika.

28. The purohita now performs the practice of the malJ4ala.

Sarvatobhadra Ma:t;lc;lala

See Diagram Four

The purohita has drawn the malJ4ala the previous night on the floor in front of

the image. Alternately, he may bring a previously drawn malJ4ala which he uses for this

purpose. 200 He turns his attention to the eight-petalled lotus in the centre of the

diagram. He begins by invoking and worshipping the eight saktis refered to in the Durga

dhyana, who are said to accompany the goddess always.201

Ugraca:t;l~

The petal facing east is for the sakti UgracaQ.9a. He invokes her there with:

Om hrlf!l Srlf!l ugracalJ4el ihtigaccha ihagaccha
iha ti~rha iha ti~rha
iha sannidehi iha sannidehi
iha sannirudhyasva iha sannirudhyasva
mama piljiif!l gr:haTJa.

He worships her with panca or daSopacara, uttering her mantra:

E~a gandhal Om hrf'rl sr£1?l ugracalJ4ayai namalJ..
Etat pu~paml
E~a dhiipaIJl

200'fruly adept ritual specialists, may perform the invocations while drawing the relevant parts of the
maTJ4ala. On occasion, the entire clay image cluster sits upon the sarvatobhadramaTJ4ala. The ma1}f/o-la,
which enjoys such an eminent position in the worship ritual, is clearly an important embodiment of the
deity.

Sastric injunctions, I was told, normally prohibit the worship of images and yantras or ma1J4alas
in the same ritual. The Durga FUjii disregards this strict formality.

20IThe purohita may visualize these saktis if he is aware of their forms. I was told that their colours
are mentioned in the Kalikii PuraIJa, as follows: PracaJ;lC;la is black; CanC;logra is blue; CaJ;lC;lanayika is
white; CaJ;lC;lli is smoky coloured; CaJ;1C;lavatl is blue; CaJ;lC;lariipa is black; AticaJ;1C;likii is white; and
UgracaJ;lC;lli is bright (like the noonday sun).
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E~a dfpafJJ
Etan naivedyaml

and ends with a gesture and mantra of obeisance (pra1Jlima):

Om ugracalJ4a tu varada madhyahnarka samprabhtl!
same sadastu vrada tasyai nityOJ!l nama namaiJ.

Om! 0 Ugrac;u:1Qa, having the brilliance of the noonday sun, is the bestower of blessings.
May she be a giver of boons to me. I pay obeisance to her everyday.

PracaJ;l«;m

In the south-east petal, Pracat:lcIa IS invoked and worshipped similarly. Her

pra1Jama mantra is:

Om pracalJ4e putrade nitye pracalJ4a galJ-Q sOlflsthitel
sarva nanda kare devi tubhyOJ!l nitya'rl namo namaiJ.

Om! 0 Praca~Qa, eternally surrounded by dreadful groups (gaTJa), you are the giver of
boons. You are the source of all happiness. I pay obeisance to you everyday.

CaJ;l<;logra

In the south petal, CaI).Qogra is invoked and worshipped. Her pra1Jama mantra is:

Om la~mistvOJ!l sarvabhatanti'rl sarvabhatabhayapradiil
devi tvam sarva karyesuvarada bhava sobhane.

Om! Your beauty/affluence (lakSmi) is present in all beings, and you are the giver of
assurance to all beings. 0 divine deity, we hope that in every effort of ours you should
be the giver of blessings (boons). You are the beautiful one.

CaI;l<;lanayika

In the south-west petal, CaI).Qanayika is invoked and worshipped with the

pra1Jlima:

Om ya sr:~ri sthitinliJ?1, ntiea devesa varadayinf/
kalikalma ~anasaya namami calJ4anayikam.

Om! The one who is the giver of boons to the Lord of gods of creation and preservation,
for the purpose of removal of sins of Kali (Le., kaliyuga) , we pay worship to
Ca~<;lanayika.
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CaJ;1.~

In the west, the sakti C~<:la is invoked and worshipped:

Om devi caTJ4atmike caTJ4i caTJ4arivijayaprOOe/
dharm1irthamo~OOe durge nityaJ?l varOOa bhava.

am! a goddess, you have assumed the form of CaJ;l~a, who is the giver of victory over
the enemy called CaJ;lqa. 202 You are the bestower of dharma, artha, and ma~a. a
Durga, always be the giver of boons to me.

CaJ;1.~vati

In the northwest, C~<:lavatI is invoked and worshipped.

Om ya sf~ri sthiti samahtira gUlJa traya samanvital
ya partilJ saktayas tasyai caTJ4avatyai nama namalJ.

am! The one who is associated with the three attributes of creation, preservation, and
dissolution and the one transcends those powers (saktis) , I pay obeisance to that
CaJ.lqavatI.

CaJ;1.~riipa

In the north, C~<:lariipa:

Om caTJ4aropatmikil calJ4a calJ4ikil calJ4antiyikil/
sarva siddhi prOOe devi tasyai nityaJ?l nama namalJ..

am! All the forms of CaJ.l~a, CaJ;l~ika, and CaJ;l~anayika have assumed the form of
CaJ.lqariipa. She is the bestower of all attainments. I always pay obeisance to her.

202The reference is to the Devl's destruction of the demon generals ClU;Il;la and MUJ;ll;la, in the battle with
Sumbha and NiSumbha (see Durga SaptaSati 6.17-7.23). In the Durga SaptaSati version it is Kali who
destroys them and obtains the epithet, cam~<,lii. The word "caT}{/,a" means fierce and its more common
feminine form, "candi," is associated with Durga. Here, the less common feminine form "canda" is
attributed to the sahi who destroyed ClU;Il;la.

The tendency to name deities after the demons they destroy requires closer examination.
Sociologically, it could be explained as the incorporation of the divine symbols of one culture into that of
another. In this process the divinities of the subordinate culture may be placed in a subordinate position
in the divine hierarchy of the composite society (i.e., one group's gods become defeated demons, whose
positive characteristics are incorporated into the nature of the dominant group's deity). Yogically, such
deity/demon battles could represent the internal struggle and the victorious transcendence of base feelings
(e.g., fear). Both fear (bhaya) and fearlessness (abhaya) are considered to be the activity of the Devl.
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Atical.l<;lika

In the northeast, AticaJ:lQika:

Om baltirka nayanti caTJ4ti sarvadti bhaktavatsaltil
caTJ4tisurasya mathani varadastvaticC1l!4ika.

Om! Atican4ika has eyes like the morning sun. She looks tenderly on her devotees. She
who has trampled down the demon CaI).4a is the giver of boons.

Invocation and Worship of the (Sixty-four) Yoginis

In the centre of the lotus, the purohita now invokes the Sixty-four Yogims thus:

Om catu~a~rayogini/ ihtigaccha ihtigaccha ...

He then worships each of them saying:

Ete gandap~pe, etc.! Om hn1?Z klff!l nartiyafJyai namalJ.
(He repeats the procedure for each of the sixty-four names).

The listings of the yoginfs vary considerably. The purohita selects his own tradition's

count or that of the yajamana's family. The list given in the Brha1JnandikeSvara Purti1Ja

follows: NadiYaJ:l1, Gaun, S3.kambharI, Bhima, Raktadantika, BhJ;amarI, ParvatI,

Durga, KatyayanI, MahadevI, CaJ:l~aghanta, Mahavidya,

BrahmavadinI, BhadrakalI, Visal~I, Rudrfu:ii, KJ;~Qa,

Mahatapa, SavitrI,

Pifigala, Agnijv3.la,

RaudramukhI, KalaratrI, TapasvinI, Medhasvana, Sahasrak~I, Vi~Qumaya(l), JalodarI,

MahodarI, MuktakeSI, GhorarUpa, Mahavayii, SriitI, SffiJ;tI, DhJ;tI, Tu~tI, Pu~tI,

Medha, Vidya, ~mI, SarasvatI, Aparna, Ambika, YoginI, pilinI, SilinI, HilinI,

NakinI, LakinI, TridasesvarI, Mahasa~thI, Sarvamafigala, Lajja, KausikI, Brahm~I,

Mahesvarl, Kauman, Vai~QavI, Aindn, Narasirp.hI, VarahI, CamuQ~a, SivadiitI,

Vi~Qumaya(2), and MatJ;ka.203

203The list possesses sixty-five names, although Vi~umaya is repeated twice. This list seems more
appropriate than the one found in the Purohita DarpaIJa, which follows. The Purohita DarpaIJa lists sixty
six yoginfs, but CaJ;l4ika is listed three times, and Katyayani twice. It includes some of the saktis previously
invoked in the petals, suggesting its unsuitability. The yoginfs are: Brahma¢, CaJ;l4ika(1), Raudn, Gauri,
Indrat;U, Kauman, Bhairavi, Durga, Narasi~, CaJ;l~a(2), CamUJ;lc,ta, Sivadiiti, Varahi, Kausiki,
Mahesvan, Saiikan, Jayanti, SarvamaiigaIa, Kali, Kariilini, Medha, Siva, Sakambhan, Bhima, Santa,
Bhfciman, Rudrii¢, Ambika, Syama, Dhatri, Katyayani(l) , Svaha, Svadha, Pii.n;lii, Mahodan, Ghorariipa,
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The purohita finally invokes the group of them together:204

Om Iw# yoginfgaT}alJ/ ihagaccha ihtigaccha ...

Worship of Deities from other Regions205

The purohita utters:

Om hrz"i1(l srfi!l nantidesanivasinibhyolJ devibhyolJ namalJ.

Salutation to other deities residing in other regions/countries.

Invocation and Worship of the Mat~ (Mothers)

Brahma~

The purohita invokes and worships BrahmaQ.I at the northeast of the ma1J4ala:

Om hrfJ?1 srfi!l brahma'!Yai namalJ.

and pays obeisance with this mantra:

Om caturamukhiJ?1 jagaddhtitriJ?1 hQJ?lsarudham varapradtiJ?1
sr:$ri rupaJ?1 mahtibhtigtiJ?1 brahmaT}lfrl ttim namamyaham.

Om! She has four faces, is seated on a swan, and is the giver of boons. She is the
protector of the world. She is the form of creation. She is noble hearted. I pay my
obeisance to you.

Mahesvari

He also invokes MahesvarI in the northeast:

Om hrfi!l srf1?l mahesvaryai namalJ..

and pays obeisance with:

Mahiikiili, BhadrakalI, KapalinI, ~emaiikan, Ugracat;l4ii, Cat;l~ogra, Cat;l~ayika, Cat;l4ii, Cat;l~vatl,

Cat;l9l, Kiilaratn, Mahiimohii, Priyaiikarl, Balav~ddhikara, Balapramathinl, Manonomanl,
Sarvabhutadamani, Uma, Tara, Mahiinidra, Vijaya, Jaya, Sailaputn, Cat;l~ika(3), CaI:l(:iaghat;l~, Ku~miiJ;l~,
Skandamatii, Katyayan1(2) , Kiilaratn, and Mahagaurl.

204It is conceivable that here he is invoking not just the group of sixty-four, but the full collection of
yoginis, said to number in the crares (i.e., ten millions) (ko[i).

205r was told that some elements of this and the next worship rituals are drawn from prescriptions in
the Devr Purdna.
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Om V1:~tirudhiin(l subhalfl sukltin:z trinetriiJ1:l varadtitrl sivatrll
mtiheSvarfnJ namamyadya s~~~i salflhtirakiirinrm.

Om! MahesvarT is atop the bull. She is auspicious, white, with three eyes. She is the
giver of boons and is known as the consort of Siva. I pay obeisance to MahesvarT today,
who is the agent of creation and destruction.

Kaumari

In the southeast, he invokes Kauman:

Om hrftrl Srftrl kaumtiryai namalJ..

and pays obeisance with:

Om kaumtirftrl pftavtisantin:z mayarvaravtihantiml
sakti hasttltrl sitlliigif!z tatrl namami varadiin(l sadti.

Om! KaumarT is wearing yellow clothes and has a peacock as her vehicle. The weapon
she bears is called sakti. Her limbs are white. I always pay obeisance to her, the giver
of boons.

Va~J;lavi

Vai~DavI is also invoked in the southeast corner:

Om hrzf!1 kllf!1 vai~J:Ulvyai namalJ.. 2lJ6

and paid obeisance with:

Om saflkha cakra gada padmadharinf1!l Ta:~1J-arapinrml
stithi raptif!l khagendrast~ vai~1J-avii!l ttim namamyaham.

Om! Vai~I).avT bears the conch, discus, club, and lotus. She is of the form of Kr~I).a. She
signifies maintenance. She is seated on GaruQa. I pay obeisance to Vai~navT.

Varahi

In Banaras, VadillI is invoked into the southwest corner.207

Om hrftrl klftrl vtirahyai namalJ..

and paid homage with:

206Notice the use of klf1!l instead of srirrt for the Miit~s related to forms of Vi~u.

207There are certain regional variations.
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Om vaniha rupimf!l devlf!l dan;strodhlJa vasundharam/
subhadtiJ!l pitavasantiJ!l varii}llf!l tam namamyaham.

Om! She is of the form of a boar, who by her tusk holds up the earth. She is the giver
of well-being. She puts on yellow clothes. I pay obeisance to that VarallI.

Naras~i

Again in the southwest comer, he invokes NarasirphI.

Om hrfn; kUn; narasin;hyai namalJ,.

and pays obeisance with:

Om nr:sin:zhariipimf!l dev1f!l daitya danava darpaham/
subham subhapradam narasimhim namamyham.

Om! She is of the form of a lion-person. The goddess is the destroyer of the arrogance
of demons. She is auspicious, the giver of auspiciousness, white in colour. I pay
obeisance to that NrsiIphI.

IndraJfi

In the northwest comer of the m01J4ala, Indr3.J:11 is invoked.

Om hnf!l srtn:z indra1Jyai namalJ,.

and paid obeisance with:

Om indra1J.[ gajakumbhasth.l1Jr1. sahasaranayanojjvalam/
namami varadam devin; sarva deva namasJa:tam.

Om! IndraJ,JI is seated between the two lumps of an elephant's temples. She is bright with
one thousand eyes. I bow to that giver of boons who is paid obeisance by the gods.

CamUl;u;m

CamUf.l9a is also invoked in the northwest comer.

Om hrfn; srtn:z camuTJ4ttyai namalJ..

and worshipped with:

Om camuTJ4amuTJ4amathanin:z muTJ4amalaposobhitam
a(ftahasa muditan:z namamyiitma vibhUtaye.

Om! CamuJ;l<;la is the destroyer of the demon MUJ;l<;la. She is wearing a garland of skulls.
She laughs loudly and thus shows her inner delight for proper attainment of power of the
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self. I bow to her.

Katyayani

And in the centre of all these goddesses he invokes Katyayani

Om hrurz sril1J katytiyanyai namalJ..

paying her obeisance with:

Om klityayanfl1J daSabhujbJ!l mahi~asuramardin~
prasanna vadanam devrl1J varadbJ!l tam namamyaham.

Om! KatyayanI, possessing ten arms, crushed the demon called Mahi~a. She has a
smiling face, and is the giver of boons. I pay obeisance to her.

CaJ.l~a and the Nine Durgas208

Then taking flowers, the purohita utters this verse:

Om ca1J4ike navadurge tvam mahtidevamanorame
pujal1J samastliJrl sangrihya r~ambJ!l tridaseSvan-.

Om! 0 CaJ;u;lika, you are the Nine Durgas. You are dear to Siva. After receiving my
worship, 0 goddess of the heaven, please protect me.

and he offers these flowers three times to the centre of the mandala, with the mantra:

Om hril1J srft!l navadurgayai namalJ..

Om! Hr1I11! SrIrp! Obeisance to the Nine Durgas.

Jayanti and other Goddesses

The purohita now invokes JayantI and other goddesses with:

Om hrfl1J Sril1J jayantyai namalJ.. (Repeated for each of the other goddesses)

He does so for Mafigala, KalI, Bhadrakili, KapaIinI, Durga, Siva, Ksama, Dhatrl,

Svaha, and Svadha.

2n81 was told that the Devr Purlif}a does not have this navadurgli worship in its account.
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Worship of the Weapons

The purohita leaves the maTJ4ala temporarily to perform the worship of Durga's

weapons. He begins with the weapons in her right hands.

TriSfila (Trident)

He invokes the trisiila with:

Om triStllaya namaJ:t.

and then pays obeisance:

Om sarvayudha~ prathamo nirmitastw11?1, pinlildna
stllat sulfD!l sam1ik1:~a krtva mU$~igrahfD!l subham.

am! You have been made as the first of all weapons by Siva himself. He has made you
by making it emerge from his trident by means of his auspicious grasping fist?l9

Khac;lga (Sword)

Om khatjgaya nama1J,.

Om asirvisasana1J, khadga stfk$TJdhtirodurasada1J,1
srrgarbho vijayascaiva dharmapala namo 'stute.

am! The sword is that which causes death. This sword is very sharp and cannot be
overpowered. I pay obeisance to you who is named as SrI, Garbha, Vijaya, and
Dharmapala.

Cakra (Discus)

Om cakraya namalJ..

Om cakra tvam vi$1J,urupo 'si vi$1J,u ptilJ,au sada sthitalJ,!
devi hastasthito nityam sudarsana namo 'stute.

am! a discus, you are of the form of Vi~I).ii and always remain in his hand. Now you
are in the hand of the goddess and remain there eternally. I pay obeisance to this discus
named SudarSana.

209'fhis refers to the myth of the creation of Devl, which is recounted in the Durga Saptaiati 2.19,
where Siva arms her with a trident produced from his own.
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T~J;lavana (Sharp Arrow)

Om ti~lJavanaya namalJ..

Om sarvayudhiinam sre~to 'si daityasenanisUdana
bhayebhyalJ. sarvato ra~aIJ. ti~1Javana namo 'stute.

Om! This sharp arrow excels among all weapons. It is the key destroyer of the army of
the demons. Please protect us from everything. I pay obeisance to you.

Sakti Weapon

Om saktaye namalJ..

Om saktistvam sarvadevCmom guhasyaca vise~ataIJ./

saktirOpelJa sarvatra r~am kuru namo 'stute.

Om! You are the sakti of all gods, particularly of Guha (Kartikeya).21o I pay obeisance
to you and you should protect us from all sides.

The purohita now worships the weapons in the left hands of the Devi

Khetaka (Club/Staro

Om khetakaya namalJ..

Om ya~ti nlpelJa khetatvarrz vairisarrzhtira kilrakalJ./
devznasta sthithonityarrz mama rakrarrz kurusvaca.

Om! You are the destroyer of enemies in the form of a club/staff.211 Remaining in the
hands of the goddess please protect me.

Piin;tacapa (Fully-drawn Bow)

Om pUl7Jacapaya namaIJ..

Om sarvayudha mahamatra sarvadevarisadanafJ./
capam mam sarvataIJ. ralda stikam sayaka sattamaiIJ..

Om! The bow and arrow of yours is the destroyer of the enemies of the gods, and the
chief (minister) of weapons. The strung bow along with excellent arrows should protect

210rhere is a pun here. The weapon (and the Devi) is the iakti (power) of all the gods.

211The staff is generally associated with Yama, Siva, and Kiili. It is more commonly called the
kharvanga. The club (gada) is associated with Vi~u.
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me from all sides.

AiikuSa (Goad)

Om afikustiya namaJ],.

Om afikuso 'si namastubhyam gajanam niyamol] sadal
loktintif!l sarva rakSarthaJ!l vidhlJol] parvati kare.

Oml 0 goad, you are the restrainer of elephants. I pay obeisance to you. For the
protection of the world, it is held by the hands of Parvatl.

Ghm;ata (Bell)

Om galJ[aya nama1J,.

Om hinasti daityatejtif!lsi svanenapurya ya jagatl
sa ghalJ[a patuno devi papebhyo1J, nol] sutaniva.

Om! By the sound of the bell which fills the whole world and overturns the vigor of the
demons, may that bell, like sons, protect us from sins.

PaI'aSU (Axe)

Om parasave namol].

Om parasu tva'!l mahatilq1Ja sarvadevari sUdanol]l
devihastasthithonityQJ'!l satruJqaya namo 'stute.

Om! 0 axe, you are very sharp . You are the destroyer of the enemies of the gods. You
always remain in the hand of the goddess. I pay obeisance to you, the destroyer of
enemies.

Nagapasa (Serpent Noose)

The purohita now worships the serpent noose weapon which is wrapped around

the image of the demon Mahisa.

Om nagapasaya namol].

Om pasatvQJ'!l nagarilpo 'si vi~apur1Jo vi~odarol]l
satrUlJQJ'!l duhsahahanityQJ'!l nagaptiSQJ'!l namo 'stute.

Oml You are of the form of the serpent, 0 noose, full of poison. Your stomach is full
of poison. It is quite unbearable to the enemies. I pay obeisance to you all the time.
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Worship of Cat;l<;lika as Bearer of All Weapons (Sarvayudhadharim1

He pays obeisance to C~<:iika herself with the mantra:

Om hrf1!l Srf1!l sarvayudhadharinyai namalJ.

Om sarvadhana1!l sresthani yani yani tripisrape/
tani tani dadhatyai calJ4ikayai namo namalJ.

Om! You are the bearer of all those excellent weapons which exist in heaven. I pay
obeisance to that CaJ;l~ika over and over again.

Worship of the DevPs Ornaments

Then he worships the ornaments worn by the goddess, by uttering:

Om kirftadi devyangabh~anebhyolJnamalJ.

Om! I pay obeisance to all the ornaments on the goddess's body, beginning with the
crown, and so on.

Worship of the Batukas (Young Lads)

Once again the purohita goes to the malJ4ala and on the eastern side he offers

flowers to the Batukas, saying: 212

Om Srf1!l siddhaputra barukflya namalJ.

Om! Srlrp.! Obeisance to Ba~ka, son of Siddha (Attainment).

On the south:

Om srfn:l jttanaputrabC4Ukaya namalJ.

Om! Srlrp.! Obeisance to Ba~ka, son of JQ.ana (Knowledge).

West:

Om srfn; sahajaputraba(Ukaya namalJ.

212The Batukas, or Ba~a Bhairavas, are fierce boy forms of Siva. They could be considered male
counterparts of the Kumans. I was told that Ba~a, in sattvic fonn, is white like crystal. He removes
untimely death, offers longevity and liberation. In rajasic form he is red and offers dharma, anha, and
kama. The tamasic fonn is blue and removes fear from enemies and the inimical effects of the planets. I
was told that, according to the Br:hannandikeivara Puraf}ll, there are five ba!ukas. The Kalikii Purana talks
of four while the Dev( PurliIJa does not refer to the number.



Om hetukllya ~etraptilaya namalJ..
Om tripuraghnaya ~etraptilaya namalJ..
Om agnijihvaya ~etraptilaya namalJ..
Om agnivettilaya ~etraptilaya namalJ..
Om kiilaya ~etraptilaya namalJ..
Om karalaya k$etraptilaya namalJ..
Om ekapadaya ~etraptilaya namalJ..
Om bhiinanathllya ~etrapalaya namalJ..
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Om! SrIqI! Obeisance to Batuka, son of Sahaja (Friendship).

North:

Om sritrl samayaputraba{ukttya namalJ..

Om! SrlqI! Obeisance to Batuka, son of Samaya (Togetherness).

Worship of the ~etrapalas (Guardians of the Field)

Then he worships the ~etraptilas between the lotus petals and the filament

(kefara) of the lotus.

North:
NE:
East:
SE:
South:
SW:
West:
NW:

Worship of the Bhairavas

The Bhairavas are fierce forms of Siva. The purohita invokes into sections of the

ma1J4ala and worships them as follows:

East: a) Om
b)

South: a)
b)

West: a)
b)

North a)
b)

Centre:

asittiiigaya bhairavaya namalJ..
rurave
calJ4aya
krodhaya
unmattaya
bhayamkaraya213

kapaline
bhl~a1J.aya
samhiirine

This completes the invocations and worship of deities in the malJ4ala.

Worship of Durga

The purohita once again worships the Dev! as a whole, in all her forms, by

2131 was told that the Bhairavas are normally listed as eight in which Bhayailkara does not appear.
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repeating her mantra according to his mood and capacity. He offers the fruit of this

worship back to her. He may offer her and the companion deities cooked food

(bhoga/annam) and perform {irati. He pays obeisance to her with a full prostration

(~?anga pralJiima). He may then again recite the Durgii Stuti. This completes the rituals

of MahastamI.
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SANDHlPOJA

The purohita must finish the Maha~tamI puja before Sandhi puja, a requirement

which may greatly reduce the time and ritual elaboration of the A~tami worship. The

Sandhi paja occurs at the point of confluence of the eighth (~tami) and ninth (navami)

lunar days (tithi). This juncture's duration is forty-eight minutes, composed of the last

twenty-four minutes of the ~fami tithi and the first twenty-four minutes of the navami

tithi. 214 The juncture, which may occur at day or night, is considered highly auspicious.

The entire puja must be performed during this interval. The climax occurs with the

offering of a blood sacrifice (bali dana) to the goddess.

To expedite matters, everything that is to be offered to Durga is prepared

beforehand. The purohita sits on his lisana. He sips water three times (acamana), utters

the svasti vacanam, performs asanasuddhi, and offers flowers to GaI).esa and other

deities. Then making a nyasa of the matrklis, followed by prlilJtiylima, he worships

Durga as Camu~Qa. To do so he takes a flower in his hands in dhylina mudra and

meditates:

Om Mir karaia vadana viniskrantasi pasinr/
vicitra khat;vangadhara naramtila vibha~anii/

dvrpi caramapandhanti suskamtif!lsa/J. bhairaval
ativistaravadana jihva lalannbh4ti1
nimagna rakla nayana nada purita dinamukha.

Om! She is Kali, deadly black, very dreadful faced, emerging with a sword and noose
in her hands, holding a strange staff (khat;valJ,ga) in her hand, adorned with a garland of
human bodies, wearing the hide of an elephant. The flesh of her body has become
withered (emaciated) and is exceedingly dreadful. Her exceedingly expanded mouth has
a dreadful lolling tongue. Her eyes are deeply set but very red in colour. The sound
which is emanating from her is of such a high pitch that it has filled all the quarters.

Camunda is then worshipped mentally according to regional differences. 215 Most

214A tithi is divided into equal divisions called dar}4as. Twenty-four minutes is the duration of one
da1J4a.

21SSince the dhyana is short, it is appropriate for Sandhi pujti. I was told that the dhytina of camUJ;l~
is different in the Brhadnandikesvara Pural}a.
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significant here is the decision regarding the inclusion of a blood sacrifice.

The purohita then performs a vise~argha (conch-shell worship) in the same

manner as performed on SaptamI. He repeats the dhyana of Durga as CamuQ.da and

offers the sixteen part devotional service (~odaSopacara), of which the blood sacrifice

may be a part, with this mantra: 216

Om krlir1 hnJrl cl1mu'!4l1T71pttyai namalJ,.

Om! KrI:q1! HrIql ! Obeisance to the form of Camu~~a.

Balidana (Sacrificial Offering)

The blood sacrifice occurs just after the Dev! is shown her own reflection in the

mirror (darpalJa).217

The sacrificial animal, normally an uncastrated male goat, is bathed. The

yajamana places a red garland on its neck and puts vermillion marks on its horns. Then

it is brought before the purohita. Its face should be directed towards the east. The

Tantric form of the ritual is described below. It is shorter, focuses more on the sword

than on the animal, and is more commonly used, since it is shorter. The Vedic form

follows for reference.

The purohita sprinkles it with water from his vessel, purifying the animal simply

by uttering, "Huf!1." He shows it dhenumudra. He offers consecrated water onto its feet

(ptidya) , saying:

216Due to time limitations, the purohita does not recite the lengthy mantras normally used in the rituals
of the other days.

217This could strengthen the interpretation that the DevI, who is the cosmic Creatrix, is being offered
back her own self. While this is true for all the offerings made, the blood offering is more representative
of the vital life force and activating energy with which she is associated and through which she is
understood.

The blood sacrifice, a crucial part of the Durgii Piijii, is rapidly disappearing in Baniiras. It is no
longer performed by the few homes in the city which continue the tradition of elaborate domestic pujas.
Some of these homes, and most public pujas, have eliminated this dimension altogether from the
celebration, while others offer a vegetable substitute in place of the animal. In the not-too-distant past,
however, all these groups used the Durgii KUJ;l~ temple as the place where these sacrifices would take
place. This sacrificial function rather significantly links the Durgii Mandir with the Durgii Piijii celebrations
allover the city. It suggests that the Devi enshrined at Durgiiji is the recipient of the worship performed
by each of the many groups in the city.
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Etat padya'!ll am chagapasave namalJ.

This is padyam. Om! Obeisance to the goat animal.

He utters this Vedic mantra in its ears:

Om pasupasaye vidmahe viSvakarmaTJe dhimahi tanna jiva pracodaytlt.

Then the sword is brought before the animal, washed and cleaned. He marks it with a

disk of red vermillion. He then writes with the stem of a bilva leaf, the word, "Hnqt,"

on the vermillion. 218 He worships the iron sword with the mantra:

Om hrfnJ, ktili ktili vajresvari lauha dan4a namalJ.

Om! Hr1rp.! 0 KaII, 0 KaII, thunderbolt goddess, iron staff, obeisance.

Then he utters this mantra and offers flowers to the top of the sword.

Hu'!l vagiSvarzoraJuna1JhYtif!l namalJ.

HUIP.! Obeisance to VagisvarI (the goddess of speech) and Brahma.

To the middle:

Hu'!l laJqminaraya1Jlibhya'!l namaJ:z.

Hum! Obeisance to L~mI and NaraYaI:J.a.

To the hilt:

HUf!l umtlmaheSvarabhYtif!l namalJ·

Hurp.! Obeisance to Vma and MaheSvara.

Then to the entire body of the sword:

Om brahmavi~TJusivasaktiyuktaya khaqgaya namaJ:z.

Om! Obeisance to the sword, united with Brahma, Vi~I.1u, Siva, and SaleH.

Then the priest makes a pra1Jlima to the sword, saying:

Om kha4gaya kharadhllraya sakti kiiryanhatatparal
pasuschedyastvaya sfghraf!l kha4ganarha nama 'stute.

Then taking some sesamum, tulasi leaf, and kusa grass in the kusf, he reads an oath:

218In the Bengali tradition a special secret way of writing the seed syllable is used.
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Om vi~fJur namo adya tlsvine mtlsi sukle pakSe vtlrtlfJasi k~etre sandhyam tithau amuka
gotra amuka devasarma amuka gotrasya amuka devasarmafJaiJ sri durgtl priti ktlma!J,
imam chagapasW!l vahni daivatan:z durgtl devatayai tubhyam gha?ai~e.

A.nd with folded hands he prays:

Om balim gr:hfJa mahtldevi pasUtrl sarvagU1Jtlnvitan:z1
yathoktena vidhtinena tubhyam astu samarpitam.

Then taking up the sword in both his hands and uttering:

Aim Hum Phat. . .

he severs the neck of the goat with a single stroke.219

Vedic Procedure of Balidana

Om vtirahiyamuna ganga karatoya sarasvatil
ktlveri candrabhagaca sindhu bhairava sOfJ,agaiJl
ajtlsntlne mahesani sannidhyamiha kalpayal
Om pr:~the pucche lalate ca karfJayo!J, jafJghayostathtl
meq,hre ca sarva gtitre~u muflcantu pasudevata!J,.

am! a rivers, VarahI, Yamuna, Ganga, Karatoya, SarasvatI, KaverT, Candrabhaga,
Sindhu, Bhairava, and Sonaga, be present when we bathe this goat. The deities present
in the limbs of the goat, namely in the back, the tail, forehead, ears, shanks, and
genitals, and his limbs should help the animal to attain release.

Sprinkling the beast (paSu) with water (with kuSa grass) he utters Vedic verses220
:

1. Om agni!J, pasurasll tenayayanta sa etam lokom ajayatl
yasmin agni!J, sate loka bhaviSyati tan:z ye~si pivaita apaiJ.

am! In the beginning, Fire was an animal. It has made sacrifices/oblations and made a
victory over this region in which it now abides. It will be your domain. You will be able
to win it, so drink: this water.

2. Om vayu!J, . . .I
yasmin vayu!J. . . .

am! In the beginning, Wind was an animal, ...

3. Om sarya!J, .. .I

219JIe may alternately release the goat with a small release of blood from a cut made in the goat's ear.

220These are said to come from the Yajur Veda, Vtijasamya SaJ!lhita.
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yasmin stlryalJ . . .

Om! ... the Sun was an animal, ...

Then he utters:

Om vacam te
Om pralJa
Om caksus
Om srotram

nabhif!l
medhram
payum
caritram
vak
manas
caksus
strotram

sundhami

ta apyayatam

fat te krtlramyadi1s~hitaml

sthitam tat te apyayattlm.
tat te ni~hayatam
tat te suddhatu
sama hobhYafJ swiha

Om aif!l hrfrrz snf!l candrama1J4altidhithita vigrahayai/
pasurtlpa ca1J4iktiyai imarrz paSurrz pro~ayami svtlht1.

Om pasupasaya vidmahe siraScchedaya dhfmahi/
tannafJ pasulJ pracodaytit.

Om pasuptlsa vintlsaya hemaka~a sthitaya cal
paraparaya parame~~hine hutikllraya ca mtlrtaye.

Then he binds the animal to a sacrifical stake (Y - shaped at the top), placing its neck

in the V, and says:

Om meghtiktJra sthambha madhye PaSurrz bandhaya bandhaya sasr:1Jga sarvtl vayavaf!l
pasUf!l bandhaya brahma¢a kha1J4artlpi1Jaf!l pasum bandhaya bandhaya.

He severs its head in a single stroke saying:

Aif!l hurrz pha( svtlhtl.

Surrogate Offerings

As a substitute, a ku$mti1J4a melon, sugarcane, a plantain, a cucumber, etc., may
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be offered. To sanctify these offerings, he may say:

Om ku~mt1lJ4a balaye namalJ..
Om i~udalJ4a balaye namalJ..
Om kadaliphala balaye namalJ..
and so on.

He marks an effigy of a human figure (called a svastika) on the fruit, and cuts its in a

single stroke, across the centre of the figure.221

Offering of the Head to Durga

After the head of the goat is cut, the head is brought back near the purohita, with

some blood, and placed before the altar facing north.222 A ghi lamp is lit atop the head

and the purohita says:

Esa sapradfpa cchaga sir~a balilJ/ om durgti devatayai namaI!-.

This is a sacrificial offering of a goat's head with a lamp.
Om! Obeisance to Goddess Durga.

Offering the Flesh and Blood to Durga and Other Deities

The purohita offers the blood thus: 223

E~a samtm:lsa rudhira balilJ/ om durga devatayai namaf!-.

This is a sacrificial offering of blood with flesh.
Om! Obeisance to Goddess Durga.

221The svtistiko. is a symbol of the Devi. Thus the sacrificial offering may be conceived of as the
goddess herself. The epithet of the Dev! at Durga Mandir is K~mii~t,ia Dev! which could mean "Goddess
who is a Ku~m~<:ta". The identification of the Dev! with the sacrifice is not at odds with interpretations
of the blood offering as representing either her consort, or the devotee. Ultimately, these too are none other
than her manifest forms, which are offered back up to her.

222The actual slaughter of the goat may take place at the Durgii K~~ temple, and is performed by
another person, such as a worker at the temple. Most of the pUjaris and workers at Durga Mandir find the
task repulsive and try to avoid it. Nevertheless they do perform the ritual blessing of the goat, sword, and
offering of the severed head to the Devi, while leaving the actual killing to someone else. At Durga
Mandie, the goat faces north when being beheaded. The severed head is then placed atop the sacrificial
pitlar facing east (and the Devi).

223Sometimes a portion of flesh (marrzsa) from the decapitated body is added to the blood offering.
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He offers about a half portion to Durga, and divides the remaining half into four portions

which he offers to other deities who partake of blood sacrifices.

He offers flowers to Ba~uka:

Ete gandhapU¥Jel om hu'!l va'!l ba(ukttya namalJ.

and then one of the portions:

E~a samaf!lsarudhira balilJl om hUf!l ya'!l barukttya namalJ.

The second portion to the YoginIs:

· . .I om hu'!l ytlf!l yoginibhyolJ namalJ.

The third to the K~etrapalas:

· . .I om hu'!l ~etrap(jJaya namalJ.

And the last to Gat:lapati (Gat:leSa):224

· . .IOm hu'!l giiJ?1 galJapataye namalJ·

The purohita concludes the blood sacrifice ritual with:

Om ai'!l hnf!l snf!l kausiki rudhire lJa apyayatam.

Offering of One Hundred and Eight Lamps

The yajamlina or members of his family sets about lighting one-hundred and eight

ghi lamps. These are often set in a large tray or arranged in some yantric pattern. One

such pattern may be intersecting upward and downward pointing equilateral triangles,

with a svastika figure in the hexagon formed at the centre. The procedure requires

patience and excellent timing, since it is not easy to keep all lamps lit simultaneously.

The effect is impressive. This ritual is essentially an elaborate variation of the lirati

worship to the DevI. The purohita offers the one hundred and eight lamps to Durga,

uttering:

Om vi~lJurom tat sadadya asvine mase suklep~e avimukta varalJasik~etra amuka gotra
sri amuka devasarma sri durga pritikamalJI Etan a~odara sata saJ!lkhyakan prajjvalitan
dijJan sri camu¢arapayai durgayai tubhyamaham saf!lpradade.

224It is noteworthy that Gat;leSa receives blood sacrifices last, when normally he is propitiated first.
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Om! . . ., I am offering these one hundred and eight lamps to you, 0 CamUl;lC;la.

KumarI Piija (Worship of Virgins)225

Young girls before puberty are invited to the place of worship.226 They are to

be; worshipped as living forms of the DevI.227 The purohita makes an oath (sanka/pa):

Om vi~TJ,urom tat sadadya....sukle p~e ... amuka gotra, amuka devasarma gauri
pn1ikiimalJ gaTJ,apatytidi nantidevata paja parvaka kumarzpajtinamaham kari~e.

Om! ..., in order to please Gaur1, after worshipping Gat:leSa and other deities, I shall
worship a virgin representing the consort of Siva.

He then reads the oath hymn (sankalpa sukta) and performs all preliminary worship

rituals (slimlinya vidhi) like slimlinylirgha, asanaSuddhi, and so on. He does mlitrkli nyasa

and offers flowers to Gat:lesa and other deities. He places a maiden girl (generally, below

eleven years of age) adorned with clothes, ornaments, garlands and decorated with sandal

paste (spots placed on the face for beauty) on a large brass plate. He washes her feet and

offers a flower with the mantra:

Om srf'!l kumaryai namalJ.

He does prlilJiiylima, alJganyasa, karanylisa, and then does a dhylina of the goddess

Kuman.

Om kumari'f!l kamalarudhti'!l trinetrG:J!l candrasekhara'!l/
tapta kiiTJ,cana varnadhyam nanalaflkara bha~iti1J?lj
raktambara paridhtinliJrl raktamalyanulepanam/
vamenabhayadliJrl dhyayet dak$iTJ,ena varapradam.

225This pajl1 generally follows the blood sacrifice. Since blood sacrifice is most often likely to be
performed (in Baniiras), if at all, during the Sandhi paja, it is described in this section. The short time
interval of the Sandhi is also the prescribed time for kumarrworship. However, it is often performed on
A~~mi or NavamI.

226'fhe girls are normally brahmaIJas, although this varies according to the family tradition. They come
from the yajamana's immediate family, or from the families of relatives, friends, or neighbours.

2271 was told that the theological or philosophical symbolism of the virgin is suggested in KaSmiri
Saivism where one encounters the phrase: iccha sakti uma kumiin-' The iccha spoken of here transcends
the triad of manifest saktis, namely, conscious will (iccha), knolwedge (jiiiinii), and action (kriya). It is
svatantra sakti, the autonomous will, which is equated with the supreme Sakti. Thus the virgin symbolizes
the uncreate active potential to manifest.
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Om! The maiden is standing on a bloomed lotus. She has three eyes, with the moon on
her forehead. Her complexion is like molten gold, and she is adorned with different kinds
of ornaments. She wears a red cloth and on her neck there is a red garland. She is
smeared with red sandalpaste (ungents). Her left hand is offering assurance. And with
her right hand she is giving boons.228

He offers worship mentally and then repeats the dhylina actually performing the sixteen

part devotional service (~odaSopaclira).

The purohita next offers flowers to KausikI, Ganga, Sarasvafi, Yamuna,

VegavatI, Narada, Vai~J?avl, Vi~~ii, Padma, Scu:ll<ha, Svetadlpa, Pavana, Ghora,

Ghorariipa, Menaka, Kamala, Si~hasana, and Cakra. He then recites the verse:

Om! tiyurbalam yaso dehi dhanam dehi kumarike/
sarvaf!l sukh~ ca me dehi prasida paramesvaril
namaste sarvato devi sarva papapralJ,t1Sinii
saubhiigyam santatim dehi namastute kumarike/
sarva bhi~ta prade devi sarvapat viniviirinil
sarvasiinti kare devi namastestu kumiirike/
briihmf mahesvarf raudr[ rfpatritayadhari'![/
abhayaflca varam dehi naraya,!i namo 'stute.

Om! Give me, 0 maiden mother, longevity, vigor, fame, and wealth. Give me all kinds
of happiness, and be pleased with me. I pay obeisance to you in every respect. You are
the remover of all sins. Give me prosperity, sons and daughters. I pay obeisance to you,
o maiden mother. You are the bestower of all sorts of desired objects. You are the
remover of all sins. You are the giver of peace. I pay obeisance to you mother. You are
of the form of Brahma, Mahesvara, and Rudra in female aspect. You assume these three
forms. Give me fearlessness and blessing. I pay obeisance to NaraYaJ;lI.

Da~i.I;la (Offering of Money)

The purohita then makes a prayer of the monetary donation (dak~i1Jii) to be given

to him for the services rendered. He begins with the satikalpa:

Om vi~,!urom tad sadadya, . . ., amuka gotra amuka devasarma kumarfpujii
siingatiirtham d~i'!timidam kaflcana malyam sn- vi$'!u daivatam yatha sambhava gotra
namne brahma,!aya aham dadami.

He finishes with:

228The description most closely resembles the common forms in which the Dev! appears in most temple
images, where she is portrayed with a gold mask and draped in a red cloth. The virgin symbolizes a more
primordial form of divinity.
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!a:taitat kumarf pujacchidramastu.

Om! . . ., a value of gold is given to the brahma1J{l for fulfilling this kumari puja.

The maiden is then fed with dainties or well-cooked food and sent away. 229

229'fhe traditionally recommended numbers of virgins to be worshipped are one, nine, seventeen, one
hundred and eight or more. However, there is often just one kumarf chosen to represent all others who are
present. The rituals are performed to her.
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MAHANAVAMI PUJA

The MahanavamI rituals are identical with those performed on SaptamI, differing

primarily in that they include the fire oblation ritual (homa). Everyday, before going to

the place of worship, the purohita has made some small offerings and offered obeisance

to the bi/va tree. He then enters the pujalaya, begins as usual performing the acamana,

svasti vacanam, and so on, and proceeds to the great bath of the goddess (mahtisnana).

He offers her bilva twigs as tooth cleansers (dantakli$tha), completing the bathing ritual

just as it was done on SaptamI. He then offers mliSabhaktabali to the bhiltas. Next, he

offers flowers, etc. to Gat:leSa, Siva, and other deities, performing the full sixteen-part

service if inclined. He now proceeds to worship Durga through the fire oblation.

Boma (Fire Oblation)

The fire pit (kwuja) where the oblation is to be held is called the stha1J4ila. Its

area is one square cubit. 230 It should be 4 fingers (anguli) in height, and made of bricks

and mud. Fine sand is spread over it. A yantra consisting of an ascending triangle

intersected by a descending triangle is drawn with kuSa grass in the middle and a point

(bindu) placed in the centre of it. The triangles are surrounded by a circle and then eight

lotus petals emanate from the circle. This is surrounded by a bhupura, a square with

symbolic gateways at the cardinal directions. A bfja mantra, such as, "Durp.," may be

drawn on the bindu. 231

230A cubit is the length from the elbow to the finger tip.

231This diagram is the Durga Yantra. It is illustrated in Diagram Three. The bindu or point symbolizes
the first manifestation of the Supreme Goddess who is beyond all conceptualization or predication. The bfja
mantra is the seed syllable from which conceptual forms or predication about the nature of the goddess
germinates. It also represents the root or primal vibration from which the goddess begins to manifest the
diverse and manifold creation. The descending triangle is a symbol of the female principle and generative
organ, the yoni, the portal through which the creation will emerge. It symbolizes the triad of qualities of
feminine energy which animates the creation. These are desire (icchd) , knowledge (jflana), and action
(kriyd). The ascending triangle is symbol of the male principle and generative organ (the linga). It
symbolizes the triad of attributes of the male principle, namely, bliss (ananda), consciousness (cit), and
existence (sat). The triangles also represent the triad of principles within every component of creation,
namely, the three gU1}as. These are the principles of pure integral stasis (sattva), passionate action (rajas),
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The purohita looks at the stha1Jl!ila while uttering Durg~i' s malamantra and he

strikes it with kuSa grass saying "Phat," and sprinkles it with water saying, "Hum."

Again uttering the miilamantra, he says:

Om kUlJl!ttya namalJ.

He places fine lengths of kuSa grass in the ku1Jl!a according to a particular pattern (See

Diagram Six):

When this is done, he purifies the stha1Jl!ila with sprinkling (pro~ana), striking

(tti4ana), and spreading of water in it (abhyulqana).

He worships the three lines of kuSa grass pointing east (i.e., at the extreme right)

with:

1st
middle
last

Om mukundttya namalJ
Om fStinttya namaIJ
Om purandaraya namaIJ

To the three lines facing north, he pays obeisance with:

1st
middle
last

Om brahmaTJe namalJ
Om vaivasvte namah
Om indave namalJ

Next, he offers flowers to Durga five times, after which he examines the oblation

materials silently repeating, "Om."

Offering flowers into the centre of the pit, the purohita utters:

Om adharasaktytldi pirhadevatllbhyo namalJ.

Om! Obeisance to the deities of the abodes of the goddess, the Supreme Supporting Sakti

and dissolute inertia (tamas). The intersection of these triangles, indicate the union of male and female
principles, also called Siva and Sakti, to produce numerous other yanis and Wigas, symbols of the
proliferation of male and female principles. The circle and the lotus petals symbolize the outward flowering
of the creation. The bhapura is the barrier which separates the phenomenal world from the noumenal
realm. The portals into the bhapura represent the routes through which the spiritual aspirant may pierce
the veil which keeps the process of creation, which is knowledge (vidya) of the nature of the Devi,
mysterious.

In the homa ritual, the sthlllJ4ila is identified as the yantra of the Devi, and the offerings made
into the fire, are symbolic of the reconstitution or reintegration of the cosmos. The DeVi's manifest form
is offered back to her. The gross elements of the creation, through the medium of the fire, are transformed
into more subtle elements and through the symbolism inherent in the smoke, flame, and ashes are reunited
with the Devi in her most sublime essense.
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and others.

Facing east, he worships aspects of the DevI in the various comers:

SE Om dharmaya namalJ (righteousness)
SW Omjruinaya namalJ (knowledge)
NW Om vairagyaya namalJ (dispassion)
NE Om aifvaryaya namalJ (royal power)

and in the sides:

E
S
W
N

Om adharmaya namalJ
Om ajiltinaya namalJ
Om avairagyaya namalJ
Om anaisvaryaya namalJ

(wickedness)
(nescience)
(passion)
(base weakness)

and to the middle:

Om anantaya namalJ
Om padmaya namalJ

(endless serpent)
(lotus)

Then, also to the centre, he utters obeisance to the solar, lunar, and fire spheres

and their divisional components:

AJ?1 arkamalJ4alaya dvada1akalatmane namalJ
UJ?1 somama¢alaya ~odasakalt1tmane namaIJ
MaJ?1 vahnimaTJ4alaya dasakalatmane namalJ

Next, he offers flowers to the centre paying obeisance to each of the components parts

of fire saying:

Om pftayai namah
Om svetayai namah
Om arU1Jayai
Om dhumrayai
Om kr:~lJayai

tibrayai
sphulinganyai
rucirayai
jvalinyai
vahni asaniiyaf

(yellow)
(white)
(rose pink)
(smoky)
(black)
(very fierce)
(sparkling)
(lovely)
(ripening)
(fire as the seat)

Then he makes a dhylina of the goddess of speech, Vagisvan:

Om vagfSvarf1?1 rtusnatti1?1 nuendf vara locanam vagfSvarelJa san:zyuktam kn-qa bhava
samanvitarn.

Om! Vagisvarl is the lady of speech, who has eyes like a blue lotus. She has just
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completed her menstrual cycle and properly bathed, and now has entered into playful
union with the lord of speech. 232

And he offers flowers and obeisance with:

Om hrii!l vaglsvara sahita vagfSvaryai namalJ,.

Om! Hr"i:ql! Obeisance to the Lord of Speech united with tht~ Lady of Speech.

The purohita then collects fire (from an ember) with the mantra, "Vau~t," and

invokes/kindles the tinder with "astraya pha!." Saying:

Hun:z pha{ kravytidevyalJ, svaha

he takes a small amount of fire and offers it to the deities who are eaters of raw flesh

(kravya). He then waves the flame around the kulJ41i three times, kneels down with both

knees touching the earth, and places it with both hands into the sthaJU!ila. He offers it

flowers, saying:

Om hrzlrJ, vahni martaye namalJ,
Om van:z vahni cetantiya namalJ,
Om cit pingala hana hana daha daha paca paca sarvaj1ta ajlIii paya svaha.

and now places kindling on it causing the fire to blaze properly.

Then with folded hands he says:

Om agnin:z prajjvalitan:z vande jata vedan:z hutasanan:z suvaranam amalam sannidhyam
viSvato 'mukhaml agneh tvam baladanam (varadanam) asi.

Om vaiSvanara jataveda ihtivaha lohitaka~a sarvakarmtilJ.i stillhaya svaha.

He next offers obeisance to the the fire with flowers and sandalpaste:

Etat sacandanap~paml om agnaye namalJ,

and worships the aspects of fire and other deities with flowers:

Ete gandhap~pel

Om agner 'hiraTJytidi sapta jivhtibhyolJ, namah
Om agner sa4angebhyolJ, namalJ,
Om agnaye jatavedase ~ramurtibhyo1J, namalJ,

232Sexual playfulness is implied in this dhylina. Fire is perceived to be th,~ play (knqa) of the divine,
conceived of as the copulation between male and female polarites of divinity at the threshold of
manifestation (symbolized by Vilc, "speech," which represents "vibration.") The sexual union appears to
be essentially for pleasure, not primarily for reproduction.
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Om brilhmytidYt4!asaktibhyolJ namalJ
Om padmtidYt4(anidhibhyolJ namalJ
Om indrtidi lokapalebhyolJ namalJ
Om dhvajtidyastrebhyolJ namalJ

Then taking two very thin-edged lengths of kuSa grass called pavitras, each the

length of a span, and placing them in the plate from which the oblation of ghi will be

taken, the purohita divides the plate into three spaces. These spaces correspond to the

three main energy channels (nadf) in the body cosmos.233 The right section of the plate

is if/ii, the left is pifigalli, and the middle is su~umna. When offering oblations of ghi into

the fire, the purohita may take ladlefuls from any of the three sections in a process which

resembles the alternate breathing in prtilJiiYama. If he takes ghi from the right (iq,a), he

utters

Om agnaye sWlha. Om svaha to Agni.

and places it at the left of the fire. If he takes ghi from the left (pifigalli), he utters

Om somaya svaha. Om svaha to Soma.

and places it to the right of the fire. If from the middle, he places it in the middle,

saying:

Om agni~omabhyam svaha. Om svaha to Agni and Soma.

The purohita begins by taking ghi from the right with a ladle, pouring it onto the

fire and uttering:

Om agnaye svi~# fa:te svaha.

Om svaha to Agni, the well-doer of sacrifices.

Mahavyahfti Homa (Oblation of the Great Mystical Utterances)

The purohita next makes an oblation called the mahavyahrti homa. The

mahavytihrtis are the utterances made by all brtihmalJas during their daily worship at the

junctures (sandhya). They are "bhur," "bhuvas," and "svas," and are part of the Gayatrl

2331 was told that the nadrs exist not merely in the physical body of the human, but in the subtle bodies
(linga sarfra) as well. Furthermore, the human body is merely a microcosm within the larger cosmic body,
through which the nadrs actually flow.
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Mantra.

First uttering the following:

Prajapatir ,:sir gtiyatri chanda agnir devatii mahiiVyiihlJi home viniyogalJ

The revealer (r~i) is Prajapati, the metre (chandas) is GayatrI, the deity (devatii) is Agni,
the purpose (viniyoga) is the Oblation of the Great Mystical Utterance

he then offers ghi, uttering the mahlivytihrtis saying:

Om bhar svtihtil
Om bhuvah svtihtil
Om svah svtihtil
Om bhar bhuvaIJ svalJ svtihti.

He repeats the process, for different metres and deities, saying:

Prajapatir r:#r u~lJik chanda vtiyur devatti .
Prajapatir r~ir anu~tup chanda saryo devatti .
Prajapatir r:#r vrhati chandaIJ prajapatir devatti ...

Oblations to Durga

The purohita now offers twenty-five ladles of ghi oblations into the fire with the

malamantra of Durga.

Om durge durge ra~alJi sWllui. 234

Then the purohita conceives oneness of himself with the fire and the goddess Durga,

uttering:

Om vaiSvtinara jtitaveda ihtivaha lohitii~a sarvakarmtilJi stidhaya svtihii.

and offers oblations three times with that mantra.235 He worships Durga in this form

with the miUamantra offering up eleven oblations. Ne next offers oblations saying:

Om mUlamantrasya angadevattibhyalJ svtihii

Om iivaralJ,a devattibhYaIJ sviilui

234Note the Vedic (rather than Tantric) form of the mulamantra, where "Om" is used instead of other
bfjas like "Dwp." and "Hri~."

23
5This explicitly identifies the triad of the purohita, the fire, and Durgii.
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Having completed this the purohita turns his attention to the hi/va leaves, one

hundred and eight of which will be offered into the homa. Every one should be untorn,

unbroken, unmarked, and have three leaves, be washed and wiped clean of excess water.

He then makes an oath (saflkalpa).

Om vi$IJurom tat sadadya asvine masi suJdep~e navamytiJ!1 tithau durgapuja karmaIJi
durge durge r~ani svaha iti mantra karaIJaka~tottara sata sankhyaka sajya bi/va patra
sannidbhir homtiham karifJe.

Om! ... I will perform the fire oblation with one hundred and eight bi/va leaves while
uttering the mantra "durge durge ra~aIJi svaM. "236

When the hi/va leaf oblations have been given to the fire with the mulamantra,

the purohita, taking a flower, says:

Agneya tvam mr4aniimasi. Agni, you are Mr<;lanama.

Offering the flower to Agni he pays obeisance:

Ete gandhap~pe/ Om mr4anamagnaye namal}.
Etat havir naivedyam/ Om mr4anamagnaya namalJ.

Piin;J.ahuti (The Final Oblation)

Taking a ladleful of ghi, the purohita stands up and says:

Prajapati r:#r virtid gayatrf chanda indro devata yasas kamasya yajanfsya prayoge
viniyogalJ·

The revealer is Prajapati, the metre is Viradgayatrl, the deity is Indra, and the purpose
is for the person desirous of fame.

Om pUT7J,a homam yasase juhomi yo 'asmai juhoti varamasmai dadtiti varam V('lJe yasasa
bhttmi loke svaha.

Om! I offer this final oblation for fame. Whoever makes an oblation towards god, he
blesses him with a boon, therefore I pray for that kind of boon. May I remain shining
in the world.

He performs a mudra while pouring the oblation into the fire.

2361 was told that for the goddess Durga, bilva parra and ghi is normally offered into the hama. On
occasion, sesamum with ghi (sajya fila) is also used.

The mulamantra of the Devl is generally uttered silently (to preserve it from casual repetition by
the audience), while the "svaha" is always pronounced loudly.
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Offerings to the Purohita

In front of the fire some unwashed rice, a fruit (e.g., banana), one betel leaf, and

sometimes a ripe coconut wrapped in a red cloth is placed. The purohita purifies it

saying:

Ete gandhapuwel om purlJa pfitranukalpa bhojyaya namalJ.

Then while sprinkling water on the fire, he utters:

Om vi~lJurom tat sadadya a~vine masi suklep~e navamyam tithau durgapaja karmanga
homakarmalJi brahmakarma prat4thartham d~ilJametat pur1JQ patranukalpa bhojyaJ?l
brahntalJe tubhyamoham sampradade.

Om! ... this platter full of rice, pulses, spice, ghi, oil, and so on, representing full-food
(purlJa patranukalpa bhojya), I offer to you, a brahmQIJa.

Then he says:

Etasmai kaftcanamaIyaya namaIJ
Etad adhipataye sr[vi~lJave namah
Etad saJ?lpradanaya brahmalJaya namaIJ

Salutations to this exact money as fees; to the superintending lord SrI Vi~~u; to the
donation to the brtJhamana.

The purohita now utters an oath (sankalpa) of monetary offering (d~ina):

Om vi~lJurom, . . ., sukle pa~e saptamitithavarabhya mahanavamfm yavat durgapuja
karmalJaIJ sangatarthQJ?l d~ilJamidam kaftcanamulyam Sr[ vi~lJu daivatam, yatJu1
saJ?lbhava gotranamne brtJhmalJaya aham dadami.

am! ... for the completion of the Durga PUja rituals from SaptamI to NavamI, this fee
representing gold, superintended by Vi~~u, I offer this to a person belonging to .
lineage (gotra) and belonging to a brahma1JQ family.

Allayment of Errors

The purohita performs another sankalpa:

Om vi~lJurom, ... , sukle pa~e saptamitithavarabhya mahanavamiJ?l yavat durgapujana
karmalJi yadyat vaigw:zyam jatam tad do~a prasamanaya vi~lJu smaralJamaham kari~e.

Om! ... in this Durga worship, whatever faults have occurred in order to allay them,
I shall repeat the name of Vi~J.lu several times.
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He then utters "SrI Vi~t:lu" ten or more times. He finishes with:

Namo brahmal}ya devaya go brahmal}a hitiiyaca jagaddhitiiya kr:~l}iiya govindiiya namo
namaIJ·

Extinguishing the Fire

When the final oblation (purlJiihuti) is completed, and the dak#na has been

offered, the purohita sprinkles water on the fire saying:

Om agni tvam samudrilm gaccha.

Om! 0 Fire, go to the ocean.

On the northeast corner of the fire, he offers some curd (dadhi), saying:

Om p':!hivr tvam sftala bhava.

Om! 0 Earth, be cool.

Anointing with Ashes

Taking some ashes from the northeast corner of the fire altar the purohita rubs

it in with ghi in his palm. Dipping his middle finger in the mixture, he places an

anointing mark (tilaka) on his forehead, moving the finger upwards. He then marks his

throat, shoulders, and heart, and does so to worshippers present who may want these

auspicious marks. 237 He utters these mantras while anointing the body parts:

Forehead:

Om kaSyapasya trya~am.

Om! May the three ages (longevities) of Kasyapa be on you.

Throat:

Om yamadagnestrya~am.

Om! May the three longevities of Yama and Angi be on you.

237The northeast comer is the traditional place of Siva, Lord of the cremation grounds. Anointing the
body with ashes, I suggest, forges an equation between it and the burnt offerings. The body has been
symbolically cremated and offered, through the flames, to the Devi. The ashes, the debris of the fire
sacrifice, are themselves a form of prasada, blessed remnants from the offerings which have been
consumed by the goddess, through the tongues of flames.
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Shoulders:

Om yaddevanam trya~am.

Om! May the three longevities of these deities be on you.

Heart:

Om tannme astu tryausam.

Om! May the three longevities be on you.

Santi Mantra

The purohita now recites the Santi Mantra which offers peace to the

worshippers. 238 It is an important part of the puja since it occurs at the end of NavamI,

the last day of Navaratra. It serves as a benediction, conferring the grace of peace on all

who have participated in honouring the DevI. He reads:

Om surastvamabhi#flcantu brahmtivi~lJumaheSvara1Ji
vasudevo jaganntlthastatha sankarsa1}O vibhu1Ji
pradyumnascaniruddhasca bhavantu vijayaya tel
Om tikhaTJ4alo 'gnirbhagavan yamo vai nairtistathal
varulJa pavanaScaiva dhanlidhyakSastathti sivafJ,1
brahriza1Jti sahito se~o dikptiltifJ, ptintu te sadti.
Om kfnirla~irdhr:tirmedhti pu~?ifJ, sraddhti k~amti matifJ,1
buddhir lajjti vapufJ stintist~#fJ, kantisca mtitarafJ,1
ettistvlimabhi#flcantu rtihu ketusca tarpittih.
Om r:~ayo munayo gtivo devamatara eva cal
devapatnyo dhruvti ntigti daitytiscapsarastiJ!l ga1JtifJI
astralJi sarvaStistrtilJi rtijtino vtihantini cal
au~adhtini ca ratntini ktilasyavaytisca yel
Om saritafJ, sagarliJ], sailastrnhtini jaladli nadliJ],1
devadanavagandharvay~ar~asapannagafJ,1
ete tvamambhi~iflcantu dharmakamanha siddhaye. 239

The purohita may now recite thepr~ina stotra.

He has completed the rituals of NavamI and has finished for the day.

23SThe mantra may be either Vedic or Tantric. For Durga Piija, the Tantric mantra is considered
preferable.

239'fhe translation is given in the Saptanii ritual of the bathing of the Devl with the brnghiira.
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VUAYA DAsAMl

Officially, Navaratra has come to an end. This tenth day is called Vijaya

Dasaml, held in honor of the DevI in the form of victory (vijayii). The day is dedicated

to the departure rituals of the DevI, which include the immersion (visalja1JG) of the clay

image.

The purohita goes to the place of worship the next morning, sips water three

times, performing iicamana. He then performs svasti viicanam, bhutaSuddhi, and makes

a simple nyasa. Next he performs a dhyiina of Durga and worships her with a ten-part

service (daSopacara). He offers cooked food (bhoga) , and other things to the DevI,

including a worship with lamplight (iirati).240 The purohita completes the ritual quickly

(perhaps within one dalJ4a (twenty-four minutes».

Then with folded hands, he says:

Om vidhihiilarrt kriyahfnatrl bhaktihmarrt yedarcitam
puT'lJ.arrt bhavatu tat sarvam tvat prasadan mahetvari.

Om! Whatever rituals I have made which have been bereft of right method, right activity,
and right devotion, all these should attain fulfilment by your grace, 0 consort of Siva.

He places his hand on the main jar (ghafa) uttering:

Om hrf1!l durge devi ~amasva

while moving the jar slightly, dislodging it from its firm position. He also moves the

platform of the Devi in the clay image cluster, and the altars of the navapatrikii and

bi/va tree.

Then he draws a triangular yoni on the floor by his left side. He offers flowers

into it to the goddess as NirmalayavasinI, saying:

Om nirmalayavasinyai namalJ.

2400n Vijaya DaSaml it is customary, in many Banarasi homes, for people to offer, according to their
family tradition, curd, cQra (flat rice), and puffed rice (HlBeng: laillaja), as well as cooked foods. If the
pajii is performed at home, typical foods would be boiled rice, cooled with water, and served with bananas,
coconut, and some deep-fried battered vegetables (Hindi: vada). Sweets (Hindi: mirhaz), too, are given to
Durga.
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Om! Obeisance to the goddess NirmalayavasinI.

He now brings some previously offered flowers and with the samhara mudrO (arms

outstretched in front, crossed, with the backs of the hands touching each other and

fingers intertwined) places them in the triangle. He then worships the DevI, saying:

Om ucchi~ttacli1J1!tilinyai namalJ.

Om! Obeisance to the goddess Ucchi$~cfu;1<;laIinI.

He then says:

Om utti~rha devi camu1J1!e subhciJrz pujturt pragrhya cal
kurusva mama kalylifJal1J a~rlibhi1J saktibhiIJ sahal
gaccha gaccha paramsthiinam svasthlina'!l devi ca1J1!ikel
yat pujit~ mayli devi pari purlifJam tadastu mel
vraja tvam srotasi jale ti~rha gehe ca bhfltale.

Om! 0 divine goddess CamuI:l<;la, after receiving my auspicious rituals, arise, and along
with your eight saktis do good for me. Go to your highest place, 0 divine CaJ:1<;lika.
Whatever rituals I have made should obtain their fufilment. Please go to the stream.
Remain in the water, in the house, and in the earth.241

Here he recites the following small hymn of praise (stotra).242

Om janmayli upahr:tam /dl1Jcit vastra gandhlinulepanaml
tat sarvam upabhuktvli tva'!l gaccha devi yathli sukhaml
rlijy~ sunya'!l grh~ sunyam sarvaSunyam daridratlil
tvlimr.te bhagavatyamba ld'!l karomi vadasva tat.

Om! Whatever I have offered, which is very little, in the form of clothes, incense,
sandalpaste, and so on, after enjoying them you may retire with satisfaction. To me this
kingdom of mine is nothing but a void; my house is empty; everything is nothing but a
void to a person who is very poor. Without your presence, 0 Goddess, I do not know
what I should do. Please tell me that.

Now a large vessel, into which some water is poured, is placed so that the

reflection of the DevI's clay image may fall upon it. The purohita brings the mirror

(darpalJa) from the seat/platform of the image and immersing it into the water says:

241This piece of the liturgy is crucial in aiding our understanding of the ritual of Durga Piija. The DevI,
although dismissed, is asked to remain everpresent in the home, the earth, and the water. It is from these
very abodes that she is reinvoked into the gha!a the following year.

242"J'his is also called the prad~ina stotra, but no circumambulation of the image is performed at this
time.
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Om minajja ambhasi sampujya patrikti varjita jale
putrayurdhana w:ddhyartham sthi1pitasi jale maya.

Om! After worshipping you properly, I immerse you in this water without the
navapatrikli. I have placed you in this water for the purpose of getting increase of sons,
longevity and wealth.

Then placing his hand on the DevI's clay image altar, he reads:

Om durge devi jagganamCita1} svathanalfl gaccha pfijyatel
prasfda bhagavatyamba trahi mlim bhava sagaratl
yatha saktyaklJa pfija samapta satikarapriyel
gacchantu devata/J sarve dattva tu vanchitalfl varalfll
kailtisa sikhare ramye salflsthita bhavasannidhaul
pfijitasi maya bhaktya navadurge suracitel
tam pragrihya varalfl dattva kuru kri4am yatha sukham.

Om! 0 goddess Durga, mother of the universe, after being worshipped go to your own
place. Be satisfied, 0 mother goddess, Please rescue me from the sea of worldly
existence. I have performed your worship, 0 beloved of Safikara, and completed it
according to my ability. Let all the deities go their respective places after giving us our
desired blessingslboons. You remain at the top of Mount Kailasa, which is very beautiful,
in the company of Lord Safikara. You have been worshipped by me with devotion. 0
Form of Nine Durgas, who is also worshipped by the gods, accepting my rituals and
giving me boons, you go on sporting/playing according to your desire.

This being done, the priest offers some flowers, sandalpaste, etc. into the hands of the

assembly.

Aparajita Worship

The purohita now performs the paja of the goddess as Aparajita (Invincible). The

pajii should be performed only on the tithi of daSamf which is not associated with

ekadasi. Thus, if Vijaya DaSaro! is in contact with the eleventh (ekadaSi) tithi the

Aparajita paja should be performed on NavamI. Since most people do not favour doing

this, during such astronomical circumstances the Aparajita paja is abandoned.

The Dev! is worshipped in the form of a floral creeper. 243 The purohita

performs a dhyana of Aparajita, saying:

243Several different plants are designated as aparajita. These include a deep indigo flowered creeper,
and tiny white flowers with orange bases (sephtilikii).
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Om suddha sphCl!ika sankasam candra koti SuSftalam/
varadtibhaya hastaflca sukla vastrairlank!:tam/
niina bharaTJa sao/juktam cakravakaisca ve~titam/
eva'!l s~cintayan mantri devim tam aparajitam.

Om! Her complexion is like pure crystal. She is very cool, more than millions of moons.
She has the postures of giving boons and assurance. She wears white clothes and is
decorated with various ornaments. She is surrounded by Cakravaka birds. 244 The person
who uses her mantra should meditate on her thus.

He worships her with a five, ten, or sixteen part service. Then, a yellow string is tied

to bits of divine apanljitti creeper, and the creeper is tied around people's wrist or arms

as an symbol of blessing from the goddess to attain victory.

Next the time for immersion is fixed based on astrological calculations which

determine an auspicious interval.245

The ladies of the house now give sweets and other delicacies to the clay images

of Durga, the demon Mahi~a, the lion, the other deities, and to each other.246

Immersion

Immersion of the clay image is the duty of the yajamiina. Although the DevI is

no longer thought to reside in the image, it has been infused with her presence and must

be treated properly. Some people gather the weapons and keep them as souvenirs.247

The dhlik drummer has the right to the the navapatrikli's slin-. All other offerings go to

the purohita.

244These birds (Anas casarca) are known for their mournful cries as they call from opposites sides of
river banks for their mates.

245Some time intervals in every day are inauspicious. For instance, the Kala bela and Vara bela periods
in the day should be avoided.

24&'fhese sweets are not previously blessed prasada. They are actually stuffed and smeared onto the
mouths of the clay images. Everyone, including the demon and the wihanas are treated. Betel nut and leaf
(pan) is also fed to all the images. In Bengali, the activity is called varana. The women feed each other
sweets as well, at this time. An explanation for the ritual is that the Devl is returning to her husband's
abode, where life with him is full of hardship. Thus she is being fattened with sweets, and treated well,
to sustain her for her year away from home, and to encourage her to return again the following season.

24
7The weapons are made of tin and are the workmanship of a particular tin-working caste.
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The image is carried with much fanfare through the alleys to the Ganga, where

it is placed atop a boat and carried some distance away from the bank. Then it is toppled

into the water. It is a time of highly mixed emotions. There is a mood of festive revelry

at the success of the worship, mixed with sorrow at Durga's departure. 248 The

apariijitti creeper is also surrendered to the waters. 249

After returning, the immersion party brings back a jar of Ganga water and places

it in the middle of the sitting place. The purohita sprinkles this sanctified water on the

devotees while uttering the Santi Mantra. The devotees arise, approach and embrace the

purohita, and touch his feet in a gesture of reverence and thanks. He blesses them with

a touch to the forehead. 250

Conclusion

The Durga PUja is finished. People distribute sweets (not prasada) to each other.

If worshippers visit the homes of relatives on Vijaya DaSamI night, it is customary to

exchange sweets and embrace everyone. 251 People send letters or greeting cards to their

elders which might say: "Take my respectful homage (pralJiima) of Vijaya, and I expect

your blessings in return. " Elders respond with blessings and requests for homage from

youngsters. This mood of felicity and goodwill continues till KalI Piija.

248The emotional moods, easily discerned because they are highly visible at this time, are induced by
a complex combination of factors, which include religio-political (i.e., Hindu) and communal (e.g., club)
identity. Also present are the feelings of sadness at the end of the holidays and the parting of families
which have come together. Married daughters had returned to their parent's home for the celebration and
will soon be leaving. Thus mothers are often seen crying, for Durga's departure truly marks the departure
of their own daughters.

249A blossom from the creeper may be kept and sealed into a small metal (often silver) case which is
worn around the neck or arm as a protective amulet. The word apardjita has come to be synonymous with
such a talisman.

25<1t is traditionally held that the last words uttered by the purohita in the pajd are nBhagavatfprftaye. n

This means that although all sorts of benefits have been asked of the DevI, these too are ultimately offered
up to the discretion and will of the goddess.

251Gifts of new clothes to as many people as one can is a traditional part of Durga Piija. These gifts
are normally given before the paja begins so that worshippers may wear these clothes during the festival
days.



acamanfya
Acarya
adhanna
adhiviisanam
agarbattf (H)
ahaiikiira
akiila bodhana
akiisa

alaiikiira
Alba
amalaka
amiivasya
Ambika

amrta
ananda
a1!t!a
aiiga nylisa
anna/bhoga
Annapu.n;m

antannatrkii nyiisa
aparajita
apsarii
arotf

arotf lena (H)
Argala
argha
arlha
asmitii
a~~adala kamala
a~~amf
asura
Asvina
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GLOSSARY

Ritual sipping of water.
Title of a religious teacher or one who supervises religious rituals.
Unrighteousness; not orthodox behaviour (dharma).
Anointing. A ritual performed during Durga Puja.
Incense sticks.
The ego, or "I-maker." An element in consciousness.
Untimely awakening. Rama's invocation of Durga in the autumn.
Space, ether. One of the five constituent
elements of creation.
Ornament. Ritual of ornamenting a deity.
Rajput hero in oral epics who offered his head to goddess Sarada.
Myrobalan, gooseberry. Fluted member crowning temple spires.
New-moon day according to the Hindu lunar calendar.
Endearing form of the term for mother (amba). One of the most
common epithets of the goddess in the Durga SaptaSati.
Ambrosia of immortality churned out of the ocean.
Bliss.
Egg.
Yogic imprintment (of vibrations, etc.) on the limbs of the body.
Food. Cooked food.
She who is Replete with Sustenance. Goddess consort of Siva as
Visvanatha in Banaras. One of the city's Nine Durgas.
Ritual of inner imprintment.
Unconquerable
Heavenly nymph. Often depicted sculpturally on temples.
Honorific passing of a flame before a deity. Also designates the
entire process of devotional service and offerings to a deity.
Partaking in the devotional flame after it has been offered.
Bolt.
Valuable offering. Also arghya.
Achievement. Often equated with economic and material success.
Egoism
Eight petalled lotus.
Eighth day of a lunar fortnight (palqa).
Demon. Originally meaning Supreme Spirit; applied to VaruQ.a.
Autumn month (September/October) in which one of two annual
nine night (navaratra) festivals of the Goddess is celebrated.



iifii (H)
avatiira
avidyii
iiyudha

Flour (generally whole wheat).
An incarnation. One of Visnu's incarnations.
Ignorance.
Weapon.
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Banarasi
biiraha
bariif kamii (H)
b~uka
Benares
Bengali Tola
BhadrakaIi
Bhairava
bhajana
bhakta
bhakti
bhiing (H)
Bhavani
Bhojpurl
bhrngiira
bhiita
biJa
bilva
bilva patra
bindu
biSa (H)
bodhana
brahmiilJl!a
Brahma
Brahmacarini
brahmacarya
briihma1Jll
BrihmaJ;lll
buddhi

bahya miitrkii nyiisa A type of external yogic imprintment ritual.
bali Sacrificial offering.
Banaras City in Uttar Pradesh on the river Ganga renowned as a religious

centre. Also called KaSi or Varfu:l.asI.
Residents of Banaras.
Twelve.
To laud or praise.
Young lad. A fierce boy-form of Siva.
Alternate spelling of Banaras.
A quarter in Banams with a high Bengali population.
Gracious Kill. Name of a fierce but auspicious goddess.
Fierce form of Siva.
Hymn.
Devotee.
Devotion.
Ground, fresh leaves of the hemp (cannabis sativa indica) plant.
Queen who built Durga Kut:lc;l temple. Epithet of Annapiift:la.
A dialect spoken by the residents of Banaras.
Spouted vessel used in royal consecration.
An elemental spirit.
A seed. A germinal cause.
Wood-apple tree. Also called the bel tree. Sacred to Siva.
A bilva leaf.
A drop. A point. Zero.
Twenty.
Ritual of awakening the goddess Durga.
Egg of Brahman. Universe. Primordial cosmic egg.
Creator god.
Name of a goddess who is one of the Nine Durgas.
First stage of life for a Hindu, characterized by study and celibacy.
Member of the priestly class in Hindu society.
Ancient texts concerned with religious rituals.
Discriminative intellect. A constituent element of consciousness.

cakra
cak~ur diina
camara
cameli (H)

Wheel, vortex. Energy plexus in the body.
Ritual of giving eyesight to a divine image"
Leather worker caste.
Jasmine.



CamUl.u;Ia
candana tilaka (H)
Ca~~
Ca~€;lika
Candragh~~
canna sabji (H)
cara'!a
caras (H)
catunniisa
chiiga bali
chai (H)
Chinnamasta
cilium (H)
cit
Citragh~~
citta
cuniim (H)
cunri

da'!t!asviimi
da'!t!avat pra,!iima
dacoit
dadhi
dak~if!ii
diina
da~opaciira

darpa,!a
dariana
Dasa Mahavidya
Devi
dhiik
dhanna
dhannasiila
dhotf(H)
dhiipa
dhii,!uci
dhvaja
dhyiina sloka

dik~a
dikpiila
dfpa
dugdha
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Name of a terrifying goddess often equated with Kali.
Forehead anointing mark made with sandalwood paste.
She Who is Fierce. Name of a goddess. Epithet of Durga.
Little Fierce One. Epithet of Durga.
Bell of the Moon. One of the Nine Durgas.
Curried chick peas and vegetables.
Foot.
Hashish.
Four month rain retreat observed by wandering religious ascetics.
Goat sacrifice.
Tea.
Tantric goddess portrayed in an act of self decapitation.
Clay funnel used for smoking cannabis and tobacco.
Consciousness.
Wonderful Bell. One of the Nine Durgas.
The thinking faculty in consciousness.
Lime.
Tie-dyed scarf with the appearance of being stained with blood.

Type of world renouncer who carries a staff.
A full prostration.
Bandit.
Curd.
Monetary payement to a priest.
The act of charitable giving.
Ten-fold devotional service to a deity.
Mirror.
Intimate perceptual contact with a deity. Temple worship.
Ten Great Knowledges. A cluster of goddesses.
Goddess.
A kind of drum played during Durga Piija.
Orthodox prescribed social and religious duty.
Pilgrim resthouse.
Cloth worn about the waist by men.
Incense.
An incense container.
Flag.
Verses describing a deity which are to be used for meditative
visualization.
Initiation.
Guardians of the Directions.
Lamplight.
Milk.



Durga KUI;l(l
Durga

Durga Mandir
Durgaji

diirva
dviirapala

galf(H)
giilf(H)
ga,!a
gandha
gandharva
GaJ.lesa
Gaiiga
gangiijala
garbhagrha
Gauri
Gayatri
gha,!(a
gha( (H)
gha(a
gha(asthiipana
ghi (H)
ghr:ta
gotra
graha
(ha'!4hiif
(ha(hera
halvii
hariyiilf
havan
havan ku'!4a
hijara
homa
icchii svayamvara

icchii
iliiyacf diina (H)
i~a devatii
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Sacred pond in Banaras. Site of a famous temple to Durga.
Unassailable. Difficult to overcome. Impenetrable. Name of a
goddess who possesses an ambivalent nature which encompassess
nurturing and protecting maternal qualities as well as fierce
destructive nature.
Temple of Durga.
Affectionate and honorific name of the goddess of Durga KUI:J.~

temple in Banaras.
A resilient grass used in worship.
Guardians of the Portal.

A narrow alley.
An insult, abuse. Teasing comment often with sexual references.
Gang. Group of spirits associated with Siva and led by G3.Q.esa.
Fragrant ointments such as sandalwood paste.
A celestial musician.
Elephant headed god often considered to be the son of Durga.
Name of a sacred river which is considered to be a goddess.
Water from the river Ganga.
House of the Embryo. The inner sanctum of a temple.
She who is White. Name of a goddess who is the spouse of Siva.
Name of a goddess. Mantra uttered by brtihmafJas.
Bell. A period of time. An hour.
Landing on the bank of a river generally used as a bathing site.
A jar or pitcher (kalasa) in which a deity is ritually embodied.
Ritual of establishing a jar which embodies a deity.
Clarified butter.
Ghi. Clarified butter.
Family or lineage.
Astrological bodies. Planets.
A "coldie." Intoxicating beverage prepared with cannabis leaves.
Caste of tinkers. Metal workers.
A sweet.
Sprouts of grain.
Sacrificial fire.
Sacrificial fire pit.
A transvestite; an eunuch.
Ritual oblations into the sacrificial fire.
Marriage where a bride chooses her husband from a group of
suitors.
Will or desire. One of the three qualities of power (sakti).
Sweets of cardamon seeds coated with sugar and offered to deities.
Deity which a devotee preferentially chooses to worship.



fsvara
itra (H)
jiidii (H)
jiidii kame vala (H)
jiigara
jala
jalebf(H)
janghii
japa
jiitf
jayantf
jf
jfva
jfviitman
jiiiina
jiiiinendriya
jViila
jyo#-!ia

kacautj (H)
kaccha (H)
kajalf(H)
kajjala
Kalaratri
kalasa
Kali
klima
klil!4a ropanam
kanya
kara
karma
karmaklindi
karmendriya
karpiira
Kartikeya
KaSi
ka!i~a
k!iatriya
katthii (H)
katthaka
Katyayani
kavaca
kha4ga
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Lord. God.
Perfume.
Sorcery.
Sorcerer.
Wakefulness.
Water
Spiral shaped syrup-filled sweet.
Thigh or other part of the leg.
Ritual repetition of a sacred utterance (mantra).
Caste. Hereditary occupation and social group.
A kind of plant. Name of a goddess.
Affectionately respectful suffix added to persons' names.
An individual living being; the soul.
The soul or innermost self of a being.
Transcendental knowledge.
The organs of perception. The five senses.
Flame.
Astrology.

Spherical pastry stuffed with spiced vegetables and pulses.
Raw, unripe.
A kind of song sung during the rainy season.
Lampblack. Collyrium.
She who is the Dark Night. Name of one of the Nine Durgas.
Jar; Pitcher (ghafa) in which a deity is ritually installed.
Name of a dark goddess with a dreadful appearance.
Art of love.
Ritual of erecting staffs around a consecrated image.
A virgin; an unmarried daughter.
Hand.
Action. A metaphysical principle of cause and effect.
A ritual specialist.
Action faculties.
Camphor.
God of War. Son of Siva. Also called Skanda.
Ancient and sacred name for the city of Banaras.
Difficult, problematic, dangerous, evil, bad.
Member of the warrior class.
Catechu; the tree from whose bark catechu is obtained.
A type of classical dance popular in North India.
Name of a goddess. One of the Nine Durgas.
Armour. A type of hymn or formula recited for protection.
Sword.



khicit:i (H)
khfra
khukhan
kitaka

kisamisa (H)
klesa
kosa
kriyii
k~etra

k~etrapiila
kula devatii
Ku'!4/ku'!4a
Kw;u;1alini
kunkuma
kasa
K~mal;\<;ta

lada (H)
liikh
La~
linga
loka
lokapiila
lungf

Ma
mada
madhuparka
mahiibali
mahiibhata
Mahadevi
Mahagauri
mahiimantra
mahiimohii
mahant
mahiisimha
mahiisniina
mahiisun
miihatmya
mahiividyii

mahiivyiihrti
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A meal of rice and lentils cooked together.
Food made from rice, milk, honey, and dried fruit.
Nepali knife with curved blade.
Type of hymn/mantra which locks or unleashes the power of
subsequently recited formulas.
Seedless raisins.
Defilement.
A sheath. A large vessel used in worship rituals.
Action. One of the three qualities of power (sakti).
Field; plot of land.
Guardian of the Field
Family deity.
A well; water tank; natural pond.
Name of a goddess identified with a serpentine energy in the body.
Saffron.
A sacred grass with widespread use in ritual ceremonies.
A kind of melon. Name of one of the Nine Durgas.

A sweet ball.
One hundred thousand.
Goddess of good fortune and auspiciousness.
Sign. The phallic symbol of Siva.
People. The world.
Guardian of the Worlds/People.
A cloth garment worn around the waist.

Mother. Epithet of Durga.
Intoxicant. Intoxicating beverage.
A honeyed mixture offered in puja.
A great sacrifice. An animal or human sacrifice.
One of the five gross elements (tattva).
The Great Goddess. Epithet of Durga.
Great White Goddess. One of the Nine Durgas.
Great formulaic utterance.
Great Delusion. An epithet of Durga.
The Great. Title of the owner of a temple.
The Great Lion mount of Durga.
Great Bathing ritual.
Great Demoness. An epithet of Durga.
Greatness of Essence. A hymn of glorification.
Great Knowledge. Supreme Science. One of a cluster of
goddesses. An epithet of Durga.
Great Utterance.



Mah~asura
MahisasuramardinI
maithuna
miilii
manas

manauti (H)
ma1Jt!ala
ma1Jt!apa
mandira
maiigala danana
maiigalavara
mantra
manvantara
marga
ma~sa

mastf(H)

miit{kii nyiisa
matsya
maulf(H)
maund (H)
miiyii
mela
m~hiif(H)

mok~a
muhallii (H)
mukti
mulamantra
mU1Jt!ana (H)
muni
multi
muskil (H)

nai (H)
naimitika
naitika
naivedya
nak~atra
namaskiira
nanketai (H)
niiriyala
naubhat khiina (H)
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Name of a buffalo demon slain by Durga.
Crusher of the Buffalo Demon. Epithet of Durga.
Sexual union.
Garland. Rosary.
Mind/Heart. Inner sense which perceives the workings of
consciousness.
A devotional pledge.
A sphere of influence; a sacred diagram.
A temple porch.
Temple
Auspicious first sight of a deity.
Tuesday.
Sacred utterance or formula.
A great cycle of time.
Path or way.
Flesh or meat.
Pleasantly inebriated, enjoying an altered state of consciousness,
"high" .
Ritual of imprintment with syllables.
Fish.
Untwisted thread, dyed red and used in worship.
A measure of weight.
Power of illusion which permeates the creation.
A fair or gathering.
A sweet; a confection
Liberation. Release. Ultimate goal in orthodox Hindu tradition.
A quarter of the city.
Liberation from worldy existence.
Root or Primary sacred formulaic utterance.
Ritual first tonsure of a child.
A sage.
Image. Generally refers to the image of a deity.
Difficult.

A barber.
An occasional rite.
Regular worship
Offerings of morsels of food to a deity.
Constellation.
Respectful salutation.
A type of almond biscuit.
Coconut.
Temple hall in which a large drum in kept and beaten.



navadurga
navagaun-yiitra
navagraha
navapatrikii
naviirna mantra
Navaratra
nawiib
nirgu,!-a
ninnalyam
NiSumbha
nityii piijii
nyiisa

ojha
om-kiira

piiduka
piidya
pak~a
pakka
piin (H)
panca upaciira
pancagavya
pancakrosfyiitra
pancamiikiira
panciimfJa
panciinga
pancatattva
pa'!-t!al
panjika
para
parabrahman
paramanna
paramasiva
parasu
parikrama
piisa
p~ha kame vala
phala
phul (H)
phul Id miilii (H)
pi'!4a
pingalii
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Cluster of goddesses called the Nine Durgas.
Pilgrimage to the shrines of the Nine Gaurls.
Nine planets.
Cluster of Nine Plants worshipped as a form of Durga.
Sacred formulaic utterance consisting of nine syllables.
Nine night goddess festival held in the spring and the autumn.
Mughal viceroy.
Without attributes or qualities.
Cast off or withered flowers which have been offered to a deity.
Name of a demon slain by Durga.
Obligatory rituals of worship.
A ritual of yogic imprintment on the body.

Spiritual healers.
The sacred syllable "Om."

Sandals. Images of the footprints of a deity.
Offering of water for washing the feet.
A fortnight.
Cooked. Refined or finished.
A preparation from betel nut and leaf which is chewed with relish.
Five-part devotional service.
Five items which derive from the cow.
Pilgrimage around the perimeter of Banaras.
Five items beginning with the letter "M" offered in Tantric ritual.
Five nectars.
An almanac.
Five elements.
Temporary shrine established for Durga PUja.
An almanac.
Supreme.
Supreme Being.
Supreme food.
The Supreme Siva.
Axe.
Circumambulation.
Noose.
One who recites a scripture aloud.
Fruit.
Flower.
Flower garland.
A clump.
One of the energy channels of the body.



pippal
p~ha
pitr
pradak~lJa
pradhana
prahara
prajiiii
prak1ft,
priilJa
priilJa prati~~ha
pralJiima
priilJayiima
prasada
pratimii
pratipada
pratyahiira
preta
prthivf bhiita
Prthivi
piija
piijiilaya
piijari

purii1Jll
piin-(H)
piinJima
purohita
puru~a

pu~pa

pu~pamalii
pu~paiijali
putrf
pyaj (H)

rajas gUlJa
riik~asa
rakta bali
Raktabija
rasa
Ratri
ron-(H)
rOlf (H)

r:~
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A large tree which is often venerated.
A seat or abode of the goddess.
Paternal ancestor.
Circumambulation.
The supreme form of Pra.lqti.
An eighth part of a day. A watch of about three hours in duration.
Wisdom.
Nature. Material existence.
Vital air. Breath. Vital energy.
Installation of vital energy into an image of a deity.
A salutation.
Control of the vital airs.
Blessing. Sanctified offerings.
An image. The clay image cluster worshipped in Durga Puja.
The first day of Navaratra.
Restraint of the senses. Concentration.
Ghost.
Among the five gross elements, the earth element.
The goddess Earth.
Devotional worship rituals.
Place of worship.
Priest.

Genre of sacred texts containing mythic history.
Deep fried unleavened bread.
Full moon.
A priest. Ritual practitioner.
Person. Pure spirit. Consciousness.
Flower.
Flower garland.
Veneration with flower offerings.
Daughter.
Onion.

The quality of passion or activity. Symbolized by blood.
A demon.
Blood sacrifice.
Blood Seed. Name of a demon slain by KaIL
Flavours. Emotions.
The goddess Night.
A powder used to anoint the forehead.
Bread.
A celestial sage.



r~yiidi nyasa
rrusniitam
riipa

sabda
sabji (H)
sadhaka
sadhana
sadhu (H)
sag (H)
sahasrara padma
SaiIaputri
Sakta pitba
Sakta
Sakti
sakti pf!ha
Samiidhi

samosa (H)
samputa
sa'!lskiira
sandhya
sani
saniviira
sankalpa
Saiikbya
sankranti
sannyasa
sannyasin
sapta miitrka
sara'!-a arati
sarada
saradfya
Sarasvati
sarbat (H)
sardiila
sari'
sarvajanfna
~a~hf
sat
Satii~i
~atko,!-a
sattva gu'!-a
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A ritual imprintment a sage and other entities.
Post menstrual bath.
Form.

Sound. Vibration.
Vegetables.
Spiritual practitioner.
Spiritual practice.
Holy man.
Spinach or other leafy vegetables.
Thousand petalled lotus; psychic centre at the top of the head.
Daughter of the Mountain. Name of one of the Nine Durgas.
Seat of the goddess.
Goddess worshipping sect in the Hindu tradition.
Power. Energy. Principle animating the cosmos. The goddess.
A seat or place of power.
State of deep contemplative union with the object in consciousness.
Name of a mythical merchant who worshipped Durga.
Triangular pastry stuffed with spiced vegetables or meat.
Boxed. Sandwiched. A method of scriptural recitation.
Rites. Rites of passage.
Confluence periods in the day: sunrise, midday, and sunset.
Saturn.
Saturday.
Oath.
Enumeration. Ancient philosophy often paired with Yoga.
Passage of a heavenly body into a new astronomical configuration.
The state of renunciation.
A world renouncer.
Seven Mothers. A cluster of goddesses.
Flame worship performed before a deity is retired for the night.
Autumn.
Autumnal.
She who is Full of Juice. Goddess of creativity and the arts.
A refreshing beverage.
Leogryph. Representation of Sakti often sculpted on temple walls.
Long single piece of cloth worn by Indian women.
Relating to everyone. Communal.
The sixth day of a lunar fortnight.
Being. Existence. A quality of the Absolute Brahman.
She who has a Hundred Eyes. Name of a goddess.
Hexagon. Six pointed star.
Quality of purity, stasis. Equated with spirit as opposed to matter.



saubhagya
sehnai
seva
shephali
siddha
siddha p~ha
siddhi
Siddhidatri
sikhara
sUa
si,!,hasana
S~avahini

si~ya
Sitala
sitar
Siva
Sivadiiti
Skanda
Skandamata
sloka
smasana
~ot!asa miitrkii
~ot!asopacara
somiivara
sriiddha
Sri
srfl,gara

sthalamahiitmya
sthana
sthaTJ4ila
sthiipana
sthin- karana
stotra
strfratna
suddha
suddhi
sOOra
siilaa
Sumbha
siinya
supari (H)
Suratha
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Blessedness. Beauty. The state of being married.
Reed-blown wind instrument.
Devotional or other service.
A kind of flowering plant.
One who has attained.
A seat or place of spiritual attainments
Spiritual or other attainments.
She who Gives Attainments. Name of one of the Nine Durgas.
The head. Spired structure characteristic of North Indian temples.
A rock. Mountain. Virtue. Virtuous conduct.
Lion seat. A throne.
She who Rides a Lion. Epithet of Durga.
Student.
She who is Cool. Goddess associated with smallpox and cholera.
Stringed instrument.
Auspicious. Great god of Hinduism.
She who has Siva as a Messenger. Name of a fierce goddess.
War god. Son of Siva and Durga. Also called Kartikeya.
Mother of Skanda. Name of one of the Nine Durgas.
Sanskrit verse.
Cremation ground. Abode of Siva and other fierce deities.
The Sixteen Mothers. A cluster of goddesses.
A devotional service consisting of sixteen parts.
Monday.
Death rituals.
Auspiciousness. Goddess of good fortune. Epithet of ~mI.
Erotic sentiment. Decoration festival at temples such as DurgajI.
A type of water chestnut eaten during certain fasts.
Glorification of a place.
A place or abode.
Fire altar.
Installation ritual.
Ritual of confirming the installation of a deity.
Hymn of praise.
A jewel of a woman.
Pure.
Purification.
Labourer class ranked lowest in the orthodox Hindu hierarchy.
Hymn of praise.
Name of a demon slain by Durga.
Emptiness. The Void.
Betel nut pieces.
Name of a mythical king who performed the Durga Puja.



su~umnii

sviirga
sviistika

tabla (H)
tamas gUIJil
tamboli (H)
tiimbula
tanmiitra
tantra
tantrika
tapas
tarpaTJa
tattva
tejas
titaka
tfrlha
tithi
triguTJa
trikolJil
triloka
trisula
tutasf'

ucchi~~a
ullu (H)
upaniiyana
upiiya

viihana
vaisya
viimiiciirii
vara
VaraI}.asi
varana
varTJa
vasanta
vastra
vastupuru~a

vedf
vesya
vfTJii
Vidya
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The central channel of the psychic body.
Heaven.
Sign of auspiciousness and well-being.

A type of drum beaten with the hands.
The quality of inertia, dullness, and disintegration.
Caste of betel nut harvesters.
The areca nut or betel nut.
The subtle attributes of elements by which they are perceived.
A genre of text and a religious philosophy.
A follower of Tantic philosophy and religious practices.
Heat. Ascetic practice.
Water libations made to the ancestors.
Element. Constituent. Substance.
Spiritual effulgence, radiant energy, splendour. Semen.
Mark anointing the forehead or other body part with sandalwood.
Holy place reputed to grant liberation from worldly existence.
A lunar day.
Three qualities inherent within material creation (Pralq'ti).
Triangle. Symbol of the female reproductive organ, yoni.
The three world systems: heaven, earth, and the underworld.
Trident. Weapon of Siva. Symbol of the goddess.
A sacred plant. Consort of Vi~t:lu.

The remnants. Refuse. Impure leftovers from a sacrifice.
Owl.
Ritual of investing a Hindu boy with the sacred thread.
Means or method.

A mount. Vehicle.
Merchant class.
The left-hand (heterodox) Tantric path.
A boon.
Sacred city on the river Ga.nga. Also called Banaras or KasL
Worshipping.
Colour. Class.
Spring.
Clothing. Cloth.
Being of the Foundations. Entity permeating architectural forms.
An altar.
Prostitute.
A stringed musical instrument. A lute.
She who is Knowledge. Epithet of the goddess.



Vijaya
Vindhyavasini
visarjana
vise~a argha
ViSvanatha
V~J.lu
vrk~a
vrata
vrtti

yajamlina
yajiia
yajiiopavfta
yak~a/i

yama da'!l~rii
yantra
yiitra
yoni
yonip~ha

wmfndiir
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Victory personified as a goddess.
She who Dwells in the Vindhya Mountains. Epithet of Durga.
Dismissal. Ritual of sending away a deity"
Special offering.
Lord of the Universe. Epithet of Siva in Banaras.
Great deity in Hinduism. Preserver of the cosmic order.
Tree.
Vowed devotional observance.
Transformations, modifications, modulations.

The patron or offerer of a sacrifice.
Sacrificial rite.
Sacred thread conferred on members of the upper three classes.
Demigods associated with nature.
Yama's teeth. The jaws of death.
Multidimensional mystical diagram embodying a deity.
Pilgrimage.
Female generative organ. Symbol of the goddess.
Seat/abode of the goddess. Portal of creation.

Proprietor of a landed estate. A landlord.
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BffiLIOGRAPHY

Abbreviations

AV Atharva Veda
RV ~g Veda
RVKh Rg Veda Khila
SV Sarna Veda
SB Sa!apatha Brahmat:J.a
TA TaittirIya Arat:J.yaka
TS TaittirIya Sal11hita
VS Vajasaneyi SaJ11hita
VSK Vajasaneyi SaJ11hita Khila

Sanskrit Texts and Translations

Brhaddharma PuralJa. 1897. Banaras: Chaukhamba Amarabharati Prakashan.

Devr-bhagavata-pura1JQ. 1969. Banaras: Pat:J.Qita Pustakalaya.

[Devf-bhagavata-purlllJaj. 1921-23. The Sri Mad Devi Bhagavatam. Translated by
Swami Vijnanananda. Allahabad: Sudhindra Nath Vasu.

Durga-SaptaSatf. (Devf-Mtihlitmya). MlirkalJ4eya Purli1JQ.
1. Sri-durgli-saptaSatf. n.d. Gorakhpur: GIta Press.
2. Sri Sn- ChalJ4f. n.d. Translated by Swami Tattwananda. Calcutta: Nirmalendu

Bikash Sen.
3. Durga-saptaSatr sapta!lka-samvalitll. 1984 [1916]. [The Durga-SaptasatI with seven

commentaries, by Bhaskararaya, CaturdharI, Santanu, Nagojibhatta (Nagesa),
Jagaccandracandrika, DaJ1lsoddhara, and Durga-pradlpa. Edited by]
Harilq~~asarma. Bombay: VenkateSvara Press, 1916; reprint, Delhi and Baroda:
Butala and Company, 1984.

4. Devi-mlihtitmya: The Glorification of the Great Goddess. 1963. [Text with English
translation and annotations] by Vasudeva S. Agrawala. Varanasi: All-India
Kashiraj Trust.
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CHART ONE

OWNERSHIP INHERITANCE SCHEME AT DURGAKU~A TEMPLE IN BANARAS
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Djagtaffi 1: J)urgiij i (Temple. Grounds, and Tank)
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1. Durgii
2. Bhadrakiin, CaJ!.~ Bhauava,

"Tantric Kiin"
3. Sarasvatf, Lak~mf
4. Sacrificial plot and pillar
5. Tilpamesvara or lalesvara/f

6. Fire pit (Havan kUJ!.~)

7. Kukku!esvara Mahiideva
8. Glll}esa, Sesaniiga
9. lvalharesvara/f
10. Siirya
II. Krsna-Riidhii

12. Eight-petalled lotus 18. Hanum!n
13. Lion pillar 19. Bhairava
14. Stone lions 20. DViirapiila (Guards)
15. Brass lions 21. MahisiisuramardinI
16. Naubhat Khiina (Drum room) 22. Krsna Gopiila
17. DharmaSiila (pilgrim shelter) 23. Lak~mf-Nariiyana

24. Brass bells
25. Sanctified Water

(Caraniimrta)
26. Rudra Bhairava
27. Mlll}cJapa (porch)
28. Sikhara and Sanctum

11 QUADRANGLE

Diagram 2: Durga Kunda Temple (Spatial Plan)
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Diagram 3: (Above) Durga Yantra of Twenty (Bisa Yantra). The yantra contains
the numerals from one to nine. The sequence of four numbers along
any side add up to twenty. (Dotted lines indicate variant forms).

(Below) Durga Yantra. (Circle at left indicates a common variant
containing the seed syllable, DUf!l).



Diagram 4: Sarvatobhadra Ma'!t!ala

(The Sacred Circle of All Auspiciousness)
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Diagram 5: Pavilion for the Group Recitation of the Durga Saptasatf.

Note that the ground plan divides the pavilion into nine equal spaces with
the fire pit (havan ku1J4a) located in the central square. Oblations are made
into the yoni located at the western edge of the fire pit.



Diagram 6: Method and Layout of the Fire Pit (Sthm;u;lila)
Used in the Durga Piija

Seated on the West side of the sthalJ4ila, facing east, the purohita pours a thin
layer of sand into it and places lengths of kaSa grass according to the following diagram:

East

------po
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""'J f

West

The purohita presses on the grass to make lines in the sand.

Using the ring finger and thumb of his right hand, he picks up the grass which is twelve
fingers (anguli) in length saying:

Om rekhyam p':'thvr devatllka pitavan:w
This line is superintended by the deity PD:hvI, whose colour is yellow.

He repeats the process for the grass of twenty one fingers in length. The superintending
deity is Agni whose colour is red. For the three grasses which are a span in length, the
deities are Prajapati, Indra, and Soma, whose respective colours are black, blue, and
white.

With his ring finger and thumb, he removes some sand while drawing the lines in the
impressions made by the grass. These removings are called utkara. He utters the mantra:

Om prajlipati ':'# renustubh cando agnirdevatli utkara nirasane viniyogalJ.
Om nirastaJ:z paravasu

So saying he discards the utkara to the Northeast direction.



Figure 1: The Durga Temple and Km;u;la as it appears today.



Figure 2: The Durga Temple and KUJ;l~a sketched by Sutherland in 1838. (Courtesy ofBharat Kalei Bhavan).



Figure 3: (Above) Mask of the Goddess Durga in the
inner sanctum of the Durga Kul).<,l temple.

(Right) Bhadrakali Mask in Durga temple.



Figure 4: (Left) Nude, squatting, "Lajja Gauri" fertility goddess image (From Badami Museum).
(Right) Ca~«;Ja Bhairava (centre), Durga S~avahini (left), and "Tantric Kali" (right) images at DurgajI.



Figure 5: (Left) The Tank and Linga of Tilaparnesvara/Jalehara/i at Durga KUQ,Q temple.
(Right) Female devotees touch and pivot around the Eight-Petalled Lotus image at DurgajI.



Figure 6: (Above) The Fire Pit (Havan KU1Jt!a) at DurgajI
where sorcerers and healers may worship.

(Below) A Healer (Ojha) at DurgajI administers
a therapeutic camphor flame to a patient.
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Figure 7: (Left) A Religious Mendicant at DurgajI.
(Above) Female Mendicant at Durgaji.

(Neither belong,J to a religious organization nor
ente1Jthe inner courtyard of the temple)
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Figure 8: (Left) A woman tethers a Sacrificial Goat to the stake in the Sacrificial Plot.
(Right) The severed head is offered on the Sacrificial Altar/Pillar along with a camphor flame.



------------ - -- --

Figure 9: (Left) Women(Pngrims)prepare food in the shelter (dharmasala) by the tank at DurgajI.
(Right) A Child's First Tonsure is performed at DurgajI.



Figure 10: (Above) A Sakta Devotee recites the Durgli Saptasati
in the presence of his son, who learns the text.

(Below) A Spiritual Practitioner (sadhaka) performs
his secret ritual by one of DurgajI's stone lions.



Figure 11: (Above) The Head Priest (Piijari) at DurgajI,
Ram Prasad Dubey, performs his daily recitation
of the Durga Saptasatf.

(Below) Group of BriihmaiJas, commissioned to
recite the Durga Saptasatf.
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Figure 12: (Left) Durga Worshipper roadside vendor.
The framed Durga image would receive special
veneration during Navaratra.

(Above) Shop selling Devotional Offerings such
as coconuts, scarves, and incense.



Figure 13: (Above) Durga is Established in a Jar (Kalasa).
The clay pot is set atop a low earth altar
which is sprinkled with seeds.

(Right) A Female Healer Garlands the Jar which,
draped with a red scarf, resembles a woman modestly
clad in a siin-'



Figure 14: (Left) An Image Maker adjusts Durga's Snake Noose (Naga Pasa) wrapped around the demon Mahi~a.
(Right) The Ritual Specialist (Purohita) begins to imbue the Durga image cluster (pratima') with life.
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Figure 15: The ritual specialist uses a variety of techniques drawn from tantric yoga in the worship ceremony.
Among these are: (Left) Control of the Breath (PraJ;layama) and (Right) Ritual Gestures (Mudra).



Figure 16: Some Ritual Implements used in Durga Piija.
(Above) Conch shell and copper vessels resembling
female generative organ (yoni). The large vessel
is called the kosa; the smaller, the kusi.

(Right) Platter of food offerings (naivedya) and
items used to invoke the goddess.

(Photos by Ruth Rickard)



Figure 17: Flame Worship (Arntz) of Durga
(Above) The oldest elaborate home celebration
in Banaras at the Mitra family in Chaukhambha.

(Below) Lighting an offering of 108 butter lamps.
(Photos by Ruth Rickard)



Figure 18: (Above) Durga as the Cluster of Nine Plants (Navapatrikii)
is bathed by the purohita.

(Below) The Fire Oblation is performed by the purohita
and the ritual patron (yajamana).



Figure 19: (Above) The images have their Mouths Smeared with Betel Leaf
(Tiimbula) and sweet offerings in the fmal worship.

(Below) The mood is festive and bitter sweet as the Lahiri family
prepares to immerse the image cluster in the Ganga (visarjana).




